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I. INTRODUCTIONAND HISTORY Of MANAGEMENT . . 

· The Fishery Management Plan for the Shallow-Water Reef Fish 
Fishery of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands (FMP),
prepared by the Caribbean Fishery Management Council (Council)
under the authority of the Magnuson Act, became effective in 
September 1985. The FMP established a management program for 
shallow-water reef fish resources within the exclusive economic 
zone (EEZ) of the Council's area of jurisdiction. Because the 
preponderance of fishery resources occur in waters under the 
authority of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the Territory of 
the u.s. Virgin Islands, the management program was extended to 
the shoreline with agreement that the island governments would 
adopt compatible regulations. Some regulations are yet to be 
fully implemented. 

The initial regulations, designed to rebuild declining reef 
fishes, established: (l) a minimum mesh size of 1.25 inches for 
fish traps; (2) requirements for degradable panels and door 
fasteners on traps; (3) a prohibition against hauling or 
tampering with another person's traps without written permission
of the owner; (4) a vessel and gear identification system; (5) a 
prohibition on using poisons, drugs, other chemicals or 
explosives for taking fish in the management unit; (6)
incremental size limits for Nassau.grouper (Epinephelus striatus)
and yellowtail snapper (Ocyurus chrysurus); and (7) a spawning 
season closure for Nassau grouper. 

I 

In Novembe:z:-1990, Amendment l to the FMP: (l) prohibited.the
harvest or possession of Nassau grouper; (2) provided for the 
annual closure to all fishing at a red hind (Epinephelus
guttatus) spawning aggregation area in the EEZ southwest of St. 
Thomas; (3) defined overfishing for reef fish; (4) revised the 
Habitat section of the FMP; (5) increased the minimum allowable 
mesh size for fish traps to 2. O inches ef.fective September 1991; 
and (6) provided for the collection of socio-economic information 
under existing state/federal agreements. These measures were 
designed to guard against continued declines of Nassau grouper
and red hind resources and to increase escapement of juveniles
and smaller reef fishes from traps. The mesh size increase 
proposed for fish traps was later reduced to 1.5 inches to 
minimize economic impacts on the industry, while studies were 
.conducted within the management area to more thoroughly evaluate 
the effectiveness of various mesh sizes and shapes. This 
adjustment, made under a framework provision in the FMP, provides 
additional protection to the resource over the previous 1,25-inch 
mesh size requirement. At the same time, escape panel
requirements also were specified for the various allowable mesh 
sizes, and jute twine, no greater than l/8 inch in diameter, was 
prescribed as the only acceptable fastening material for panels . 
Also, provisions for utilizing the access door as one of the 
required panels were described. The escape panels are designed 
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to prevent continued fishing and subsequent mortality of fishes 
by traps that are lost (ghost traps), 

II. PROBLEMS REQUIRING PLAN AMENDMENT AND MANAGEMENTOBJECTIVES 
PROBLEMS: 

The actions proposed in Alllendment 2 address continuing and 
growing concerns by the Council over scarce resources, the need 
to protect important species when they aggregate for spawning,
and the need to extend protection to other reef-associated 
species not presently in the management unit. Of some 350 
species of shallow-water reef fish in the Caribbean, about 180 
are landed throughout the region and collectively comprise the 
most important fishery in the islands. The management unit 
currently includes the 64 most commonly landed species that 
dominate the catch from the shoreline to the edge of the insular 
platform. At greater depths at the edge of the platform, another 
fishery occurs -- the deep-water reef fish fishery. 

Initially, the Council anticipated developing a separate FMP 
for the deep-water reef fish complex; however, the Council 
decided that it would be more practicable and economical to 
incorporate those species into a single management unit for all 
reef fish. Distribution of some of the species overlaps with the 
shallow-water reef fishes, although they are more abundant as 
adults in deeper waters. Restrictive measures are not envisioned 
initially for deep-water species due to lack of data on the 
status of their populations; however, including them in the 
management unit permits regulatory action if necessary. 

A large number of juvenile reef fishes and other small reef
associated species are taken by the marine aquarium trade 
industry. A decline in abundance has been noted for some of the 
more desirable species in certain localities. The ecological 
effects of their removal are unknown, and some of the most widely
used collecting methods employ chemicals that damage the reef 
habitat and inflict mortality upon associated fishes and 
invertebrates. Expanding the management unit to include marine 
aquarium species would obviate the need for another separate FMP 
and provide a mechanism to initially manage this select group of 
fishes under the existing drug and chemical harvest restriction. 
Harvest of certain species either could be regulated or 
prohibited as necessary. These adjustments would require 
changing the title of the FMP, expanding the management unit, and 
updating the FMP to describe the fisheries incorporated. Marine 
aquarium invertebrate species will be included in the Coral FMP, 
which currently is under development. 

Following collapse of the Nassau grouper resource, the red 
hind became an important species in the fishery; however, 
statistics show a decrease in the number of young fish in the 
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population as concluded by the Stock Assessment Group
(Appeldoorn, et al., 1992). A copy of the Reef Fish Stock 
Assessment Report is contained in Appendix II. Whenever 
possible, the Council relies upon closing aggregation sites 
during spawning seasons to enhance reproductive capacity. Most 
species that aggregate during the spawning season are highl~
vulnerable to capture at that time. Allowing mature individuals 
the opportunity to spawn is important to reverse declines in 
abundance. Even some fishermen have requested closure of · · 
spawning aggregation areas for red hind. A spawning aggregation 
area off St. Thomas, described and closed during the 1989-90 
spawning season (December-February) by emergency action, has been 
closed during each successive spawning season under Amendment l. 
Two additional red hind spawning areas are being considered for 
closure under Amendment 2. 

A pronounced decline in the abundance of jewfish
(Epinephelus itajara) has been noted throughout the management 
area and may extend throughout the Caribbean Basin. Similar 
declines in the Gulf of Mexico and off the south Atlantic coast 
of the U.S. led to a total prohibition on jewfish harvest in 
those areas. The Council believes that the jewfish should be 
protected throughout its range. The species appea=s to be scarce 
~herever it occurs and has unique biological characteristics that 
make it highly susceptible to overfishing. The U.S. Virgin
Islands government has listed jewfish as a protected species, and 
prohibits its take in Territorial waters. 

OBJECTIVES: 

The basic objectives of the FMP are unchanged by this 
amendment, except they are extended to maintain deep-water reef 
fishes and marine aquarium fishes at levels that sustain adequate
recruitment to replenish the populations. The states are 
requested to institute mandatory permitting and reporting
requirements for fishing in both state and federal waters to 
obtain data on catch/effort relationships of species in the 
management unit. These data would be used to assess stocks, 
monitor population trends, and to restore and maintain stocks at 
optimum levels. Permits also would provide a sampling universe 
in the event some type of limited access program is considered 
for the future. Information collection on the marine aquarium
trade should be expanded through the Puerto Rico Department of 
Natural Resources to obtain data on exports from Aquadilla and 
Ponce airports. 

III. MANAGEMENTMEASURES 

(A) Management Unit. 

Deep-Water Reef Fish: The deep-water fishery, primarily for reef 
fish, ranges from the outer reaches of the shallow-water fishery 
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(£.1!., 40 fathoms) seaward to depths up to about 300 fathoms. 
Fishes inhabiting the deep-water reef areas and slopes
characterized by rocks, ledges, and corals generally are 
prosecuted with heavy duty traps and by electrically powered
reels; bottom longlines are deployed to a limited extent. 
Appeldoorn, et al. (1992) reported that landings of all demersal 
~ishes in Puerto Rico declined from a peak of 2,402 metric tons 
(mt) in 1979 to 519 mt in 1990. During that same period, deep
water snappers, in aggregate, declined from 340 to so mt. 

Thirteen species currently not listed in the shallow-water 
reef fish management unit are major components of the deep-water
landings and .should be added .to the management unit (Erdman,
1979). One other species (tiger grouper) is added at the 
suggestion of the Scientific and Statistical committee (SSC) and 
Advisory Panel (AP) to the Council. Six species of snapper
(Lutjanidae), black snapper (Apsilus dentatus), queen snapper
(Etelis oculatus), blackfin snapper (Lutjanus buccanella), silk 
snapper (Lutjanus vivanus), wenchman (Pristipomoides
aguilonarisl, and vermilion snapper (Rhomboplites aurorubens);
four species of grouper (Serranidae), yellowedge grouper
(Epinephelus flavolimbatus), red grouper (Epinephelus moriol, 
misty grouper CEpinephelus mystacinus), and tiger grouper
(Mycteroperca tigris); two jacks (Carangidae), greater amberjack
(Seriola dumerili), and almaco jack CSeriola rivoliana); and two 
tilefishes (Malacanthidae), .blackline tilefish (Caulolatilus
cyanops), and sand tilefish (Malacanthus plumieri} are taken . 
predominantly in deep waters and should be included in the 
management unit. Including these species in the management unit 
will allow the Council to take appropriate management action as 
necessary to conserve or restore important components of the reef 
fish fishery. Other species in the deep-water fishery also are 
taken in the shallow-water fishery and are included in the 
management unit already. The most important of these are: dog 
snapper, mutton snapper, lane snapper, yellowfin grouper, Nassau 
grouper, coney, red hind, ~lack jack, and squirrelfish. Table lA 
(Appendix I) provides a complete listing of the revised 
management unit depicting the overlap of deep-water and shallow
water species. 

I 
i .. 

Marine Aquarium Trade Fishes: A preliminary description of the 
marine aquarium trade was compiled by the Puerto ~ico Department
of Natural Resources, Fisheries Research Laboratory, for the 
Caribbean Fishery Management council (Sadovy, 1991, unpublished
manuscript). That report provides a description of the marine 
aquarium organism trade in Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, 
and other areas, including harvest methods, collection areas, 
handling and shipping, as well as a description and list of the 
most commonly collected species. The report, used as a source
document for the management options considered, is appended
(Appendix II). A list of the important finfishes has been -
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extracted from that report for inclusion in the management unit 
(Table 2A, Appendix I). 

Export of marine organisms for the aquarium trade began £a. 
1970 in Puerto Rico, and 49 species appeared on the export
availability list in the early 1970'&. The United States is the 
chief importer. Until recently the trade was small, but over the 
last two to three years collection and export ·activity has -
increased. The trade and shipping lists for 1990/91 indicate that 
over 150 species of fish and invertebrates were exported from 
Puerto Rico. Increased export activity is attributed to a 
combination of increased demand for marine aquarium organisms,
improved air transport facilities, ·and increased restrictions on 
Florida-based collectors. Since the aquarium trade fishery is 
not specifically regulated and since the number of individuals of 
certain species harvested in the marine aquarium trade fishery 
appears to ·be declining, unrestricted harvest has become a 
growing concern of the Council. Many of the species collected 
are young of those that are valued as adults in other fisheries, 
some of which are regulated. Appropriate restrictions for other 
species would have to be addressed as necessary following data 
collection and analysis. 

About 100 people are engaged in the marine aquarium trade in 
Puerto Rico and a much smaller number in the U.S. Virgin Islands. 
Most collectors are exporters; however, some collectors sell to 
exporters or to local pet shops. Currently, there are about six 
export businesses in Puerto Rico with a similar number involved 
in intra-island trade. 

Major collectors have their own equipment, and collect from 
3-4 days to 7 days a week depending on weather and demand. 
Collectors visit specific areas and generally rotate collecting 
sites to avoid overfishing an area. Collection is commonly by 
SCUBA down to 20 meters but occasionally to 40 m for certain 
species; mask and snorkel are commonly used in shallow waters. 
The most frequent collecting gears are nets (barrier, gill, drop 
or cast nets, and dip nets), small mesh (l/4 - 1/2 inch) fish 
traps, slurp guns, and chemicals, such as "Quinaldine" (2-methyl
quinoline), chlorine, formaldehyde, and gasoline. 

A total of 105 species or species groups of fishes appeared 
on trade lists and shipping lists from Puerto Rico in 1990/91
(Table 2A, Appendix I). Eighty-three species of fishes were 
noted as exported, while seven species, or families, accounted 
for over 701 of the total fish export. In order of decreasing
numbers these were: royal gramma, Grarnrna loreto: yellowhead
jawfish, Qpisthognathus aurifrons: assorted wrasses, Labridae; 
rock beauty, Holacanthus tricolor: assorted blennies, Blenniidae; 
queen triggerfish, Balistes yetula; and French angelfish,
Pomacanthus Mn!• Other species, such as queen angelfish 
CPomacanthus eiliaris), blue chromis (Chromis cyanea), and pygmy 
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angelfish (Centropyge Ar.9.1), are less numerous but in high
demand. At least 20 to 30 species taken in the marine aquarium
trade also are valued as food fish. Some of these are highly 
prized as aquarium fish, notably rock beauty, French angelfish, 
and queen triggerfish; while others are being protected from 
overfishing as adults, such as red hind and possibly other 
serranids. A wide variety of invertebrates, including corals, 
also are exported. The aqUarium fish trade is not specifically
regulated and, in Puerto Rico, exporters are not required to be 
licensed and collectors are not treated as commercial fishermen. 
No information is available on the volume of intra-island trade. 

(

' 

For shipping, animals are packed in plastic bags filled with 
oxygenated.seawater and placed in heavy duty cartons. In Puerto 
Rico the majority are air freighted from San Juan, Aquadilla, and 
possibly Ponce, however, occasional export reportedly occurs 
through the postal system (Federal Express) and United Parcel 
Service. Air shipments are inspected by personnel of the Puerto 
Rico Department of Natural Resources and the U.S. Division of 
Fish and Wildlife Services at the Luis Munoz Marin airport in San 
Juan. On average, nine shipments a week leave Puerto Rico or 
5,184 boxes per year containing an estimated 160,704 organisms.
This translates roughly to the reported number of grouper (the
predominant fish) landed annually by the commercial fishery in 
Puerto Rico. These estimates do not include shipments from 
Aguadilla or Ponce airports, the postal service, or intra-island 
trade. 

Management Measures Adopted and Those Considered but Rejected by
the Council. 

bdopted Measure l. Expand the management unit to include the 
most important components of the deep-water reef fish fishery. { : 

l 
Discussion: 

Incorporating the major components of the deep-water reef 
fish fishery into a single reef fish management unit with the 
shallow-water fishery is appealing from a cost standpoint and 
because of the interrelationship between the two fisheries. 
Although the deep-water fishery is of less importance than the 
shallow-water fishery in tenns of effort and land~ngs, it 
includes one of the most economically valuable species, the silk 
snapper, Lutjanus vivanus (Matos and Sadovy, 1990); there is 
concern·over silk snapper because more than 90 percent of the 
individuals harvested are less than minimum size of sexual 
maturation (Matos, 1992). However, the relative importance of 
the two fisheries makes justification of a separate FMP for deep
water reef fish difficult. The cost of preparing a separate FMP 
would likely approach the cost of the present FMP (£51. $200,000);
whereas, added costs of consolidating the two complexes would be 
Einor. Expanding the management unit to include the major 

.,,. I
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components of the deep-water fishery aiso will extend the 
manaqement area; and future costs would be commensurate with 
additional management measures that may be required eventually. 

Rejected Measure lA. Do not incorporate deep-water reef fishes 
into the management unit (status quo). 

piscussion: 

Species that are not included in an FMP cannot be managed
under the Magnuson Act. Therefore, in the event that problems
develop with species in the deep-water reef fish complex,
substantial biomass decline and losses to fishermen could accrue 
before management action would be possible. It could take two 
years or more to develop a separate FMP, or a year or more to 
prepare and process an amendment to incorporate the appropriate
species into the shallow-water reef fish FMP. Time lost in 
management translates into monetary losses to fishermen in the 
long term, and such delays could add years to the amount of time 
required for resource recovery. 

Rejected Measure lB. Develop a separate plan for managing the 
deep-water reef fish fishery. 

Discussion: (Reference discussion under Preferred Measure 1.) 

Adopted Measure 2. Expand the management unit to include marine 
aquarium fishes (invertebrates would be managed under the Coral 
FMP). 

Discussion: 

Placing marine aquarium fishes under the protection of the 
reef fish rules should result in benefits to the species
involved, their habitat, and collectors. Disallowing the use of 
chemical substances and other destructive collecting devices 
would reduce cryptic mortality of target and associated species
while reducing a source of habitat degradation -- both results 
eventually would benefit t~e resource and collectors. The long
term stability of the fishery also would be advantaged through 
implementation of a permitting and reporting system and the 
designation of marine reserves as recommended in this amendment. 

Rejected Measure 2A. Develop a separate FMP for marine aquarium
organisms. 

Discussion: 

The basic problem with separate FMPs for reef fish and 
marine aquarium organisms is that many of the species overlap
both fisheries as adults and juveniles, and thus could fall under 
contradictory management programs. Since many species desirable 
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in the aquarium trade are juveniles of reef fishes that are 
utilized for other purposes as adults, allowable harvest in one 
fishery may contravene selected management measures, e.g.,
spawning aggregation area closures, designed to rebuild resources 
in another fishery. Amendment of one FHP may require amendment 
of the other as well to avoid incompatible management measures, 
thereby increasing associated costs substantially. The 

. likelihood of this is reduced under~ single FMP. Costs· 
associated with public hearings would at least double if an FMP 
were developed solely for marine aquarium organisms. 

Rejected Measure 2B. Do not incorporate marine aquarium fishes 
into the management unit (status quo.) 

Discussion: 

This alternative would not be responsive to the needs of the 
marine aquarium fishery because it would allow indiscriminate 
harvest of limited resources and continued damage to the habitat. 
Irresponsibility to the needs of a resource similarly contravenes 
the needs of the resource users. Allowing indiscriminate harvest 
and habitat damage ultimately impacts those who rely upon the 
resource to sustain their livelihood. If resources are not 
protected, competitive harvest will continue until it is no 
longer economically feasible and the collectors have driven 
themselves out of business. Other users, such as tourist dive
boat operations, also could be impacted by overexploitation and 
habitat damage. 

Adopted Measure 3. Retitle FMP to encompass the reef fish 
management unit. 

Discussion: 

Since the management µnit has been enlarged to include 
fishes other than shallow-water reef fish, the Council suggests
the document be retitled, "Fishery Management Plan for Reef 
Fishes of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands." This title 
accurately describes the fisheries for shallow-water reef fish, 
deep-water reef fish, and marine aquarium fishes. 

There are no direct economic benefits or impacts associated 
with changing the title of the FMP; however, avoiding the 
confusion that might accompany the misnomer, could have distinct 
sociological implications. 

Rejected Measure 3A. No action. Retain current title of FHP. 

Discussion: 

Retaining an inaccurate title for an FHP could result in 
confusion to managers and, more importantly, to the fishermen 
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responsible for conforming to the regulatory program tailoied to 
conserve reef resources. 

(B) Gear Restrictions. 

The marine aquarium trade initially will be regulated by 
gear restrictions designed.to reduce fishing mortality and 
habitat damage. Of the gears currently deployed in the harvest 
of aquarium fishes, two.will be prohibited by existing . 
regulations for the shallow-water reef fish fishery: i.e., the 
use of chemicals and small-mesh fish traps. Nets, other than 
hand-held dip nets, also will be prohibited by this amendment 
because of their potential for damaging the reef habitat and as a 
source of inadvertent mortality. . · 

The commercial fishery for shallow-water (and deep-water
through this amendment) reef fish basically is regulated by
requiring certain construction features of fish traps -- the 
predominant gear in the fishery. Escape openings (covered by
panels fastened with degradable material) are required to prevent
continued fishing and subsequent mortality by lost or abandoned 
traps. Trap mesh also is being manipulated in quest of an 
optimum size that will allow young and immature fish to escape
and grow sufficiently to maximize yield from the fishery.
However, in a fishery that contains such a large number of 
species and wide array of body forms, there is no such thing as 
an optimum mesh size, especially when some of the larger species 
appear to be overfished. 

Although gear restrictions may perform a useful function, as 
indicated, effort limitations eventually are necessary to reduce 
fishing mortality in most fisheries. Unregulated expansion of 
the marine aquarium trade is a growing concern of the Council and 
of the people involved in that industry. Trap fishermen are 
equally concerned that overly restrictive mesh-size measures will 
eventually re.duce catches to the extent that it is no longer
economically feasible to fish with traps. Limitations to 
stabilize and reduce effort are desperately needed in both the 
fish trap fishery and the marine aquarium fishery. Restrictions 
on the number (per vessel) and size (volume) of traps are needed 
to control fishing capacity, coupled with the implementation of a 
permit (licensing) and reporting system and a moratorium on 
additional entry into both fi~heries. Entry into the marine 
aquarium fishery can only be expected to increase as fishermen 
are displaced from other fisheries (both local and abroad),
product demand increases, and export facilities improve. 

Adopted Measure 4. Restrict the collection of marine aquarium
fishes to hand-held dip nets and slurp guns. 
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Discussion: 

Of the traditional gear employed in the harvest of marine 
aguarium fishes, the Council recol!llnended that only hand-held dip 
nets and slurp guns be allowed. Other gears, notably cast nets 
{drop nets), barrier nets {gill nets), small mesh fish traps, and 
chemicals, have the potential of causing damage to the resource 
or its habitat, or both. Chemicals and small mesh fish traps are 
prohibited by existing regulations. 

Rejected Measure 4A. Allow the collection of marine aguarium
fishes by all gear types currently deployed in the fishery
{status guo). 

Discussion: 

Some of the gears currently or traditionally used for 
collecting marine aguarium fishes have been shown to damage
either the resource, its habitat, or both. Perhaps the most 
popular method of collection is by the use of chemical 
substances, the most common of which is guinaldine -- a coal tar 
derivative used in the manufacture of dyes and explosives.
Although the long- and short-term effects on reefs and associated 
organisms of using quinaldine to stun fish are inconclusive, many
dealers are reluctant to purchase fish taken by this method 
because mortality rates appear higher than with those collected 
using other methods. The use of other chemical agents, such as 
bleach, formalin, and gasoline for collecting marine aquarium
fishes, has been reported from various areas, and all are 
prohibited because of their toxic effects on marine organisms,
including corals. The use of chemical substances and explosives
is currently prohibited by the shallow-water reef fish 
regulations that likewise apply to this fishery by amendment. 

Cast nets (drop nets),. barrier nets (gill nets), and 
specialized small mesh fish traps are other gears traditionally
used to harvest marine aquarium fishes. These gears all have a 
potential for damaging reefs or reef resources. Small mesh fish 
traps are already prohibited under existing minimum mesh-size 
regulations. 

.,. 

Adopted Measure 5. Require that fish traps be constructed as 
follows: (a) at a minimum, basic construction material must be of 
l.5-inch hexagonal mesh wire or 2.0-inch square mesh wire; (b) 
escape openings of at least 8 x 8 inches must be located on any 
two sides (except top, bottom, or side containing the funnel);
(c) the access door may serve as an escape opening provided it 
meets all requirements for size and location, and is fastened in 
such a manner that the door will fall open when the fasteners 
degrade; (d) panels covering the escape openings must be of a 
mesh at least as large as the mesh used in constructing the trap,
and fastened with untreated jute twine 1/8-inch or less in 
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diameter when traps are fitted with zinc anodes; or (e) fastened 
with 18-gauge ungalvanized wire or 1/8-inch untreated jute twine 
(maximum diameter) if anodes are not used. 

Discussion: 

The Shallow-Water Reef Fish rule now in effect provides for 
a conversion from 1.5-inch square mesh wire to a minimum size of 
2.0-inch square mesh wire in fish traps by September 13, 1993. 
Hexagonal mesh wire of l.5 inches may continue to be used in trap
construction after this date. studies conducted off Puerto Rico 
during the phase-out period for the 1,5-inch square mesh wire 
were not substantively different from those conducted elsewhere 
(principally the Florida Straits) by other researchers 
(Appeldoorn and Posada, 1992). Statistical tests showed that the 
l.5-inch square mesh caught significantly more individuals and 
smaller fish than the 1.5-inch hexagonal and 2.0-inch square mesh 
traps. A comparison of frequency distributions of fishes by
weight, length, and circumference also showed that 1.5-inch 
square mesh caught significantly smaller fish than the 1.5-inch 
hexagonal mesh traps. Therefore, the Council concluded that the 
conversion to 2.0-inch square mesh would reduce resource waste 
through excessive mortality to small or juvenile reef fishes as 
compared to the use of 1.s-inch square mesh wire for traps. 

Fishermen have testified that locating escape openings on 
two opposing sides of a trap (as presently required) can cause 
premature release of the catch from the weight of fish on the 
panel opposite the bridle during trap retrieval. Locating the 
escape openings on adjacent sides of a trap eliminates this 
problem. The minimum size of the escape openings (8 x 8 inches)
and the use of untreated jute twine 1/8-inch or less in diameter 
as a fastening material are identical to present requirements.
The use of 18 gauge ungalvanized wire on traps without anodes, 
however, was an improvisation of the council to accommodate 
fishermen that contended jute twine is overly burdensome because 
of the amount of time required to retie the fastenings each time 
a trap is hauled. No data.are available on the degradation time 
for 18 gauge ungalvanized wire. 

Rejected Measure SA. Require only one escape panel, which should 
be the access door, made of 2-inch square mesh wire fastened with 
18 gauge ungalvanized iron wire and located on one side of the 
trap. The door should be hinged at the bottom and cover an 
opening of no less than 8 x 8 inches. 

Discussion·: 

This option is supported by the fishermen and the council AP 
over current measures that they believe are overly restrictive. 
The major departures from current requirements are the single 
escape panel and the use of wire fasteners. Objection to using 
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_traps with a single escape panel was addressed in response to 
comments received during review of the rulemaking for existing 
measures. The objection was that a lost trap might be positioned 
so that a single panel would be obstructed or incapacitated-in 
such a way that it would not allow fish to escape. Two escape 
panels (one of which may be the access door) provide more 
assurance against this possibility. 

I 
(',' 

The use of ungalvanized iron wire as a fastening material 
for access doors and escape panels is problematical for the 
following reasons. The Council spent approximately three years
and a substantial amount of funds conducting studies to determine 
the most suitable material for fasteners on fish traps~ The 
principal criter.ion for selection of a material was degradation
time so that ghost fishing by lost or abandoned traps could be 
avoided. The key was to use a material that would degrade over a 
brief period so that fishermen would be compelled to replace the 
fasteners each time the trap was hauled. Based upon these 
studies, the council selected 1/B-inch untreated jute twine as 
the most acceptable material for meeting this criterion; wires of 
various gauges and compositions were not tested. Also, many of 
the traps deployed in the management area are outfitted with zinc 
anodes to prevent electrolysis or oxidation of the trap. The use 
of anodes would similarly increase the life expectancy of the 
wire fasteners in sea water, thereby negating its utility as a 
fastening material. 

I 
Rejected Measure SB. Retain current restrictions for fish traps 
(status quo), 

(; 
I 

Discussion: 

current regulations require that: (l) fish traps be 
constructed of a minimum mesh size of 1.s~inch square or l.5-inch 
hexagonal wire; (2) fish traps contain an escape port on each of 
two opposite sides and be covered by a panel of a mesh size no 
smaller than that of which·the trap is constructed and fastened 
with untreated jute twine 1/B-inch or less in diameter; (3) the 
access door may serve as one of the escape panels, provided it is 
on an appropriate side, it is hinged only at the bottom, and is 
fastened at the top by untreated jute twine 1/B-inch or less in 
diameter so that the door will fall open when the twine degrades;
and (4) the escape ports on traps constructed of rectangular mesh 
measure a minimum of 9 x 9 inches and, for hexagonal mesh, Bx B 
inches. These measures will remain in effect until September 13, 
1993, when they will be re-evaluated in light of current studies 
on the size and species composition of fishes taken with various 
mesh size traps. 

I
I 

: 

j

Current fish trap restrictions address most of the concerns 
associated with continued fishing mortality being inflicted by
lost traps. However, legitimate concerns have'surfaced regarding \.,} 
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placement of the escape openinrs o~ opposite sides of a trap, and 
the continued use of 1.5-inch square mesh wire (see discussion 
under Preferred Measure 5). Basically, the location of escape
openings on opposite sides of a trap can trigger the release of 
fish prematurely by pressure from the weight against a panel
during hauling. Also, additional studies to evaluate size 
composition of species in the catch by various mesh-sized traps
generally supported the efforts of other researchers, and 
indicated that 2.0-inch square mesh would result in the release 
of substantially greater numbers of small or juvenile fishes as 
contrasted to 1.5-inch square mesh (Appeldoorn and Posada, 1992). 

(C) Harvest Prohibitions. 

Presently, there is .a prohibition on the harvest and 
possession of Nassau grouper, and one other is proposed for 
jewfish in this amendment. The harvest of Nassau grouper (once
the dominant species in the reef fish fishery) was not prohibited
until a collapse of that resource was experienced. A prohibition
against harvesting jewfish is recommended as that species now 
appears as only a relict of its former abundance. Generally,
organisms are most common near the geographical center of their 
range; however, population declines have led to the closure of 
the jewfish fishery along peninsular Florida -- the center of 
abundance. A similar prohibition in the Caribbean management 
area is recommended under this amendment. 

Options for limiting the harvest of red grouper, tiger 
grouper, and certain marine aquarium fishes also were examined by
the Council. The Council, taking SSC and AP recommendations into 
account, agreed that insufficient evidence was available to 
prohibit the .harvest of most aquarium fishes, but that the young
of species under a rebuilding program should be protected until 
those resources recover. The Council also decided that 
insufficient information existed to establish a harvest 
prohibition on tiger grouper, but recommended monitoring removal 
from a spawning aggregation area near Vieques, Puerto Rico. If 
necessary, the aggregation area could be closed to all fishing 
from February 1 - April 30 of each year to protect the resource 
(see recommendation 4). Insofar as red grouper is concerned, the 
status of the resource is uncertain in the management area. 
According to literature (Brownell and Rainey, 1971; Erdman, 1979; 
FAO, 1978), the species is abundant to the north (eastern Gulf of 
Mexico) and is col!llllon in Venzuelan markets to the south, but does 
not appear to be col!llllon in the management area. Whether this is 
a function of distribution, localized overexploitation, or other 
resource-related problems has not been determined. Because of the 
uncertainty of the status of red grouper, the Council preferred 
to delay any harvest restrictions until more information is 
collected •.. 
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Adopted Measure 6. Prohibit the harvest or possession of jewfish
CEpinephelus itajara) in waters around Puerto Rico and the u.s. 
Virgin Islands. 

pii;cussion: 

Jewfish occur off both coasts of Florida, throughout the 
Gulf of Mexico and the Greater Antilles, and along the 
southwestern Caribbean coast (FAO, 1978). A disjunct population 
also occurs along the Pacific coast from Costa Rica to Peru. The 
center of abundance is off peninsular Florida, but the species
appears to be no longer abundant anywhere within its range. Of 
about 150,000 records of measurements from biostatistical samples
from Puerto Rico since 1983, only about 30 are of jewfish, and 
all of those were sexually immature. According to Bullock et al. 
(1992), the minimum size of sexually mature females is ca. 1,225 

m:mtotal length, and for males ca. 1,155 mm total length. All 
specimens in the biostatistical samples from Puerto Rico were 
less than 875 mm total length. Juveniles occur primarily inshore 
in mangrove and seagrass areas; adults generally are taken on 
reefs in deeper waters . 

. Life history characteristics of jewfish make it extremely
susceptible to overfishing and recovery from overfishing, in all 
likelihood, would be very slow. Jewfish grow to a large size, 
upwards of seven feet and 700 pounds, which makes them prime 
targets for spearfishing, the chief method of harvest. The 
species is unique and, because of its unusual size, is esteemed 
by spearfishermen and by underwater photographers and divers for 
its aesthetic appeal. These features all combine to make jewfish 
a prime candidate for total protection. 

Rejected Measure 6A. Allow the unrestricted harvest of jewfish 
(status quo). 

t

Discussion: 

Although data are inadequate for a stock assessment, the 
species is so scarce that it is likely that sufficient data will 
never be available. Allowing continued harvest could result in 
the reduction of the jewfish population to a level that would 
require an unusually extensive time period for recovery, or 
result in displacement of the species altogether. This approach
certainly would not be responsive to the needs of this unique 
resource. 

Adopted Measure 7. Prohibit the harvest and possession of 
certain species used in the marine aquarium trade. 

I 
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Discussion: 

The status of many species of marine aquarium fishes has not 
been detemined, but some are uncolJllllon while others are heavily
exploited without restriction. All marine aquarium fishes w_ill 
benefit from the gear restrictions contained in this amendment. 
Because of the intensifying and uncontrolled harvest of marine 
aquarium fishes in Puerto Rico, and based on experiences
elsewhere, there is a need to regulate this fishery. By adding 
marine aquarium fishes to the Shallow-Water Reef Fish FMP, the 
harvest and possession of the young of species that presently are 
in a rebuilding mode would be subject to prohibition until those 
resources have recovered. This group currently includes red hind 
(Epinephelus guttatus) and mutton snapper (Lutjanus analisl. 

A number of criteria were examined in selecting species to 
be precluded from harvest in the marine aquarium trade. In 
compiling a list of prohibited species for the management area 
the following were considered: 

1. Species that are locally rare are potentially vulnerable 
to harvest for the aquarium trade because the scarcity and the 
higher value associated with rare species often result in greater
effort expended for their harvest (Randall, 1987). Of the 
species listed by Sadovy (1991), two genera of fishes that may be 
considered rare or uncommon .in the management area are the 
seahorses /Hippocampus spp.) and basslets of the genus 
Liopropoma. Since the latter are collected mainly by chemicals, 
such as quinaldine, and harvest by chemicals is prohibited,
basslets already receive protection. Only 30 of 25,276 (0.001%)
fishes recorded in Sadovy 1991 were either Hippocampus or 
Liopropoma; therefore, a prohibition will not impact collectors 
economically. · 

2. Species that are harvested either recreationally or 
commercially as food fish in other fisheries must be carefully
evaluated for stock condition to avoid overharvest or user 
conflicts. Species in the aquarium trade in this category are 
the red hind, which is definitely growth overfished (Sadovy and 
Figuerola, 1992), and possibly recruitment overfished (Sadovy,
1992), the coney, Epinephelus fulyµs (stock status uncertain),
and the queen triggerfish, Balistes yetula. Substantial numbers 
of juvenile queen triggerfish are reportedly taken in the marine 
aquarium trade; however, like the coney, the status of this 
species is uncertain although average size in landings has 
declined (Appeldoorn, et al., 1992). Both are important species
in the com:mercial landings of Puerto Rico. Other species that 
are important as food fishes and that may be in a state of 
decline are goatfishes (Mullidae), parrotfishes (Scaridael in the
u.s.v.I., and some of the trunkfishes. 
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3. Some species are considered unsuited for the aquarium
trade because they do not survive well in captivity. According 
to Wood (1992), a number of butterflyfishes do not feed well in 
captivity and consequently experience high mortality (e.g.,. 
chaetodon capistratus. ~- striatus, and~- aculeatus).
Pernitting harvest of these species for the aquarium trade would 
constitute inefficient and wasteful use of these resources under 
the Magnuson Act. Also, small individuals of a number of other 
species of v.alue to the marine aquarium trade, especially the 
angelfishes, do not survive well in captivity. 

4. Certain species may be of more value to the habitat than 
if harvested, as their removal may be detrimental to the reef 
ecosystem. Cleaner fishes, such as juveniles of some of the 
wrasses, basslets and angelfishes -- notably Thalassoma 
bifasciatum, Bodianus rufus, Gramma loreto, and Pomacanthus 
paru -- are known to remove parasites and mucous from a wide 
range of fishes. Their importance to the health of the reef or 
its components is unknown but should be evaluated. 

Finally, a number of species that are targeted heavily for 
the aquarium trade should be assessed in terms of stock 
condition. These species include royal gramma, Gramma loreto, 
rock beauty, Holacanthus tricolor, yellowhead jawfish,
Opistognathus aurifrons, french angelfish, Pomacanthus PJU:1!, 
queen angelfish, Holacanthus ciliaris, pygmy angelfish, 
Centropyge iu:gi, bluehead wrasse, Thalassoma bifasciatum. . 
puddingwife wrasse, Halichoeres radiatus, blue chromis, Chromis 
cyanea, and red-lipped blenny, Qphioblennius atlanticus. 

Accordingly, prohibiting harvest of the following species is 
proposed for the marine aquarium trade. 

seahorses - Hippocampus spp. 
red hind - Epinephelus guttatus 
mutton snapper - Lutjanus analis 
foureye butterflyfish - Chaetodon capistratus
banded butterflyfish - ~. striatus 
longsnout butterflyfish - ~. aculeatus 

Other species may be added as vital information is gathered from 
stock as~essments generated by research and the reporting system
recommended as part of this amendment. 

Rejected Measure 7A. Only harvest and possession prohibitions on 
food species and those protected by ancillary restrictions would 
apply to marine aquarium trade (status quo). 

Discussion:-
While some species of marine aquarium fishes are abundant, 

certain species are uncommon and may be highly susceptible to 
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overharvest. This alternative would not providP. the protection
this latter group deserves. It is possible that some species are 
already overfished while others may provide greater benefits as 
components of the reef ecosystem rather than being harvested. 
Often species in short supply are in great demand; therefore, 
conservation measures are needed to guard against further decline 
and to protect the interests of collectors/exporters dependent 
upon these resources for their livelihood. As currently
expressed, the no-action alternative·would protect only the young
of prohibited species (i.e., Nassau grouper and jewfish), and to 
a large degree basslets (genus Liopropoma) that appear to be most 
susceptible to harvest by chemicals that are illegal collection 
devices under this FMP. 

(D) Spawning Aggregation Area closures. 

Since a red hind spawning area in the EEZ southwest of St. 
Thomas was ·first closed on December l, 1989, through the duration 
of the spawning season (February 28, 1990), the Council has 
attempted to identify additional spawning aggregation areas to 
further protect declining reef fish resources. During the 
spawning season, some species of reef fishes are aggressive and 
extremely vulnerable to capture. Protecting spawning
aggregations is a sound management practice and the Council 
prefers spawning area closures to other approaches, such as size 
limits and quota management, that are more labor intensive to 
monitor and inflict high rates of mortality on undersized fish. 
Because aggregating fish are highly susceptible to capture by a 
wide range of gears (hook and line, trap, spears, etc.), a total 
ban on use of gear capable of taking fish is necessary to protect
spawning aggregations. Other spawning aggregations may be added, 
if necessary, when identified. 

Adopted Measure 8. Closure of additional red hind aggregation 
areas during the December through February spawning season. 

Discussion: 

A spawning aggregation area has been identified in the EEZ 
off the west end of Puerto Rico. The area lies to the west of 
Tourmaline buoy, west of Mayaguez, Puerto Rico. The best known 
location, based on historic productivity, covers an area of 
approximately 3 x 5 miles. The area is bounded by rhumb lines 
connecting the following points (see Fig. l, Appendix I): 

Point Latitude N, Longitude H, 
A 1 18°11.0 67°25,5' 
B 1 18°11.0 67°20.4' 
C 18°08, 0 I 67°20.4' 
D 18°08, 0 I 67°25. 5' 
A 18°11.0• 67°25.5' 
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Another red hind spawning aggregation area has been 
identified in the EEZ east of st. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, at 
the extreme eastern end of Lang Bank. Based on col!ll1lents received 
from members of the St. Croix Fisheries Advisory committee, this 
area is now delimited to waters less than 50 fathoms (300 feet)
in depth. The area formerly extended to.the 100 fm. contour but 
was reduced because of impacts on •fisheries for large pelagics
(tuna, dolphin, wahoo, and marlin) and deepwater snapper. The 
harvest or possession of red hind during the spawning season 
(December through February 28) would be prohibited within the 
area bounded by rhumb lines connecting the following points {see
Fig. 2, Appendix I): 

,, 

Point Latitude N, Longitude w. 
A 11°50.2• 64°27.9 1 

B 17°50.l' 64°26.1' 
C 17°49.2 1 64°25.8' 
D 17°48.6 1 64°25.8' 
E 17°48.l' 64°26.1' 
F 17°47.5' 64°26.9 1 

A 17°50.2 1 64°27.9 1 

Eejected Measure BA. Status quo. 

Discussion: 

Leaving the identified areas unprotected from intensive 
fishing effort could lead to the demise of the spawning
aggregations and declines in local abundance, at least to the 
extent that local populations of red hind are dependent on these 
aggregations. No action definitely would contribute to a 
continued decline of the red hind resource. 

Adopted Measure 9. Prohibit the harvest of mutton snapper
(Lutjanus analis) in a spawning aggregation area off St. Croix 
from March through June of·each year. 

Discussion: 

A mutton snapper spawning aggregation area has been 
identified in the EEZ off the southwest coast of St. Croix. In 
keeping with the Council's management preferences, the U.S. 
Virgin Islands, Division of Fish and Wildlife, has recommended 
that the area be closed to all fishing from March through June of 
each year to protect the species. The spawning area is bounded 
by rhumb lines connecting the following points {Fig. 3, Appendix
I): 

,., 
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Point · Latitude N. Longitude w. 
A 17°37.9' 64°52. 6' 
B 17°38. 2' 64°52 .1 • 
C 17°38. 3 • 64°51.8 1 

D 17°38.l' 64°51.4 I 

A 17°37.9 1 64°52. 6' 

Based on information obtained from commercial fishermen and 
the Division of Fish and Wildlife, u.s.v.I. records from 1981, 
mutton snapper have been harvested for more than 20 years from 
the spawning aggregation. The aggregation area is located 
between 2.1 and 3.2 nautical miles southwest of Long Point in 10 
to 27 fathoms of water. Most commercial fishing occurs at night
by handline fishermen in outboard-powered vessels less than 6m in 
length; however, fish traps and most recently gill nets have been 
used to harvest mutton snapper in this area. Weather permitting, 
more than 30 fishing vessels can be seen nightly for one week 
after the full moon during the months of March through June. 
Fishing effort is most heavily concentrated at depths of 10 to 15 
fathoms. Commercial landings indicate that mutton snapper have 
been fished to the extent that production from the aggregation is 
declining; catches have been reduced from >500 pounds per boat to 
<100 pounds per boat for the highliners. Average individual 
weights have decreased from over 10 pounds to 5 pounds during the 
period reported. 

Several attempts have been made to locate the spawning
aggregation by Division divers/researchers during daylight;
however, no significant numbers of mutton snapper have been 
observed above 15 fathoms. It is believed that actual spawning 
occurs in the deeper waters of the EEZ immediately off the 
insular shelf at depths of up to 27 fathoms. The steepness of 
the outer shelf slope and short linear distance between the 10 
and 100 fathom contour, requires that the entire area included by
these contours be enclosed (Tobias, 1986; 1992). 

Rejected Measure 9A. Status quo. 

Discussion: 

Mutton snapper appear to be especially vulnerable to harvest 
when aggregated for spawning. This has prompted the curtailment 
of fishing activity during the spawning season in waters under 
the jurisdiction of the south Atlantic Council and similar action 
soon will be contemplated by the Gulf of Mexico Council. To 
allow spawning populations to be overexploited during periods of 
unusual vulnerability is not a biologically sound practice. 
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS ANDOTHER AGENCIESON
ACTIONSAPPROVEDBY THE COUNCIL 

(A) Mandatory pernitting and Reporting. 

The necessity of limiting entry into the marine aquarium
fish trade was expressed by both the SSC and AP. Prior to 
establishing a limited ·access program, however, it is necessary 
to determine present participation at different levels within the 
fishery. A mandatory permitting and reporting system would 
accomplish this'. In the marine aquarium trade there are 
collectors, exporters, and dealers. An individual may function 
in one or more of these capacities: most collectors are 
exporters, although some collectors also sell their catches to an 
exporter, or directly to local pet shops (Sadovy, 1991). 

A permit and reporting system also is recol!\l!lended for 
fishermen and dealers involved in the shallow- and deep-water
reef fish fisheries. This system would be designed to identify
the universe of participants and facilitate introduction of a 
limited access program in the event that one is warranted in the 
future. From the universe of permittees, a number will be 
selected to report catch/effort information and other data that 
are considered necessary for managing the fishery, including
socio-economic data. Information also will be collected from the 
marine aquarium trade through existing procedures employed at 
export centers (airports), supplemented by other reporting 
requirements as deemed appropriate. 

Recommendation 1. Require an annual permit for the sale of reef 
fish, including marine aquarium fish. 

Discussion: 

An annual permit issued by the local governments would be 
required to sell reef fish.from the management area described in 
the FMP (including state and federal waters). The permit system
would be operated by the local governments, while NMFS would 
assist by screening and recommending approval or disapproval of 
any applicants from the U.S. mainland. A permit would be denied 
anyone with an outstanding violation in any fishery. Local 
governments could charge an appropriate fee to recover costs of 
administering the program. 

As long as administrative costs are not exceeded, NMFS could 
adopt the permits as federal permits and have the flexibility to 
sanction them as an enforcement mechanism. 

Aquarium fish collectors and exporters are not licensed in 
Puerto Rico and their activities are not regulated. Although
there is a licensing system for commercial reef fish fishermen in 
Puerto Rico, the system is not mandatory. The U.S. Virgin 

( 
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Islands requires permits for both fish~ries; however, the vast 
~ajority of activity occurs in waters around Puerto Rico. A 
permit system for the entire management area is requisite to 
establishing a moratorium on additional entry and limited access 
programs for the marine aquarium trade and the commercial reef 
fish fishery. In the absence of an operational permitting 
system, new entry into either fishery could not be prevented. 

Recommendation 2. Require periodic reports from those engaged in 
the sale of reef fish, including marine aquarium fishes. 

Discussion: 

Reports would be required by the local agencies
administering the permit program to more accurately determine 
actual participation as well as the catch and the amount of 
effort expended in the reef fish fishery. The data collected 
would allow fishery scientists and managers to better assess the 
status of resources in the management area and make informed 
judgments for conserving those resources. The data also would 
serve as the foundation for developing limited access programs
for the reef fish fisheries. Reporting intervals and other 
requirements should be patterned after systems alrea1y tested and 
proven successful in other fisheries. 

A number of management .actions and recom:mendations have been 
deferred by the Council, SSC, and AP because of insufficient 
data. Indecision on proper management actions would be expected 
to continue in the absence of current information on reef fish 
harvest. Information on the number of participants, amount of 
effort and catch is too incomplete to develop limited access 
programs that are desperately needed in some segments of the reef 
fish fishery. 

(B) Other Harvest Prohibitions. (Reference Discussion pp.
22-23) 

Reco!nlllendation 3. Closely monitor the condition of red grouper
(Epinephelus morio) resources from expanded data collection 
efforts to determine appropriate management needs. 

Discussion: 

The Council has received information from resource users 
that the status of red grouper in the Council's area of 
jurisdiction may be stressed. Both the SSC and the AP indicated 
that existing landings and biostatistical data are insufficient 
to accurately assess the condition of the resource and have 
advised that management actions be delayed until sufficient data 
are available. The Council has thus concluded that any action to 
restrict the harvest of red grouper at this time is not warranted 
and that fishery data collecting agencies must·increase the 
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collection of information needed to make management decisions 
concerning the resource. 

f 
)

As with jewfish and Nassau grouper, however, red grouper are 
so scarce that it is unlikely sufficient data will become 
available to accurately assess the condition of the resource in a 
timely manner. However, unlike jewfish and Nassau grouper, which 
are primarily targeted by spearfishermen, red grouper generally 
are taken by hook and line or in traps. Release mortality of 
fish taken from deep water could offset potential benefits that 
may be gained from a harvest prohibition. 

r
I

(C) Other Spawning Aggregation Area closures. (Reference
Discussion ·p. 29) r 

I
Recommendation 4. Recommend that the local government monitor 
the spawning aggregation area for tiger grouper (Mycteroperca
tigris) in waters near Vieques Island to obtain biological and 
socioeconomic information over a two-year period through a 
comprehensive permitting and reporting program implemented by
Puerto Rico. · \ 
Discussion: 

The tiger grouper occurs from Florida and Campeche Bank 
southward through the West Indies to the northern coast of South 
America in coral reef areas from the shoreline to depths of at 
least 30 meters. Although reports (FAO, 1978) indicate a general
distribution throughout the range and that the species "commonly" 
reaches a length of 40 cm. (16 inches)", there is little 
information on local abundance around Puerto Rico and the U.S. 
Virgin Islands. Information on abundance within the management 
area, as indicated by both the SSC and AP, is requisite to 
formulating a position on harvest limitations. 

[) 
I

In July 1991 the Council recommended that the government of 
Puerto Rico take appropriate action to protect a spawning
aggregation of tiger grouper in waters near Vieques. The 
National Marine Fisheries Service added its support to the 
proposed closure, recognizing that protection of spawning 
aggregations is an effective management tool and is preferred by 
the Council over measures that induce high rates of mortality
(size limits) or that are difficult and costly to monitor (size
limits and quotas). 

... 

Placing tiger grouper in the management unit paves the way
for cooperative management to protect this species in waters 
under federal jurisdiction. Should Puerto Rico decide upon
closing the spawning aggregation area off Vieques, the Council 
may close adjoining areas or other spawning aggregation areas as 
deemed necessary to protect the resource. 
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Based on observations off Vieques by Sadovy, Colin,· and 
Domeier (ms. 1992), the species aggregates for spawning at about 
120 feet and is targeted primarily by spearfishermen and by hook 
and line. The species reportedly is reluctant to enter traEs and 
is taken infrequently outside the aggregation season. Up to 18 
boats have been observed on the highly circumscribed spawning
grounds at the same time. Estimated annual harvest from the 
aggregation is about 24,000 pounds or 4,900 fish, Spawning
activity outside the area has not been observed and aggregation
spawning may represent the total reproductive output for tiger 
grouper. Therefore, the estimated total number of fish removed 
(4,900) could constitute a significant portion of the adults 
using this spawning !llite each year, and eventually lead to the 
demise of the aggregation as has occurred in other grouper
species. 

Because of the heavy fishing pressure on the Vieques
aggregation, and the apparent vulnerability of grouper spawning
aggregations to exploitation in general, Sadovy, et al. (loc.
cit.) recommended that tiger grouper aggregation landings be 
closely monitored over the next few years, and that fishing 
activity at the aggregation site be limited to hook and line. If 
marked declines in numbers of fish, catch per unit of effort, and 
average size are noted, the aggregation should be protected to 
avoid long-term damage to local tiger grouper stocks. 

(D) Marine Reserves and Other Recommendations. 

Tropical coral reefs are the basic component of several 
important fisheries in the management area of the Caribbean 
Council and establishing a number of them as marine reserves is a 
worthy concept. The most important coral reef resources are: 
shallow-water reef fish, spiny lobster, marine aquarium organisms 
(including corals and other invertebrates), and deep-water reef 
fishes. Except for spiny lobster and coral, these resources 
would be managed under the Reef Fish FMP. Balancing the 
traditional consumptive fisheries for these species with 
alternate uses of reef resources, such as ecotourism, sport
diving, and aesthetics, is one of the most difficult challenges
facing fishery managers. The potential of marine fishery 
reserves was addressed by the Reef Fish Plan Development Team of 
the South Atlantic Fishery Management Council (1990). 

Coral reefs are highly complex ecosystems and support a 
diversity of species. The ecology and life history 
characteristics of many reef fishes make them particularly
vulnerable·to overfishing, such as slow growth rates, long life, 
late maturity, spawning aggregation behavior, and sex reversal. 
Larger individuals generally are targeted and are aggressive and 
disposed to high fishing mortality. The basic habitat itself is 
composed of living organisms, some of which are highly prized by
collectors and others that are highly susceptible to 
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·sedimentation or other forms of degradation. · The development and 
maintenance of marine coral reef reserves will require
coordinated efforts by state and federal managers. Establi~hing 
reserves could benefit the resources and fishery managers in 
numerous ways. 

~ecommendation 5. Recommend that local governments work-in 
cooperation with other agencies as necessary to establish marine 
coral reef reserves in strategic locations throughout the 
management area. 

Discussion: 

Although the coral reef mu;: G is the basic unit of the 
proposed marine reserves, the concept of marine coral reef 
reserves cross-cuts the objectives of different FMPs and should 
be included as a measure in each FMP affected along with 
supporting rationale. In their review of proposed management
options for Amendment 2, both the SSC and the AP encouraged 
pursuing the development of marine reserves, recognizing that the 
number and extent of such areas and designation of their use 
would require cooperation by local and federal governments. 

The benefits that may be derived from marine coral reef 
reserves under Amendment 2 would be distributed among shallow
and deep-water reef fish resources, marine aquarium fishes, and 
their habitats. Marine reserves would: (l) serve as a gene pool 
or spawning stock reservoir to prevent depletion of fisheries by
ensuring recruitment to surrounding areas: (2) strengthen the 
success of the reef fish management program; (3) decrease the 
urgency of utilizing other management actions: (4) establish a 
baseline for evaluating management actions in nearby areas: and 
(5) provide natural reef communities for educational and research 
sites. Marine reserves could contribute substantially to 
rebuilding overfished reef fish resources and guard against
overfishing of others. 

~ecommendation 6. Recommend that the unauthorized introduction 
of exotic species into marine waters be prohibited. 

Discussion: 

According to Courtenay, et al. (1991), 47 exotic species of 
finfishes are listed as established in the continental United 
States. These species became established accidentally or with 
human assistance through escape or release from aquaculture
facilities, introduction for biological control or sport fishing,
and release of aquarium fish. Although most of these species are 
confined to freshwater, others are euryhaline and adapt readily 
to the oceanic environment. Some marine species, such as 
Lutjanus kasmira, also have been transplanted successfully (Oda
and Parrish, 1981). Unauthorized introductions of exotics, 
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whether deliberate or accidental, could result in biological . 
cata.strophes such as the displacement of more desirable species
from their niches, or adverse modification of the genetic
composition of the desirable species. 

Most states, including Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin
Islands, regulate the introduction of exotic species. Extending
the prohibition into federal waters would serve to support and. 
strengthen state regulation; however, the Magnuson Act cannot be 
used to control species outside the management unit of an FMP. 
For species not related to reef fishes, the Council must defer to 
local and other existing federal law to control their 
introduction. . 

V. OVERFISHING AND REBUILDINGSCHEDULE 

By definition, a reef fish stock or stock complex is 
overfished when it is below the level of 20\ of the spawning
stock biomass per recruit (SSBR) that would occur in the absence 
of fishing (see Regulatory Amendment to this FMP, dated July
1991). 

The Nassau grouper and jewfish are currently considered 
overfished. Although a quantifiable SSBR cannot be determined 
because of the paucity of available data, total landings have 
declined to the point where these once abundant species rarely 
occur in the landings. The harvest of Nassau grouper was 
prohibited under Amendment 1 to the Shallow-Water Reef Fish FMP, 
and will remain so until the species has recovered to a level of 
20% SSBR. Amendment 2 prohibits all further harvest of jewfish. 
This is the most restrictive action possible to restore these 
drastically impoverished stocks. 

Red hind (now one of the most prevalent species in the 
landings) are being harvested at less than optimum size. The 
average size and production of mutton snapper also appears to be 
declining. These conditions are contrary to objective 2b of the 
FMP: "Prevent the harvest of individuals of species of high value 
(e.g., snappers, grouper, and others) which are less than the 
optimum size." 

Many species of reef fish, including those mentioned above, 
aggregate in geographically limited areas for spawning. Instead 
of employing quotas and size restrictions that are labor 
intensive, difficult to monitor, and cause excessive mortality of 
juveniles, the Council prefers spawning area closures as a 
management tool. Protection of spawning aggregations is a 
practical way to reduce fishing mortality at a time when fishing
effort is the most intensive and catch per unit of effort is the 
highest. Protection in these areas will also increase the 
likelihood of spawning success. The benefits of the closure of 
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spawning areas could depend, however, on the extent that fishing
effort and catch are increased during the remainder of the year. 

' 

, 
Because of the vagaries of the condition of reef resources 

and the uncertainties associated with the available data, it is 
difficult to specify a definitive time frame for the recovery of 
overfished species. The many divergent characteristics of reef 
fish, especially those associated with age, growth, and size at 
maturity, make it difficult to establish rebuilding time frames 
with any degree of precision. The rebuilding plan also must 
ensure that sufficient numbers of males are produced in 
protogynous species, thereby increasing the likelihood of 
spawning success. It takes several years (more than ten in many
cases) for females to become males. 

The red hind, is growth overfished in both Puerto Rico and 
the u.s.v.I (Sadovy and Figuerola, 1992). A recently completed
SSB/R analysis indicates that under current conditions of fishing
mortality, SPR for red hind in Puerto Rico falls within the range
of 30-40% (depending on parameters used in the analyses) (Sadovy,
1992), Since this level of SPR is higher than the current level 
of SPR determined to represent a state of recruitment overfishing
in the management unit (i.e., 20%), the red hind is not, by
def~nition, recruitment overfished. 

However, the results of the SSB/R analyses strongly suggest
that this level (20%) is too low and that for the red hind the 
overfishing definition should be higher than 20%. This 
recommendation is predicated on the finding that recruitment 
failure may already have occurred in this stock, as determined by
analyses of length-frequency distributions (Appeldoorn et al., 
1992). If so, this would indicate that recruitment overfishing 
occurs at a higher SPR than 20% and that the critical level of 
SPR for management of this stock should be higher. 

For rebuilding of the red hind resources, the generation 
time, which is based on 1,5 x the reproductive life span of the 
female, is estimated at 7-8 years (Sadovy, Figuerola, and Roman, 
1992). Therefore, an optimistic rebuilding schedule would be 
about 12 years. 

Generally, little has been published on mutton snapper;
however, some work has been done in CUba and in the U.S. The 
Cuban study (R. Claro, 1981) indicated that females mature 
sexually at 4 years. The study was con~ucted in a heavily fished 
area where fish were found up to a maximum of 8 years; whereas, 
the u.s. study indicated a maximum age of 14 years. Although the 
Cuban study likely more closely reflects the biology of mutton 
snapper in Puerto Rico and the u.s.v.r., combining findings from 
the two studies may produce the most appropriate estimate of 
generation time. Individuals from the heavily fished population
off Cuba are likely to attain a less advanced age, on average, 
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than a population under more lightly fished or unfished 
conditions. Therefore, combining the results of these studies 
would provide an estimate of 10 reproductive years for females 
(14 - 4 = 10). Based upon the assumption that a realistic 
rebuilding schedule for mutton snapper may be estimated by the 
same criteria employed for red hind (i.e., 1.5 x the reproductive
life span of the females in the populati9n) yields a time frame 
of 15 years for rebuilding the resource. 

Tiger grouper and red grouper may never have been abundant 
in the management area. Although overfishing may not be a factor 
influencing their limited population size, the Council has a 
responsibility to protect those resources from overfishing. The 
council favors a conservative approach in managing these species,
and their harvest will be monitored to determine the need for 
regulatory action. The Puerto Rico Department of Natural 
Resources has agreed to protect the spawning aggregation area for 
tiger grouper that has been identified in territorial waters, if 
such a need is supported by data collection efforts. 
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Table lA. Species in the Expanded Management Unit for Shallow-Water and 
Deep-Water Components of the Reef Fish Fishery. (Species with 
asterisk occur in both fisheries; double asterisk; 
predominantly deep water.) 

Scientific Name1 Name,COIIIJDOn Spanish Name(a) 2 

Holocentridae Squirrelf !°shes 

•Holoeentrus ascensionis Squirrel fish Gallo, candil 

Longspine squirrelfish Candilero 

Serranidae Sea basses 

Epinephelus adsceneionis !lock hind Cabra mora 

I· cruentatue Graysby Mantequilla 

••t. flavolimbatus Yellowedge grouper Mero aleta arna~illa 

•I;. ful vus Coney Mantequilla 

•~- guttatus lied hind Hero cherna 

E· ita;ara .Jewfish Mero grande 

• ~ • !!lQLiQ lied grouper Mero guasa 

••&,. mystacinus Histy grouper Guasa 

•,&. striatus Nassau grouper Cherna 

•Mycteroperca venenosa Yellowfin grouper Moro pinto, Guaj~: 

*M• tigris Tiger grouper Oientes de .sab:e 

Malacanthidae Tilefishes 

••caulolatilus cyanops Blackline Tilefish Domingo 

••Malacanthus plumieri Sand tilefish .Jolocho 

Carangidae Jacks 

Caranx bartholomaei Yellow jack Guaymen amarillo 

£. er~sos Blue runner Cojinua 

£. latus Horse-eye jack .Jurel ojon 

•i;;. lugubris Black jack .Jurel negron 

£. :r;:uber Bar jack Cojinua 

1 Names are from the American Fisheries Society List of 
Fishes, 1991. 

2 From Erdman, 1983, and FAO, 1978. 



Table lA (Continued) 

••seriola dumerili Greater amberjack Medregal 

••i. rivoliana Almaco jack Escolar, Medregal 

Lutjanidae Snappers 

••apsilus dentatue Black snapper Chopa negra 

••Etelis oculatus Queen snapper Cartueho 

•Lutianus analis Mutton snapper Sama 

i,. apodus Schoolmaster Pargo amarillo 

••1,. buccanella Blackfin snapper Negra 

•• griseus Gray snapper Pargo prieto 

•b· jocu Dog snapper Pargo colorado 

¼!· mahogani Mahogany snapper Rayado de yerba 

•1_. synagris Lane snapper Rayado 

*•k• vivanus Silk snapper Chillo 

Ocyurus chrysurus Yellowt:ail snapper Colirrub~a 

••Pristipornoides agµilonaris Wenchman Muniama de afuera 

•Rhomboplites aurorubens Vermilion snapper Besugo 

Eaernulidae Grunt a 

•Haemulon album Margate Viuda 

•H· aurolineatum Tomtate Mulita, mula 

H· flavolineatum French grunt condenado 

*H• plumieri White grunt Caehieata 

H· sciurus Bluestriped grunt Ronco amarillo 

Sparidae Porgies 

Archosargus rhomboidalis Sea bream Chopa 

Calamus bajonado Jolthead porgy Bajonado 

£ • .RiUl.P.l! Sheepshead porgy Pluma 

1':k•pennatula Pluma Pluma 

Mullidae Goat fishes 

Mulloidichthys martinicus Yellow goat fish Salmonete amarillo 

•pseudupeneue maculatus Spotted goatfish Salmonete colorado 

2 



Table lA (Continued) 

Chaetodontidae Butterflyf iBhes 

Chaetodon capistratus Foureye butterflyfish Mariposa 

i;;. ocellatua Spotfin butterflyfieh Mariposa 

-k• ptriatua Banded butterflyfish Mariposa 

Pomaeanthidae Angelfishes 

Holaeanthus eiliarie Queen angelfish Isabelita 

H. tricolor Reek beauty Isabelita mediolu~o 

pomaeanthus arcuatus Gray angelfish Caehama blanca 

}!. paru French angelfish Cachama negra 

Labridae Wrasses 

Bodianue rufus Spanish hogfieh Lero capitan 

Halichoeres radiatue Puddingwife Capitan de piedras 

He~ipteronotus novacula Pearly razorfish Doncella cuchilla 

Laehnolai~us maximus Hogfish Capitan 

Scaridae Parrotfishes 

Scarus coelestinus Hidnight parrotfish Judie 

.2• coeruleus Blue parrotfish Brindao 

.2• croicensis Striped parrotfish Lero 

.2. guacamaia Rainbow parrotfish Guacamayo 

.2• taenio:eterue Princess parrotfish Lero 

.2 • vetula Queen parrotfish Lero 

Sparisoma aurofrenatum Redband parrotfish Lore 

.2• chryeopterum Redtail parrotfish Lero 

,2. rubripinne Redfin parrotfieh Lore 

.2• viride Stoplight parrotfish Chaporra 

Acanthuridae Surgeonfiahes 

acanthurue bahianus Ocean surgeon Medico 

ll• ehirurgue Ooetorfieh Medico 

1,, coeruleus Blue tang Medico 

3 



Tabl& lA (Continued) 

Balistidae Leather jackets 

Balistes vetula Queen triggerfieh Puerco 
Canthidermis sufflamen ocean triggerfieh Turco 
Melichthys n1s.fil: Black durgon Japonesa 

Xanthichthys ringens Sargassum triggerfish Puerquito 

Oetraciidae Boxfishes 
I.actophrye bicaudalis Spotted trunkfish ~hapin 

I.. polygonia Honeycomb cowfish Chapin 

l.. guadricornis Scrawled cowfish Chapin 

~. trigonus Trunkfish Chapin 

•1_. tr igueter Smooth trunkfish Chapin 

+Net listed by AFS. 
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Table 2A. Species er species groups cf aquarium fishes en trade lists and shipping 
lists fer expert from Puerto Rice· 1990/91. (Species noted by an asterisk 
are taken at larger sizes as feed fish.) Modified from Sadovy, 1991. 

Scientific Name Common Name Number 

Elaemcbranchs 
Gymncthcrax miliaris 
Gymnothorax funebris 
Myri~hthys oculatua 
Echidna c;:atenata 
Muraenids 
Plectrvpops retrospinie 

Sharks, skates, rays
Goldentail moray
Green moray 
Gcldepctted snake eel 
Chain moray
Moray •eels" 
Cardinal aoldier 

44 

4 

8 
183 

•Holocentrua aacenaicnis 
Mvripristis jacobus 
Holocentrida 
Apogon maculatus 
Astrapogon stellatus 

· Longjaw squirrelfish 
Blackbar aoldierfish 
squirrel£ iah 
Flame/cardinalfish 
Conchfish 

s 
242 

3 
98 

l 
Priacanthus arenatue 
Priacapthus cruentatus 
Chromis cyanea 
Chromia insolatua 

Bigeye
Glaeseye 
Blue chromis 
Sunshine 0amselfish 

24 
26 

439 
20 

Abudefduf aaxatilis 
Stegaetes partitus 

sergeant major
Bicolor damselfish 

12 

Stegastee leucostictus 
Stegastes planifrons 

Beaugregory 
Yellow dameelfish 

49 
20 

Stggastes dorsopunicans 
.l:U.£.t.ospathodon chrysurus 
Pomacentrids 

Dusky damselfish 
Yellowtail/jewel 
Damsel fish 

299 
B 

Thalaesoma bifasciatum Bluehead wrasse 612 
Clepticus parrae Creole wrasse 43 
flalichoeres cyanocephalus 

•Halichoeres radiatus 
Halichoeres maculipinna 

Lightning wrasse 
Puddingwife 
Clown wrasse 

20 
5S7 

34 
Halichoeres garnoti
Xyrichtye splendens 

•Bodianus rufus 
.t.abrids 

Yellowhead/neon wrasse 
Razcrfish/green wrasse 
Spanish hcgfish 
Wrasses 

122 
26 

462 

•sparieoma chrysopterum 
•scarus taeniopterus 
•scarids 

centrcpyge .!!.£Si 
•pomacanthus paru 
•Pomacanthus arcuatus 
•Holaeanthus ciliaris 
•Hclacanthus tricolor 
*Pomacanthida 
•Chaetodon capiatratus 
•chaetodcn ocellatus 
•chaetcdon .!11.Wtus 

caetodon aculeatus 
•chaetcdcntida 
Gramma lcreto 
Serranus tabacariua 
Serranus tigrinus 
Serranus annularia 
Serranus baldwini 

Redtail parrotfish
Princess parrotfish 
Parrot fish 
Pygmy angelfish 
French angelfish 
Gray angelfish 
Queen angelfish
Reck beauty 
Angelfish 
4-eye butterflyfiah
Spotfiah butterflyfish 
Banded·butterflyfish 
Lcngsnout/nose butterfly
Butterflyfiah 
Royal gramma 
Tobacco fiah 
Harlequin baas 
Orangeback bass 
Latern bass 

20 
345 
882 

7 
114 

1552 
7 

133 

338 
111 

98 
11124 

57 
76 

l 
13 

Serranue tortugarum 
• Serranida 

Liopropoma rubre 
ijypoplectrus nigricane 

Chalk bass 
Basses 
Swissguard basslet 
Black hamlet 

54 
14 

6 



Table 2A (Continued) 

Bypoplectrus indigo 
Hypoplectrus unicolor 

Indigo hamlet 
Butter hamlet 

Hypoplectrus puella Barred hamlet 
ijypoplectrus guttavarius 
ffypoplectrus gummigutta 

Shy hamlet 
Golden hamlet 

1 

Hypoplectrus pberrane
Serranida 
paranthias furcifer 

•Epinephelus fulvus 
•Epinephelus guttatus 
•Serranids 

Rypticus saponaceus 
Eguetus punctatus 
Eguetus lanceolatus 
paregues acuminatue 
Chaetodipterus faber 
Arn.blycirrhitue Pi.n£.!! 
Anisotremus virginicus 
Ophioblennius atlanticus 
Blenniids 
Gobiosoma epp. 
Quisguilius hipoliti 
Gobiids 

Yellowbellied hamlet 
Hamlets 
Creole fish/anthias 
Coney/gold coney 
Red hind 
Grouper 
soapfiah 
Spotted drum 
Jackknife fish 
Cubbyu/high-hat 
Spadefish 
Redspotted hawkfish 
Porkfish 
Redlip blenny
Blennies 
Neon goby 
Rusty goby
Gobies 

12 
135 

53 
12 
47 

l 
21 
22 

205 
6 

31 
17 

451 
948 

Opietognathus aurifrons 
Opistognathus whitehurstii 
Scorpaenids
Bothus lunatus 
Symphurue arawak 
Oactylopterus volitans 
llippocampus spp.
sygnathids 

•Aeanthurus coeruleus 
•Acanthurus chirurgus 
•Balietes vetula 
•Xanthichthys ringens 
•canthidermes sufflamen 
*Melichthys niger 
Aluterus scriptus 

Yellowhead jawfish 
Dusky j awfish 
Scorpionfish (Stonefish)
Peacock flounder/flounder 
Caribbean tonguefish 
Flying gurnard/sea robin 
Sea horse 
Pipefish 
Blue/yellow tang 
Surgeon tang/doctorfish
Queen triggerfish 
Sargassum/redtail/triggerfish 
Ocean triggerfish 
Black triggerfish 
scrawled filefish 

2631 
126 

8 

437 
24 
. 3 

367 
so 

920 
74 

1 
76 

cantherhines macrocerus 
Monacanthids 

•Lactophrys, Acanthostracion 
Canthigaster rostrata 
Diodon hystrix 
Antennarius spp.
Ogcocephalus spp. 
Synodus intermediue 

•Mullids 
Aulostomida 

Whitespotted filefish 
Filefish 
Trunkfish, cowfish 
Sharpnose puffer 
Porcupinefish 
Frogfieh 
Batfish 
Liurdfish 
Goatfish 
Trumpetfieh 

22 
28 

36 
2 

70 
6 
1 
9 

60 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A stock assessment workshop 
examined fishery trends for shallow water 
reef fishes in the U.S. Caribbean based 
on availablefishely land'angsand biostatis• 
tical data. Puerto Rico, St. Croix, and the 
combined St. Thomas/StJohn areas were 
chosen as appropriate geographical units 
for analysis. The workshop focused on 
comparing 1985 with 1990 because the 
datafor these years were nearlycomplete. 
Trends in catch-per-unit effort were 
examinedusing data fromother yearswhen 
sufficient data were available. Deep water 
reef · fishes, . although technically not 

.
included in the Shallow-Water Reef Fish 
Fishery Management Plan, were also

' examined because of their importance to 
the reef fish fishery. 

. 
Significantirprovements werenoted 

in data collection, management, and 
coverage since 1987, particularly in Puerto 
Rico. Continued improvements are 
possible and were encouraged. 

Insufficient data were available to 
calculate spawning potential ratios• to 
measure overfishing, although there was 
reasonable direct and anecdotal evidence 
to suggest that many species continue to 
be overexploited. 

.-

.bveran,usingthese indices.the reef 
fish fishery inPuertoRicohas declined from 
previous levels. In 1931, 1403 fishermen 
using 711 vessels (only 9 with motors) 
landed 3,080,100 lbs (Jarvis, 1932). In 
1989, 1822 fishermen with 1107 vessels 
landed 2,305,004 lbs (Matos and Sadovy, 

1990). Over the past 16 years landings 
have averaged 3.15 million pounds, but 
after reaching a high of 5.36 million lbs in 
1979, they declined to a low of 1.67 million 
lbs in 1988 ~ thenonly s)ightly increased 
in 1989and1990.Compositionof snapper 
have shifted from mostly shallow water to 
deeper water species and several families 
comprise a smaller.proportion of the total 
demersal catch. · 

A similar long term database was not 
available from the USVI although total 
projected finfish landings appeared rea
sonably stable between 1975 and 1989. 
averaging 0.93 million pounds for St 
Thomas/St. John and 0.44 million pounds 
for St. Croix. 

Catch per unit effort based on fish 
traps has declined in both the USVI and 
PuertoRico. landings of larger individuals 
of groupers such as coney and red hind 
have decreased; and Nassau grouper in 
particular continue to be very scarce. 

Biostatistical data were used to 
examine size-frequency trends by area and 
gear type. Growth overfishing appears to 
be a major problem based on the large 
number of small fishes being landed and . 
the recent declines in total landings. A 
yield-per-recruit analysis would help 
quantify this situation, however. the review 
team was unable to conduct an analysis 
because of the lack of essential biological 
data specifically tuned to Puerto Rico and 
the USVI. 

Although simple evaluations were 
made to note changes in mean capture 
length over time, too few data existed to 

, 



interpret the causes of changes for most 
species. Recruitmentvariabilitywasshown 
for red hind and coney In Puerto Rico and 
St. Croix. Relatively poor recruitment for 
red hind in recent years in both the USVI 
and Puerto Rico should be a particular 
source of management concern although 
whether this variability was due to natural 
events or as the result of fishery exploitation 
cannot be determined from available data. 
Fishing appears to be the cause for the 
recent decline of large coney in St. Croix 
because recruitment appears consistent. 

.. 
The workshop showed that long-term data 
sets are necessary for analyses to
determine recruitment effects and allow 
proper interpretation. Recruitment variation 
and the effect of this variation on length• 
frequency d'lstribulion ncficate that pair-wise 
comparisons of annual length-frequency 
distributions may give misleading results. 

Recommendations were made 
concerning management and meth• 
odological issues. The most noteworthy 
management recommendation was to 
improvecompl'iance and secure compatible 
regulations between the Caribbean Fishery 
Management Council and the Common
wealth and Territorialgoverm,ents. Wllhout 
compatible regulations and cooperation 
to increase compliance, particularly by the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, no im
provements for the fishery can be antici
pated because-so little reef habitat is under 
direct Council control. 

The most obvious management 
recommendation was to reduce fishing 
effort, particularly on small fishes, in order 
to increase the productivity of the reef fish 
fishery. Increasing the minimum mesh size 

-

h 

Iof fish traps to at least 2''would be a step 
in the right direction but prol::lably will not 
be sufficient to obtain significant increases 
in yield, especially for speciesthat are 
being recruitment overfished. · Establish
ment of no harvest zones and protecti::in 
of knov.n spawning aggregations were 
recommended as a means to improve the 
spawning stock size. It was also recom
mended that deeper water reef fishes be 
included in the Fishery Management Plan. 

(, 

I
(,

Methodological recommendations 
include continued efforts to standardize 
and improve data collection, entry, and 
storage. Historical length-frequency and 
catch-per-unit-effort data should continue 
to be entered into the database. Lor.al 
studies are needed or, reef fishgrowth and 
fecundity to produce yield-per-recruit 
models and calculate spawning potential 
ratios. Better information on where and 
how fish are captured would be extremely 
helpful for Mure analyses. 

I 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Carilbean FisheryManagement 
Council's. (CFMC} Fishery Management 
Plan (FMP) for the Shallow-Water Reef Fish 
(SWAF) Fishery of Puerto Ricoandthe U.S. 
Virgin Islands in the Exclusive Economic 
Zone (EEZ) of the U.S. Caribbean became 
effective on September 22, 1985. The FMP 

. identified a number of activities that require . 
the attention of the National Marine 
Fisheries Service (NMFS) and the 
Caribbean Fishery Management Council 
(CFMC),in cooperation with the Common• 
wealth of Puerto Rico, and the Territory of 
the U.S. Virgin Islands (USVI) through their 
pertinent agencies: PuertoP.iCX>Department 
of Natural Resources (PRONR) and the 
Fisheries Research Laboratory, and the 
USVI Department of Planning and Natural 
Resources, Division of Fish and Wildlife. 

The management unit includes 64 
of the most commonly landed species (14 
families) that compose the reef fish catch 
from PR and the USVI. The FMP estab• 
fished regulations to rebuild declining reef 
fish stocks in the fishery and reduce 
conflicts among fishermen. It established 

. criteria for the construction of fish traps; 
required owner identification and marking 
of gear and boats; prohibited the hauling 
of or tampering withanother person's traps 
without the owner's written consent; 
prohibitedthe use of poisons, drugs, other 
chemicals, and explosives for the taking 
of reef fish; established a minimum size 
limit on the harvest of yellowtaH snapper 
and Nassau grouper; and established a 
closed season for the taking of Nassau 
grouper. 

Amendment 1, May 1990, estab
lished an areaclosure during the red hind 
spawning season in the EEZ southwest 
of St. Thomas; included a provision for the 
collection. of socio-economic data; and 
modified two management measures: (1) 
increase the minimum mesh size require-

. ment for fish traps to 2 inches by Septem
ber 1991, and (2) prohibit the harvest of 
Nassau grouper. In September, 1991, 
provisions were approved that (1) def,neo 
overfishing at 20% of the spawning stock 
biomass per recruit that would occur in the 

. absence of fishing; (2) delayed the 2 inch 
mesh requirement until September 14. 
1993; (3) allowed the use of 1.5 inch square 
mesh wire until September 14, 1993; and 
(4) made specific requirements for fish 
trapstt:'latincluded two required degradable 
escape panels on opposite sides of fish 
traps attached by 1/8 inch diameter, 
untreated, jute twine. 

To meet FMP requirements for 
continual monitoringand subsequent action 
as data become available, a SWRF stock 
assessment workshop was conducted at 
the CFMC offices in San Juan, Puerto Rico 
on November 18-20, 1991. This is the 
resulting report for the SWRF resource in 
the U.S. Caribbean. 

METHODS 

This workshop focused on compar
ing data from fiscal year 1985 {October 
1984 through September 1985), the 
baseline year, with calendar year 1990 
(January t!Yough December1990) because 
data from other years were incomplete, or 
had not been computerized and edited in 
time for this report. Trends in CPUE were 
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examined for other years when sufficient 
data were available. Species considered 
"deep water" reef fish, although not part 
of the Shallow-water Reef Fish FMP, were 
examined as part of this· assessment 
because some evidence indicates that the 
reef fish fisheryhas shifted to deeper water 
species over recent years. 

. In preparation for the assessment, 
d.ata from approximately 450 St. Croix trip 
interviews gathered from 1985 through 
1990 were assem.bled by the CFMC staff 
and submitted to Miami Laboratory NMFS 
for data entry in the Trip Interview Program 
(TIP) format. Many historical landings and 
biostatisUcal data were entered from raw 
data sheets by CFMC and NMFS staff as 

• part of a data archaeology project 
administered by the SEFSC, NMFS. 
Biostatistical data representing over 52,000 
measured fish were pooled for 
·1eng1h-frequency analysis. Participants 
examined data and conducted analyses 
where appropriate. The 1985 Caribbean 
Analysis (Bohnsack et al., 1986) was used 
as a database and a baseline for this 
report. The assessment team chose to 
use Puerto Rico, St. Croix, and the 
combined St. Thomas and St. John area 
as appropriate units for analysis. St. Croix 
was separated from the other Vtrgin Islands 
because It is located on a separate 
geologicalplatform. Theassessment team . 
also ag~eed that a minimum of thirty 
observationsfor a given species or gear 
type were necessary in order for the data 
to be includedin statistical analyses for this 
report. Tables 4-7 reportall available data. 

• i' 

M 

Fish traps and fish pots are 
considered synonymous for this report. 

Biostatistical Data 

The biostatistical data were made 
available in various forms from each island· 
data base flies (DBF) files fromPuertoRico, 
LOTUS files from St. Thomas/St. John, and 
raw data sheets from St. Ciolx. Once the 
St. Croixdata were edited and entered into 
the NMFS Trip Interview Program (TIP), all 
files (DBF, LOTUS and TIP) were converted 
to ASCII and then downloaded onto the 
VAXcomputer at NMFS/SEFC in order to 
undergostatisticalanalyses. Becauseeach 
island has its own database format with 
unique requirements and species cooes. 
data could not be rapidly coalesced into 
a single database. The 1985 Caribbean 
data were uploaded from the mainframe 
and converted into ASCII to have all data 
available. 

i. ' 

Blostatistical analyses concentrated 
on the 64. species listed in the 1985 
shallow-waterreef fish fishery management 
plan. Also included in this report are 33 
other categories which included congeneric 
species, species grouped by family (e.g. 
Lutjanidae), and fishery m·arket classifica
tions (e.g.,first class fishes, second class, 
etc.). All data were sorted and analyzed 
separately by island, with metric conver
sions beingperformed as necessary to 
create uniform measurements. At times 
the analysis of species by weight or length 
was impossible due to the lumping of 
species into categories, especially in the 
1985 data. Gear comparisons were also 
sometimes difficult because of the different 
gear type used over time. The 1985 data 
were previously formatted with 4 gear 
types. Gear types in the 1990 database 
were expanded to 10 types, but for the 

I 
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purpose of this report were consolidated 
to 7 with "all other" including troll lines, skin 
diving and other unclassified gear. 

Catch per untteffort[CPUE) Analysis 

The CFMC provided CPUE by year 
calculated in termsof average landings per 
trip and average weight per species per 
trip where sufficient data were available 
(Appendix 8). The use of CPUE as an 
indicator parameter for this report was ·
complicated by several factors, including 
an insufficient number of samples for 
certain years and . combined catches 
representing several fishing gears. Catch 

· per unit effort estimates are influenced by 
the type of fishery, the area fished, and on 
the activity patterns of the fishermen. 
FIShermanin the U.S.Caribbeancommonly 
troll for pelagic fishes whilemoving towards 
the area where fish pots have been set. 
After pulling traps, fishermen troll again to 
lobsteror conchfishingsites,fish for these 

. · .. organisms, .and. tl;len continue trolling to 
• the landing site. Often these catches are 
, combined in the data, regardless of the 
· gear used to catch specific species. The 
• fishermen of Puerto Rico participate in a 
. voluntary trip ticket reporting system, in 
. which the fishermen record theircatch and 
effort information on a trip ticket which is 
collected by a port agent. To be effective, 
this system depends on the memory of the 
fishermMto ~ record th8I'catches 
in a timely manner. Interpreting the trip 
ticketdatahoweverwas sometimes difficult 
because several trips were, at times, 
summarizedon one trip ticket. Occasional· 
ly only one gear type was recorded for the 
many species landed, even when It was 
known that the Identified gear could not 

 

' 

.. 

harvestthe species indicated (e.g., conch 
harvested with bottom lines). Generally, 
however,the numberofthesequestionable 
records was small. To com~nsate for 
these factors, we analyzed only those 
PuertoRicotrip tickets which identifiedone 
trip per ticket. The data are presented as 
pounds pertrip fora given gear byspecies 
(AppencixB).PuertoRicobiostatis1icaldata 
thatdid not incficateif the data represented 
·a completeorpartial harvest werenotused 
in CPUE calculations. 

The St. Croix biostalistical data 
represented complete landings and thus 
could be used as an indicator of CPUE. 
The data are presented as the average 
weight iri grllmsfor each species by trip. 
Only those samples which contained at 
leastthreeyears of data with thlrtyor more 
observations per year were included in this 
analysis. TheSt Croixdata are preliminary. 
however, as additional raw data were 
discovered after the analysiswas~plet
ed and could not be included in this report . 
The· additional data are not expected to 
significantty change the trends established 
within this report. No detailed St. Thomas 
or St. John landings data were available 
for CPUE analysis . 

Data Collection, Entry, 
and Management 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Available Data 

Resultsof this workshop emphasize 
the continued need for standardized data 
collection,entry,and storage. In a review 
cf 1985 Caribbean data (Bohnsack, et al., 
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1986), recommendations were made for 
i"fl)roved data collec1iooand management 
Since then, significant improvements have 
occurredin terms of collectionprocedures, 
data management, and -degree of 
coverage, especially for data from Puerto 
Rico. Still several problems were noted 
with much of the historical data that limited 
the types of possible analyses. One 
problemwasthe delinitionand classffication 
of some reef fishes; species listed in the •· 
FMPwerenct necessarilythesamespecies 
catalogedin landings reporting categories. 
Somereef fishdassificationshave changed 
which makes interpreting historical data 

 problematic(e.g.primaryreeffish). Deeper 
water reef fish were not recognized in the 
FMP ·but are routinely reported in recent 

 landings data, especially among snapper. 
Terms and definitions used in the reef fish 
plan should be standardized as much as 
possible. 

•

••

; 

The variability of computer formats 
used from island to island was a problem. 
Each island had theirowndatabaseformat, 
including their own codes and programs, 
which made merging all data difficult, if not 
impossible. Statistical analyse~ were 
therefore restricted and somecomparisons 
between islands and yearswere impossi
ble. 

Participants of the workshop recom
mended standardization of data collection 
and data bases, particularlyfor Mure data 
collection efforts.The present NMFS TIP 
program may provide a suitable format. 
Inpreparation for this workshop consider
able effort was directed at entering 
historical data on an ad hoc basis. Still, 
some data exist that has been collected 
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but have never been entered into a 
database. A need was recognized for 
~ standarcizationcl data entry' eciti'lg. 
and routine data management. The 

·workshop recommends that the SWRF 
managementplanInclude reef fish caught 
routinelyin deeperwatersuch as Lutjanus 
buccaneffa,I,.vivanus. Etelis oculatus, and 
Rhomboplites aurorubens. 

' ' ';,--, 

Statistical Bias 

ThePuerto Rico biostatistical data 
were the most randomly collected. Port 
samplers routinely went out to ports and 
sampled catches as they were offloaded 
from boats. Some statistical bias probably 

· existed in that fishermen who cooperated 
were approached more frequently than 
thosewho did not. Also, it is probable that 
some bias existed in some interviews by 
interviewers preferentially sampling larger 
and more unusual fish. The USVI 
biostatistical data is very biased, but 
precise, In that all data from St. Thomas/ 
St. John were collected from one trap 
fisherman. In addition, all St. Croix data 
were conected from one fishhouse,usually 
from the samefishpot fisherman, although 
on rare occasion the fish house would buy 
from other trapfishermen. Some snappers 
reported from St. Croix (e.g., Etelis 
ocu!atus.Apsmsderrlatus,l..utjanus vivanus) 
were obviously ~ caughtin fish traps and 
were actually a result of particular deep 
water reef fish sampling as these species 
are caught by vertical set lines. It is 
extremely important to note that the St. 
Croix trap fisherman who supplied nearly 
all biostatistical data began altering his 
traps from 1 1/2' to 2' mesh in 1987. 
completing the conversion in 1988. 

() 

() 
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• Therefore shifts to larger fish indicated by 
the 1985-1990 St. Croix length-frequency 
comparison aremost probably a result of 
mesh changerather than an increase in 
fish length at capture. 

Puerto Rico Fishery Trends 

Total Landings 

In Puerto Rico total annual SWRF 
lancfingsaveraged3.15 million pcu-,ds over
16 years, but have declined greatly since 
1979 (Table 1, Figure 1}. Total reported 

· annual landings increased to a high of 5.36 
million lbs in 1979, and then declined to 
a low of 1.67 million lbs In 1988. Landings 

. in 1989 and. 1990 increased slightly but 
· · were, only 36% and 35% respectively of 

the maximum reported landings in 1979 
 ·and well below the 16 year average. 

··Despite uncertainty about the accuracy of 
calculated values for some years (see 
Matosand SacJovy,1990a),the re.iewteam 

. concluded that thedataprobably reflected 

. general landings trer:ids. 

 

, 
•

Two trends were noted in catch 
composition:(1)snapper(Lutjanidae)have 
. shifted from mostly shallow water speci,es 
to increased importance of deep water 
snapper. (Table 2); (2) several families 
comprise a decliningproportjon of the total 
demersal catch: grunt (Haemulidae) 
declined from a maximum of 28% in 1sn 
to 8% of the catch In 1989; grouper 
(Serranidae) have declined from 19% in 
1972 to 13% In 1989 while snapper 
(Lutjanidae) Increased from 23% in 1974 
to a high of 51 % in 1989 (Appeldoom and 
Meyers, In press, Table 2). 

Fishing Effort 

A workshop consensus was that 
fishingefforthas probably increased slowly 
ii PuertoRicoover recent years.Although 
some data are available on the total 
number of fishermen (Table 1 ), effort data 
specfficallytargetingreef fish by gearwere 
generally unavailable although a shift in 
appearsto have QCCUn'ed ii gear fromfish 
traps to nets. 

Direct~ d specific fishery 
gears is difficult to ascertain because of 
differentgear classificationsused. In 1985 
total landings (n • 2,518,687 lbs) were 
accounted for by fish traps (53%), hook 
and Une (31%), other traps and hooks (5%), 
and other gears (11%). Fish traps 
remainedthe major fishinggear accounting 
for 40% of total landings in 1990 (down 
from 53% In 1985). In 1990, traps were 
followed by bottom lines (26%),gillnets 

. (14%), SCUBA (6%),.beach seines (3%), 
longlines {2%),and other gears (10%) in 
terms of contribution to total landings (n 
• 1,520,596lbs) .. 

· .Matos (in review) compared fishes 
landed from fish traps, gill nets, and 
trammel nets and showed that fish traps 
tended to catch smaller fishes. 

Catch-per-unit effort (CPUE) 

The reported CPUE of reef fishes 
landed by fish traps in PR reached a 
maximum of around 325 lbs/trap-yr in 1978 
and then declined to approximately 45 
lbs/lrap-yrin 1989 (Figure 1 c). Appeldoom 
and Meyers Qnpress) analyzed fisheries 
independent data and showed higher 
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CPUE with distance from shore. Presum• 
ably greater fishing effort closer to shore 
reduces stock size and CPUE. 

Although CPUE is an Important 
parameter used to indicate the condition 
oi a fishery, our ability to use CPUE was 
limited for a variety of reasons. One 
problem was the fact that most reef fish 
were caught by a variety of techniques 
(Matos and Sadovy, 1990a). Other 
problems, as discussed before, were our 
inability to distinguish one trip from many 
in the voluntary trip ticket system,the 
inability to distinguish atotal from apartial 
catch in several years, the pooling together 
of species, the absence of effort data, and 
insufficient data for certain years. Only 14 
species had sufficient data (as described 

: in the introduction) to calculate CPUE by 
gear type. Simple linear trend lines were 
fit to the data and plotted courtesy of the 
CFMC(AppencfocB). Trends are described 
in Table 3;although too few years of data 
were available to test statistical significance 
of the trends. It is readily apparent that 
a longer tjme series of data is necessary 
to make meaningful conclusions. For the 
last few years the intensity of sampling in 
Puerto Rico has increased, but these data 
cannot be used to look at trends in this 
assessment as they either span only two 
years or do not have sufficient (more than 
30) observations per species with a given 
gear. 

U.S. Virgin Islands Fishery Trends 

Total Landings 

Total projected finfish landings in 
the USVI appeared reasonably stable, 

averaging 1.35 million lbs between 1975 
and 1989 (0.93 for St. Thomas/St. John, 

. and 0.44 for St. Croix; Figure 1, Table 1). 
Total annual landings werehigher from St. 
Thomas/St. John than from St. Croix 
presumably because of fewer fishermen 
and a smaller island platform around St 
Croix. 

,,
Fishing Effort and Catch-per-unit effort 
(CPUE) 

The workshop consensus was that 
fishing effort had probably increased slowly 
in the Virgin Islands over recent years. 
Although some data were available on the 
total number of fishermen (Table 1), effort 
data specifically targeting reef fish by gear 
were generally unavailable. However, 
based on 1985 data, fish pots accounted 
for 73% of the recorded weight landed in 
St. Thomas/St. John, and 71 %. of the 
landings in St. Croix. The number of fish 
traps, the prevalent fishing gear, were 
estimated to have increased since 1978 
(Figure 1 b) while annual catch per trap has 
decreased from about 350 lbs/yr in 1979 
to 100 lbs/yr in 1987 (Figure 1 c). 

{•

()•

u• 
Concern was expressed that the 

number of actively fished traps maybe a 
poor indication of total fishing effort 
because an unknown number of traps are 
lost and still actively fish. Surveys by USVI 
Division of Fish and Wildlife have found 
numerouslosttrapswithoutescape panels 
that were still catching fish. These traps 
were classified as lost because buoy lines 
werecut,traps were heavily fouled, or floats 
had been fouled and submerged. 

( } ' 
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Biostatistical Summaries 
\ 

Biostatistical data were used to 
preparesize-frequencygraphs for species 
with greater than 30 observations 
(AppendixA). Themeanlengthand weight 
were then noted by area (Tables 4 & 5) 
and gear type (Tables 6 & 7). By relating 
tablesand graphs,asimpleevaluationwas 
madefor the most frequentspecies to note 
if the mean capture length by area was . · 
generally ina-easing, decreasing or staying 
relatively stable. Discussionis made at the 
family level for the purpose of this report. 
Data for _Individual species can be 
examined in Tables 4-7 and Appendix A. 

1. Scaridae (Parrotfish). Parrotfishes are 
generally caught in fish traps. All4 species 
(Sparisoma chrysopterum, S, vi ride. Scarus 
vetula and S, taeniopterus) which met the 
statistical restrictions (>30 observations) 
displayed a decrease in mean capture size 
over time for USVI. It is important to note 
that all reported scarids decreased in mean
capture size even though the St Croix data 
included a increase in fish trap mesh size 
from 1 1/2' to 2". It was not possible to 
determine size trends for parrotfishes for 
Puerto Ricobecause the 1985 data were 
not species specific as most parrotfishes 
were categorized in general classes (e.g., 
first class, second class, etc.). 

.,. 

2. Haemulidae (Grunts). Overall, 
haemulids captured in fish traps tended 
to decrease in mean size over time. Four 
haemulids (Haemulonlwere traditionally 
reported from the U.S. Caribbean fishery, 
however a recent addition of pqmadasys 
crocro was noted (St. Croix 1990). Two 
species (H. flavolineatum and ti, sciurus) 
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did not appear in the 1990 St. Croix 
bios!atistical data, presumably because 
they were successfully escaping through 

· the larger meshed fish pots. .Ii 
caibonariym and .I:!.. 12!1.!!!lieri appeared to 
be maintai.ningmeansize.of capture in St. 
·Croix, possibly because ofthe c:haiige to 
larger trap mesh. .I:!..plumieri from St. 
Thomas/St. John decreased in size. In 
Puerto Rico1f.flavolineatum decreased 
in sizeover time. 

3. Lutjanidae (Snappers). The mean size 
of Ocwruschrysurus decreased over time 
in Puerto Rico. In St. Croix mean size 
increased from 1985 to 1990 most likely 
due to the larger trap mesh size. Etelis 
oculatus,a deep water reef snapper, had 
a relatively stable mean capture sizein St. 
Croix.Theother lutjanids(anLutianus}also 
appear to be maintaining a relatively stable 
mean capture· size over time. 

4. Acanthuridae (Surgeonfishes). 
· Surgeonfishes weremuch moreimportant 
in the USVI fishery than for that of Puerto 
Rico due to consumer preference. None 
of the three reported USVI surgeonfish 
were influential inthe Puerto Rico biostatist
icaldatabase, perhaps because they were 
listed by market category or are not in 
demand. However, in both St. Croix and 
St.Thomas/St.Jol'vl the mean capture size 
of anthree species (Acanthurus coerulerus, 
A bahianus and A. chirurgus) decreased 
over time. The mean capture size of St. 
Croix surgeonfishes did not have as much 
of a decline as that reported from St. 
Thomas/St. John, presumably due to the 
switch to a larger trap mesh sizeby the 
St. Croix fisherman. 



5. Serranidae (Groupers). Only two 
groupers, coney (Epinephelus fulvus)and 
red hind (I:. guttatusl were present in more 
than thirty interviews for bothyears from 
one location. The two groupers were 
reported only from St. Croix and both 
showed an ina-ease in mean capture size 
over time. However, very few large 
individuals were reported in the biostatis
tical data. It shouldbe noted that the 1990 
data for eoney had :.ignificantly fewer 
observations (n • 30) than 1985 (n = 
1642). Potential reasons for these 
increases in capture size are discussed 
later. 

6. Mutlidae (Goatfish). Goatfishes 
appeared in the database for Puerto Rico 
and St. Croix in 1985, but only from Puerto 
Rico in 1990. Most likely the larger mesh 
sizeused in St. Croix allowed them to 

· escape. In Puerto Rico the mean capture 
size of both Mulloidichthys martinicus and 
Pseudupeneus maculatus decreased over 
time. 

· -

7. Sparidae (Porgy), Balistidae 
(Triggerfishl, Ostraciidae (Trunkfishl and 
Lablidae (Wrasses).The porgies (Calamus 
bajonado. .Q,, pennatula). triggerfish 
(Balistes vetula). and one trunkfish 
{l..adoptvyspobtgonia).decreasedin mean 
size over time for Puerto Rico. Mean size 
of capture for I..quadricornis remained 
stable. Data from St. Croix showed an 
absence.of porgies and a decreasein the 
mean capture size of £l, vetula and L 
polygonia over time. The mean sizeof 
hogfish(L.ac:hndajmusmaxim.§) increased 
over time for Puerto Rico. 

Insufficient data existed to examine 
size differences for Carangids (Jacks), 
Holocentrids (Squirrelfish), and 
Pomacanthids (Angelfish}. 

Length-frequency Analyses 

Further analyses were conducted 
at the workshoponthe sourcesofvariation 
in length-frequencycl'IStributions.Because 
of the relative abundance of data, primary 
emphasiswas given to the red hind, with 
distributions available from St. Croix, St. 
Thomas/St.John and PuertoRico(Figures 
2 and 3). Growth curves from Sadovy et 
al. (in review) for Puerto Rico and St. 
Thomaswereused to convert lengths to 
ages; the St.Thomas/St. John curve was 
applied to the St. Croix data. In addition, 
Sadovyand F'iguerola fin press) presented 
catch curvesfor Puerto Rico and St. 
Thomas. Distinct variations were evident 
between years in length-frequency 
distributions. 

J 
\ 

Our analyses showed that variations 
in red hind recruitment largely explain the 
above differences. Data from St. Croix 
(Figure4) showed low recruitment for the 
last three years{1987-90). Good year 
classesthat werespav,n,ed in 1980 (located 
at 350 mm In 1988) and 1983 probably 
have been supporting the fishery over the 
past few years. Mean size of the red hind 
has beenincreasing steadily from 292mm 
In 1987 to 342 mmin 1990. This increase 
resulted primarily from poor recruitment 
and the absence of small Individuals, 
coupledwiththe relative abundance of now 
large Individuals from the earlier dominant 
year classes. The data also show that 
these older fish are disappearing (due to 

!
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fishing and natural mortality). The switch 
to larger trap mesh sizedoes not account 
for this pattern as smaller size classes 
continued to diminish after the switch was 

. completed. Because the larger Individuals 
will not be replaced due to poor recruitment 
in recent years, catches are predicted to 
decline; a trend already evident in the last 
2 years. 

In St. Thomas, the red hind fishery 
in 1984 wa!? dominated by the 197' 4 ye?r 
class (observed at 374,400 mm in 1984) 
(Figure 5). Poor recruitment occurred in 
1985-88, resulting in a shift in the size 
distribution to larger fishes. A large 
recruiting year class spawned in 1985 was 
evident in 1986 ~ocated .at 200 mm); 

· recruitment of this class over the next 2 
. years shifted .the length-frequency 
distribution to the left. The 1974 year class 
wasstill present in 1988, representing what 

·· few large fish.that remained . .Aprevious 
comparison ·of the 1984 and 1988 data 
(Beetsand Friedlander, in press) attributed 
the decline in large fish to overfishing. This 
can now be seen to be due to variations 
in recruitment and specifically the decline 
of the dominant 1974 year class. 

Puerto Rico data show a prominent 
newly recruited red hind year class in 1984 
(Figure 6). A lesser peak (located at 375 
mm) probably represents the 1974 year 
class. Recruitment to the fishery in 1986 
(data not available) was likely sufficient to 
cause a shift to the left(smaller)in the size
frequency distribution In 1987. This 
probably was due to recruitment of the 
1982 year class. Recruitmentto the fishery 
for the last 3 years has been relatively poor. 
Mean length has steadily increas-ed from 

250 mm in 1984 to 303 mm In 1990. As 
In the Virgin Islands, this result is primarily 
due to recruitment declines and aging of 
dominant year classes. By 1990 the 
frequency distri- bution has.flattened out 
as the 1974 and 1982 year classes, in 
particular, have aged, and no large 
recruitment events have taken their place. 

The catch curves presented by 
Sadovy and Figuerola ~n press) clearly 
show coherence in recruitment between 
St. Thomas/ St. John and Puerto Rico 
(Figures5 and 6). Poor recruitment in the 
last 3 yearsIn all three areas indicate that 
the spatial scale of recruitment covers all 
of the U.S. Caribbean, although local 
stochastic variations are expected. 

The recruitment variation observed 
in red hind and the effects of this variation 
on the shapes of length-frequency 
distributions indicate that pair-wise 
comparisons of annual length-frequency 
distributions may give misleading results. 
Onehypothesis is that increased mean size 
of red hind could indicate recovery of the 
fishery; an alternative hypothesis is that this 
has resulted from successive recruitment 
failure and may indicate just the opposite. 
Also, long term variations in the environ
mental and physical factors controlling 
recruitment may explain these patterns in 
addition to fishing effects. Asan example, 
length distributions for the goaffish 
Pseudupeneus maculatus. for 1985 and 
1990 (Appendix A.pg 63) might indicate 
overfishing. However, comparison to 
distributions in 1974 (Stevenson, 1974) 
show that size increased from 197 4 to 
1985. Again, too few data exist to separate 
fishing effects from recruitment effects. 

, , 



Long-term data sets are thus necessary 
for analyses andproperirwptetalioo. One 
example of an apparent fishing effect is 
illustrated by 6 years of consecutive data 
for coney, Epinephelus fulvvs. from St 
Croix (Figure 7). The decline in large fish 
has occurred simultaneous with stability 
in small fish and thus probable stability in 
recruitment. 

Compliance with minimum size limits 

Size-frequency data can be used 
to evaluate the compliance with minimum 
size limits. However, these data did not 

• distinguish between fishes caught in the 
EEZor territorial waters, thereby making 
it impossible to examine the effectiveness 

-. of size limits placed on yellowtail snapper 
(12") and Nassau grouper (variable 
between years). It was noted that the 
majority of measured individualsforyellow
tall {Ocyurus ehrysurusl were below FMP 
size limits (Appendix A. pg 60). The 
workshop concluded that the lack of 
compatibility with territorial regulations 
made sizelimits ineffective. 

Nassau grouper fEpinephelus 
striatus) is currently protected from fishing 
by the CFMC in the EEZ. There were no 

. data available to evaluatethe effectiveness 
of this regulation although considerable 
skepticism was expressed about compli
ance. 

Yield-per-recruit 

Yieldi)er-<ecruitanatjses havebeen 
conducted for yellowtaU snapper (Dennis, 
in press, a), the white, bluestriped, and 
French grunts (Dennis, In press, b) based 

on diitafrom 1984-85, and forlane snapper 
(Acostaand Appeldoom. in press)and red 
hind (Sadovy and Figuerola, In press) 
based on 1988data. These analyses were 
specific to Puerto Rico except for red hind 
which Included St. Thomas data. 

Yellowtall snapper in 1984-85 were 
found to be fully exploited or slightly over
exploited, based on a value of F/Z at or 
greater than 0.5. A similar situation was 
found for the white and French grunts for 
1985, while bluestriped grunts were not 
exploited. For white grunt this represented 
a change from 1974, when the species was 
considered to be not exploited. Dennis 
On press, b) thought that although lhe grunt 
species differed in size, a single trap-mesh 
could be used in lhe fishery. This was 
primarily based on the fact that the trap 
fishery was concentrated alongthe outer 
shelfwheresma! whitegrunts werescarce; 
lhus the smallermesh needed tomaximiZe 
the YPRforthesmallerspecieswould not 
adverselyaffect white grunt. However. 
Stevenson(1974)found a specific mesh
sizeto capture white grunt. Since 1985 
effort on grunts has declinedslightly,while 
that for yellowtall snapper has remained 
relatively constant (Dennis et al., in press). 
The proportion of grunts in the PR 
demersal landings has declined steadily 
from a highof 28% il 1977 to 14% by 1985 
and 8%In 1989 (Appeldoorn and Meyers, 
in press),alihoughthis mayreflectas much 
a change Infishing areasand gear-types 
as a decline in abundance. 

Lanesnapper In 1988 was fully 
exploitedwith91% of maximum YPRbeing 
taken (Acosta and Appeldoorn, in press). 
It was felt that further increases in YPR 
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would not be possible without increasing 
• -F to levers were spawning stock would be 
adversely affected. Estimates of F/Z 
indicate that In 1988 red hind were 
overfished in both Puerto Rico and St. 
Thomas. To maximize YPA, at Fo., 1 F would 
have to be reduced by 35% and 20% 
respectively (Sadovy and Figuerola, In 
press). Changing size at first capture was 
not predicted to increase YPR. 

Biological Parameters · 

The assessment team concluded 
that insufficient data existed to properly 
characterizebiological parameters for most 
SNRF n PuertoRco and 1heVrginIslands. 
Important biological parameters for 
~ puposes ncllde gcwth rate. 
natural mortality, and fecundity. Sex ratios 
arealso important especially for species 
that change sex. Puerto RicoONA has 
work in progress examining fecundity of 
red hind and trunkfish. The workshop 
recommends Increased research to 
·measure biological parameters from the 
U.S. Caribbean reef fish fishery. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Status of Stocks 

The SWRF FMP that became 
effectivein 1985assumed that1hereef fish 
fisheryin the U.S.Caribbeanwasoverfishe
d. Overfishing is OCQJning,as definedIn 
the SWRF FMP, when a reef fish stock or 
stock complex is below the level of 20 
percent of the spawning stock biomass 
per recruit that would naturally occur (e.g., 
without fishing). Although there are 
Insufficient data available from the U.S. 

Caribbean to calculate these ratios. there 
is reasonable evidence to suggest that 
manyspecies continue to be OV8fexploited. 

Overall,1hereeffishfishery in Puerto 
Ricohas declined from previous levels. 
fr)1931 lhefisheryhad 1403 fishermenand 
711 vesselswithtotal landings of 3,080,1oo 
lbs (Jarvis,1932). In 1989 the fishery had 
1822 fishermenand 1107 vesselswithtotal 
landings of 2,305,004 lbs (Matos and 
Sadovy, 1990). Although the decline in 
total landings is disturbing, the most 
surprising difference is that in 1931 only 
9 boats had motors(240 had sailsand 462 
were rowboata)I We assume that most 
landings In 1931 were reef organisms 
becausemost vessels were unable to fish 
far from shore. The SWRF assessment 

. workshop panel found partic:ularly alarming 
the continued decline In total reef fish 
land"u,gsand CPUE from Puerto Ricosince 
the FMP was Implemented in 1985. 

Although no similar long-term 
comparison of landings exist for the USVI. 
we assume that similar changes have 
occurred.Anecdotalevidenceof a dedine 

. is providedby1hephoto used en 1hecover 
of a spearfishing catch at Water Island in 
St. Thomas harbor (published In the 
February, 1956 issue of NationalGeograph
ic, pg 221 ). Currently it would be virtually 
impossible to make a similar catch by 
spearfishing at that location. Nassau 
grouper In particular have become very 
scarce.Themost eocouragingobservation 
for the USVI is that total landings have 

· remained stable In recent years despite 
increased effort. With some exceptions, 
the SWRF fishery in the Virgin Islands in 
general appears stable at present levels 
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of fishing effort and under current fishing 
practices based on available data. Ar1 
exception is thedeclineof larger individuals 
of grouper such as coney and red hind. 

Growth overfishing appears to be 
a major problem In Puerto Rico, based on 
the large number of small fishes being·. 
landed and the recent declines in total 
landings. Growth overfishing is occurring 
when a fishery if removing the spawners 
and is charac:terizedby smaller(innumber 
and pounds) catches over the years. 
Recruitment overfishing, onthe otherhand, 
is when the fishery is removing recruits (a 
cohort). A.yield-per-recruit analysis would 
help quantify this situation. The review 
team was unable, however, to conduct an 
analysis becauseof the lack of growth and 
other essential biological data specifically 
tuned to Puerto Ricoand the Virgin Islands. 

Poor recruitment in recent years in 
both the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico for 
red hind should be a particular source of 
managementconcern.Datashow definite 
evidence of recruitment variabllity for red 
hind and coney in Puerto Rico and St. 
Croix. Whether this variability is ·due to 
natural events, fishery exploitation, or· a 
combinationof both cannot be detennined 
from available data. Long-term data sets 
are necessary for analyses to account for 
recruitment effects . . 
Recommendations 

The assessment team concluded 
that most obvious management action to 
increase the productivity of the SWRF 
fishery would be to reduce fishing effort. 
Increasing the minimum mesh sizeof fish 

.. 

traps to at least 2" is a progressive step 
but probably willnot be sufficient to obtain 
significantIncreasesin yield, especially if 
recruitment overfishing is . occurring. 
Rosario and Sadovy (1991) provided 

· experimental evidence supporting the fact 
that increased mesh size will increase the 
average size of fish caught. Also direct 
evidence of increased fish sizeIs provided 
fromSt.Croixwherea fishennan voluntarily 
switched to larger meshed traps. 
Unfortunately, the benefits of switching to 
largermeshed trapscannot be fullyreafized 
with only one or a few fishermen switching. 

Establishment of no harvest zones 
was also recommended as a means to 
improve the spawning stock sizealthough 
there was considerable uncertainty 
concerning whether increased spawning 
stock in reserveswouldnecessarily benefit 
local populations. 

The review panel recommends 
increased effort to secure compatible 
regulations between the CFMC and 
Commonwealth and Territorial govern
ments. Cooperation and compliance are 
essential. The workshop noted that even 
if the CFMC closed entirely the reef fish 
fishery in the EEZ, that there will be little 
impact on most reef fishes (especially 
around Puerto Rico) because so little reel 
habitat is under. direct Council control. 
Without compatible regulations and 
cooperation to increase compliance, 
particular1yby the Commonwealthci Puerto 
Rico, no improvements for the fishery can 
be anticipated. 

Growth and fecundity studies are 
needed for SWRF in Puerto Rico and the 
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Virgin Islands to produce yield-per-recruit 
analysesand calculate spawning potential 
ratios. for representative species. Some 
effort should be directed at describing the 
expanding diver-based SWRFfishery and 
the trammel netand beach seine fisheries 
particularly in Puerto Rico. 

Betterinformationon where fish are 
.captured would be extremelyhelpful .. 
Allhough the original FMP discussed 
differences In landings between territorial 
and EEZ waters, these could not be 
examined al the workshop because data 
that distinguished catch by location within 
or outside of the EEZwere unavailable. 

The workshop recommends that 
continued efforts be made to standardize 
and improve data collection, entry, and 
storage. NMFSdata collection programs 
should be expandedand dala filesroutinely 
updated to include new Caribbean data, 
especially state-federal landings data for 
USVI. All raw data for landings and 
bioprofile form the USVIshould be entered 
into the database for Mure analyses. 

The inability of managers and 
researchers to locate and keep up with 
available literature was noted as a major 
problem for most of the U.S. Caribbean 
due to spatial and temporal problems. A 
suggestionwasmade that a core collection 
for Cari_bbean fishery information be 
estabfrshedntheMarn Laboratory,SEFSC 
and in the Caribbean, which would serve 
as a resource base for Mure stock 
assessments. 
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

Management Recommendations 

1. Establish compatible regulations 
between the EEZand the territorial waters. 

2. Reduce fishing effort, particularly on 
small fishes. 

3. Protect spawning aggregations. 

4. Improve compliance with minimum 
sizes and other regulations. 

5. Increase minimum fish trap mesh size 
to at least 2' as soon as possible. 

6. Include deep water reef fish in the 
FMP. 

7. Initiate marine · reserve projects. 
Identify potential reserve areas, begin 
baseline studies of flora and fauna. 

8. Collect more biological information 
by species particularly concerning 
fecundity, growth, and mortality. 

Methodological Recomm~ndations 

9. Continue to standardize data 
collection, entry, and storage as much as 
possible. Document and initiate universal 
procedures for data collection and entry 

. in the U.S. Canbbean.Expand NMFS data 
conection programs and data files to 
routinely update and includenewCaribbe· 
an data, especially state-federal landings 
data for USVI and Puerto Rico. 

(, ' 

.! l, 

10. Continue to enter the backlog of raw 
historical fisheries data. (• 
11. Provide preciseinformation on site 
(e.g., depth, distance from shore) and 
method of capture by trip. 

12. Assist the PRDNR and the USVI in 
organizing workshops and training 
programs for port agents and statistics 
personnel. 

') 

t,.) ' 
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Tablel. Total Retf Fish Landings Ind Effort Sunary 

Puerto iico OS';f d St Croil St iboaas.St ;?r.n 
e Projected- Projtcttd

Tota, Cl't'[ Total Finf isb Cl'tE licensed Fintisll Pr,jtcte~L~c!nse; 
Landings Total flbsl Fislltr•Total Landini;s Total llb:.,' Fisher· Landings Licensed Fin!ish fishe:-

Year (lbsl fnps tnp) ten VesselsYear i lbsl rrai:s tni:1 ten Ubl! FisbertenLandingsae:. 

1921a 3,0t0,!00 4239 na 140) 711 

1951 223 
1964 
1969 
19;0 
1971 
1972 970 
1973 930 
1974 1120 
1975 b 3,251,000 1191 2'J4 1230 865 74.75 1,,)"~,;)00 5))' 195 457 111,000 227 191,000 ao 
1976 b 3,932,000 1967 321 1230 901 75•i6 l,015,97" USI 169 509 152,040 197 163,9j7 Jl: 

· 1977 b 4,395,000 9743 316 
1978b 4,721,000 12586 241 

136' 1036 76-7: 1,196,"0) 5067 233 
102 1073 77•71 924,472 4112 265 

146 
265 

510,651 
219,196 

225 686,045 
103 634,576 

6.'•• 
i,;2 

1979 b 5,359,000 15252 219 
1910b 4,147,000 19165 138 
1911 b 3,674,000 21361 

102 1073 71•79 1,043,849 4412 347 
1447 1087 79•10 1,218,215 6411 302 

I0•8l 1,252,626 '133 256 

212 
356 
406 

251,994 
449,112 
279,119 

121 791,155 
144 131,))3 
163 973,507 

151 
" .•••
;13 

1982b 3,275,000 23571. 1172 1449 11·12 1,122,304 10176 254 571 163,041 322 959,256 256 
19!3C 3,067,347 15045 104 1415 1125 12•13 1,276,610 454 316,151 195 139,822 25, 
1914C 2,457,0!7 13•14 1,30,02 437 453,726 112 194,706 255 
1935C 2,599,720 9650 117 1766 14•15 1,209,411 19240 63 07 404,761 112 104,650 255 
1916C 2,296,207 12450 18 1135 165 15•16 1,192,464 536 55',621 206 1,333,136 j?C 
19!7C 1,761,917 1731 16•!7 1,166,94' !1366 102 529 610,516 200 1,256,361 l2' 
1~38C 1,666,'16 11710 45 17•18 1,312,351 523 321,592 217 1,053,766 j,)E 

1919C 1,933,047 1122 1107 11•!9 l,5!3,613 425 5'7 ,353 111 996,260. 21· 
1990c l,179,6<Hi 1355S 45 

Kean 3,151,153 13,943 174 1395 105a 1,345,070 9,226 219 469 07,653 119 926,922 2*1 

-IIOTl:S:

• Jarvis, 1932.· 
b :aribbean Cou.ncll Slllllov ll&ttr IXP, Tlblt 9, 
C Datatro1Laboutoriodt InvestlqaclonesPtsqueru, Dep,rtnento de lecursos hturales de Puerto lico. 
d Data fro� Divisi011of Filll Al>dWildlife, DSVI. 
e TheCPO£estiaate 11 only for filll Clugllt vitll traps. 
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Tabl � J, Trends in c~tch par unit � ttort by species and gear type
for Puerto Iii co ( PR) and St. Croix (.SXJ baaed on data plocted .i.n 
Appendix I, Too f � w y� ars of data war� available 1:0 juscifY the 
testing of etatistic~l significance of the trends •

• Species Cnits Cear Trend Y� ars 
Location Type Di re-~t ion 

Roli1t1s v1tul1 (Queen Trigger fish) 
lbs/trip Botto::, line up l PII 
lbs/trip Fish pots up 5 PR 

eodianus .tll.f.!a (Spanich Hogfish)
lbs/trip Cill net down J PR 
lbs/trip Fish pots down J PR 

ER1Dl~bllYI qytt1ty1 (Red Hind) 
lbs/trip Bottom line down J PR 
lbs/trip Fish pots up 3 PR 
gm/trip Fish pots up 4 SX 

Et1li:1 Q!:YlUYI (Queen Snapper)
gm/trip Fish pots stable 4 sx 

lillll!!YlQD 111Ym1u:1 (White CruntJ 
lbs/tnp Bottom line down 4 PR 
lbs/tnp Fish pots down 4 PR 
lbs,'trip ca11 net up 4 PR 

li2lSi2!:tD~t~:I Al!:fDll52Dil (Squirnlfish)
lbs/trip Fish pots down J PR 

td~bo;l I imi-1 IUUiil!!!:.11(Hogtish) 
lbs/trip Fish pots up 4 PR 
lbs/trip Spear down 4 PR 

L1,t2ebC~i t[i:,ZQDYI (Trunk fish) 
lbs/trip Fish pots down J PR 
lbs/tri.P Gill net down J PR 

Li.tjllOll:i 101111 (Hutton Snapper)
lbs/trip Bottom line stable 4 PR 
lbs/trip Fish pots up 4 PR 
lbs/trip Gill net down 4 PR 

Lytjanyl! l2Y!:l:0Clllil (Blackfin·snapper)
g111/trip Fish pots up 3 SX 

L!,ltjllOlll IUl~lll (Schoolmaster Snapper) 
9JD/trip Fish pots down 4 SX 

Lytioo!.l1·1ynoqci1 (Lane snapper)
lbs/trip Bottom line stable 4 PII 
lbs/trip Fish pots up 4 PR 
lbs/trip Gill net up 4 PR 
lbs/trip Trotline down 4 PR 

Lytjanys viv10111 (Silk Snapper)
gm/trip Fish pots down 3 sx 

Qstt~I]dl r.:bCYll.l[lll (Y� llowtail snapper)
gm/trip Fish pots up 3 sx 
lbs/trip Bottom l I ne up 4 PR 
lbs/trip Fish pots up PR 
lbs/trip Gill n@t up '4 PR 
lbs/trip Trol: l 1 :-:e down 3 PR 
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Ill.AN)• (Spec.IN'"'""'°"_,,.. COASTi N MEAN ITO cv MEOWj 'Ir- N ME»! ,ro CY MEDIAN·

H.4 IAOo 
<1000

a500 

>A WT it Gt.I ,,.. an 448.0 t IIU 107.1 lljii,.,_.--
(Voll...«n 8~ PR l0VTH , I :M7.0 11.1 211.3 :M7.0 I eo.o ,PR WEIT mo I 

IC 11 cu 114.4 ,O.t •.o I a •. 0 
l(l'JIU 10, 164.1 140.4 au m.o I 10 Ma.I IU N.0 aooo 

I 
CAMNOIDAE - -•• I 

Canwr bli- PR !AST . I 11 ffl.t· ao.2 no 2920 
(Vall-jock) PR IIOUTH I I 110.1 1'3.5 ., PR WEST I '53.7 127.2 

IC 10 312.7 49.1 13.0 a'/11.oI 
IIT/SIJ I 2113.0 IU 1.2 aes.o 1 

462 310 5 
2110 470 0 

ClnNr ~/)'110, PR EAST II 111.1 41.7 ,u 110.0 I IS au ff.3 PR. (Ill"""""""' NORTH ! .1· 31161 11.0 
PR WEST I I 257.0 ,.IC 2111.8 e.s 13.2 295.0 I 1 475.0 

II 8 3700 
~0 "' 2!57 0 
4750 

IIT/SIJ 15 :11&.0 51.I ,u m.o 1 
Canw- lrippoo PR NORTH I II 132.1 1154.1 

IC,_1,jaclll , PR WEST I 118!1.0 
c:. .... ,- PR EAST I I 418.7 14.0 

ee• 214 0 
5850 

11.2 •50 0 
(Hort1-oy1 jock) PR NORTH I 42 194.t 11.2 350 11, 0 

PR WEST I 100 310.2 132.2 '2.8 311.0 
IC I 477.1 1118 14.4 492.5 I 

IIT/SIJ 414.2 41 I 10.0 402.5 I • CvallX tug&bil PR WEST I 34 446.4 57.5 
(Blaci jaci) SC 5 4224 764 11.1 3811.0J 401.11 • IIT/SIJ 4800 410.0 l 

12.i 431 5 
3$,15 

c.tll/VlnibM PR EAST I 43 2111 i "'I 155 2!IC0 
(Ba, jock) PR NOllTH I 4 279.5 111 2U 21115 

PR S0Un1 I 110 au 33.6 12.e 2150 0 
PR WEST I 178 IIMl.3 71.3 
IC 1313 Q.I 11.5 111.0 I 21188 •l(l'JSIJ SI ,01.1 tit 32.1 1112.5 I I • 127.5 3.5 

C<llan,.,,_ 11(1','SIJ a »:1.3 13U 40.7 I 

aa 29B 
2750 

1.6 2275 

tunid1ntffiodjac Ill I 
I 

UJTJAHIDAE - lnappera I , Ap,,l1dl"'111uO PR NORTH 410.0 410.o I ., (Black 1,-P!»~ I S37.5 
Etf/if .,....,,,. PR NO!mf I 12 808.3 112.1 , 10-•·_, PR l0V1li 1110.0 1110.0 I 

PR WEST I :MO :1113.2 131.t 
IC 41 ffl.5 91.5 25.1 -,.o I 131 311).7 

~~ 

2U etU 

33.5 3555 
3800 

l!T/SIJ 11 ICU 1211.5 11.5 585.01 
·: L llfl•nuunlllt, PR WT ,0 :11111.2 135.4 '3.1 »o.o I II m., 157.7 

(MIJ!lon ,_, PR NORTH 7 107.0 tlU 15.1 .,,,o I 413.4 13'.e•PR l0V1li 10 3118.0 1201 II.I a1.o I 315 30S.I .., 
PA WEST 411.7 101.1 20.I ,10.0 I 200 114.1 115.0 •IC 17 eo.o IOU a.:i •. 01 7 11:19.1 

41.1 3000 
au 1105 0 
32.0 21100 
Q.5 2230 

51100 
llff/lllJ 17 410.0 121.1 :,u 375.0 I 1 4110.0 Luff.,,.,..,,,,,,.,. ,. ., PR l!A8T ....74.t 15.8 21,.0 I 342.1 144 ,. (Schoolrnu•~ l'R NORTH :MU 734 11.0 :11,.0 I I 300.1 171.1 ., PR l0UTH II aeo., 32.9 1:U :i,s.oI 278.1 74.2 

'500 
27.1 »25 
57.2 300.S 
a.I 2500 

PR WUT I 138.1 3'.4 11.7 m.a I a 211.3 43.1 155 2590 
IC ,01 113.D 42.3 14.t 2110.0I 102 271.S 

tn'/IIIJ 311.I SU 11.4 :soo.o I 20 240.1 :,u •PR WT 11 m.1 422 ,.., Luff.,,.,.buc•-• 1211.0 I 44 271.1 77.2 
cei.. ~ ... ~ PA NORTH I , •. o 21.2 ,u i•.o I 14 132.1 :M.7 

270C 
11.1 232S 
277 2735 
14.9 2300 

PR WEST I 11 154.7 711.0 
IC 177.1 41 7 150 m.o I 382 214.7 •,., IIT/SIJ 301.t 470 ,u :!Oe.OI 

21.1 350.0 
2780 

LuQ-.nw camp.cMnu, PR NORTH I 210.0 210.0 t , {Rid 1,appa,) liTISIJ 31100 3110.0 I 
I 
I 

LUO"""' •1•nop- PR WT I 3 5211.0 1211.a 2'44 550.0 

s_.._,,. 



FAMILY - famllJ _.,. -• .,,.....iwn• 
Cllpoclooi:rmmOft iwntl 

Lflli"""" flri#"" 
(Gray onoppo~ 

1185 (lEHOTH IN UU\ 
lllAI()• COAST! N MEAN ITO 

4.2 
10.t,,.. 

257.al 
211.0 I 
m.o 1 • nu 

IC 21(J.0 to.I 
PR EAST •• 211.0 23.1 
PR NORl'M 4 m.s 27.1 
PR IOVTH I 2 aco.o 211.3 14 
PR WEST I 2 RU 34.7 10.e 

IIT/SU 1 '11100 '1110.DI 
I 
I 
I 

PR EAST 402.5 171.1 •PR NORTH I 329.1 ,1.2 
PR SOUTH 2311.5 :,u • PR WEST 
IC :, 323.7 127 ,. IITISU 4117 2 1211 

au 
20.4 
IU 

114 
24.5 

I 
475.5 I 
»1.0 I 
as.o I 

I 
2110.0I 
540.oI 

3 
34 

I 
4 
I 

331.7 1:12.e 
3111.t 1085 
322.0 
:sou 
385.0 

40 0 
272 

276C 
3U5 
~c 
265C 
3450 

L utan us mafu>gorti PR EAST 10 :1276 519 1511 m.o I 2 330.0 n• 238 lJOO 
jt,lahogony onoppo~ PR NORTH 7 3183 300 94 303.o I 2 ~5 743 2113 ~! 

PR SOUTH II 2307 224 11.7 211.0 I 
PR WEST I 2000 
SC 12 2228 20• 112 

200.0 I 
223.5 I 

I,. 318.5 17.7 
2U.2 

312 0 
241 C 

StT/SU 12 2e;l.8 26.0 I.II 252.5 I 2 215.0 SU 18.9 :mo 
LufanUO OfHI PR HORTH I 1 210.0 2100 

(Unidon111\odonoppo~ 
Ll,lfJU1UIiynagril 

O.-onoppo~ 

PR WEST 
PR EAST 2011 Z!t!.3 366 
PR HOR'Tl-t 10 ~.5 451 

18.2 
17 5 

I 
211.0 I 
241.5 I 

2 
a 
IZI 

447.5 24.1 
23U »a 
245.7 3$.3 

u 
11.e 
IU 

U75 
mo 
240C 

PR SOUTH 102 20117 26.3 127 201.S I 2:111 20H 3113 17.3 202.5 
PR WEST 1CIII 211111 293 
SC 220.B 24.5 •

SIT/SU 103 29.I 81.I 
PR EAST 18 310.8 55.0 
PR HOR'Tl-t 1&11 2211.11 45.7 

1U 
11.1 
23.5 
17.7 
19.9 

211.0 l 
255.o I 
230.0 I 
300.0 I 
220.0 I 

1.803

•I 
Z23-

234.0 31.8 
23U 
210.0 Z!.O 
:mu !IIS.1 .,.. 51.7 

151 

105 
203 
111 

2:100 
236 5 
2125 
266 0 
25,10 

PR SOUTH :, ~-1 SU 21.4 247.o I 
PR WEST I 155.0 
SC 1115 3783 15110 ,,.o 155.o I 

m.01 
ZI 

103 
33il.4 108.2 
3215.1 

31.3 3275 
310.0 

SIT/SU 36 2964 141 5 47.7 225.0j 4 21U 1.5 212 5 
Dcyuru1 dll')'IUl'VI PR EAST 521 2114 9 SH lf.5 2110.0 I 154 271.1 51.1 2e30 

(Yol1""'1ailonappo~ PR HOR'Tl-t <102 284.7 37.5 13.2 2840 I 115 31U 45.e 31' 0 
PR SOUTH 43 2'8.1 311.0 15.3 255.0 I 277 2480 43.& 242 C 

' 
Rftoml>op/k• '"'°"'

(Vormilon onoJ>POfl 

PR WEST 30 241.11 ».7 
SC 110 275.5 ,u 

StT/SU 341.5 11.5 
PR EAST :zoe.7 11.1 -•PR NORTH 104 187.2 27.7 

1&.4 
231 
11.0 
7.1 

14.0 

2:11.0 l 
257.o I 
:m.01 
2011.0I 
1114.oI 

173

•12 
443 
307 

211:i?.5 53.7 
21130 
268.I 12.1 
217.3 35.2 
201.3 as.a 

30.5 
IU 
12.7 

2550 
277 0 
2•50 
212.0 
198: 

PR WEST 
IC 14 357.2 :12.I 1.2 

I 
357.5 I 

N 
110 

201.9 !IS9 
2114.6 

282 11130 
2755 

IIT/111 I 202.5 36.0 17.J 210.0 I 
I 

HAEUUUOAE - 0,..,11 I 
.cn;..,rr~uo •-ca,ac, ma,;ul 

PR EAST 
PR WEST 

I 
I 

20 
1 

215.3 41.3 
290.0 

151 

ltf/SU 2 a:JS.O 3$.4 10.a :m.o I 
PR WT 
PR IOUTH 2 247.0 114.1 :N.4 

I 
247.o I 

32 
27 

230.1 701 
201.1 207 

307 
103 

223 5 
111110 

PR WEST I 311 227.5 24.I 10.9 223' 

-
IC Ill 217.1 2111 

l!T/SU 303.1 150 • PR EAST 

12.3 
21.4 

210.0 I 
292.5 I 

I 

f 229.3 

263.2 :12.3 12 3 

225 0 

2670 
I 
I 
I 

PR EAST 290.0 1177 
I 

245.o I I 2118.1 10.0 27.7 2800 
PR IOUTH 217.5 10& 211.s I 

445.3 ,IC 4350 I 

1'A81.E 4. Cofflpenoonol w, ~ - 1185 and 111110(cOft'II 

... 
~,. 

1 

l 

L 



FAMILY- Famly _,,.on-• 
~ _,,. 

C5pec:;oo crmmon-not 
· 1N5 (I.ENGTH IN MM) 

Ill.AH)• COAST! N MEAN STD

I 
f 1990 {LENGTH IN MM)

CV MEOW.JII N MEAN ITD CV MEDIAN. 
inNu 21 !loU l:U 11-2 m.o 

12 Z20.7 211.5 "" WT
l'A NORTH 

"" "" WDT
l0U'TH I ZIU 

IIT/111 llQ ZIii.i 22.5 

12.0 211.0 1 1 11e.o 10.1 I.I 1340 
I 1:1 11e.a 12.1 14.2 153.0 

1.1 aa.o I 
I 1 112.0 112.0 

t.1 m.a I 
PR WT 1 Z!0.0 
PR l0U'TH 
PA WEST 
PA fAST 
l'A WEIT 
IC II 2ou 14.1 
PA WEST 

Z!O.OI 
1 113.0 I 1113 0 

I I 2111.0 4:11 15.3 217 0 
14 2,11.I I «u 117 222; 

I 4 ZOU IU 11 203 0 
1.1 llQI.O I 111 201.t 2100 

I 11111.0 12 3.3 112 0 • I 
I 
I 

HMmli0tt l•...ihNtum 
(French grvnt 

PR EAST 12 219.5 27.1 
PR SOUTH 17 117.t 11.0 

I
12.e Z!0.5 I Ill.I :IU 167 112 0 • 1,5 110.0 I II 11().5 J.I 3.9 1115 

H41mulon mKrwtomum 
ISP"""" grunQ 

PR WEST Ill 178.1 15.4 
SC 232 190• 1•.t 

SIT/SIi 12 11111.3 13.0 
PA EAST 15 220.1 211 • 
PR NORTH 4 20l!8 13.4 

I.I 175.o I 21 113.7 211.5 15.3 172 0 
7.1 110.0 f 14 IM.1 111.0 
u 200.0 I 27 171.1 ,.. I.I 170 0 

IU 211.0 I 47 215.0 1•2 2100 ~-' 1.5 2ou t 
PR SOUTH 211 201.9 429 
PR 80VTH 15 1111.5 211.2 

21.2 I
IU 1•.o I 

PR WEST I 2 as :N9 128 3CH 
SC I 310.0 3100 

111'/SIJ I 347.5 22.1 u 31111.0I 
PR EAST I · 210.0 210.0 I 
PR 80VTH I 235.0 :m.o I 

(SlilO<'t choice) ---H#mlio,t p/UlrNri 

IC I 20l!.O 
SIT/SIi 12 2325 14.7 

PR 7 252.1 11.1 
111'/SIJ 

PR EAST 530 213.8 245 

aoe.oI 2 Z!e.0 23e0 
1.3 230.o I 15 111.7 11.1 10.0 '" 0 
4.4 2511.0 I 115 ZIU 211.1 123 2<00 

I 2 242,5 II.I 13.1 2'2 5 
11.5 210.a I 229.1 au 12.1 230 0 -(WhIt Grvnt PR NORTH 17 252.2 355 14.1 2111.01 15 2100 42.3 18.3 2460 

PR 80VTH ll:IO 205.7 29 0 14.1 205.5 I 1311 2011.I 31.1 ,. • 20I! 0 
PR WEST 11111 213.5 31.7 11.1 210.0 I 1,001 211.9 340 110 21'0 ac 15111 217.t 20.5 94 211.0 I 103 211.7 2150 

BIT/SIi » 288.t 11.3 211.0 215.0 I 75 2011.5 125.1 123 2050 
H4,muJon •cill'IA PR EAST • 221.8 31.O 14.0 211.5 I 173 231.3 :ti.I 137 2300 

{Bluto~ Gn.rntl PR NOA1"H 
PR IIOUTH 1N1 217.6 29.2 
PR WEST 17 2211.1 ~.• I I 21•.o 27• 0 

134 221.0 I 18 aou 27.1! 135 2055 
13.5 215.o I .. 217.5 :ti.I 1• 7 2125 ac 1:N 234.1 IU u 1:11.0 I 

HHmlio,t ,p. 
(Uniden1lflldGrunt 

Pom•duy, •t0e1D 
(8ynogrvnt 

IIT/SIJ 1:1 249.4 21u 
PR I 2112.0 
PR 
PR 

11.7 240.0 J 515 215.1 211.2 13.1 210 0 
21112.0I 

I 1 232.0 2320 
I I 240.0 2<00 
I 45 :tie.I 2350 

SPARJDAE-Po,glN 

An;,-,..orp.,. -(SN btaam) 
PR WT 
PR l0U'TH 
PR WEST 

IIT/SIJ 7 ZIU 11.0 
l'A EAST 211.1 211.3 •PR IIOIJTH 15 220.3 404 
l'A WEST 
IC 

I 
I 
I 1 172.0 1720 
I 4 1112.3 11.7 1.7 , .. 5 
I I 112.5 10.1 5.1 112 5 

4.7 m.o I 
12.5 2000 I I 235.1 11:U 222 2090 
IU 212.0 I 2111 111.O au 15.2 1110 0 

I 1:12 110:, 311.5 20.7 111 0 
I I 2112.1 215.0 

111'/SIJ I Ill 1118,1 :N.7 11 • 110.0 
PR WT ll0t4 
PR NORTH 

11.2 204.0 I Ill.I 21.3 10., 191.0 
I z 117.0 IU I.I 117.0 

PR IIOUTH 12 117.3 329 111 113.0 I 23 117.3 219 15.2 1180 
l'A WEST 15 112.3 291 10 110.0 I 74 114.0 :SU 17.2 1750 



. FAMILY.- FaMllr _..,.,. -• I 
.,___ ,,_. INS !LENGTHIN UM} I 1'90 

Cir-IN oommon-et ISLN«)• COAIT I N MEAN aro CY MEDIAN'J' 
(LENGTHIN MU) 

H MEAN aro CY MEDIA'< 
c1 

I 
I 

IWWDAE - OodltMI I 
Aliilod,:/>ltly, m.,.._. .. PR EAST 10 2211.0 a.o 12.7 m.01 

(Voll- pt!ltl,J PR NORTH I 
PR IOI.ml . :nu 211.1 12.4 112.0 I •PR WEST lll 211.2 :tu 11.0 210.0 I 
IC IM7 11111.0 15.1 7.3 205,01 

I 111.1 11.7 ,., ll 118.3 
a 11111.1. 21.7 
14 110.0 a.a 
2 250.0 

11.7 151.5
�.1 2030 

104 :oss
110 1575 

2SOC d 
IIT,SIJ 12 2110.2 28.t 11.ll 250.0 I a 241.1 13.0 2•5t I 

l'A EAST 171 1N.5 lt.t 10,0 111.0 I 
PR l0UTH tlO 11M.4 20.1 10.1 11111.0I 

IOI 191.I 
D tte.2 - 13.0 1100 

13.7 207 0 
l'A WEST ID4 113.1 21.t 11.3 11111.0I 
IC 125 207.0 11.2 am.oI••• SIT/SU ll 236.7 31.2 11.1 2u.o I 

I 

175.0 

m.a ,u• 
165 174 C 

1.3 

EPHIPPIOAE - lpodohhtt I 
CN,todi/HMI ,_,_ l'A WEST I 271.0 271 C 

~nt• 1p1deftoJi SC 1 295.0 2115.01 
I 

CHAETOOOHTIOAE - 8untr11ylthN Ic,.,,.,_,_,,,.,. ltTISU 2 1250 00 00 1211.0 I 
{Spo<rr,IM!orfli&h) I 

I r'. 
POUACANTHIDAE - Angtlll• I 

HolKOlftlw dillM IC 278.t 503 19-2 210.0 I • 
(OuHn 1ngtlfft'1 BIT/SU 14 29<.3 �U 14.1 215.0 I 

17 358.5 
1 2011.4 1354 

I 

2S00 
17.2 2000 

Ho/Kanthuo t,k:do, SC 31 20115 12.8 u 201.0 I 
(Rock bNllljj SIT/SU 2025 13.3 1.1 200.0 I • Pom.. omhA .,..,.,.,.,. PR WEST I

·• (G,oy t"Qtlb"I IC 17 303.1 IU Z2,7 300.0 I 
IIT/SIJ 112 310.t IM.8 20.1 11:s.o I 

.. 8C 13 298.5 IM.3 20.1 247.o I 
q:,.,..h 1ngtllltli ""'"··-,,.,., lfT/IIJ 17 2117.8 102 a.1 a1s.oI 

I 

115 212.7 
1 110.0 
1 ~-0 

15 au 
a 111.0 31.1 

ti 212.4 
116.0 11.5 • 

2130 
1100
3050 
2117.0 r1, 

20.0 1700 ·i' 
2600

111 155 0 

UBAIOAE - WrUM1 I 
PR l0l.ml - ... M# I 

'5ponioh llogftth) PR WEST I 
215.1 14.0 •2 283.S 25.2 

,.11
11.2 

SC 15 24'1.7 284 11.I~ m.01 s 256.4 
lfTISU 12 272.S 20.S u 210.01 

Ht/;,,-,., ,_,.,. PR 2211.0 2211.0I ' 283.0 253 0 
(PuddlniJ""f•l PR 273.0 273.0 I 

IC 5' 21120 48.7 117 :s1s.oI 1 212.0 2,2 0 
ltT/SU 3 2118.7 33.3 11.2 ao.o I 

mut'mw J..eehno11.-·mw PR 17 318.t ....21.5 2119,01 ,. ~.... PR 348.7 110-3 ,,.• ,01.0 I 
PR t7 ffl,7 123.1 33.2 111.0 I 
IC 3 :1211.7 211.3 llll.O I -- •••

l(f/111 17 504.2 111.1 23.0 130.0 I -- I 

7 474.t 1oe.1 
171 397.3 I0eB 
21 au eo., 

212.0 ' 241.1 211.4 • 

221 455 C 
2U ms t1
21.8 2580 

~20
11., 2•7.5 

SCAAJDAE- l'tncdalt• I 
$can,1ootli, PR I 

(Midnigl!tp&tTollltltj I 
PR I 

(Blue pancdtll) $•--- I 
5c.,.,. p,,icam• PR I 

(Aolnbow pa-) lfT/SIJ 1150 627 10.2 810.o I 
PR EAST I 

(IJn;d..,_ P<1notfio"1 Sc--· ltTIIIJ 1 2400 2400 I
. I 

I 110.0 77.1 

117.1 1:1.7 

IS7t.7 103.5 • 
2 270.0 283 

12.I 5100 
I 

u 19$0 tJ
I

105 2700 

I 
I 

I 

'l 
PR I 1 250.0 2!,C 0 
PA I IO 247.9 10 I 2" 0 
PR I
IC 117 257.1 11 I 7.7 25110 I --IIIT/811 211 2<15.0 236 IS :ns.oI --

13 •.• 
.. . 2"".5 
I IIJZ.S Z2.2 

12.0 2580 
2430 

11.5 1950 

TABLE 4. C-penoon ol llohlol,gltl bolw-, 111115 INO '°"""Otnd 



FAMILY - Fa""1 _,_.., -• 

, ~,,..._. econ"'°" IW'IMj 
• 1M5 fLENQTH IN MW} 

Ill.Ml)• COAST) N MEAN STl> 

I . 
I 1990 fl.ENOTH IN MIil 

CV _MEDIAN JI! N MEAN ITD' CV I.IEDIAN 

PR 
CPA 

I )b4.d IU 
t 11 270.4 n.a 

U 
•• 

.1000 
2135 

I'll I a sou ll0.7 10.1 :1011.0 
IC 10 S,07 •. o 11.s azu 1 • a.t . 307 0 

ln'/IU 1 as.o 

""
as.o 1 2 210.0 14.1 

I 11 DU IU 
5.1 
1.0 

2100 
2350 

l'fl I 37 m.2 ao.1 1U 2220 
IC 117 211.7 1.4 u 111.0 I 11 M>.t 2•7.5 

IIT/11\1 21 223.2 au 
PR 
l'fl 

11.1 Z20.o 1 11 m.o 10.1 
I t• tiS'/.7 .,.1 
I 1a M.2 231 

4.1 
112 
t.5 

Z!ll0 
:ieoo 
2SC0 

PA I a,ia :11111.s 'Z7.7 104 2700 
IC 282.4 201 1.1 213.o I 1.m 213.t 2SCO 

IIIT/SU .... 1 SU 
PR EAST 

11.t 211.0 I 11 20.0 21.• 
I ,s 214.t 27.1 

102 
101 

2•5o 
2550 

l'fl WEST I 1 SIS.0 315 C 
IC I 4 248.3 2~5 

Sp,uioon,• .,,. 
(Unidtmffiod ptno1!11h) 

IIT/SU 
PA EAST 
PA SOUTH 

I I 243.I 44.1 
I 211 220.I •. 5 
I s 215.0 451 

11.1 
17• 
210 

2eC0 
Z!ll0 
1910 

PA WEST I a 20u 44.2 21.9 11150 
SC 3 Z2U 12.9 u 233.oI 

StT/SU 11l0 2507 47.0 1u ~1.0 I 
Sp.ritom, lllrid• 

(Stopli;lht ponoffith) 
PR EAST 
PA IOUTH II0.0 

I 107 2110.9 30.1 
110.0 I 154 aeo2 31.I 

11.7 
12.2 

2550 
257.5 

PR WEST 
SC 2113.3 31.1 

511 :ns.o 33.3 I
11.0 3080 I 1,217 21111.1 

11.7 .11155 
21670 

SIT/SU 315.0 SU 11.1 m.o I 37 243.5 IU ZS00 
I 
I 

ACAHTHURIDAE - Surgeonlla' I 
AunthJfllf NN•n11t1 SC 355 1110.0 11., u 110.0 I 1:t5 "" 111;0 

fC)c:ta.n 1urg..ot4 I 11111 Ill.I 165 1550 
Ac.t,,tl'l,.;rwtlwn,;rs,w ·SC 2Z7 233.2 25.e 11.0 235.o I 575 :Zit.• 2>60 

(!)octoltlth)Au- _,.,,_ 

(81"" II ng) 
Ac:anth.M I/Hf. 

StT/SU 1311 2'9.0 SU 
IC 2053 1e,.a 17.2 

SIT/S\J 410 200 1 293 
SC 1112 1112.0 10.2 

13.I 250.o I 23 1118 9 21.1 .., 112 o I 1,112 171.2 
14.I 200.0 I 1a; 180,3 
u 1112.0I 

11.2 

110 

11100 
170 0 
1&00 

(Uniden!)(ied AcaMhurid) I 
BAUSTIDAE - Laolhtrjac:hta I 

Ba/iltM IP,.. PA EAST I I 240.0 2400 
(Unidemffiod t"1;• r11�h) 

&li1fN Wfli• 
(OuHn triggtr11ah) 

C,ntt,;ci.rm, ,_,,,.,, 

PA EAST 301.2 47.e •PA N:>RTH s. 305.3 2U 
PR IOUTH 185 250.3 411.t 
PA WEST 2915.I 51.4 •IC 115 282.4 4U 

IIT/SU 1109 311.4 11.7 
IC 13 »8.7 33.5 

I 
15.8 211.0 I 37 2112.7 

:,01.0 I I 32:1.0 •••11.7 2411.0 I 32 256.3 47,7 
17.4 210.0 I Ill :zeo.s 11.5 
17.1 azo.o1 110 215,0
1U m.01 .... 110.1 •••I.I 385.0 I 1 415.0 

11.9 

116 
IU 

zn 

a) 0 
3:Z20 
2550 
24115 
:ieo 0 
2:275 
•15 0 

(Ocoan lriggorllllhj l(T/SU s MO.O 10.0 2.8 M0.0 I 
M«idttltya nigtK IC 1 250.0 aeo.oI 

(Black du,;on) l 
STRACIIDAE - Barflo'

Loctcp/11),1l,;c•udol• 
(Spottad lrunk111h) 

l'fl •II 110.4 30.I 
PA D 11:U 41.2 
PR 117.1 110.1 
IC " 12 110.1 17.9 

IIT/SU 1 175.0 

I 
17.t 1ee.oI 1 221.0 
zu 111.0 l ISU 1U 

•• 23.1 :ioe.oI 256.3 140.1 
111.0 I 20 200., ••• 111.0 I 7 117.1 2U 

103 
541 

13.5 

221 0 
11M0 
1920 
112 5 
19!! 0 

I 
I 

L,ctophrya po/ytJMil PR EAST 10 2:23.2 375 Ill 211.0 I 56 229.9 3112 IU 2235 
(Hontycomb cowflth) PR SOUTH 11 21U 43.2 19.7 213.0 l 47 227.0 388 171 2250 

l'fl WEST » 27$,4 41 3 150 210.0 I 11 11l0.0 21.5 11.3 1900 
IC 18; 2411.a 376 15.3 24110 I 1122 2<1.1 2400 

IIT/SU l ee 115,0 3U 199 1750 
I 

.,_ __ 

O

-

29 



'TABLE4. eom...,-.,..,.~-....11111 -1111101oon1 

'f'NollLY- 'f'a.itr 
.f,oocioo,...,,. 1"5 (LE'NOTH IN 1111) cs~-,_,.. ~w.c•CCA1r1 N ME,\N •Tl> 

- I
I 1111011.EHOTHIN 1111) 

CV MEDIAN'I ' N MEAN STD CV MEDIAN 

L.,,11:phty,q., d"I<,.,. l'A WT n 201.e 211.1 
I ·~ 

14.4 111.0 I Z1 119.1 e.1 2U 2000 
jllc,awfecl-t,j l'A 101.TrH 17 207.7 42.9 

l'A WEST 201.4 :au 
IC au I0.1 •• 81TIIU 
l'A WT 12 70.t 
l'A 101.TrH IU • l'A WEST 

I0.1 100.0 I 1' IMU :l:J.1 
1U a,s.o I I KU 41.4 
10.1 IIO.O I a 181.I 

I I 131.0 
zs.o :,ou I · a :ie11.1·· 
11 n.o I a a,r., 

I 11 -.a 

1U 
17.1 

111 
1.0 

:!e.C 
:,:, s 

a.a.a 
2SO.O 
:19110 
Z!OO 
3500 
,ao0 
273.5 

(

IC 2 ns.o 120.2 ,.,..L•kpl"")'ft,rq. l'A EAIT ti :,u 
111.2 as.o t 
20.1 111.0 I t:J 1u.1 202 121 1700 

(Sm_,INnktot,j l'A flOUTH 22 174.0 34.1 It.I 111.s I 7 185.J 11.4 11.1 1110 
PR WUT I .1!1.7 :la.I 
IC 11 119.4 15.1 

IU 1n.oI • II :au 117.4 ...1u.o I ..112.3 
35.2 :1500 

1100 
l(f/SU :,:, I 110.e zu 12.4 195 0 

UNKNOWN - UNKNOWN 
I 
I 

!

Unt:111"(1<>1/tN..,, PA EAST 213 206.2 II0.11 29.I I 
f,l~lo tp,,oiol) IC 111.0 3330 ' :IIX>.0 I 

a!T/SU 4 252,5 11111.e , IIT/SU 7300 
181 I 

I 
PA EAST I 00 I 
PA EAST I 1'5.0 I 
PA 80UTH :, 0.0 0.0 I 
IC 20 723.9 17.8 10.7 I 

TOTAL• 211,21M 
• ISl»ll CODES 

• 

-°"-•

I.

.l 
 ' 

I 
I. i 

1 

I u 

JO 



TABLEa. Cofflplllioon al w, wol;hl __ ,115 111dIla) 

FAMILY - Fa.., _,...., -• I 
1185 W1:IOHT 1H OMMS I 11190 WEIGHT IN GRAMS 

. ·.cs~"""'"'°""""""IIIANI)• COMTI N MEAN IT'D N MEAN ST'D CV MEDIAN II' CV IIEO~', 

HOLOCOOAiDAE- lqulmiiiai. 
Holot:- ... .- PR NORTH 7 :aoe.o 5U I JI!4 2100 

CSqulnoHleh) PR IOUTH 2 110.0 I 1100 
PR WEST 1 110.0 I 110? 
ITC 117 403 22.1 1111.0 I 4 1\10.0 2!500 
IIT/IU ..,01.7 

,cu
131.t 200.4 125.0 I 

Holoc-..MI# l'R NORTH 1 115.0 I 1115 0 
(l.ono,p;rwoqunelltti) IIT/IU 14 IN2 42.7 I 21 5 

l'R EAST 125.0 44.2 :is. I 122 0 •ITC I 1110.0 I 150C 
Hciactl'>llul ,.,.. IIT/SIJ 30 221.0 57.1 ze2 200.0 I 

(U-tflod oquirT....,,} I 
SERAANIDAE - laa bu- I 

PR EAST s 2$3.2 16~ l!U Epit,#ph«UII ••- m.o I 
(Rock hind) PR NORTH I 1 5,102.0 5.102: 

PR l0UTH I 11/55 11199 1141 1211.0 I 44 702-' ffl.l 536 !58?5 
PR WEST I 3 1131.7 au 171 1100 
ITC I IOOO IOO.OI 
lfT/SU 5 1,:,.05 0 512 $ 3111 1.525.0 I 100.0 IOCC 

Epirw,,,,,.i111.., PR 'EAST 2511 90 l l!I 237 .5 I •(Mllll:>n homlol) PR NOFmt 1 :1<180 3'14.o I 1 3700 3700 
Epirw,ph•IIO .,.,.,.,.,.,. PR EAST 2 1.2311 0 9J1 ~ 7$ 7 1.2311.0 I 221 2'5.1 101 3 41 3 =c 

(Grayaby} PR SOUTH I 3 :1233 2113 17 5 210:: 
PR WEST I 1 150.0 uc: 
IITC 1112 3 01 30.7 175.o I •SIT/SIJ 3 3500 !OJI0 31.1 400.0 I 

EpiMph,,lu, Wr,,,ltnt>,rlllo SIT/SU 2 7,505 3 "6-1 1 45.9 7,541.5 I 
(Vollowodgo ;••-~ I 

PR EAST 2'011 ffl I &JI! 5 151.7 222.0 I 111 244.8 1150 470 mo : Epirw,ph,,lu, -
(CoM'/} PR NOFmt 14 2'011 7 90 $ 43.4 114.5 I 111:2.3 369 227 1600 • ,.,., PR l0VTH 1711 112.2 71' 3112 111.0 I 114 ea3 3!7 182 5 ,.. PR WEST 11153 491 30.0 153.0 I 21 IN.5 17.1 331 2050 

ITC 1,144 2'011.2 579 27.1 2000 I 211 2110.0 25C 0 
81T/81J 11111 255.9 75 • 205 250.o I 21 315.5 17.3 301 200 0 

E;,in1plt#r.11 IJ&Jfl•tw PR EAST 45e 32$0 2174 16.9 2115.oI 444 433.9 2$4.0 65' 3300 
(Red hind) PR NOFmt 2 275 5 146 • 53.1 275.5 I 1 205.0 205: 

PR l0VTH 1ae 3315& ,au 541 :ioe.o I Z33 !!009 388.5 924 520 C 
PR WEST 1ae 362 I 209 $ 57.8 2111.0I ·15 23119 41.7 21!5 0 ••
ITC IM!7 510.2 33115 169 317.0 I 4311 7$111 m: 
lfT/SU 441 1419 53.3 1125.oI 15 371.7 141.& 379 •75, 

Epin•ph«UII bi.,• PR WT :, 751.0 1429 .., 472.0 I 5 1,1700 3,464 I 1751 <&oc -· (Jowfilh} PR 80U'TH 4 19,830.3 U,5OU T.1.9 17.2'1.5 I 
Ep;n•ph,,IIAI mollo PR EAST :, 1,571.7 i~o 7111 1.o:11.0 I 1 125.0 =c 

<R-cfg,-, PR SOUTH I 0 
IIT/81J 10 2,1700 • 5l'lt 50 2.775.0 I 

Epi,..,,,._.,, m111K;,,.,, PR WT 71U oes.1 149 5215 I •(Milty g ,_, PR NORTH 1 11.907.0 11.907 0 I 
PR WEIT 1 24,t47.0 24.SM7C I 
ITC • 3,103.3 3 6:2' 853 2.175.0 I 
ICT/11\J 4 1,9990 eo 00 ,.-.o I 

EpiMphMIAI- l'A EAST 45 1,025.5 1505 129 no.oI t 830.0 6,300 
(N&I,..,;,-, PR 80U'TH 12 353.3 <IC• ) 10. 7 20U I t 190.0 IIC C 

l'A IOUTH » 1,0118.1 lle.0 47.0 1,1400 I
l'A 7 1,102.1 , 411.: l WEIT 91 3 1,024.0 I 
ITC 4 1,087.5 5>7. 521 1,100.0 I • t,ffl.S l.C75J 

ltT/IIJ n U51.0 !WI 595 2.t00.o I ,,,,.,.,_,..- l'A 80U'TH a ue:1.1 2.827. 1 811.5 1,1112 5 I 
(Block gr-, I 

PR 80U'TH I 1 7110.0 7900 Myct.,_• --
(Voilowmouth 11'"'4"'~ lfT/SU 10 1.241.5 6310 51 3 1.122.5 I 

My•,.,_.• fgno PR EAST I 1 ZI0.0 2300 
(l'iger gl'OUp4N) ITC 2 2,800.0 29699 11• 2 2.1000 I 

IIT/91J 24 2,092.7 1&86) 721 1.11125 I 

,,,___ 

I 
I 



C 
TAIIIE I. Conlpe,loondW, Mvt,I -- IDIS Ind 1NO lton1 

FAMILY - F•fflll' I
IN& WEIGHT 1H GRAMS I 1NO WEIGHT IN 0-

N MEAN ,ro (Ip.doe - ,..,,,.. N MEAN ITC ~•COAST! CV MEO\I.N 'I' ltj.i: ... q)olll'C• ...,.., ... . WT it t,ta.l ,.,...17.1 i.JM.0 1 4J,lo) Z:!liR!.i 
(V_g,.,..,.., PA ll0UTH I 7DU VI.I 1'-1 'Im.II 1 l'IO.O 

m: 11 1.-.0 1,a.1.1 113.I 110.0 I a IOU 

CV i.tEOW
IB i,5560 

noo 
1750 

lrr/9\1 103 a.uu 2.4211.3 •. 5 a.100.0 I 
I 

CARANOlDAE- J.cb I 
C,,,-lug- PA WEST I,,..,.. 143.0m: I 17.5 1,210.0 I 4 1,400.0 

"'"" jlcll) IIT/SU I 125.0 125.0 I 
.c.,--,,,,.,,; ,. PA EAST I 400.8 13U 

1,075 0 

$),7 31175 
(Vellcw jll•II) PA S0U'll1 I 1 1,340.0 

PA WEST ao 2,000.1 :a.m., I 
ITC 10 1.011.5 234.t ZI.I 1.011.0 I 

l,:MO 0 
IIU 11350 

IITIS\J I mo 1:u 2$.5 aeo.01 c.,..,,,,,. .. PA EAST 21 230 H4.7 411.1 1N.0 I IS 131.2 4111.1 521 IIOO 0 
{Bl... ...,,,.,, l'A NORTH I I 711.0 .135.4 '2.7 7JSO 

PA WEST . I 0 
ITC 11 sass 321 3 II.I 365.0J 
ltT/SIJ 15 1,131.0 467.6 41.3 110.0 Ic.,.,,.,.,,_ PR NORTH I 22 853.7 1,1129.7 
PR WEST I 1 3,515.0 tc:•-••ite•J 

c.,.,..i,,.,. PR EAST I 3 2.1134.7 107.5 
CHoni•-ey•io•lll PR N0f!TH I 212.7 220 • PR WEST I $,l7.f 141.1 •ITC • 2. 1112 0 1167 373 2.212.0 I 

err/SIJ • 1,437.5 4$U 31.1 uoo.o I 
C.,.,..r,,!le, PA EAST 43 4'$.0 aoo., I 

11109 2100 
3.515 0 

32.0 2.1350 
1oe 1 114.0 
117.0 410 0 

'1$. 1 375 0 
esa,jlcll) PR NORTH I 4 :111.J 221.1 111.0 3$50 

PR IIOUTH I ID 2112.7 17.8 34.5 2525 
PA WEST ,a I 329.1 ZIO.I 
ITC 23117 15U 17.0 1N.O I I 1514.0 • ,Sfl'ISIJ 32 112'.0 1,014.2 173.5 400.0 I 1 400.0 

70.2 301!0 
4117.5 
<1000 

ew..-. IIT/S\I 3 175.0 1,064.5 1011.2 I 
~Joell) I 

&JJTJANIDAE- IMl)per• I 
PR NORTH I 1.175.0 1,111.0 IAl>••-

(81 .. k snopp.~ I ... 11118.4 
Et,,/i, ocula/w PR NORTH I 7 U77.0 1.219 5 ~---~ 7'000 

77.3 1.~0 
PR IIOUTH tlt.0 111.0 I 
PR WEST I 1011 111156 1.117.6 
ITC 411 171.0 752.2 15.7 ao.o I 150 1,oea., 

2113 9 311.?5 
7625 

err/SIJ 21 3,111.1 2,057.3 14.5 2.140.o I 
l.l/t011W- PR EAST 30. 1,444.3 1 • .a1 a 101.2 1111.0 I II 2.0111.4 1,429.1 

f,41A!Dn~ PR NORTH 7 4,177.7 2.112.4 17.3 4,3112.0 I • Z.1111.4 875.e 
PR IIOUTH 10 1,220.0 1,0110 7 •. 4 190.S I 34 1120.1 7117.1 
PR WEST • 2,221.7 1,414 3 16.1 1.157.0 I 141 371.1 1,002.0 
ITC 17 1,431.4 1.336 5 ,:u 131.0 I 2.110.0 
IIT/SIJ :r, •1,413.7 1.3434 10.5 110.0 I ., LUO-,,w.,.,,,,.,. PA WT 11 ....5177 17.0 :111.0 I 1911.Z 7111.3 

111.3 Q0.0 
157.3 2.1585 
214.I 3700 
101.3 135 0 

2.8000 

121.0 G,10 
(Schoolm_,, PA NOlffli 11 177.1 1743 IIU 1,041.0 I I 1311.0 au 

IOUTH m., 1211 a.1 300.0 I IO »0.4 2$1.4 •"' WEIT I 2411.0 1204 41.5 aoe.oI 12 CZ,,7 300.11 "'
n.o 1360 
5U 262 5 
tt.7 3500

ITC 101 477.7 2770 51.0 425.o I 47 101.0 
ltf/8U 1111.1 3142 au IOO.OI I ..,.. 117.0 • PA IAST ti 147.1 15.U 12.2 21111.0I 44 4411.5 1452 LOO'•""'-•-

(lllauin.,,._,, PR NOlffli a 1211.5 "31 34.1 121.s I 44 221.1 ltU 
PR WEIT I I 437.5 a.022.1 
ITC 115 421.3 222 I 112.7 318.0 I 223 1511.3 

'50 0 
71.0 4117.5 

107.0 351.5
'5.3 177 5 
130 407 5 

5000 
Sfl'IIU 1IO •au 214 I 44.2 '1!0.0 I 

L~,.,. cam,,..,,.,,.,. PR NORTH 1 :130.0 :130.oI 
(Rod•nop~ llT/SIJ 1 110.0 t10.o l 

L~nut cy.,,..,.... PR EAST ' 3,200.7 I 7,aou 134.1 36290 
f:ubeta •""PPl'I PR MIT 2 11,IIU 1,314.1 I 

m: ~- 4 243.1 12 5 111 250.o I 
110.4 5.018 0 

I 
uioa-1/f/N .. PR EAST 4 174.3 51 7 297 112.0 I • 1,129.1 515 0 

-Oft-• .,___ 
< 

(!.

I 
Ci 

I 
:{" ·1... 

.1

I
{)

I
{ 

I 
lo

I 
\_'. 

I
i )

I. 
�' 



TABLE 5. C-pe,ioon cl w, ,..1g1c -- 111115and 111110(oon1 

.,___FAMILY- F1""1 oom111on-• 

(S~ """'"""' -,,tj 
{bray.,.ppiij 

L .,,.,..,. joQI 

(Dog-ppe~ 

I . 
11185 WEIGHT IH ORAMS I 11110 WEIGHT IN ORAIIII 

IIW«)• COASTI H MEAN ITD C:V MEOWIJII H MEAN STD. C:V MECl.f.N
rM f«)ffffi • NU 17.1 a.a 141 . 

IOJTH I I a.o a:4 11.1 :ice 0 "' WUT I 0"' lrr/1\1 1 1,ceo.0 1.oeo.0 1
!AST 4 Z.17"5 :uea.7 10U z.•.s I 

I'll"' N0RTH 1".I --0 ..., m.01 J ne., 11/U 2$:; 0 • I'll ••IOU™ 24tl 10., •. 1 m.o I :M 1,114.1 1,11156.1 IH 127 5 • I'll .,WEIT 1 415.0' · 4150 
ITC I le8.7 402.3 I0.1 410.o I 

Lui/Ml# mllhog<,nl 
"4iho91"Y•-po~ 

L.,.-.,,.,.,p,,. 
ll,Jri-•-~ 

Luf,.,,.,.,J'Mf1,. 
(l.aM ,,.ppo<l 

Luo,it,u, ....,,.,. 
(Sik ,,__., 

lfl'IIU " 2,554.7 l,'8:U SU z.im.o I I 1125.0 5250
I'll IAST 10 123.2 1711 ms 1 
I'll NORTH 1 41:U 11.7 11.O •. 0 212.1 "'' 441.oI 2 751 2900
I'll IOJTH I 1111.1 IIU a.1 110.0 I 
ITC 12 1110.1 ea.a ••• 115.0 I •f 210.7 2!lC0 
IITIIU 12 m.0 15.4 17.4 m.0 I
I'll NORTH I 1 1110.0 ,so0 
I'll WEST I
PR IAST zce 1831 uu 'II. I 110.s I ..241,4 IOU 429 mo
PR NORTH 10 21189 115.1 ea.e 252.5 I 120 1140.0 toe4 4311 2125 
PR 101./TM 1012 III0.3 1111 551 t430 I m 144.2 10.0 12• 1110 
PR Wf::ST 108 1711.2 T14 43.2 111.0 I 1:la zce., 17.9 47 0 190 0 
ITC 4 212.5 12., 211.1 zoo.oI tlU :,oc0•l!T/SU 103 329• 1111• II0.2 ~-01 7 217 .. Ill 25.7 
PR EAST 11 ll:le.3 JDl.7 57.7 421>.5I m 111.S 2001 3300~-' PR NORTH Ille me 112.0 n.0 111.0 I »- 2110.7 :IOU 70.3 2300 
PR IOJTH J 2711.0 17U cu 104.oI 
I'll WEST 1 Jl.0 a.01 13 a:2.3 2122 Ill '200 

' 0.j'IIM <11,y,uru, 

ITC 165 990.3 58911 lle.3 1111.0 I m 770.1 9000 
IIT/SIJ 711.5 1,DIM.2 153.1 200.0 I 4 175.0 :115.4 12.11•EAST 1121 442.7 2711.3 Cl.I •. OJ 11154 415.0 1,1012 , 430 21125 ""(\'all_., tnapl>H) PR NORTH 4012 au 142.2 Je.2 m.01 1111 llDO.t 40 .• 4300 
PR IIOU'IH 43 25311 129.1 49.7 ao.0 I 270 2:111 131.0 541 2100 
PR wt:ST :,0 zn., 101.t 47,5 113.0 I -··110 25<1.3 1211 51 0 mo 
ITC 110 314.1 3"12. 1 Ill.I ... 01 J2 432.0 4250 
l!T/SU ~ 705.1 ....114.11 165.0 I 1 300.0 30C0 

,._l><ip/H., •uNltVl»M 
(V.,..,;rion .,._, 

HAEMULIDAE - Orunla 

(Block fllatgldl) """"'°""'"'·--.,. 
Anioolraml#wrgitt<:1# 

(Porll1ah) 

EAST 51 15.3.5 JU :12.1 1 ... 5 I 443 111.5 11:U 511 1700""PR NORTH 100 133.2 112.1 47.2 111.0 I BO 1:10.e 112.2 400 120 0 
PR IIOU'IH I 40 154.1 10:U 4111.1 12, 0 
ITC 751.3 1711.t :tu 737.0 I .,. Q2,7 4000 
SIT/9\1 " 143.3 ea.a 57.2 1:is.o I• 

I 
I

PR EAST II) I 431.I 253.1 IU 3525 
PR WEST I 1 •. o 3500 
SIT/SU 2 m.0 247.5 II.I m.o I 
PR EAST I J2 m.0 ...3,18 2750 
Pl! 80VTM I 3211.5 1111.0 57.0 »e.s1 17 215.:t 73.2 3"10 2100 

Conodon,_ 

I'll WEIT I 31 305.0 12.7 :,0. 2900 
ITC 115.0 114.0 Je.2 300.0 I 
IIT/SIJ " 743.1 Je2.7 ...737.5 t•I'll EAST I u 217.1 Ill.II :12.1 11150 

(Barroclorunt 
Humulonlllbum 

I ,. !AST 1143.0 741.3 111.11 m.o I I 153.1 112.5 1012 340.0 "' Cl,latg.. ) I'll l0VTH I :ti 1.0 133 44.2 211.0 t 
ITC a 2.291.7 2,001.2 •. 1 1,550.0 I 

H#tnulon IIUfO/m-
(TomWt) 

lfl'/9\1 11 ueo.2 ltll1 Je.2 ua.0 1 
PR IAST II l1U 12.) 21.1 200,1 I I '/1.3 1U 200 730 

NOfffH a, I 71.7 .., ,u 1160"' PR 80VTM I 115.0 359 11.7 2211.0 I
PR WEIT I I 10.0 800
lfl'/SIJ a:, :tll.l 71 I 32.5 200.0 I 

I 

HMrnulonbMorit-
I

PR WT I 11>1.0 201.0 I 
(BlIC k ; "'"' PR IOVTH I 1 1110.0 1500

PR ,.,..WEIT I I 11:10.0 2U 5300 

33 



FAMILY- Fa...,_.,.-• .,___ 
lllpociM..,,,,,,..,, IWMI 

HHmiJo,nc.aioni,Gi 
tc-a,gn,nO 

-- ohlyM,,_m 
l9m.aimoull""'"° 

-ufotl '·""'-f ronch11"'"' 

,_,,__
(Spa,,loh g"'"° 

I.•.• tNS WEIGITT1H OAAUS I 111110WEIOITT IN OAAIIS 
IIWC"COASTIN MEAN ITO N MEAH Ill) 

CV Mel>IAN II' 
WT au 110.7 

PR"' WEST I 4 ,...41.1 ,, " ITC 193.1 :,S,.J 1U 1N.O I 71 D1.7 
WEST I I 17.1 u "' I

I'll EAST 12 115.0 us.o IIU 112.0 I I tla.t a.2 
PR l0UTW 117 121.0 •. 3 71.1 ti ,a., 111.0 I IU 
PR WEIT t25.4 35.t a.a 121.0 I 21 IIU •. 7 • ITC m t!IU 47.2 29.7 tso.o I I tlU _ll'T/81.1 12 171.2 31.4 tl.7 aoo.oI 13 171.4 SU 
PR EAST II 241.7 111.0 47.4 214.0 I 130.5 '14.2 • PR NORTli 4 11111.0 llU II.I ,111.0 I 

CV MEOW<
41] 2230 
au 1800

2250 
12.4 700 

2$0 1/l00
128 1300 
90.3 ,c .. , 

t/l00
333 1/lO 0 
411.8 11180 

PR IOVTH a 244.a Ul.f SU I
I'll 80UT1'I ti 111115 573 ...1:is.o I 

-ulot!tMI"""""" 

I'll WEST I 2 seo.o 332-3 
ll'T/81.1 I 7'13.3 113 7 H.5 no.a I Ill , .. 3 41.7 
I'll EAST I 1115 0 ,11.0 I 

104 $5() 0 
21.0 $5() 0 

CC<,aonwi:k) PR 80UT1'I I 241.0 24,.0 I 
ITC I 170.0 170.o I 
ll'T/SIJ 12 2500 '31 252 110.0 I 

-ufonpvrfli 
($4,IOI'•choic1) 

-ufotlp/-
(Whleg"'"' 

I'll EAST 7 317.1 55$ 17.5 2:15.0 I Ill 2382 703 
SIT/SIJ I 2 350.0 70.7 
PR EAST 1,30 2011.5 .. 4 401 1a1.s I 254.2 11,3 
PR NORTli fl7 3296 117 24.1 :ize.oI ,a 257.0 47.1 - 2'U 231 0 

202 5/lO0 
:is.a 245 0 
lie 2400 

PR 80UT1'I ll20 11111.4 756 40.1 tlU I 113 ,eo.a 71.3 
PR WEST 1116 2039 ,u. 54.7 111.0 I 170 201.0 11.3 - 54 17S 0 

<I$' ,as 0 

\,HM/fflilOt'l•t:IU'W __ .,.,.., g,un,i 

ITC 1,11111 2367 1122 28.3 2:15.0 I m.2 
S!T/SIJ 1133.7 1.0429 114.1 ffl.OJ .., 3011.2 •-2 • PA EAST 2223 11.S :115.7 111.s I 172 2<18.9 •. 1 • , PR NORTH I 310.0 

. PA 80UT1'I 215 • 14.8 112.!I. I 71 170.1 T.11 • •• PR WEST 17 2351 101 I "32 111.0 I a DU 1121 

2500 
32.2 250.0 
57 ZISO 

311C.O 
302 1100 
27.7 1900 

ITC 131 211116 755 21.1 llD0.0 I 

-ufOtlop. 

(\lnid•ntiftod g "'"' 
Pom•duy1 crocro 

ll'TISIJ 23 331.5 1232 37.2 llD0.01 41 2911.0 719 ,PA NORTli 384.0 »t.OJ ,PA 80UT1'I I 130.0 ,PA NORTli I 170.0 

217

2300
1700 

(B""o 11runt I ti ees.0 me. 
I 

8PARltlAE - Por;IN 

Atr:hourpu. --CSoai,,..,,,l 

I ,PR EAST I 110.0 
PR 80VTH I 4 141.3 .... e 

110 0 
30.1 1200 

~ 

Cliamu.""i<:n1'do 
4Jc,ll>Old porgy) 

PR WEST I 
IIT/11J 7 232.1 31 3 13.5 zo.o I 
PR EAST 255.1 1M3 .., 211.0 I I ~-• 315.I •PR 80UT1'I 111 a7.5 1555 114.1 m.o I 271 113.2 101.1 

,u 1900 
s:ie 16/l 0 

PR WEST 221 1711.7 11.1 55.a 1525 

c,;.,,,,.-
(ShHpol>Old pc,<11)11 

lfT/IU 122 ISIU 117.4 ,.PR WT 410 2240 155 112.3 204.0 1 •.• 17.t 
PR NOATH a 1117.S ,o., 

5.8
30.1 16/l 0 
1.7 157.5 

PR IOVTH 12 2114 1oe • 110.3 170.S 13 112.1 Ill.I 
PR WEIT Ill 141.7 .....1:N.O 117.t 100.3 •• • 

51.2 16/l.0 

!le' 1300

UUUJDAE - Ooaf11ha1 
Mu/1,,;;/<hthya,n.,....,_ ,,. 1 PR EAST 10 KU .....IIM.O I 14.0 22.1 1350 130 

(Voll- gc,elllohj PR NORTH a 121.7 ,u 
PR 80VTH 177.1 ,.. 41.I 113.0 ,., 171.2 71.3 •PR WEST 1111 1111.6 653 35.0 1111.0 14 117.4 11.9 

1U 135 0 
11.7 1/lO 0 
112.e 9'0 

ITC 1147 1 .. 9 U3 23.9 1711.0 
ll'T/SIJ 22 307 1 159 312 2117.11 211 3311.4 ee• 19.I 350 0 
SIT/SI.I 2 1500 70 7 109 150.0· 

,.. • .,.,.,,_,. .. ffl#""""' PR 'EAST 111 1341 160 ••0 141.0 l 1oe 111.0 45.8 311.6 1080 
~pcc!A>d g .. 1111,j PR 80UT1'I 110 13H tl 6 32, 123.s I 21 157.1 114.2 

PR WEST 204 1341 ~, 376 131.0 I 104.7 21.1 
ITC 125 1110 .,. a'&. 110.0 I 

51.1 1700 
12 t 1000 

TABLE5. Com,,.,...,,.cf 111hMlg/'C .....,_ 11115ond 1110 (COft1 
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TAIII.E5. Com"""'"°" otW, ,..\)I'll __ 1NIS and1• 1Mn1

FAMILY- Fa..a, _.., -• I 8-•- ;.1185=:..!WE~IO~t{fglN!,,O=RA~lolll=::--~:::-:-==='UKIO WEIOl{f IN ORAMS 19,,....._,,,__., •I.AM)•COASTl N MEAN ITt> ' CY MEOW; 111 H MEAN ITD CV MEDIAN 

lifilU I 1Db lfl J ID So:O I :tl,U 111.o IH 
I

EPHIPPIDAE - lpecl I 
~~ f,Uf .... MIT I 1 .a.o 

lo'lonk•~ 1 m.o 171.0 I 
11800

I
CHAETOOONTIOAE - lvlloll,tohNCN- _,_ IIT/SU I 

a 71.o o.o o.o n.o I 
l$pcll\'l~ I

PCMACAHTHIDAE - AngollahN I'*>l.eVlfluelia!w, ITC I •1.2 310.~ .... I 1135,0
10-n angolfltl'f l(fll!J 14 •.2 3011,1 44.1 I 111.7 

i!C00 
5!ICC

I 
Holu-.,. ltkdor ITC 11 au 13.0 au llCO.o1 

(Roek I»• ut)! IITISU • 145.1 a.: 1u 250.o I 1 21)0,0 ,,_,,.__,,,- PA WEST , ,m.oI 
(Oray angellal'f ITC 17 1,1ZU 141.4 17.1 IOO.O I 

lfT/SU IZ 1,IIIM.0- .,..• 4U Dl.0 I I l!IU 10,4 
ITC 1:1 717.5 450.J !IIU !IOO.OI 141,7 
IIT/11\/ 17 ffl,4 17110 ••:, 1,02!1.oI 2 z:r,.a 17.7 

~u 

7.• 

20() 0 
1,370 C 

2930 
5000
2375 

I
I.ABRJOAE- Wru•• I Bod'•n.,.,.,,.,. Pfl 80UTH I 145.0 ...,

(Spar,;oh hoph) PR WEST •I 2 :wr.5 IOU 
8TC 15 291.7 :s:12 2!!0,o I :, m.o 
SIT/SU 12 :148 3 2e.o w.o I 

12.1 
'¥18 

3400 
515 
U50 

Hll~ho.•1 rM/iatu, PR 1 201.0 201.0 I llC0,0 30C0 
(P•d<inll"'fo) PA 1 3112,0 m.01 

ITC 5 48',0 217,8 44,1 IOO,OI 
SIT/SU :S 425,7 218.4 au llCO.OI 
PA 17 794.2 501.1 13.1 147.o I 7 2,18U 1,11334 
PA 11 NU 111511.3 174 1,2311.1 1,223.8 •·• aoz.oIPA 17 1,227,0 1,119.0 tu I 1130.o 11 410.5 m.1 

7U 
11110 
77.2 

1.11700 
1 .0!115 

405 0 
ITC :S 111.7 241,I 30.2 7tl0.oI 
ffl/SU '¥1 2,1108.7 1,1117.9 10.5 2,490.0 I a 771.0 •. , $303 

I
SCARIDAE - Panotftohn I 

SUM.JI Ot:>411••·1'1,J· I 2 UtU 2,5131 
(Midnightpatrodllh) ISunncMreh,,e PA I :io-.o 41,0 
(Siva poncllllah) I s,.,.,,fl'l••- PA I 5 2,715.2 , ... u 
(Roln-s,.,.,.P",_111 IIT/1\J :I l,00U t,051 0 21.1 4,475.0 I,,,.. PA I 2 317.5 201.5 
(UNdontlfiodpo,_h) SIT/SU 1 250.0 a.o I 

71 4 

201 

54, 

541 

3.616 5 

19C0 

,.rnc

3615 

~.,.., .. rwcp.,.,. PA 1 145,0 I 
P,rinc- ponollllhj PA IO 2112.1 119.t '12 

3450 
aeo0 

PA IS S20,I 124.5 311.8 :Nl50 
ITC 117 S:10.5 7U 221 S12.0 lie SIU 
ltT/IIU a :102.1 10.1 a.5 m.o 7 112.1 10:U se• 

3500 
3150 

PA EAST II m.o au 1U 3700 
PA IOUTH 451.t 113.1 " 383 :11100 
PA WEIT 13 IIU 117.2 38.5 50!10 
ITC 10 712,8 118,7 no.o 32 •u 
IIT/IIJ 1 1.171.0 1,171.0 

637.5 

PA 18 113.7 23.5 12.1 185 0 
PA 17 253.0 104.0 41.t 2100 
11(1'/IIJ t 125,0 2250 
ITC 117 117.4 ~8 117 200.0 I 300.0 2250 
IIT/SU 2!I 2!11.0 122 4 411 200.0 I 

I
PA I 1• 3$2.4 te.0 
PA I 112 2112.7 104,0 
PA I S45 :148.1 IOU 

:12• 
so.o 
40.1 

3500
ms 
3600 

ITC 1,11112 X7.2 233 31111.oI 711 373.9 3750 
IIT/SU 13 437.7 33 7 450.0 I I 2116.7 •. 7 3117 '¥15 0 



-YAIIL£1. C-pellooftoltloh-l,llllbolo,-1Na _,1110i-,1 

FAMILY- Farilf -- -• I 
1M5 WEIOtn' 1H OAAll!I I IIIDO Wl:IOtn' IN ORAll!I .. css-i-...,,.,..,,..,,...111»1)• COAITIN ME,V; STD CY N ME,V; IT'D CV MEDIANMEDIAN'I' . 

S;a-iiom•ii&iwni PR WT Ii J\2.0 12!1.4 40.2 2.i50 
jJledlln i:am>4llohl l'fl WEIT I 1 ;t4.0 2450

IIT/1\1 I :t IOO.O 141.4 21.3 5000 
Sp11-on, .... l'fl l!AST I Zoll 211U 1a.o 47.4 ffl0 __,,_, illlod ,,. n,,dlol,j l'fl 101./TI,j I au 116.0 l&.7 1150

l'fl WEIT I 11• m.1 11112 32.0 3300 
ITC MJ.7 49.1 IU •. 01 • IIT/1\1 .,,.,..,,.._ 110 422.t 263.4 12.S .-,.5 I 
l'fl WT I 107 47U 17S.I '7.1 '540

101./TI,j , '81oP'i;hl panodoll) l'fl 11:1.0 1G.1 40.0 na.o I 114 382.1 14*.4 41.3 3300
l'fl MST I Ill ..ae.a 114.1 :IU 42SO 
ITC 1,"3 IIU 174.2 33.t IIOO.OI Ill 480.1 42$0 
lfTISU 113 1n.o 306.1 14.2 1175.o I 11 412.5 117.4 1127 !1500 

I ___ ,,.,...,,.,.ACANTHURIDAE- �u,gHfflo- I
ITC 355 117.1 37.4 11., 116.o I 112 ,•.. 2000 

IC)eoan tur;f0!1 111'/SU 1111 1'U 101.3 113.0 1IO.O J
�TC ZZ7 311.3 71.5 24.1 m.01 eos 11U 1!10 0 

--(t)oeto,flah)t:nflll'/1"" IIT/SU 1311 354.5 12U au a&o.01 13 255.4 58.1 223 325 0 
IITC 2.0113 2011.2 55.& 27.5 200.0 l 

(!llut llng) SIT/SU 410 2489 103.5 41.I ----- 225.01 15 191.5 ICl.l •22 ~c,...,_,.,..,,.,ITC 1112 1n., 314 20.5 11s.o I 
(\Joidomffitd Aconthund) I 

BAUSTlDAE -.... Lotl>e,joclieta I ,...,,.. l'fl EAST I 1 425.0 ~0 
(\Jnidoml'od lriggolfloh) Ia.Ji,,.,-..ti.i• l'fl EAST I& ma 4050 112.a 1177.0I 37 1611.7 ZIii. i 43 1 8200
10-n tng;orftol>J l'fl HORT!� 3 eeu 1411.1 21.1 144,01 0 

l'fl IOUTH 115 411.4 2-S.I 58.2 ae:i.oI 32 ~1.3 :zeo., 117.1 3850 
l'fl ..,.., ....au WEIT . 704.4 371.0 13.7 111.0 I 1111 • IITC 115 132.3 327.1 11.7 1125.0l 105 ~-144.1 0112!1 
111'/SU 901) .....ffl.3 44.1 100.0 I 43 1129.7 »8.3 II.I 5!IO0 

c.nthidtltffN oulllomon ITC 13 1,118.8 :r.se.s 21.e 1,200.0 I 
jC)c1an lllg;1rlloJ,) STC 1 1125.0 112$.0I 

SIT/SU 3 151.3 144.3 11.1 m.o I 
I

OS'l'AACIIDAE- BmflohN I 
.L1H:t0pl11y•ticoudlllio PR EAST 15 157.1 91.5 311.0 144.0 I 1 290.0 2900 

(Spcfted INlll!b"I PR EAST 14 1,135.4 1,002.8 au I 
PA SOUTH 53 2010 1n.4 15.3 1112.0 I I 110.3 SO.I 21.2 170.0 
PR WEST 11 254.8 159.1 G.5 111.0 I I 214.1 238.3 80.2 205.C 
ITC 12 175.7 35.0 18.9 112.a I 10 Z55.0 175 0 
ffl/lU 1. 115.0 11s.oI I 345.0 101.7 30.9 1.1370 

.L«rcphryo po/yportil PA EAST 10 211., 110.11 50.3 111.0 I .. :isu 114.1 71.4 2100 
jHontycOfflb c....«ohj PR IIOUTH n 219.8 130.1 58.5 111.0 I 47 223.2 1311.4 G5 20!50 ,. PA MIT 31 433.0 112.0 42.0 s.a I 141.1 47.4 31.9 1'00 

STC 1• 3011.4 120.4 3U 300.o I ..330.1 ~0 
lfT/1\1 I 12 211.5 157.1 G7 ~0 

Leet,,,,,.,.,. qu,,dnconw l'fl l!AST n 143.7 14.4 44.I 1,0.0 l r, 173.8 1G.I 105 3 12$0 
PR l0tm4 a7. 117.4 111.4 83.7 110.0 13 201.0 '11.5 37.7 19150cs,:..--111PR wear ..1~ ...37.5 117.0 I Zoll.I nu 43 4 2$50 
ITC a.., 147.1 43.5 340.0 15 371.7 4000•IIT/IU I 225.0 mo 

l.~flil"""' l'fl WT 12 1102.0 324.7 14.7 807.5 3 131.7 170.1 203 8300 
(f Nl>i<ftohj PR IOUTH I IMle.2 144.7 24.3 137.0 3 255.0 225.2 150 135 0 ,. l'fl WEST 1154.2 388.3 &118 1750 

ITC 2 3112.5 371.2 102.4 lll2.I 

l.ectopN'ffl t,q- PR EAST 11 14.U 1162 I0.2 110.0 1:1 157.1 33.7 21.5 16:I 0 
(Smoolll INnlrlohj l'fl IIOUTH 22 171.1 176 51.1 148.0 7 111.1 45.7 213 ,as o 

l'fl WEST I 181.7 911 SU 137.o I 5 '121.2 SIWS.8 715 5100 
ITC 11 ,n.s 3U 221 11s.o I 58 ,a,.o 175 0 
Sfl'/IU l 225.0 7S.O 33.3 1750 
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TAILf S. Compenoon ol loh ,..VI" -- !Nil _ ,NO (Nft,

FAMILY- fallllJ _,,,on -• 
s,_.,-

(Sp.clN conmon -•) 

I
1c:a5 WEIOH'T IN GRAMS l,11190 WEIOH'T IN GRAMS •I.AH)•COASTJ N MEAN IT!> 

CV MEO"'N " I N MEAN ITO CV MEDIAN 
Uise®NEoO!J - U"1ipii -• 

Unclll g: :Zsd..,, 
IM1i111>1o -It•) 

PA IAIIT 11, 177.1 415.3 ffl.2
ITC I Z.NI.I S.7t8.0 lllU
IWTIIU ,.,n.o 1.oeo.s n.1
IMTIIU •I 7,<110.0 

• ISL»C CClllES 
TOTAL• I0,117··-"' -l'uetl> Aoo 

IC -SlC""" 
IIT/SU - ll Thcmoo - 1k Jolwl 

17 



f'"'i 

"TABLEI. "'"'mll)' of lo/I longlh and Might bra-a•typ,, lo<INS dlll 

-FAMILY- Fallllr-• -•s,-..-
(Si-• ccmmon narMj GEAR 

+iOlOCEHlAiOAE- lqulr..Hio""" 
Ho/«-• .. ..-. HOOK&UNE 

ISq-J TRAPS 
TRAPS & HOO!C8 
'IMPSHolo,--·~-aqunolW,J 

I 
Hes !LEHOTH IN M!!!) I 

N MEAN &TD CV MEDWllrl 

14 I00.5 ,,.1 ••• ace.Of 
252 aou IU 10.1 210.0 I 

10 2211.5 12.1 10.1 m.01 
,0 22'5.5 z:u ••• 227,51 

I 

tlMIS ~IGHT IN OAAMS! 
N MEAN &TD CV MEDIA~ 1 

,. 
14 14U a.o 271 1250 

252 231.I 1721 2CCO•••10 127.S 71.1 331 212 5 
,0 221.0 17.t 215.2 2IX 0 

r--, 

":iERAANIDo\E- SH --
EpiMphfl/U, ,.,,,_ 

(Rod hind) 
HOOK&IJNE 
'IMPS 

2 
15 

3117.5 
2M2 

,au 
eu 

251 
33.0 

I 
I 

3!11'.CI 
2500 I 

2 
15 

1,11:17.5 
4011.0 

Mll4 
51.5.e 

165 
1:Ill 4 

1,0.:1;,5 
111 C 

},.. 
TMPS&HOOt<S 

Epi,H,p""'""""" HOOK&UNE 
"4U11>n i.mlalj TMPS 

UNKNOWN 
Ep/MP""'lltl- HOOK&UNE 

(G,ayobyJ TMPS 

2 
1

•2
•s 

a:u 
m.o 
250.1 
252.0 
219.0 
31U 

37.5 

a.a 
11.4 
11.3 

IOI.II 

10.3 

11.1 
u 
e.o 

32.5 

au1 
ac.o I 
147.5 I 
252.0J 
221.0 l 
210.0 I 

2 
I

•2
•5 

175.0 
--0 
24'1.I 
215e,s 
1'8.1 
164.1 

147.5 

,au 
IU 
.a., 

7011.0 

254 1750 
3'6 0 

421 22• 5 ...2E( s 
31.5 15CO 

106 5 4250 

1 r·~· 
EP"-P'°"'"''"""''""""'" £pi_,._.,, 1-.olmoatua 

(Yell-go O••-r! 
E;,iMpl,fl/lJI -tco,,.y) 

TMPS&HOOKS 
OTHER GEAR 
TRAPS & HOOKS 

HOOK& UNE 
OTW:R GEAR 

2 
1 
1 

243 
2 

273.0 
715.0 
9300 

zr.l.2 
2410 

21.2 

211.. 
7.1 

• 5 
40 

m.01 
715.0 I 
930.oI 

I 
221.0 I 
248.0 I 

2 
1 
1 

243 
2 

312.5 
5,100.0 
9,11911.0 

117.2 
3Cl2.5 

123.7 

51112 
!14.5 

:Ill 6 

316 
110 

3125 
510C 0 
1.9990 

175 0 
30H I 

TRAPS 2,()3,1 2324 215 a 11.5 23bo I 2.Cl34 215.9 152.7 7CI 2C00 
TRAPS I HOOKS 
UNJW:lWN 

73 
73- 231.1 

241.8 
11.3 
276 

1.3 
, , 4 

230.oI 
23801 

73 
73- 214.1 

243.2 
72.1 

12U 
340 
52 1 

2C00 
207 0 

Epit>ephtliut (1,111atu, HOOKIUNE 3071 !14.6 17.1 299.0 I 505.2 :1311.4 170 :187 0 
(RO<Ihind) O'!l<ERGEAR 21 315.1 47 1 14.1 aee.o l 21 518.I -.3 57.I "60 

TRAPS 1,041 2918 11.0 20.4 :ISS.O I 1,041 453.1 337.0 74.3 :ixo 
TRAPS & HOOKS 71 330.3 57 I 17.3 330.0 I 71 823.1 au 82.7 SOC 0 

Epm,P""' ... bi-
UNJW:lWN 
TRAPS 

111 
3 

m., 
331.0 

42.4 
102.2 

15.3 
30.1 

310.0 
3130 

I 
I 

111 
3 

3Sl.7 
751.0 

252.1 
742.1 

7C5 
1111 

mo 
472 0 

~~, 

Epin.p,...,.m,,_, 
~g,.,_,, TRAPS 

TRAPS I HOOKS •3 
52'5.D 
5133 

108.7 
n.e 

20.6 
133 

I 
!ISO.OI 
575.o I 

I 
3 

2,444.1 
3,5'93.3 

1,455.2 
ue:z.s 

515 
47.0 

2.750 0 
34 00C 0 

UNKNOWN 1 :ise.o w.o I 1 1120 112 0 
Epit>ephtl11t1 m,ctacinua 

l'J,;lkyg,._,, HOOK& UNE 
O'!l<ER GEAR 
TRAPS I HOOKS 

7 
2 
1 

1211.0 
118<1.5 
IICIII.O 

2434 
147.1 

38.e 
16.5 

165.0 I 
194.5 I 
IIClll.0 I 

7 
2 
1 

4,111.4 
•••. o 
•••. o 

4,052.3 
o.o 

116. 
00 

oooc 
1.9990 
1.mo 

I 
('; 

HOOK&UNE 11 277.7 17.3 31.5 250.0 I 11 543.1 1,CIZ0.7 1871 113.0 

Epit>epftfl/Uf·-{N.is11u;r~ 

Alyclo,_a inlMtliffliia 
(Yt//-,,,OIJ!t, 0'"-" 

,.,,.,.,_. fgllt 

OTHER GEAR 
TRAPS 
TRAPS I HOOKS 
UNKNOWN 
HOOK&UNE 
TRAPS 
TRAPS I H00KI 
TRAPS 

I <100.0 
111 • 474.1 
11 m., 
2 44'5.5 
1 312.0 

434.2• 4Cl:U'lM 40U 

1211.3 
13.I 
215.2 

•••14.7 
IOU 

<100.0 I 
27.0 475.o I 
11.2 seo.o 1
••• 44'1.5 I 

312.0 I 
11.1 420.o I 
21.0 •.,, 
21.4 4110.oI 

1 11111.0 
111 2,171.2 1.875.0 

11 3.112:2.3 1,eeo.2 
2 2.501.5 1,1110.7 
1 431.0

• 1,300.0 1181.I 
1,1113.1 au'lM U,2.7 1.51"5 

116. 
514 
11.a 

509 
5'14 
70.7 

Qfi1 0 
l,7CC 0 
3,2C0 0 
2.501 $ 

43.!l0 
1125 

1,1&? 5 
1.1500 

I 
l 

(Tigorgroupe,I.,,.,,,_,, TRAPS & H00l(8___
HOOK&UNE 

(Ytllowiln ll,_,· HOOK& LINE 
'!'RAPS 
TRAPS & H00KI 
UNKNOWN 

I 
I 

r,

•I 
I 

382.5 
111.7 
GU 
GU 
11118.0 
m.o 

113.0 
11.I 

104.1 
135.5 
171.7 
20$ 1 

14.I az.s I 
u I 

tt.7 135.oI 
27.5 4110.0 I 
1'5.7 110.0 I 
1111.4 m.01 

I 100.0 
• 3 141.7 
27 4,797.0

• 2.4'53.4 
s 5,219.8 
2 1,3113.0 

424.3 
·14.4 

1.111.0 
2.0111.4 
u,u 
1,SIU 

530 
10.2 
44.2 
1152 
82.5 

112 I 

IOCO 

4,475 0 
1.C?E= 
5.7CCO 
1.303 C 

I 
{, ; 

'CARANQl0AE - Jecb 
c.n,,,,, lug-

(lltack jecll) 

• Caral\r />aJfhdomNI 
(YellowjlckJc.-.,,,... 
(Slue ,unnerj 

ea,-1111u1 
4Ho,u--,o jlcll) 

HOOK&IJNE 
TRAPSIHOOKI 
UNKNOWN 
TRAPS 
TRAPS & HOOKS 
HOOK&UNE 
TRAPS 
HOOKIUNE 
TRAPS 

, 
2 
1 

11 
4 

12 
43

•• 

'54.7 
S74.0 
4110.0 
331.0 
375.3 
au 
2152.4 
4711.5 
412.5 

947 
331 

7114 
2111 
114 
·11• 
185 
3113 

I 
I,..429.0 I•., :t74.0 I 

4110.o I 
240 330.o I 

7.7 :111.0 I 
161 373.5 l 
2111 254.o I 
143 •112s I 
93 "02.51 

3 2.0311.7 1,073.1 
2 1,0'8.5 210.7, 825,0 

11 987.1 312.1 
4 1,cea.o 2157.6 

12 1,029.a M7.8 
43 '54.1 429.1

• 2,221.2 107.2

• l,<100.3 3811.1 

527 
ZG.I 

557 
27 2 
357 
943 
lN5 2 
21.1. 

1.eoc o 
1,014115 

11250 
1100 

1,0250 
1.0125 

3250 
2.212 5 
1,30C 0 

I• I' .• 



FAMILY- faonllt _,.on -• 

csi-;.. ...,.,,non NIIMI 
carwn.& 

(9at jacl,J 

c..--· f,Jnkk,t,dtd iec•> 

OEAA 
HOOK&UNE 
'IMPS 
TRAPSl H00ICI 
UNl<NC>'#M 
TR.\pt 

I 
INS !I.EHOTHIN M!!J I 

N IIIIEAN ITD CV MED~Nhl 

2 1165.0 233.4 41.5 W.o I 
114 141.1 •., ....itlO.o I 
t:t m.t ...10.1 1113o I 
t '30.0 '30.o I 
I m., 40.7 ,•.. I 

I 

1M5 ~EIGHT IN GAA.IISj 
N MEAN ITD CV MEDIAN 

2 u,u 5)061 10:U J.712.$,,.., •• 114 1112.1 11110 
ta 175.t 144.1 .5 ~o 
1 1.aoo.o 1.llOO0 
I m.o 1.0IU 10l2

UITJANIDIIE - 1...,,,,_,. Ap,1,_,.. 
(91K• ,,,.,,pe~ 

£t,1;,.,..;-
fQUMn tntppe!) 

HOOKIUNE 

HOOK&IJNE 
0THEROEAR 

I 
I

t 470.0 411).o I 
I 

Ill' ¢1.2 147.0 M.7 315.0I 
11 ....11.0 ,u IMIO.OI 

1 1,175.0 1,875 0 

Ill' , .• u 1,585.1 1111 1000 
11 z.zw.1 t,2110.0 1M'. 1,820 0 

'IMPS. 1 110.0 110.0 I 1 111.0 118 0 

Luf•m•IINII'• 
(1,1-n trapper) 

'IMPS I l100l(B 
HOOl(IUNE 
0THEROEAR 
'IMPS 

1 
11 
I 

74 

740.0 
!IOU 
480.7 
401.1 

, .. .2 
114.2 
121.I 

33.3 
23.3 
30.3 

740.0 I 
m.o I 
441.o I 
110.0 I 

1 
11 
I 

74 

1.m.o 
2.124.2 
2,413.7 
t,Ol.t 

2.115.1 
1m.a 
1.as.o 

77.4 
77.1 
108 

1.3700 
2.'120 
1,510 0 

1320 
TRAPS I H001C1 1 428.1 117.0 21.1 112.0 I 7 2,045.J 2.ceot 1481 93110 
UNKNOWN 

L ..,-.,,...,apoc/1111 HOOK& UNE 
l$choolm••~ OTHEROEAR 

'IMPS 
'IMPS I HOOKS 
UNKNOWN 

LUO-anu,buc,,.,,.,11 HOOK& UNE 
(lllack11n,,.ppe~ TAAPS 

TRAPS I HOOKS 

2 SIU 
a M.7 
11 2119.2 

110 2112. 
2112 •, ... 3 

13 211.4 
141 305.2 
14 297.2 

10 0.1 IMIU I 
170 IU »1.0 I 
tO.Z 4.t 250.0 I 
47.t ,._.:190.0J 
52.t 17.1 295 0 I 
70.1 21.1 215.o I 
'7.7 IU 251.0 I ,..
45.5 :1011.0I 
41.1 te.7 m.0 I 

2 2,211.5 I.SIU 1112 2.2115 
a 144.7 1211.2 155 0,.o::ii 
11 21-11.1 24.1 17 noo 

110 474.5 310.7 11115 <12$0 
515.t 371.1 1111 115<0 ,• 37U 21:U ...3310 

a 370.4 DU 13.3 3000 
141 4111.0 2011I 41.8 -.ss0 
14 445.1 233.0 112.4 311150 

Luq.n.,.•am-luvtw HOOKIUNE . {A.dtnappe,) TRAPS 
I 270.0 
1 380.0 

210.0 I 
380.o I 

1 :130.0 3300 
1 110.0 9100 

L uf •""' • ,..,,,,,,.,.,. HOOi(& UNE 
tc--•-~ 

L~IPW"" 0THEAOEAA 
(Otay,,.-, TRAPS 

L,,oan.. ,-, HOOKIUNE (Dog•,.-~ TRAPS 
TRAPS& HOOKS 

l.u1janut mah09()nl HOOK& UNE 
(M•hogt"Y •-P<I~ TAAPS 

TAAPSlH00K8 
HOOKIUNE 

L ut1111.-IY"llflllt OTHEAOEAA 
(Lano tntppet) TRAPS 

TRAPSIH00K8 

4 290.0 

4 237.5 
331.2 • 11 441.I 

11 31511.3 
2 450.0 

14 331.7 
38 142.1 

1 251.0 
38 243.0 
a 274.3 

411 225.2 
11 214.3 

10.1 4.2 257.1 I 
I 

27.1 11.4 m.o I 
251.7 71.0 211.0 I 
148.0 33.1 111.0 I 
122.1 M.2 »o.o I 

51.9 4500 I ~-• 
al.5 11.1 329.o I 
34.1 14.1 237.5 I 

251.o I 
35.0 14.4 2400 I .... 11.a 272.5 I 
4:U IU 211.0 I 
3'.0 II.I llle.0 l 

143.1 12.5 I.I 2500" 
4 14U 17.t 352 2Q.!

• 1,7411.4 U224 2014 lllllO 
11 2,03,t.1 l,'911 � 113.2 1., .. 0
II 1,10:1.t 1,1531 104.I 1102 ! 
2 2.200.0 2,545.1 115.7 2.llOO 0 

14 SQl.7 218.1 36.7 SUS 
:nu 100.1 431 11110 • t 312.0 3120 
223.0 IOI � 47.7 •21 3801 1113.1 414 3511! 

415 197.5 145.1 n.1 117.0 
11 ,,u lal.2 91.1 216.0 

UNICNOWN 
. Lut-.,,.. >M•w HOOKIUNE 

(Si~ tntppet) 0THEIIOEAR 
TRAPS 
TRAPS I H00ICB 

44 .219.7 
217 ••• • 1132,5 
ZS nu 
14 ffl,4 

21.3 12.0 211.0 I 
17.2 30.4 as.o I 
17.4 12.7 UT.aI 

IOI.I 42.2 111.0 I 
711.1 ID.2 :ia.o I 

... 1111.7 125.S 137 1113.0 ., rm.1 411.3 14.1 3200 

• 2.220,0 IOU :,u 2.0475 
25 444.2 11111.1 211.0 1750 
14 1,025.0 711.1 702 1500 

o.,...,.dltyl ..... HOOKIUNE 
(Voll_..., tllaj)pllj' OTHEAOEAA 

TRAPS 
TRAPSl H00ICI 
UNKNOWN 

"'-'1>op1it11t ,u,..,,,_H001<1UNE 
(Vwmlion .,.PP'Nl TRAN 

TAAPIIHOOICI 
UNKNOWN 

1,231 

•1154 ,.au
25 

107 
to 
11 

• 

114,5 
254.1 
255.5 

294.1 
201,7 
lOU 
355,1 
m.o 

IO.O 
~~ 
41.1 
12.1 
44.I 

••• 17.1 
:S7.0 
21.4 

11.t 300.o I 
14.7 255.oI 
11.1 244.oI 
II.I 111.0 I 
11.1 2118.0J 
It.I llle.O I 
••• 204.1 I 

10.4 :iec.oI 
I.I 232.1 I 

I 

1,231 

• 154 
1• 
ZS 

107 
10 
11 

• 

149.5 114.t 
as.a 117.2 
2113.1 212.2 
1171.4 292.t 
/11111:1.4171.1 
tllO.Z 121.5 ,..., 37.7 
747.5 202.3 
m.1 15.1 

14.5 
44.1 
72.2 
41.0 
4$.S 
10.8 
253 
27 I 
au 

450.0 
2111 0 
227.0
5000 
410.0 
122 0 
147.0 
6800 
221 5 

tiASIUUDAE - Otl#lta 
~mu, 1un'rw-nMM TRAPS 

(lllto• margm) 
Ano'.loln,m.,, wg;,.,,.,.TRAPS 

(Potlrlth) TAAPS I HOOKS 

2 

17 

• 
3315.0 

~-1 
23U 

354 .., 
2110 

I 
10.I :w.0 I 

I 
274 240.o I 
12 3 229.5 I 

2 

17 

• 
m.o 247,5 

...., MU 
400.0 111.0 

31.8 

70.0 
45.2 

77!.0 

3750 
5315:2 

TASLE I. lummwy ofWI w,glt! and wolghlti,, ON•type 1orIIH •• (con1 

.,,..__



'TAIIJ.EI. Summa,yd loll longlh and Ml;hl by g.arlypa to, 1815 dall (•on1 

FAMILY:. ,...., toffllllOII -· . I 
·s,-..- 1185 (I.ENOTH IN II!!} I 1185 l!!§IOHT OI GRAM8j

('Spa<loo eammon.-<lj OEAA L N ME.lN STD CY MEDIAN hi N ME.lN ITD CV MEDIAN: 
R..mulonalbuin HCX5K1�NE I ...,.• IOU :tu 4tt.o I ' lidi 1,.U.o e:u 2.0118 0 

f'WU-J ™PS 3118.2 ,....37.1 :IIO.OJ • 1.51e.7 1,M.'I.I au 1.2000 
™PS&HOOICS •1 1535.O •.m.o I ' uoo.o uoco 
UNKNOWN 4 29:1.3 111.7 , 2'5,01 4 •.s 7:10.5 1015.3 au

HNmulot,__,._ OTHEIIOEAR • u:u 1.1 I • 111.0 221.014.2 a.:i.o 11.7 
(!'-) •••™Pl II 225.0 24.0 10.7 225.o I :JI 111.1 · . ..,,7. 311.8 201.0 ___,__ UNl<NOWN 1 207.0 1111.0I 1 111.0 111.0 

TMPS 1 220.0 220.0 I 1 an.o 201.0 
(Blaek 9"'"' I,_,,ulon ,_liim TMPS :ao 21)&,O 14.4 1.0 201.0 I ao 111.0 au 17.1 198.0 
lC.-rg,vnll TRAPS&HOOKI 1 Zlll.0 Zlll.0 I 1 255.0 25!.0 

Hffmu/OII lr,o/MIINlfl OT!iEROEAR 1 1711.0 1n.o l .i . 125.0 125 0 
(l'r.,..h ;"""' TMPS ,411 111.1 24.4 12.1 ,.,.o I 411 tllU 71.2 47.1 1500 

TMPS l MOOIC8 II ,.... .... 4.f> ,.,.o I a, 211.,1211.1 209 125 0 
UNKNOWN 2 111.5 1.2 1.7 111.s I 2 14.5 14.I 178 MS 

HHmtiiM m.cro,lomum HOOK& UNE 4 20U 13.4 1.5 21>&.5I 4 111.0 :JU ,..196 0 
('Sp&nllh grun1) OT!iEROEAR 1 217.3 17.1 u 215.o I 1 23,U !15.1 235 2:21 0 

TAAPS ':Ill 201.9 42.1 :11.2 211.0 I 21 311.5 271 I M9 11195 
TAAPS 21 2311 IU 21.1 I 21 2M9 131,I 539 
UNKNOWN 1 204.0 204.0 I 1 1110.0 110 0 

HMmUon m,Janunnn TAAPS 14 230.1 15.3 ...2300 I 14 2'3.1 11.1 :154 2205 
tcoe-ick) UNKNOWN 1 210.0 210.0 I 1 115.0 18,5 0 

-mu/on,,_,,; UNKNOWN 't :152.1 11.1 4.4 210.0 I 1 317.1 !15.S 17.5 3090 
l5ailo(1Choicl) I 3250 

HOOK& UNE .. 251.5 30.1 12.3 250.0 I 14 32&.4 N.4 11.0 2:210"'""'"'"" plllff'i«i(WhhgNnt OTHER GEAR 51 2:15.7 31.1 14.1 211.0 I 11 237.1 tcl.4 au 2190 
™PS ueo 215.4 21.4 13.2 113.o I UIIC) 2%7.5 113.1 72.0 2000 
TAAPS l HOOKS 209 220.0 20.e 1.3 111.0 I Zll m.0 71.1 au 225.0·. UNl<NOWN 136 221.1 22.1 10.Z 220.5 I ,.230.1 'ti.I 31.2 123.S 

HMmuJon 1;.i..,,,,. HOOK& UNE 1112.5 2 17.7 1.7 112.5 I 2 123.5 a.o 23.5 25110 
(81-lrt>Od oruoti OT!iEROEAR • 231.0 23.3 I.I :m.o I • 2117.3 71.Z 2H 21150 

TAAPB 211 22111 21.• 12.4 230.o I 211 al.7 101.3 31.3 2$50 
TAAPSl H00l(.fl , •. 3 e.z 2:10.0 I 2112.7 .... 115 11NSO 
UNKNOWN •11 213.1 21.2 13.2 201 o I •11 2117.1 n., 35.1 3640 -· Humulo,, •P· HOOKlUNE 1 2112.0 2112.0 I , a4.0 

j\Jnid1111iffodONnt 
l 
I 

SPARlO-.E - Por;fn I 
TMPS 7 234.3 11.0A,c,,,,.•1tJU1-- 4.7 m.01 7 232.1 31.3 135 250C 

(SH bf1am) Ic,;.,. .. ~ TMPB 44 . 213.3 32.1 IU 204.o I 44 2151,0 110.Z 42.2 217.5 
(Jclhledpo,VY) UNKNOWN 70 211.7 25.7 12.2 201.0 l 70 a.o 100.1 3U 2195 

c.Jamw- HOOKlUNE 4 235.5 34.4 1•.1 ZIII.0 I 4 311.3 172.1 45 .• 337.5 
IS'-Po"-d po,;y) O'l'HEA GEAR 25 202.t 21.4 13.0 201.0 I 25 224.4 II.I :117 212.0 

™PB 545 203.1 30.4 14.I 200.0 I 545 2011.4 115.2 55.0 11140 
TW.PSl H00ICI 14 257.1 147.1 17.3 11111.0I 14 3fl0.0 440.3 113.2 1305 
UNKNOWN • ,.., 31.1 11.0 1112.0I • 201.4 14.4 45.3 1750 

l
IIUWO'-E - GoatllahN I

MulloiSclllltyi m~ OTHEJIOE'-11 1 201.0 21».oI 1 111.0 151.0 
(YllltM plloh) 141 210.4 II.I 1.4 201.1 I 141 , •. o au au 175.0™"' 4 231.1 13.1 ••• ••• 33.3 ™PSIHOOICI 33.0 242.5 l 4 217.5 

UNl<NOWN .. 115.7 213 ••• 21u l 111.2 .,,3 321 11130 ,.- , •. 2 ,.., •PofUd-UI mK- TMPI I.I 1•.0 I 1,303 131.1 11.Z '3.1 1420 
ISpobd pllllh) TW.PS& H00ICI '3 tl4.0 12.1 1.4 153.o I a .... 22.4 32.7 150 

UNKNOWN 47 207.7 11.5 u 201.0 I 47 172.5 31.1 2:24 1100 
I 

:El'HIPPIO'-£ - SpadotahN I 
Ch•,todip,IN1 f&bM ™PSI HOOKS 2115.0 295.0f 1 t'/5.0 1750 

IA,llank lp&doflaij ' I 
I 

'CKIIETOOOl'11D-.E-.CliHfodorr_,_ llunttl1f1hN I 
™PS 2 125.0 o.o 0.0 1:is.o I 2 75.0 0.0 0.0 75.0 

ISpodn -~hi I 

1' 
I 

• 1 
' 

• 
½' 

! 

(,;•
r 

• l(

~· 

•.. r

t_)
I

I 

,.n 



TABLE I. lummo,y cl loll longltl and -.gt,c brOM•typ,, lot 1N5 mil(oon'O 

FAMILY- F•IN!r -•°" -• ISp,«iN- 1N5 !lENOTH IN MMI I Of.All N MEAN ITI> _,,,ISl>"C••-"""'""""" CV Ml:01>.N Ii I 
k:iiiCAHTRJDlE - AneJGhrN I TMPI zz IIS.7 asu1 ••• ,u ..,., __to-nangl*l1 TMPS&HOOICS SIO.0 azo.01 

TMPI IIS ' 207.7 U.2 u 1011.0I 
(llockl>N~ TMPSIHOOKS 2 21XS.0 7.1 ,.s 21X!.O I 

TMPS 30U ,u IU 110.11 I '°"'"'anlfut--- • (O,.yangollil1 TMPSIHOOICS 1:1 :117.1 .. , 12.5 a,o.oI ,..,,,_.,_,..,,, TMPS au 71.1 25.1 asu I • (F,_,h angtlfttf1 TMPS&HOOICS 2 ffl.5 11.4 25.1 m.5 1 
I

I.ABRIDAE- WIUNt I/lodl,,...,,.,... TMPS 23 251.2 27.7 10.7 a,o I 
l!lptniah hogf,oh) TAAPS&HOOKS 4 2'4.5 :,a5 1'.1 244.5 I Hwll:_, __ HOOK&UNE 2 :1325 71 23 :132.5 I 
(Pwding,,ffo) TMPS 213.4 371 t:U 214.0 I •L«httclaimw m.amim"' HOOK&UfE 4 4001 112 43 4000 I 
(Hogftal'j OllERCIEAR 12 4413 ttl5 211. 47.5 I 

TMPS 11 371.0 130 2 ;'IU 340.o I 
TRAPS & HOOKS 2 51100 2113 41 51100 I 
UNKNOWN 4 42$5 152 I 357 412.5 I 

I
ICAAIDAE - PancetlahN I 

Scat\Jf ""«MnN OTHERCIEAR 1 5S5 0 sso.o I 
(Rainbow panolllah) TRAPS 2 1145 0 095 7.7 1145.o I 

Surw ,,,., TIIAPS 1 200.0 240.0 I 
(Unidentiftod panoe!lah) I s,.,,,. ••rioptoru,TRAPS 181 2559 21 I 12 255.o I 
(l'rincNt parrOllllh) TIIAPS I HOOKS 5 2496 .. 6 58 2.ilO I 

• SCM\11~. TRAPS II 3338 37 5 11.2 331)0 I 
!OuNn parl'04ftlhl I

$pa,,;_,,,,, • .....~ TIIAPS 241 2175 ,.. ••• 211.0 I 
(Rodbancl panallioh) TP.APS & HOOKS 1 19.$ 0 115.0 I 

s,,. ........ •"'>"- TIIAPS 1,480 2530 223 15 2114.0 I 
(RodW panallloh) TRAPS I HOOKS 2114e 116 7.0 215.o I 

Sp•rilotn• •~- HOOKIUNE 1 220.0 - 2200 I 
~nidernfflod purolfloh) TIIAPS 172 2!!05 477 180 241.0 I 

TIIAPS I HOOKS 20 2!!0.5 38 I 15.5 200.0 I 
Sp•MOm• viMNI HOOK&UNE 1 2750 215.0 I 

(S1opligMpan-) TRAPS 1,417 au 32' 11.5 as.0 I 
TRAPS I HOOKS 2!58 2906 29 7 10.8 271.5 I 
UNKNOWN 235.0 235.o I 

I ACANTHURIDAE- Surg..,nllthe1 I
Ac.tntfa.J1'1A' o.hiM'tu, TIIAPS ..ltl.O 16 0 1eo.o I •• (Oc1111aurgtorj TP.APS & HOOKS 11 .,.... 11 3 t.7 1eo.o I A .. _,,,. t/NrurpllO 

TIIAPS 325 239.3 302 121 :NO.oI 
!Doclo<lth) TRAPS I HOOKS 41 231.2 2112 11.I. 245.0 I 

A""ntlvw-,,J,.. TAAPS 2.213 11111.3 201 101 1112.0I 
(Bluellng) TIIAPS & HOOICS llll0 1116.2 220 11.2 110.0 I A.,n,,...,.. ,,,. TRAPS 101 184.7 • 1 4.7 1115.o I 
(Unod"'111ftodAc.,,.hunj) TMPS&HOOICS 11 1•.0 101 58 111.0 I 

I
IIALISTIDAE- Laat,orjact• I

B.;I,tn~• HOOK&LINE :,:)1,$ •i. UI :,01u I •, 10-n lnggorbh) OTHER CIEAII ao.o 2110.0I 
TAAPS 1,IIOII au 5,,). 115 ao.o I 
TMPS I HOOICS m.o ... II I 210.0 I •UNKNOWN I 300.a '-Z2 174 310.o I 

C.,,,Nd,mi, ,_.., HOOKIUNE 12 315.1 211. .. 76 370.0 I 
(Ocean triggarlilh) HOOK&UNE 1 2800 zao.o1 

TIIAPS 4 331.3 19 J 58 :w0 I 
I 

1N5 IWlalOHT IN OIIAMSI 
N MEAN ITD. CV MEDIAN·

zz .,., :101.2 ...., 112 5 
IOO.0 1000

Ill' au lt.C :ao., mo.,I m.o 15.7 2210• ,.-., 5'7.4 11.5 1100
1:1 1,14:U 413.1 405 1.000 0 

-4 103.1 11, 1000•2 71'.5 114.1 721 713 5 

23 m.o IU 295 32$ 0
4 211.S 110.C 31113 2750
2 8152.5 5:10 10 6625
I ,11.0 1102 419 3315
4 m., au 408 638 5 

12 1,Nl.2 1,112.7 eu 2.111 0., 1,441.1 l,'911,2 10,3 e 750 0 
I 4,110.0 NIU 11 e 4 1100 
4 1,llle,3 1,192.4 113 1,57'5 

1 4,320.0 •.~o 
2 5.350,0 1,237.4 231 53.50 0 , 250.0 250C 

111 321.1 744 23 3 3120
II 2824 441 17 I 2500 

11 100.4 2114 270 750 0 

:NI 221.0 57.1 :is e 2000
1 200.0 2000 

1.- .-r.0 ID.I 20 311li0
311.I •. 0 23 3 375 0 

1 310.0 310.0 -
172 404.0 2180 5'0 389 0 
20 1171.1 -0 136 42$0

1 400.0 0000
1,417 519.3 117.0 380 500C

2!58 $14.0 113.7 33.1 4750 
1 225.0 2250 ..1111.I 50.7 2119 116 5 

11 171.4 411.3 27.5 llilll0 
325 :t:ta.7 10U 311 :,ao 0 

41 IU 29 1 :,ao0=·•2.213 208.1 15.1 31.3 2000
242.3 IU 30 2250"°101 11Nl.1 au 15.2 2000

t1 157.7 au 204 1500 

au 3110.1 457 11000•1 1211.0 &28 0 
1,5011 ......:,au 5:16 1000

Ill 101.3 aa.0 47,0 53110
711.0 m., 47.1 75110·• 12 1,181.4 2118.2 22.5 1.1500

1 525.0 5250
tea.a 250.3 25.1 1100 0 • 

__



'1AIII.EI. lum"""Y t:11W, ll<,glll and wojghi~ SIM'typ,, lot llU dlll (con1 

FAMILY - ,_.., -•on -• 
llp«w-

(Sp.doo """"" OEA/1 ...,,m.., 
1M5 (LEN

N MEAN 

I 
OTH IN MUI I 

am CN MEOW4 hi 
1N5 ~IGHT 1HOAAMSj 

N MEAN am CV MEDIAN 

O&TRACUDAE- lia:flo .... 
LMJl:P/><)'I Ilk- HOOKI UNE 

CSpo«od-hi OllEROEAA 
OnEROEAA 

__, 
I 
I 240.0 
I a1.1 

i 
M.O 11.3 I 

240.o I 
:au u 240.o I 

• 1,382.0 1,214.7 ,...., ?tlU •1 325.0 

111.0 
11.•

32:S0 
TRAPS 
TRAPS & HOOKS 
UNKNOWN 

LM/apl!tyt poln,ot,a OT!EAOEAA 

17 1M.1 
1 175.0 
I 110.7 
1 m.o 

4G.4. 21.1 177.0 ·•
175.o I .., 11.0 ,ee.oI 
m.01 

17 2ll0., . 152,7 
1 150.0 
a 17U C.I 
1 411.0 

.n.2 11160
1500 

3112 1370
.,, 0 

(lioneycomb ~ Trlf<PS 
TRAPS & HOOKS 
UNl<NOWN 

LMtophtyt qu,,dric.,,,. TRAPS 
4Scia'"4od ..... hi TRAPS I HOOKS 

UNKNOWN 
Lecraphtyt tipcni.w TRAPS 

lfrunk111hl UNKNOWN 
L .. raphtyt '"1"°'"' TRAPS 

(Sm_, w-hj TRAPS I HOOKS 

173 #31.5 
247.1 " 127.3 •211 aou 

4 au 
213.9 

11• -·I :ZU.5 ..170.3 
3 1153 

42.5 t7.I DS.0I 
17.1 ,u 242.G I 
44.8 ,...212.0 I 
:11.2 11.t aoo.o I 
:13.8 11.S 21111.0I 
Sl.3 ,..•zzo.o I 
531 17,I :110.0 I .,. 30.7 224.oI 
305 17.1 !IU I 
116 100 110.0 I 

an az.e 140.t 
11 211., 121.2 

• aee.2 21'-0 
ltl5 112.0 ,u 

4 410.5 113 .• 
171.4 e:u • 11 574.7 117.0 

I '25• ms .. 113 5 771 
:, 20U 31.2 

4U 25/$0 
407 25/$0 
10.• 113 0 
1163 1'7.0 
47.1 368 5 
37.0 16-10 
325 1122 0 
8112 la:! 5 
,re l<115 
113 2000 

UNKNOWN 135.0 135.o I 1 11.0 II 0 
I 

MISCEU>.NEOUS - uiiuple ·--
IJl>Cldl(Jodzod,_,, MOOK&UNE 1 7300 

I 
I 1 •.-.o 

(mind 111,J H00KIUNE 
TRAPS 
TRAPS I H00l(S 

1 991.0 
2Z2 1979 

3 3311.7 

I 
723 311.5 I 
10, 3.1 I 

1 7,'50.0 
Z22 :le0.2 IOI.I 

I 133.3 152.1 
311.2 ,.. 

TOTAL• lNl,317 ll,S17 

r'

I 
Cl 

C
I 

I u 

I 
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r~ILY - ral!lllr _.., -• Is,-..- 11190 llENOTK IN 11111 . I 11110 ~IOKf IN OIIAMSj 
(SPKin oommOft-et OEAA N MEAN ITD CV ME~hl N MEAN STD CV MEDIANI 

ttOLOCENTRIOAE - Squh..iflo,;.. IHo/«:_,,,.,.~ 4 220,1 ,... ••• 120.0 I 14.0 :IO.I moIIOTI'OMUtE .. 207.5 
(S~"olle/!J FISH POT IOU tl.5 1.4 2015o I 171.3 IU Z20 170.0 

OILLNET I l:20.0 15.0 I.I 220.0 I I IOU 40.4 20.0 mo 
ftlHPOT , 119.0 111.0 I , 1111.0 165 0 Hole,:- ""'" 

(\.Oftglpi,_ lqwfllloh) 

• I •RIHPOT 171.Z 11.1 12.7 170.0 I 125.0 .. .a. 3S• 122 0 
(UNden111od1q~ I ---· I 

IERAANIDAE - IH -- I 
Epint1pM/u, ..t.•- l'ISHPOT I 171.0 m.o I I 1,102.0 5.102 0 

(Rock t,;l'd) LONGUNE I MO.O .a.01 I .110.0 110 0 
OTHER 11 au 13.5 17.4 1J 703.1 :1'10.7 52 7 
ICV8'DIVING » 229.1 IIO.I 70.3 1100 I » 7:10.5 411.1 56• ~15 
TMMMELNET 1 lla7.0 11117.0I 1 ffl,0 310 0 

EpiMpMluo -,., OILLNET 1 210.0 210.0 I 1 ffl.O 370 0 
tMU!lon ,_mletj 

mo I •~c 

I ,.,,EpiMJ>M/W - BOTI0MUNE 1• 1131.4 :IO.I 13.0 2400 I IU3 107.I 432 ~0 
(Q,wy1by) ASH POT n 245.5 294 II.I 2441.0 I 242.3 1121 342 235 0 

OILLNET 15 m.1 253 11.3 2:10.0 I 15 117.1 41.2 209 2100 
LONGUNE 3 201 .7 23 1 11.5 215.o I 1 150.0 15C' 
OTHER I 240.0 240.0 I 1 115.0 18! 0 
SCU8' DIVING 2 244.5 0.7 0.3 244.5 I 2 :9112.5 2511.1 151 392 5,TRAAIMELNET 287.0 11111.0I I :1155.0 3550 

Ep,n,phMu, ,w,,, BOTTOMUNE ,oe 2403 »5 13.5 235.0J 100 251.1 117.4 4el 2225 
ICOl"l'J flSH POT Ill zal.7 32.9 14.5 z:io.oI Ill ,.... cu 32.1 115 0 

OILLNET 41 119.Z 20.7 t.5 a:zo.o I 41 171.1 70.2 3U 170.0 
1.0NOUNE 2:111.7 7.1 :s.o m.o I I ZZ4.0 11.S u 2300•OTHER 3 l20.7 20.0 1.1 m.01 I 1 ... 7 101.7 703 1010 
SCUBt. DIVING 250.0 33.7 1U 214.o I 2:101 111.7 291 2150 
TMMMEI.NET 10 127.1 J,u 15.2 125.5 I 10 110.1 103 47.3 172 5 

Ep,'>#phtlu, fl'AUM BOTTOMUNE &23 a,,,2 1131 21.7 21110 I 412 -·a1.2 ee• 3325 
(A.cl lllnd) ASH POT 142 m.e 51.2 ,...aa.o I 140 2112.4 147.1 52 I 2350 

OfLLNET ZI 138.0 17.4 14.1 · 242.o I ZI 2501 13.7 :s:, • 2500 
LONGUNE 13 :ISU Z2.7 1.0 250.0 I Ill m.1 10.1 340 2225 
OTHER :, 251.7 le.I 1.4 245.oI I 173.3 11.1 13 110 0 
6CU8'CIVING 117 ffl.5 511.7 11.1 :170.5 I 157 742.5 3-18.7 47.0 &900 
TMMMEI.NET II 2112.7 24.5 1.7 ffl.O I II 280.9 · 100.2 344 ms 

Epint1phMU1l,riara BOTTOMUNE II 4:17.e 200.5 45.1 213.5 I 5 1.970.0 3,4e4.1 1751 4100 
IJ<IWfith) OTHER 2 as.o 4117.9 133.7 M.O I 2 14,093.5 12. 1114.2 1161 14.063 5 

SCU6' CIVING 2 .., 17.3 1U --51 z 25,187.o 11,940.e 7$.2 ~.1970 
EpintpM/u, m""° BOTTOM UNE I 256.0 2511.o I 225.0 225 0 · 

(Rodg_.i FISH POT 1 ollll.O 415.o I 0 ' 
Epint1pMIIM m,.1i,c;,,.,. BOTTOMUNE 3 tl2.0 ,u 31.5 113.0 I 3 1,533.0 14.215.3 1ee e 4250 

(Mi,tyg_,i RSHPOT 1 '33.0 <133.o I 1 , .•. o l.3aSO 
OILLNET .. m.3 70.3 2U »o.5 I 4 3,541.1 5,5111.0 157.7 1167.5 
FISHl'OT .. m.s IU 19.1 MI.O I 4 521.3 m., 529 5350Epif!lphtluo •-

(Nu1aug_.i OILLNET I :1112.0 352.0 I 1 130.0 &:!00 
ICU8'0MNG 11 4:17.I ev.e 15.I 445.0 I :IO 1., .... a,u ~I 1,112 5 

My,t,,_.• - ICV8'01WIO 17 MO.I 151 .• 29.3 1150.0 I • J,3113.1 2.1127.1 111,. 
(81ack9, ....... I! I 

My<f-• in/MO- ICU8'0MNO 1 a:i.o a:i.o l 1 780.0 7900 
('(lllowm°""1 o,_11 I 

My<,-,cprr:• fgilt NHPOT 1 210.0 ao.o I 1 2:10.0 2300 

ffiv" or~ I 
7 107.1 11.4 140.oI 4,140.t 525 UJEO 

('(111...cng,"'4>111 ICU8' CIVINO I 400.0 400.oI 1 780.0 7900 

l 

,.,,.,.,.,,.,..-- IOTTOMUNE 111.4 7 2.M.t 

CARAHOIDAE- Jacka ,..,._c.,.,,,, BOTTOMUNE 34 ......17.5 12.I 4:11.5! 
I 

0 
(Black jack) I 

I 

TAl!I.£ 7. a-moty ol W. lol,glh and Mlgf,CbJIM'IJ,- lot IIIO •• 

I 
I 
I 

'• I 



l'AMILT - fa~_..,-•.,___ 
"""""Ol!AI! I (9p;,cloo"""'"'°"c.;-rn IEACH sS/1! 

ivon-1t•"I 10Tl0M UNE 
NHPOT 

I 
1NO [LEHOTH IN MML_ I 

N MEAN aro CV iieoi~ifl1 [ .,
470 iii.o 20.2 411.oI 
C!.7 258.1 16.7 MO.Cl I •I m.s ....14.t m.11 

HNIO ~ IOHT IN OIIAMll 
N MEAN ITI) CV MEDIAN: 

0 

• 1.711.1 1.1».0 1411.2 10150 , •. o . eeo0 
CIILLNET 
LONOUNE 
ICUIII, 0MNG 
TRAMMEL NET 
IEACHIIElNE 

(Suo,_~ c..-- IOTlOMUNE 
l'IIHPOT 
GILL NET 
OTHEJI 
GILLNET 

C.t1111al,;ppo, LONl3LINE 
ic, ...... Jeel,j O'llER c.,.,,,.,..,. IOTTOMUNE 
~-oyo Jock) OILLNET 

I.ONOUNE 
c.,__ OTliER 

IEACH SEIP£ 
(Bat jlck) 10TTOMUNE 

ASH POT 

ffl.l .i., 11.0 112.0 I " II.I 15.1 130.o I • ••• 1 '12.0 •12.0 I 
t .,.o 21.0 I 
1 2157.0 2157.0 I 

71 :111.1 11.1 IS.I ao.o I
I m.o m.o I 

301).7 44.5 14.1 308.5 I •a 445.5 105.4 23.7 4451 I 
· II au 1"8.1 .51.2 au I 

1 115.0 1111$.0I 
IU . tl7 22.7 71.5 I • ,0 411.7 . 120 5 291 :iee.01 ., 1eu 2110 153 110.5 I 

318.1 159 201 ,110 I •21 •a 1100 297 320.o I 
111111 .,. 41.t HIO.OI "' 324.1 323 I.I ,11.0 I "' 45 245.1 451 11.7 2Q.O I 

11 olOQ.I 1'4.1 137 3117 5 
17U 1:17.0 41.0 5050 • 1 t,MO.O 1,3'00 
710.0 71D.O 

0 ' 
71 1.m., 411.4 •••1,005.0 

I aoo.o 51lCO 
471.0 2:12.4 4U 427.5 •I i.m.a 1.Qi!II.I 112 1.7&7.5 ,.1145.4 1,107.0 201.7 

I 1,515.0 . 3.515.0 
IOU 313.3 Cl.I 

21• 1,414.2 171.S 415.5 ,.111.0
13 114.S au "84 105 0 
%7 I00.7 21112.0 4U 5500 
0 

51.7 21.7 42, "8 0 •44 $l7.2 ,1u 3,1 , !05.0 
45 %71.4 117.1 551 2:100

OILLNET 105 2715 373 13 4 m.s1 71 144.7 131.0 a.o 3200 
TRAA4MEL NET ,0 211.5 QI 15.0 213.D I ,0 408.0 2011.1 51.4 3'00

I 
UITJANIDAE - •-• 

£,-J;,o,,i- 10TTOMUNE 
I 

"52 ,1()().5 1:111• 3,1.5 ao.o 1 11s 750.2 1100.e 120.D 31100 
l()_n,.._, 

IEACH IIElNE .Lut••.. - .. 
fo,luaon.,_., 10Tl0M UNE 

l'ISH POT 
OILLNET 

I 
75 2505 ...:N.t 257.1 I 
17 447.4 14413 :12.1 445.0 I 
41 211.2 117 a.3 ae.o I 

125 241.5 115 4 47.1 z,1.0 I 

2110.5 140.5 121.4 71.0•80 1,171.4 I.IQ.I C!.4 1.211.5 
<110.1 MU iaoa 3'00•125 11111.14,t:lll.l MU 1500 

I.ONOUNE 
OT!-iEA 
SCUS-. CIIV1NG 

11 311e.0 1089 211.1 DI.OJ 
513.0 117.3 %7.0 C!l.0 I •

I 411.a 1501 '1.3 405.oI 

14 853.5 1.221.1 1210 55:) 0 
:a :S,%S7.32.248.4 811.5 4,53&0
I 2,1ee.2 2,00U 111 81150 

TRAA4MEL NET 1 2$.2.0 az.o I 1 140,0 240.0
Lllf/OIIU, apodu, 10TTOMUNE 44 '7U 17 1 23.2 :1112.0I 43 1.251,1 l,07U 11.0 1.1as0 

(Schcrolmull~ ASH POT 
OILLNET 
OTHER 
SCIJS-. CIIV1NG 

,0 253.2 708 27.9 244.0 I 
,:s 244,1 212 10.7 240.0 I 

240.1 111 7.1 244.S I • 21 217.5 706 22.2 a.01 

21 ffl,0 111.0 Q.7 2450 ,, .,,.. '105.4 3,1.1 2100 
2511.2 70.9 %74 250.0 •21 S0.2 3117.2 IS.I 4$50 

~MEL NET 
L Ufjanuo ""-•-• 10TTOMUNE 

(BlacldlnAnlppet) ASH 110T 
CIILLNET 

L~ .. cyanop"""' 10Tl0MUNE 
j(:uberu.._, l'IIHPOT 

OTHER 
,~ .. p,w .. IOTTOMIH 

(Qrar.,..,,.., ASH !'OT 
OILLNET 

12 211.1 431 tU 210.0 I 
II :IOU ee1 29.5 :101.0 I .,118 235.9 1U m.o 1 
2 215.S 21 1.0 215.5 I 

822.2 111:1 201 124.5 I •1 217.0 211.0 I 
a 710.0 113 I 15.1 110.0 I 

,,. 1 ,. 41ll.3 27.1 olOO.OI 
1 ffl.0 ffl.O I 
:a 210.0 755 27.0 aeo.oI 

12 421.5 24U 17.1 i57.5 
45 4"8.2 ,10.3 811.5 3450 ... 11111.1 257.1 ...1120 
I ,12.5 10.1 u 112 5 
4 11.242.0 4,317.4 13.7 4.3015

,00.0 ,000 ' 0 
I :Z.Mt.S 1,470.1 SU 2.559.5 
I ffl.0 270.0 
I <CQ., IIU 41.4 380.0 

one 
ICUMCIMNO 

I 2110.0 2110.0 I , 12().0 320.oI 
I 280.0 2500, :S:,0.0 3300 

Lllfat,iM }oou IOTTOMUNE 
IDC9•.. l'IM~ l'l8H !'OT 

a 2511.0 255 100 255.o I 
1 413.0 413.o I 

I 2115.0 II.I 11.4 2050 
1 1,e:,o.o 1,530.0 

OILLNET 10 au Q4 IU %71.0 I 10 '57.0 UII.O 44.1 2100 
OTMER I 450.7 710 17.5 cso.oI I 1,345.0 !122.2 '51 1,445.0 
ICU&-. CIIV1NQ 21 430.0 ts2 222 417.S I 22 1,401.0 1,1eu 13.3 1,1200 

L i,oan.. mllhogori 10TTOMUNE I :iez.s 74 3 293 2C!.5 I 2 290.0 212.1 75.1 250.0 
OILLNET 

(Mahogany ·-~ LONCIUNE ,...,,..,_ MHPOT 

I 12().4 215 17 114.0 I , ,10.0 10 21 310D I 
1 210.0 2100 I 

0 
0
1 150.0 150.0 

OTHEII 2 447.5 241 55 447 s J 0
I 

"TABLE7. lumma,yct W. ""Ill'>andWllglll11\fON•~P" fof 1110 dalt 1_,'0 

C:

c,

~;' 

l ii~--~ 
L 

I 
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fAMILY- fa,nly _,,,..., -• I
Sp«•- 11110 jl.EHOTH IN M!!J I UNlO ~EIGHT IN OAAMS! 

1SPKIN canmon -Mt OEAII I N MEAN IT'D CV MEOWjliI N MEAN IT'D CV MEDIAl,...,,.,.,_ iit.cA SEJIE ,. rid •. 4 lfl aici.oI ia 1ti.1 lli.1 Id 1•h 
~ ...._, IOTTOMUNE ..., IMOI ..., ,•., m.01 .,, DU IOU ......112.0

NH l'0T ace 111.5 ....II.I 11,.0 I ace 171.1 •.z 111.0 1560
QIU.NET 1:12 DU -.1 20,1 mo I 1:12 204.0 Ill.I •-• 177.5 
I.ONOIJNE 1,010 2311_, M.I 2:111.0I ..11'.Z IIU '37 ,.,o 
OTlER ... m., a.1 IU"·' 130.5 I ... 2:18.Z i,u 116.1 2025
TIWIMl:LNET 253.1 zu ,.o 157.0 I. ao:u . IIU '7.4 1100L....,_.....,.. ' IOTIOMUNE Jlt " 112.3 11.Z 21.7 m.o 1 110 '2U nl!.4 ,au ~0 " ISfk tnoppoi) FISH POT 21M 21,U 12.3 ao.2 211.1 I 221 ....IIU 7U 2300
OILLNET 13 m.1 a.a 1/l.5 m.o I » :IOU 11.7 '°-5 195 0 
LONOUNE a 173.s 1.0 a., 173.5 I I tl.0 15.1 17.I 11 0 Ocyu,w .,,,,,..,,,,. IEACHSEif'£ 240.7 ..... 3 11.4 135.o I 110 m.1 1a.1 1188 2100

(Yell-.;r tnappo,) IOTI'OMUNE l,1N 2C!.7 U.I ti.I ao.o 1 1,oq_ 41U 1,Gt.7 a41 3100 -ASHl'OT 207 au 31.5 ....m.o 1 200 200.0 117,7 5119 1700 
OILLNET 237.4 '7.5 IU m.sf 231.0 111.:s II0.4 2025 
LONOUNE 120'° 213.1 41.1 17.3 271.11 '°..217.0 141,I 494 2$50 
Ol'HEJI Ill 271.1 '3.Z IU au 1 :1151.7 1'5.4 41.3 3325•TR,t,MMEJ.NET 11 271.1 '°o 14.3 21111.0I II --• 71.4 2'7 310 0 

-bcp/ltN ..,,...,,,,.,,. IOTTOMUNE 527 114.1 11.1 111.0 I •1 181.1 111.3 1185 1700 
(Vumlio<, 1noppo,) l'ISHPOT 231 Ill.I 2U

•-• 
12.2 IN.0 I 204 ,29_, 414 3U 

OILLNET 7!I 205.1 29.5 13.t .,_, 1110 
2000 I 71 111.5 1300''°·' LONGUNE :s 115.3 17,2 u 111120I I IIU a., 24.4 1160 

I
HAEMUUllAE - Grl#lla I 

IOTI'OM UNE 4 2&11.0 51.0 19.0 15110 I 4 538.3 :rr.u •. 7 3175
A-UI ·--(Black ma,g.,.J ASH POT 10 au 294 100 2!15.oI 10 4Sll.4 2113.5 511.1 335,0 

OILLNET 7 2134 551 20.1 244.0 I 1 a., •-• 211.i ~o 
AnioontrlUI KlplXUI FISH POT II 223.5 52.7 23.1 111.0 I 2&7.0 •.z 31.0 Z21l0

(Poridllh) OILLNET • 209.0 25.7 12,5 204.0 I "• DU IU •o 2050 
OTHER I 1118.0 1ae.oI I aoe.o 2117.5
TIWIMELNl!T 2& 221.e 33.2 15.0 221.0 I 21 21111., 112.9 32 1 2IIS 0 

Conodon_, OILLNET 113 213.2 32.3 12.3 211.0 I u 211.a a:u 22.I
(Barrodgn,nt I

H.•mulon llibum IOTI'OMUNE I 2700 270.0 I , 370,0 370.0 
(Ma,ga1,1 ASH POT I :sou 17.5 2115.oI I &12.5 1511.2 102.e •15 0 

OILLNl!T 1 220.0 220.0 I 1 205.0 2050 
lvM'ti,/0,, •11roli'>Nlum IOTTOMUNE 174,7 304 17.4 181.0 I IOI.I ..... 5 '3.9 79 0 

(TomW.) 1'18H l'OT 21 152.3 9.7 1.4 1113.o I 11 A.7 II.I 271 &00HHmulon _,__ NH POT 1 IIO.O 110.o I I 1110.0 1500 
(Black ;rvrie TRAMMEi.NET 2 2111.0 43.1 15.3 2111.0I 2 1130.0 141.4 2& 7 5300 

HHmllon e:artot'IIIHlfl IOTTOMUNE 4 111.1 21.2 m.o I 4 11111.0 ,u 11.1 210.510.0 
(CHlat QNn!) OILLNET • 244.1 •-• 1U 23t.o I 281.:S 107,4 '°-4 2:125

NET au •TRAMMEL 44.2 11.7 211.5 I 271.7 121.0 414 2:125 ..- HHmulon e/ll);N'V)'11Um ASH POT J 1118,0 u I a.:,• 11-2 112.0 ,• 17.3 12.4 70.0 
(Smal.,,,_ D~ I

Hnrnulon 1,vc1-,,,, IOTIOMUNE :, :,170.7 14.0 u 17!1.0 I ae.o •. 5 41.1 1M.O 
(l'ranch;rvnt l'IIHPOT 171.5 23.4 13.1 110.0 I 311 11U •. 3 IU 1240 

TRAMMEi.NET • 1113.1 21.1 15.3 11u I 173.5 •., 147.5 
HM!mu/Ofl m,.._ 11• m.1 » 4 14.1 211.0 I II• 253.1 121.1'°·' 40.7 220.0IOTI'OMUNE 

(Sp.,,;,h~ ASH POT 204.1 14.111 ae 200.0 I 11 198.1 101., 5U 1150 
GILi.NET m.:s 22.9 10.:S 215.o I 241.3 IO.Z :,7.5 2200 
I.ONQUNE I aou :SI.I 12.t :sou I I 550.0 nu 5500 

HitfHnu/on-"' ASH POT 2311.3 25.0 10.5 141.0 I 229.7 .,.. 2&1'°' 2125 
(Salo(1 •holctl GILi.NET DU a, 12.s 240.oI lit 11.1237.Z 302 231 0 •Hurnulonpl.- IIEACH SEJNE II 173.2 11.3 10.1 111.0 I 0 
(INhla Grunt IOTTOMUNE 'IOI m.a a.o 12.5 a,o.o I 700 284.0 10.1 M.3 2$00 

flSHPOT 1,100 2112.1 37.4 11.5 2000 I 1,077 44.9 15!1.0,...7U 
OILLNET :1211 m.z 255 II.I m.o I :1211 228.1 IU 37.7 215.0 
I.ONQUNE u 2311.1 :IIU 11.2 mo I 17 ao.1 au /13.2 21100 
OTHER 11 , •. 1 25.1 12.I 1es.o I ,. 154.5 IU 3117 1350 
TRAMMELNET 412 au 231 10.3 23251 412 241.1 714 31.0 2•2-5 

TAIILE7. �-m"')' d lo/, longlll and -.glll br9Mrtypo lor lNO ala (Hn1 
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TA8l'!7. l"'"r:,Ol'f alWI longlhandMlghlbJgeartypofor1NO •111...,'0 

f"AMllY - FatnllJ-•• -•._.,._ 
C5pedNccmm..,namlj OEAA 

,.,,_,lion.z;; ion'oM �NE.. _......,"""° flSHPOT 
OIL.I.NET 
01'1-ER 

I 
1190 I\.EMOTH IN II!!) I 

N MEAN ITD CV MEOWI Ii I 
ii Jt.s 11.1 233.oI~-' 111 102.7 290 1U 1115.0I 

131 1:10.0 29.3 1:u. 222.01, asa.o 2!15.o I 

1911() (!!EIGHT 1H GRAMS! 
N MEAN ITO. CV MEOW<' 

a Vil.I 120.t ....2700
11:J.I 71.1 ..., 1:1155•130 157.t 179.4 2300••1 ao.o 2100 __.,,_ TMMMELNET 

l'IIH POT 
10 M.1 au 1:1.1 2300 I 

I 132.0 m.o I 
n DI.I tu llU 2100 , ZIO.O 2300 

IU_,,lllod '"'"' l'#-TIIWil,S #Otero OIL.I.NET 
I

1 :NO.O 2'10.oI 1 110.0 170') 

"""10'"'"' I 
I 

SPARIDA! - l'o,gl<M 
IEACHSEIN: 

M,.,,,.tlr{JUI --~_, FISH POT 
OILLHET c.,,.,,,.,.t>,j- IEACHSEJN: 

{Jolll>old porgy) IOTTOMUNE 
l'ISH POT 
OIL.I.NET 
O™ER 
scua,.DIVING 

I 
2 112.5 1'>1 u 112.1 I 
4 1112.3 11.7 1.7 11u I 
z 171.0 1.4 0.1 111.0 I 
1 400.0 400.0 I 

22:U 44.3 ,u aou I •211 1154 21.1 IU 171.0 I 
110 197.4 27.3 1'.t 1112.0 I 

4 1112.5 7.1 4.7 111.0 I 
3 297.3 50.7 17.0 m.o I 

0 00 
4 141.3 ... I Xl I •~o 
z 115.0 7.1 12 115 0 
0 

:zeu 2511 117 2000 •252 ,.20U 
157.7 71.1 500 130 0 

13.4 .cs 4 1100 
4 40.5 14.t 311 41 0 , 1173.3 m., 3117 49110 

T!V.MMEL NET 51 2010 52.S 253 2080 I 41 234.t 1211.5 531 2100 
Cill•mw ,,_,.,.. llcACHSEIN: 

(ShffpohMd po,gy) BOTTOMUNE 
FISH POT 
GILL NET 

5 111.8 :s:u 179 110.0 I 
3 210.0 21.5 12.S 2000 I 

!Ml 173.t 3).0 11.5 110.0 I 
Z! lk.3 11.2 1.4 11111.5I 

0, Z!1.7 112.2 37.1 11100 
130.2 •. 3 37.1 1110 •Z! lk.3 SO.I 27.2 11.50 

QIU.NET 
LONGUNE 
OMA • TRAMMELNET 

2 1117.0 11.3 1.1 117.o I 
ms 548 22.9 25:l.5 i: •I 231.2 41.5 171 2.cs.0 J 

13 11111.7 14.2 7.1 111.0 I 

2 157.5 10.1 1.7 1575 
au 1 ... 3 :rr.2 4350 

I • 3Z!.2 151.1 411 3450 ,, 2011 15.1 214 215 0 

I 
MUWOAE - Ooa111•"" 

1,,/iilodchtltyw m-w l'ISH POT 
I ..115.0 29.3 15.t 1e..o I 115 121.5 17.1 134 1080 

(Vall- gc,a1llall) OIU. NET 
OTHER 
TRAAIMELNET 
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Figure l. Trends in total reef fish landings (A),· fish trap use 
(B), and catch-per-unit-effort (C). 
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Fig-.ire :? • Reci hlnd length-frequency data foni Puerto Rico landings
1987-1991. Figure from Sadovy et al, in ·review. · · 
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Figure 3. Red hind length-frequency compariaon ot 1984 and 1988 
landings. Figure from Beets and Friedlander, in press. 
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Figure 4. Red hind length-frequncy distribution for St. Croix 
1984-1990. Figure from Beets and· Friedlander,· in press. 
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Figure 5. Red hind length-frequency distribution for St, ·Thomas 
1984-1988, Figure from Beets and Friedlander, - in . pre••· . 
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Figure 6. Red hind length-frequency distribution for Puerto Rico 
1984-1990 (no data ir 1986) 
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Figure 7. Coney length-frequ~ncy distribution for st. Croix 198,-
1989. Figure from Beets et al. in press. 
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Appendix A. Graphical comparisons ot length frequency by species 
~or 1985 and 1990 based on reported biostatistical data. Upper
nu.mber on x-axis denotes length in mm: lower in inches. 
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Appendix 8. Trends in catch-per-unit effort tor species by gear 
type. Simple linear trends were fit tc the data and plotted 
courtesy cf the CFMC. Trend lines are shown although toe few years 
of data were available to justify the testing of statistical 
significance,ot the trends. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There has been concern in Puerto Rico over the last 2-3 

years regarding what is perceived to be a growing export trade in 

marine organisms marketed for the aquarium industry. This trade 

characteristically involves the collection and sale of a wide 

range of tropical marine vertebrate and invertebrate organisms, 

as well as plant species, to private and, to a lesser extent, 

public aquaria •. concern has been expressed both by those active 

within the aquarium trade and those familiar with Puerto Rico's 

marine resources over the potential negative impact that increas

ingly intensive collection could have on fish and invertebrate 

populations, and the habitat with which they are associated. 

There is no published information or database currently 

available in Puerto Rico regarding either the volume or nature of 

this trade, the species and areas exploited, the gears employed, 

or the number of businesses involved. Such information is essen

tial for issues to be addressed concerning the exploitation and 

preservation of marine resources marketed for the aquarium 

industry. The purpose of this report is 4-fold: 

1. to summarize what is known from tropical areas worldwide 

regarding the growth and possible impact of the aquarium trade; 

2. to provide a first assessment of the nature and extent of this 

trade in Puerto Rico by documenting the number of people involved 

islandwide, by determining the species involved and by identify

ing the principal areas and methods of collection; 

3. to describe the biology of key exploited species, or species 

complexes; 

1 



.4. to identify information required for monitoring and assessing 

the trade on a continual basis, with suggested actions for the 

compilation of the appropriate biological and socio-economic 

data; 

5. to provide reco=endations for r3gulating the industry to 

enable commercial exploitation commensurate with conservation of 

the resource base. 

WORLD TRADE IN MARINE AQUARIUM ORGANISMS 

Trade in ornamental marine fishes began in the early 1950's 

(Wood, 1985). Since 1965, there has been a steady increase in 

international trade in coral reef organisms for private aquaria 

(Lubbock and Polunin, 1975). By 1979, the world trade in marine 

and freshwater ornamental fishes had an annual wholesale value of 

$600 million, with a 10-15% estimated annual growth. Marine 

species had a relatively small share of the market (Wood, 1985) 

although this proportion is increasing. Growth in the marine side 

of the industry has come about because of a combination of the 

widespread use of biological filters, improvements in the treat

ment of disease, the development of silicone seals enabling easy 

construction of aquaria, and the manufacture and marketing of 

synthetic salts allowing salt water to be available countrywide 

(Hess and Stevely, no date). 

Marine organisms are predominantly exported from the Philip

pines, Hawaii, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Thailand, Singapore, Java, 

Queensland, Sri Lanka, Ethiopia, Saudi Arabia, Kenya, Mauritius, 

Florida and some Caribbean Islands (Lubbock and Polunin, 1975), 

(1
• 

f 
•·· 
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although from a number of these locations fish are re-exported 

rather than actually collected (aee below). The majority of 

marine organisms in world trade is exported from the Philippines, 

with 16\ from Hawaii and Florida (this would include re-export 

fr.om Caribbean countries). Major im~orte~s are the u. s. A-, Hong 

Kong, western Europe, Japan, Canada and Australia. The cost, 

insurance, freight (c.i.f.) value of world trade in ornamental 

marine fish and invertebrates was estimated at $U.S. 24-40 

million annually (Wood, 1985). This does not include internat

ional trade in dead coral and shells used for jewelry and orna

mentation which may be substantial (Wells, 1981). 

The majority of marine fish are tropical coral reef species 

which are largely collected from the wild, rather than cultiva

ted, as is the case for 50-60% of freshwater ornamental species 

(Anon, 1979). All invertebrates are wild-caught (Wood, 1985). 

Imported animals are small species, or juveniles of larger 

species, usually less than 20 cm in length, although more common

ly between 2-8 cm (Lubbock and Polunin, 1975). Since the mid-

1980's, national and international trade has increasingly includ

ed "live rock". "Live rock" is a broad term used to describe 

several types of substrate colonized by marine organisms - four 

main types are distinguished; 1. rubble rock, 2. algae or plant 

rock, colonized by algae 3. false coral or anemone rock covered 

with anemones of the genera Ricordea and Rhodactis. and 4. sea 

mat or gravel rock colonized by anemone-like organisms, usually 

of the genus Zoapthus (Wheaton, 1989). The increased demand for 
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live invertebrates that comprise "live rock" has developed with 

the increasing popularity of "living reefs" or "mini-reefs", 

private aquarium systems which generally include few fish spe

cies. 

(·· 

There is considerable variation in the manner in which 

collectors and exporters of marine aquarium organisms operate, 

and regarding the licencing and regulation of harvest practices 

and trade (Conroy, 1975; Anon., 1979). Collectors may themselves 

be exporters, or may sell to exporting middlemen. The diverse 

nature of the marine aquarium industry worldwide, and perceptions 

regarding its potential impact in exploited areas, are best 

illustrated by the following individual country accounts. 

•I • 

Southeast Asia 

Philippines 

A major supplier of tropical fish worldwide. In 1975 more 

than 80% of U. s. imports originated in the Philippines (Randall, 

1984). More than 90% of exported fish are marine species (Lubbock 

and Polunin, 1975). From 1970-1979 the export value increased 20-

fold and today aquarium fishes are within the top ten fishery 

products being exported. More than 40 companies export fish 

(Albaladejo and Corpuz, 1981). The Philippines has a reputation 

for poor quality fish because of the collection techniques 

employed which include the use of sodium cyanide and explosives 

(Dawson-Shepherd, 1977; Albaladejo and Corpuz, 1981). The average 

volume and destination of fishes exported every month is moni

tored with the assistance of the Fisheries Unit Personnel, 

•l.· 

l 
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National Export Coordinating Center (NECC). It was concluded 

that, without proper resource management, the supply of aquarium 

fishes would rapidly dwindle and extensive destruction of r~efs 

would result (Albaladejo and Corpuz, 1981). There is high mortal

ity of fishes between the time of collection and the time of 

export because of the limited experience of many people engaged 

in the industry, the collection methods used, fierce competition 

and low market prices. 

Singapore 

There is much re-export to the U. K. and other locations 

through Singapore from Thailand, Malayasia, Indonesia, Sri Lanka 

and the Philippines (Wood, 1985). 

Indian ocean 

~enya 

Kenya is the largest supplier to the U. K. in East Africa. 

Collection is strictly regulated and demand exceeds supply (Wood, 

1985). 

Sudan 

Export of native marine species for the ornamental trade is 

prohibited (Wood, 1985). 

Red Sea 

Little is exported because of strict regulations on collect

ing (Wood, 1985). 

Sri Lanka 

Between 25,000 and 30,000 boxes are exported annually
• 

containing approximately 200,000 fish and 400,000 invertebrates. 
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This is the largest exporter to the u. K. ·with 139 species 

appearing on exporters• trade lists. Many collectors believe that 

aquarium fish species are less abundant now than prior to the 

development of the aquarium trade. Fish from Sri Lanka are 

generally considered to be of a~ceptablc quality (Wood, l985j. 

There is concern for the vulnerability of certain endemic or rare 

species to overcollection. Also, nothing is known of the second

ary consequences of removing large numbers of fish or inverte

brates from an ecosystem. It has been suggested, for example, 

that population explosions of coral-eating starfish, Acanthaster 

plapci. in Sri Lanka, could have been caused by removal of fish 

that eat its larvae (Wood, 1985). 

r 
I 

(\ 
I 

I 

' 

Maldives 

Export of aquarium fish from the Maldives began in about 

1980, and by 1988 exports had doubled (Edwards, 1988). The Mal

dives is now considered to be an attractive base for this indus

try because of an international airport with direct flights to 

Europe and abundant reefs. Two business are involved with 25 

people. Holding facilities are good with central filtration, 

protein skimmer and sterilization capacity. Packaging techniques 

and practices are good. One hundred species are exported, al

though just 201 of species contribute to 701 of exports. Quality 

of fish is perceived to be good because of sound collection prac

tices. 

y 

f 

Fish are either exported directly from the Maldives or via

Sri Lanka. Collection is regulated and the tra~e carefully 
.. 

) 
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monitored (Edwards, 1988), Tnere is concern over possible con

.flicts between the collection of fish and the tourist industry, 

as well as the potential for negative environmental and ecologi

cal impacts resulting from overexploitation. No collecting is 

permitted within approximately 1000-m of tourist islands- (Wood, 

1985). Quotas of 100,000 (fish plus invertebrates) have been 

introduced to prevent expansion of the tr3de and these are 

strictly enforced (Edwards, 1988). However, it is considered to 

be difficult to select which species should be subject to export 

quota. Some species are believed to be more likely to experience 

high levels of mortality if removed from the reef and thus need 

specific protection. For example, certain butterflyfishes do not 

feed well in captivity and their mortality is high. Other species 

are rare or live in limited or specialized habitats and are 

considered to be vulnerable to overcollection (e.g. A:mphiprion 

spp.), or are important for reef health such as 'cleaners' 

(species of fish or invertebrate, commonly shrimp, that clean the 

ectoparasites from the bodies of other fishes). 

Djibouti 

The potential for developing an export trade in marine 

aquarium fishes in Djibouti was recently investigated to draft a 

preliminary management policy for the exploitation of marine 

ornamental fish. Evaluated were the nature of the resource base, 

the potential impact of collecting on the ecology of the area and 

on the artesenal fishery. If this trade were to be developed it 

would likely represent a major export. Djibouti has no national 
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product or export and relies largely on foreign aid (Barratt and 

Medley, 1990). Recommendations developed from initial assessments 

recognized that exploitation should be based on resource avail

ability and that there could be successful trade provided there 

is sufficient management and pr.otecti.on of resources from overex

ploitation. Certain species such as Amphiprionspp. were per

ceived to be particularly vulnerable to heavy exploitation 

because of easy capture and specialized habitat i.e. association 

with anemones. 

Pacific 
Australia 

Australia's principal export trade is with the U. s. A. 

where some species may be held temporarily before re-export 

(Wood, 1985), Trade to the u. K, is limited largely because of 

long travel times. The size and nature of the aquarium fish 

industry is economically and ecologically important, and is 

expanding fast. However, little information is available on 

target species involved or on acceptable collection levels 

(Whitehead et al., 1986). Collectors must have prior written 

permission from the Government to use chemicals or explosives for 

collection. Permits and licences exist depending on whether 

collection is recreational or colDl!lercial, or whether it takes 

place in zoned (protected) or unprotected areas, to ensure 

reasonable collecting, to reduce user conflict, and to conserve 

reefs (Whitehead et al., 1986), 
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Bawaii 

Hawaii is an important exporter of marine ornamental spe

cies. The fish are reputed to be of high quality and mortality is 

low because collection with chemicals and explosives is prohibit

ed (Poollen and Obara,· 1984; Wood, 1985). The trade is of econ

omic importance but considered to be of potential damage to reef 

ecosystems. Collection is prohibited in marine conservation 

areas. Collectors need permits to use nets and are required to 

maintain fish, prior to export, in reasonable health and in 

adequate holding facilities, which are periodically inspected 

(Wood, 1985). They must also submit monthly catch reports (Walsh, 

1978). Businesses are small and the collector is usually the 

exporter. More than 60 licenced collectors were involved in the 

early l980's (Randall, 1984), with an estimated total of 89 

people participating in the industry at all stages, including 

packing and shipping (Poollen and Obara, 1984). The most impor

tant single fish species exported is the yellow tang (Zebrasoma 

flavescensl followed by a number of butterflyfish, angelfish and 

other tang (acanthurids). ~ome of these species were noted to 

have declined in collections between 1976-1982 (Poollen and 

Obara, 1984) and many fish collectors recognize the need for 

management of the industry to prevent overexploitation. 

Western Atlantic 
Plorida 

Attention was focused on the aquarium trade in Florida in 

1975 (Robins, 1976) when it was recognized that information on 
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the biology and socio-economics, as well as possible user con

flicts, was needed to characterize the industry. Florida exports 

both wild-caught as well as a small proportion of tank-bred 

species (mainly anemonefish). Mandatory landings figures have 

been collected from l.989 onwards fro~ wholesalers. For April 1990 

- March 1991, approximately 200 species, or species groups, were 

reported in landings data collect.ed on trip ticket~ (Florida 

Marine Research Institute, Florida Department of Natural 

Resources (FDNR) data). Nearly two-thirds of the marine life 

fishermen live in Florida Keys (Januzzi, 1991). Because of many 

problems in the business, fishermen throughout Florida consider 

that some form of limited entry arrangement into the fishery is 

necessary (Januzzi, 1991). 

j 
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The most frequently collected species reported were inverte

brates (Condylactis gigantea - 316,000 organisms; sand dollars 

(several genera) - 211,000; various crabs - 120,000; turbinellid 

snails - 76,ooo; ~ scabra - 60,000, and substantial quantities 

of "live rock", recorded in pounds). The most frequently collect

ed fish species were angelfish, wrasses, and damselfish (Holacan

~ bernudensis - 2s,ooo; Holacanthus tricolor - 27,ooo; Poma

canthus arcuatus - 17,000; Thalassoma bifasciatum - 16,000; 

Chromis cyaneus - 14,000). Considerably more invertebrates than 

fish were reported and there is concern particularly over the 

substantial numbers of anemones and volume of "live rock" being 

taken. Collection of "live rock" is to be phased out over the 

next three years. The economic importance of aquarium fishes has 
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been reported to·be high, For example, the U, S. dollar value 

from FDNR landings statistics in 1976, prior to the recent growth 

in the industry, indicated that aquarium fishes ranked eighth in 

economic importance in Florida (following grouper and king 

mackerel), 

The taking of organisms for the aquarium trade is regul,ted 

in Florida State and Federal waters. As of January 1st, 1991, 

regulations (Chapter 46-42 - Marine Life) were in effect to 

protect and conserve Florida's tropical marine life resources and 

assure use of non-lethal methods of harvest. The taking of 

several species of vertebrate, invertebrate and plant is res

tricted, Longspine urchin, piadema antillarum cannot be harvest

ed. Some species are subject to maximum or minimum size limits. 

Bag limits or quotas are in force and there are permitting 

requirements for collection of plants and animals, or the use of 

certain collection methods. Quinaldine use requires a permit 

which allows up to a 2\ quinaldine concentration in solution in 

seawater, mixed with isopropyl alcohol or ethyl alcohol (acetone 

may not be used as a solvent). 

cura9ao 

In 1970, four licenced exporters were known to be exporting 

marine ornamental fish and invertebrates, including "live rock", 

for the aquarium trade. Data on the export of fishes and inverte

brates from cura~ao between 1972 and 1977 indicate that all fish 

were collected using quinaldine (Kruijf, 1978). After 1976 the 

taking of stony corals was prohibited. Principal species exported 
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to the u. s. and ·Europe over this period were Gramma loreto -

48,185; coodylactis giganteus - 41,530; Sabella spp. - 34,586; 

Centropyge ll9.i - 24,751; Opistogoathus aurifroos - 24,244; 

H.Qlacapthus tricolor - 14,272; Myripristis jacobus - 13,219; 

Pomacanthus paru - 10,693). Exports after 1975 declined for two 

reasons; collectors around Miami came to supply an increasingly 

large proportion of the u. s. market, and the opening of reef 

areas in Haiti produced supplie_s of organisms for the U. s. 

market at very low prices. Concern was expressed that two of the 

most commonly collected species, li• tricolor and P. ll.i!.n!, might 

require collecting limits because of their relatively low abun

dance (Kruijf, 1978). Holacanthus ciliaris - the queen angel - is 

a rare species which cannot be collected (Lubbock and Polunin, 

1975). 

i 

' 

Barbados 

This is the principal Caribbean source of aquarium trade 

£ishes to the u. K. and accounts for 2% of total u. K. imports 

(Wood, 1985). Use of quinaldine is not permitted. 

~. s. Virgin Islands 

• \ i 

Some export of marine organisms occurs. Licensing is re

quired for the export of indigenous and endangered species (Jim 

Beets, pers. comm.) and a 10% export tax is in effect. Principal 

species exported are Granuna loreto, Opistognathus aurifrons, 

angelfish species and a number of invertebrates. 

Jliapaniola 

Exports from Haiti increased in the mid 1970's (Kruijf, 
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1978). Fish prices were low and labor was cheap·~ Haiti is 

believed to be a principal shipper to the u. s. A. (Mark Derr, 

pers. comm.). Reports indicate that alcohol and quinaldine are 

used extensively to capture fish and that the resulting fish 

quality is poor. Substantial export activjty has also been 

reported to occur from the Dominican Republic although specific 

infor~ation was unavailable. 

Bahamas 

Use of bleach for fish capture has been reported from the 

Bahamas (Hess and Stevely, no date). 

Puerto Rico 

Export of organisms for the aquarium trade began in about 

1970. In the early l970's, Lubbock and Polunin found Puerto Rico 

listing 49 species available for export (Lubbock and Polunin, 

1975). In 1983, ,Puerto Rico supplied 0,1% of total u. K. imports, 

representing approximately 123,000 kg in weight. The u. s. is the 

principal import market. Until recently the number of collec

tor/exporters has been small but over the last 2-3 years there 

has been an increase in collecting and export activity on the 

Island. Possible reasons for this are the excellent air transport 

facilities, the increased restrictions on Florida-based collec

tors, and increased demand for marine aquariWII organisms in 

general. Listings of exported species are provided to Puerto 

Rico's Department of Natural Resources personnel at the Luis 

Muftoz Marin airport where shipments must be inspected. summaries 

of these data are not compiled. The aquarium fish trade is not 
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.specifically regulated, although collection of a_ number of marine 

species (e.g. lobster with carapace length less than 3.5" and 

removal of corals including sea fan/gorgonian) is prohibited, as 

is the use of poisonous substances in Puerto Rico waters (regu

lated under Law No. 83, May 13, 1936, known as the "Ley de 

Pesca", and amendments), and the taking of "live rock" (Law No. 

1,2, June 25, 1968, amended). The treatment of animals maintained 

in captivity is also regulated (Ley, 67 May, 1973, known as the 

"Ley para Protecci6n de Animales 11
). Exporters do not have to be 

licenced and collectors are not legally recognized as commercial 

fishermen. 
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THE MARINE AQUARIUM TRADE IN PUERTO RICO (1990-1991) 

Collection of Data 

Information on the aquarium trade in Puerto Rico was ob

tained from conversations with knowledgeable contacts both within 

and outside the aquarium trade in Puerto Rico and in Florida, as 

well as officials of the Florida and Puerto Rico Departments of 

Natural Resources. All individuals known to be active in the 

export trade for a number of years were either visited at their 

business facilities or interviewed by telephone. Information was 

summarized on species, or species complexes, indicated on company 

trade lists as available in Puerto Rico, species, or species 

complexes, actually exported (by number of organisms), and 

numbers of boxes of organisms imported and exported per month, 

for 1990-1991. Export information was obtained from export 

packing lists of individual shipments (shipping lists) from a 
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total of 92 (species composition of exports data) and 81 (boxes 

exported data) shipping lists, respectively (ll shipping lists 

had species composition data but did not show numbers of boxes 

exported). The shipping lists utilized do not constitute a random 

subset of 'all island exporters as some, no~ necessarily the 

biggest shippers, are more frequently represented than others. 

Collectors/Exporters 

Most collectors are exporters, although some collectors also 

sell their catch to an exporting middleman, or, less frequently, 

to Island pet shops. There are at least 6 export businesses on 

the Island. These are based in western and southern Puerto Rico 

and also out of San Juan. Three of these businesses have been 

established in the export trade for a number of years, others are 

relatively recent: several collectors started by selling locally 

and then later began to export. One recently established business 

is reportedly initiating a breeding program for Indo-West Pacific 

anemonefish (clownfish). Combined, the businesses depend on about 

40 regular collectors working on a full- or part-time basis, with 

additional individuals collecting on a more casual basis. I would 

estimate that less than 100 people are involved in all phases of 

the aquarium trade, from collectors and their assistants, to 

biologists, packers and shippers. Most exporters depend for the 

majority of their income on the export trade, but often have 

other mearis of income outside of the aquarium industry. 

Methods used for the Harvest of Marine organisms 

Major collectors have their own boats, diving and collecting 
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gear. Boats are in the order of 7 min length. Collecting trips 

may be made 7 days a week if weather permits and demand is high, 

otherwise collecting trips may be made 3-4 days weekly. Demand 

tends to be highest in the winter and lowest in the summer months 

(Wood, 1985; pe,:-s. corn:m.). Coll~ctors visit specific colJ.ecti"lg 

areas depending on species being sought and indicate that they 

are careful to rotate the area of collection to avoid fishing too 

heavily in any one location. Collection is predominantly by 

SCUBA, generally down to 20 m but occasionally to 40 m for 

certain species. Mask and snorkel are cornmonly used in shallow

water areas. { . 
• 

Collection is by net (barrier, gill, drop or cast, and hand 

or dip nets), fish trap (l/4 - 1/2 11 mesh, and specialized traps -

for example to catch Gramma loreto), chemicals such as 'Quinal

dine', and slurp gun (not cornmon). cast nets are small circular 

nets with weights attached along the outer edge, and hand or dip 

nets are generally comprised of 1/8" monofilament mesh and may 

incorporate plastic panels. There are also reports that bleach, 

formalin and gasoline have been used on occasion, especially in 

the area of La Parguera. Quinaldine (2-methyl-quinoline) is mixed 

with isopropyl or ethyl alcohol or acetone, diluted with seawater 

and dispensed from bags, small plastic bottles or pressure 

sprayers. It is derived from coal tar and used in the manufacture 

cf dyes and explosives (Hess and Stevely, no date). There is 

considerable debate regarding the short- and long-term effects of 

this chemical on fishes and invertebrates, although it is clear 
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that it is toxic to certain species (see below). Many wholesalers 

are reluctant or refuse to purchase fish collected with quinal

dine because they believe that mortality rates are higher than 

with net-caught fishes. Some collectors interviewed indicated_ 

that quinaldine-caught fish may be detected visually by damage to 

gills which come to look "burned" or pinker than the gills of 

fish not exposed to this chemical. Many locations prohibit the 

unpermitted use of quinaldine because of its perceived detrimen

tal effects on marine organisms (e.g. Hawaii and Florida). 

Areas Collected 

Collection areas are north and south of the Rinc6n penin

sula, Punta Arenas in Cabo Rojo (for sea mat - Zoanthus), and 

along the northwest coast to Arecibo for certain species such as 

angelfish and blennies (Fig. 1). The island of Oesecheo 20 km 

west of Rinc6n is especially suitable for yellowhead jawfish 

<Opistognathus aurifrons), royal gral!1llla (Grarnrna loretol and pygmy 

angelfish (Centropyge ll.Sil, Collecting is also carried out 

extensively around the reefs and mangrove islands of La Parguera, 

especially for invertebrates and queen angelfish, as well as 

southeast of Ponce, especially off the island of Caja de Muertos, 

a km offshore, for angelfish and triggerfish, and between Ponce 

and Salinas. No collection sites could be confirmed off eastern 

Puerto Rico although collection has recently been proposed for 

Fajardo and Isla Cabra, and has been reported to occur sporadi

cally in Culebra • 
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Species collected 

Species composition, as determined from trade lists and 

exporters' shipping lists, of 5 different shippers between 1990 

and 1991, is shown in Table l. A total of 155 species (plus a few 

"miscP.ll11neous 11 invertebrate species which could not be identi

fied to genus), or species groups, appearEd on traders• lists, as 

available in Puerto Rico, 104 fish species and 51 (+ miscel

laneous) invertebrates. Of these, 83 fish species and 23 (+ 

miscellaneous) invertebrates were noted as exported. Examination 

of a subsample of 92 shipping lists from 4 different shippers 

indicated that 6 species, or families, made up 70% of the. total 

fish export: Gramma loreto; Opistognathus aurifrons; Holacanthus 

tricolor; Pornacanthus ~; Balistes vetula, and assorted blen

nies. Principal fish families exported were Grammidae, Opisto

gnathidae, Pomacanthidae, Chaetodontidae, Pomacentridae, Holo

centridae, Blenniidae, Labridae, and Balistidae. Individuals are 

taken between 3.5 - 13 cm depending on the species. 

A wide variety of invertebrates was exported, in particular 

anemones, shrimps, crabs, flame scallop, and various echinoderms, 

e.g. brittlestars. There were difficulties in identifying to 

species a variety of species. Often, common names were used which 

are not species-specific or names of species not present in 

Puerto Rico, or even in tropical waters, were applied. Several 

species were listed as available on company trade lists (although 

not recorded as shipped) the taking of which is not permitted

(e.g. lobster, gorgonian/sea fan). Removal of ~ertain species -

{'', 
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would require removal of substrate and hence come under the 

definition of "live rock" (e.g. Ricordea floridal. I believe.that 

the volume of invertebrates exported is grossly under-represented 

in shipping lists. It has been reported, for example, that in a 

single day collectors take many hundrads of anemones from La 
Parguera. 

Handling and Shipping of Marine organisms 

Animals are taken to holding facilities and generally 

retained for a few days prior to packing and export. Facilities 

vary from a small number of plastic "paddling pools" fed by a 

simple flow-through water system, to a series of glass and 

concrete tanks, under-gravel and ultra-violet filters, and 

protein skirn?ners. On several occasions I observed small numbers 

of unhealthy fish (pale in color, fins torn, listless) in holding 

facilities. Some collectors report that fish considered to be in 

less than good health are returned to the sea. 

For shipping, animals are packed in single or double plastic 

bags. These are filled with oxygen by some shippers, and the bags 

closed and placed in boxes.for shipping. Boxes vary in dimension 

from 30 x 43 x 43 cm (12 x 17 x 17") to 53 x 53 x 53 cm (21 x 21 

x 21") and may or may not be lined with insulating material for 

stabilization of temperature, depending on shipper, destination 

and season. The majority of marine organisms is currently shipped 

out of San Juan (Luis Mufioz Marin airport) to the east and west 

coasts of the U.S. A,, Canada, and to Europe, particularly to 

the u. K. and Germany. However, some export also occurs out of 
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Aguadilla, and reportedly on occasion through the postal system 

(Federal Express) and United Parcel Service (U.P.S,). 

Listings of exported species are provided to Department of 

Natural Resources personnel at the Luis Mu~oz Marin airport where 

shipments are inspected. Shipments must also be checked by the U. 

s. Division of Fish and Wildlife, who charge a $25 inspection 

fee, if for export outside u. s. territory 

Estimates of mortality from the time of capture to the time 

of export reportedly varies between 10% and 20% depending on 

capture and handling methods, the level of skill of collectors 

and conditions of holding facilities. This estimate of mortality 

is high compared to mortality rates reported for net-caught fish 

in Hawaii (Poollen and Obara, 1984) and relative to the most 

commonly cited level in the industry of 10% (Wood, 1985). Some 

fish importers consider that mortality rates of more than a few 

percent are unacceptable (pers. comm. Richard Sankey). 

!< ) 

r .Estimated Export/Import Volume (1990-1991) ' 

From the shipping lists, it was determined that an average 

shipment of fish and invertebrates comprised 12 boxes (range 2 -

29) and that each box on average contained 31 organisms (range 7 

- 100, depending on the species involved and their size). It was 

estimated from interviews with exporters that an average of at 

least 9 shipments a week leave Puerto Rico. This provides a 

monthly estimate of 432 boxes exported per month (9 x 12 x 4), 

and 5184 boxes per year, containing an annual total of_l60,704 

organisms (9 x 12 x 4 x 12 x 31). This does not include u. s. 
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mail or u. P. s. shipments. Exporters vary in the number of 

shipments from 1-3 per week. Boxes were estimated to weigh 

between 8-14 kg, if not containing coral or "live rock". To put 

into perspective the current volume involved in this trade, the 
. . . . 

estimated mmber of organisms exported is approximately equiva-

lent to the total number of grouper reported landed annually by 

the comA:-cial fishery of Puerto Rico (Fisheries Research Labora

tory, PRDNR, unpubl. data). Grouper are among the most frequently 

landed fish categories on the Island. 

The number of boxes exported appearing in Department of 

Natural Resources records (2448 for 10 months) (Table 2) is 

clearly a gross underestimate of true exports. This conclusion is 

supported in part by reports of zero boxes in June, July and 

August, 1991, during which months export shipments were made 

according to int"erviews with collectors/exporters. Furthermore, 

Department figures did not include shipments out of the Aguadilla 

airport where airport inspection activity is reported to be 

minimal. Substantial imports of marine organisms were also noted 

(Table 2). 

SPECIES DESCRIPTIONS OF COMMONI,YEXPLOITEDKARIN! ORGANISMS 

Fish Species 

For the majority of species exploited, there is little life 

history information available. Only data on the most commonly 

exported species, as determined from shipping lists, are summa

rized. However, other species of importance for the in~ustry are 

damselfish, such as blue chromis, Chromis cyanea, the pygmy 
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angelfish, centropyge llSLi, and a number of aquirrelfish species 

and blennies, in particular the red-lipped blenny, Qphioblennius 

atlanticus. 

Grarnma loreto - royal gramma, fairy basslet (Grammidae) 

A violet/yellow colored fish commonly found in groups of 2-3 

to dozens or more in clear waters down to about 60 m although 

generally in shallower water (Bohlke and Chaplin, ~968; Randall, 

1983). Its range extends from Bermuda and the Bahamas throughout 

the Antilles to islands off Venezuela. It is apparently absent 

from Florida (Bohlke and Chaplin, 1968). It is found in high 

vertical relief habitat, in caves and under ledges in restricted 

home ranges where residency hds been reported up to 76 weeks 

(Luckhurst and Luckhurst, 1978). It is mainly planktivorous 

(Luckhurst and Luckhurst, 1978), although it has been reported to 

feed on the ectoparasites of other fish (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1955). 

It attains just over 8 cm in total length and shows little sexual 

dimorphism other than a somewhat larger male mean size (Thresher, 

1984). Reproduction in Puerto Rico occurs between January and 

June (Amador, 1982), and in Cura9ao recruitment was noted through 

much of the year, with peaks in September and May (Luckhurst and 

Luckhurst, 1978). Information on the biology of this species is 

scattered and fragmented and there is some debate over its sexual 

pattern, which has been proposed to be hermaphroditic (Carsten 

and Carsten, 1974). This is considered to be a common western 

Atlantic species (Randall, 1983). It is captured predominantly 

using quinaldine with which 300-500 individuals may be captured I . 
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in a day, Occasionally a specially designed hand trap may be used 

but catch rates are reported to be substantially lower than with 

quinaldine. Several aggregations of this species were monitored 

after partial or total removal (Kruijf, 1978). Replacement 

occurred within 1-4 weeks and was dependent on levels of recruit

ment into the area. 

Holacanthus tricolor - rock beauty (Pomacanthidae) 

A pomacanthid (angelfish) _found in the western Atlantic from 

Georgia, Bermuda and the Bahamas to Brazil and in the Gulf of 

Mexico (B6hlke and Chaplin, 1968; Randall, 1983). It occurs to 

depths of approximately 10 m and forages solitarily during the 

day, feeding on algae and sponges, and occasionally ascidians, 

fish eggs, gorgonians and zooantharians (Neudecker and Lobel, 

1982), It has been reported to attain 34 Cl!I in length (Munro,. 

1983), although it is not generally of value to the aquariUlll 

trade at lengths greater than 13 cm. The young up to about 2,5 cm 

are yellow in color with a black spot on the upper side of the 

body posterior to the mid-point. This spot later grows to become 

the large dark area covering most of the body, and dorsal and 

anal fins (Randall, 1983), Juveniles may feed on the cutaneous 

mucus of larger cave-dwelling fishes (Thresher, 1984). Spawning 

has been observed at dusk in triplets or small groups of one male 

and several females, throughout much of the year (Moyer et al., 

1983; Munro, 1983). The smallest mature female was recorded at 10 

cm total length (Munro, 1983), and the eggs are plankt9nic. 

Individuals are relatively sedentary. Females-have overlapping 
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home ranges and males defend large territories with a mean area 

of approximately 1,000 m2 which encompass a nWllber of female home 

ranges {Hourigan and Kelley, 1985). The sexual pattern of this 

species is unclear and protogynous hermaphroditism has been 

proposed {Hourigan and Kelley, 1985). The species is sexually 

monomorphic. Rock beauty are caught using large hand nets, and 

with quinaldine. 

Holacanthus ciliaris - queen angelfish {Pomacanthidae) 

This angelfish is colored blue/green and yellow. There is no 

sexual dichromatism. It is distributed in the tropical western 

Atlantic from the Gulf coast of Florida and the southern Gulf of 

Mexico, through the Bahamas down to Brazil (Bohlke and Chaplin, 

1968; Randall, 1983). It has been collected to a maximum length 

of 43 cm (Randall, 1983), and is often found in triplets or small 

groups (Thresher, 1984). Ripe fish have been reported in all 

months of the year except November and December (Munro et al., 

1983). Individuals tend to stay in the same general area 

(Randall, 1962). This species is taken with nets and quinaldine. 

Its capture is banned in CUra9ao because of its rarity (Lubbock 

and Polunin, 1975). 
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Pomacanthus nn - french angelfish (Pomacanthidae) 

The adults of this species are grey and the juveniles are 

black with vertical yellow bands. Juveniles are known to pick the 

skin of various fish species and have been observed cleaning the 

teeth of large needlefish (Bohlke and Chaplin, 1968). ;tis 

distributed in the western Atlantic from the Bahamas and Florida 

l'"i 
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to Brazil. Ripe individuals were collected from·.May to November 

in Jamaica (Munro, 1983). French angelfish have been reported to 

reach 41 cm (Randall, 1983), although only individuals up to 

about 13 cm are used for the aquarium trade. They are taken with 

hand nets and quinaldine. 

Bodianus rufus - spanish hogfish (Labridae) 
~ 

A red/violet/yellow fish with a black spot on the anterior 

portion of the spinous dorsal fin. It is recorded in the western 

Atlantic from Bermuda, the Bahamas and Florida to Brazil, includ

ing the Gulf of Mexico, the coast of Central America and Vene

zuela (Bohlke and Chaplin, 1968; Randall, 1983). This is a reef

assocjated species found down to about 40 m. The young pick 

parasites from larger fishes. Individuals have been reported to 

reach about 40 cm (Randall, 1983) and feed on crabs, sea urchins, 

brittlestars and mollusks. The social structure is characterized 

by stable dominance hierarchies that are linearly organized 

according to sex and relative size. Males are generally larger 

and dominate groups of up to 12 females in permanent territories 

(Hoffman, 1985). Females mature at about 10 cm and spawning 

occurs daily at sunset through much of the year. Eggs are plank

tonic and the species is protogynous (Hoffman, 1985). Individuals 

are predominantly caught by hand net and quinaldine. 

Thalassoma bifasciatum - bluehead wrasse (Labridae) 

This is one of the most abundant West Indian reef fishes and 

is distributed from Bermuda and the Bahamas, southern Florida, 

southern Gulf of Mexico, throughout the Caribbean Sea to the 
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.islands of the north coast of South and Centi:al ·.Alllerica (Bohlke 

and Chaplin, 1968; Randall, 1983). The species has several 

different color phases, exhibiting marked sexual dichromatism, 

and its name derives from the largest phase, that of the adult 
. . 

1t1ale. It feeds on sma.11 henthic animals and zooplankton, anc! the 

juveniles feed on the ectoparasites of other fishes (Randall, 

l9SJ). It spawns through much of the year in pairs·or groups at 

about midday, is• a diandric protogynous hermaphrodite, and 

produces planktonic eggs (Thresher, 1984). Some males defend 

territories and females have home-ranges. It is reported to reach 

about 15 cm (Randall, 1983). Only blueheads are caught for the 

aquarium trade in Puerto Rico resulting in diff~rential male 

removal from exploited populations. Individuals are generally 

taken by hand nets to which they are attracted by bait such as 

crushed sea urchin. 
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Halichoeres radiatus - puddingwife wrasse (Labridae) 

The puddingwife wrasse is known from Bermuda and North 

Carolina to Brazil (Bohlke and Chaplin, 1969), and is recorded to 

reach a length of 46 cm (Randall, 1983). It is found in areas of 

coral cover where individuals are often seen singly, and is 

somewhat secretive. The species exhibits sexual dichromatism and 

is reported to be hermaphroditic. The smallest mature female 

recorded was 16 cm in standard length (Warner and Robertson, 

1978). 
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Qpistognathus aurifrons - yellowhead jawfish (Opistognathidae) 

A yellow/white colored jawfish which is found in the 
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Florida Xeys and throughout the West Indies (Randall, 1983). It 

usually lives in sandy areas in vertical burrows lined with small 

stones or shell fragments above which it is most commonly seen to 

hover as it feeds on zooplankton (Randall, 1983; Thresher, 1984). 

It occurs in relatively shallow water and attains a length of 

about 10 cm (Randall, 1983). Its abundance has been reported to 

vary seasonally and it is often found in large groupings (Xruijf, 

1978). Spawning occurs in the burrow and males incubate eggs in 

their mouth. Eggs hatch within 7-10 days and settlement occurs at 

about 10-15 mm (Thresher, 1984). The species is sexually monomor

phic and is a popular aquarium fish (Thresher, 1984}. It is 

caught predominantly by using quinaldine, although this ~pecies 

is reported to be particularly sensitive to quinaldine and is 

easily killed by overdosing (Colin, 1975). 

Balistes vetula - queen triggerfish (Balistidae) 

Distributed from Massachusetts to Brazil, this is a common 

species on reef or rocky areas, but ventures to adjacent sand 

rubble or seagrass areas (Randall, 1983), Adults are solitary 

diurnal feeders on a great.variety of invertebrates but particu

larly on sea urchins, such as Diadema (Randall, 1983). It may 

also be found in schools and has been reported to occur down to 

100 m (Munro, 1983), although smaller individuals are generally 

found in shallow water. The queen triggerfish is reported to 

attain a fork length of 57 cm (Randall, 1983) and to mature 

sexually at about 17 cm (Munro, 1983). Ripe individuals have been 

collected between January and August in Puerto Rico (Erdman, 
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1976). This species is commercially exploited and rated·number 16 

of the 33 most economically-important fish groups in Puerto Rico 

in 1990 (Matos and Sadovy, 1991). Individuals are taken with 

quinaldine at about 5 - 7 cm length - only juveniles of this 

species are apparently exploited for the aquarium trade. 

(' 

' 

Invertebrate Species 

A wide range of invertebrate species are taken; in particu

lar brittlestars, cleaner shrimps, flame scallops and anemones 

(Table 1). Reports indicate that several hundred individuals of 

the anemone Condylactis may be taken in a single day from La 

Parguera, a location particularly popular for collection of 

invertebrate species. A number of species reported as being 

available on traders' lists are in reality what should most 

·accurately be described as "live rock". For example, Ricordea 

florida must be removed with its rocky substrate and is consi-

dered one type of "live rock" in Florida. Certain species such as 

the flame scallop, some feather dusters and the christmas tree 

worm are typically removed with accompanying substrate and should 

likewise be considered "live rock". Collection of brittlestars 

and some tube worms may necessitate the lifting or displacement 

of rock or coral substrate. Some organisms are extracted individ

ually from sandy substrates. Cleaner shrimp are removed from host 

anemones. The effect of the removal of cleaners (fish or shrimp 

species) on the general health of reef fish is unknown. The long

and short- term effects of using quinaldine both on individuals 

captured, or impacted when other species are being taken, or on 

r· 
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associated habitat at time of capture are not clear. However, its 

effect is clearly toxic in some cases. This chemical has been 

shown to cause no damage to certain scleractinian corals during 

preliminary studies but was found to have a detrimental effect on 

two coral species, Agaricia agaricites and Meandrina meandrites 

(Jaap and Wheaton, 1975). Jellyfish may be killed instantly by 

quinaldine (Ireland and Robertson, 1974), and crustaceans and 

cephalopods showed signs of irritation at quinaldine concentra

tions used to anesthetize fishes, although it is unclear if it 

was the alcohol associated with the quinaldine or the quinaldine 

which causes the reaction (Hess and Stevely, no date). This 

chemical has also been shown to induce significant histopatholog

ical changes in the thyroids of mice, and thyroid abnormalities 

have also been encountered in people exposed to quinaldine (Dr. 

F. Khafagi, Director of Nuclear Medicine, Royal Brisbane Hospi

tal, Herston, Brisbane, 4029, Australia). 

BIOLOGICALAND SOCIO-ECONOMICDATA HEEDS 

In order to monitor and evaluate the volume, nature and 

potential impact of the matine aquarium trade in Puerto Rico, 

information is needed, on an annual basis, on the number of 

individuals collecting and exporting organisms, the numbers and 

types of animals collected and exported, and the extent of trade 

in aquarium organisms within Puerto Rico i.e. non-export trade. 

Also, some means of measuring catch per unit effort (perhaps on a 

per trip basis) should be established. -
Species identification of a number of invertebrate organisms 
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needs clarification by direct examination of specimens, if 

possible, and the principal collection areas should be assessed 

regarding their significance, if any, as critical habitats. The 

capture methods employed need to be evaluated to ascertain to 

what extent these may impact detrimentally ei~her targeted or 

non-targeted species and associated habitat. In particular, the 

short- and long-term impact of using quinaldine to collect 

vertebrate and invertebrate species must be addressed if limited 

use of this chemical is to be permitted. 

r 

The potential for user conflict between aquarium industry 

collectors, colllll\ercial fishermen and the tourist/recreational 

industry needs evaluation. Stock analyses of species exploited by 

more than one user group (such as the queen triggerfish, Balistes 

vetula) should be made to determine the combined impact of 

removal of individuals at distinct life history phases, by 

different user groups, on the overall condition of the stock. The 

impact of collection activities on areas progralllll\ed for tourist 

development, such as Caja de Muertos, should be evaluated. 

( 
I 
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I 
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Biological data on the life history of principal species 

exploited is inadequate, particularly with respect to reproduc

tive biology, and special habitat requirements, vulnerability to 

collecting methods, if any, and abundance on a local and island

wide level. Assessment of commonly collected organisms regarding 

their suitability as aquarium species would enable formulation of 

recommendations concerning species considered appropriate for

exploitation by the industry. For example, if _mortality in 
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.aquaria is high (such as determined for certain butterflyfishes, 

see above), exploitation for the aquarium industry should be 

discouraged. It is necessary to assess the holding and shipping 

techniques utilized by collector/ exporters to ensure that 

mortality is minimized, the animals treated humanely, and hence 

that best use is made of exploited resources. 

The time required for recolonization of an area following 

heavy collection should be assessed. For example, areas heavily 

collected in the Bahamas using rotenone and subsequently moni

tored were found to exhibit disturbances in population balance 

for at least 4 months following collection. Between 4-9 months 

were required to re-establish the pre-collection population 

equilibrium (Smith, 1973). The time required for recolonization 

by Gramma loreto was found to be dependent upon availability of 

recruits (Kruijf, 1978). A study by Taylor and Nolan carried out 

over 2.5 years in Hawaii on the 5 most frequently exploited fish 

species indicated that more heavily collected areas did not show 

greater reductions when compared to non-collected areas but did 

indicate population fluctuations in certain species for both 

collected and uncollected areas (Taylor and Nolan, 1978). Popula

tions of heavily fished species (e.g. royal gramma, yellowhead 

jawfish, angelfish species, and a number of invertebrates) should 

be monitored to determine the impact of heavy collection, and how 

this may vary seasonally. Recommendations regarding appropriate 

periods for collection, or for protection of collected.areas or 

species, based on biological knowledge of population responses to 
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collection, could be made to reduce the possibility of over

exploitation. 

MANAGEMENTOPTIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Collectors and exporters of marine organisms for the aquarium 

trade should be licenced to collect. 3nd export ma~ine organi~ms, 

and the number of licences limited according to availability and 

suitability for exploitation of fish and invertebrate resources. 

To prevent further expansion of the industry until the necessary 

studies and evaluations are available, licences could be re

stricted to those individuals who can clearly demonstrate current 

and substantial activity in the industry in Puerto Rico. Licence 

applications should include socio-economic details of applicants, 

2. Licenced collectors/exporters should be required to submit 

,monthly reports on numbers of each species captured, as well as 

exported or sold in Puerto Rico, and location and method of cap

ture. Listings should include both common and latin names. 

3. Holding facilities and packing materials and techniques used 

for shipment should meet certain specified standards to minimize 

mortality and to ensure the good health and welfare of live 

organisms. Exporters should demonstrate knowledge of Commonwealth 

and Federal laws pertaining to the capture, treatment and ship-

ping of marine organisms. 

1• 

4. The use of quinaldine to capture fishes should be unequi

vocally prohibited on the basis of its proven toxicity to certain 

fish and coral species, pending further study of its effects, if 

this should be determined as necessary. The use of any other 
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capture method determined to be damaging to organisms harvested, 

or to the coral reef environment, should be prohibited, or 

carefully regulated. 

5. Inspections of export shipments ~hould be thorough a~d made on 

all shipments from both San Juan and Ag,~adilla (er others as 

necessary) airports, or any other shipment points. Inspectors 

need to be trained to recognize marine species of.fish and 

invertebrates. Any box weighing over approximately 14 kg should 

be carefully inspected for coral or "live rock". Shipment weights 

should be noted, and monthly figures showing export volume (by 

number of boxes and by weight should be made available in summa

rized form. 

6. Consideration should be given to the possibility of introduc

ing annual quotas for the capture of certain vulnerable or 

uncommon species (possible candidates are sea horses and swiss

guard basslets), species which do not survive well in captivity, 

or species which may be of particular importance to the reef 

ecosystem, such as fish and invertebrates which clean ecto

parasites off other species. Global annual catch quotas, in 

addition to limited entry (item l), should be introduced to 

prevent expansion of collection a~tivity while the resource base 

and other biological questions are being assessed. 

7. Consideration should be given to the imposition of size limits 

(minimum and/or maximum) to protect life history phases deemed to 

be particularly vulnerable to overexploitation. 

a. A summary of laws which relate to all phases of the collec-
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tion, handling, maintenance, and sale and export of organisms. for 

the aquarium trade should be developed and pertinent regulations 

clarified and communicated to the industry. 

9. Collectors and exporters of marine organisms marketed for the 
. . 

aquarium trade should be encouraged to participate fully in.the 

development of a management policy for the fishery. 
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TABLE l: 

Fish and invertebrate species, or species groups, exported from 
Puerto Rico, or indicated on company trade lists available for 
export, according to trade lists and shipping lists for 1990/l 

FISHES: 

Elasmobranchs 
Gv:mnothgraxmiliaris 
Gv:mnothoraxtunebris 
Myrichthys oculatus 
Echidna catenata 
Muraenids 
Plectrypops retrospinis 
Holocentrus ascensionis 
Myripristis jacobus
Holocentrids 
Apogon maculatus 
Astrapogon stellatus 
Priacanthus arenatus 
Priacanthus cruentatus 
Chromis cyanea 
Chromis insolatus 
Abudefduf saxatilis 
stegastes partitus
stegastes leucostictus 
stegastes planitrons
stegastes dorsopunicans
Microspathodon chrysurus 
Pomacentrids 
Thalassoma bitasciatum 
c1epticus parrae
Halichoeres cyanocephalus 
Halichoeres radiatus 
Halichoeres maculipinna 
Halichoeres garnoti 
xvrichtys splendens
Bodianus rufus 
Labrids 
sparisoma chrysopterum 
scarus taeniopterus
Scarids · 
centropyge usi 
Pomacanthuspm
Pomacanthusarcuatus 
Holacanthus ciliaris 
Holacanthus tricolor 
Pomacanth ids 
Chaetodon capistratus 
chaetodon ocellatus 
Chaetodon striatus 

SRlvU<:S, S~ATES, RAYS 
GOLDENTAILMORAY 44 
GREEN MORAY 
GOLDSPOTTEDSNAKE EEL 4 
CHAIN MORAY 
MORAY"EELS" 8 
CARDINAL SOLDIER 183 
LONGJAWSQUIRRELFISH 5 
BLACKBARSOLDIERFISH 242 
SQUIRRELFISH 3 
FLAME/FISH/CARDINAL 98 
CONCHFISH l 
BIGEYE 24 
GLASSEYE 26 
BLUE CHROMIS 439 
SUNSHINE DAMSELFISH 20 
SERGEANTMAJOR 12 
BICOLOR DAMSELFISH 
BEAUGREGORY 49 
YELLOWDAMSELFISH 20 
DUSKY DAMSELFISH 
YELLOWTAIL/JEWELDAMSEL 299 
DAMSELFISH 8 
BLUEHEADWRASSE 612 
CREOLE WRASSE 43 
LIGHTNING WRASSE 20 
PUDDINGWIFE 587 
CLOWNWRASSE 34 
YELLOWHEAD/NEONWRASSE 122 
RAZORFISH/GREENWRASSE 26 
SPANISH HOGFISH 462 
WRASSES 
REDTAIL PARROTFISH 
PRINCESS PARROTFISH 
PARROTFISH 20 
PYGMYANGELFISH 345 
FRENCH ANGELFISH 882 
GRAY ANGELFISH 7 
QUEEN ANGELFISH 114 
ROCK BEAUTY 1552 
ANGELFISH 7 
4-EYE BUTTERFLYFISH 133 
SPOTFIN BUTTERFLYFISH 
BANDED BUTTERFLYFISH 338 
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FISHES continued: 

chaetodon aculeatus 
Chaetodontids 
Grammaloreto 
serranus tabacarius 
serranus tigrinus 
serranus annularis 
serranus baldwini 

LONGSNOUT/NOSEBUTTERFLY 111 
BUTTERFLYFISH 98 
ROYAL GRAMMA 11124 
TOBACCOFISH 57 
HARLEQUINBASS 76 
ORANGEBACK BASS l
LANTERN BASS 13 

serranus tortugarum
Serranids 
Liopropoma rubre 
H\rpoplectrus nigricans 
Hypoplectrus indigo 
Hypoplectrus unicolor 
Hypoplectrus puella
Hypoplectrus guttayarius 
Hypoplectrus gummigutta 
Hypoplectrus aberrans 
Serranids 
Paranthias furcifer 
Epinephelus fulyus 
Epinephelus guttatus 
Ser-ranids 

CHALK BASS 54 
BASSES 14 
SWISSGUARDBASSLET 6 
BLACK HAMLET 
INDIGO HAMLET 
BUTTER HAMLET 
BARRED HAMLET 
SHY HAMLET l 
GOLDEN HAMLET 
YELLOWBELLIEDHAMLET 
HAMLETS 12 
CREOLE FISH/ANTHIAS 135 
CONEY/GOLDCONEY 53 
RED HIND 12 
GROUPER 47 

Rypticus saponaceus 
Eguetus punctatus 
Eguetus lanceolatus 
Paregues acuminatus 
Chaetodipterus faber 
Amblycirrhitus pinos 
Anisotremus yirginicus 
Qphioblennius atlanticus 
Blenniids 
Gobiosomaspp.
ouisguilius hipoliti
Gobiids 

SOAPFISH l 
SPOTTED DRUM 21 
JACKKNIFE FISH 22 
CUBBYU/HIGH-HAT 205 
SPADEFISH 6 
REDSPOTTEDHAWKFISH 31 
PORKFISH 17 
REDLIP BLENNY 451 
BLENNIES 948 
NEON GOBY 
RUSTY GOBY 
GOBIES 

Qpistognathus aurifrons 
Qpistognathus whitehurstii 
Scorpaenids
Bothus lunatus 

YELLOWHEAD JAWFISH 2631
DUSKY JAWFISH 126 
SCORPIONFISH (STONEFISH) 8 
PEACOCK FLOUNDER 
FLOUNDER 23 

smphurus arawak 
Dactylopterus volitans 
Hippocampusapp.
Sygnathida
Acanthurus coeruleus 
Acanthurus chirurgus 
Balistes vetula 
xanthichthys ringens 

canthidennes sufflamen 
Melichthys niger 

CARIBBEANTONGUEFISH 
FLYING GURNARD/SEA ROBIN 437 
SEA HORSE 24 
PIPEFISH 3 
BLUE/YELLOWTANG 367 
SURGEONTANG/DOCTORFISH 50 
QUEEN TRIGGERFISH 920 
SARGASSUM/REDTAIL 

TRIGGERFISH 74 
OCEAN TRIGGERFISH l 
BLACK TRIGGERFISH 76 
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FISHES continued: 

Aluterus scriptus 
cantherhines macrocerus 
Monacanthids 

SCRAWLED FILEFISH 
WHITESPOTTED FILEFISH 
FILEFISH 

22
28 

Lactophrys. Acanthostracion 
canthigaster rostrata 
Piodon hystrix 
Antennarius spp. 
Qgcocephalus spp. 
svnodus internedius 
Mullids 
Aulostomids 

TRUNKFISH, COWFISH 
SHARPNOSE PUFFER 
PORCUPINEFISH 
FROGFISH 
BATFISH 
LIZARDFISH 
GOATFISH. 
TRUMPETFISH 

36 
2 

70 
6 
l 
9 

60 

INVERTEBRATES: 

Haliclona spp. ORANGE TREE SPONGE 45 
RED SPONGE 146 
ELEPHANT EAR SPONGE 50 

Tupastrea aurea 
condylactis
Bartolomea annulata 

GORGONIANS/SEA FANS 
ORANGE POLYP (CORAL) 
CLUSTER ANEMONE/PINKTIP 382 
CUR.LIQUE ANEMONE 150 
COLONY ANEMONE 45 

stoichactis helianthus 
Ricordea florida 

CARPET ANEMONE 105 
GREEN ANEMONE 

Phvmanthus crucifer ROCK ANEMONE 10 
Heteractis lucida 
Aiptasia tagetes
Zoanthus spp. 
sabellastarte magnifica
Sabellastarte spp.
Spirobranchus giganteus 
Panulirus argus
Periclimenes spp. 
Stenopus hispidus 
stenopus scutellatus 
Alpheus armatus 
Lysmata •PP• 

Dl.9J' amboinensis 
Pseudosguilla
Other hermits 

STINGING ANEMONE 
ANEMONE 
ORANGE TUNICATE(?)/SEA MAT 
SOLO FEATHER DUSTER 75 
COLONIAL/CLUSTER OUSTER 61 
CHRISTMAS TREE WORM 
SPINY LOBSTER 
ANEMONE SHRIMP 
RED-BANDED CORAL SHRIMP 102 
GOLD SHRIMP 2 
PISTOL SHRIMP 162 
PEPPERMINT SHRIMP/ 

SCARLET/LADY 15 
BUMBLEBEE SHRIMP 
MANTIS SHRIMP 

10 
Paguristes cadenati 
Mithrax sculptus 
Percnon gibbesi 

stenorhynchus seticornis 
Mithrax cinctimanus 

RED LEG HERMIT 
GREEN/EMERALD CRAB 20 
SALLYLIGHT/URCHIN CRAB 
DECORATOR/SPONGE CRAB 
ARROW CRAB 78 
ANEMONE CRAB 

(J
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INV_ERTEBRATEScontinued: 

Cyphoma gibbosum 
.I.i..M scabra 

FLAMINGOTONGUE 
FLAME SCALLOP 280 
SPINY OYSTER 

charonia variegata 
Oliva reticularis 
Tridachia .crispata 

Astrcpecten 
oreaster reticulatus 

TRITON 
MEASLE COWRIE/OLIVE SHELL 
NUDIBRANCH 
OCTOPUS 
SAND STAR 76 
RED BAHAMA/WEST INDIES 

STARFISH 83 
Subclass OPHIUROIDEA BRITTLESTAR 180 
Qphioderna 

Astrophyton 

RED/SERPENT/BURGUNDY 
BRITTLESTAR 481 

BASKET STAR 
CRINOID 

Diadema antillarum 
Lytechinus spp. 
Eucidaris tribuloides 
Echinometra spp. 
valonia ll,Dtricosa 
Pencillus capitatus 

LONG SPINE URCHIN 
PIN CUSHION URCHIN 
PENCIL URCHIN 103 
PURPLE/ROCK URCHIN 
SINGLE CELL 
NEPTUNE SHAVING BRUSH 

MISCELLANEOUSINVERTEBRATES 135 
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TABLE 2: 

Numbers of boxes of marine fish and invertebrate species exported
from and imported to Puerto Rico through the Luis Kuf\oz Karin 
airport by month for 1990 and 1991 (Source: Fuerto Rico Depart
ment of Natural Resources) 

I n 

1990 1991 

MONTH EXPORT IMPORT EXPORT IMPORT 

JANUARY ll 359 218 172 

FEBRUARY 36 453 218 145 

MARCH 0 0 98 192 

APRIL 0 470 243 108 

MA¥ 86 701 l,291 213 

JUNE 332 637 0 154 

JUL¥ 239 726 0 149 

AUGUST 146 0 0 87 

SEPTEMBER 125 153 145 N/A* 

OCTOBER 177 177 235 N/A 

NOVEMBER 135 124 N/A N/A 

DECEMBER 114 167 N/A N/A 

TOTALS 1,401 3,967 2,448 1,220 

I
() 

I 

I 
( )

I . ( 

I 

I 
( ; 

.. * N/A - information not available 

-i:) 
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I. INTROOOCTION 

Executive Order 12291 "Federal Regulation" established guidelines
for promulgating new regulations and reviewing existing
regulations. Under .these guidelines each agency, to the extent 
permitted by law, is expected to comply with the following
requirements: (l) administrative decisions shall be based on 
adequate information concerning the need for and consequences of 
proposed government action; (2) regulatory action shall not· be 
undertaken unless the potential benefit to society for the 
regulation outweighs the potential costs to society: (3) regulatory
objectives shall be chosen to maximize the net benefits to society;
(4) among alternative approaches to any given regulatory objective,
the alternative involving the least net cost to society shall be 
chosen; and (5) agencies shall set regulatory priorities with the 
aim of maximizing the aggregate net benefit to society, taking into 
account the condition of the particular industries affected by
regulations, and the condition of the national economy, and other 
regulatory actions contemplated for the future. 

In compliance with Executive order 12291, the Department of 
Com:merce (DOC) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) require the preparation of a Regulat-ery
Impact Review (RIR) for all regulatory actions which eitner 
implement a new Fishery Management Plan (FMP) or significantly
amend an existing plan, or may be significant in that they reflect 
important DOC/NOAApolicy concerns and are of public interest. 

The RIR is part of the process of preparing and reviewing fishery 
management plans. The RIR provides a comprehensive review of the 
level and incidence of impact associated with the proposed or final 
regulatory actions. The analysis also provides a review of the 
problems and policy objectives prompting the regulatory proposals 
and an evaluation of the major alternatives that could be used to 
solve problems. The purpose of the analysis is to ensure that the 
regulatory agency systematically and comprehensively considers all 
available alternatives so that the public welfare can be enhanced 
in the most efficient and.cost effective way. 

The RIR serves as the basis for determining whether the proposed
regulations implementing the fishery management plan or amendment 
are major/non-major under Executive Order 12291, and whether or not 
the proposed regulations will have a significant economic impact on 
a substantial nUlllber of small entities under the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act (P.L. 96-354). 

The purpose of the Regulatory Flexibility Act is to relieve small 
businesses, small organizations, and small governmental entities 
from burdensome regulations and record keeping requirements. Since 
small businesses will be affected by the regulations to be
promulgated under the FMP, this document also serves as the Initial 
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (IRFA) for the FMP. In addition to 
analyses conducted for the RIR, the IRFA provides an estimate of 
the number of small businesses affected, a description of the small 

. .
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businesses affected and a discussion of .the nature and size of 
impacts. 

The 5mall Business Administration (SBA) defines a small business in 
the commercial fishing activity, classified and found in the 
Standard Industrial Classification Code, Major Group, Hunting,
Fishing and Trapping (SIC 09), as a firm with receipts up to $2.0 
million annually, SBA defines a small business in the charter boat 
activity to be in the SIC 7999 code, Amusement and Recreational 
Services, not elsewhere classified as a firm with receipts up to 
$3.5 million per year. 

II. PREVIOUS MANAGEMENT R.EGIKB 

The Fishery Management Plan for the Shallow-water Reef Fish Fishery 
of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands (FMP) became effective 
September 22, 1985. The FMP was prepared by the Caribbean Fishery
Management council to establish a management system for the 
shallow-water reef fish resources within the Exclusive Economic 
Zone (EEZ) and the waters under the authority of the Commonwealth 
of Puerto Rico and the Territory of the U.S. Virgin Islands, t£om 
the shoreline to the edge of the insular platform. Management was 
deemed necessary because a number of the major shallow-water reef 
fish species were thought to be overfished or in danger of being
overfished. 

{•\ 

I. 

The FMP established regulations to rebuild declining reef fish 
species in the fishery and reduce conflicts among fishermen. It 
established criteria on mesh size, escape panels and degradable
fasteners for the construction of fish traps; required owner 
identification and marking of gear and boats; prohibited the 
hauling of or tampering with another person's traps without the 
owner I s written consent; prohibited the use of poisons, drugs,
other chemicals and explosives for the taking of reef fish; 
established a minimum size limit on the harvest of yellowtail 
snapper and Nassau grouper; and established a spawning season 
closure for the taking of Nassau grouper. 

After implementation of the FMP, new information became available 
and this new information indicated that more stringent management 
measures were needed to accomplish the objectives of the FMP. For 
example, data from CODREMAR'sFishery Statistical Project showed a 
downward trend in these fisheries indicated by a shift in species 
composition of the landings and a decrease in volume of these 
landings. 

• 

(

l 

Accordingly, in 1990 the Council implemented Amendment Number 1 to 
the Fishery Management Plan for the Shallow-Water Reef Fish
Fishery. The major provisions of the amendment were to establish 
1.5 inches (in the smallest dimension) as the minimum mesh size for 

-.. 
(; 
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fish traps, made l/8" jute twine the only allowable material for 
escape panel fasteners, prohibited the catch of Nassau grouper,
established a seasonal closure for all fishing activities in a red 
hind spawning area, provided an overfishing definition for shallow
water reef fish, provided for the collection of socio-economic data 
and revised the habitat section of the FMP. 

III, PROBLEMSIN 'l'BE J'ISBERY 

The problems originally identified by the Council when the FMP was 
implemented in 1985 and amended in 1990 were that some of the 
shallow-water reef fish species were overfished in biological as 
well as economic terms, the biological and sociological and 
economics data bases to be used to make management decisions needed 
improvement, the Governments of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin
Islands had different management regimes and certain reef fishes of 
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands were known to be 
ciguatoxic. These original problems have not been fully resolved 
and, with the exception of the latter problem regarding ciguatera, 
will be addressed by some of the management measures in this 
amendment. 

More recently, the Council has noted that deep-water reef fish and 
most of the species of fish that enter the aquarium trade are not 
currently managed under the Magnuson act. Further it has been 
rioted that the species involved in these two fisheries are being 
more heavily targeted over time and that they may need to be 
managed in thesnear future. In addition, certain fish species in 
the existing shallow-water reef fish management unit are thought to 
be in need of initial or further management. Accordingly, the 
Council has extended the problems to include the aquarium and deep
water species. For the purposes of the RIR the problems can be 
stated as: 

l. Some of the shallow-water reef fish species are overfished in 
biological as well as econo,mic terms. 

2. The biological and sociological and economics data bases used 
to make management decisions need improvement. 

3. The Governments of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands have 
different management regimes. 

4. Deep-water reef fishes that occur in the waters off Puerto Rico 
and the U.S. Virgin Islands are being more heavily targeted in 
recent years and there is no current mechanism for managing these 
species. 

5. Species of fish that comprise the aquarium trade are largely 
unmanaged at this time and certain harvesting methods such as the 
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use of chemicals are kno1,{T)to be deleterious to fishery.habitats
and cause direct or cryptic mortality to non-target species. . 

6. Jewfish are severely overfished. 

7. Red hind remain overfished and the most recent stock assessment 
indicates that portions of the stock may be experiencing
recruitment failure. 

a. Mutton snapper stocks are declining, 

J:V. OBJECTIVES OP TBIS AMENDMENT 

This amendment contains management measures designed to meet the 
two main management objectives as defined in the original FMP and 
extends them to address a lack of Federal management for aquarium
and deep-water species: 

1. Obtain the necessary data for stock assessment and for 
monitoring the fishery. 

: 
2. Reverse the declining trend of the resource. 

a. Restore and maintain adult stocks at levels that ensure 
adequate spawning and recruitment to replenish the 
population. 

b. Prevent the harvest of individuals of species of high
value (e.g., snappers, groupers, and others) that are 
less than the optimum size. 

3. Provide for the management of depleted deep-water reef fish 
resources. 

4. Provide for the management of species entering the aquarium 
trade. 

V. ANALYTICALAPPROACB 

Most of the measures in the amendment are specifically designed to 
help meet the primary objective of the FMP regarding rebuilding the 
stocks and thus resolving the primary problem, which can be 
generally described as biological overfishing. In the case of the 
shallow-water reeffish stocks the overfishing is well related to a 
combination of circumstances that have led to increased levels of 
fishing effort {see Chapter 6 of the original FMP for the shallow
water reeffish fishery). Since the rebuilding measures have a 
similar intent, it is clear that any changes in net economic 
benefits derived from the fishery depend heavily on the effect that 

 •·
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the changed management strategy will have on the biological well 
being of the stocks. It is also clear that the combined biological
effect o! the measures can be used as the basis for the economic 
outcome. The measures will be looked at separately to determine 
whether or not they contribute, in a positive manner, to the RIR 
condition of realizing a net positive economic benefit (benefits 
net of public and private costs), 

Those proposed measures that involve more 
' 

restrictive 
' 

fishing
practices will involve an analysis that provides a contrast of 
short term losses with long term gains, a procedure common with 
management schemes designed to rebuild overfished stocks. 
The net economic benefits (that can be negative or positive) will 
include the sum of (l) expected changes in producer surplus and 
consumer surplus tor landings from the commercial fishery, ( 2) 
potential changes in consumer surplus derived from recreational 
fishing trips and (3) management costs (plan preparation,
enforcement, additional data collection and public burden in terms 
of reporting costs). 

The analysis used in this RIR will be almost entirely qualitative
instead of quantitative. In other words, the RIR analysis will 
attempt to discover whether or not the proposed management measu-res 
can contribute to economic improvements in the fisheries but in 
most cases there will be no attempt to place estimated dollar 
values on the gains or losses discussed. There are some basic 
reasons for this, The first and major reason is that the data on 
the biology and economics of the fisheries is insufficient even 
though the biological and economic decline of the fisheries is well 
established .. (otherwise there would be no need for management
measures), The second reason is that since the general state of 
the fishery is so well known, it is more important to see if there 
are plausible benefits at all vs. trying to place exact dollar 
values on benefits. This is not to say that existing data will be 
ignored because in most cases the existing reliable information can 
be used along with theoretical considerations and anecdotal 
information to produce reasonable determinations as to the possible 
economic outcome of the measures. 

The discussion that follows contains two extremely important
assumptions. First, it is assumed that all the measures that are 
implemented as regulations will be fully adopted by the Governments 
of PUerto Rico and the United States Virgin Islands. Second, it is 
assumed that the level o! compliance with any resulting regulations 
will be high enough so that the potential benefits (to the extent 
that they exist) can actually be achieved. IF THESB ASSUMPTIONS 
ARE VIOLJI.TBO THEN EVERYTHING That FOLLOWS WILL BE IRJU:L!VANT, THE 
OllTCOM!OF THE MANAGEMENT EFFORT WILL BE A NET ECONOMIC LOSS 
BECAllSE THERE WILL BB NO BENEFITS llliIL! GOVERNMENTAND PRIVATE 
COSTSWILL BB INClllUU!lD,.. 
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VI. ANALYSISor KEASOR.118 

Adopted Measure 1. Expand the management unit to include the most 
important components of the deep-water reef fish fishery. 

This measure will create administrative costs, but has no other 
direct economic impacts at this time because there are no specific 
measures presented by this action alone. The estimate of 
administrative costs incurred by the Council and NMFS for the 
amendment are $100,207 (refer to the Section VII) and the amendment 
contains a total of 9 sets of measures. Accordingly, the cost of 
this measure is estimated to be about $11,000. 

, 
According to the amendment being analyzed by this RIR, there are 
several important species of snapper and grouper that occur in deep 
water and are presently targeted by the same fishermen who pursue 
the shallow-water species. Assuming that some of these species are 
in need of management, the timeliness of the ability to manage
becomes important. It can be presumed that if the deep-water
species came under management, then it would be more likely that 
incentives and resources for investigating these species would be 
enhanced. If the information for specific management measures 
indicates the need for management, then specific measures can be 
implemented and management benefits would start accruing at the 
earliest possible date. If, on the other hand, the deep-water
species become severely overfished before that information is 
known, then most or all of the value presently associated with the 
deep-water species would be lost for many years or perhaps forever. 
It is stated without proof that the long-term increase in the 
present value of the deep-water species exceeds $11,000 (the
estimated cost of this amendment). Hence, the RJ:R determination is 
for a positive change in net national benefits associated with the 
ability to manage these resources. 

( 

Rejected Measure lA. Oo not incorporate deep-water reef fishes 
into the management unit (status quo). 

Obviously, there are no additional administrative costs 
contemplated by this alternative. The economic issue then becomes 
whether or not the economic benefits from gaining the ability to 
manage the deep-water species will exceed the administrative costs 
of gaining this ability. The discussion presented under Measure l 
indicates that the loss in economic benefits of not managing at 
this time will exceed the costs of gaining the ability to manage. 

Rejected Measure lB. Develop a separate plan for managing the 
deep-water reef fish fishery. 

I 

z.., 
I 

•• 
As with Measure l, this measure will create administrative costs 
and these costs would be associated with a full FMP, Although the 
cost to develop the original Shallow-water Reef Fish FMP was 
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$196,840, the original FMP was more complex since it included a 
number of specific management proposals and involved a larger
complex of fishes. On the other hand, if a new FMP were to be 
developed it is likely that there would be specific measures in the 
new FMP at the start and the cost of the new FMP would be increased 
accordingly. Noting that the total first year cost cf developing
and enforcing this amendment is $139,207,the cost of preparing a 
new fishery management plan specifically for the deep-water reef 
fish species is estimated to be a minimum of $100,000. 

The timeliness issue also becomes important in the comparison cf 
this measure with Measure 1. Since FMP's typically take five or 
more years to develop and implement and this amendment should be 
adopted in less than a year, the ability to be able to manage on a 
more timely basis becomes important. Hence, this alternative is 
expected to yield a smaller amount of projected benefits than would 
be expected with the preferred measure. 

Adopted Measure 2. Expand the management unit to include marine 
aquarium fishes (invertebrates would be managed under the Coral 
FMP). 

This measure involves management costs in a manner similar to 
Measure l, but differs because Measures 4 and 7 address specific
additional measures that are predicated on the acceptance of this 
measure. For this reason the measure is more costly to develop and 
recalling the estimate cf $11,000 for Measure 1, the cost cf this 
measure is estimated at $33,000. The other discussions regarding
the expectation of economic gains associated with the ability to 
manage will apply and the RIR concludes that this measure has 
positive net national benefits. 

Rejected Measure 2A. Develop a separate FMP for marine aquarium 
organisms. 

Refer to discussion under Measure lB. The cost of this measure 
should be similar, i.e., in excess of $100,000. 

Rejected Measure 2B, Do not incorporate marine aquarium fishes into 
the management unit (status quo). 

Refer to discussion under measure.lA. There is a substantial and 
growing harvest of marine fish species for the aquarium trade. A 
recent report documents annual exports of over 160, ooo marine 
organisms from San Juan alone and the total number of organisms
harvested is thought to be considerably higher (Sadovy, 1991).
This level of harvest is thought to be high enough to affect the 
stocks and provides evidence to support the case for management 
(Goenaga and Boulon, 1992 and Sadcvy, 1991). In addition to the 
harvest volume there is a considerable associated value that 
supports a number of small businesses in harvesting, exporting, 
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TABU: l. 

Fish species, or species groups/families, exported from Puerto 
Rico according to export ahipping lists for December 1991-August
1992. Numbers exported are individual organisms. Price ranges per
organism are given when available !US$). Species additional to 
the report of Sadovy (1991) are denoted by••••. 

SPECIES/SPECIES GROUP COMMONNAMES NUMBBR 
BXPORTBD 

($price range) 

Unspecified elasmobranchs 
••Gingly:mostomacirratum 

Anguilliformes
Gymnothoraxmiliaria 
Gy:mnothoraxfunebris 
Myrichthys oculatus 
Echidna catenata 
Unspecified muraenids 

Aulopifonnes
Synodus interrnedius 

Beryc i formes 
Plectrypops retrosp1n1s 
Holocentrus ascensionis 
Myripristis jacobus
Unspecified bolocentrids 

Perciformes 
Apogonmaculatue 
Astrapogon stellatus 
Priacaothue arenatus 
Priacanthus cruentatus 
C:hromis cyaoea 
C:hromia inaolatua 
Abudefduf 1axatilis 
stegastes partitus
Stegastes leucoatictus 
Stegastes planifrone 
stegastes dorsopunicane
Microspathodoo chrysur:us 
Unspecified pomacentrids
Thalassoma bifaaciatw 
Clepticus parroe
Halichoeree cyenocephalu� 
Halichogree radlatus 
••Halichoerea pictu� 
Halichoerea maculipinna
Halichoeres garnoti
Xyrichtya aplendens
Bodianus rufus 
Unspecified labrids 
Sparisoma chr;ysopterwn 
••5parisoma vitide 
Scarus taeniopterua 
Unspecified acarida 

SHARKS, SKATES, RAYS 1 
NURSE SHARK 5 

GOLDENTAILMORAY 7 
GREENMORAY 
GOLDSPOTTEDSNAKE EEL 7 
CHAIN MORAY 16 
MORAY"EELS" 4 

Liz.ARDFISH 1 

CARDINALSOLDIER 109 
LONGJAWSQUIRRELFISH 5 
BL.ACY.BARSOLDIERFISH126 
SQUIRRELFISH 46 

FLAME/FISH/CARDINAL152 
CONCHFISH 
BIGEYE 
GI..ASSEYE l 
BLU"ECHROMIS 601 
SUNSHINE DAM.SELFISH 8 
SERGEANTKAJ'OR 
BICOLOR OA.MSELFISH 
BEAOOREGORY 31 
YELLOWOA.MSELFISH 
OOSICYOIIJ(SELFISH 
YELL.TAIL/JEWEL DAMS.403 
DAKSELFISH 190 
BLU"EHEAD 1003WRASSE 
CREOLE WRASSE 18 
LIGHTNING WRASSE 174 
PUDDINGWIFE 321 
PAINTED WRASSE 28 
CLOWNWRASSE 7 
YELL.HD./NEON WRASSE 139 
RAZOR/GREEN 54WRASSE 
SPANISH HOGFISH 669 
WRASSES 48 
REDTAIL PARROTFISH 
S'roPLIGHT PAR.ROTFISH 37 
PRI~ESS PARROI'FISH 2 
PARROTFISH 14 

(30.00)
(8.00) 

(8-22.00)
(8.00) 
(4-30.00) 

I 2. 00 l 

(l.15-3.0)
(3.00) 
(2.0-2.~{))
(2.50) 

(1.75-2.0l 

(6.50) 
(1.S-2.51 

(3.00) 

(2.0-2.5)
10.75-2.0)
(·1. 75-3.0) 
(3.00) 
(3. 0-8. OJ 
(2.0-3.75)
(2.5-3.0)
(2.00) 
(2.0-2.SOl 
(2.00) 
(1.75-5.0)
12.0-2.50) 

(10-12) 

(3.50) 

r 
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SPSCIBS/SPSCIBS GROUP 

Dec 91-Aug 92 cont .... 

COMMONNAMBS· NUMBER 
EXPORTED 

( $price range) 

Centrcpyge ~ 
PomacanthusPAnl 
Pomacanthus arcuatus 
Holacanthus ciliaris 
Hclacanthus tricolor 
Unspecified pomacanthids
Cbaecodoncapistratus
Chaetodon ocellatus 
••chaetodoo se<lentarius 
Chaetodon striatus 
Chaetodon aculeatus 
Unspecified chaetodontids 
Gramme loreto 
serraous tabacarius 
serraous tigrinus
Serranus annularis 
serraous baldwini 
Serraous tortugarum 
Unspecified serranids 
tiopropoma ruhre 
Hypoplectrus nigricaos 
Hypoplectrus indigo 
Hypoplectrus uoicolor 
Hypoplectrus puella
Hy:poplectrusguttavarius
Hypoplectrus gummig:utta
Hypoplectr:usaberraos 
Unspecified serranids 
Paranthias furcifer 
£pinephelus fulvus 
Epinephelus'guttatus
••&pipephelus striatue 
Unspecified eerranida 
Ryptic;us 100000,eus
Eg;uetus punctatus
Eg;uetus looceolatus 
Poreques acU!llinstus 
Chaetodipterus faber 
Amhlycirrhitus pince
Anisotremueyirginicue
Ophioblennius atlanticus 

Unspecified blenniida
Gobiosomaapp.
OUieQl.lilius hipoliti 
Unspecified gobiid1
Opistognathus aurifrons 

PYGMYANGELFISH 978 (4.0-8.0)
FRENCHANGELFISH 556 (6.0-30)
GRAY/BLACK (7-22)ANGELFISH93 
QUEEN ANGELFISH 274 (8.0-55)
ROCKBEAUT't 1853 (4.0-12)
ANGELFISH 19 (3.0-11)
4-EYE BU'ITER.FLYFISH209 (1.75-6)
SPOTFIN BU'I'TE.RFLYFISH 1 (4.50)· 
REEF BU'M'ERFLYFISH 34 (3.00)
BANDEDBU'ITER.FLYFISH (1. 75-6) 188 
LONGSNOUT/NOSE (6.0-9.0)B'FLY 10S 
BUTTERFLYFISH 149 (5.0-10)
ROYALGR>..M:MA 15448 (l.15-3.0)
'IOSACCOFISH 15 
HARLEQUINBASS 111 (2.0-3.0)
ORANGESACKBASS 
LANTERNSASS 15 (2.0-2.~) 
CHALK SASS 
81.SSES 12 (3. 50)
SWISSGUARDBASSLET 15 ( 15. 00 l 
BLACKHAMLET 
INDIGOHAMLET 
BUTTERHAMLET 
BARREDHAMLET 
SHY HAMLET 
GOLDENHAMLET 
YELLOWBELLIEDHAMLET 
HAMLETS 22 (2.0-2.50)
CREOLE FISH/ANTHIAS 29 (2.5-2.5) 
CONEY/GOLDCQIEY 251 (2.0-2.50)
RED HIND 
NASSAUGROUPER l (8.00)
GROUPER 135 ( 2. 0- 3. 0) 
SOAPFISH l 
SPOI'I'EO ORUM 7 (9.00)
JACKKNIFE FISH 
CUBBYU/HIGH-HAT 145 (1.5-4.0l 
SPADEFISH 
REDSPOI1'J::.DHAWKFISH185 (1.15-2.51 
POR.KFISH 4 
REDLIP BLENNY 1302 (l.0-2.5)
HORNEDBLENNY 369 (3.00)
BLENNIES 115 ( l. 5-3. 0) 
NEON GOBY 
RUSTY'GOBY 
GOBIES 
YELLOWHEAD (3.0-5.0)JAWFISH 1405 

.. 
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flee 91-Aug 92 cont .... 

SPECIES/SPECIES GROUP COKMONNAMBS· NUMBER 
EXPORTED 

($price range) 

Op~stognathus whiteburstii ... 
Unspecified mullids 
Acanthurus coeruleus 
Ac3nthu0,1s chirurgus 

Tetraodontifo.nnes 
Balistes yetula
Xanthichtbvs ringens 

canthider:mes sufflamen 
Melichthvs niger 
Aluterus scriptus
cantherhines macrocerus 
Unspecified monacanthids 
Lactopheys. Acanthostracion 
canthigaster rostrata 
Diodon hystrix 

Loph ii f ormes 
Antenna rius spp.
Oqcocephalus spp. 

Sygnathifonnes
Unspecified aulostomids 
Hippoca.'T)pusspp.
Unspecified sygnathids 

Dactylopteriformes
Dactylopterus volitans 

Scorpaeniformes
Unspecified scorpaenids 

Pleuronectiformes 
Bothus lunatus 

Symphurusarawak 

DUSKY JAWFISH 16 (3.S-3.75)
TIGER JAWFISH 330 (3.0-S.O)
GOATFISH lS (2.00) 
BLUE/YELLOWTANG 782 (l.S-8.0)
SURGEONTANG/1:0CTORFISH 

QUEEN TRIGGERFISH 214 (2.0-18) 
SARGASSUM/REDTAIL 

TRIGGERFISH 444 (3.0-18) 
OCEAN TRIGGERFISH 
BLACK DURGON/TRIGGER 260 (S.S-12) 
SCRAWLEDFILEFISH 1 (8.00}
WHITESPOTTEDFILEFISH 12 (S.S-10) 
FILEFISH 29 (2.0-3.0) 
TRUNK/BOX/COWFISH 23 (2.S-6.0) 
SHARPNOSEPUFFER 112 (1.0-3.S) 
PORCUPINEFISH 3 (8.00) -

FROOFISH 9 
BATFISH 6 (2.S-6.S) 

TRUMPETFISH 9 (2.0-4.-0) 
SEA HORSE 23 
PIPEFISH 

FLYING GURNARD/ 
SEA ROBIN 43 

SCORPION/STONE/FISH 11 (2.25} 

PEACOCKFLOUNDER 2 (2.50) 
FLOUNDER 2 

CARIBBEANTONGU'EFISH 

30,619 

I '
ii
 •
 

SOURCE: Personal communication, Or. Yvonne Sadovy. 
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retailing and associated operations (Sadovy, 1991). Sadovy
(personal communication) has examined prices for a non-random 
sample of about 31,000 aquarium fish destined for export and noted 
that prices ranged from $1.15 to $30.00 per individual fish with 
the most common prices being in the $2.00 to $5.00 range (Table 1,)
and this implies that the total annual export value of aquarium
fish is well in excess of a million dollars annually. If the 
potential loss in current value from a lack of management is 
expected to exceed $6,000 (the cost associated with Measure 2),
then it would be better, from an economics standpoint, to undergo
the costs of management at this time. The RIR presumes this to be 
the case and therefore concludes that Measure 2B (status quo) has 
a negative economic outcome. 

Adopted Measure J. Retitle FMP to encompass the reef fish 
management unit. 

This measure has a minimal cost and the value of avoiding confusion 
about the species being regulated under the amended FMP should 
exceed this minimum cost. 

Rejected Measure JA, No action. Retain current title of FMP. 

See adopted Measure 3 above. 

lldopted Measure 4. Restrict the collection of marine aquarium
fishes to hand-held dip nets and slurp guns. 

By implication this measure prohibits the use of chemicals, small
mesh fish traps and most nets. If Measure 2 is approved, then the 
question about outlawing the use of chemicals and small-mesh fish 
traps is moot because such use is already prohibited by the FMP. 
Therefore, this measure actually addresses the prohibition of the 
use of nets, other than hand-held dip nets, for the taking of 
marine aquarium fishes. 

The most com:rnon harvest method appears to be the use of quinaldine
(Sadovy, l99l) and since regulations in the current FMP prohibits 
the use of any chemicals, the harvesters are automatically limited 
to the use of certain capture gears, including nets of various 
kinds, but excluding small-mesh traps that are also prohibited
under the current FMP. Among the allowable gear, the current use 
of slurp guns appears slight, while the use of hand-held nets 
appears more common. Assuming nets that would be illegal under the 
measure are used to some degree, there are existing economic 
reasons for such use and forcing the collectors to switch to 
another gear would have an economic cost. Further, since the 
harvesters will not be able to use quinaldine, nets such as barrier 
nets may be the best alternative, especially for the schooling 
species of aquarium fishes. 

The amendment to the FMP suggests that there may be unspecified 
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habitat and biolo~ical damage that occurs with the use of net gear,
but does not provide any evidence of the type of damage suggested. 
Existing information on the harvest of aquarium fishes in several 
countries does not contain evidence to document habitat damage
(Sadovy, 1991) and it is noted that the states of Hawaii and 
Florida do not prohibit the use of nets. Nonetheless, if the use 
of nets is minimal, it could be argued from an economics standpoint
that the restriction of use •· has minor negative economic 
consequences. At the same time, minimal use would imply a small 
amount of habitat damage and a minor savings in terms of minimizing
the habitat damage that may be caused by the use of net gear. 

overall it seems reasonable that since the use of quinaldine will 
be prohibited and since that gear is used to collect the bulk of 
the current harvest, the collectors would undoubtedly place greater
reliance on the use of nets, including hand-held nets, and perhaps 
would use slurp guns to a greater degree. Pending the discovery of 
any data that provide evidence of unacceptable habitat damage from 
the use of nets, other than hand-held dip nets, the determination 
of the RIR is for a negative change in net national benefits if 
this measure is adopted. 

Rejected Measure 4A, Allow the collection of marine aquarium fishes 
by all gear types currently deployed in the fishery (status quo). 

Assuming that the aquarium fishes are to be managed and referring 
to the discussion under Measure 4, this measure would allow the 
continued use of chemicals, net gear and traps for taking aquarium
fishes. It would also require further amendments (or more measures 
in this amendment) to the existing FMP because the existing FMP 
does not allow the use of chemicals or small mesh traps for the 
taking of any species in the management unit. Hence, while this 
measure is labeled as the status quo, it would in fact require
further actions to be taken. These further actions would create 
additional costs. If one of the amendments was to continue to 
allow the use of quinaldine, the expected economic outcome would be 
negative. However, if an amendment or measure to continue to allow 
the use of certain types of small traps was proposed, the economic 
outcome is uncertain. This result obtains because there is no 
information to determine whether or not a small trap specifically 
designed for the taking of aquarium fishes would create problems,
mainly in the enforcement area, relative to the current 
restrictions on trap and trap mesh sizes allowed or proposed for 
the taking of food fish. Hence the economic outcome of this 
rejected measure cannot be determined with regard to the small trap
issue • 

~ 

.l\dopted Measure 5. Require that fish traps be constructed as 
follows: (a) at a minimum, basic construction material must be of 
1.s-inch hexagonal mesh wire or 2.0-inch square mesh wire; (b) 
escape openings at least 8 x 8 inches must be located on any two 
sides (except top, bottom, or side containing the funnel); (c) the 
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access door may serve as an escape opening provided it meets all 
requirements for size and location, and· is fastened in such a 
manner that the door will fall open when the fasteners degrade;
(d) panels covering the escape openings must be constructed of mesh 
at least as large as the mesh used in constructing the trap, and 
fastened with untreated jute twine l/8-inch or less in diameter 
when traps are fitted with zinc anodes; or (e) fastened with 18-
gauge ungalvanized wire or l/8-inch jute twine (maximum diameter) 
if anodes are not used, · 

The biological evidence, although not necessarily conclusive, seems 
to indicate that escape panels of a proper design will lead, given
sufficient time, to an increase in the total landings of target
species. This result is forecast because some fish traps are lost 
or not fished often and the absence of escape panels leads to a 
"ghostfishing" situation. If the predicted biological implication
is true, there should be a resulting increase in catch of reef fish 
and somewhat reduced prices as a result of the greater catches. 
However, the price reductions would not be great enough to reduce 
total revenues received by fishermen tor the following reason. 
Because the area relies heavily on imports, the impact on total 
fish supplies and hence prices and total revenues will not be 
great. Hence, the total gross revenue obtained from the resotrrce 
would be expected to rise as a result of the management action. On 
the cost side, the current rule calls for the same mesh sizes to be 
implemented by September 13, 1993 if research studies show that 
there were benefits from the larger mesh size, The studies have 
been completed, they document the benefits and the mesh size will 
be changed, Hence the RIR does not ascribe any additional costs to 
this part of the measure (this portion of the measure actually 
reverts to a status quo situation), Regarding the placement of the 
escape panels, fishermen will apparently be in favor of the change
because they contend that the current rule requiring the panels to 
be on opposite sides of the trap can cause premature release of the 
catch from the weight of fish on the panel opposite the bridle 
during trap retrieval. If true, this implies that the cost of 
making the change must l::!e small relative to expected increased 
revenues. Nonetheless, the one time increased costs associated 
with the initial switch to traps with the new type of panel will at 
least partially offset the benefits that may be associated with 
this measure, These costs have not been estimated at this time but 
the costs not only should be small, but the impact will probably be 
minimal, This is because it is expected that the fishermen would 
make the change during normal trap repairs or would incorporate the 
change into replacement traps at essentially no additional cost as 
compared with the costs of making the current openings, 

Consumer surplus is expected to be greater with this measure 
because a larger poundage of fish purchased at roughly unchanged
prices (recall the discussion that supplies are not expected to 
increase enough to materially affect prices). The recreational 
surplus is also expected to increase based on the usual assumption 

.... 
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that the availability of larger n\.llllbers of fish provides increased 
fishermen satisfaction and hence larger benefits from any given
level of fishing effort. 

If the fastener materials mentioned in the measure (jute and wire) 
will not deteriorate at a rate that is sufficient to make the 
escape panel effective, then the portion of the measure that 
relates to escape panels must be rejected on economic grounds
because there will be no benefits but the costs of implementing and 
enforcing the measure will be incurred. The evidence seems to show 
that the jute fastener may be effective, while the steel wire 
fastener will not be effective, especially if the trap construction 
incorporates the use of an anode. There is an additional 
consideration that if jute is used, then the fishermen will be 
encouraged to fish traps in a more timely fashion and will be 
encouraged to change the jute fastener material since it will be 
subject to deterioration and could result in a loss of the catch. 

The predicted economic outcome of this measure is positive for the 
mesh size requirement. The RIR further concludes that the portion
of the measure pertaining to escape panels will provide a net 
national benefit if the measure is modified to allow jute as the 
only allowable fastener material for the escape panels. ' 

• 

There is one important problem that may be relevant. Regarding the 
original assumption about compliance, which was stated earlier in 
the RIR, this measure will pose some enforcement problems since it 
would have to be enforced at sea to some degree. Hence, if the 
level of compliance with this particular measure is sufficiently
low, it means that a forecast of overall positive changes in net 
national benefit would change to a negative forecast. 

\• ' 

Fejected Measure SA, Require only one escape panel, that should be 
the access door, made of 2-inch square mesh wire fastened with 18 
gauge ungalvanized steel wire and located on one side of the trap.
The door should be hinged at the bottom and cover an opening of no 
less than 8 x 8 inches. 

l.•

All of the discussion about escape panels under Measure 5 applies 
here. The major difference between the measures is the requirement
here for one, instead of two escape panels and a requirement for 
ungalvanized wire versus jute. Measure 5 calls for two escape
panels because it is felt that the ghost-fishing phenomenon is much 
less likely to occur. The reasoning is that a lost trap can rest 
on one escape panel while another is in a position to open after 
the fastener deteriorates. The cost of the one panel measure is 
less than the two panel measure, but the gains from eliminating the 
possibility of ghost-fishing probably outweigh the minor extra 
costs involved. The costs are minor because it would be expected
that the escape panel would be made from the original wire used in
the trap construction as allowed by the measure. However, unless 
the jute fastener is utilized, this alternative measure will be not 
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be effective and the RIR determination will be for a negative 
outcome .. To summarize from the discussion of the adopted measure, 
the costs of regulation will be incurred but there will be no 
benefits. 

Rejected Measure 5B, Retain current restrictions for fish-traps 
(status quo). 

The major differences between the status quo and Measure 5 are that 
the no action alternative implies the continued use of jute rather 
than a jute/wire measure and that the escape panel placements
differ. Regarding the jute versus wire fasteners, the analysis of 
Measure 5 indicated that if wire is allowed, then the measure has 
a negative economic outcome. Regarding the placement of escape
panels, Measure 5 requires the use of two escape panels that can be 
located on any two sides of the trap (except top, bottom and the 
side containing the funnel) and the no action requirement is for 
the two panels that must be placed on opposite sides of the trap.
The new measure incorporates fishermen's testimony that the 
opposite side requirement can result in a situation whereby the 
bridle is opposite one of the panels and the weight of fish can 
cause the opposite panel to open and allow the release of some or 
all of the catch. 

Assuming that Measure 5 is altered to allow jute as the only
fastener material, Measure 5 is superior to the no action 
alternative. Conversely, if ungalvanized wire is allowed as a 
fastener, the no action alternative is superior. This is because 
the benefits, that derive from the ability of the escape panels to 
open after a reasonable period of soak time, will be lost but the 
costs of management and trap conversion would still be incurred. 
Further, this loss of benefits would be expected to be greater than 
the increase in benefits that come from the provision of Measure 5 
allowing the escape panels to be on adjacent, rather than opposite, 
sides of the trap. 

Adopted Measure 6, Prohibit the harvest or possession of jewfish
(Epinephelus itajaral in ~aters around Puerto Rico and the u.s. 
Virgin Islands. 

Since landings of jewfish have not been specifically reported by
Puerto Rico since at least 1980 and since there are very few 
biological samples of jewfish from either Puerto Rico or the U.S. 
Virgin Islands, it is clear that catches of jewfish have been small 
for several years. 

A total closure can be viewed as extreme, but if the current value 
of producer surplus, consW11er surplus and recreational surplus is 
essentially nil because landings are very low, then at worst the 
measure results in negative economic consequences that can be 
expressed as the government costs associated with implementing the 
measure. If a cessation of the apparently very small landings will 
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result in a biological recovery necessary to open the fishery, then 
the value of the resulting catch would probably exceed the costs of 
management and the economic outcome would be positive. It is noted 
that a total ban on the take of jewfish in the southeastern u.s. 
has been implemented. In that case the RIR analysis deter.mined 
that the non-consumptive value associated with the viewing of 
jewfish was found to exceed the value lost by commercial and 
recreational fishermen and consumers. On this point, values 
associated with viewing in the waters off Puerto Rico and the U.S. 
Virgin Islands are unknown. 

Since so little information on jewfish is available, the RIR cannot 
be definitive on the economic outcome of this measure. However, 
the magnitude of any change in net benefit will be small and 
probably positive. 

Rejected Measure 6/\, Allow the unrestricted harvest of jewfish 
(status quo). 

~·· 

Refer to the discussion of Measure 6. Biological information is 
needed to forecast any economic benefits that may derive from this 
measure. ! 
Adopted Measure 7. Prohibit the harvest and possession of certain 
species used in the marine aquarium trade. 

The measure specifically identifies the species that are to 
affected. Two species that are currently managed by the FMP and 
need protection as juveniles are the red hind and mutton snapper.
Seahorses are included because they are considered to be rare. 
Finally, three species of butterflyfishes are included because they
do not survive well in captivity. 

In an attempt to determine the possible impact of these 
prohibitions on harvest, work conducted by Sadovy, 1991 was 
utilized. As a part of the research to characterize the aquarium
fish trade, Sadovy selected shipping lists for a non-random sample
of species to be exported and recorded the numbers of animals by
species and price. Of a total of 30,619 individual animals in this 
sample, there were no red hind or mutton snapper and there were 23 
seahorses (price not recorded), There were 502 butterflyfish that 
may have been among the species affected and their prices ranged 
from $1.75 to $9,00, In total, 525 or l,7. percent of that 
particular sample would have been prohibited from harvest and sale. 
since the prices of these species are somewhat higher than the 
average price of other species being exported, it is concluded that 
about 2-3 percent of the value of the current harvest of aquarium
fishes will be affected by the measure. 'While the total harvest is 
unknown, an annual total of over 160,000 individual animals was 
estimated as being exported via the San Juan airport (Sadovy,
1991). Using the same percentages as found in the sample, this 
implies that a minimum of about 2700 animals worth in the range of 
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$9,000 would be excluded from the export trade. Since SadoV)
believes that the actual sale is much higher than the estimate of 
shipments from the San Juan airport, the loss·in value shown above 
is truly a minimum estimate. Whatever the loss in sales value 
happens to be, in net national benefit terms the value lost would 
be some fraction of the loss in sales value (but this cannot be 
calculated in the absence of data on the cost of production and the 
demand framework involved). 

The RIR determination is that there will be some loss of net 
national benefits associated with this measure and there will be 
costs associated with implementing and enforcing the measure. on 
the side of benefits, there is no information on that to base any
conclusions on the value of protecting these speci~s. There will 
clearly be some benefits in terms of additional non-use value of 
viewing the larger concentrations of these species, but this value 
cannot be quantified. As has been demonstrated, the magnitude of 
the losses is small and since the value of the benefits cannot be 
calculated, the RIR conclusion is that the change in net national 
benefits related to this measure cannot be forecast. Regardless of 
the direction of the change, it will be small. 

Rejected Measure 7A. Only harvest and possession prohibitions-on
food species and those protected by ancillary restr.ictions would 
apply to marine aquarium trade (status quo). 

This measure is currently interpreted to apply only to Nassau 
grouper that has an existing harvesting prohibition per the FMP and 
to jewfish, which may undergo a harvest prohibition if Measure 6 of 
this amendment is adopted. Since neither of these species seems to 
enter the aquarium trade at present, and since this is essentially
the status quo (if it is assumed that Measure 5 is adopted), there 
is no economic effect forecast. 

Adopted Measure 8. Closure of additional red hind aggregation 
areas during the December through February spawning season. 

A spawning aggregation area has been identified in the EEZ off the 
west end of Puerto Rico. The area lies to the west of Tourmaline 
buoy, west of Mayaguez, Puerto Rico. The best known location, 
based on historic productivity, covers an area of approximately 3 
x 5 miles. The area is bounded by rhumb lines connecting the 
following points (see Fig. 1, in Appendix I of the amendment): 

Point Latitude H, Longitude w. 

A 1s 0 11 1 67°25 • 5 I

B 1s 0 11 1 67°20,4'
C 1s 0 s• 67°20,4 I

D 1s 0 s• 67°25.5' 
A 1s 0 11 1 67°25.5' 
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Another red hind spawning aggregation area has been identified in 
·the EEZ east of st. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, at the extreme 
eastern end of Lang Bank. The area is bounded by rhum.b lines 
connecting the following points (see Fig. 2 in the amend.ment): (

Point Latitude H, Longitude w, 

A 17°50.2 1 64°27.9 1 

B 17°50.1 1 64°26.l' 
C 17°49.2 1 64°25.8 1 

D 17°48.6 1 64°25,8' 
E 11°48.l' 64°26,l' 
F 17°47.5 1 64°26,9 I 

The analysis of this measure is based on the asswnption that the 
council proposes to eliminate All fishing effort from these areas 
during the period of the closure. This would mean the exclusion of 
all commercial and recreational effort including trolling and spear 
fishing. 

{ . 

• 

This measure provides several potential areas of benefits in the 
form of increased surpluses for producers, consumers ~d 
recreational fishermen. It could also produce less desirable side 
effects that can offset at least part of the potential gains. The 
various potential gains and losses will probably result in a net 
economic benefit from this measure as discussed below. 

( 

' 

The proposed closure of these two red hind spawning areas is a 
· classic example of foregoing short-term losses in producer and 
consumer surplus in exchange for stock rebuilding that provides for 
larger catches in the future. In such a scenario, it can be a 
fairly straightforward process to determine the direction, if not 
the magnitude of the change in net national benefits that is 
expected. This can be done if there is any information available 
on short-term harvesting profits (used as a rough estimate of 
producer surplus under some assumption of heterogenous firms), some 
estimate of any predicted change in consumer surplus and an 
estimate of consumer surplus associated with recreational fishing
trips. Then, with some information on the future yield stream, the 
discounted value of the surplus streams can be estimated and 
compared with the short-term losses. However, in the case of the 
fisheries under discussion, there is no good information on the 
current levels or values of catches so the process cannot be 
followed. Furthermore, this case is somewhat more comp! icated than 
the normal case since the measure calls for a cessa~ion of all 
recreational and commercial fishing activities for all species in 
the closure area. Hence there is a wider class of both benefits 
and costs (short-term losses) associated with this type of spawning 
area and these are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Regardless of the complicating factors that preclude even a crude 
quantitative.analysis, the available evidence on virtually all the 
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species affected by the measure indicates that they are overfished 
and several, including red hind, are under a defined rebuilding 
program at the present time. The proposed spawning closure is 
designed to aid the rebuilding process and return some fishery
value that has been lost via open-access fishing for a prolonged
period of time. 

Although the proposed measure is directed specifically at recovery
of the red hind stock, there are obvious implications for all the 
species in the shallow-water FHP as well as for lobsters and 
pelagic finfish that are present in the area during the closure 
period. In addition, a closure implies if there is any existing
cryptic mortality of released juveniles of red hind and other 
species, then it will be eliminated. 

There is a body of thought that fishing on spawning aggregations
may reduce spawning capability to a degree that exceeds the effect 
of removing the spawners. This effect is thought to result from a 
disruption of the species social structure (Shapiro, et al., in 
press) and would indicate that any given nwnber of females of 
spawning age taken during spawning times would be less valuable 
than an equal number of females taken during non-spawning periods. 

Although the present amendl!lent does not contain details on the 
importance of these red hind spawning areas, i.e. , there is no 
description of the percent of spawners represented by these 
aggregations or where the potential new recruits eventually go,
there appears to be some level of agreement among those with 
knowledge of the fishery that these closures will almost surely
result in a trend toward some stock recovery or at least a slowing
of the present rate of stock decline. This should lead to benefits 
from the closures, even if total fishing effort does not change.
The reason that total effort may not change is that fishermen may
elect to fish adjacent areas. Even if this occurs additional 
effort in other areas may not significantly alter the total catch 
of fish because the present level of effort may be so high that 
increases (or decreases) in•effort will not affect the total catch. 

The possible relocation of effort just alluded to does have 
potential adverse consequences that are not related to the total 
fish catch. One consequence ie that any potential gains from 
reduced mortality of undersized fish in the spawning closure areas 
will be offset by increased juvenile mortality in other areas. A 
second possible problem is that the fishermen may have knowledge of 
"second-best" spawning aggregations and the effort previously
devoted to fishing on the spawning aggregations referenced in the 
measure may simply be relocated to other spawning aggregations. If 
this happens, then most of the potential benefits from the closure 
will be lost due to "damage" to these other concentrations of red 
hind spawners •.. 
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Regardless of potential adverse consequences of the relocation of 
fishing effort, there appears to be some consensus that there are 
biological benefits of some sort that derive from allowing a "rest 
period" for any heavily fished area. Although this concept is not 
well articulated or quantified in the literature, this IRFA/RIR 
assumes that such an effect exists and will not be offset by
relocation of effort to other areas since the other areas are 
already "stressed" by the present level of effort. If this 
biological benefit actually exists, the effect should eventually
translate into net positive economic benefits in terms of increases 
in producer, consumer and recreational surpluses. 

These benefits (to the extent that they would actually be realized 
via state-federal cooperation and compliance with fishing
regulations) should be more lasting than potential benefits from 
measures such as escape panel restrictions or other measures to 
regulate fishing gear. The reason for this is because even if 
increased overall benefits from this measure eventually attract new 
effort into the fishery, some of the benefits are described as 
being independent of total fishing effort. 

This analysis assumes that the closures will not be so extensive as 
to halt all capture (for commercial and recreational purposes)~of
all species from a major portion of the waters surrounding Puerto 
Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. A total closure of all waters 
for a 2 1/2 month period during the height of the tourist seasons 
would undoubtedly cause major disruptions in commerce related to 
both commercial and recreational fishing. The temporary
dislocation of the small firms involved would probably create the 
need for government expenditures that may exceed the expected 
economic benefits related to stock recovery. 

This is one of the measures in the amendment which will create 
additional enforcement costs. Section VII of this RIR provides 
details on the enforcement costs, but to summarize, the annual 
total cost of enforcing three spawning closures is $39,000. Since 
this measure covers two ~f the closures, the annual enforcement 
cost is estimated at $26,000. 

considering all positive and negative influences on net national 
benefits discussed in this section, the RIR concludes that the 
imposition of these two spawning area closures for red hind is 
expected to result in a long-term increase in net national benefits 
that exceeds the expected short-term losses. 

Rejected Measure SA. status quo. 

.l\Jllendment One to the FMP contained an RIR analysis that predicted 
a positive economic outcome if other red hind spawning aggregations 
were described and closed. Since there is no new information to 
the contrary, the expected economic outcome of this no action 
measure is negative relative to the measure adopted by the Council. 
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Adopted Measure 9. Prohibit the harvest ~f mutton snapper
(Lutjanus analisl in a spawning aggregation area off st. Croix from 
March through June of each year. 

As with the proposal for the red hind closures, the effect Qf the 
measure is to eliminate all fishing in the area for the time shown. 
The spawning area is bounded by rhwnb lines connecting the 
following points (see Fig. 3, Appendix I in the amendment): 

Point Latitude H, Longitude w. 

A l 7°3_7 • 9 I 64°52.6' 
B l 7°38 • 2 I 64°52.l' 
C 17°38.3 1 64°51.8' 
D 17°38.l' 64°51.4' 
A 17°37.9' 64°52.6' 

There is more data available to document fishing pressure in this 
area as opposed to the red hind areas covered by Measure 8. In 
particular, a 20-year fishing history indicates that CPUE has 
declined from over 500 pounds/trip to less than 100 pounds/trip~or 
highliner vessels. Further the average size of mutton snapper
taken from the spawning aggregation has decreased from over 10 
pounds to five pounds and total effort has increased. This 
information provides good evidence of an overfished stock and 
mutton snapper is one of the species undergoing a rebuilding 
schedule under the FHP. 

There will be annual enforcement costs of $13,000 for this measure. 
Refer to discussion of Measure 8. 

A great deal of the discussion of Measure 8 applies here. 
Particularly in view of the biological evidence that indicates the 
possibility to rebuild the stock and regain lost values, this 
measure is fully expected.to have a positive economic impact. 

Rejected Measure 9A. status quo. 

See the discussion of Measure 9. The status quo will not have 
positive net national benefits relative to the proposed measure. 
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VII. MANAGEMENTCOSTS 

The RIR discussion of various of the measures being considered 
included some estimates of management costs and the reader is 
referred to those discussions as appropriate. Major categori~s of 
management costs typically include administrative costs incurred by
the Council and NMFS, enforcement costs borne by the states, NMFS 
and Coast Guard, public burden costs associated with data 
collection and costs of developing and maintaining pex-mits and data 
collection systems. In the case of this amendment there are no 
measures that mandate permits or directly create changes in data 
collection, so there are no costs associated with such items. 

The Caribbean Fishery Management Council has provided detailed 
information on .their administrative costs broken down into the 
categories as shown below. 

Costs Related to Full Council and Council Co)!llllittee 

Estimated Cost of Council Members Compensation 
1 for One Council Meeting $4,549.00 

Estimated cost of Travel Expenses for Council 
Members to One Council Meeting 2 3,430.00 

Estimated Cost of Compensation and Travel Expenses
for one council Meeting 7,979.00 

The Council Meetings are estimated to last 16 hours. The Council 
devoted an average of 5.56 3 hours per meeting to the development
of the Second Amendment to the Shallow-Water Reef Fish FMP from the 
Seventy-first meeting to the seventy-seventh meeting. 

Estimated Total cost for council and FMPCollllllittee Meetings 

5.56 hours divided by 16 hours• 34.71 
$7,979 x 34.71 x 9 meetings• $24,918 

1Based on the average of daily compensation for the years 
1992, l~92 and 1993. 

2Based on the average of Per Diem Cost for the years 1991, 
1992 and 1993. 

3Based on the total estimated hours devoted during Council 
Meetings and Shallow-Water FMP Committee Meetings divided I:!{ tte 
number of events. Refer to List of activities 
associated to the Development of the Second Amendment. 

•. 
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council staff Time 

It is estimated that the Executive Director devoted 10\ of his time 
during the period 1991-1993, and the Fishery Biologist devoted 50\ 
of her time during the period 1992-1993 to the development of the 
Second Amendment to the Shallow-Water Reef Fish FMP. 

Estimated Cost for the Period - Executive Director $14,735
Estimated Cost for the Period - Fishery Biologist 24,029 

Estimated Cost for Staff $38,764 

costs for Public Hearings 

Public Hearings were held on June 10-13, 1991 in Mayaguez and 
Fajardo, Puerto Rico and in St. Croix, St. Thomas, USVI 

Estimated Council Members Compensation 
l Member x l day x 4 Public Hearings $1,300
Estimated Travel Expenses - Council Mem.ber(s) l 400 
Estimated Travel Expenses - Staff Member (s) 2 800
Conference Room Fees 200-

Additional hearings on the amendment and DSEIS were held fro::i 
December 21-30, 1992 in Lajas, Cabo Rojo and Fajardo, Puerto Rico 
and in St, Thomas and St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands. 

Estimated Council Hem.hers Compensation 
l Member x l day x 5 Public Hearings $1,625
Travel Expenses - l Council Mem.ber 300 
Travel Expenses - Staff Mem.bers (2) 600 

Estimated Cost for Public Hearings $5,450 

Scientific and Statistical Committee and Advisory Panel Meetings 

The Scientific and Statistical Committee and the Advisory Panel 
Meetings were held on March 10-11, 1992 in San Juan, P.R. The 
members of these advisory bodies to the Council do not receive 
compensation. However, they are reim.bursed for their travel 
expenses. There \were three (3) SSC Hem.hers traveling from the U.S. 
and the rest from Puerto Rico and from the USVI. The AP members 
\were traveling from Puerto Rico and from the U.S. Virgin Islands. 
Travel expenses for members traveling from the U.S. are estimated 
in $1,050 per member/per meeting, and travel expenses of the 
members traveling from P.R. and USVI are estimated in $175 per
member/per meeting. 

Estimated Travel Expenses of SSC Members from U.S. $3,150
Estimated Travel Expenses of SSC Members from PR 
and USVI 875 
Estimated Travel Expenses of AP Hem.hers l,750
Estimated Cost for SSC and AP Members $5,775 

.. 
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summary of Estimated Caribbean council costs 

Estimated Cost for Council and FMP Committee Meetings $24,918
Estimated Cost for Staff 38,764
Estimated Cost for Public Hearings 5,450
Estimated Cost for SSC and AP Meetings 5,775 

Total Estimated council Cost for the oev·elopment of the 
Second Amendment to the Shallow-Water FHP $77,1507 

(: 
The NMFS incurred administrative costs during the development of 
the amendment and these costs are as follows. 

IDffS Staff Time 

Fisheries Management Division $12,500
Permits and Regulations Branch l,000
Economics and Trade Analysis Division 4,800 ' 

Printing and Duplication !Time and Material) $1,500 

rTravel to Meetings $ 2,800 

Total NMFS Cost $22,1500 

\,, 

There will be additional enforcement costs. associated with the 
establishment of spawning area closures for red hind and mutton 
snapper. The balance of the new measures contained in this 
amendment are not expected to create additional enforcement costs 
since the new regulations will be enforced by existing patrols and 
on-shore efforts. 

Enforcement Costs 

National Marine Fisheries Service $10,000 
U.S. Coast Guard 14,000 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 5,000 
U.S. Virgin Islands 10,000 

Total Enforcement Cost $39,000 

cost of public Burden for Reporting 

cost of Permits and Data Collection 

SUMMARY OFAMENDMENOF COSTS T

Caribbean Fishery Management Council (One-time) $77,607 
NMFSAdministrative (One-time) 22,600 
Enforcement (Annual) 39,000 
Public Burden None 
Permits and Data Collection None 

Total $139,207 
.· 

f• 

None 

None 

l.! 

j,.)
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VIII, StJJ(MARY or MANAGEMENTor IMPACTS KllASORES 

Table 2 follows and shows a summary of the effects on net national 
benefits that flow from this amendment. As explained in the 
section describing the analytical approach used in the RIR, most of 
the effects are described in terms of direction of change and it 
can be noted that in some cases there is no enough information 
available to make even this type of determination. This is the 
case tor 3 of the 21 adopted and rejected measures in the 
amendment. Regarding those adopted measures for which a 
determination was possible, all are positive (not including no 
change for the status quo measures) except tor the adopted measure 
which proposes to restrict the use ot barrier nets and small mesh 
traps for the collection ot aquariwn fish. 

-· 

-,• 
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TABL~ 2, 

SUMMARYOF LONG-TERM NET ECONOMIC BENEFIT FROM PREFERRED AND ALTERNATIVE MEASURES• 

MEASURE 
PRODUCER CONSUMER RECREATIONAL 
SURPLUS SURPLUS S!!E_PLQS 

PUBLIC/PRIVATE 
COSTS 

NET ECONOMIC 
BENEFITS 

1 Manage deep-water 
species by 
amendment Positive 

Small 
Positive Positive $11,000 Positive 

1" Do not 
deep-water 

manage 
species No Change No Change No Change None No Change 

18 Develop FHP 
for deep-water 
species Positive 

Small 
Positive Positive $100,000 

Smaller 
Measure 

than 
1 

2 Manage aquarium 
fishes by 
amendment 

Small 
Positive 

Small 
Positive 

Small 
Positive $33,000 Positive 

2" Develop FMP 
tor aquarium fishes Positive Positive Positive $100,000 Negative 

28 Do not 
aquarium 

manage 
fishes No Change No Change No Change None No Change 

3 Retitle FMP 
Small 
Positive No Change No Change Small Cost No Change 

JA Do 
FHP 

nnl ,etitle Small 
Negative No Change No Change None 

Small 
Negative 

4 Restrict gear 
for collecting 
fishes Negative Negative No Change 

26 
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TABLE 2. (cont'd) 

PRODUCER CONSUMER RECREATIONAL PUBLIC/PRIVATE NET ECONOMIC 
MEASURE SURPLUS SURPLUS SURPLUS COSTS BENEFITS 

4" Status quo on 
gear for collect
ing aquarium 
fishes No Change No Change No Change None No Change 

5 After trap 
construction 
requirements Positive Positive Positive $11,000 Positive 

5" Require only 
one escape panel 
for traps Negative Negative Negative $11,000 Negative 

6 Prohibit 
harvest of 
jewfish Unknown Unknown Unknown $11,000 Unknown 

6" Do not 
prohibit 
of jewfish 

harvest 
No Change No Change No Change None Unknown 

7 Prohibit 
harvest of 
certain 
fishes 

aquarium Unknown 
(Small) 

Unknown 
(Small) 

Positive $11,000 Unknown 
(Small) 

7" No additional 
measures to restrict 
take 
fishes 

of aquarium 
No Change No Change No Change None No Change 

8 Close two red 
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MEASURE 
PRODUCER CONSUMERRECREATIONAL 
SURPWS SURPWS SURE'L!JS 

PUBLIC/PRIVATE 
COSTS 

NET ECONOMIC 
BENEFITS 

8 Close two red 
hind spawning 
areas Positive Positive Positive $37,000 Positive 

8" Do not close 
red hind areas 
TABLE 2. (cont'd) 

No Change No change No Change None No Change 

9 close a mutton 
snapper spawning 
area Positive .Positive Positive $24,000 Positive 

9" Do not close 
mutton snapper 
area No Change No Change No Change None No Change 

• 

TABLE 2, (cont'd) 

* NOTE: In the case of status quo measure, the RIR discussion gives net economic benefits 
relative to taking action. For example, if the adopted measure gives positive net benefit 
changes, the rejected status quo measure is describert as having a negative net national 
benefit relative to the adopted measure. Also not that the suD1111arytable does not 
reference short-tera losses and for those rebuilding measures which would have obvious 
short-ten losses, a positive finding means that the long-term gains from rebuilding are 
expected to exceed the short-term losses. 
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IX. INITIAL REGULATORYFLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS 

The Regulatory Flexibility Act requires a determination as to 
whether or not a proposed rule has a significant impact on a 
substantial number of small entities. If the rule does have this 
impact then an Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (IFRA) has 
to be completed for public comment. The IRFA becomes final after 
the public comments have been addressed. If the proposed rule 
does not meet the criteria for "substantial number" and 
"significant impact," then a certification to this effect must be 
prepared. The determinations for this amendment are based 
largely on the RIR which should be read in conjunction with the 
IRFA. In addition, the Social Impact Assessment (Appendix IV) 
source document contains an extensive demographic and 
ethnographic profile of the fishermen affected by the amendment. 

For this proposed rule the "substantial number" part of the 
determination will hold because most of the 1500-2000 small firms 
operating in U.S. Caribbean waters will be affected by the 
combination of measures to regulate deep-water species, to create 
spawning closures, to regulate the taking of aquarium fishes and 
to revise trap construction requirements. The outcome of 
"significant impact" is less clear but can be triggered by any-of 
these conditions. 

The regulations are likely to result in a reduction in 
annual gross revenues by more than 5 percent. 

Annual compliance costs (annualized capital, operating, 
reporting, etc.) increase total costs of production for 
small entities by more than 5 percent. 

compliance costs as a percent of sales for small entities 
are at least 10 percent higher than compliance costs as a 
percent of sales for large entities. 

Capital costs of comp.liance represent a significant portion 
of capital available to small entities, considering internal 
cash flow and external financing capabilities. 

The requirements of the regulation are likely to result in a 
number of the small entities affected being·forced to cease 
business operations. This number is not precisely defined 
by SBA but a "rule of thumb" to trigger this criterion would 
be two percent of the small entities affected. 

Although the RIR does not quantify the short term reduction in 
catches that are necessary to provide for stock recovery and 
subsequent economic gains, the first criterion of a 5 percent 
reduction in gross revenues will be met via the combination of 
spawning closures, escape panel provisions and ban on the take of 
certain aquarium fishes. In fact, if there is not at least a 5 
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percent short-term reduction in take, there is almost no chance 
that the rebuilding goals of this amendment can be met. The 
other four criteria dealing with compliance costs and the number 
of small businesses which may be forced to cease operations will 
probably not be met. Nonetheless, since the first criterion is 
met and since there will be some compliance costs involved for 
trap replacement/reconstruction, an IFRA i• required. 

Explanation of Why the Action is Being Considered: Refer to RIR. 

Objectives and Legal Basis for the Rule" Refer to RIR 
objectives. The Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act 
of 1976 provides the legal basis for the rule. 

Identification of Alternatives: Refer to RIR. 

Demographic Analysis: Complete information is contained in the 
SIA. One of the major findings of the SIA is that the fishermen 
are generally part-time, can move from fishery to fishery as the 
occasion warrants and can even pursue another means of livelihood 
for short periods of time. While this will tend to ameliorate 
the individual income effects of these new regulations, the 
transfer of effort to other fisheries, if persistent, will 
eventually lead to the need for additional regulations in the 
alternate fisheries. Another major finding of the SIA is that 
the required fish trap modifications will not tend to eliminate 
part-time trap fishermen because even if most trap fishermen are 
part-time they tend to be persistent in their com:mitment to 
trapping. The SIA does point out that some marginal trappers 
could be forced into other fisheries, but this is probably more 
an economic rather than a social phenomenon. A final major
finding of the SIA is while the spawning restrictions will not 
have a great effect on the fishermen because the resource is 
already depleted, there is no specific social information that 
can be directly related to the spawning closures. 

cost Analysis: Refer to RIR and specifically to section VIII 
(Sum:mary of Impacts of Management Measures}. 

Competitive Effects Analysis: The industry is composed entirely 
of small businesses (harvesters, processors and charter boat 
operations). Since no large businesses are involved, there are 
no disproportional small vs. large business effects. 

Identification of overlapping Regulations: The amendment and the 
RIR carefully document the need to eliminate the possibility of 
conflicting or overlapping regulations promulgated by PUerto Rico 
or the U.S. Virgin Islands. In fact, the RIR specifically 
emphasizes that unless the corresponding state regulations are 
compatible, then there will be no benefits from management. It 
is understood that the two state-level governments involved will 
indeed pass compatible regulations as necessary. Since there is 
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no foreign fishing involved and no other governmental entities 
with regulatory power, it is assumed that there will be 
essentially no overlapping regulations. 

X. OTHER POSSIBLE ACTIONS 

This RIR points out that the proposed aet of measures do not 
provide for continuing long term benefit• except for certain 
types of reg_ulationi;. The reason discussed in the IRFA/RIR is 
summarized bv stating that � tock recovery tends to lead to an 
increase in the totl\l amount of: fishing effort and this in turn 
leads to a dissipation of the benefit• from the original 
manage:::c::t ac:tions. This outcome will not occur if proposei;! 
management rules are considere~ to be'in effect long enough to 
realize the stock recovery and associ~ted economic benefits but 
not long enough to allow the addition of a significant amount of 
new effort. In other words, if these measures can be considered 
as interim, then the identified benefits can be realized. 

One problem with interim restrictions that provide benefits for 
some period of years put do not provide for effort controls is~ 
that the next set of rules has to be more restrictive if 
continuing benefits are to occur. This phenomenon is showing up
in both of the U. S. mainland snapper/grouper fishe:c·ies. Both of 
the mainland Councils have FMP's tor these fisheries and both 
Councils have a continuing history of formulating more 
restrictive rules, 

Even though the class of alternatives involving limited entry,
limited access or limited effort has been widely discussed for 
the Caribbean fisheries tor a number of years, this discussion 
probably has to continue. There simply are no other long term 
types of alternatives that can be seen to resolve the problems
associated with overfishing in shallow-water reeftish 
environment ..,, The notion oi; sl)me form of limited entry clearly
has a host .,,f stumbling blocks in the socio-political arena and 
that prot~tly accounts tor,~he reason that limite~ entry
discussions have only recently ::'·esul ted in implementation of 
limited access systems under the Magnuson Act. Aa examples of 
recent actions along thi• line, t~e South Atlantic Council .· 
recently implemented an individual·transferrable quota (ITQ) 
system tor the wreckfish fishery and the Gulf of Mexico council 
is seriously considering an ~"TQ system for the red snapper
fishery. 
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SOURCE DOCUMENT OF THE 
SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

FOR THE QUEEN CONCH, SHALLOW-WATER. 
REEFFISH AND CORAL 

FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLANS 

INTRODUCTION 

This document presents a social impact evaluation of three fisheries of Puerto 

Rico and the United States Virgin Island, managed by the Caribbean Fishery 

Management Council. The Council contracted this report to provide information 

required by the last amendment to the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and 

Management Act. 

Different from the standard procedure in Social Impact Assessment !SIA). this 

document is fundamentally based on past research, and does not entail research done 

on the the specific fisheries affected by the Fishery Management Plans (FMPs) that 

require the information. These are: the Queen Conch, Shallow-Water Reeffish and the 

Coral Fishery Management Plans. Specific gears affected are: traps and diving. 

However, this report is based on original research; most of which was conducted by 

the author and his associates over the last 12 years. 

Most of the materials and data sources employed in this report are derived from 

unpublished manuscripts end reports. Published materials ere, of course, used in the 

preparation of this assessment. Results and projections of research in progress are 

also used In this document. Date on Life History of the fishermen, end Gill Net 

fishermen ere preliminary results of analyses in progress. Information micro-levels of 

social analyses (households, production units (boats, gear and crew), communities, 

fishermen associations) are based on ethnographic materials, published reports end 

articles, as well as from unpublished reports done by our students on different areas 

of the Island of Puerto Rico. The information provided here also employs data from the 

CFMC, fieldnotes, and notes from meetings and conferences in which the fishermen 

end the researchers have participated. 



r 
This report covers both Puerto Rico and the U.S.V.I., but the bulk of the social, 

economic and cultural information comes from the former. The lack of social 

documentation on the USVI fisheries is one of the difficulties and gaps in the social 

information available to the Caribbean Fishery Management Council. This report 

identifies such gaps in information and points at areas of research that need to be 

covered in order to enhance the quality of the "socioeconomic" information needed 

to elaborate management plans, and for the decision making process. 

h 

The Source Document and each Social Impact Assessment have been prepared 

according to the guidelines distributed by NMFS, and written by Peter Fricke. Fricke 

has establish.ed that an appropriate SIA covers four basic aspects of the fishery: (1 l 

Participation in the Fishery, (2) History, (3) Economics of the Fishery, and (4) Cultural 

and Social Aspects of the Fishery. This document is organized in the following 

manner: Section 1 A Note on Caribbean Fishermen and Fisheries Development, 

Section 2 The Fishermen of Puerto Rico, Section 3 The Fishermen of the United 

States Virgin Islands, Section 4 Fishing and Labor in Puerto Rico: Historical and 

Contemporary Perspectives of a Fundamental Concern In Management and Section 

5 Key Issues in Fishery Resource Management in Puerto Rico and the U"ited States 

Virgin Islands. These sections comprise the SOURCE DOCUMENT for the three 

management plans under assessment. Every major heading (underlined) in each 

.section is numbered. The information provided in the document is the basic 

socioeconomic information needed in the understanding of the said fisheries, but with 

emphasis on the shallow-water· reeffish fishery, and pertinent information, as 

available, to the Conch and Coral FMPs. 

i' 

The SOURCE DOCUMENT is followed by three (3) Social Impact Assessments: 

SIA 1: SHALLOW-WATER REEFFISH FISHERY, SIA 2, CONCH FISHERY and SIA 3, 

CORAL FISHERY. Each SIA has information on 11) Participation in the Fishery, (2l 

History, (3) Economics of the Fishery, and (4) Cultural and Social Aspects of the 

fishery. The information provided in each SIA is either presented anew (in reference 

to the data featured in the SOURCE DOCUMENT) or referenced from the document 

by number of section, major heading and page. The SIA includes a presentation of 
I 
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the basic management measures considered, and the probable social end cultural 

scenarios expected from the approval end enforcement of the measurements. The 

SIA ends with recommendations to improve the social end cultural data needed for the 

fishery. 

Following Fricke's 11992) recommendations, this document presents a holistic 

approach to the process of social impact assessment. This report emphasizes the 

historical role of fishermen in the societies under study. It Is a basic argument of this 

report, that in order to manage the ,fishery resources, one has to understand the 

historical process by which fishermen, es e class of producers, ere ·inserted in these 

societies. 

Fishermen are not part of a completely isolated social group, but an integral part 

of the sociopolitical and economic process. Thus, there is a close relationship 

between the macro economic and social processes, and the behavior, attitudes and 

practices of the fishermen of these islands. These fishermen are also part of a 

regional culture, and must be also understood in that context. The fishermen from 

Puerto Rico and from the U.S. Virgin Islands are, in essence, Caribbean fishermen, 

thus sharing social, cultural and occupational traits with their regional counterparts. 

In the social sciences, as well as in resource management, there is the tendency 

to look at the aggregation of the individual traits of the resource users, as a step to 

produce a socioeconomic profile of that "clientele". Most reports and studies cited 

here use that approach in the understanding of fishermen. Needless to say, such 

information is valuable since it provides us with an accurate picture or portrait of a 

group of individuals at an specific moment in time. However, in this report I also 

include qualitative (ethnographic) end historical information that allows the manager 

to view and assess the participation of fishermen in a dynamic perspective, and 

stemming from a complex social and cultural context. What this means is that in 

addition to the percentages on social characteristics and patterns of resource 

utilization, this study provides depictions ar,d analyses of social relations, cultural 

practices, the role of households and kinship In the fishing activities, the themes of 

the fishermen's discourse, their lifetime trajectories as related to labor and to fishing. 
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and their views and praxis of the political process .. All ·these aspects of the 

panicipation of fishermen in the local fisheries are discussed from a historical 

perspective. That is, analyzing the sociocultural aspects of the fishermen, in reference 

to the complexity of political and economic processes of the society at large, and such 

effort also include the pervasive process of resource management. Th.is document 

also has an underlying argument that the thorough understanding of the fishermen 

woes must be anchored in the analysis of their partaking in different forms of labor 

-participation in different sectors of the economy, and on a regional lthe Caribbean) 

and global scale. Ttiese aspects of the society and culture of fishermen are used in 

the SIA's to extrapolate on the effects of different management measures. by 

simulating various scenarios. 
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SECTION ONE 

A NOTE ON CARIBBEAN FISHERMEN AND FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT 

The appropriate assessment of culture and society of the 
fishermen of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, 
requires the understanding that they are part of the culture 
of the Caribbean fishermen, apeclally In reference to the 
practice of having an array of occupational activities. 
Those Involved In the aclentlflc and political process of 
fishery management must be aware that this •cnent.ele" la 
part of an economic development processIn which the 
state, now managing the resource, have bean engaged, on 
a local and regional basis. 

, . , First: A Definition of Fishermen 

The attempt to define fishermen is a difficult but necessary task, especially in 

the context of tropical fisheries, where diverse te,ms such as r,rtisanal, small-scale. 

traditional, and semi-commercial are abundant and often used interchangeably (Cordell 

1989:22). In the Caribbean islands, the term fishermen identifies people that fish o,, 

a full-time, part-time or mixed basis (Adams 1982, Stoffle 1986). Some researchers 

have elaborated on the technical and social heterogeneity of fishermen and its 

consequences; i.e. access to technology and the opportunities for capital 

accumulation {Cecil 1988). However, it still stands as a poorly defined sociological 

category, especially when associated with the phenomenon of social class. Caribbean 

fishermen are often viewed as peasants who occasionally engage in wage labor 

activities to cope with the constraints of household economic pressures (Price 1966, 

Benoist 1972, Peggie 1979). And many do engage in pattern of varied productive 
•, 

a 

activities, at unison or following a seasonal• annual cycle, including wage labor; such 

engagement is labelled In the literature as occupational multlpllclty IComitas 1962, 

Vald~s-Pizzini 1990a). In this model, fishermen become differentiated through 

productive • ecological • seasonal adaptations and their recurrent insertion in wage 

labor, while in community settings they form part of an egalitarian social system. 
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Fishermen-farmers-laborers (Stoffle 1986) who utilize the labor arrangements of their 

domestic units for their well being also depend on the state for their sustenance, and 

for the development of infrastructure and capital. This pattern of survival has been 

essential throughout the history of the Caribbean people. 

The societies and economies of the Caribbean have been dominated by the 

presence of the plantations and the haciendas. Originally using slavery and forced 

labor, later proletarians and peasants, these have been key factors in the shaping of 

the history of this archipelago. This history has been characterized by many as one 

of dependency relations, of underdevelopment, of sociocultural penetration and 

political and military intervention on behalf of the core countries of the world. The 

monocrop orientation of the plantation economy made the whole Caribbean region an 

enclave economic system that provided the Old World with valuable agricultura' 

commodities. 

In this conttlxt fishing was indeed a marginal activity. The consumption of fish. 

so vital in the dietary patterns of the people of the Caribbean from early colonial 

times, was satisfied mostly by imports of salted and dried fish from the European fish 

producers and from Newfoundland (Adams 1983). Thus, the omnipresence of the 

monocrop cultivation system and the availability Qf foodstuffs from foreign markets 

retarded the development of indigenous specialized fishing activities. 

However, fishing was an important economic activity, despite its marginality. 

Fishing, in this area, arose from efforts of peasants and rural workers to complement 

their economic and dietary subsistence. This productive activity became historically 

a source of extra income and proteins for the Caribbean rural folk. As slavery was 

abolished and the demand for sugar production in the world market declined, a 

fraction of the new classes of peasan~s and rural proletarians began to settle In the 

areas marginal to the plantation fields, mainly In the coastal grounds and in the 

mangrove areas (Price 1966). Most of the labor force in those communities and 

environments in Puerto Rico, as in the rest of the Caribbean, alternated between 

fishing, farming and agricultural work in the fields in order to achieve satisfactory 

Jevels of subsistence. 
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1.2 Fisheries Development in the Caribbean 

. After World War II, most of the countries of the Caribbean initiated diverse 

programs for the development of their fisheries. These were characterized by low 

levels of technology and low production yield and were subsistence oriented. Despite 

the enormous efforts of those countries to raise the standards of the fisheries, they 

are still being defined as artisanal; with only some limited clusters of commercial and 

industrial fishing enterprises In a few islands. The classification of artisanal, or 

small-scale, is used to describe those fisheries with the following socioeconomic 

traits: 

1. The fishers are the owners and the operators of the means of production (gears 

and seacrafts); and as independent producers they organize their own pro

ductive activities 

2. The technology employed is simple: small and modest size vessels, inexpensive, 

manually operated gears, often elaborated by the fishermen or by local 

craftsmen, and fishing is performed in the inshore areas 

3. The catch is sold directly to consumers or to middlemen trading _in the local 

market, rather than to centralized fish markets 

4. Fishing is often a part-time chore, since most of the fishers are also engaged 

in other productive activities, such as agriculture (Adams 1983, 

Berleant-Schiller 1981, Munro and Smith 1983). 

The fisheries development programs in the Caribbean have been designed with 

the intention of making fishing profitable on a large scale, as to supply the local 

market. The expectation is that an appropriate success can also produce for the 

export trade. These development schemes are planned and constructed on the basis 

of the potential of the insular environments; thus any development in the productive 

forces must be closely monitored and ensued in terms of the avaitability of the marine 

resources, based on the biologists' equations of the fisheries' maximum sustainable 

yield. In the reports of the Caribbean fishery scientists, the insular environments are 

viewed es limited in resources and incapable of sustaining high yields; therefore 

concluding that such condition imposes certain limitations to the development 

potential of the fisheries. 
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In this context, the fisheries are characterized by limited governmental capital 

investments and the goals of the planners are aimed toward the mechanization and 

modernization of equipment, improvements In the navigation technology and 

refrigeration systems, and rationalization of the marketing techniques. Yet the 

technical innovations can be handled by small work teams with a relatively simple 

division of labor. Thus, the fisheries tend to remain artisanal, but featuring higher 

yields due to the mechanization of their technology. 

The aforementioned trend towa_rds inJensification exemplifies all the Caribbean 

fisheries' development plans. During the last forty years, the countries of the 

Caribbean, advised by experts from Canada, England and the United States, have 

religiously studied the potential of the insular environments, the market potentials and 

the possibility of training fishermen into more rational fishing techniques. 

From 1965 to 1975 the developmental trend was geared toward the capture 

of pelagic species, &nd demersal fishing in the continental drop-off and the coastal 

shelf. Such plans, inspired to a certain extent by the enormous success of the Cuban 

fishing fleet, and suggested by the United Nations Special Fund and the projects of 

FAO, intended to improve the past "scant fishery developments" from 1940 to 1965 

(Adams 1983). The potential success of those plans, which required large investments 

of capital, were destined to succeed only in those islands with the proper economic 

resources, such as in Puerto Rico. But overall, the success of those plans was limited 

and the focus of their efforts remained in the artisanal fisheries, which only allows 

limited investments. 

l• 
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Another major deterrent to fishing, according to the fishery scientists, is the 

Jack of a navigational end seafaring tradition among the Caribbean fishermen. 

Therefore, there are scant, or non-existent possibilities for the ·establishment of an 

open sea fishery. Thus the fisheries are condemned to remain Inshore oriented, and 

1heir development limited; In other words: to remain artisanal. The ideas that the 

Caribbean fishermen are afraid of the sea and seafaring, especially the black 

fishermen, that they are ignorant of navigation and do not have any love or 
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understanding of fishing, or a tradition for navigation ere common (Su6rez Caabro 

1979, and Adams 1983), as well as unfortunate. 

Most of the fishery scientists have failed to give an adequate assessment and 

evaluation of the lack of a seafaring tradition. Even though the arguments described 

above appear constantly in their discourse. the understanding of the Caribbean 

fishermen as being essentially and foremost, tied to the plantation economy or to the 

petty commodity (agricultural) production began with the works of Sidney Mintz (in 

Steward et al. 1956). However,. It was Lambros Comitas that initiated the 

assessment of fishing production as part of the Caribbean labor reality of occupational 

multiplicity (Comitas 1962), which has become a constant and prolific type of 

research in this area. 

In spite of the major criticisms of the Caribbean development plans for the 

fisheries (Gordon 1981 l those schemes have been successful in introducing the 

fishers to modernization, and therefore to the logic and mechanisms of the industria' 

and post-industrial world-economy. The mechanization of the fishing technology, the 

preservation of the catch, and the rationalization of the market's organization have 

had the effect of stimulating the fishermen to reproduce and buy the mea")s of 

production with the utilization of cash in obtaining products manufactured in the 

industrialized countries. As in any other parts of the world, the process of 

development, leading toward the modernization of the fishing fleet, has also led to a 

constant capitalization of the fleets, and the sustained effort to increase the landings. 

This process is fueled by the creatipn of a demand for the fishery products, as it has 

been the case for Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. One could say, that 

resource depletion, has appeared almost as a function of capital investments in the 

fisheries on behalf of the state, and on behalf of fishing firms, stimulated by the 

increasing demand for fish and shellfish. Management of conch, lobster, and reef fish 

must not overlook such process. 



SECTION TWO 

THE FISHERMEN OF PUERTO RICO 

Most fishermen In Puerto Rico are petty commodity 
producers, or artlsanal fishermen. The kin-based type of 
operation, In which family members and relatives, Including 
women, participate 11fading due to labor competition from 
the Industrial and service 1ector1.of the economy. Of key 
Importance for management 11 the social and cultural 
characteristic of the fisherman. Fishing 11 consldl)rad a 
form of Independence and a therapy. Fishing la also a 
strong form of cultural Identity and pride. Not all fishermen 
In Puerto Rico are small-scale. This section documents the 
fishery of Puerto Real In the southwest coast. The 
objective of that •portrait• Is to present a documented 
process of changes In gears and technology In reference to 
capital investment in the snapper group per fishery. 

In Puerto Rico, as in the rest of the Caribbean, the fisheries are essentially 

artisanal or small-scale. The only industrial development in the fisheries corresponds 

to the American tuna canneries of the south coast, with foreign seiners that land their 

catch in the factories' docks, and the recent intrusion of U.S. based longliners 

targeting swordfish and other pelagics. 

2., Fisheries Development in Puerto Rico 

The artisanal fisheries in Puerto Rico have been the target of several 

development plans. Due to the scarcity of food imports during, and after World War 

JI, mainly in the area of marine food stuffs, the government of the Commonwealth of 

Puerto Rico created a pilo·t program for the improvement of the fishing sector of the 

economy. The aim of the Programa de Villas Pesgueras (Program for the Fishing 

Villages) was to change the subsistence character of the fishing communities, into 

market oriented clusters of fishers. 
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Throughout this program the government of the island invested large sums of 

money in the development of an infrastructure, and the technological and 

environmental knowledge needed in the exploitation of the marine resources. These 

, monies were invested in facilities for the fishermen, which consisted of wharfs, 

Jockers for the fishermen, and a building allotted with a freezer and the appropriate 

facilities for storag11, and market distribution of the catch. Funds were also allocated 

for the creation of fishermen's associations en(! cooperatives, and f~>r the development 

of the Maritime Credit Institution, which helped the fishermen with loans for the 

acquisition of their vessels and gears. 

The state also provided teaching programs for the training of fishermen in the 

rational catching techniques and navigational expertise (Pic6 1974, Suarez Caabro 

'l 979). With the creation of the Programa de Villas Pesoueras the fishing production 

,of the island increased notably. The expectations of the program were to turn the 

artisanal fisheries into commercial ones, that is, a fishery characterized by a high leYe! 

of technology, capital intensive, and high yields, although the parameter of those high 

levels have seldom been established. 

In the decade of the 1970s the planners of the Commonwealth invested, as 

recommended by the O'Brien Report of 1972, in the development oJ two programs 

tlesigned for the acquisition, by fishermen associations and individual fishers, of 

trawlers and large vessels to be employed in pelagic end demersal fishing, These 

programs failed to accomplish their goals since most of the fishermen were unable to 

adapt to the new technology, make it profitable, nor could they produce a surplus to 

invest in the fishery {CODREMAR 1980). Thus, the vast majority of the Puerto Rican 

fisheries are still considered artisanal. 

As in the Caribbean fisheries development plans, the Puerto Rican fisheries 

schemes are also conditioned by the ecological and socioeconomic limitations of the 

fisheries, a contention which is supported with the statistics concerning the low yields 
--

and poor technological and capital developments in that sector of the economy. 

Therefore, further developments In this sector are limited by the poverty of the sea, 

and the low potential of its future yields. According to planners and fishery scientists, 
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one important constraint consist of the attitudes of the· fishermen; they ere 

individualistic, conservative, slow to experiment with new technology, and therefore 

traditional and slow and difficult to change (CODREMAR 1980). According to ~uarez 

Caabro, the fishermen also lack a seafaring tradition and even ere afraid of the sea, 

a major obstacle in the improvement of their economic conditions since seafaring end 

seamanship requires "tradition and natural skills"that hardly comes through with the 

teachings at the fishing and navigation schools (Su6rez Caabro). These stereotypes, 

which are fundamentally wrong, have permeated the strategies and planning in the 

local fisheries. Another deterrent to development consist of the fishermen's Inability 

to save enough money to make the proper capital investment for the improvement of 

their vessels and gears; therefore such responsibility falls on the shoulders of the state 

and its concerned institutions. 

2.2 The "Socioeconomic" Status of the Fisheries 

The Puerto Rican fisheries are characterized in the literature by the use of a 

"simple" technology. The most common gears ere traps, line trolling, hat'ld lines and 

nets. These gears are. manually operated, although mechanization of some of their 

operations have started already in the hauling of traps. The vessels employed in the 

fisheries do have a limited travelling potential; they are for the most part row boats, 

sailboats and boats which have been modified by the installation of small inboard and 

outboard motors. About ninety percent of the total number of vessels are under 21 

feet long, and eighty one percent have motors under forty horse power. Wooden 

vessels, mostly a product of local craftsmen, constitute the eighty-six percent of the 

total number of vessels {CODREMAR 1980). Consistently, all the reviews and studies 

of the fishery reveal that the main characteristics of the vessels, such as the skiffs, 

fishing smacks and schooners, have remain unchanged since the beginning of this 

century, except for the fiberglass coating they apply today for the protection of the 

wood (Ibid). Recently Matos and Torres agree that since 1976, fishing vessels have 

not changed much (Matos and Torres 1989). They reported that 52 % of the fishing 

vessels were ~ or small wooden and/ or fiberglass boats. In their view, 
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1mchanged vessel size and motor power is an indicator of the status of the fishery, 

where fishermen cannot upgrade their technoiogy in a significant manner, due to low 

economic returns: 

Most of the fishing is done in the inshore habitats of the insular shelf, while a 

-smaller number fish in the slope or shelf drop-off. The environments exploited consist 

Df the mangrove forests, the reef areas, the grassbeds and rocky bottoms of the 

coastal waters. Fishing outings are performed daily, and the production units are 

usually back ashore around noon. 

Ten years ago, Guti6rrez found that the fishermen sold the catch to the 

fishermen associations, located in the government built villas pesoueras. or sold it 

directly to the customers in the streets or to fish vendors, some of which are itinerant 

and do not have a permanent site to perform their transactions (Guti6rrez 1985). 

During that time, fishermen associations were an important and incipient institution 

for the defense of the fishermen interests and tor the profitable disposal of the catch. 

Jn 1985 there were 45 fishermen associations, and 58 fishing centers or "villas 

pesqueras," used by an estimated number of 1,900 fishermen (Romaguera, Vega and 

Dones 1987). Most of the facilities (74%) were considered to be "active," or used 

by an association or by an independent user. 

Half of the fishing population is engaged in that economic activity as a part-time 

chore, and do it because they cannot find jobs elsewhere (Gutierrez 1985). Strikingly 

similar results have been obtained by Romaguera et al. (1987), and by Matos and 

7orres (1989). In 1988-89 we found a slight increase in the number of fishermen 

devoted to fishing (Figure 1l but this could be due to the nature of the sample. More 

1han forty percent of the population has been engaged in agricultural work in the past, 

following a well established socioeconomic pattern of the Car.ibbean fisheries, as 

already me'ntioned. Most of the fishers have been engaged in commercial and 

industrial work In Puerto Rico, and more than fifty percent of them in the United 

States (Guti6rrez 1985). Some of these migrants are returnees that retired from 

private or public jobs and complement their pensions, and social security benefits with 

1he monetary returns of their catch. The Puerto Rican artisanal fisheries absorb 
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portions of the unemployed labor force from other sectors of the economy as in other 

less developed societies. In Puerto Rico, with the demise of sugar cultivation and the 

drastic industrial and general unemployment, the fisheries are a labor buffer zone. in 

which many of its inhabitants are not full-time or traditional fishers and therefore 

fishing appears as a low priority occupation ICODREMAR 1980). 
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· FIGURE 1 
FISHING AS AN EXCLUSIVE ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 
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2.3 The Petty Commodity Character of the Puerto Rican Fisheries 

· Fishing production in Puerto Rico is done by •ertisanal fishermen" using 

"traditional methods.• This multi-species, multi-gear, year-round stratQgy is 

archetypical of tropical fisheries exploiting a low biomass but high diversity of species. 

Most of the Island catch (averaging three million pounds per year) Is captured with 

traps, gill nets, trammel nets, troll lines, trot lines, hand line, and beach seines. In 

terms of units of gears, traps, lines, cast nets and gill nets are the most important 

ones owned by the fishermen (Figure 2). Since 1982, the number of divers targeting 

high value reef fish, conch end lobster has increased fourfold throughout the Island. 

If a general category must be employed to describe the social and economic character 

of the local fisheries, without entering In a discussion of technology (types of boats, 

gears, mechanization, etc.I or magnitude (small-scale, commercial scale), petty 

commodity production is an appropriate one. Petty commodity mode of production 

is defined here as the organization in which the producers "appropriate the means of 

production and set the productive process in motion without intervention of non 

producers." Here, each producer owns the means of production individually, i.e. there 

is no class of non producers standing over the laborers with property rights in the 

means of production. 

In a recent discussion of petty commodity production among fishermen, Russell 

and Poopetch I 19901 use the term as "a useful way of distinguishing kin-based from 

non-kin based forms of commercial fishing• in industrial economies. However, they 

ere also cautious in observing that the •fishing• households es such are under 

pressure by the industrial economy to participate in wage labor; thus, kin-based 

production fluctuates In the trajectory of the household or -es they prefer to label it· .. 
through the developmental cycle of kinship. That distinction is important for the case 

of Puerto Rico. A recent fisheries census estimates that 51 % of the registered 

fishermen own the boats, while 60% own the gear (Matos y Torres 1989). 

Survey, ethnographic data and life history Interviews of the Puerto Rican 

fishermen suggest that fishing is fundamentally a kin-based operation, especially at 

the early stages of the developmental cycle, and one that involves affinal relatives at 

.. 
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a later stage, when siblings are no longer available (Griffith, Vald4s,Pizzini .and 

Johnson 1992). (More than half of the fishermen interviewed 153.5%1 reported to 

receive help from their family and relatives in fishing related activities). But, 

historically, monocrop agriculture early this century, industrial development, and labor 

migration to the United States have re-structured crew composition, and the soi:ial 

and economic relations in the fisheries. A consistent fact observed since 1930 (Jarvis 

19321 is that half the population of fishermen Is involved In it as a part-time chore; 

and do it because they cannot find jobs eli;ewhere (Guti4rrez 1985). · Independent 

producers whose life trajectories have been intersected by diverse options and 

alternatives, most have engaged in different economic activities throughout their life 

histories {Griffith et al. 1992). Guti4rrez {1985), for example, found that most of the 

fishermen have had experience in agricultural work, and half of them have worked in 

industry and other activities ln the United States. 

,, 

In reference to the technology, petty commodity production in tropical fisheries 

is labelled as "small-scale" or "artisanal" because the technology employed - gears and 

boats • are usually manufactured domestically, by household members, following 

1raditional cultural practices and use of local materials. Profitability in other sector of 

lhe economy limit the investments in that sector,_ and wage earnings in othefareas 

attract producers, who otherwise would be working and investing capital in fishing 

enterprises, contributing to the low levels of capital accumulation and reproduction 

in fishing. In the Caribbean, as in other parts of the world, the state provides the 

instruments for the economic development of the fisheries sector, due to the poverty 

of rural proletarians and peasants to do so, and the diverting factors mentioned above. 

{; 
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FIGURE 2 
MOST COMMON FISHING GEARS IN PUERTO RICO 
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2.4 Cultural Dimensions of Fishing as an Economic Activity 

In cultural terms, fishing is en endeavor that evokes the most powerful images 

of identity and cultural strength. Fishermen in Puerto Rico have stated, loud and 

clear, that they, as a class, have historically been the dispossessed and the forgotten. 

They have also stated they have been historically displaced by their competing coastal 

users (recreational groups, tourist and hotels), end that they must claim their position 

in society. Culturally, the fishermen heva an strong sense of Identity end of 

independence. This duo of strong characteristics ere alway~ stressed by the 

fishermen when they' speak in public. There are two cultural dimensions In which 

independence and identity are emphasized: how they view fishing as an occupation 

and es therapy, and their political culture, es exemplified in the fishermen 

associations. 

Therapy: A Cuhural Category 

In i 982 Jaime Gutierrez conducted a survey of the Puerto Rican fishermen for 

the University of Puerto Sea Grant Program. Valdes-Pizzini worked in that project in 

every phase, including interviewing throughout the island, and the island municipality 

of Culebra. Two questions in the instrument ellicited information on their appreciation 

of fishing as a job. The very first question inquired on the reasons they had for 

fishing, It was a general, and open question that allowed the interviewee to express 

an array of reasons for fishing, Estimulated by the recommendations of John Peggie, 

hired by Sea Grant as a consultant for the preparation of the proposal, and following 

Poggie's theoretical interests (Foggie 1979) the project had an interest in assesing the 

levels of job satisfaction In .. the fishermen. While a direct question on job satisfaction 

was used in other, concurrent fishermen surveys IVald4s-Pizzini 1985, 1990a), in the 

1982 survey, Gutierrez decided to ask the question using an alternative stimuli: Would 

you recommend fishing, es a job, to a young person you like?. Gutierrez expected 

fishermen satisfied with their job to respond: Yes, I would recommend fishing, as 

most of them (62.6%) did (Gutierrez 1985, Vald4s-Pizzini 1990a). 
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In that survey fishermen elaborated several times, in response to both questions. 

a discourse in which they included the category of therapy es part of their 

conceptualization of fishing, and their relationship with that occupation. 

Unfonunately, therapy was masked ln the process of coding, end superseded by a 

larger category of ill!.Ul, The.cultural category.of fishing es therapy reappeared in the 

NSF funded Fishermen Life History Project. This time, therapy was e loud and clear 

element in their discourse, In which they explained their labor trajectory, and the 

process of semiproletarianization. 

Before we engage In a precise exposition of cases, and a discussion of therapy 

and fishing in the occupational life history of the Puerto Rican fishermen, a rescue of 

1hat Jost discourse from 1982 is needed, arong with some reffections on the semiotics 

of therapy in Puerto Rico. For that purpose we "revisited" the 292 cases studied in 

1982. The procedure in this revision simply consisted in evaluating the responses to 

. questions nun1ber one and four. In that specific comt,ination, 5.82% of the 

informants responded that fishing was a therapy, What does that means? 

For the fishermen, fishing was foremost an occupation but it also has the quality 

of performing therapeutic benefits of the rabor force. The mention of therapy tended 

to emphasize either why they fish (received the benefit of therapy) or why they 

recommended fishing to others. One of the informants clearly stated that fishing was 

"a mentar and physical therapy", thus including the two larger medical and 

psychologicar categories of the term. In psychology therapy is usually defined as 

those activities developed to cure diseases, or to reduce pain or suffering. Therapy 

includes an array of activities which includes: recreational, occupationar, groupal. 

relaxation activities with the objective of changing the •patient" behavior. Is that 

therapy for.the fishermen? Collectlve_ly, the answer is affirmative. 

Psychologically, when they speak of fishing as therapy they are also expressing 

that this activity helps the •relax•, It Is a •quiet" activity in which there are no 

pressures. The element of recreation, and leisure or entertainment as a therapeutic 

1:1uality is also involved. Fishing Is thus considered to be •a sport" and a "healthy" 

activity !"es un deporte.,.es sano y saludable"l. In recommending fishing to young 
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people, fishermen emphasized that fishing was a good therapy for them, since it was 

a way of earn a living while avoiding behaviors conducing to drug ediction. Fishing 

locates people away from drugs, alcoholism, and also it contributes to the avoldance 

of problems. 

·. It is clear from this smell number of fishermen (n • 171 that fishing play en 

important role es an occupational therapy. In four cases, when they mentioned 

therapy they clearly meant that fishing was an occupational alternative to other jobs 

they had in the past, and in one case fishing was recommended by a physician. The 

argument is that "I cannot work anymore" (in the industrial and commercial setting), 

therefore I am fishing, Injury is an evident cause. One fisherman expressed tha1 

!fishing) "is easier than other jobs ... [I have] an injury in one leg", therefore cannot 

work because of the injury and, maybe more important, because of the pension. In 

this case, the informant exolained what he meant by "easier": 

"(Fishing) has its advantages, it is a job as well as a therapy, one does no1 

work for a boss, under the exploitation ("servidumbre"I of no one, under no 

yoke ... nobody intervenes, it is only you an nature ... there is people who work 

8 hours and earn a miser salary, (in fishing) one work less." 

Another fisherman constructed the following discourse explaining his reasons for 

fishing: "I am handicapped ... I receive social security (benefits] ... my family used to 

fish ... I earn some money ... It is a therapy". In addition to the general physical and 

mental therapeutic qualities of fishing, as their emics or cultural viewpoint revealed, 

some fishermen also vest fishing of occupational therapeutic benefits that allow then 

to continue working whil~ not working In the official economy. A hidden argument 

in their retnorics Is that fishing has a niche In the informal sector of the economy, or 

at least is easier to participate In that sector without affecting the money transfer 

from the state. The frightening consequence (for the anthropologist and his formal 

mode Isl in the analysis is that one of the meanings In this specific semiotics of fishing 

is that the argument of therapy confuses (or replaces, in adiscoursive representation?) 

the perception of fishing as labor, as work, while protects the fishermen from 
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excluding themselves from the danger zone of exclusion from the files of state 

benefits (food stamps, unemployment, social security benefits, tax exemption ... ). 

Fishing as Therapy: A Cultural Category of the Fishermen? 

Is it appropriate to say that fishing as therapy Is a widely held cultural category 

emong the Puerto Rican Fishermen, given the small percentage {5.82%) of direct 

responses to that issue? To solve that problem, we expanded the argument of the 

fishermen into two areas. In assessing fishing as therapy the cases we examined 

revealed that health and being a sport (a healthy, entertaining activity) were key 

elements in their explanation of therapy. Taking those two categories we find that 

those who considered fishing as a sport constituted 13% of the sample, and those 

who defined fishing as a healthy activity accounted for a 10% of the fishermen. The 

· triad of related concepts or cultural categories therapy-sport-health represents close 

to a 29% of the Island fishermen interviewed in 1982. It is not our intention to infla,e 

the percentages, to have a larger group of cases to discuss, since the core of the 

cases in this discussion are taken from the life history project. The gist of tha1 

strategy is to show the extensions of the conceptualization of fishing as therapy. Ai: 

the elements of that discourse appear consistently in the interviews, the only eleme:-:1 

lost is therapy. 

(; 

" 

Associated with fishing as a sport, we find the following segments of discourse: 

.,keeps your mind occupied in useful things"; "it is a distraction"; "keeps you away 

from drugs"; "it is entertaining, fuh, it does not bore you"; "it is good and healthy"; 

it is a clean activity"; "it is a good exercise"; "a profitable sport". On the other hand. 

associated with fishing as a healthy activity we find the following segments of 

discourse: "it is good and healthy"; "it Is peaceful"; "keeps your mind occupied, away 

from bad thoughts•; "clears the mind"; "keeps you young"; •o·ne forgets problems 

end tensions•: "keeps you away from vices•; ~it Is a distraction•; "keeps young 

people away from delinquency•. It Is our contention that the notion of fishery as 

therapy is widely held by the fishermen, although it is often broken down in pieces of 

discourse containing the elements of health and sport. In those, the therapeutic 

effects of fishing are presented. 

( 
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Therapy as a "Puerto Rican" Cultural Category? How to explain therapy as a 

cultural category, and as a concept associated with .-vork and labor among the 

fishermen? Therapy is a sophisticated concept, end not a generalized term of the 

social sciences, as it· is, for example, the concept of social class. Ethnographic 

impressions etest that the concept is also shared by the population at large, although 

ttlere are no studies of such popularization. It is evident that the psycotherapeutic 

trends of the U.S. started to operate in the Puerto Rican population. The trends of the 

Island's economy, tainted by large mol'.ley transfers end social services programs from 

the U.S. defined the scenario for the dissemination of therapy as a cultural category. 

Therapy entered the· Puerto Rican household through the mental health clinics 

established by law in 1963, and through the programs of vocational rehabilitation. 

It appears to be a consensus among psychologists in Puerto Rico that labor, the 

mental and physical conditions of the labor force, treatment of migrants, the 

incorporation of injured laborers into the economy, and the rehabilitation of the 

lumpenproletariat (addicts, juvenile delinquentsl have been a priority of such 

programs. Incorporation of people into the labor force becomes the objective of 

various government programs, based on the argument that labor is essential to soc1a1

order. 

That process was institutionalized with the incorporation into the Island of U.S. 

programs for vocational rehabilitation, under the administration of the Department of 

Social Services, in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Services in vocational 

rehabilitation were fully established in the key moment of the return migration of the 

70's, by which a large number of workers tried desperately to find jobs in an stressed 

labor environment. It also responded to the moment in which industrial development 

was in its peak moment. The "vocational" trend entered grade end high schools, and 

in the area of social services, rehabilitation programs prepared the young, the Injured 

and the unemployed {often as a consequence of that Industrial development) for their 

re-incorporation into their areas of work, or re- educate them into other labor areas 

suitable to their handicap or limitations. The array of services Included: total 

· "restoration" of the laborer into his environment; vocational training; establishment 
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of small businesses (including fish-houses), materials for training (fishing gear, boats); 

social security benefits for disability (capital used to buy boats); and services to 

laborers injured in their Jobs. 

The constant "clinical" and programmatic intervention of the state in the 

configuration and the allocation of the labor force for the existing i~dustrial and 

commercial order, has led, in our view to the popularization of the concept of therapy. 

Although far and distant from the motifs of our research, It _Is obvious that the 

fishermen, their families, relatives and neighbors had direct or indirect interaction with 

government agencies and their philosophy and praxis of vocational rehabilitation, and 

occupational, and mental therapy. In my view fishing is therapy against 

unemployment, it helped to maintain the economy of the domestic unit while keeping 

the mental integrity of these laborers in times of stress. This is not far from the 

fundamental objectives of the "art and science" of occupational therapy, in 

maintaining appropriate social functioning of the labor force, in promoting health 

conditions, and in facilitating learning of new productive skills in order to adapt to a 

new situation. While it is argued that fishing is an employment opportunity for the 

rural workers, these arguments shared by the fishermen suggest that ·it is also a 

·therapeutic alternative for the industrial (local and migrant) de-proletarianization by 

decree, chance, injury and choice (Griffith, Vald~s-Pizzini and Johnson 1992, in 

passim 56-58). 

(, 

• 

2.5 The Political Culture: Fishermen Associations 
• 

In most countries, fishermen constitute a small proportion of the ccupational 

structure; hence they tend to have a weak political position as a group, mainly in 

terms of negotiation and bargaining power yls-a-yisthe state. Fishermen are also 

peasants and rural workers, marginal and isolated from the government apparatus, and 

therefore experience some difficulties In participating In state decision making 

processes. Orbach and Maiolo tend to associate the rise of political participation in 

the fisheries with the process of modernization. Their argument is that, with the 

international expansion of maritime economic activities, the· expansion of capitalism 
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stimulated the transfe>rmation and elaboration of existing legal mechanisms (e.g. 

licenses, laws. permits) for the control of access to the fishery, including the 

resolution of conflicts surrounding resource competition. These developments 

increased interaction between fishermen and the state, and the state and the 

fishermen became entangled in legal and political disputes concerning the impact and . . 

extent of the policies: under these circumstances, es well, fishermen were no longer 

marginal or politically isolated. Such political participation has thus became a 

necessary tool for the fishermen . to Influence the decision. making process. 

Modernization not only involves the transformation of the tech no-economic structure. 

it also stimulates in the fishermen •a process of learning to work with the new 

political and administrative contrains end requirements .. • {Maiolo and Orbach 1982:7). 

The key element in understanding the political culture and activities of the Puerto 

Rican fishermen resides in the workings of the fishermen associations. Throughout 

the Caribbean fishermen cooperatives and their variants (eg. associations) have been 

encouraged by governments, fishery agents end planners (Comitas 1962!. Being 

independent producers operating within the economic boundaries of the household 

and communities of peers end relatives, fishermen are viewed es individualistic, often 

isolated personas, that even have independence as a psychological trait (Poggie 

1980). By contrast, the potential for fisheries development (measured in higher 

landings, better technology, and higher ex-vessel prices per catch) lay in organizing 

the producers into cooperatives to circumvent the control of local dealers and 

merchants !Pollnac 1982). This wo·uld also facilitate the sharing of gear end vessels 

for the profit of the group, rather than for the benefit of one or two individuals. 

In Puerto Rico, the state tried consistently yet unsuccessfully to develop 

cooperatives for the development of the Island fisheries. In the decade of the 70's 

with the law that created the Corporation for Fisheries Development ICODREMARJ. 

a program for the development of fishermen association was initiated. Instead of a 

cooperative-like organization, the associations, partly encouraged by the state, 

became an instrument for the negotiation of vessels, gears and favors with the state 

(Guti~rrez et al 1986, Vald~s-Pizzini 1985). One important trait of fishermen 
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associations is that they have become lobbying agencies for t_he fishermen, serving 

their social, economic and political purposes and interests. Associations allowed for 

the collective participation of fishermen in the protection of their specific Interests 

providing a vehicle with which they could adapt their behavior to the new managerial 

regimes. 

l 

Political participation of fishermen Is also Inextricably tied to changes In the 

coastal zone. With the demise of traditional agriculture, use of the coastal zone 

shifted from productive to leisure oriented activities and infrastructure. Demand for 

eoastal space, by both the private and public sector, have threatened the existence 

of traditional coastal communities throughout the island. Local residents, often with 

-few or no other economic and social alternatives, find themselves in the political 

predicament of rejecting development projects that seem to attempt to transform 

1heir traditional way of life. Opposition to these projects often underlies alliances 

.among diverse political and environmental organizations. 

1 
f 

A Model of Fishermen Associations 

In contrast to the cooperative, fishermen belonging to an association usually own 

1heir boats and equipment and are responsible for their production and revenues. 

That is, they remain petty commodity producers with individual ownership over the 

means of production. Since the associations have to be incorporated into the 

governmental apparatus in order to function, the individuals chosen for the board of 

directors must have special capabilities and thus are selected from the most 

experienced and successful fishermen, many of whom also are viewed as social and 

moral pillars in their communities. 

Preside;:,ts usually are outstanding members of the community that have some 

experience In lobbying or In pofitical endeavors. They are well educated, 

.knowledgeable of bureaucratic procedures and the workings of the system, and have 

contacts In the local or national government. Presidents tend to be bilingual; most 

have had lengthy experience as agricultural and factory workers in the United States. 

Although they are registered as fishermen and have licenses, many also hold other 

I
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jobs and only fish in their spare time; et the same time, they ere full time specialists 

in the old art of politics. 

A president must have the proper rhetorical skillsto be able to defend their 

interests. He must learn the rules of the political game and apply them; heAce, he 

must be able to use end manipulate the following resources: the media, lawyers, 

political parties. and economic opportunities In the local, national and federal 

government sources. While these seem to be ideal characteristics, In fact they 

described members of the board of directors of several associations we studied 

throughout the Island (Gutierrez, McCay, Valdes 1986). 

To be successful, associations must be politically neutral organizations, willing to 

accept fishermen from all the political parties and ideologies. Its members, especially 

the board of directors, must suppress their political inclinations since their primordial 

loyalties are not with the party but with the fishermen end their fundamental class and 

comm,mity interests. This is of course true for the case of Puerto Rico, where 

political affiliation is a very sensitive matter ohen dividing communities and families. 

Thus an association failing to avoid a political alliance or annexation to a party takes 

the risk of alienating a large segment of actual or potential members. 

Presidents who successfully conceal their political interests are also able o1 

manipulate both sides (parties in power) effectively and draw resources from both ol 

them. To the extent that they are capable of concealing their political party affiliation 

and willing to present the association as en unitary block, the board of directors and 

the president will be in a better position to achieve their goals. 

Fishing Association membership indicates, at the most basic level, a relationship 

with an institution that serves as a marketing outlet for one's catch; at the other 

extreme, membership in _an association entails involvement In a wide variety of 

business and friendship relations with other fisliers of the community, In particular the 

political struggles of fishers, including struggles for or against management or other 

initiatives of the Department of Natural Resources, the U.S. Navy, or the Caribbean 

Fishery Management Council. The effectiveness of fishing associations as either 

marketing or political institutions is highly variable from community to community -
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around the island. Those who belong to associations join for a variety of reasons, but 

primarily to get access to government aid that sometimes accompanies association 
•

membership and for marketing purposes. 

During political disputes, however, these associations are usually the most 

active organizations in mobilizing fishers to defend their interests, and membership in 

these cases may either swell beyond current fishers or embrace non-members in their 

struggles, as has been documented in cases of disputes (Vald~s Pizzini 1990bl. This 

seems all the more plausible when. we consider the reasons fishers give for not 

belonging to associations, since those who choose not to belong most commonly base 

their decisions on the characteristics of the association itself in their area, saying that 

it is either highly disorganized or that no association exists in their area. While a 

disorganized association or no association may exist during normal periods, during 

crisis periods, as when fisheries managers threaten to restrict fishing, we· have seen 

associations from other areas move into regions to aid in the mobilization and 

organization of fishers. Further, the existence of a powerful or politically active 

association in a community indicates a dedication to fishing that runs deeper. than 

.individuals or households, involving entire coastal communities of fishers. 

The associations, as described here are still an important "institution" in the 

Puerto Rican fisheries. Effective management of fishery resources could be achieved 

through the closer integration of the fishermen's organizations (associations, clubs, 

cooperatives or federations) into the management process. Despite their actual status 

(recent reports suggest that these ornagizations do not wield power nor do they 

appeal to the large contituency they had in the pastl, they still are a respectable type 

of organization with a history of defending the interest of the fishermen against forces 
'• 

larger than 'their lives. 

I
I.. 

I . 
I 

2.6 Alternative Routes in the Puerto Rican fisheries Development 

In contrast with most of the Puerto Rican artisanal fisheries, there is one 

1emarkable case of differential development, characterized, in comparison with the 

rest of the fishermen communities, by high levels of technology, and capital 
-
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investments in production and distribution. This ia the commercial fishery of Puerto 

Real. This section is Included here to document elternetive processes in the context 

of the local •artisana1• or "small-scale• fisheries, associated with the shallow water 

reef-fish species, and conch. The Information for this section comes from Vald~s 

Pizzini (1985, and forthcoming} and It Is based In fieldwork perform from 1979 to 

1985. Recent developments In that community are not included in this depiction. 

A Case Study: An Ethnohlstorlcal Account of The Fishery of Puerto Real 
. ' 

. According to government sources, Puerto Real Is the Island's most 
important fish landing center. The municipality of Cebo Rojo also harbors other 
landing centers, all close to the 18 miles long Insular platform that 
accommodates a continuum of habitats, Including coastal lagoons, sheltered 
bays, mangrove forests, coral reefs, rocky and sand bottoms, turtle grass flats, 
algal plains (intersected by reefs) and the shelf drop-off. Those habitats 
produce the largest amount of fish and shellfish bio-mass in the Island (Weiler 
and Suarez 1980:7). In fact, Cabe Rojo's landings produce nearly 40% of the 
Island's total catch, the highest for any municipality. Production units from 
Puerto Real use the said inshore habitats, but a large portion of the landings 
come from their consistent exploitation of the shelf drop-off using reel lines. 
operated with electric motors; fishing reaches depths that range from 125 to 
300 fathoms. This type of fishing targeting snappers and groupers is. also 
performed in the waters. of ~r,earby" Caribbean islands such as Nevis, St. 
Bartholomew, Saba, Dominican Republic and Turks and Caicos. 

The Production Units. There are 37 active production units ta unit formed by 
boats, gear and crew), owned by people from Puerto Real. Most units (54%) 
are devoted to reel-line fishing In the drop-off and in other Caribbean islands. 
Second to reel line (27%} is trap fishing with occasional dermersal line fishing, 
or troll line in the Inshore areas. Fishing using diving equipment, combined with 
occasional hand line fishing Is becoming Increasingly popular. Only 5 percent 
of the units use fishing nets and lines. The majority of the vessels In Puerto 
Real (43%) are large boats called •trawlers• by government officials, although 
they are not used In trawling but for reel-line fishing. They are equipped with 
diesel inboard motor, echo-sound gauge, radios, two or four electric winches 
for the reels, hydraulic winches, sleeping quarters and a kitchen. The average 
size of the boat Is 36 feet. Twenty-two percent of the seacrafts have been 
classified by us as modern boats; these are similar to the trawlers, but smaller 
In size (both are called lanches by the fishermen) averaging 24 feet in length. 
These "modern• boats are used for hauling traps in the inshore areas, and a 
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few have been equipped with electric reels for such fishing operations in the 
shelf drop-off. ·Small boats or skiffs,. some of which are produced locally, 
others in fiberglass-are the second most popular type of vessel used in the 
fishery. These small boats, called ~. are used by divers, line and net 
fishermen and also by trap fishermen. The majority of the vessels exceed the 
19 feet length (69%), horsepower exceed 40 hp (67%) and most use a 
combination of materials in their construction, Including prominently fiberglass 
and metal (73%). (\ 

Crew. Production units in Puerto Real are operated by a population of 
approximately 85 fishermen, mostly In crews of two Individuals, but in a few 
remarkable occasions three and four fishermen. Along with boats and gears, 
crews are organized as follows: 

11l Trawlers and modern boats used for bottom fishing using reel-fine. 
These target snappers, groupers and an incidental by-catch of 
dolphinfish. Crews are composed of the skipper-fisherman and 
two to three proeles or deck hands (fishing crew), Fishing trips 
range from 5 to 15 days depending on the distance of the fishing 
sites. Crew composition here is the least stable in the fishery. 
Skippers are either the owners of the vessels (fishing them of 
subletting them to others) or sublet the vessel from their owners . 
Those subletting vessels were subject to change ve,sels. Mos, 
vessels change proeles more than once a year. Recruitment is 
made exclusively on the basis of labor availability. Unlike other 
types of crew arrangements, the proeles · come from other 
communities in the municipality, instead of Puerto Real. 

i" ; 

• 

(2) Modern boats; fishing smacks and ~ used for trap fishing. 
These are usually hauled with the help of a gasoline winch, and 
target lobsters and reef fish. The number of traps operated by the 
unit ranges from 20 to 185, with an average of 102 traps per 
crew. Crews are composed of two individuals, the skipper and a 
deck hand. Fishing trips ere organized on a daily basis, averaging 
3 days a week, and five hours a day. Trap fishing has three types 
of crew ties, these are: father and son, In-laws, and friends 
(non-kin): sibling, and father and son ties are the most prominent. 

~ 
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13) Small boats or~ with crews of one and two fishermen. 'These 
crafts equipped with outboard motors ere used to fish with lines 
and nets in the Insular shelf. They are also used by teams of 
divers, most commonly, two divers and a pilot, targeting lobster, 
conch and reef fish. Fishing trips are held on a daily basis. Most 
of the crews Involved In diving are not related to each other. 
Fishing nets In Puerto Real were practically disappearing during 
our fieldwork, with only one fishermen using It. 

History of the Fishery 

The most prominent characteristic of the fishery of 'Puerto Real is the 
existence of fish•houses or neyeras. where fish Is bought from the •producers· 
and sold locally or wholesale to restaurants and other buyers. They are called 
neveras. the Spanish term for refrigerator. The ability to conserve the fish for 
selling at a later date, became the central characteristic of these operations. 
Out of seven neveras. three have a long life history, while the reminder are 
incipient operations. The neveras, owned and operated by fish dealers or 
merchants, also own fishing boats and gear, which the merchants sublet to 
skippers and crew. Despite their consistent investment in production, the basis 
of their profits remains in the circulation of commodities: buying and selling 
fish, gear, equipment, fuel, ice, frozen imported bait (squid and mackarel) and 
other supplies that have both use value, and exchange value, for the fishermen 
as well as for the general public. 

While the scant archival information available suggests that Puerto Real 
was during the nineteenth century, an important harbor and fishing center. 
there is no concrete evidence of commercial activities surrounding fishing 
production, except for sales of turtle shells to San Juan, probably for 
exportation. Both in government reports, as well as in our informants' 
accounts, commercial activities started in the 1930's when local fishermen 
devoted parts of their •tree" time to sell the fish in nearby towns. Fish dealers 
from the municipality moved their operations to Puerto Real at the onset of the 
demise of the local maritime commerce and transportation. Following a known 
path of peasant differentiation these merchants established business 
.relationships with local fishermen who were Interested in selling their own 
catch by forming partnerships with the dealers. Some avoided those 
partnerships and, using the labor force of their households or their affines and 
their wives as •managers• of the fish•house, local fishermen established 
commercial operations. Profits obtained by the dealers selling fish attracted 
other dealers from the municipality to establish their operations in Puerto Real. 
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Investing cepltel, establishing 'kinship relationships with the local 
fishermen, through compadrazgo end marriage, the dealers became embedded 
in the fishery's social system, as dominant in the relations of production. The 
dealers invested In infrastructure which consisted of piers, warehouses, 
freezers, and satellite vending operations in nearby cities end towns. Fish 
dealers provided cash for financing productive activities, while buying the fish 
cheap due to that particular arrangement. The acute social differentiation 
between producers and buyers was consolidated in the 1940's. In this period 
the dealers bought fishing gear and boats to sublet to the fishermen, a situation 
that allowed them to buy the catch at a lower ex-vessel price. In buying a large 
number of fishing smacks, and adapting small gasoline motors to the boats, the 
dealers increased the production capacity of their operations, as well as the 
volume of fish landed for re-sale. Subletting, financing of fishing production, 
price control, control over fishing equipment, fuel and ice, were established by 
the dealers as strategies to maintain a tight control of independent producers 
and semi-proletarians while managing to increase their profits ( Oibbs 1967, 
Blay 1972, Poggie 1979). As the process of indebting became pervasive, the 
alternatives for the fishermen were reduced to: abandon the fishery, sell the,r 
boats (usually to the dealer), or have another dealer buy their debt (in a process 
in which labor is viewed then as a commodity) at a nevera. and thus become 
tied to the control of the dealer buying it. 

While the nevera increased the size and quality of its operations, it a!so 
recruited, as wage laborers, people from fishing households who preferred to 
work under better conditions at the fish-houses, and with a regular pay. Bui 
the nevera also became the "school" in which fishermen • turned into 
employees: clerks, truck drivers and salespersons • learned the skills and 
strategies of becoming a dealer. With the experience and earned saved, these 
laborers invested in pick-up trucks and ice boxes and started to peddle fish 
throughout the Island; some were able to buy or build a nevera. and entered in 
competition with the established dealers, their former bosses. 

Early in the 1970's the fishery was operated by merchants who owned 
most of the fishing smacks and neveras. Thus these merchants controlled the 
market and labor relations, while being able to exact surplus value and profits 
(Oibbs 1967). Merchants consistently invested In new equipment, allowing 
their production units to increase the catch. In the 70's, the fishing smacks 
observed by sociologists and fishery agents were motorized with diesel and 
gasoline engines; this permitted them to fish for snappers and groupers in the 
shelf drop-off and In the fishing banks of La Mona Passage, between Puerto 
Rico and the Dominican Republic with regularity, The majority of the vessels 
devoted to trap fishing had mechanical trap haulers (Abgrall 19751. While fish 
traps were the fundamental fishing gear, increases in •ex-vesser• prices for 
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snappers forced a shift from traps to reel-line gear, becoming a strong rival to 
t~.e traditional trap fishing methods (Poggie 1980). 

Late in that decade, the government initiated various programs by which 
large boats (such as the trawlers and modern boats described earlier) were sold 
to the fishermen throughout the Island, with the idea that the larger the boat, 
the larger the catch, and the profits. Unfortunately, Inappropriate methods of 
technology and information transfer and the high vessels' prices resulted in the 
failure of the program in Puerto Rico, except In Puerto Real. With the 
navigation experience derived from merchant marine experience and fishing in 
La Mona Passage exploiting the higti valued resources of the snapper-grouper 
fishery, fishermen from Puerto Real were able to use the technology 
appropriately. The trawlers for reel-line and the smaller boats for traps in a 
large platform area, with an increase in the number of traps from 20 to 150, 
could maintain a profitable operation. But not all the fishermen remained 
successful at this enterprise; some of them could not pay their loan debts, 
production costs remained high since merchants controlled the prices for the 
factors of production. The dealers applied for loans to buy vessels, and 
acquired them also by buying the debts of the fishermen. 

' This decade transition was marked by an increase in the fishing 
technology and harbor infrastructure, "aided" by government programs. This 
increase was also highlighted by a boost in the landings as the catch of 
snappers and groupers from the drop-off, the passage and the Caribbea:. 
islands became available. During my fieldwork in Puerto Real, the fishery was 
dominated by three dealers operating neveras: all came from fishermen families 
from the settlement or from the municipality; all bought boats and facilit,es 
from former dealers from the community, and all extended their relationship 
with the community through compadrazgo and marriage. 
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SECTION TMREE 

THE FISHERMEN OF THE UNITED STATES VIRGIN ISLANDS 

Coming from distinct ethnic contexts (West Indian, French 
and Puerto Rican), the fishermen of the U.S.V.I. are also 
part of the Caribbean fishing culture discussed In this 
report. Reciprocity and occupational multipllclty are key 
aspects of their culture. Similar to their peers In Puerto 

· Rico, these fishermen feel the pressure from development, 
and from the expansion of the tourist base. 

Social knowledge on the fishermen of the USVI is scant and incomplete. There 

is no consistent body of data on the social characteristics of the users of the fishery 

resources. However, scattered information from various sources allow us to provide 

an approximate portrait of the social and cultural patterns. Similar to the history of 

Caribbean fisheries, fishing was an imi::ortant economic activity in the context of 

slavery and the plantation system. Historical sources attest that the sea wa~ an 

important resource for the slaves of these islands (Fog-Olwig 1985, for St. John). 

Fog-Olwig describes in detail the slave fishery, as one characterized by hook and line 

fishing from ashore, net fishing for fry:and pot fishjng using estate row boats aflowed 

for that purpose (1985). Archival sources explored by Fog-Olwig also confirm the 

existence of night fishing in the near shore areas for whelk, lobsters and crabs. The 

use of marine resources also included the collection of shells for the manufacture of 

lime. Women participation in the fishery explicitly described in the sources as based 

in the collection of shellfish along the shore. Similar to other areas in the Caribbean, 

fishing was a key aspect of the plantation system, since It provided additional sources 

of food for.the planters' class and the slaves themselves (Vald~s Pizzini 1985). 

Again, similar to the rest of the Caribbean {including Puerto Rico), fishing 

became a subsidiary activity for peasants and freed slaves. Charcoal production, 

small-scale farming {usually shifting cultivation), intra and Inter-insular trading, animal 

husbandry and fishing were integral part of a complex of subsistence and commercial 

activities in which the peasants and petty capitalists were engaged. A key argument, 
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inherent to the fishery management decisions is that the notion of full-time fishing is 

. not an appropriate cultural nor managerial category in the context of the· Caribbean 

fistieries. The aforementioned complex of activities also including their insertion into 

wage labor, when it became available in the local economy (Fog-Olwig 1985: 105, in 

passim). Such pattern of behavior (occupational multiplicity / pluralism, etc.) is 

derived from a historical process of adaptation to the physical end economic 

environment of these Islands. 

3.1 usvrFisheries Early this Centur:,v: 
The "diverse" ethnic composition of the USVI ·fishery is one of its most 

remarkable aspects, and one which is superficially understood. As we have explained, 

1here are participants in this fishery who are of a West Indian-Afro American heritage. 

J presume that they come from the early slave and peasant populations of the USVI, 

as well as from immigrants from other Caribbean Islands. However, the precision of 

1his statement still need to be confirmed. For the Island of St. Croix I do not have any 

specific details except that most of the fishermen in that island appear to be of Puerto 

. Rican origin. Pueito Ricans (and probably in large numbers from the lsland·of Viequesl 

migrated in the 1930's to the USVI to work in the sugar cane industry, and also to 

engage in a diversity of economic activities associated with that crop, fishing 

included. 

' ' 

<' 

For the island of St. Thomas, fishing is an activity performed by people of 

black, West Indian ancestry, as well as people of French ancestry. According to 

Highfield, the French of St. Thomas came from the island of St. Barth~lemy between 
'· 
I1865 and 1870, attracted by the possibilities of agriculture and fishing, activities they 

performed, along with trading and naviga_tion In the poverty-stricken St. Barts 

(Highfield 1979). These French migrants established in the v!llage of Carenage (known 

also as Honduras) on the western side of the St. Thomas Harbor. The area in known 

as Frenchtown or Chacha town, although this is a pejorative term. A particular form 

of French, the Carenageois is employed by these people. 

c, 
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In the 1931 R.H. Fiedler and Norman D. Jarvis working for the U.S. Bureau of 

-Fisheries conducted a survey of the USVI fisheries, and had the opportunity of 

encountering some of the participants I have described. At their arrival, fishing was 

done using pots or •nass• (40%), seines (30%), and lines (30%) and other types of 

gear (Fiedler and Jarvis 1932). In construction, the gears were comparable to those 

found in the U.S., while the crafts were described as •small, crudely built, and [are) 

unfit for rough sea or for trips of any length (1932). At the time of their visit pots or 

traps were constructed using wooden poles and chicken wire. Fishermen baited the . . . 

traps with lobster, whelk, sea moss and conch meat, all of which eventually became 

high priced items in the fishery. Production units (a vessel and crew) had a range of 

4 10 30 pots to fish. Turtle fishing using nets was an integral part of the fishery. The 

fleet was then compose mostly by rowboats of the yawl type (1471. sailboats 138J 

and one motorized boat. Fishing by hand, at l')ight and using a torch (as it was done 

by slaves and the freed in the pt.st century) was also a common way of fishing for 

lobsters. Diving in shallow waters for conch, whelk and shellfish was also part of the 

fishery. 

The human factor in the. USVI fishery was estimated by Fiedler and Jarvis as 

405 fishermen, most of which were considered "colored", and 91 "of the white race" 

(1932). Fishing was intensive, in terms of gears and numbers of boats and fishermen 

in St. Croix. These fishermen appear to be •employed" in fishing as a full-time 

activity. In St. Thomas fishing was, according to the authors, concentrated in 

Honduras (Carenage or Frenchtown). and the fishermen were of French descent. In 

the village of 500 people, 84 were •engage regularly in fishing as an occupation, 

while others fish occasionally or have other trades, such as making set pots or other 

types of gear (1932: 15). 'Other scattered fishermen, Identified as •negro fishermen" 

In St. Thomas were devoted to farming and charcoal production, along with fishing. 

Fishing was basically for subsistence, and a surplus for the market In St. John there 

were a few large operators, probably in sailboats, selling the catch in the St. Thomas 

harbor to intermediaries In boats (bom boats) who sold the fish ashore to the women 

who marketed the fish In the Island (1932, see Fog-Olwig 1985; 113, for a 
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description of the process). But most crafts were rowboats, engaged in fishing for 

subsistence. Fishing was described by Fiedler and Jarvis as •a casual occupa_tion•, 

followed as a means of supplying food for the immediate families of the fishermen, 

with the surplus being sold to families unable to do their fishing (1932: 16). Fog• 

Olwig expands on the latter assertion and clarifies that fishing served in the larger 

context of exchanges and gifts In the St. John's society, and activity which is still 

carried on today, which gives fishing an importance greater than being a commodity 

for the market. 

As early as in the 1930's, the USVI was considered a paradise for recreational 

and sport fishing. Fiedler and Jarvis describe the potential of the USVI by mentioning 

1he availability of crevalle, kingfish, Spanish mackerel, barracuda and tarpon for the 

sportsmen. Demersal fishes are also mentioned, as attractive to the anglers. similar 

to the pattern of recreational fishing found in Florida (1932). They also mentioned the 

exist!!nce of the Deep Sea Fishing Club in Dennis Bay, St. John, as an example of the 

potential of the "industry•. 

Interestingly, other sources mentioned the development of sportfishing as late 

as in i 964. Sportfishing is nowadays a key element in the USVI fishery, one 

characterized by the "trawling for game fish in a motorboat using rod, reel and line•· 

and an activity in which tourist engage, served by a fleet of charter boats, whose 

owners or operators are mostly of a U.S. continental origin (Johnston 1987, Griffith 

et al 1988, Chaparro 1992). 

Present day USVI participants in the fishery appear to as the ones we have 

already described, a multi-species, multi-gear, all year round fishery. Jim Beets, from 

the USVI Division of Fish and Wildlife describes the fishery as ... 

primarily a small-scale, artisanal fishery. Most commercial fishermen utilize 

small boats, 16 to 25 feet in length to harvest reef fish species located in the 

insular platform (Beets 1987). 

The majority of the fishermen are devoted to trap fishing, a gear which have increase 

in effort, since the decline of the reef fish stocks. The human component in St. 

Thomas is fundamentally based in the area of Frenchtown, where the "Carenageois" 
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speaking people live, following a pattern C•f thigh cultural boundaries through ethnic 

endogamy, linguistic separations, a distinct religious culture (Roman Catholic) and 

specialized occupations such as farming and fishing (Johnston 1987: 1391. Fishermen 

from French cultural heritage also fish out of Hull Bay in the Northside. After World 

War II, economic change under the Influence of the United States, opportunities for 

class and social mobilization through education and participation in the larger society 

have change the composition of the village (Highfield 1979: 11-121. People of West 

Indian origin have moved Into the confines of the Carenage, and by the time of the 

linguistic study carried by Highfield, ethnic relations were •good•. However, Highfield 

has pointed out that integration into the larger St. Thomian society have been easier 

that the people of West Indian origin, and have permitted their insertion into the public 

service, industries and political arena 119791. The West Indian component of the 

fishermen of St. Thomas live in villages in the East End on Coki Point and the Lagoon. 

According to recent anthropological studies, these fishermen have strong family aQd 

friendship ties with people in the island of St. John and in the British Virgin Islands 

(Johnston 1987), 

In St. Croix the fishing fleet is composed by vessels ranging from 18 to 22 feet, 

constructed in fiberglass, powered by outboard motors (Tobias 19871. Due to 

problems of access to the shoreline, this fleet is composed by boats trailered to the 

launching sites in St. Croix. Traps are the main gear, followed by line fishing and 

diving. Proximity to deep waters in the north and west coasts make feasible for the 

~ fishermen to use small boats in targeting pelagic species 11987). A survey conducted 

by the DFW found that the fishermen of St. Croix are pessimistic about the future of 

their trade, and all of them responded that did not want their sons to be engaged in 

fishing. This contrast with what fishermen In-Puerto Rico feel about their trade. 

3.2 Changes in the Fishery: 

-
In the Caribbean, fisheries follow the path led by the shifts In the regional and 

global economy. Functioning as a subsidiary activity for the mono-crop complex, or 

as a subsistence activity for peasants (farmers) or fishermen (as petty commodity 
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producers), participation in the fishery depended on a variety of factors some of 

cultural and historical weight (cultural tradition of the French and West Indian to 

farming and fishing as fundamental Caribbean endeavors) or to the diversity of 

opportunities available in the recruitment of a wage labor force and the Industrial and 

service sector expand their operations In these Insular economies. The present day 

USVI, a former Dutch colony was during the nineteenth century a commercial entrepot 

of the Caribbean with a booming trading industry, fueled, to a certain extent by the 

plantation sector based on sugar cane production and the manufacture of rum. Early 

this century, with the sugar and rum industries almost defunct, wage labor in the 

public service became available in the island of St. Thomas, while the countryside 

followed the economic pattern described in this section. 

Wage labor was also available in the sugar plantations in existence. Fishing. 

subsistence farming, in combination with other activities provided the local folk with 

the basic opportunities to maintain their families. In the 1920's, the increasing 

demand for beef in the island of Puerto Rico, led the island of St. Thomas to use the 

agricultural land for cattle ranching, which by 1926 had 80% of the productive land 

under livestock production {Johnston 1987: 91 ). According to Barbara Rose 

Johnston, who has intensively studied the process of economic and environmental 

· changes in the USVI, the use of land and the demise of the small plots of lands for 

agricultural purposes in the hands on local people, specially those of black West Indian 

heritage, has been the result of ma)or shifts in the economy of the USVI. These shins 

have been stimulated by the increase of non-West Indian population in the USVI, the 

sale of land for speculative purposes, the rise of the public sector in the local 

economy, the construction boom due to the development of the tourist sector. The 
•, 

insertion of newcomers from higher socioeconomic levels building homes and summer 

cottages, and the number of hotels increased •the price of land, a situation that 

precluded the local people from leasing lend for shifting cultivation (1987: 96). Lack 

of access to coastal resources, as these became highly valuable, limited the array of 

economic opportunities that the people of the USVI had to ,:naintain their families. • 
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At the same time, the tourist boom of the 1960's brought a new dimension to 

the local fisheries: an increased demand for local fis,1ery products and higher prices. 

The tourist boom increased the pressure for the resources, as those species seldom 

used for the market !conch, lobster, whelk and large size fish) were of a high value 

and demand. Fiedler and Jarvis observed that fish in the USVI was sold by the strap, 

not necessarily by the pound. A strap could have nearly six pounds end was sold in 

pre-tourism times fore dime, with enough fish 'tor feeding e family (LaPlace 1987). 

The price for the different types or classes of fish (boll: grouper, snapper and goat 

fish; fry: grunt, bluefish, doctor fish and parrotfish; line: pelagicsl increased in prices, 

as well as lobsters 11987). From a set of 10 to 30 traps in pre-WWII and pre-tourism 

times and usi_ng lobster for bait, the new conditions of the market increased the 

pressure on the resources, and some trap fishermen even engaged in diving for 

lobsters and conch (La Place 1987, Johnston 1987). According to fishery officials the 

number of fishermen have increased, as well as the units of gear, or effort measured 

as such. The number of licensed fishermen is increasing in the USVI, as of 1987 

(Beets 1987}. 

Competition for the available fishery resources is evident in the increasing 

number of traps, licensed fishermen, and conflicts with other fishermen from Puerto 

Rico and the British Virgin Islands IBVll. Discussions held during the Fisheries In Crisis 

Conference of 1987 in St. Thomas reveal that fishermen from Puerto Rico have 

moved into USVI waters to exact fishery resources. At the same time, and based in 

historical and traditional patterns of shared resource utilization. fishermen from the 

USVI have encountered difficulties in fishing in traditional areas in the BVI ( Johnston 

1987). Theft of traps is another indicator of an increased effort and competition, a 

situation also . encountered in Pueno Rico. Indeed, incidents between USVI fishermen 
. 

end BVI authorities seemed to be related to Issues concerning the theft of traps. The 

Fr.ench fishermen were used probably as scapegoats for the theft. The incidents also 

. may have a connection to the BVI fishermen's resentment of the USVI restrictions on 

the use of fishery resources In the Virgin Islands National Park in St. John. which 

appeared to be a traditional fishing ground for them, specially for tunle. 
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Competition for fishery resources is closely related to the overall pattern of 

economic development in the society in which it takes place. This collorary appears 

to be truthful for the USVI case. The development of a tourist economy has impacted 

artisanal fishing in many ways. It has increased the demand for certain species that 

were hitherto underutilized. The construction, service and tourist boom (all part of an 

interesting complex) practically eliminated the rural folk and the unemployment. 

Those who used to fish for daily consumption could not do It anymore, and thus 

demand for fish increased from the tourists es well as for the USVI residents. The 

tourist economy also attracted other types of fishing operations such as the longliners 

targeting swordfish. Various sources indicate that their presence also altered 

traditional market prices for various species. However, information this issue is scant, 

and inconclusive. Other participants in the fishery appeared as well. They are the 

sport and recreational fishermen, some of which also target the species caught by the 

small-scale fishermen. Recreational divers and fishermen are also targeting bait fish, 

Jobster and whelk, among others. 

3.3 Development and Environmental Concerns: 

The sources examined clearly show that one of the main problems that the 

1ishermen of the USVI face is the deterioration of the marine habitats due to the 

industrial and tourist activities, and increased use of the coastal zone. Johnston have 

:summarized the plight of the USY.I in the following manner: 

Increased commercial and pleasure boat traffic between the islands add noise 

and petroleum pollutants to the marine environment. Many of the pleasure 

boats regularly anchor in near shore areas, and grass beds and coral reefs are 

torn ,up in the process. Coastal development of marinas, desalination and 

power plants, and commercial land fills have resulted in the filling In or severe 

modification of bays. Mangrove lagoons have directly and indirectly modified 

by landfills, dredging, and the increased sedimentation and sewage discharge 

associated with coastal development. As these lagoons provide a sheltered and 

shallow environment for hundreds of immature marine organisms, the 

u 
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destruction of these habitats threaten the long-term viability of certain local 

species. One of the social implications of these changes in the level of fishery 

resource exploitation end use of the coastal environment Is an increased 

number of people vying for access to a more limited resource. Increased 

competition end resource scarcity nurture the need for capital-intensive 

technologies to go further out end fish deeper ·down, resulting in a pauerns of 

Increased specialization and territoriality (Johnston 1987: 169-171 ). 

Such a concern was also brought at the fisheries InCrjsis Conference. According to 
. . 

fishery officials, the fishermen of the USVI have strong views about pollution, 

specially siltation and sewage, the decline of the mangrove areas and the amount of 

trash and waste from charter boats, yachts and cruise ships. A similar attitude and 

concern is found among the Puerto Rican fishermen who have expressed their 

apprehension for the state of the environment at Conferences and in interviews in our 

research. 

This issue is extremely important. The recent trend in fisheries management 

is to include the habitat and the environmental factors into consideration. Meeting 

after meeting at the CFMC the issue of the environment is discussed. But when the 

FMP is in place and management options and regulations are discussed, they all are 

related to curtailing the fishermen' activities and seldom are pointed at the sectors 

responsible for the current state of the habitats. Fishermen are looking closely into 

such imbalances in management, and this is a crucial issue for all of us involved in the 

complex process of fisheries management. 

3.4 Full-Time contra Part-Time Participation in the Fishery: 

-Fish~ry managers, and those involved with the analysis of this sector of the 

economy have underlined the importance of the extent of participation in the fishery. 

We tend to see work In the fisheries as a process in which there Is full time or part 

time participation. In line with such perspective, the tendency is to see full time 

participation as a commitment to the activity, and es good trait of the participants 

since it is a proof of specialization, and capital investment, which leads to increase in 
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the level of technology employed (see Valdt!s Pizzini 1985 for a similar treatment of 

a commercial fishery in southwest Puerto -Rico). On the other hand, part time 

participation is viewed as the opposite and as a deterrent to the development of the 

fishery. Early observers of these fisheries seem to be on that track (Jarvis 1931, 

Fiedfer and Jarvis 1932). What is most interesting Is the fact that in discussions such 

as the USVI Conference on fishing, even some·of the fishermen who spoke called fore 

the banning of part-time fishermen. LePlace explained that 

Commercial fishermen complain about the number of part-time fishermen. Two 

thirds of the fishermen In St. Thomas a·re non-commercial, part-time fishermen. 

That's what is killing the commercial fishermen {LaPlace 1987: 9). 

This sentiment was echoed throughout the conference, by full-time fishermen 

as welf as by scientists interested in the process of limited entry to the locar fisheries. 

The first step in reducing effort seems to be to eliminate the part-timers who in the 

view of the trap fishermen leave their traps unmanned for days, which serve as ghost 

traps killing fish. However, as we have seen in this report, part-time fishing is an 

essential component of the traditional West Indian economic culture, a pattern of 

adaptation that have prevailed since the early coronial times, and a system that allows 

the rural folk, and sometimes the urban poor to add cash and foodstuffs to their 

tables. The few full-time fishermen of the present day, most likely, came from 

households in which fishing was combined with farming and other activities. 

Management has to consider that one of the key role of tropical fisheries, specially in 

this part of the world is to serve as a labor buffer zone that allows the poor to survive 

in adverse economic situations, often brought by industrial development that have 

changed and eradicated their traditional links to the land and to the sea, and the 

subsistence and subsidiary activities that allowed their physical and mental survival. 

This issue could be related to the language In the FMP which recommends the use of 

large mesh sizefor the traps, which In turn will discourage the part-time fishermen, 

due to the reduced number of fishes per trap. A fisherwoman (part-time, for pleasure) 

and kin to fishermen explained the importance of such banning in a cogent manner: 
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Of course, if you pass this measure, the part-time fishermen would have to sell 

their boats, traps and fishing gears, and join the poverty line. I think this is 

Quite unreasonable because part-time fishermen are doing fishing on a part-time 

basis mostly because they cannot properly survive and support their family with 

their present income, so they sacrifice in good and bad weather to catch a few 

fishes to be able to enjoy some of the good things in life, as ere enjoyed by the 

most fortunate people. By this measure your are encouraging more stealing in 

our community ... Before passing suqh ameasure, give a lot of thought to what 

this proposal would do to the little men (CFMC, Amendment Number 1, 1990. 

Appendix). 

Social data for Puerto Rico and the USVI tend to support the essence of her assertion. 

Management procedures that are designed to eliminate the part-time fishermen should 

be reconsidered in the light of the overall participation of people in the fishery, the 

traditional role of fishing in the context of subsidiary activities, its role in the Puerto 

Rican and USVI (West Indian or French) patterns of resource utilization and 

adaptation, and the historical role of fishing in our insular economies. 
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SECTION FOUR 

FISHING AND LABOR IN PUERTO RICO: 

HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES 

OF A FUNDAMENTAL CONCERN IN MANAGEMENT 

It 11strongly argued In this report that fiahary management must t1ka a 
close look to the fishermen, and their labor trajectories, In order to 
understand their participation In the fishery. In thalr llfa time thay have 
four basic options: (1) to continua as a fisherman (or Independent 
production], (21 to become a wage earner In any sector of the economy 
[or proletarianization: withdrawal from fishing to Increasingly become 1 
wage laborer, thus showing weak attachments to fishing as an economic 
strategy), (31 to be a fisherman and a wage earner at unison [semi• 
proletarianization: to actively participate In wage labor and In fishing 1s 
1 consistent productive strategy], and (4) to return to fishing after 1 
period as a wage earner [deproletarlanlzatlon: the process of withdrawing 
from wage labor to engage In fi:.hlng on a full time basis, or 1s 1n 
Independent producer). In this section I discuss some of those options, 
In reference to the historical economic and social process that pervaded 
the life and communities of the fishermen. A process In which their 
household were of key importance. 

4. 1 Semi-proletarianization in the Puerto Rican Fisheries 

Semi-proletarianization of the fishermen is indeed a pervasive process in the 

Puerto Rican fisheries, an issue taken lightly by government agencies, and needless 

to say, poorly understood despite past and recent efforts by social scientists and the 

state agencies (Gutillrrez 1985, Matos and Torres 1989). Such process, as an 

adaptation of the laborer to the process of uneven proletarianization, and the labor 

force market tendencies, Imply, different patt~rns of fishery utilization on a synchronic 

and diachronic dimension, that Is, In the specific moment in which fishermen use the 

resources, and es part of their lifetime trejectory In the world-economy, In which they 

participate In different manners. While proletarianization end the uneven Integration 

of those producers Into the economy proceeds steadily, the fishermen also become 

Involved in an de-proletarianization movement. Simply stated, fishermen, or people 
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from fishing households enter in the world-eco·nomy by means of wage labor in 

agriculture or industrial work in Puerto Rico, the United States or both at unison, es 

we have documented. In the midst of such circumstances wage laborers participate 

in fishing as a mean of adding monetary resources Into their households, or as part 

of a seasonal strategy of s_ubsistence. It ll clear that In the life history of those 

laborers, et the very end of their useful, productive life for capital the become de• 

proletarianized by capital through the strategy of invoking the age of retirement, or 

they do so motu proprio to become eligible for social security ben!lfits. In the origin 

they were borne from fishing households, and therefore, by tradition, cultural 

commitment, and personal choice they have to return to the cradle of their productive 

efforts. Such choices and strategies also correspond to a continuation of labor, of 

work and to receive additional remuneration, without the need of becoming obligated 

to correspond to the state requisite of tax payments. That issue is critical in the 

understanding of a lifetime of •eternal recurrence• to forms of labor and productio:.. 

Fishing is an activity of independent production (Valdts-Pizzini 1990a) wh,ch 

has historically de-commoditicized labor. Fishing represents an option or alternat,ve 

10 the efforts of capital to involve producers in wage labor or in the various types oi 

uneven integration into the proletarian status. Laborers in ell sectors of the economy 

may divert their labor as a commodity from the specified path, end become 

independent producers, fishermen. A decision on singularization comes from individua'. 

choice (creativity) to return to work settings that offer aesthetic and moral benefits. 

or through crises in the economy or in the life history of laborers. These two 

alternatives will be discussed through the life histories of fishermen (presently) or 

laborers who decommoditize their condition as proletarians. We contend that fishing 

is fixed in a position of defiance of the patterns of Industrial work, namely: taylorism 

and fordisni !time-scheduling and the assembly line) In the context of the fishermen' 

lives. driving them to assume a different position from society and workers. A 

 panicular form of household utopia, a space and time which remains autonomous 

from the pervasive process of Industrial commoditization, e space redeemed from 

labor extraction, and regained for leisure, Independent produ~tion, leisure and therapy. 
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4.2 Peorore1arianizatignof the Workers inthe Cane 
Sugar cane production in the Caribbean Is inextricably intertwined with fishing 

production. In these social formations fishing p!ayad a key role in the subsistence 

strategies of the slaved labor force in the sugar cane plantations. Richard Price in his 

•classic•, but updated article on the history of Ceribbean fisheries (Price 1966) 

documented, using historical materials from Martinique, that slaves with certain . . . 

privileges were allowed to fish for their subsistence, the tables of the plantation 

managers, and even for the formation of ma.rket networks. Price contends that such 

privileges contributed to the development of adaptive skillsand injjependence which 

contributed to their transition from slavery to freedom through manumission and or 

maroon societies (1966: 1364). Fishing then offered a diversion from the path of labor 

control and commoditization within the plantation system as a source of wage labor. 

Fishing, perhaps heroically and mythical (a spe_cial mission performed by fishermen in 

thei, political discourse and praxis, and perceived by many political and social sectors 

of the Puerto Rican society, but barely understood (Vald6s-Pizzini 1990b) constituted 

the axis of the formation of coastal communities, usually perceived as independent 

and vested with psychological and existential traits of verticality. 

In that context, fishing presented a setting or set of circumstances that 

permitted the slaved labor force to articulate a parallel market system, which traded 

produced commodities, but also exchanged information and enhanced further contact 

with other individuals under the same labor conditions, e situation that served well the 

total rejection of the plantation system through escape, and formation of maroon 

communities (Price 1966). For Richard Price, fishing •served a function analogous to 

crafts and subsistence plots es a way out to the oppressive plantation systemft 

(1966: 137~). Puerto Ric6, in that respect was no different from other Caribbean 

formations •. The coffee end sugar cane haciendas competed fiercely with the 

subsistence nnd small landholdings for labor. 

With the advent of manumission, coastal communities sprouted in the fringes 

of the sugar cane plantations. Coastal settlements in Puerto Rico represented 

subsistence enclaves populated by freed slaves from the early moments of the 
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colonization, and from creole population. In those, fishing, charcoal production, 

subsistence farming using swidden agricultur'e techniques, animal husbandry are the 

inventory of productive activities performed (Cardona Bonet 1985). Were official and 

informal harbors were installed, portions of the coastal population also participated in 

maritime occupations, all tied to the Spanish Crown's Seamen Guild, a branch of the 

Navy. This is important since only those belonging to the guild were able to fish at 

sea using boats. 

There is major difference between sugar cane production and slavery in Puerto 

Rico and the British and French Caribbean. While the plantation system based on stave 

labor force was declining in the Caribbean, the slave trade and labor utilization was 

a its peak moment in Puerto Rico. It is at the end of the century when the hacienda 

system integrates in great numbers wage laborers. However such transition was slow 

and finally achieved with the U.S. occupation in 1898, and the advent of the centra' 

sugar cane factories of U.S. capital. 

The agrarian economy of Puerto Rico during the first decades of the twentie:r, 

century was characterized by the following processes: the proletarianization of the 

labor force, the mechanization and modernization of sugar cane processing. the 

establishment of sugar cane central factories, and the concentration of the rura· 

· workers in company towns, in agro-towns end in urban centers dependent on that 

crop. Sugar cane production during that period increased notably. From 1898 to 1930 

production increased fourfold, eventually reaching 1 million tons by the 1940's, 

becoming in that decade the economic activity responsible for 40 percent of total 

employment, 20 percent of the GNP and 20 percent of the amount paid in salaries and 

wages, and 62 percent of all exports (Hein«? and Garcra-Passalacqua 1983: 11 ), The 

Americanill~tion of the Puerto Rican economy and society, brought, along with 

material rewards of such modernization, the systematic dispossession of farmers and 

peasants of their land, turning them Into rural workers (Steward et el 1956), forced 

the rural in.dependent producers to migrate Into urban areas, created stagnation in the 

rural jobs demand (mainly because coffee production enter into a dramatic decline). 

;ncreased labor discomfort and levels of pauperism that triggered diseases, hunger, 
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and a continuum of rural and urban strikes from 1905 to 1940 (Heine and Garcia 
. . 

PassalacQua 1983, Garcia and Quintero 1982, Taller de Formacion Politica 1982, 

1988). 

It is rather difficult to put into a historical perspective the social and economic 

trajectory of fishing households In Puerto Rico due to the poverty of primary sources 

on that particular matter, and the state of social research. However, Information 

available suggest that fishermen in the twentieth century were historically tied to the 

Seamen Guild of maritime occupations, thJJS having certain important ties with the 

merchant marine and merchant capital In general, and· from the peasant coastal 

settlements which sprang at the fringes of harbors, coastal towns and haciendas 

(Vald!!s-Pizzini 1987). One is tempted to speculate with great precision that many of 

those coastal settlers were eventually incorporated into the ranks of the sugar cane 

workers. Another alternative in the realm of explanations is that wage laborers also 

beca:ne fishermen by the articulation of a low paying industry that forced a_period of 

high production (the harvest or la zafral and a waiting period !el tiempo muerto or tt'le 
•

dead season) in which most of the cane cutters remained idle subsisting on advanced 

payments and credit on the company store (Mintz, in Steward et al 1956). While the 

analysis of the • Americanization• of the sugar cane industry in Puerto Rico have 

emphasized the massive proletarianization of the peasantry and the incorporation of 

laborers into full fledged capitalism end the world economy, it is obvious from our 

standpoint that the centrales dwell on the semi-proletarianization of the Puerto Rican 

labor force. This uneven proletarianization allowed, to a certain extent, that the 

centrales run profitable with rather low wages since the labor force, jointly with the 

productive efforts of the members of the household engaged In various activities to 

support the . family. Although poorly .understood . by social scientists, fishing was

central to those productive strategies of the laborers households. In The People of 

Puerto RicoElena Padilla described an array of subsidiary activities sugar cane workers 

used, which included: chlrioes. domestic activities for other households (laundering, 

seaming, cooking, cleaning), •mega!• rum production, gardening, hauling sand, 

gambling, and fishing. 

: 

.. 
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Padilla includes es part of the strategies of those laborers the process of 

migration: 

•others migrate to San Juen or some other city in the island to find a job. In 

the past few years, specially sincethe end of World War II, many young men 

have migrated to the United States a number of times as contract labor to work 

in the agricultural harvest ... Most migratory agricultural workers, however 

return to the community during winter when the sugar harvest begins. Men 

with families cannot travel to find work, end they stay In rural Nocora" 

I 1956:285-286). 

C
I 

This pattern remains today except that the slow demise of sugar cane productior, 

forced men "with families" to migrate consistently in the same labor markets indicated 

t,y Padilla: New Jersey, Washington, New York, end Michigan. 

Mintz also points at the role of subsidiary activities. often armed by the laborers 

discourse "One most live illegally here .•. "; end coincides with Padilla on the 

. importance of fishing. However, Mintz makes an important distinction. Fishing was 

performed by full-time specialists, as well as by agricultural laborers. The passage in 

ihe People of Puerto Rico deserves full quotation, as it illustrates the pervasiveness 

of the centrales in "subsidiary activities" or in the semiproletarianization of the Puerto 

Rican labor force: 

(\ 
I 

I ' 

·1· 

Fishing is year round activity which supplies full•time employment for 

about six adults in barrio Poyal. Yet even these full-time fishermen will 

be found some time working in the cane during the height of the harvest. 

Fishermen range from the full•time operators of sailboats ... 
. . to those who 

fish from rowboats .. or from the shore for sport or for food for the family. 

Sailboats represent II very substantial Investment of cash-about two 

hundred dollars. Because they enable the fishermen to use their nets and 

traps several miles offshore, end because of their large carrying capacity 

for the catch, sailboats are en enviable possession. ~ut the cost of a 

sailboat is prohibitive and no sugar cane worker can hope to save 

enough to buy one. Besides, operating and maintaining e sailboat 

t ;
I
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involves special skills not known to most local people. Full-time 

fishermen have a special status in the barrio. Their .cash income is 

perhaps less than that of an energetic palero or foreman, but their boats 

represent a significant accumulation of capital and their skill and 

knowledge are much admired. When these fishermen are not at sea, they 

spend their time mending and making nets and traps, caulking their 

boats, repairing sail,and otherwise renovating equipment. A much more 

important group of fishermen numerically are those sugar cane workers 

who fall back on their fishing skill during the slack season in the cane. 

These men, about forty of them, fish from rowboats or along the shores 

and use their catches for food, to maintain social relationships via gifts 

of fresh fish, or to provide a small extra cash income (Mintz in Steward 

et al , 956: 362). 

It follows from Padilla and Mintz that the context of fishing during. the 

hegemony of the sugar cane centrales was one of "subsidiary activity" for rura· 

laborers to earn an additional income, or to fill their tables with the piscatorial stap!es 

Along with other economic activities, some of whtch fall in that shadowy zone· ofte,i 

called the illegal or informal economy, fishing contributed to the subsistence of 

proletarianized households, while sugar cane wage work slowly initiated the 

households of independent producers (fishermen) into the workings of 

semiproletarianization. Distinctions between the two types of laborers / fishermen 

dwell in the time spend in each side of production, and the capital accumulated and 

invested in boats and gears, which was, and still ls a sizeable amount. In the forties 

and fifties, ~he cost of a sailboat represented more than the average yearly earnings 

for a rural worker (Vald6s-Pizzinl 1985). Lack of skills, capital, and time precluded 

many people from entering Into fishing, however many did manage to de

proletarianized themselves and turn to Independent production of commodities rather 

than to become workers In the sugar cane centreles. 
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Since 1930 (as the records showl inde1>endent production (fishing) end sugar 

cane production battled for labor, apace and household commitment. Norman 0. 

Jarvis, a U.S. fisheries agent studied the fish markets of Puerto Rico and the U.S. 

Virgin Islands, and found that from 1,403 men engaged in fishing only 600 could be 

classified as full-time fishermen (independent producers), In his analysis Jarvis ateted 

that .•• 

•The great majority of fishermen In Puerto Rico depend on plantation 

work, employment in the auger centrales, or stevedoring at the docks 

and landings es much or more ihan they do fishing. Fishing is followed 

as e sole occupation only where their work can not be obtained or the 

demand for fish is fairly extensive (Jarvis 1932:14)•. 

Interestingly, those areas where •tull-time• fishing was indicated by Jarvis 

coincide with the major areas sampled in our life history study, and singularly, these 

are areas which have a hisioricaf background as official and unofficial harbors and 

trading centers in the island. Again, a historical tie between maritime occupation, 

merchant capital and the transition of that labor force into fishing, among other 

activities. A key finding was that the number of fishermen depended on the season. 

From June to January, when sugar cane was not being made, the number appeared 

to increase. In S-Ome cases Jarvis suspected that in some areas as in San Juan, few 

men who declared they were •full-time• fishermen only fished •at intervals between 

loading ships, or to supplement other irregular employment• (1932). Jarvis 

explanation of the dichotomy betwe_en full-time and part-time fishing as a matter of 

individual choices on behalf of the fishermen, one guided by market conditions and 

economic rationality. Jarvis argued that the fish market conditions were detrimental 

to the fishermen since fish use to spoil often, and •no regular channels exist for the 

distribution of the catch• (1932). While that argument Is partially true, It appeared 

that •the condition of the fishermen has not improved as was expected under the 

American administration• (1932:15). Referring to older Informants, and comparing 

notes with the 1899 Wilcox report on the Island's fisheries. Jarvis recognized that 

: 
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while retail price increased, the ex-vessel price did not in the same proportion, leaving 

the fishermen with a •a small margin for the replacement of boat and._ gear· 

{1932:15!. One the other hand proletarianization, according to Jarvis had some 

benefits for the transformed fishermen, •working ashore he (the fishermen] is paid 

regularly, while the hours ere shorter and the work often easier•(1932:, 41.But. that 

was not the case In the almost exclusively job available: working in the cane. What 

needs to be stressed here is that fishing es Independent production competed with 

sugar cane production each performing, not a symbiotic function, but en act of labor 

articulation, participating et different le.vels of the Incorporation of households into 

industrial, and the households negation to follow the path of labor commoditization. 

' ! 

De-proletarianization, in this particular context, features households who have 

been partially or completely incorporated into the sphere of industrial production, as 

in sugar cane production, who decided or become forced to leave that field. The 

Caribbean ethnology have documented the interest of sugar cane laborers to escape 

plantation work and to dodge proletarianization, mediated by fishing as independent 

production. 

, 

After Richard Price original remarks that fishing served as an alternative to the 

•oppressive• plantation system, anthropologists have discovered that fishing and 

occupational multiplicity conform a labor strategy of survival and semi-

proletarianization in a world dominated by capital penetration and poorly remunerated 

wage work {Comitas 1960, Stoffle 1986). Caribbean people divide labor in working 

for oneself {as in fishing) and working for others (plantation and government work). 

fishing as an artisanal activity invokes creative skills, and allow the Homo ludeni to 

take over, In sharp contrast with plantation labor, a reason why fishermen in Puerto 

~ico recall ~ishing as e sport and as therapy (Mintz 1956). On the side of production, 

fishing also allows landless or small scale landowners to support their households 

without having to incorporate their efforts In full wage labor, as it has been 

documented in throughout the Caribbean (Vald~s-Pizzini 1990a). 

, ·• 

On the side of personal choice, It is clear that producers prefer to fish than to 

work in plantations. Sugar cane plantations. vis-a-vis fishing represent slavery, 
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foremen and wage labor schedules. while .fishing represent •independence• and 

con1,01 over oneself and the production process whii::h produces a satisfaction not 

found in wage labor. !levy 1976 and Vald6s•Pizzini 1985, 1990a). This mentality is 

correlated with the findings in surveys that fishermen In Pueno Rico fish, among other 

reasons because they •uke tt•, since it provides contact with nature, and give them 

the capability of structuring their time and efforts 1Guti6rrez 1985). Other studies have 

shown that fishing among Pueno Ricans Is also a matter of •apiritual and 

psychological• benefits, since fishing proyides pleasure, freedom, a flexible time 

achedufe, and •no bosses• (Blay 1972:64-65) In that context, de-proletarianization 

from the sugar cane industry must be interpreted. 

' 
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4.3 The Demise of Sugar Cene Production 

The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico responded to the consistent weakening of 

the sugar cane industry after 1940, with a developmentandmodernization plan which 

provided the setting for the lnf!ux of U.S. capita! In the form of transfer payments, and 

industrial development. In 1950 sugar production Increased, but the increment in 

wages, and the drop in demand for sugar doomed the future of the once king of the 

island's economy. The Commonwealth ended buying the collapsing oeniretes from the 

local and U.S. companies and hecendedos and forming the Commonwealth Sugar 

Corporation, which assumed the bankruptcy and demise of the industry. The 

Commonwealth's development strategies elso estimulated the demise of the 

agricultural export economy, by creating industrial and commercial jobs in the urba'i 

centers that attracted large amounts or reasants and rural proletarians into the cit,e s. 

The economic growth of the Island was and still is unable to cope with the demand 

for jobs in all sectors of the economy. The accretion of fertility rates and poputa·1,o.-, 

growth triggered by the increasingly better medical services, and alimentat,on 

patterns, had the effect of augmenting the large numbers of unemployed rura' 

proletarians, end lumpenproletariat flocking into tl'le cities and the number of Puerto 

Rican migrating to the U.S., as seasonal rural migrant workers, and es part of the 

labor force in the urban centers (History Task Force 1979: 141 ). 

[ 

r 

r 

4.4 The tong and Winding Road of Peorotetarienization 

The road of deproletarianization Is one of the less traveled one, and It is not an easy 

journey, but one that often takes many years In preparation, and a circular travel 

which Includes the U.S. among other pieces. In the 1960'1 fishermen joined the 

ranks of laborers leaving the fields and moved the U.S. looking for a job, or better 

living conditions. The decline of the urban patterns of economic development in the 

northeast ~ltles of the U.S., Its fiscal crises, housing problems and crises joined in a 

conjuncture with an expansion of the welfare state and the massive transfer of federal 

funds and aid to the poor in Puerto Aico (Pratts 1987), both circumstances fueling the 
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process of return migration In the Island, 1 trend in which many fishermen 

participated. The following cases illustrate that point: 

Once In Puerto Rico, X attempted another stint In proletarianization, in the 
garment industry In Mayaguez, en area of the economy In which he had 
previous experience In New York. This time, tax exemption was not enough to 
discourage factory owners to face labor, end the factory closed. X resorted to 
fishing, finally disengaging from wage labor, a path which started at childhood. 
the same period when X became Initiated In fishing. Another fishermen, as in 
the southern coast, an area affected by high unemployment, basicaHy a laborer, 
also followed the long and winding road of deproletarianlzation. From 1948 to 
1955 Y worked loading augercane in the wagons In the Central Azucarera. The 
next year Y initiated a long history of jobs which Included working In New York 
es a migrant worker, In cauliflower farms, migrating consecutively until 1959. 
In Puerto Rico Y worked in construction, mainly In the construction of a 
petrochemical plant. The •construction Industry• was in a peak moment in the 
1960's, mainly due to an increase in housing projects, and the building of the 
industrial infrastructure. Y using affinal relatives and cousins was able to ind 
jobs in that sector. With a compadre, Y managed to find a Jobes a mason, in 
housing projects in the south coast. After the construction boom ended locally 
Y travelled to Massachusetts to work for six months in the tobacco farms. a 
job found through the local office of the Department of Labor. Back in Puerto 
Rico, Y worked in a auto parts plant, in a hospital, for a total of nine months, 
when he went to New Jersey to work in a light fixture factory. The laberinthic 
journey of proletarianization in agriculture, the auto industry, farm labor in the 
U.S., and construction finally came to an end in 1976, when Y started to fish. 
this time, for therapeutic reasons. 1 

1 

Fishing, as expected, does not arises as an immediate or sudden alternative to 

wa{le work in the sugar cane fields. Once in the path of proletarianization. workers 

1end to remain es wage laborers for es long as they can. The benefits of social 

security, health end incapacitation insurance, end the assurance of weekly earnings 

•ccordingly to hours of work cannot be neither denied or down-played. In some 

cases. the fish market conditions (ex-vessel prices for the fishermen) were not 

lucrative enough, mainly during 1940 end 1950 es too engage in independent 

production as an economic alternative to wage labor, It required the concerted efforts 

of the household members to produce such desired change in labor status. 

Apparently, fish prices In the 1960'1, when unemployment was et Its best, were 
\ 
I 
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lucrative enough as to become a fisherman with the help of the wife and children, end 

in some cases, with th!! help of the mo,ey transfer of an ultimate welfare state. Social 

security, food stamps, and welfare payments, made available to many of the ceses 

examined, specially late in their proletarian productive life (and 10 some in the absolute 

decline of their official proletarian life, Incapacitated and Injured from work) allowed 

them to become fishermen. 

To structure In I sensible manner the processes discussed In this section we 

must say that these fishermen, found themselves In the same predicament that Taso 

and the social actors of The People pf Puerto Rico found themselves: involved in sugar 

cane production by the economic pervasiveness of that Industry In the coastal plains, 

thus turned into a rural proletariat, and the lack of similar economic alternatives in the 

coast or in the highlands. Peasants, coffee and tobacco farmers from piedmont and 

highlands areas, displaced by the U.S. tobacco companies flocked into the coasta' 

plains and urban centers desperately looking for jobs or a stepping stone for the U.S · 

migration. The route of proletarianization in which these rural households engaged 

took . them to the sugar cane fields, to farms in the mainland, to industrial and service 

jobs there and in Puerto Rico, and in some cases, to jobs provided by the state as 

subsidiary to the r':-'ral proletariat in need, to maintain a labor reserve in motion. 
~,~ 

Fisheries and the state played a similar role in the articulation of the wage labor 

force. The local government depended, and it has continued, on federal funds and 

programs ·to alleviate economic crises in the Island. The disarticulation of coffee, 

tobacco and •minor• (subsistence! crops farms, land accumulation on behalf of the 

U.S. companies, government land expropriation, land accumulation by the armed 

forces, and social displacement of the coastal settlements altered the life history of 

households_ In the coast ·and in the highlands, and painted I! landscape with an 

immense potential for political action and violence, demonstrated through strikes and 

labor disputes. 

During the 1940'1 end 1950'1, detention of the deployment of social, labor, 

and political unrest was achieved by violent repression, end through various programs 

which Included the Puerto Rico Emergency Relief Administration IPRERA), end the 
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Puerto Rico Reconstruction Administration (PRRAI which provided more than 23D 

million dollars between 1933 end 1941 In social end economic programs·. which 

included housing food, end clothing for the rural poor. Still today the acronyms PRE RA 

and PRRA evoke both harsh times end state benevolence, end the demeaning 

household state of abject poverty end helplessness. Industrial development was 

indeed structured, among other things, to slowly accommodate the rural workers into 

the hearth of industrial production, thus minimizing the substantial effects of the 

demise of export agriculture and sugar cane decline. But, the ultimate solution to the 

socioeconomic and political problems In the fields, and In urban centers was migration 

and population control by means of female women sterilization and other family 

i,lanning strategies. The Commonwealth officially described migration as the escape 

valve of the Puerto Rican problems, and made sub.tie but effective efforts in 

maintaining such valve open, sending migrant farm workers to the mainland and to 

semi-permanent settlers to the industrialized cities of the northeast coast of the U.S .. 

Inevitably, the Island fisheries turned in this century into a labor buffer zone. in 

which the displaced, seasonally unemployed proletarian population found food. 

recreation and cash to maintain their families during la bruja. It is though that during 

the 1940 end 1950' the number of fishermen increased notably, due to 

,memployment in the Island. To most of the fishermen interviewed, the sea was the 

landscape the grew accustomed to in the coastal settlements in the fringes of the 

sugar cane centrales. A culture of chiriperos, learning to use the marine resources for 

the benefit of their household economy was an essential part of their life experience. 

The mangrove, lagoons, the reefs and the platform habitats provided them with a 

training grounds for a trade that could help them solve economic problems. 

The critical context of the Island's fisheries Is a difficult one that managers then 

10 minimize. It Is the context In which the rural workers In vast, known numbers have 

found solace from labor exploitation, therapy from Injury or mental discomfort, food 

.. 1ortheir tables and cash for their expenses and subsistence, adding productive efforts 

10 fisheries consistently used by a number of Independent, specialized fishermen. 

Jndependent producers, proletarians and a semi-proletarianized labor force use the 
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resources e unison, eech with its own 1chedule, productive arrangements, end lebor 

input, household commitments and political action,. Con1truetion industry and the 

industrial development, which con1istently proletarianizes fishermen or de• 

proletarianizes laborers and send them In the journey to their Ithaca. their beloved 

island, are also consistent forces In the privatization of access to the shoreline, 

mangrove forests destruction, sources of pollution, systematic destruction of estuaries 

and nursery areas, and the perceived decline of fishing. That Is the predicament of the 

fisheries in Puerto Rico. • 

4.S The Household as the Context and Domain for Peorotetarianization 

Disengagement from wage labor is not an individual decision, nor a process of 

such kind, but one which requires in many instances full participation of household 

members. At this micro level, the household, one cannot overlook the participation of 

the state in this process. The household provides labor andsupport for the separa1,o;-. 

of wage laborers from their jobs in their route to Independent production. ' 

·Households are, in the context of. fishing, containers, or units that engender and 

maintain fishermen in their communities and protect them from the tensions provokec 

by other social and economic forces. In that predicament households reproduce labor 

for the fishing enterprise, but cannot escape to face tensions produced by other 

sectors of the economy. In Puerto Rico, the logic and 1tructure of the system allow 

each household to co-reproduce, among other things, laborers for the industry, public 

service or commerce. The educational system has responded to the development 

process through a variety of means·which include universal education and vocational 

schools. During the last 10 years the massive transfer of funds from the Pell Grant 

and the Bas_ic Educational Opportunity ~rant (BEOGJ propitiated the expansion of state 

and private colleges and universities and two year programs and trade school that 

have educated a large portion of the labor force. In that predicament, fishing 

households In Puerto Rico, more than anywhere else, have strong tensions in 

socializing children within the skllls end productive culture of fishing, of independent 

production, and the state ef}d expectations slowly Inserting them into the status of 
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wage laborers in the service and industrial sectors. And, there is always the

alternative to join the ranks of the migrant farm workers or to take a plane an migrate

10 the United States. In many cases examined, the fishermen house features these

intersections and tensions with the larger economy, and part of the solution is to

become - the household - • container of laborers despite the petty commodity

character of the household enterprise. In that context, the household network

becomes, despite their petty commodity. capitalist character, a container of laborers

a unit that supports and contributes to the reproduction of the labor force during the

economic crises. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 

 

The Z siblings opted for staying in their municipality (ridden by unemployment) 
instead of migrating. The economic strength of the network of household 
businesses, labor pool, infrastructure, and means allows them to continue in a 
state of non-commoditization of their labor, in .the hearth in independent 
production. The share system used by their father illustrates this point. He sells 
the catch, subtracts the expenses, and divides the money by three eQual parts, 
despite the fact that he owns the boat and the gear, but their sons help him 
with the maintenance, motor repair, wood cutting for the traps' frames (a"1 
activity in which his wife also helps occasionally) and net mending. Howeve•. 
if they have to pay a loan or have additional expenses, the father waives the 
share system and gives them the money they need. In that manner, they are 
not circumscribed by how much they fish to cover the basic needs and financia! 
commitments, but know that the cash will be provided, a financing provided by 
fishing, his colmado, and through (perhaps the most important) the wife's 
fritter business in the beach or the cake production. Each household with its 
own schedule and strategy of production offer the members economic asylum 
in they become unemployed, or provide with means to support their families 
while the situation improves; 

4.6 A lifetime of labor encl Independent Production 

The diversity of strategies .. that allowed people to become fishermen and to 

Jeave wage labor; It Is time now to explore the specifics of that trajectory. Sidney 

Mintz's distinction of type of fishing In Cel\amelar, he observed becoming a full-time 

f~herman ior an independent producer) featured unsurmountable hurdles for the rural 

workers since the cost of sailboats were•prohibitive• for the workers In the cane, and 

represented a significant accumulation of capital. Time c~mmitted to sugar cane 
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production also precluded wage laborers to engage in •tull-time• fishing _production, 

thus fishing became a •subsidiary• and seasonal activity, especially during what the 

Viequenses call, lo bruje. Low prices for fish, lack of refrigeration facilities. and 

minimal capital investment made fishing a difficult trade to live from. Government 

officials evaluating the fisheries during the first part of this century agree that in the 

context of the prices and marketing structur~, the fishermen earnings ~ere quite 

meager, end did not allow for en adequate subsistence, nor for the Intensive 

investment of capital (Jarvis 1932, V~lez et al 1945). 

Z life history sheds light to thOS!I difficulties In entering indep_endent production. 
He started fishing with one of his brothers who had e boat. They paid a man 
to build the traps end started their career in fishing. Afterwards, again with the 
help of two of his brothers, pooled the money to buy a small boat. Z share 
came from his wage labor in the cane. Their labor commitments only allowed 
the to •fish close to the shore•, basically to eat and the remainder to sell. In 
1953 Z bought an 10 hp outboard motor financed by the Department of 
Agriculture. 

This conjuncture is eventful. The post war period marked the decline of suga· 

cane in the Island, in response to world prices, end the emphesis in industria' 

development and ct,anges in the petterns of land use, end it also initiated en increase 

in the prices of fish and shellfish. Coincidentally, government programs for the labor 

re-incorporation into other sectors of the economy, and support of sugar cane laborers 

started to appear, jointly with efforts to •develop• the local artisanal fisheries. 

In line with the strategy for development, the Commonwealth initiated efforts 

to increase production end impro_vement of marketing facilities, and fishermen 

opportunities at the moment in which prices Increased Ul'ligo 1967). Government 

efforts included: the motorization of the fleet through loans for Jheir purchase (thus 

creating the fishing credit section et the Department of Agricult.urel, centers for the 

sale of gear and equipment at low prices, fishermen training courses, end the 

construction of landing centers called yllllls pesgueras (1967). A large ponion of the 

fishermen interviewed by us, only started to buy motors and buy boats, when the 

capital was available through government development programs. But success in 
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fishing and in capital accumulation at the ho1:1sehold level depended on the array of 

activities in which relatives become engaged. 

It follows from this analysis that the fishing households are a key element in the 

trajectories outlined In this report. Specifically, the degree and ~uci:ess of . . . . . . . 

deproletarianization depends on the structure of the household, Its ability to establish 

a network of units, and the utilization of joint skillsIn supporting and contributing to 

the welfare of the households. In the case of Puerto Rico, there.are some elements 

that are absent In other cases of household networks, end that pertains to the fact 

that the wo'.kings of a state dependerit on transfer payments makes possible for 

households to continue living without further efforts that could jeopardize their current 

flow of funds from government agencies. I am not arguing that the rural poor prefer 

not to work, but that the structure of the system permits them to benefit from socia' 

. security, food stamps, incapacitation benefits, and therefore fishing allows the 

fishermen to find therapy, or to add en additional income or food for their tables, 

without incorporating members of their household in those chores. Children then 

1emain in school Jn en attempt by both the household end the state to incorporate 
• 

them into the university system, the Armed forces, the migrating farm workers, the 

flow of migrants to the U.S .• but preferably into the industrial and. service labor force. 

Inevitably, they become separated from fishing, but most learning the trade, in case 

they do not find jobs or become unemployed. 

Most of the fishermen we inierviewed proceeded historically to travel a journey 

in which their labor force became commoditicized by the social formation. and its 

participation in the international division of labor as part of the semi-peripheral tier in 

the world-economy, a position held in an Interrelationship with the U.S. economy and 

labor markt!ts. In that journey, these laborers, some of which originated in fishermen 

or in semi-proletarian households, Intended to de-commodicitize their labor, to become 

dep!oletarianized In the long run. One has to distinguish well within the history of 

these trajectories, sincecapital resumes the participation of laborers In Its industries 

i,ccordingly to trends in labor demand end supply, and the cultural predicament of the 

context that provide labor in specific social and political circumstances. Simply 

j
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stated, the labor force of certain ethnic groups is commoditized in relation to the 

current needs of capital, patterns of labor remuneration, structure of household 

participation in labor, political affiliations and strength, legal protection, and laborers' 

availability. Lebor also becomes expendable when the demands for the commodities 

produced is reduced. Individual labor also becomes obsolete when the conditions of 

the laborer cannot fulfill the production expectations of the employees, in that 

context, Illness (physical and mentell and injury (Idem) disqualifies laborers to continue 

working. All these circumstances, well known, sendslaborers to the ranks of the 

unemployed, but not necessarily to the ranks of the idle and unproductive. Sharing 

that structural background of socioeconomic conditions, the lives of the Puerto Rican 

fishermen, closely tied to the movements of the world-economy, feature and the 

individual level, in their authoritative discourse, their need to de•commoditicize the.r 

labor, to become independent. Forced perhaps by labor conditions, migrant nostalg,a. 

unemployment, personal• domestic difficulties, these situations enhance perhaps the 

daydreaming of the workers in the midst of repetitious activities, or in the loneliness 

of a ship in the Pacific, boredom in a factory in Mayaguez. humiliation in a drugstore 

in VieQues, among the fumes in a fiberglass boat factory in New Jersey, in the suga· 

cane fields, in the U.S. farms of the northeastern coast, or in a salt pond in Cabo 

Rojo; dreaming perhaps of independence, as we have seen in the cases collected to, 

the Life-History project (Griffith and Vald!!s-Pizzini, in preparation). 
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SECTION FIVE 
KEY ISSUES IN FISHERY RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

IN PUERTO RICO AND THE UNITED STATES VIRGIN ISLANDS I 
Fishermen believe that the weight of resource management 
11 on their shoulders, and that they are conaldared the 1011 
culprit of resource depletion. They argue that the process 
of management must Incorporate an array of users end a 
set of altuatlons that effect how the marine resources are 
used and conserved. In other words, management muat 
engage In the 1naly1e1 of these factora or key Issues, In 

· order to understand the full extent of Its measures. 

( 

{ 
Regulations concerning the sizeof conch, the catch of red hind, measures of 

mesh size for traps, and other measures proposed and established by the FMPs will 

affect, in one way or another, the livelihood of the fishermen. CFMC documentation 

from public hearings suggest that, in general, fishermen agreeon establishing certa,n 

regulations to protect the species, but seem to be inclined to reject limited entry 

schemes, and the potential reduction in the number of gears. Social processes in the 

last ten years suggest that the fishermen are willing to cooperate with resource 

management, but with important caveats. I will briefly discuss some of the key issues 

that need to be address in the FMPs, as they are pertinent to the status of the 

fisheries, and the welfare of the resource users. Data for this discussion is derived 

from a Delphi investigation on fishery conflicts in PR/USVI late in the 1980's (Valdes 

Pizzini 1990c). 

I 

l 

, 

L s., Competition and Commercial Between Recreational Fishermen 
One of the key Issues Is the Increasing competition among recreational I 

sportfishermen (and the recreational sector or •industry• In general) end the 

commercial fishermen. The Griffith et al report (19881submitted to NMFS shows that 

In various areas of the Island of Puerto Rico end In the USVI there is competition for 

the reef fish resources, and the recreational fishermen also target those species that .. 
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the commercial fishermen traditionally catch, such as: snappers, groupers, yellowtail 

$napper, and hogfish, among others (1988: 28-29). These fishermen use similar 

gears as those used by the commercial fishermen, except for rod and reel, and gill 

nets. As one expert in the Delphi Report suggested.•. 

·1 

Both groups often target the same species groups such as &napper, 

grouper ,grunt, etc. Since these species are under constant fishing pressure by 

both groups, ~ith a consequen.t decline of the resource, a conflict ls created -

as a competition for the limited resource. 

Recreational fishermen are also exerting pressure on the government agencies 

In their view the government should be more involved with the recreational fisheries 

by satisfying current needs such as public ramps and private marinas. They also wan: 

proper management of the species that compose the resourre, licensing systems. 

$urveillance and better use of transportation taxes from fuel and boats. Tnese 

fishermen are already competing with the commercial sector for the allocation o~ 

funds and services from the concerned government agencies. In a newspape• 

column, the issue was raised: 

I 

l 

The sportfishermen has for a long time been clamoring for attention. In 

government circles, it is the commercial fishermen who has been traditionally 

babied and protected. The commercials and the government have viewed the 

recreational sector es a bunch of kids with spinning rods, or a bunch of 

millionaires with big, flashy machines. So traditionally they ignore the interests 

of the sportmen, refusing to even study the composition of that sector. 

Consequently, the government provides nearly nothing in the ways of facilities 

to that sector, despite the proven fact that sportfishing Is a big Income-

producer and a boon to economic strength and tourism (Martin and Woods. 

1987:59). 

One issue which Is related to the discussion on conflicts and the role of each 

group of fishermen in the region pertains to the need for a license for the recreational 
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fishermen. In Puerto Rico, for example, the local commercial fishermen must have a 

license to be recognized as such and have to provide CODREMAR, on a voluntary 

basis. with landing information. The FMP's are constructed based on the landing 

information provided by the commercial fishermen. Recreational fishermen in PR/USVI 

probably outnumber commercials and we. estimate that catch a higher number of 

pounds of pelagic and reef fish, since both groups target almllar species (Griffith et a1 

1988). The reasons for• license havebeen thoroughly covered by Chaparro 11989). 

Most of the experts consulted in the Delphi project agreethat the •recreational ,ind 

sportfishermen should have a license•. Interestingly, the majority of those who did 

not agree with the measure were recreational fishermen. Notwithstanding. they also 

had a very strong showing among those who agreed with the measure. One of the 

informants listed the benefits of the license system: 

I 

( 

L 

The license for recreational fishermen is II need for the followinR reasr::ns.

among others: (A! it is II way of obtaining funds for the development of the 

act,vity, (BJ the size of the population of sport fishermen would be known, 1C

it would be possible to manage the resource more effectively. 

 

1 
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FIGURE 4 
GEARS USED BY RECREATIONAL FISHERMEN 
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5.2 Coas1a1 Access for the Commercial Fishermen . 

Coastal access is another crucial area of conflict between the recreational and 

commercial fishing sectors. Rapid development of coastal recreational activities 

appears to be correlated to coastal gentrification, and users conflicts. In Puerto Rico 

there are various cases, well documented, In which construction and utilization of 

recreational infrastructure, by both the public and private sector, have undermined 

community relations. As one expert pointed out: 

This problem persists actually because to reach the majority of places where 

fishermen go to fish, they must passthrough private property, In others private 

apartment buildings have been constructed, etc. and the existing access was 

closed remaining in this way less available access places. 

Access was also referred to as a problem related to physical access to f1sh1ng 

sites in the neighboring islands. Historically, these island served as an open access 

archipelago used by the local people not without complaints from the fishers and loca· 

authorities (Johnston 1987). But with the user pressure on the resources. fishermen 

had to cross boundaries, not without problems. As one informant clearly stated: 

The P.R. fishermen find relatively better resources in the U.S.V.I. and the same 

is true between U.S.V.I. and 8.V.I. The 8.V.I. have stopped foreign fishing in 

their waters and they have the most resources U.S.V.I. have implemented 

regulations end have impounded P.R. fishing boats. 8.V.I. have confiscated 

U.S.V.I. .and P.R. fishing boat. The situation will only worsen. Again support for 

limited entry is strengthening. 

5.3 Competition Among ··oifferent BeSource Users 
Trap fishing, a traditional for of fishing In .the Caribbean has encountered the 

wrath of different groups that have entered In competition with them for space and 

the fishery_ resources. Experts believe that trap fishing is an Important problem in this 

area, and needs to be regulated. 
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The issue of ghost traps is an importa,:it one th!!t is also _the result -of the high 

number of recreational end commercial vessels using the same maritime lanes. As 

one expert suited ... 

There ere common occurrences of recreational fisherman and boaters who 

unintentionally run over fish pot markers detaching them from the fish trap. 

Fish trap markers ere also commonly detached as a result of storm weather or 

just plan left unattended for too long. I have on many occasions seen unmarked 

fish traps while diving. Traps full of dead or about to die fish. Creating the 

perpetual •oeath Trap•. rn this day and age It seems to me that traps could be 

rigged with floatation devices that would self activate -efter a certain amount 

cf time. A device that could be easily reset and redeployi!d. • 

J 

5.4 Recreational Oivers vs. Commercial Trap Fishermen 

Recreational divers are considered as one of the largest .end fastest growing 

group cf resource users in PR/USVI. However, they are also passive users of the 

resource with a small number using spear guns for recreational underwater fish.ins 

J1 is known that divers (commercial fishermen) are considered a nuisance to trap 

fishermen. The Griffith report shows that recreational divers. are using the fo;her,• 

1hrough the utilization of spear guns, and spears, thus competing for reef-f,sh 
'~' 

Tesources. Commercial divers are viewed as the nemesis of trap fishermen, ano 

communities are often divided between divers end trappers (Gutierrez, McCay ano 

Valdes-Pizzini 1986). For the trap fishermen, divers usually steal 1rom their traps, and 

present an unfair competition for the available resources. J 

s.s The Status of the Fishery endQyerfisbiog 

The majority of the panel experts (65%1 interviewed in the Delphi project agree 

wi1h the statement that the •fish and shellfish landings In PR/USVI are declining", en 

assertion that is consistent with the lending figures. Experts who disagree with tha1 

$1atement represented the commercial fishing sector. One may extrapolate that they 

disagree because they feel that landings have been under reported in the last decade. 
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In the Delphi Report, once th'l premise of the decline of landings was 

.es1ablished experts were asked if the decline was due to •overfishing•. Most of them 

agree that overfishing was the cause of such decline. This issue was not resolved 

without • discussion. For one expert the •hard• evidence suggests that overfishing 

is actually occurring: 

( 

From the point of view of fisheries management, It is said that there is 

overfishing when certain cues as the following occur: (Al the average size of 

the captured species declines,· (Bl the fishery does not provide for a maximum 

sustained production, (Cl fishermen must move from traditional places to be 

able to capture something. Considering the previous statements It would be 

said that there is overfishing in Puerto Rico. Notwithstanding, studying the 

situation from a broader point of view it is evident that an abundant fishing 

resource can not exist in a place where fish hatcheries and dwelling places of 

f,sh are destroyed (reefs, marine grass prairies and mangrove swamps}. rive·s 

are canalized, eliminating or affecting estuaries, water is contaminated, fishing 

and nature's laws are not respected, etc. This demonstrates it is very possible 

that the diminishing of captures is due to the scarcity of the resource because 

of these factors and not to overfishing.• 

l 

( 

I 

{ 

Another expert, in what I consider an essential argument in the issue of overfishing. 

consider that one should •qualify" what •overfishing• is, and what should also be 

weighed in considering the proble~. 

I 

Overfishing needs to be qualified• in many cases the problem is •people" and 

degradation of the environment• take a look at San Juan, Ponce, Mayaguez 

Bays and the Charlotte Amalie areas. 

l 

Overfishing Is merely one reason of many attributed to the decline in fisheries 

landings. Other attributing factors Include, recreational fishing impacts, 

environmental degradation, destruction of important fisheries habitat, coastal 

development. degradation of inshore, water quality due to siltation, sewage, 

etc. 

( 
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Similarlv, when.I inquiry on the issue of the capacity of the fishery to absorp both 

1ecreational and commercial fishing, on informant argued that: 

During the last 20 years the number of users (commercial • sportive) has 

increased tremendously. The habitat has been destroyed or damaged allover 

the island. It is necessary to give some rest to the capes, estuaries. etc .• to 

control construction In areasof endangered habitat, to control pollution 100%. • 

Jn fact, one respondent classified the Issue of pollution and habitat degradation, asan 

area of conflict: ' 
Conflict between fishermen (in general) and the industrial process of the ista'id 

(contamination). Verv important. 

fishermen and fisneries related people, in the USVI and Puerto Flico tend to agree tha: 

1he current status of the fishery cannot be sole Iv attributed to fishing pressure, bw~ 

10 a complex process of resource utilization in which the industrial and service secto· 

must also share iesponsibilities. For the small-scale, commercial fishermen the, 

traditional resource is being used by newcomers, such as the recreational and sport 

fishermen, and those who are extracting corals and tropical fish for the aquariums. 

Pollution and environmental degradation appears as a major concern of the fishermen 

in surveys and fieldnotes over the last decade. It is my assessment, that the 

appropriate discussion and management of the aforementioned issues will ease any 

:egulations carried upon the shoulders of the fishermen. The fishermen are willing to 

collaborate in the process of management, if their concerns are taken care of. There 

is sociopolltical evidence -~f the adverse effects of public policy that disregards the 

concerns of the fishermen, specially when the opening argument features the sad 

atate of the local fisheries, as a result of overfishing (Vald~s Pizzini , 990c, In passim!. 

::-
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SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
FOR THE SHALLOW-WATER REEFFISH 

FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN 
,. PARTICIPATION IN THE FISHERY 

Fishermen In Puerto Rico come from fishermen households and families. There 

ls people who enter the fisherv as newcomers, 
. . from others sectors of the economy. 

bu·t our research has concluded that most come from a fishing tradition. For example, 

Guti~rrez found that 80% of the fishermen Interviewed for his studv had relatives 

engaged in fishing 11985). In the Life-Historv project, we found that most fishermen 

start at the age of 12 with their parents, relatives or neighbors in their coasta1 

communities. The vast majoritv 192%1learn the trade when they are under 18 yea·s 

old. This suggest that people learn in their household or in their communities, wh,le 
' 

few _learn it at another stage in life, and social context. More than half of the 

fishermen 153.5 %} report that they receive some type of help from their family. 

Family still helps in the actual fishing activity and the processing of fish ashore 

Collaboration in the repair and construction of gears, in the maintenance of the 

vessels, and selling fish has diminished. Ethnohistorical data suggest that, forty yea·s 

ego such participation was almost absolute. But, pressures from the industrial and 

service sector have absorbed the available labor force from the fishing households, 

integrating them into the •1arger• economy. 

Women, who contributed to mending nets, repairing gears, processing and 

curing fish, as well as fishing and taking care of the catch, have atowty become part 

of the industrial labor force leaving the fishing endeavor to the males. Unfortunately. 

the issue of gender in maritime and fishing activities in PR/US VI has not been studied. 

Ethnohistorical date from Puerto Real, a.nd from the Life-History project suggest that 

women were important figures In the fishing sector, since they managed capital and 

owne-d boats while the males In their families fished for them. In small enterprises, 

they were in charge of handling the money and managing the business. Recent 

evidence from the cited studies, also suggests that they participation in the fishery, 



as fisherwomen, was elso s_trong. It appear.s that, wi;,men and children (who are in 

school, in college. working In the •1arger• economy) are becoming scarce for 

recruitment into the fishery, and unemployed males from other households in coastal

fishing communities ere replacing them In the structure of work. Friends, relatives. 

distant relatives and hired hands constitute the bulk of the crew, one which is 

changing from being kin-based. The nature of their social networks related to fish 

also seem to be eroding, since less fishermen are now members of fishermen 

associations, as compared with the Guti6r.rez survey. 

Additional information on the socioeconomic profile of the participants in this fishery 

are discussed in sections ... 

• 

2.2 The "Socioeconomic" S1atus of the Fisheries. Page 12. 

2.3 The Pe1tv Commodity Character of 1he Pueqo Rican Fisheries, Page 16. 

Discussion of the issues of access, the environment, and conflicts among resource 

LJsers. as related to traps, the main gear affected by the measurements discussed in 

_1he FMP are presented in sections ... 

3.3 Development andEnvironmental Concerns, Page 41. 

't: 5.1 Competition Between Recreational and Commercial Fishermen. Page 65. 

5.2 Coas1a1 Access for the Commercial Fishermen, Page 69. 

5.3 Comoe1ition Among Different Resource Users.Page 69. 

5.4 Recreational Divers Commercial Trap Fjshermen. Page 70. vs:, 
5.5 The Status of the Fishery end Overfishing. Page 70. J 

2. HISTORY 

History of labor patterns In this particular fishery are discussed in .. 

SECTION FOUR: FISHING AND LABOR IN PUERTO RICO: HISTORICAL ANO 

CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES OF A FUNDAMENTAL CONCERN IN 

MANAGEMENT, Page 45. 
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Also. for the USVI, In ~ections ... 

. 3. 1 L,ISVI Fisheries Early this Century. Page 35. 

3.2 Changes In the Fishery. Page 38. 

3. ECONOMICS OF THE FISHERY 

Fishermen ere e group of individuals who can adapt to a diversity of conditions 

and situations. Their lifetime kit of survival Is Impressive, they take risks end engage 

in difficult trajectories to support their families. Contrary to the common perception 

among the general public and some government officials, fishermen have e strong 

work ethic, which is divided in various sectors of the economy at one time. or 

throughout their lifetime. Oat a from the Life-History project reveals that the majority 

of the fishermen have migrated to the United States to work at one or more point ir. 

their lifetime. Preliminary data from a Labor Trajectory Chart constructed for this 

assessment, reveals that during the years that followed the World War II, fisher me" 

(or people from fishing households) were integrated into the agriculture of Puerto Rico. 

but started to migrate to the United States in the decade that followed. From_1950 

to 1965, the chart reveals that the bulk of the wage labor trajectories of these 

individuals was in the United States, engaging in agriculture {as migrant fa•m 

workers). in construction and industrial work. From , 965 to the present, those 

trajectories were based in Puerto Rico, in the construction, industry and services. 

which ended as one of the dominant sources of employment, specially government 

service. Only a handful migrated to the United States. This data coincides with our 

qualitative analysis of labor in previous section of this social Impact assessment. The 

most impressive fact is that 91 % of those Interviewed had another job at one time in 

the Puerto Rican economy. One Is tempted to suggest that If the economy of these 

Island Improve, e large number of fishermen will become re-inserted in other sectors 

of the economy. However, I must also warn that an unspecified number of those who 

have worked elsewhere are retired into fishing, or complementing their pensions with 

fishing (Griffith et al 1992). Indeed, data from the Life-History project reveals that 

' 

.. 
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only 15 % of ihose interviewed meintein their femmes with the income from fishing. 

Fishermen sustain their households with a combinetion of sources of income that 

i:iclude transfer payments (social security, retirement pensions, food stamps! and 

income from other jobs, from different members of the household, the fisher included. 

for the USVI, information on the economic aspectsof the fishery participants is found 

in section ••• 

3.4 Full-Tjme contra Part-Tjme Participation in the Fishery: 42 

j 

I 

I 
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4. CUL TUR~L AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF THE FISHERY 

See sections ... 

2.4 Cultural Dimensions of Fishing es en Economic Activity. Page 19. 

2.5 The Politicer Culture: fishermen Associations. Page 24. I 

I 

( 

I 
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MANAGEMENT MEASURES AND PROBABLE. SOCIAL AND CULTURAL SCENARIOS 

Data for Guti6rrez, Ma.tos and Torres, ·and Griffith et al, suggest that fishing is 

indeed a multi-species strategy, and that fishermen operate several gears at the same

time, targeting a variety of species, over the course of a year. I do not foresee that 

FMP measurements will diminish effort, for example by reducing the number of 

fishermen devoted to traps, and thus the number of traps. It wlll shih effort to other 

gears end species. 

 

Preliminary data from the gill net social assessment suggest that the fishermen 

are shihing into those gears not regulated, that offer less Investment and competition 

from other user groups. An example of that Is the fishery of Puerto Real. In tha: 

community, trap fishermen saw the opportunity to increase their income by shifting 

to the reel-line technology, and rigged their vessels to fish in the shelf drop-off for 

snappers and groupers, as they market price for these species increased. As the 

number of production units shifted toward reel-line, the number of divers started to 
' increase. Leaving hand lines and traps behind, youngsters entered into a new 

dimension of fishing, and competing for highly priced resources, such as conch anc 

lobster. Divers, pooling resources from their friends and neighbors, and tra;:, 

fishermen, pooling resources from their households, entered few years ago in the 

collision course of competition for scarce resources. The alternative is to shitt to 

other gears, such as gill and trammel nets, or to increase effort through trot lines 

("palangres"l and hand lines. Another alternative is to target pelagic species. In 

conferences in the Puerto Rico and the USVI, In the Delphi project, in private meeting. 

fishermen appear interested in targeting pelagics and even shifting to longline as a 

gear. This is a difficult option for sever el reasons. First, only a fraction of the vessels 

could be rigged to target those species, en only • handfui of areas (such as 

Christiansted and Puerto Real, and perhaps few fishermen In St. Thomas) could join 

efforts and capital 10 target those species In• competitively manner. Second, small 

boats could target some species, such as tunas, but the structure and culture of the 

market could curtail the efforts, es It ohen happens among the fishermen of the 

northwest coast of Puerto Rico. Also, small boats such asthe •yofas• are illdesigned 
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for the handling of large pelagics. Information and technology transfer from the 

vniversity or the private sector is needed to appropriately prepare the fishermen. And 

third, another level of competition Is expected when the artisanal and commercial 

· fishermen move Into targeting pelagics. large pelagic are the mainstay of the 

important charter boat fleet, specially In the USVI (Chaparro 19921, who will enter 

into the political arena as such shifts appear. 

Shifts In Gears: An Ethnographic Account or ttia Nat Fishermen 

First, a number of variables attest to the family and community basis of 
net fishing. less than one third of the fishers In the 1987-89 group learned 
fishing from sources outside their family, and less than 20% reported learning 
fishing "alone" or "watching others.• Closely related, consanguineal (blood• 
related) male kin, such as fathers, grandfathers, uncles, and older brothers. 
malte up over 50% of those cited asteachers. While the life history project has 
revealed that fathers-in-law have been important in the expansion cf fishing 
enterprises, within a common strategy of using daughters' marriages as 
occasions to enlist the aid of sons•in•law, only around 5% of net fishers 
interviewed said that they received their Initial training as fishers from the,r 
wives' fathers. Instead, they tend to learn the basic features of fishing .while 
relatively young and living at home, with fully 65. 7% reporting that they 
learned to fish prior to their teens, end less than 10% reporting that they 
learned to fish after age 15. Further evidence of the importance of family in 
learning, becoming, and passing along the trade of net fishing are derived from 
the finding that 70.6% of those interviewed reported receiving help from their 
family in the multiple taslts associated with net and other fishing. This 
suggests that, upon founding their own households, through the receipt of help 
from family members they tj!ach the young of the household how to fish. 

J 

From our examination of the data from the 1981·82 survey, we noted 
that net fishing was often complemented by other fishing methods in the 
development, over time, of a household'• Increasing reliance on fishing. life 
history interviews s.how that Puerto Rican fisheries Include a substantial number 
of users who move between different gear types, Including nets, with different 
marketing strategies end crew types. In a.survey of 170 net fishermen, they 
reported owning and using other gears. The most prominent one was lines, 
with 77% of the fishermen reporting It. In order of Importance, the gears 
reported were: cast nets (52.9%1, traps 133.5%), beach seines 113.5), diving 
gear 116%1 and wooden traps (5.3%). Shifts In methods of exploiting the 
resource are, in turn, often related to one's movement between fishing and 
other occupations, as well as changes in the composition of the fisher's 

J 
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household, as the following case dem~nstrates. 

Cese , 1, Sylvan Cobra uses nets to fish, yet he dives and 
fishes with hooks end lines es often than using his nets, 
depending, In part, on the disposition of his catch. His 
fishing has always reflected his history of migration 
between the U.S. mainland end Puerto Rico, es well es 
developments In his own end related households. His 
father was • fisherman, but moved to New York with 
Sylvan's brother in the 1960s, while S.'s mother remained 
In Puert_o Rico running a amall aeafood restaurant. From 
the ages of 16 to 19, Sylvan fished with • hook and line to 
supply his mother's restaurant. In 1967, at the age of 19, 
Sylvan joined his brother and father in New York, returned 
to Puerto Rico in 1968 to marry, returned to New York with 
his wife for three years,then went back to Puerto Rico to 
fish and to help manage his mother's establishment. This 
time, however, he fishes primarily with a trammel net that 
belongs to an owner of • fish market, at which time most 
of the catch went to the fish market. 

Three years later, he divorced his wife and returned to New York; 
at the same time, his brother returned to Puerto Rico to relieve 
Sylvan in helping the mother tend the seafood restaurant. Sylvan 
remained in New York for eight years, where he married a second 
time. When he returned to Puerto fiico, instead of fishing. he 
worked in a hardware store for a year and a half, returning to 
fishing only after his divorce from his second wife and his 
returning to his parents' home to live and fish. The third time he 
joined another fisher in his community, a friend, combining his 
own equipment with that of his friend and fishing for himself 
instead of his mother or the owner of the fish store, but selling all 
of the catch that he· did not use himself (or for his mother's 
restaurant) to another restaurant instead of to a fish market. 

Sylvan's case Illustrates the dynamic between three prominent features 
of Sylvan's life, features which aresimilar to the lives of many fishers in Puerto 
Rico: al processes of household formation and dissolution; bl migration (or, 
more broadly, Job search); end ) fishing. Sylvan's cycles of migration and 
return, interrupting his fishing, stimulate shifts In the kinds of gears he utilizes, 
the social relations he enters into to fish, the disposition of his catch, and the 
ability of his fishing to sustain him without work In the formal sectors of the 
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economy. Yet his movements between the island and the U.S. mainland seem 
as much related to rites of passage marking the birth, growth, decay, end death 
of househoids. Influencing him in this fashion are not only his own expe.riences 
with marriage and divorce, but also the experiences of his brother, his father, 
and his mother as their households undergo changes and •• they move 
between Jobs In New. York and fishing In Puerto Rico. Sylvan's case thus 
Illustrates the complex social arenas of Puerto Rican net fishing, Including its 
role in supporting more than one household and Its importance as a means of 
support during periods of unemployment. Other cases similar to Sylvan's 
emerge again and again from the life histories. Our secon~ case, for example, 
involves a Puerto Rican fisher who was born in Puerto Rico but moved, at age 
10, with his parents, to New York. I 

t. 

Case I 2, Born in 1956, Marcos Olmo's childhood was 
divided between Guanica {1956-661, on the Southwest 
coast of Puerto Rico, and New York 11966-74). He did not 
learn to fish as a boy, as is common among Puerto Rican 
fishers, but rather learned in 1975, at age 19, a year after 
returning to the island. His initial fishing experiences 
involved hool<s•and-!iries and cast nets, but he included in 
his fishing enterprise both diving and trap fishing efter 
taking a year away from fishing in his middle twenties 
( 1980-81 J to work in San Juan. for an Airline. Adopting •
scuba tanks and traps ashis principal gears was influenced 
first by his brother, who lived in California and knew how 
to dive himself, end second by entering into an 
arrangement with a doctor who owned a resort in Guanica 
and who was a friend to the man who taught Marcos how 
to fish. The doctor bought Marcos 25 traps to use to fish 
for the resort, at Jhe same time hiring Marcos for 
maintenance work around the resort and for taking tourists 
to nearby islands for picnics end boat rides; this latter job 
drew upon the English skillshe had learned In New York. 
Slowly Marcos began assuming more tasks end more 
responsibility around the resort, Increasing his work load, 
his stress, reducing the time he could spend scuba diving 
for fish fa practice often essociated with tranqullity end 
relief from job stress), end eventually causing tensions with 
the doctor. In 1986, he quit to begin fishing full time, 
relying predominantly on his scuba gear but still using 
traps. After nearly two end one half years, until early in 
1988, he switched from trep fishing to net fishing when his 
traps were stolen. Today, he cites the trammel net as his 
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principal gear, although he still dives and uses the hooks
end-lines.and cast nets that he ·used originally. 

This case reconfirms manv points raisedIn the context of the previous 
case, while raising other Issues as well. First, Marcos's ability to switch from 
traps to nets may seem to auggest that awitching from gear to gear among 
Puerto Rican fishers Is relatively easy. Indeed, among related gears this may 
be the case, especially alnce fishing itself demand a variety of skills that must 
be learned Independent of the specific gear type being used: seamanship, 
navigation, seafood marketing, association membership, processing, and so 
forth are among those features of fishing that are only tengentially or Indirectly 
related to the specific gears one uses. Nevertheless, switching from one gear 
to another, especially when the new gears ere nets, Is not always an easy or 
more productive move. In the biologicai section of our paper, which monitored 
the effectiveness of gill nets and trammel nets, we found that a knowledge of 
the substrate, or the characteristics of the bottom, are crucial to the successful 
placement of nets. Without some basic knowledge of the character of the 
bot1om, nets become tangled in rocks and coral, causing low catch rates as 
well as additional time and effort in nei retrieval and net repair. Marcos was 
able to switch from traps to nets because, combined with scuba diving, trap 
fishing results in becoming familiar with the landscapes of the sea floor. Trap 
fishing and net fishing resemble one another further In their reliance on 
triangulating the positions of the gears with reference to points end landmarks 
along the shore. Both gear types, being susceptible to theft, are set with a 
minimum number of markers or floats (sometimes traps have no markers at a,:. 
and fishers drag for them after they have soaked}; trammel nets end gill nets 
tend to be used more during the evening or early morning hours end hence tend 
to be more difficult to find and steal. In both cases, however, being able to 
loca-te the gears with reference to shoreline features is a skill that both nets and 
traps demand. 

Our final case builds upon the theme of combining nets with other fishing 
gears, es opposed to switching from one gear to the other, yet here we move 
beyond observations about intrinsic similarities between the gears, casting this 
theme in the light of a complex, multigenerational household that is able to use 
a number of gears ·at once by drawing upon • skllled pool of household and 
community labor. · 

Cose# 3, The Martinez Family live In an extended family 
household consisting of two overlapping nuclear families 
!Father, Mother, Two Sons aged 14 and 19, the eldest 
Son's Wife, and a child of the younger couple). They live 
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together. on the South Coast. of the island, In a single 
dwelling that Is surrounded by fishing workshop spaces, 
food crops, and a small pen for keeping pigs. 

Their fishing enterprise draws upon the collective 
experience of the father, mother, and the son, while the 
1on'1 wife tends to the house, yard, end their child; cleerly, 
the young woman's attention to domestic responsibilities 
allows the others to attend to fishing. Trammel nets end 
gill nets are but two varieties of gears In the fishing 
household, being combined with traps and e beach seine. 
This combination Is possible because of the timing of the 

· use of the gears, their various levels of labor intensity, end 
the fact that the father and son live end work together. 
The latter circumstance should not be underestimated, 
since the Martinez family reported that they used to use 
only traps, adding the nets after Angel, the son, learned to 
fish. 

J 

Angel began fishing with his father at the age of 7 or 8, 
reporting that his father was e strict but thorough teacher. 
By age 13 Angel was already going on fishing excursions 
alone, allowing his father to take time away from fishing to 
work at other Jobs. The 14-year-old son has no interest in 
fishing and, In fact, does little work around the house 
because of various mental and physical disabilities. 

The Martinez fish daily, during good weather, using not. 
only the traps and nets (which both, of course, soak) but 
also the beach seine. Their schedule end their gear 
selection Is driven. by the seasonal weather &hifls, 
associated changes in the water currents and conditions of 
the see, and the combined effect of these factors on 
species availability. Additional time constraints erise from 
gear maintenance and construction. To construct and 
maintain traps may take asmuch as two to three hours per 
day, especially if we Include the time necessary to find and 
cut the wood for the frame and buy the wire; to repair and 
maintain nets depends on their condition following use, but 
may take anywhere from one to five hours of work 
following each soak. The demands on the fishers' time 
would be even greater If It weren't for the fact that the 
elder woman in the household, Angel's mother, handles all 
the fish processing, leg work, and public relations 
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associated with marketing the caich .. They sell to both fish 
markets end out of their home, owning e freezer for this . 
purpose.· 

The Martinez fishing enterprise does not only rely on the lebor end 
expertise of the family, seeking other community members to aid them in 
fishing. When they hang the nets, usually, they use crews of three to four 
persons, always Including Angel but often not Including the father, since he 
was injured in one of his jobs end collects disability. He Is capable of some 
fishing tasks, however, end accompanies Angel on fishing excursions whenever 
he feels It will not jeopardize his productivity, Those non-family crew members. 
then, share the catch with the Martinez, although the share arrangements differ 
by the specific gear used, the craft used to deploy end retrieve the gear, and 
the specific individuals from the community who help them. 

With this case we return to recurrent image of the Puerto Ricen net fishe, 
as an individual who derives his skills and gear preferences with reference to 
family and community, entering the fishery, combining gears, end providing f,s~, 
to consumers because of his relationship to other household members end othe, 
households. The complexity of gears and fishing styles in the Martinez case 
further illustrate the ways in which fishing, es a source of income end h,g .. , 
quality protein for coastal communities. involves more then one household. Ne: 
fishing, moreover, is an intergenerational process. usually handed from fathe· 
to son and, in each generation, combined with or enhanced by other fish,ng 

.. methods and styles.· -Switching from one gear to another, related gear is a 
behavior which is instructive not only from the perspective of adopting ne~ 
fishing but also from the perspective of leaving net fishing (Valdl!s•P1zzin:, 
Acosta, Ruiz and Griffith 1992. in passim). 

The multi-species, multi-gear pattern of resource utilization of the shallow-water 

reeffish fishery must be taken Into consideration in the analysis of the probable 

scenarios that the different measurements suggest. In summary, fishermen will adapt 

to other gears end fishery, If the use of an specific gear Is curt~ifed . 

, 
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Disc1.1ssionon the Different Measures for the Shallow Water ReefFish Manageme,,J 

f!.a!l: J

Here, I will present the basic management measures, and indicate further the 

probable social and cultural scenarios that could be expected with the measures. 

10.2.1 Establish 2 lnche1 fin the amallest dimension) as the minimum size for 

fish traps. 

•This measure could reduce the number of part-time fishermen. It has been 

argued that larger mesh would discourage the use of traps by part-time 

fishermen because average number of fishes per trap will decrease. However, 

it will provide better economic return to the full-time fisherman because the 

catch of larger fish, with the escapement of a greater number of juveniles. w,1' 

bring higher market values. If 2" mesh size wire is readily available. r,o 

significant economic hardship is foreseen.• 

1
1 

This is a critical measure that deserves more attention. It is possible that tt·,e 

fishermen could increase the mesh sizeto 2". However, if the intention is to elimir.a:e 

the "part-time" fishermen, the rationale is erroneous. It probably will eliminate those 

marginal trap fishermen, and encourage those with strong households, and saved 

money. Our analysis of the Life History interviews reveal that trap fishermen appea· 

10 have a strong commitment towa(d fishing since they learned the trade at a younger 

age than those who do not use traps. Trap fishing is an activity that requires plenty 

of effort on behalf of the fishermen andtheir households ashore. Trap fishermen tend 

to have more household participation, .. family and relatives participation . in fishing (as . 
part of the crew) and in fishing related activities than those who do not use the gear. 

Management measures related to trap fishermert affect a large number of people in 

many ways. What follows Is a detailed ethnographic account of the trap fishing 

process, as witnessed In Puerto Real, which shows the labor input of the fishermen, 

their effort. and the kin-based character of the enterprise. 

: l

f 
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A Case Study: An E!hnographlc Account ~• Trap Fishing Effort and Household 

Participation In Puerto Real, circa 1983·84 

Trap fishing, once the most Important type of operation, Is employed 
presently In Puerto Real with the schooners, modern boats, and as a recent 
development, with amall fiberglass boats, alml!ar to the skiffs. The most 
common crafts used are the modern boats with a length that range from 22 to 
28 feet, and equipped with Inboard diesel engines, compass, safety lights, radio 
and mechanical haulers. These vessels are built In fiberglass and wood, end 
their sale value averages the twenty-five thousand dollars. 

The modern boats, or fanchas;come without a roof or top, however, ell 
of them have one built by the local shipwright. The roof allows the fishermen 
10 work more comfortably In the shade, thus avoiding the har1h tropical sun. 
This is important indeed, according to the fishers one of the incentives for 
changing vessels is the potential addition of such roofs, which allow e pleasant 
work in the sea. The top is also used for carrying the traps from the harbor to 
the fishing grounds and back. All the lanchas. as well as the schooners and the 
small boats have mechanical haulers for the traps. In the past, the traps were 
hauled by hand, but then the fishers had less traps and the wooden frame was 
lighter than the heavy iron rods used today. 

The traps, or nasas. ere designed and built in three types of shapes: ( i 1 
sQuare type, (2) arrowhead type and (3) violin type (a crooked rectangle). be:n; 
the arrow head and square types the most common. Originally the traps we•e 

· built with a frame of wood arid covered with chicken wire, with en entra:-ice 
(nasillol. and a door located in the sides. Building the frame in wood required 
the fishers to go into the mangrove forest in am to cut _the mangrove trees 
to be used in the construction of the traps. Once built, the nasas had to be 
cured, by absorbing seawater, and acquiring sea organisms end weeds which 
would attract the fishes into the trap. The curing process added some weight 
to the trap and also served as a testing period, to prove If the nasas were 
resistant enough to be placed in the fishing grounds. This process was done in 
the haven, in the mangrove areasor In the shallow coastal waters, mainly near 
Cayo Fanduca, were the nasas could be easilv monitored. 

· Nowadavs the nasas are bullt with welded iron rods, end therefore, they 
are more resistant to seawater and to the destruction end damage they usually 
suffer with the strong underwater currents, thus they are also less prone to be 
lost: No curing process Is done presentlv. In Puerto Real the change from the 
old wooden nasas to the new type has been stimulated bv the effectiveness 
and durabilitv of the latter, which have been intensively promoted by the 
government. 
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The fishermen working in conjunction with their domestic units have 
interesting thoughts about the nature of their work and their relationship with 
the arte de nasas. A common argument in their discourse is that they prefer 
fishing with traps because •while one is asleep, the n.u.ais fishing•. The logic 
of their argument resides in the fact that they do not fish, the traps do; their 
task Is to see If the traps have caught something, three times a week. The 
fishers also consider that the amount .of time they employ In fishing is low. 
when compared with fishing In the trawlers, therefore the former activity is far 
more easy and comfortable. 

I 

I 

This view of their work 11partial, they also know th,U the fishermen with 
an arte de nasas of their own has to work at the sea, and also et home. The 
erte de nasiU demands an enormous amount of time and capital for their 
construction and maintenance. In Puerto Real the fishermen have J!1ll that 
range from 20 to 185 nasas. with an average of a hundred and two traps per 
production unit, and an estimated cost of 30 dollars in construction materia's 
per trap. Not an the traps are fishing in the water; a number of them are kept 
ashore for mending and repairing. 

I 

1 

The domestic space, for those who own the arte de nasa~. becomes a 
workshop. The basic repairment done to the traps comprises the replacement 
of the oxidated chicken wire , and the frame and panel damaged by the 
constant use, and the crashes with the rocks, and other underwater objects. 
Another type of repairmen! is to reweld the disconnected iron 1ods of the 
frame. A familiar scene in the house of a trap fisherman consist in the yard 
filled with traps. materials and welding equipment. They usually work outdoo· s. 
although some have a roofed area to work In the shade. It is indeed a frant,c 
scene sometimes, the fishers with their sons and relatives repairing the traps 
or moving them to the piers in their pick-up trucks . .. ,., l 
The fishing process starts with the preparation of the vessel the afternoon prior 
to the day of the trip. The fishermen, but most important perhaps, their sons 
prepare and clean the craft,'givingmaintenance to the equipment and to the 
engine. Regardless of the fish markets to which the units are associated, the 
fishermen take their crafts to the Rosas fish-house, since they are the onlv ones 
providing Ice and fuel. At Rosas's they also buy parts for the engine, and other 
equipment they might need. ln._the piersthey customarily use for mooring, the 
vessels are embarked with the traps that the fisher men will return to the 
water. At the time of the embarkment, friends and relatives of the fishermen, 
as wer1as people who do business, or pleasure with them, gather In the piers 
for some talking, drinking, and helping In the chores. 

l 

More than often, men who are unemploved help in the embarkment for 
a couple of dollars, beer, or the promise of fish. Children and adolescents 
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usually join in this tasks in the crafts of.their relatives and friends, in exchange 
of money, or without any remuneration since the skipper uses the craft for 
family excursions to the nearby beaches, which they all enjoy. 

The process of embarkment and preparation of the vessels is n.ot only 
part of the production process, but Is 1!10 en essential thread In the web of 
social relationships. In this process the fishers visit the oeveres and there they 
exchange beers, conversation and Information with other fishermen, end with 
the people, friends and relatives that help In the embarkment. The Information 
exchanged comprises the weather conditions (although they carefully listen to 
the Weather Bureau radio reports), the strength and patterns of the cur rents, 
the catches obtained by other fishers, the prices paid for materials, the sites 
and grounds to be visited, or avoided,their schedule, and community gossip in 
general. 

In doing 10, the fishermen maintain end reproduce the web of social 
relationships and communication In the fishery, and also provide the dealers 
with a good opportunity for monitoring the productive activities of the totality 
of the units, a key aspect of the comp~tition among the casas. 

Since the duration of the fishing outings is only from 4 to 6 hours in a 
day, the food supply they carry is a light one which consists of ham and cheese 
sandwiches in white bread, crackers, soda beverages, juices and a container 
with coffee. This provision of food is called el rencho. It is prepared early in the 
morning by the fishers or by their wives. The preparation of the clothing and 
the food, are the only tasks related to fishing in which the women participate. 

In other fisheries, in Puerto Rico, and worldwide, women have an active 
participation in the production process. In Puerto Real, except for few cases (a 
woman who fishes for subsistence, and three women that repair and weave 
nets), women, in general, are excluded from adirect participation in the process 
of production, of fishing, but two women are involved in marketing activities. 

The skipper of the vessel. 11 caoitan.and Its helper, or foretopman, fl 
J2LQ.l!,meet in the harbor around 4:30 to 5:00 am in the summertime and at 
6:00 am during the winter, The strategy Is to arrive at the fishing grounds (half 
to 0r)e hour away from the harbor) with sufficient sunlight to be able to start 
their operations. The J2!Q.e!usually arrives first to the pier; end begins to make 
the final arrangements for the trip until the ceoltanJoins him. 

The travel from the harbor to the fishing grounds Is handled by the 
capi1an:In the meantime the ™1 rests or sleeps for • few more minutes, if 
everything Is prepared aboard. The trip to the grounds averages 35 to 50 
minutes in the modern boats, but the trips are faster In the small boats, end 
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slower in the .:Schooners. The cepitoo uses I compass to navigate. The 
knowledge and application of the sky, once an essential ken In the fishery. is 
presently null. Instead of the guiding lights of the stars, as reference points in 
the sky vault, the fishers of Puerto Real use the lights of the buildings,.houses 
and communication towers ashore, for guidance during the dark hours. 

11

Development and electrification In the rural ireas have changed not only 
the landscape and the economy, but have also provided new elements for the 
mental mapping, and geographical reference points for the fishermen, who have 
exchanged the •moving• vault of the sky for the more stationary, and brighter 
lights of modernity. 

Fishing trips In this method of fishing take about 4 to 6 hours during the 
day; and the fishers visit the grounds 3 to 4 times per week. The fishers of 
Puerto Real place their traps in the fishing grounds of La Partidura, Las 
Coronas, La Corona Larga, Bajo Gallardo and CayoEl Ron, but their efforts are 
concentrated in the rich areas of Buche, Abril La Sierra, and El Tulmarrn. 

I 
w 

The nasas are located in the bottoms of the inshore environment, mainly 
in the reef area, in the sand and muddy bottoms, and in the i,;rassbeds and fla:s 
nearby the reefs. Traps are placed in sets of 2, 5, and 10, accordingly to the 
extension and richness of the grounds. In II given fishing area,such as Abril La 
Sierra, La Marca Vieja or El Bajo Gallardo, an unit may have as much as 50 to 
100 nasas. The fishermen check an average of 35 nasas in each trip. The traps 
are located by the fishers in the fishing grounds helped by the use of laic 
marks as reference points. 

The position of the traps is identified in situ by the localization aid 
recognition of the buoys they use. The traps have a piece of rope tied to the 
frame; the length of the rope vary according to the depth of the area in which 
it is used. At the end of the rope, made of synthetic materials, the fishers t,e 
a plastic buoy, to serve as a floating mark that enables them to locate the traps 
in the surface of the water. This rope has another one tied about 10 to 15 feet 
from the main buoy, this one. erperro. the dog, also has a buoy. This device 
formed by the two buoys serve as a double marker for the localization of the 
traps, and facilitates the hauling process. The main rope _has a length equal to 
the usual depth of the area. etperro 8dds few more feet to that length, thus 
facilitating the localization of the traps when the tide and the currents raise the 
seawater above the usual depths. 

Finding the traps Is the most difficult and important task In this type of fishing 
operation. For their location, the skipper uses land marks and a compass, 
meanwhile the f2!.QJ:.!stands high In the fore of the boat looking intensely for the 
buoys. It is the primary responsibility of the f2!.QJ:.!to locate them, although the -
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capitan may leave the helm cabin to join the~ in the search. Accuracy and 
precision in this task saves time, fuel and money. Once the nasas ·are spotted 
the skipper helms the vessel slowly to the buoys, while the 12!.CWhooks the 
rope with a gaff, and 1tart1 pulling the rope on deck. In this moment the 
caoitan ahihs the gear to neutral, leaves the cabin, and helps the 12!.CWin tying 
the rope to the mechanical hauler, which brings the heavy trap and its catch on 
deck. 

An alternative method of placing the traps consists In •drowning them· 
in the water; that Is, to locate them In the bottom without the use of buoys. 
This traps are placed In sites close to the shoreline, which facilitates the use of 
land marks. In this operation the traps are aet In patra, each one tied to the 
other with a .30 feet long rope, or Individually, with the trap tied to a weight. 
locating the precise under water position with the use of land marks Is the only 
way to find them. Once the site is located, the skipper proceeds to hook the 
rope with the grappling anchor. The production units using this type of 
operation use small boats with outboard motors, instead of the bigger vessels 
due to better maneuvering than can be made with the smaller crafts. The 
skipper helms the craft with one hand, and with the other he handles the rope 
with the grappling anchor, dragging it in the bottom, until the rope and the 
traps are hooked with the anchor. The traps are then hauled on deck with t~e 
use of a small gasoline which. 

Once on board, the capitan and the~ empty the content of the !lil£ 
into a wooden box. The catch is pulled out by hand or with the use of a 
wooden sweep. The capitan selects those marketable species, and throws back 

. into the water or keeps some in the trap as bait. Some fishermen smash the 
fish in order to spread the' blood and smell In the area to attract other fishes. 
The most common species captured by the nasas are groupers, snappers, 
grunts, goatfish, triggerfish, trunkfish, parrotfish, hogfish, squirrel fish and 
spiny lobster. 

Even though some traps are set in the grassbeds, in order to capture 
migratory schools of groupers and snappers, most of the traps in the west 
coast capture an assorted \'ariety of species. The fishers are eager and 
impatient to find out the kind and amount of fish in each trap. One of the great 
expectations Is to &ee If the trap caught lobsters, which .Is the Item with the 
highest ex-vessel price In the fishery. 

Before World War II lobsters had a low ex-vessel value, the fishers sold 
the lobsters themselves to clients that ordered them with anticipation, 
otherwise the were left In the traps. The price per pound was then of one and 
two cents. In fact, their value was 10 low that the lobsters were destroyed in 
the nas as to used them asbait, brought home to form part of the meals served 
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in the fishers' tables or used to feed the pigs. During the war, end afterwards. 
the number of the United .States militarv bases end° troops In the island 
increased, thus boosting the demand for lobsters end seafood. The island's 
tourist development also contributed to the accretion in the demand for fish and 
shellfish. From the 1950s to the present the demand for lobster has been so 
great that the economic activities In the fisheries have Jeopardize the existence 
of the stocks. · · · 

This situation has compelled the Caribbean Fisheries Management 
Council (CFMC), e program of preservation of the spinv lobster bv limiting the 
capture to those lobster, withe 1izegreater than three inches of carapace, end 
prohibiting the handling end capture of the •berried• females (with eggs). 

In Puerto Real the fishermen ere careful in observing the aforementioned 
regulations. Thev check that the lobsters have the required size, end if they 
have a pamoane. a large orange mass under the carapace that indicates that 
the female ls about to shed eggs,those lobsters are left untouched in the Mll 
The fishermen seem not to resent the regulation, on the contrarv, they favo• 
i1 because they have observed that leaving the lobsters in the trap attract 
others into it, end also understand that the ultimate goal of the regulation is to 
replenish the stocks of the fisherv. 

After a trap is hauled llevamadal it is checked for damages. ff the 
chicken wire panel is broken the fishermen repair it by sewing it with a wire. 
using pliers: .But if the damages concerns the iron rods or if the panel is ruined. 
the fill.ll is returned to the harbor. When the minor repairs ere finish, the tra:, 
is returned to the site if (1 I the location is too recent (a week or two) or if (21 
if the trap caught a fair amount of fish and lobsters. When a trap fails to cater, 
fish it is moved to another point in the same area, or fishing ground. 

The location process follows e random trial pattern which tries to avoid 
placing it close to other neses. The R!.12.e.!Is responsible for returning the trap 
to the sea. Accordinglv to the pepitan selection of the site he procures to throw 
the fill.ll in a way that its floor Is placed facing the bottom and the entrance (tJ 
pasillol facing up. This Is done while the boat ia moving to locate other aeries 
of traps. · 

' 
In Puerto Real the trap fishermen locate and divide their JW.1In two or 

four different grounds, being two the most common. These nasesare visited 
on a rate of three days per week, end a fourth If the previous catches were 
tow. The first day, as an example, a Monday, the first series of traps Is visited, 
the next day, e Tuesday, the fishers rest. On Wednesday the second series of 
traps ere visited, Thursdev Is for rest, end on Friday, the first series ere 
revisited. Those who have more that two aeries of traps visit them once a 
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week, without any revisitation during .the week. A visit during Saturday, or 
Sunday Is optional, and most <'f the fishers pref et no 10 sail In those ·days, if the 
week catches were good. Fishing mora than four or· five clays a week is 
considered an aberration. One fisherman In the community, known for fishing 
almost everyday, Is the object of a low keyed criticism end gossip among his 
peers, and avan friends, who view him es a deviant. Indeed he Is, he is one of 
the most successful fishermen In the community and an Incipient entrepreneur 
dealing with fish. 

. . 
The fishers follow, more or less, a fixed schedule es described above, but 

the pattern and number of their Incursions per week depend on the weather 
conditions, end the need for cash at home, or the owners' pressure in the 
market houses. Resting may be a misleading term. By _resting It must be 
understood that the fishers are not visiting the sites or hauling the traps. The 
"resting" day ii usually employed in chores related to their domestic units, and. 
or related to the maintenance of the vessels end the traps. Alterations in the 
schedule are also made in order to mislead trap poachers. 

Poaching is perhaps the most fundamental concern, in the reality or in 
the mythology of the trap fishermen, In Puerto Real, and island wide. Fishermen 
live in an eternal pi!ranoic feeling that their traps are being poached, damage a 
and stolen by other fishermen. In the history, es well as in the ethnography o~ 
fishing in Puerto Rico (Gutit!rrez S6nchez 1985) poaching is thought to be the 
most significant problem that the trap fishermen face. In Puerto Real this is also 
true, at least in their way of thinking. 

For the .trap fishermen poaching, end by association, the divers, are 
considered, along with the high number of nasasin the area, the key problems 
they face. The divers, both sportsmen and commercial fishers, are considered 
to be the culprit of the senseless plunder, theft end damage performed to their 
gear. For them, the divers ere no longer hunters end gatherers, they just 
harvest the catch of the nasas.The rise of a business dealing with the divers' 
landings is, ideologically, to say the least, a threat to the fishermen, that view 
the divers as their enemy. In -Puerto Real, the conflict between the divers and 
the fishermen Is still underdeveloped due to the recent nature of the diving 
operations, thus the conflict end opposition permeates their discourse but not 
yet the social praxis. In a number of fishing communities we visited In our 
research, these two groups formed political factions that divided their 
communities. 

In the fishery of Puerto Real two trap fishers ere marked with e verbal 
scarlet letter, es poachers. They ere despised end anathematized by their peers, 
friends end relatives. In their Ideology, there Is nothing more scornful end low 
than those who prey, es poachers do, on the work of others. 
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However, trap Is a gear which li'highly susceptible to be lost In the sea 
for many reasons. The area in which the traps are set is heavily travelled by sea 
crafts. thus sometimes the propellers are the culprit for the losses in ropes, end 
buoys whic.~ make the traps be lost forever. Deterioration of the ropes and 
materials, the strong currents and tides are also liable for the loss In gear and 
In the catch. This loss of a trap valued In more that 30 dollars Is a grand loss 
for a poor fishermen, who strongly lament It. Nevertheless, according to the 
fishermen accounts, two fishermen antf a diver, In ieparate occasions, were 
caught stealing and poaching their traps. 

After the traps have been visited and worked, the capitan and the .P!.l2l! 
head back home. In their return trip to the harbor the capi1an allows the .P!.l2l! 
to helm the craft, thus letting him learn and practice the navigation skills.In the 
meantime the capltan sorts the catch, and places the lobsters In a sack, which 
is con~tantly watered to keep the_lobsters alive, and to add some weight. The 
rest of the catch is placed In wooden boxes and classified as first class 
(groupers, snappers, hogfishl second class (small groupers and snappers, white 
grunt and goatfishl and third class or 12..!:.Qll,chaff, (grunts, triggerfish, and 
small fishes in general). The trunkfish, due to their high value are assembled in 
a string, and sold separately, with a price similar to that of the lobsters. 

The bulk of the traps' yield comprises second and third class fish paid a: 
a ex-vessel value of 0.30 and 0.15 cent the pound. First class fish is cleaned, 
gutted and scaled, on the trip back. After it has been cleaned,. the fish is 
returned to the wooden boxes and ice is poured over to preserve it. Once this 
task is finished, the ~. and the capitan have a feast with the unfinished 
portions of the rancho. or food they brought for the trip. 

At their arrival to the harbor, the employees of the market to which the 
unit sells the fish, receive, handle and weigh the landing, and the amount is 
given to the market's owner or administrator who calculates the amount to be 
paid to the fishers. The fishermen keep a small fraction of the catch for their 
consumption, or to distribute .itamong friends and relatives. In the harbor, few 
beers are a must before returning back home . 

TRAP FISHING AS A KIN-BASED ACTIVITY 

In Puerto Real the production units operating sets of traps have three 
types of crew ties, these are: (1I father and son, (21 in-laws, (3) siblings and 
(41 friends, being the siblings and father and son the predominant ones. This 
emphasiles the domestic character of this operation, although none of the 
siblings share homes. 
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Viewed in a cyclical and developmental perspective, these production 

units are first operated by father and son, the son learning the skillsto operate 
the vessels and the 1!.t.1-For this reason the bond between the father and the 
son is e close one. The skippers train and teach the proeles. their aons, in the 
best way they can. They are always giving them instructions, orders, and even 
scolding them when they do their task wrong. I witnessed several scoldings in 
which the cepitan insisted that the proel had to •be more careful In the chores· 
and •to be more attentive to the skipper• and harshly encouraged them to 
•rearn asmuch asyou can, evenmore than I know•. The points of the skippers 
were, In spite of the shame provoked by my presence, well taken by their sons. 

In this first, If you will, phase of the life cycle related to trap fishing, the 
domestic unit, and the father-son-siblings bond is the dominant one. Even 
though the gears and the vessels are operated by the members of the domestic 
unit, the father maintains property rights over the gear end boat. 

In the use and ownership of traps, more then any other gear, the fishers 
feature, to certain extent, a fetishist relationship with the objects of their work. 
The fishermen value high their gear, and In their discourse they speak about 
"my traps, my gear•, instead of our arte de nases. A factor that contributes to 
this relationship between the fisher and the gear is that while other gears, nets 
included, are manufactured in factories, the nasas are the product of the,, 
craf1smanship, and the output of the domestic effort, which is highly rega•ded 
by the people of Puerto Real.· 

The rationale of the possessive statements on behalf of the tra::, 
· fishermen is to assert in the logic of the system that even though the gears and 
the vessel are worked by the whole domestic unit, they are the absolute 
owners of the means of production. Their sons will have to earn the ownership 
rights, which are left to those interested in continuing the fishing endeavors. 
For the skippers, their sons are perhaps their most precious possession, since 
they provide cheap labor and fidelity to the production unit, aswell ascompany 
and partnership for them. 

For this reason, the skipper and his wife are Indulgent with their sons, 
providing them with all the goods and facilities that they need, and the parents 
can ifford. The parents maintain them well dressed and clothed, and allow 
them to go to parties, but at the same time keeping them firmly tied to the 
domestic rules and loyalties. 

· The youngsters have the responslbllity, while they live at home, and 
often beyond that residential tie, to help their fathers In fishing end in the 

·repairment of the traps. However, they are not forced to choose fishing astheir 
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lifetime occupation, they are free Indeed to select other chores. But a number 
of them select fishing since they have been predisposed by the socialization 
process to choose It. The sons of several trap fishermen showed a great 
enthusiasm toward fishing, and many were interested in following their fathers· 
footsteps, as some In fact did. 

With the availability of industrial and commercial jobs In recent years. 
end the alternative of migration, the youngsters are able to shift, or to choose 
other occupations, thus leaving their domestic units. But the father-son bond 
is strong Indeed, to the extent that the sons, even as full adults with families 
of their own, end living In other residences, and In other communities, vis,t 
often their fathers and help them !n repairing the traps, and sometimes go out 
to fish with them. 

,1
! 

' 

The siblings, once the helpers of their father fishing chores, may become 
capitan and ~themselves, thus continuing the domestic piscatorial tradition. 
As a crew, the siblings represent the culmination of the cultural and productive 
socialization process, end both share the vessels and the gears left in 
inheritance by their father and other close relatives. In Puerto Real crews 
composed by siblings are common, all of which are found among tra;, 
fishermen. 

I 

The strong bond ,among crew members is not circumscribed to the 
consanguinea! relatives; it Is also extended to the affines. In Puerto Flea', 
affinity, and the reciprocal obligations predisposed by the nature of the aflia nee, 
have a significant role in their social relationships, as well as In the process of 
production, and the inheritance of the knowledge and the means of production. 
In the behavioral aspect of the kinship relations in Puerto Real, people turn to 
the affines for help and advice, with ease and trust, and their relations are of 
a great social and personal meaning. The relations among affines are of respect, 
but also allowing intimacy and !i.!ill2,Joking among them. The suegrps and the 
cul'iados. the father and brothers in-law are, for the man marrying a woman in 
their household, a source of knowledge, capital, Jobs, friendship end 
partnership. 

I 

I 

I 

: 

In the fishery, when a man does not have a son or a close relative 
working with him in the unit, an affine takes his place, and In the tong run 
obtains, by Inheritance, the rights over the means of production. The suegro. 
1he father In-law, plays the role of a putative father In the production unit, for 
tiis son In law, and as such teaches him the operation of trap fishing, and 
navigation. The father and son In-law affine! link is often ~s strong as the 
consanguineal tie. In this relation, the skipper substitutes his son for his son 
in-law, and also improves the wall being of their daughters' marriage. It is 
plausible to contend that affine! relations in the context of the crew ties in the 

I 
I 

J 
I 
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fishery, ere the effect of the poverty of capital or labor force, of the domestic 
units, and the relative richness. in knowledge, labor and capital, that such ties 
may bring to the households. In other words, on~ of the economic finalities of 

. the alliance is to strength the production end domestic units (Vald6s-Pizzini 
1985: In passim). 

10.2.7 A total closure of the Nassau grouper fishery 11 established, until the 

1pecles Is rebullt to exploitative levels • 
• 

No major effects are identified for this measure, aince in the CFMC hearings it 

has been established by the fishermen that the catches of the Nassau grouper are 

rare, that the resource is scarce, end that it should be protected. No specific socia' 

data is available to expand on this particular issue. 

10.2.9 Data Collection: Gather catch/effort, length/frequency, as well as any 

necessary biological and 10cio-er,onomic Information, through the 

Improvement of the existing state-federal agreements formulated by 

NMFS/PR/USVI and/or Council's own data gathering program. 

Information is power, and the fishermen end their representatives have 

understood this axiom well before the state officials could comprehend it. It is my 

understanding that the events revolving on the establishment of a marine sanctuary 

in La Parguera, in the municipality of Lajas in Puerto Rico initiated a grueling process 

of negotiation for information between the fishermen end the state. Government 

officials could not come to grips with that fact, and often saw the issue as a blackmail 

on the fishermen's behalf. (These impressions come from my notes as a marine 

advisory agent dealing with both groups in Puerto Rico). In the midst of distrust, the 

fishermen 'ind the fish dealers simply stop providing informatio,:i to the government 

on landings and even on the number of fishermen end effort. Thus, reports on effon 

are often based on projections and adjustment on the data. It has been my contention 

that the fishermen must be integrated to the process of management. It is perhaps 

the time for co•management of the fishery resources. In this context information is 

: 
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crucial. Stale agencies and program, must integrate 
. 

the fishermen in the process of . . 

da1a collection design. Fishermen will provide valuable information on how the 

information could be more readily available, the culturally appropriate ways of 

collecting the data with effectiveness and usefulness for both parties. In doing so, 

the agencies will benefit from the fishermen's insights, as well as from the political 

support of a process In which the fishermen participate actively. 

·,

·, 
The state also has a responsibility in gathering sociocultural data. The Fisheries 

Laboratory of the Department of Natural Resources has taken the Initiative on tha1 

process through th!lir census of fishermen and the analysis of effort end social 

variables !Torres end Matos 1989). Similar efforts, although to a limited scale have 

been taken by the USVI Division of Fish and Wildlife. These agencies could co-

sponsor research efforts or co-design their fact gathering activities with specialists in 

the social sciences. in order to enhance the results of their efforts. Fact gathering 

activities which could be co-sponsored and co-designed art1:focus groups for t'"ie 

analysis and recommendations of management measures; census of fishermen; survey 

research project; social sciences internships at the agencies for research activities; a ..,c 

analysis and re-analysis of historical documents on fishery utilization and developme~,1 

(this could include archival information and data on expenditures, landings. prices, 

.development projects, investments on facilities). 

·1 
~ 

-1 

,0.2.10 To prohibit during the red hind spawning season, from December 1 

through February 28," the use of any fishing gear capable of capturing 

reeffish, such as fish traps, hook and line, bouom nets, and spear, In an 

areasouthwest of St, Thomas enclosed by the quadrilateral formed by 

connecting the followlng four points In Chart 25641 ••• 

: 

No major effects are identified for this me~sure, since in the CFMC hearings it 

has been established by the fishermen that the resource Is becoming scarce, end that 

it should be protected. No specific aoclal data is available to expand on this particular 

issue. 

:1 

·1 
l 

;1 
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SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSll.1ENT 
FOR THE CONCH 

FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN 

1. PARTICIPATIONIN THE FISHERY 

The Conch Fisherv Management Plan presents apeclfic measures for which 

there· is no aocioeconomic Information, except from the Socio-economic 

Documentation of the Puerto Rican fjshermen (Oiyers) for the Conch Fishery 

Management Plan, (Valdds-Pizzini 19891 produced for the CFMC. This fishery, as it 

was stated in the said report, requires precise socioeconomic information which is not 

available at the present time. Social science research in the local fisheries grew 

strong in the early 1980's and targeted the traditional fisheries, and the snappe•• 

grouper fishery. Social science was more interested then in the purely socie>logica' 

aspects of the labor force, household composition, and formal organizations of the 

fishing communities, rather than in the management oriented problems, such as effor1. . 
competition, and the techno-economic aspects of resource utilization. When these 

studies (Gutidrrez 1985, Valdds,Pizzini 1985, Gutidrrez et al 19861 were well unde· 

way, diving surged as an important fishing operation. Thus, the results from the 

aforementioned projects did not include much information about these newcomers into 

the insular traditional fisheries. 

Diving is a relatively new type of fishing activity in Puerto Rico, starting in full 

speed in the 80's, entering in a strong competition with the then dominant gear the 

traps. As a new process, and one which requires fishing skills (knowledge of fishing 

areas, specJes behavior, and navigation skills!_, It appealed to the voung cohorts of the 

artisanal fishermen. Needless to sav, youth Is also a requirement due to the physical 

effort involved In the activltv. 

In a re•analvsls of the Gutl6rrez's survey conducted In 1981 we found that 

almost half (4S %1 of the divers In the sample (n • 17J had other jobs or economic 

activities to support their households. In the Life-History project In 1988 we found 
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that 80% of the divers had other jobs (n•21). The data suggests that there is a 

tendency among the divers to have other jobs, or that fishing is not an exclusive 

i!Conomic activity among this type of fishermen. 

Although the number of interviews is insufficient to be representative, or to 

draw any final conclusion, It Is safe to assert that divers ere becoming. more prone 

toward the traditional practice of occupational multlpllclty. A probable explanation is 

1hat the scarcity of the resource forces them to seasonally eng~ge In wage labor or 

in the informal economy, or that in periods In which the market is iaturated with 

shellfish, and dealers are not buying their catch they haveto look for other economic 

opportunities. There is no conclusive data on the aforementioned process. only 

educated guesses. 

J 

Data from the Life-History Project insinuate that diving Is npt a kin-based 

activity, in contrast with most gears, specially.with gilt nets and traps. It is expected. 

since diving is not part of the traditional assemblage of fishing l!il.1 or gears in Puerto 

Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands... Only 40% of the divers responded to have 

'family/relatives participation in the fishing (or related) process. 

Diving appears as an important fishing activity due to the market demand for 

fishery •iuxury• products, such as conch and lobster, as well as certain highly priced 

and valued reef fish such as hogfish (capit6nl. 

Information on conflicts between the divers end other resource users is 

documented in section: 

5.3 Cpmpetition Ampng Different Resource Users.Page 69. 

2. HISTORY 

This is a relatively n·ew fishery, starting to develop late in the 1970's, therefore 

information is scant. Information on Its historical development is available for the 

community of Puerto Real In Puerto Rico (Valdtls Pizzini 1985), and It Is reviewed 

documented In Vald6s Pizzini 1989. Further historical notes appear in sections ... 

3.2 Changes in the Fishery. Page38. 
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3. ECONOMICS OF THE FISHERY 

No information is available at the present time on the social and cultural aspects 

of the economics of the divers, except for the information in Vald~s Pizzini 1989, 

summarized in this section. 
l 

4. CULTURAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF.THE FISHERY 

No information is available at the present time on the social and cultural aspects 

of the divers, except for the information In Vatd6s Pizzini 1989, summarized in this 

section. 

1 

[ 

[ 
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. . 
MANAGEMENT MEASURES AND PROBABLE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL SCENARIOS 

6. 1 Prohibit harvest from Federal waters around St. Thomas and St.John until 

January 1, 1993. 

There Is no conclusive socioeconomic data to comment on this particular 
measure. 

6.2 Establish a aize limit for queen conch of nine (9) Inches total length. 

There is no conclusive socioeconomic data to comment on this particular 

measure. Fish·ermen and fishery scientists have noted that in certain areas, such as 

the east coast, there are morphological differences in the mature conch, end thus 9 

inches is not a necessarily appropriate measure. Fishermen favor a shorter measure 

IS inches) and allowing the fishermen to select those animals that are mature, lool<·~g 

at other characteristics of sexual maturity that could be visually assessed. In orde· ' 

to be enforceable, a size limit measures needs that the fishermen land the conch in 

the shell, which poses socioeconomic difficulties for the harvesters. A decrease 1n 

income is expected to occur, as they have expressed in public hearings. 

6.3 Require that all conch, Including queen conch, fighting conch, milk conch and 

other conch species be landed In the shell. 

Divers in Puerto Rico use the traditional~. or fiber-glass boats ranging from 

15 to 21 feet, end outboard motor 1rom 40 to 125 hp. for their fishing activities. In 

various meetings and activities they have expressed that If the conch is landed in the 

shell, It would be a cumbersome process, and It would limit their earnings. The diving 
·, 

operation Is usually a two or three men operation, with a pilot and two divers 

extracting the resource. For safety and economic reasons, two divers seem to be the 

optimal number to operate underwater, although there Is no social or economic data 

to support that assertion. If true, then travelling with three persons and a boat full 

of shell is not an economically feasible arrangement for the fishermen. 
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6.4 Prohibit the sale of undersized qua1n co.nch and conch ahella. 

There is no concrusive socioeconomic data to comment on this particular 

measure. Fishermen view this measure as an appropriate one to protect the 

resources, as expressed by some in public hearings. Only a handful of fishermen who 

collect these shells for the •souvenir• market would be affected, but I suspect that 

in the long run the benefit will outweigh the loss In Income, which I assume is quite 

low, although I do not have any conclusive socioeconomic data on the probable 

impacts of this measure. Those who ·sell the shells will also benefit, by selling larger 

shells. It must be said that there is a consistent extraction of undersize conch and 

shell by swimmers, beach goers and other recreational resource users who use 

swimming areas nearby thalassia beds and areas in which juvenile conch roam. 

Education of conservation efforts among these resource users must also accompa~y 

efforts to regulate the commercial fishermen who use the resource. 

-

·s.5 Establish a bag limit for personal use fishermen of six (6) queen conch per day 

per person. A personal use fisherman Is anyone who does not have a 

commercial fishing license or permit . 
., 

Although there is no socioeconomic informati_on on possible impacts of th,s 

measure, in essence, the measure is an appropriate one in sociopolitical terms, since 

commercial fishermen see it deserving to share management responsibilities with the 

"'recreational" harvesters of the resource. 

It has been stated in this report that fishery management need to assess the 

pa11icipation of resource users, other than those targeted and labelled es primary users 

(~sually, commercial users! of the marine resources. Competition for resources in the 

area of management includes those who use the marine resources for recreational and 

aestheticel purposes. It Is known that the number of recreational divers Is on the rise, 

and that dive shops are almost •universal• throughout the coastal zone In the Puerto 

1iico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, with a booming business of diving trips, equipment 
. 

rental, and courses (Vald4s-Pizzini, Guti4rrez and Chaparro 1991 J. As mentioned in 
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the 1989 report, recreational users target ·the· sarr-e species as the small-scale 

fisherrnen, and therefore compete with the divers for the extraction of the same 

resource. Recreational •tishermen• using snorkels, spears, and spearguns as their 

prefers gear and equipment, compete with the divers for their main species, in Puerto 

Rico and the U.S. Virgin Island (Griffith et al 1988, Olsen 1979). 

6.6 Establish an annual closed 11110n from July 1 to September 30. 

There is no conclusive socioeconomic data to comment on this particular 

measure. Fishermen at public hearings seem to be willing to make concessions on 

closed seasons to protect the resource, although the period is considered long. More 

information on this particular measure needs to be collected. Existing data suggest 

that divers will be forced to enter into other sectors of the economy to support the,r 

families. as they seem to be consistently doing at the present time. I expect those 

who will remain in the fishery to shift gears, mainly hand lines and nets to cover fo• 

the closed season. Also, if diving remains as the core method of harvesting, the~ 

more pressure will be pressed on the reef fish, and lobster. Again, in a multi-spec,es. 

mu!ti•gear context of the fishery, fishermen will increase effort in other habitals a~d 

gears to compensate loss of income, in the context of lack of incentives for not to do 

so. A socioeconomic aspect of this measure that needs to be consider is the 

availability of the product in restaurants and supermarkets during the closure. Are 

imports, and/ or sale of conch banned during the closed season? 

That is an important question that need to be addressed, since, not surprisingly, the 

history of the fishery is often marked by the beatings of the market. 

6.7 Require that all commercial fi1harmen have • permit or license. 

There is no conclusive socioeconomic data to comment on this particular 

measure. However, fishermen in Puerto Rico have a •generat• fishing license that 

aHows them to harvest all fishery resources that are not restricted by size, sexual 

maturity or species. 
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l SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
FOR THE CORAL 

FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN 
t At the present time there Is no information available on the social, cultural or 

economic background of those Involved In the Corel fishery. This sector appears to 

be of a recent development, end there Is no social science date available on those 

involved in the fishery. It Is possible that some commercial es well as recreational

divers are involved in the fishery, thus expanding the resource base that they have 

exploited •traditionally.• Similar to the predicament of the conch fishery, end the 

shallow-water reeffish fishery, It is possible that the recreational divers are exacting 

this resource ·1or purely recreational re·asons, but this Is statement is based on 

conjecture. It is also possible that some commercial divers have shifted towards this 

new fishery, but there is no information on that process. It is known that commercia' 

fishermen often engage in the harvesting of certain mollusks to sell as ornaments. bu~ 

even in this respect the information we have is minimal. 

I 

t 

1. PARTICIPATION IN THE FISHERY 
l 

No sociocultural information is available at the present time for the Coral FMP. 

2. HISTORY 

No sociocultural information is available at the present time for the Coral FMP. 

3. ECONOMICS OF THE FISHERY 

No socioeconomic information is available at the present time for the Cora! 

FMP. 

4. CULTURAL ANO SOCIAL ASPECTS OF THE FISHERY { 

No sociocultural Information Is avella_ble at the present time for the Coral FMP. 

MANAGEMENT MEASURES AND PROBABLE SOCIAL ANO CULTURAL SCENARIOS

No socioeconomic or cultural information is available at the present time for the 

Coral FMP. . 

 

( 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

This Social Impact Assessment !Source Document and individual SIA foi the 

FMPsl is major step forward into the Integration of socioeconomic information ·in the 

FMP, and into the decision making and enforcement process. Clearly, the CFMC have 

taken the initiative of Incorporating the best available data Into the management plans. 

It must be saidthat the CFMC have elso integrated social scientists In the Scientific 

end Statistical Committee, as well es In the Advisory Panel, thus complying with the 
• 

spirit of the Magnuson Act on this respect •. The CFMC heve encouraged research in 

this particular area by recommending areasof research, stimulating researchers. 

providing technical help to those interested, supporting current efforts, end revising 

the goals and objectives of research programs such as the UPR Sea Grant College 

Program. Given that thrust of the CFMC, it is perhaps appropriate here to provide the 

council with ;;a handful of recommendation that could improve the process of 

utilization of social, cultural and economic information, end to enhance the proced..ile 

of the SIA. These are our personal observations and are provided here in good fa,tt-,, 

es an interested partv in such development: 

( 

l 

r 

Development Of Specific Social Impact Assessments For An Specific Fishery .. Tt1e 

development of the SIA process should be planned ahead of time, allowing for the 

appropriate time schedule, research and discussion. The CFMC must have a 

projection of areas/ fisheries/ gears that fall in the management goals and objectives 

of the council. Efforts must be made to encourage researchers, agencies and 

universities to start early in the assessment of the social factors involved. Specific 

gears/fishery must be taken at a time. The CFMC has supported with technical help 

a SIA of the gill net end trammel net fishery In Puerto Rico. This project was 

supported by NMFS, S·K Funds, Information from that project will serve the CFMC. 

If this institution Is embarked in the management of such gears. 

[ 

: 

l 

It must be said that scientists from the SSC have warned that the Issue of 

specificity must be critically assessed in the context of • multi-species, multi-gear 

fishery asthe ones In PR/USVI. One gear, or one productive strategy using specific .. 

( 
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species and gear mus)_ be correlated with the concomitant prot;luctive strategies of the 

fishermen. The following specific study is needed: 

Social, Cultural and Economic Aspec11 of the Trap Fishery. Since the Abgrall 

study cited in this report, end the Veld6s Pizzini depictions of the southwest 

fishery in 1985, the social science literature is lacking of the current patterns 

of resource utilization, patterns of territoriality, and the economics of the 

fishery. It is important to un.dersu~nd how these fishermen will respond to 

changes in the fishery, in order to predict with greater precision the economic 

impacts on their households, and on the resource base, If shihs in gears are to 

occur, according to our forecasting. 

J

Social, Cultural and Economic Aspects of the Divers. There is no information 

on thit particular gmup of resource users. Key espi:!C,s of resource utilizat,o:-i 

such as territoriality, sources of support ashore, political participation (vs 

individualization!, conflicts with other gears (traps and gill nets! historica' 

aspects of the development of this gear, health issues associated with the use 

of scuba equipment (incidence of bendsJ, mortality rate among divers (diving 

as an occupational hazard, and a •economic• variable in terms of risks!. the 

market conditions for the fish and shellfish harvested by the divers, and the 

comparison of the divers with the other resource users. 

Assessment of the Particlpan11 and Market Structure Associated with the 

Extraction of Coral. There Is an urgent need to start canvasing the basic 

structure of firms l!nd participants In this fishery. 

Integration of Economist, and Flaherlea Biologl111 to tht Process of SIA. As 

recommended by the Fricke report on SIA, this process must be an Interdisciplinary 

one, In which specialist from different areas provide their exper1ise in assessing the 

key issues of the fishery, and understanding the intricate r,elationship between the 
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na1ural resources and . the social and cultural structure in which their use is given. . . 
Scientists associated with the CFMC have expressed this arguments separately in 

diverse forums, emphasizing the key need of understanding the sociocultural 

predicament of resource utilization and the complex political and economic processes 

that affect their well being. Such conclusion have also been widely discussed at the 

fisheries in Crises Conference in St. Thomas, and the Conferenclo Sobre El Futuro de 
Les Pesouerras, In Puerto Rico. The research project on gill nets and trammel nets is 

an example of such integration, where.social anthropologist have worked hand in hand 

with fisheries biologists in assessingthe status of the gear and the resource and social 

impact of their utilization in Puerto Rico. 

One piece missing in this process is the analysis of the economic issues. It is 

my contention that the CFMC lacks crucial economic information, specially on the 

structure of the market in both PR/USVI. These are traditional fish markets based on 

th!! efforts of the fishermen's households selling the catch, fishermen assoc.iations, 

or intermediaries (ranging from fish peddlers to classical merchants engaging in_ the 

proverbial mercantile relations with the fishermen financing production and livelihood I. 

There are regional/cultural differences inter and intra island, related to the names of 

the species. uses and price structure. In the cont~xt of such •traditional• market do 

operate the forces of change that have slowly transformed the social and marke: 

relations displacing traditional actors (such as women), via the technology transfers 

in transportation, refrigeration and navigation. The state has contributed to tha: 

development, paving the road for the intense forces of tourism (internal and external. 

as it is the case of Puerto Rico) t_hat have increased the demand for fish. Such 

demand is satisfied, by the three main actors mentioned above, with local production 

and import~ from all over the world. The local fish seller who finances the production 

of divers and snapper-groupers fishermen also Imports lobster tails from New Zealand 

and snappers from Florida and Venezuela to satisfy demand during the lent season and 

other peak seasons. These actors compete with the supermarkets and food chains, 

: as well as with other Importers and producers for a share of the market. Fishery 

management cannot continue to assume that there is an absolute process of •tragedy 
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of the commons• caused . by the fishermen alone. These are triggered perhaps by the . 
• forces of supply and demand, and development. Technical and social analysis of su·ch 

processes is also in the realm of the economists, and they must have a ,!)righte r 

presence in management In PR/USVI. 

Priority to the United States Virgin Islands. Sociocultural, historical and economic 

information is available for Puerto Rico. However, In preparing this document, as well 

as in preparing the report on d_ivers for the Conch Fishery Manag_emen, Plan In 1988 

_Iencountered lack of information on the sociocultural aspects of the fishery. This SIA 

presents a major effort In repairingsuch deficiency, by providing a historical approach 

10 the utilization of marine resources. However, the USVI lacks a thorough analysis 

of the social, cultural and economic aspect of the local fisheries, in the way the 

Gutit!rrez report (19851, or the Torres and Matos (1989) and the Romag_uera et al 

{1987) presented the Puerto Rican fisheries. It is time for the development of a bette: 

data base, and for the development of such interest in the local community of socia: 

scientists. The Division of Fish and Wildlife and the University of the Virgin Islands 
• 

have the personnel and the infrastructure to start small projects, with local students 

and scientists, in the assessment of the sociocultural parameters of the fishery. The 

University of Puerto Rico Sea Grant College Program could be instrumental in this 

through its "Seed Money• programs or the Marine Advisory Service, and contacts 

with the Eastern Caribbean Center, whose director is also a member of the CFMC 

SSC. The SSC social scientist could serve in the transfer of information and 

technology for such development, operating as a liaison between these institutions. 

I 
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Amendment 2 to the Fishery Management Plan for the Shallow-Water 
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Sr. Miguel Rolon, Executive Director 
Caribbean Fishery Management Council 
Suite 1108, Banco De Ponce Building
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00918-2577 
(809) 753-6910 

Designation of the statement 

Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement 

Abstract 

The actions adopted by the Council incorporate important 
components of the deep-water reef fish fishery and the marine 
aquarium trade into the management unit described in the FMP. 
This action would add approximately 120 species to the management
unit that currently contains 64 species. Comments on the DSEIS 
generally supported the adopted management measures which, among
other things, prohibit certain destructive harvesting practices
in the marine aquarium fishery (described under Adopted Measure 
4): prohibit the harvest of certain declining or overfished 
resources, such as jewfish: recommend a permitting and reporting 
system by local governments; close two additional aggregation 
areas during the red hind spawning season and another during the 
mutton snapper spawning season to all fishing; support the 
designation of marine coral reef reserves; and recommend that the 
local governments prohibit the introduction of exotics in marine 
waters. However, several commenters opposed portions of the fish 
trap regulations, and the boundaries of one of the red hind 
spawning aggregation areas; this led the Council to adopt 
management measures that addressed their concerns • .. 

A large number of juvenile reef fishes and other small reef
associated species are taken by the marine aquarium trade 
industry. A decline in abundance has been noted for some of the 
more desirable species in certain localities. The ecological 



effects of their removal are unknown. Public testimony indicated 
that some of the gears currently or traditionally used for 
collecting marine aquarium fishes have the potential for 
deleterious effects on the fishery resource, its habitat, or 
both. One of the most popular methods of collection is by the 
use of chemical substances, the most common of which is quinal
dine. Fishermen reported higher mortality rates of fish taken 
using quinaldine than for those collected using other methods. 
The use of other chemical agents, such as bleach, formalin, and 
gasoline for collecting marine aquarium fishes has been reported
from various areas, and all are prohibited because of their 
potentially toxic effects on marine organisms, including corals. 
The use of explosives and chemical substances is currently
prohibited by the shallow-water reef fish regulations that 
likewise apply to this fishery by amendment. Amendment 2 
prohibits drop nets, gill nets, and small mesh fish traps and 
other gears traditionally used to harvest marine aquarium fishes, 
and that have a potential for damaging the reef resources. 

The physical environment currently is adversely affected by
the fishery; these effects should be reduced by the adopted 
actions. The fisheries currently provide benefits to its 
participants; however, these benefits would be reduced should 
continued growth of the fishery cause depletion of the resource. 
Short-term impacts on the user groups may be associated with the 
imposition of harvest restrictions designed to: (l) rebuild 
declining resources, and (2) curtail growth of the fisheries 
until limited access programs can be instituted under a 
subsequent amendment. 
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Comment Due Date 
Comments on the statement must be received by: !SEPO 7 1993 
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The Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS)
incorporates sections of Amendment 2 to the Fishery Management
Plan for the Shallow-Water Reef Fish Fishery of Puerto Rico and 
the U.S. Virgin Islands (FMP), as referenced. This document 
augments the EIS prepared for the FMP. 
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C, SUMMARY01' AMENDMENT 2 

Amendment 2 to the Fishery Management Plan for the Shallow
Water Reef Fish Fishery of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin
Islands (FHP), prepared by the Caribbean Fishery Management
Council (Council) under the authority of the Magnuson Act, would 
incorporate important components of the deep-water reef fish 
fishery and the marine aquarium trade into the management unit 
described in the FHP. ·since two fisheries and approximately 120 
species would be added to the management unit (currently
containing 64 species), the FMP would be retitled to include all 
reef fishes. Other management measures would restrict the 
collection of marine aquarium fishes to hand-held dip nets and 
slurp guns; specify that fish traps be constructed'with two 
escape openings, utilizing wire panels and certain degradable
fasteners; prohibit the harvest or possession of jewfish in the 
management _area; prohibit the harvest of specified marine 
aquarium fishes; close additional red hind aggregation areas 
during the December through February spawning season; prohibit
the harvest of mutton snapper in a spawning aggregation area off 
St. Croix from March l through June 30 of each year; recommend 
that the local governments issue annual permits for the sale of 
fish taken in federal or local waters, and require harvest 
reports; recommend that the local government monitor a spawning
aggregation area for tiger grouper in waters near Vieques Island; 
recommend future designation of marine coral reef reserves at 
strategic locations; recommend that the local governments
prohibit the unauthorized introduction of exotic species into 
marine waters;.and recommend that local governments monitor the 
landings of red grouper to determine its status and need for 
protective action. 

D, PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTIONS 

The actions proposed in Amendment 2 address continuing and 
growing concerns by the Council over scarce resources, the need 
to protect important species when they aggregate for spawning,
and the need to extend protection to other reef-associated 
species not presently in the management unit. Of some 350 
species of shallow-water reef fish in the Caribbean, about 180 
are landed throughout the region and collectively comprise the 
most important fishery in the islands. The management unit 
currently includes the 64 most commonly landed species that 
dominate the catch from the shoreline to the edge of the insular 
platform. At greater depths at the edge of the platform, another 
fishery occurs -- the deep-water reef fish fishery. 

Initially, the council anticipated developing a separate FHP 
for the deep-water reef fish complexi however, the Council 
decided that it would be more practicable and economical to 
incorporate those species into a single management unit for all 
reef fish. Distribution of some of the species overlaps with the 
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shallow-water reef fishes, although they are more abundant as 
adults in deeper waters. Restrictive measures are not envisioned 
initially for deep-water species due to lack of data on the 
status of their populations; however, including them in the. 
management unit permits regulatory action if necessary. 

f 

A large number of juvenile reef fishes and other small reef
associated species are taken by the marine aquarium industry. A 
decline in abundance has been noted for some of the more 
dP.sirable species in certain localities. The ecological effects 
of their removal are unknown, and some of the most widely used 
collecting methods employ chemicals that damage the reef habitat 
a~d inflict mortality upon associated fishes and invertebrates. 
Expanding the management unit to includ~ marine aquarium species
~ould obviate the need for another separate FMP and provide a 
mechanism to initially manage this select group of fishes under 
the existing drug and chemical harvest restriction. Harvest of 
certain species either could be regulated or prohibited as 
necessary. These adjustments would require changing the title of 
the FMP, expanding the management unit, and updating the FMP to 
describe the fisheries incorporated. Marine aquarium 
invertebrate species will be included in the Coral FMP, which 
currently is under development. 

c 

« 

• 

Following collapse of the Nassau grouper resource, the red 
hind became an important species in the fishery; however, 
statistics show a decrease in the number of young fish in the 
population as concluded by the. Stock Assessment Group. Whenever 
possible, the council relies upon closing aggregation sites 
during spawning seasons to enhance reproductive capacity. Most 
species that aggregate during the spawning season are highly
vulnerable to capture at that time. Allowing mature individuals 
the opportunity to spawn is important to reverse declines in 
abundance. Even some fishermen have requested closure of 
spawning aggregation areas for red hind. A spawning aggregation 
area off St. Thomas, described and closed during the 1989-90 
spawning.season (December-February) by emergency action, has been 
closed during each successive spawning season under Amendment 1. 
Two additional red hind spawning areas are being considered for 
closure under Amendment 2. 

4 
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A pronounced decline in the abundance of jewfish has been 
noted throughout the management area and may extend throughout
the Caribbean Basin. Similar declines in the Gulf of Mexico and 
off the south Atlantic coast of the o.s. led to a total 
prohibition on jewfish harvest in those areas. The council 
believes that the jewfish should be protected throughout its 
range. The species appears to be scarce wherever it occurs and 
has unique biological characteristics that make it highly
susceptible to overfishing. The o.s. Virgin Islands government 
has listed jewfish as a protected species, and prohibits its take 
in Territorial waters. 
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The basic objectives of the FMP are unchanged by this 
amendment, except they are extended to maintain deep-water reef 
fishes and marine aquarium fishes at levels that sustain adequate
recruitment to replenish the populations. The local governments 
are requested to institute mandatory permitting and reporting
requirements for fishing in both state end federal waters to 
obtain data on catch/effort relationships of species in the 
management unit. These data would be used to assess stocks, 
monitor population trends, and to restore and maintain stocks at 
optimum levels. Permits also would provide a sampling universe 
in the event some type of limited access program is considered 
fer the future. Information collection on the marine aquarium
trade should be expanded through the Puerto Rico Department of 
Natural Resources to obtain data on exports from Aquadilla and 
Ponce airports. 

E, ALTERNATIVES INCLOOING ADOPTED ACTIONS 

While a multitude of management alternatives are available, 
those viewed by the Council as either impractical or of little 
benefit were not subjected to further consideration. For 
example, size limits inflict high rates of release mortality on 
undersized fish, thereby adversely impacting both the human 
sector and the rebuilding effort; accordingly, the Council 
rejected this approach in favor of site-specific spawning 
aggregation closures. 

E.1, Description 
a 

of the Adopted Action• 

Some of the management measures taken to public hearing were 
either rejected by the Council or modified as recommendations to 
the local governments; these were analyzed and available for 
public comment in the OSEIS, The following discussion is limited 
to alternatives adopted by the Council. 

Adopted Measure 1, Expand the management unit to include the 
most important components of the deep-water reef fish fishery. 

Including these species in the management unit will allow 
the Council to take appropriate management actions as necessary 
to conserve or restore important components of the resource. 
Inclusion of the deep-water species is a procedural change that 
in itself offers no impact on the deep-water environment. 
However, managing the deep-water complex, by offering the 
possibility for appropriate management action on a timely basis, 
indirectly will affect the status of the resource. Additional 
rationale and background for this action is found in Amendment 2, 
Section III (A). Table lA, Appendix I, provides a complete
listing of the revised management unit depicting the overlap of 
deep-water and shallow-water species. Although the action would 
add only 14 species to the management unit, the deep-water 
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fishery includes one of the most valuable reef species, the silk 
snapper, which may already border on growth overfishing. Others, 
such as red grouper CEpinephelus moriol and tiger grouper
(Mycteroperca tigris), are certainly candidates for management
action, but the condition of the stocks presently is 
undetermined. 

Adopted Measure 2. Expand the management unit to include marine 
aquarium fishes. 

The number of individuals of key species harvested by the 
~arine aquarium trade appears to be declining. However, the 
aquari~m trade fishery is not specifically regulated, and the 
Council determined that the import~nt aquarium fish species
listed in Amendment 2 should be added to the management unit, to 
allow future regulation as appropriate. A listing of the 
additional species was obtained from a preliminary description of 
the marine aquarium trade, compiled by the Puerto Rico Department
of Natural Resources, Fisheries Research Laboratory, for the 
Council (Sadovy, 1991). That report provides a description of 
the marine aquarium trade in Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin
Islands, and other areas, including harvest methods, collection 
areas, handling and shipping, as well as a description and list 
of the most commonly collected species (Table 2A, Appendix I).
The report was used as a source document for the management
options considered. Additional background information is 
provided in Amendment 2, Section III(A). The amenclment currently 
contains a number of interim measures to curtail effort and 
destructive harvest methods until the data base can be generated 
to support a limited access program. Additional discussion of 
limited entry is deferred until the Council proposes and analyzes
such a system under a future FMP amendment. 

Adopted Measure 3. Retitle FMP to encompass the reef fish 
management unit. 

Since the management unit has been enlarged to include 
fishes other than shallow-water reef fish, the Council suggests
the document be retitled, "Fishery Management Plan for Reef 
Fishes of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands." This title 
accurately describes the fisheries for shallow-water reef fish, 
deep-water reef fish, and marine aquarium fishes. There are no 
direct economic impacts on fishery participants, resource or 
physical environment associated with changing the title of the 
FMP. However, social benefits would result from dispelling the 
confusion that might be incurred to managers and, more 
importantly, to fishermen responsible for conforming to the 
regulatory program tailored to conserve reef resources. 

Adopted Measure t. Restrict the collection of marine aquarium
fishes to hand-held dip nets and slurp guns. 
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The most frequent collecting gears are nets (barriex, gill,
drop or cast nets, and dip nets), �mall mesh (1/4 - 1/2 inch)
fish traps, alurp guns, and chemicals, such as "Quinaldine" (2-
methyl-quinoline), chlorine, formaldehyde, and gasoline.
Although the long- and short-term effects on reefs and associated 
organisms of using quinaldine to stun fish are inconclusive, many
dealers arc reluctant to purchase fish taken by this method 
because mortality rates appear higher than with fish collected 
U$ing other methods. Public testimony (except for one co=enter 
who advocated barrier nets) indicated a distinct potenti3l for 
excessive fishing mortality and habitat damage associated with 
these gear types. Restricting the collection of marine aquarium
organisms to hand-held dip nets and slurp guns will reduce this 
potential. The FMP currently bans the use of noxious chemicals 
and small-mesh fish traps for managed species. Adding the 
aquarium trade species to the management unit (thereby applying
the FMP's regulation) in effect prohibits those gears in the 
marine aquarium fishery. 

The use of nets currently is not restricted by the FMP. 
Exclusion of nets (other than hand-held dip nets) from the 
fishery is necessary at this time, primarily because the gear
reportedly has potential for damaging the diminishing reef 
habitat. Specification of allowable gear (slurp guns, hand-held 
dip nets) makes this change and also eliminates the possibility
of other more destructive gear being developed and introduced 
into the fishery. 

~dopted Measure 5. Require that fish traps be constructed of 
1.5-inch hexag·onal or 2.0-inch square mesh wire with two escape
openings at least 8 x 8 inches square on any two sides of the 
trap (except top, bottom or side containing the funnel). The 
openings must be covered with panels of mesh at least equivalent 
to that of which the trap is constructed, and fastened with 
either untreated jute twine up to 1/8 inches in diameter (if zinc 
anodes are used) or 18 gauge ungalvanized iron wire or 1/8 inch 
untreated jute twine (maximum diameter) if anodes are not used. 

The existing fish trap construction requirements specify
that escape openings be located on two opposing sides of a trap
(excluding the top, bottom, and side with funnel). However, 
information from fishermen indicated that the panel opposite the 
side where the bridle is attached may inadvertently open upon
retrieval, thereby releasing the catch prematurely. In response 
to industry concerns, the action allows a choice of sides for 
locating the escape openings. 

Existing regulations also require that the door and escape
panels be fastened with untreated jute twine 1/8-inch or less in 
diameter. Acceptable rates of degradation in seawater were shown 
for jute twine, thereby allowing the lost or abandoned trap to 
open in a reasonable time frame. Fishermen felt that this 
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requirement is burdensome because of the amount of time required 
to retie the fastenings upon retrieval· of a trap, and suggested
18 gauge ungalvanized wire as an alternative material that could 
.be replaced mo·re quickly than jute. 

Zinc anodes, however, are used on many traps to prevent
corrosion, thereby extending the life span of wire fasteners. 
Traps using zinc anodes, if lost or abandoned, could fail to open
after an acceptable period of time. Their continued fishing, 
over time, is a source of excessive fishing mortality ("ghost
fishing"). Wires of various sizes and compositions were not 
tested by the council. 

The FMP provides for a conversion from l.S-inch square mesh 
wire to a minimum size of 2.0-inch square mesh wire in fish traps
by Septellll:>er 14, 1993. This action is supported by studies 
conducted during the interim rule making period in waters off 
Puerto Rico (Appeldoorn and Posada, 1992). Hexagonal mesh wire 
of 1.5 inches may continue to be used in trap construction after 
this date. The council concluded that the conversion to 2.0-inch 
square mesh on September 14 would reduce resource waste through
excessive mortality to small or juvenile reef fishes as compared 
to the use of 1.s-inch square mesh wire for traps. Fishermen 
contended jute twine is overly burdensome because of the amount 

.of time required to retie the fastenings each time a trap is 
hauled, and recommended allowing alternative wire fastening
materials. The use of 18 gauge ungalvanized wire on traps
without anodes, while not adequately studied, was adopted by the 
Council to address the concerns raised by those fishermen. 

1 

Adopted Measure I. Prohibit the harvest or possession of jewfish
in waters around Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. 

Jewfish occur off both coasts of Florida, throughout the 
Gulf of Mexico and the Greater Antilles, and along the 
southwestern Caribbean coast (FAO, 1978). A disjunct population
also occurs along the Pacific coast from Costa Rica to Peru. The 
species appears to.be no longer abundant anywhere within its 
range. A pronounced decline in the abundance of jewfish has been 
noted within the management area and may extend throughout the 
Caribbean Basin. The u.s. Virgin Islands government has listed 
jewfish as a protected species, and prohibits its take in 
Territorial waters. 

• 

1 

Jewfish are highly residential and grow upwards of seven 
feet and 700 pounds, which makes them prime targets for 
spearfishing. The unusual size and appearance add aesthetic 
appeal for underwater photographers and divers. Since the 
jewfish is a slow-growing and late-maturing fish, recovery from 
overfishing likely would require many years. These 
characteristics, coupled with a relatively low density throughout
their range, make jewfish highly susceptible to overfishing. The 
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action would be consistent with protection of jewfish by the U.s. 
Virgin Islands government and in the southeastern United States. 

Adopted Keaaure 7 .• Prohibit the harvest of certain marine 
aquarium fishes. 

The status of many species of marine aquarilllll fishes h~s not 
been determined, but some are uncommon while others are heavily
exploited without restriction. All marine aquariW!l fishes will 
benefit from the gear restrictions contained in this amendment. 

Because of the intensifying and uncontrolled harvest of 
marine aquarium fishes in Puerto Rico, and based on experiences
elsewhere, there. is a need to regulate this fishery. By adding 
marine aquarium fishes to the Shallow-Water Reef Fish FMP, the 
harvest and possession of the young of species that presently are 
in a rebuilding mode would be subject to prohibition until those 
resources have recovered. This group currently includes red hind 
and mutton snapper. 

A number of criteria were examined in selecting species to 
be precluded from harvest in the marine aquarilllll trade, whereby 
the council considered inclusion of species that are: (1) 
locally rare and therefore potentially vulnerable to harv.est for 
the aquarium trader (2) harvested either recreationally or 
commercially as food fish in other fisheries; (3) considered 
unsuited for the aquarium trade because they do not survive well 
in captivity; and (4) of more value to the habitat than if 
harvested. 

Finally, a number of species that are targeted heavily for 
the aquarium trade should be assessed in terms of stock 
condition. These species include royal gram.ma, Gtamrna loreto, 
rock beauty, Holacanthus tricolor, yellowhead jawfish,
opistognathus aurifrons, french angelfish, Pomacanthus lt.m, 
queen angelfish, Holacanthus ciliaris. pyg111y angelfish, 
centropyge u:gi, bluehead wrasse, Thalassoma bifasciatum, 
puddingwife wrasse, Halichoeres radiatus. blue chromis, Chromis 
cyanea. and red-lipped blenny, Qphioblennius atlanticus. 

Accordingly, prohibiting harvest of the following species
initially is proposed for the marine aquarium trade. 

seahorses - Hippocampus spp. 
red hind - Epinephelus guttatus 
mutton snapper - Lutianus analis 
foureye butterflyfish - Chaetodon capistratus
banded butterflyfish - ~. striatus 
longsnout butterflyfish - ~- aculeatus 

Other species may be added as vital information is gathered
from stock assessments generated by research and the reporting 
system recommended as part of this amendment. 
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.Adopted N•••ure •• Closure of additional red hind aggregation 
areas during the December through February spawning season. 

During the spawning season, some species of reef fishes are 
aggressive and extremely vulnerable to capture. Many larger 
fishing vessels have the capacity to efficiently harvest and 
deplete fish populations aggregated for spawning. Protecting
spawning aggregations is a biologically sound management practice
preferred by the Council over other approaches, such as size 
limits that inflict high rates of release mortality on undersized 
fish, or labor-intensive quota management and monitoring.
Because aggregating fish are highly susceptible to capture by a 
~ide range of gears (hook and line, trap, spears, ·etc.), a total 
ban on use of gear capable of taking the species is necessary tc 
protect spawning aggregations.· 

There is a body of thought that fishing on spawning
aggregations may reduce spawning capability to a degree that 
exceeds the effect of removing the spawners. This effect is 
thought to result from a disruption of the species social 
structure (Shapiro, et al., in press) and would indicate that any
given nUlll.ber of females of spawning age taken during spawning
times would be more valuable than an equal number of females 
taken during non-spawning periods. 

The proposed amendment does not contain details on the 
importance of these red hind spawning areas (i.e., there is no 
description of. the percent of spawners represented by these 
aggregations or where the new individuals are eventually
recruited), However, there appears to be some agreement among
those with knowledge of the fishery that these closures almost 
surely will result in a trend toward some stock recovery or at 
least a slowing of the present rate of stock decline. This 
should lead to benefits from the closures, even if total fishing
effort does not change, The reason that total effort may not 
change is that fishermen m~y elect to fish adjacent areas. Even 
if this occurs, additional effort in other areas may not 
significantly alter the total catch of fish because the present
level of effort may be so high that increases (or decreases) will 
offer no significant effects. 

I 

· Relocation of effort does have possible adverse consequences
that are not related to the total catch of fish. One consequence 
is that any potential gains from reduced mortality of undersized 
fish in the spawning closure areas will be offset by increased 
juvenile mortality in other areas. A second possible problem is 
that the fishermen may have knowledge of "second-best" spawning
aggregations, and effort simply may be relocated to other 
spawning aggregations. If this happens, then most of the 
potential benefits from the closure would be lost through
"damage" to these other concentrations of red hind spawners. 
Regardless of potential disadvantages of the relocation in 
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fishing effort, there appears to be some consensus that there are 
biological benefits that derive from allowing a "rest period" for 
any heavily fished area. 

The red hind is recently declining in abundance and 
aggregates to spawn between December l through February 28. A 
red hind aggregation area in the EEZ southwest of St. Thomas was 
closed during the spawning season in 1989 in response to requests
from fishermen and fishery scientists. At that time, no other 
red hind spawning areas had been delineated. The Council has 
since identified two additional red hind spawning aggregation
sites and a closure is included in Amendlllent 2 to guard against
further declines in the resource. 

The first area, designated as Tourmaline Bank, lies in 
federal waters off the west end of Puerto Rico, and, based on 
historic productivity, covers approximately fifteen square miles. 
The area is shown in Fig. l, Appendix I. Another red hind 
spawning aggregation area has been identified in the EEZ east of 
st. Croix, u.s. Virgin Islands, at the extreme eastern end of 
Lang Bank. Based on public comments, the area was reduced in 
size to more accurately reflect the actual aggregation area (as
depicted in Fig. 2). 

Adopted Measure,. Prohibit the harvest of mutton snapper in a 
spawning aggregation area off St. Croix from March through June 
of each year. 

Mutton snapper, typically taken in·insular shelf waters by
hook and line and fish traps, form large spawning aggregations 
near the time of the full moon from March through June (Tobias,
1986). As described for red hind (Measure 8), spawning
individuals are extremely vulnerable to capture by a wide variety
of gears; commercial landings data indicates a decline in mutton 
snapper catch-per-unit-of-effort. Accordingly, a total ban on 
fishing in the identified area of spawning would serve to protect
the mutton snapper resource. 

A mutton snapper spawning aggregation area recently has been 
identified in the EEZ off the southwest coast of St. Croix (Fig.
3). In keeping with the Council's preferences for controlling
harvest in spawning aggregation areas, the U.S. Virgin Islands, 
Division of Fish and Wildlife, has recommended that the area be 
closed to all fishing from March l through June 30 of each year 
to protect the species. Such a ban is expected to affect the 
human environment, to the extent that the local economy depends 
on fishing in the aggregation area during the spawning season. 

E,2, Evaluation of tbe Adopted Actions .. 
E.2.a. Evaluation Relative to the National standard• 
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The se·ven National Standards are specified in the Magnuson

Act. As detailed in this document, the various preferred options
adhere to the National Standards which, among other requirements,
specifies that measures prevent overfishing while achieving

. optimum yield from the fishery. Further information on 
compliance with the various National Standards is found thiough
o~t Amendment 2. 

•
%.3. Rejected Alternatives to tbe Adopted Actions 

Rejected Measure 1A. Do not incorporate deep-water reef fishes 
into the management unit (status quo), • 
Rejected Measure 1B, Develop a separate plan for managing the 
deep-water reef fish fishery. •Species that are not included in an FMP cannot be managed
under the Magnuson Act. Therefore, in the event that problems
develop with unmanaged species in the deep-water reef fish 
complex, substantial biomass decline and losses to fishermen 
could accrue before corrective action would be possible. 

Development of a separate FMP, as suggested by several 
co=enters, requires additional public input and preparation, and 
therefore could take two years or more. Time lags in management
translate into monetary losses to fishermen in the long term. 
Such delays in implementation of appropriate management measures 
could significantly increase the amount of time required for 
resource recovery. Development of a separate FMP also would 
incur considerable e>cpenditures by the Council and Federal 
government. Accc:'ingly, Measures lA and lB would significantly
impact both the d~ ~-water reef fish resource and, in turn, the 
human environment, dnd, for these reasons, were rejected by the 
Council. 

•

• 

Rejected Measure 2A, Dev~lop a separate FMP for marine aquarium
organisms. 

Initially, the Council anticipated developing a separate FMP 
for the deep-water reef fish complex and marine aquarium fishes. 
However, the basic problem with separate FMP's for reef fish and 
marine aquarium organisms is that many of the species overlap
both fisheries, either as adults and juveniles, and thus could 
fall under contradictory management programs, Amendment of one 
FMP may require amendment of the other as well to avoid 
incompatible management measures, thereby increasing associated 
costs substantially. The likelihood of this is reduced under a 
single FMP. Accordingly, the Council later decided that it would 
be more practicable and economical to incorporate those species
into a single management unit for all reef fish. While this 
rejected option is administrative in nature and does not in 
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itself have any environmental impact, the unnecessary delays and 
expense of developing a new FMP may deter effective management
and ultimately impact the status of the resource. 

Rejected Measure 2B. Do not incorporate marine aquarium fishes 
into the management unit (status quo,) 

This alternative would not be responsive to the needs of the 
marine aquarium fishery because it would allow indiscriminate 
harvest of limited resources and damage of the habitat to 
continue. Allowing indiscriminate harvest and habitat damage
ultimately impacts those who rely upon the resource to sustain 
their livelihood. If resources are not protected, competitive
harvest most likely will continue until it is no longer
economically feasible. Other users, such as tourist dive-boat 
operations, also could be impacted by overexploitation and 
habitat damage. Consequently, this option (no management of 
marine aquarium trade) could significantly impact both the 
resource and the human environment. 

Rejected Measure 3A. No action -- retain current title of FMP. 

Retaining an inaccurate title for an FMP is an 
administrative change that could confuse managers and, more 
importantly, the fishermen responsible for conforming to the 
FMP's regulations. Otherwise, neither this action (status quo) 
or Adopted Measure 3 (changing the FMP's title), by themselves, 
would affect the human environment or status of the resource. 

Rejected Measure 4A. Allow the collection of marine aquarium
fishes by all gear types currently deployed in the fishery
(status quo). 

According to public testimony to the Council, some of the 
gears currently or traditionally used for collecting marine 
aquarium fishes damage either the resource, its habitat, or both. 
Perhaps the most popular method of collection is by the use of 
chemical substances, the most common of which is quinaldine -- a 
coal tar derivative used in the manufacture of dyes and 
explosives. Quinaldine, when used to stun fish, reportedly 
causes higher rates of fishing mortality compared to other 
techniques. Fishermen have reported local use of other chemical 
agents (including bleach, formalin, and gasoline) for collecting
marine aquarium fishes; all of which are toxic to various forms 
of marine life. The use of chemical substances and explosives is 
currently prohibited by the shallow-water reef fish regulations
that likewise would apply to this fishery by amendment. 

cast nets (drop nets), barrier nets (gill nets), and 
specialized small mesh fish traps are other gears traditionally
used to harvest marine aquarium fishes. Small mesh fish traps 
are already prohibited under existing minimum mesh-size 
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regulations. Al though the extent of net d·amage to reefs cannot 
be quantified, the potential tor damage is generally recognized. 
However, there are no specific studies available to support such 
contentions. • 

-

Rejected Measure 5A, Require only one escape panel, which should 
be the access door, made of 2-inch square mesh wire fastened with 
18 gauge ungalvanized iron wire and located on one side of the 
trap. The door should be hinged at the bottom and cover an 
opening of no less than 8 x 8 inches. 

This option is supported by the fishermen and the Council AP 
over current measures and the adopted measure (Measure 5), which 
both include a requirement tor two escape panels. However, a 
lost trap might be positioned so that a single panel would be 
obstructed or incapacitated in such a way that it would not allow 
fish to escape. Two escape panels (one of which may be the 
access door) provide more assurance against this possibility,
thereby reducing the chances of ghost fishing. The resulting
benefits to the resource should outweigh any inconvenience to the 
industry. Accordingly, the Council rejected this single-door
alternative in favor of Option 5. · 

Rejected Measure 58, Retain current restrictions for fish traps
(status quo). 

Continuation of existing requirements (no action) would. 
prevent allowance of a choice of sides for locating the escape
openings and a choice between two fastening materials. In this 
regard, status quo could cause more inconvenience and economic 
impacts on the human environment. Adopted Option 5 specifies the 
minimum size of the escape opening and the material and mesh size 
of the panels and, depending on the type of wire from which the 
trap is constructed, is more restrictive than status quo. 

More importantly, both current regulations and the preferred
option address the concerns associated with excessive fishing
mortality from continued ghost fishing •. Those concerns are 
resolved by requirements that enhance the escapement ot fishes 
from lost traps through the strategic location ot panels and 
degradation of fasteners within a reasonable time frame. 
However, legitimate concerns have surfaced regarding placement of 
the escape openings on opposite sides of a trap, and the 
continued use of 1.5-inch square mesh wire (see discussion under 
Preferred Measure 5), Basically, the location of escape openings 
on opposite sides of a trap can trigger the release of fish 
prematurely by pressure from the weight against a panel during
hauling. Also, additional studies to evaluate size composition of 
species in the catch by various mesh-sized traps generally
supported the efforts of other researchers, and indicated that 
2.0-inch square mesh would result in the release of substantially 

• 
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greater numbers of small or juvenile fishes as contrasted to l.5-
inch square mesh (Appeldoorn and Posada, 1992). 

Rejected Measure 6A. Allow the unrestricted harvest of jewfish
(status quo). 

Although data are inadequate for a stock assessment, the 
species reportedly is so scarce that sufficient data likely will 
never be available. Allowing conti~ued harvest could r~sult in 
the reduction of the jewfish population to a level that would 
require an unusually extensive time period for recovery, or 
result in displacement of the species altogether. This option,
while minimizing impacts to the human sector dependent on jewfish
for income, certainly would not be responsive to t}le needs of 
this unique resource. 

Rejected Mea•ure 7A, Only harvest and possession prohibitions 
on food species and those protected by ancillary restrictions 
would apply to the marine aquarium trade (status quo). 

While some species of marine aquarium fishes are abundant, 
certain species are uncommon and may be highly susceptible to 
overharvest. This alternative would not provide the protection
this latter group deserves. It is possible that some species are 
already overfished while others may provide greater benefits as 
components of the reef ecosystem rather than being harvested. 
Often species in short supply are in great demand: therefore, 
conservation measures are needed to guard against further decline 
and to protect the interests of collectors/exporters dependent 
upon these resources for their livelihood. As currently
expressed, the no-action alternative would protect only the young
of prohibited species (i.e., Nassau grouper and jewfish), and to 
a large degree basslets (genus Liopropoma) that appear to be most 
susceptible to harvest by chemicals that are prohibited under the 
FMP. 

Rejected Measure BA, Do not close additional red hind spawning
aggregation areas during the December through February spawning 
season. 

Leaving the identified areas unprotected from intensive 
fishing effort could lead to the demise of the spawning
aggregations, and declines in local abundance, at least to the 
extent that local populations of red hind are dependent on these 
aggregations. As detailed elsewhere in the document, this option
(no action) definitely would contribute to a continued decline of 
the red hind resource, thereby leading to negative impacts on the 
industry. According to the most recent stock assessment 
(Appeldoorn, et al., 1992) red hind may already be recruitment 
overfished. 
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Rejected Measure tA. Status quo -- Do not prohibit the harvest
of mutton snapper in a spawning aggregation area off St. Croix
from March l through June 30 of each year. 

The vulnerability of mutton snapper to harvest when 
aggregated for spawning (as described elsewhere in the document)
has prompted the curtailment of fishing activity during the 
spawning season in waters under the jurisdiction of the south 
Atlantic Council. Similar. actinn· ia being contemplated by the 
Gulf of Mexico Council. This option (no action), while not 
directly affecting the human environment, would impact the mutton 
snapper stock, and in turn, users of the resource. 

~ 

E.4. Recommendations to Local Governments and Other Agencies, as 
Approved by the council 

Recommendation 1. Require an annual permit for the sale of reef 
fish, including marine aquarium fish. 

An annual permit would be required to sell reef fish from 
the management area. The permit system would be operated by the 
local governments with appropriate assistance from NMFS. The 
permit requirement provides an estimate of the universe of 
potential participants, thereby facilitating management of the 
fisheries. The action also offers a tool for enforcement and 
compliance, since a permit would be denied to anyone with an 
outstanding violation in any fishery. An appropriate fee may be 
charged by the local governments to recover costs of 
administering~the program. 

In addition, a permitting system allows management of 
fishery participation, which the Council may choose to control in 
the future through a system designed to limit entry. By capping 
participation in the fishery, limited entry would allow a 
sustained fishery, but could impact the human environment. Such 
a system would be addressed by the Council under a separate FMP 
amendment. 

Recommendation 2. Require periodic reports from those engaged in 
the sale of reef fish, including marine aquarium fishes. 

The data generated by this requirement would help determine 
actual participation, thereby eliminating speculative permit 
holders from the information base. Better information also would 
.be provided on the catch and the amount of effort expended in the 
reef fish fishery, thereby allowing fishery scientists and 
managers to more accurately assess the status of resources in the 
management area. The data also would serve as the foundation for 
future development of limited access programs for the reef fish 
fisheries. 
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Recommendation 3 .. Closely moni~or the condition of red grouper 
resources from expanded data collection efforts to determine 
appropriate management needs. 

Various actions to restrict the harvest of red grouper were 
considered by the Council. Based on recommendations of the 
Council's advisory panel (AP) and scientific and statistical 
committee (SSC), such action has been delayed until the condition 
of the resource can be determined. 

Red grouper, like jewfish and Nassau grouper, are so scarce 
that sufficient data may never become available to assess the 
condition of the resource. Therefore, continuation of 
unrestricted harvest of red grouper, which this action allows, 
may not serve resource conservation. However, a total 
prohibition on harvest would necessitate the release of all red 
grouper, even those taken from deep water. The Council 
recognizes that release mortality could offset potential benefits 
of the harvest prohibition, thereby impacting both the resource 
and the user groups. Monitoring the status of the red grouper
population is encouraged under the preferred option, and will 
help provide for timely management of the resource. 

Recommendation,. Recommend that the local government monitor 
the spawning aggregation area for tiger grouper in waters near 
Vieques Island to obtain biological and socioeconomic information 
over a two-year period through a comprehensive permitting and 
reporting program implemented by Puerto Rico; 

The tiger grouper is a deep-water species that is being
added to the management unit. Although reports (FAO, 1978) 
indicate a general distribution throughout the range and that the 
species "commonly" reaches a length of 40 cm. (16 inches), there 
is little information on local abundance around Puerto Rico and 
the u.s. Virgin Islands. Information on abundance within the 
management area, as indicated by both the SSC and AP, is 
requisite to formulating a position on harvest limitations. Based 
on observations by Sadovy,_ Colin, and Domeier (ms. 1992), the 
tiger grouper aggregates for spawning in waters about 120 feet in 
depth and is targeted by spearfishermen. The species reportedly
is reluctant to enter traps and is taken infrequently outside the 
aggregation season. Up to 18 boats have been observed on the 
highly circumscribed spawning grounds at the same time. 
Estimated annual harvest from the aggregation is about 24,000 
pounds or 4,900 fish, Spawning activity outside the area has not 
been observed and aggregation spawning may represent the total 
reproductive output for tiger grouper. Therefore, the estimated 
total number of fish removed (4,900) could constitute a 
significant portion of the adults using this spawning site each 
year, and eventually lead to the demise of the aggregation as has 
occurred in other grouper species. 
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A spawning aggregation of tiger grouper has been identified 
in waters near Vieques, Puerto Rico. The AP recommended 
immediate protection of the spawning aggregation while studies 
are pursued to determine abundance. In July 1991 the Council 
recol!ll1lended that the government of Puerto Rico take appropriate
action to protect a spawning aggregation of tiger grouper in 
waters near Vieques. The National Marine Fisheries Service added 
its support to the proposed closure·, recognizing that protection
of spawning aggregations is an effective management tool and is 
preferred by the Council over measures that induce high rates of 
mortality (size limits) or that are difficult and costly to 
monitor (size limits and quotas). 

• 

Placing tiger grouper in the management unit paves the way
for cooperative management to protect this species in waters 
under federal jurisdiction. Should Puerto Rico decide upon
closing the spawning aggregation area off Vieques, the Council 
may close adjoining areas or other spawning aggregation areas as 
deemed necessary to protect the resource. 

I 

Recommendation 5. Recommend that the local governments work in 
cooperation with other agencies as necessary to establish marine 
coral reef reserves in strategic locations thr~ughout the 
management area. 

t 

Tropical coral reefs are highly complex ecosystems that 
support a diversity of species. The basic habitat itself is 
composed of living organisms, some. of which are highly prized by
collectors, and others that are highly fragile and susceptible to 
sedimentation or other forms of degradation. 

Ecological and life history characteristics of many reef 
fishes, such as slow growth rates, late maturity, spawning
aggregation behavior, and sex reversal, make them particularly
vulnerable to overfishing. Larger individuals generally are 
targeted and are aggressive and disposed to high fishing
mortality. Coral reefs are the cornerstone of several important
fisheries in the management area, and establishing a nul!lber of 
these areas as marine reserves is a worthy concept. Fishery 
reserves ensure against management and recruitment failures, 
primarily by protecting older and more fecund fishes. More 
specifically, marine reserves would: (l) serve as a gene pool or 
spawning stock reservoir to prevent depletion of fisheries by
ensuring recruitment to surrounding areas; (2) help rebuild 
overfished reef fish resources; (3) guard against overfishing of 
other species not yet in a state of decline; (4) decrease the 
need to resort to other, more severe management actions; (5)
establish a baseline for evaluating management actions in nearby 
areas; and (6) provide natural reef col!ll1lunities for educational 
and research sites (Bohnsack, 1990). 

•I
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However, one of the most difficult challenges facing fishery 
managers considering development of marine reserves is balancing
the traditional consumptive fisheries with alternate uses of reef 
resources, such as eco-tourism, sport diving, and aesthetics. 
Amendment 2 endorses marine reserves as a conceptual design; more 
precise boundaries and user restrictions would be proposed (and
analyzed) under subsequent FMP amendments. 

In the management area, the most important coral reef 
resources are: shallow-water reef fish, spiny lobster, marine 
aquarium organisms (including corals and ether invertebrates),
and deep-water reef fishes. The marine coral reef reserve 
concept cross-cuts the objectives of different FMP's, and would 
be proposed as a measure in each FMP affected. 

The SSC and AP both reviewed proposed management options for 
Amendment 2, and encouraged the development of marine reserves, 
recognizing that the number and extent of such areas and 
designation of their use would require cooperation by local and 
federal governments, as well as users of the resource. 
Accordingly, the Council will request input from the public on 
the feasibility of marine reserves in the management area. 
However, since det3ils of the reserves have not been finalized, 
the impacts on the user groups, physical environment, and 
resource cannot be quantified at this time, but would be expected 
to be beneficial. 

Recommendation 6, Recommend that the unauthorized introduction 
of exotic species into marine waters be prohibited. 

Unauthorized introduction of exotic species into the 
management area, whether deliberate or accidental, could result 
in biological catastrophes such as the displacement of more 
desirable species from their niches, or adverse modification of 
the genetic composition of the desirable species. Introduction 
of exotics has become a problem elsewhere; for example, 47 exotic 
species of finfish are listed as established in the continental 
United states (Courtenay, et al., 1991). These species were 
introduced accidentally, or with human assistance, (1) from 
aquaculture facilities, (2) by introduction for biological
control or sport fishing, and (3) by release of aquarium fish. 
Although most of these species are confined to freshwater, others 
are euryhaline and adapt readily to the oceanic environment. 
Some marine species also have been introduced successfully. 

Host states, including Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin
Islands, regulate the introduction of exotic species. By
reducing the possibility of exotics displacing the native species
and affecting the genetic makeup of the resource, this action 
should benefit the environment. The Council recognizes that such 
action would prevent similar problems throughout the management 
area. However, recent legal guidance indicates that direct 
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action cannot be undertaken to prevent introduction of exotic 
species not managed under the Magnuson Act. Accordingly,
Amendment 2 was revised to replace the previously considered 
federal action to control exotic species introductions with 
Recommendation 6, which would defer action to local governments 
to expand existing regulations to include marine waters. 

•
F. A11'ECTEI> ENVIRONMENT 

F,l. Introduction • 
The actions proposed in Amendment 2 address continuing and 

growing concerns by the council over scarce resources, the need 
to protect important species when they aggregate for spuming,
and the need to extend protection to other reef-associated 
species not presently in the management unit. The affected 
environment encompasses: (1) the physical environment, primarily
the insular platform and in deeper waters, reef areas and slopes
characterized by rocky ledges, and corals; and (2) the fishery 
resource, including the currently managed shallow-water reef fish 
resource, and the deep-water resource and a large number of 
smaller reef fishes and other reef-associated species taken in 
the marine aquarium trade (substantial overlap occurs in the 
fisheries). These components are discussed in the following
sections. 

•

•
7,2, Habitat and Fishery Envirolllllent Information 

Information on the shallow-water reef fish habitat first was 
provided in the FHP, and significantly updated in Amendment l. 
Amendment l contains a comprehensive description of all habitat 
elements relating to the reef environment. 

i 

F,2.a. Physical Environment t 

The management area includes the environment from the 
shoreline to a depth of £A... 300 fathoms and covers a variety of 
habitat. As described in the FMP's habitat section, about 30 
bottom types are found around Puerto Rico, and about so around 
the U.S. Virgin Islands. The bottom varies with depth, and 
consists of varying amounts of gravel, rock, sand, mud, and clay.
Inshore habitat is dominated by seagrasses, mangroves and 
fringing reefs. Further offshore, the geologic platform supports
bank reef areas -- the environment most of the reef fish occupy.
The basic habitat unit on the platform is the bank coral reef, a 
highly complex and productive ecosystem that supports a diversity
of species. At greater depths at the edge of the platform, 
another habitat area occurs -- the deep-water reef and slopes
characterized by rocky ledges and corals. 

Damage to reef habitats already has been reported for some 
of the most widely used methods to colle.ct marine aquarium 
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fishes, including chemicals, and nets. In response, the Council
has adopted actions to prohibit the use of these gear types and
thereby reduce the associated potential for damage to the
physical environment. 

•
F.2.b. Fishery Resource 

The management unit currently includes the 64 most commonly
landed species that dominate the catch out to the insular 
platform. Table lA provides a listing of the revised management
unit depicting the overlap of deep-water and shallow-water 
species. The deep-water reef fish species are more common at 
depths beyond the platform. Fishes inhabiting the deep-water
reef areas and slopes characterized by rocks, ledges, and corals 
generally are prosecuted with heavy duty traps and by
electrically powered reels; bottom longlines are deployed to a 
limited extent. Thirteen species currently not listed in the 
shallow-water reef fish management unit are major components of 
the deep-water landings (Erdman, 1979), One other species (tiger
grouper) was added at the suggestion of the SSC and AP. Six 
species of snapper (Lutjanidae); black snapper CApsilus
dentatus), queen snapper (Etelis oculatus), blackfin snapper
CLutjanus buccanellal, silk snapper, wenchman IPristipomoides 
aguilonaris), and vermilion snapper (Rhomboplites aurorubensl;
four species of grouper (Serranidae), yellowedge grouper 
CEpinephelus flavolimbatusl, red grouper, misty grouper (Epineph
elus mystacinus), and tiger grouper; two species of jacks 
(Carangidae), greater amberjack /Seriola dumerilil, and almaco 
jack /Seriola rivolianal; and two tilefishes (Malacanthidae),
blackline tilefish (Caulolatilus cyanops), and sand tilefish 
(Malacanthus plumieri) are taken predominantly in deep waters and 
are included in the expanded management unit. Their inclusion 
will allow the Council to take appropriate management action to 
conserve or restore important components of the reef fish 
fishery. 

A total of 105 species or species groups of fishes appeared 
on trade lists and shipping lists from Puerto Rico in 1990/91 
(Table 2A). Eighty-three species of fishes were noted as 
exported, and seven species, or families, accounted for over 70 
percent of the total fish export. In order of decreasing numbers 
these were: royal gramma, Granuna loreto; yellowhead jawfish,
Opisthognathus aurifrons; assorted wrasses; rock beauty,
Holacanthus tricolor; assorted blennies; queen triggerfish,
Balistes vetula; and French angelfish, Pomacanthus :e.a.tl,l, Other 
species, such as queen angelfish {Pomacanthus ciliaris), blue 
chromis (Chromis cyanea), and pygmy angelfish (Centropyge cu:sul, 
are less numerous but in high demand. At least 20 to 30 species
taken in the marine aquarium trade also are valued as food fish. 
Some of these are highly prized as aquarium fish, notably rock 
beauty, French angelfish, and queen triggerfish; while others are 
being protected from overfishing as adults, such as red hind and 
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possibly other serranids, A wide variety of invertebrates, 
including corals, also are exported, The aquarium fish trade is 
not specifically regulated and, in Puerto Rico, exporters are not 
required to be licensed and collectors are not treated a• 
commercial fishermen. ' 

The ecology and life history characteristics of many reef 
fishes make them particularly vulne,rable to overfishing, such as 
slow growth rates, late maturity, spawning aggregation behavior, 
and sex reversal, Larger individuals (gener~lly males) are 
targeted, and are aggressive and disposed to high fishing
mortality. A decline in abundance has been noted for some of the 
more desirable species in certain localities. The ecological 
effects of their removal are unknown, and some of the most widely
used collecting·methods employ chemicals that damage the reef 
habitat and inflict mortality upon associated fishes and 
invertebrates. 1

Most species that aggregate during the spawning season are 
highly vulnerable to capture at that time. Allowing mature 
individuals the opportunity to spawn is important to maintain or 
increase reproductive capacity and reverse declines in abundance 
(Bohnsack, 1990), As a result, the Council relies on closing
aggregation sites during spawning seasons to ensure spawning 
success, and is considering closures for three additional areas 
under Amendment 2. The rationale for aggregation site closures 
is described under Adopted Measures 8 and 9. 

Since the status of other marine aquarium fishes has not 
been determined, a detailed assessment of the status of 
individual species currently is unavailable. However, the 
recollll1lended permitting and reporting system should provide
information to evaluate these species, 

F.2.c. Human Environment 

The human environment is defined as the natural and physical
environment, and the relationship of people with that 
environment. The shallow-water and deep-water reef fish 
fisheries directly affect its participants. The magnitude of 
these impacts depends on the fishery's economic importance to 
participants, related secondary industries, and the fishing
communities. These factors are quantified in the regulatory
impact review (RIR) , and social impact analysis prepared under 
contract for the Council. 

As described in the FMP, the industry historically was 
centered around a small-scale subsistence fishery, with most of 
the vessels less than 26 feet and powered by outboards. With the 
recent increase in technology and the use of larger boats, 
fishermen now have the capability to efficiently cover a greater 
area and deplete spawning aggregations. This ·capacity was 
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demonstrated during t~e destruction of the Nassau grouper
spawning aggregation (when fishing techniques were even less 
efficient), Monroe (1974) reported handline and fish trap
catches up to 1000 kg per day by fishel"lllen harvesting from a 
Nassau grouper breeding aggregation, off St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin
Islands. 

In 1989, 18,722 fishel"lllen with 1,107 vessels landed 
2,305,004 pounds of reef fish (Appeldoorn et al., 1992). During
the past two years, the number of fishel"lllen has significantly
increased and traps are now set in "strings" with as many as 15 
traps per string. Appeldoorn, et al. (1992) noted a recent shift 
in effort to the deep-water fishery, and an overall decline in 
catch per unit effort. Should this trend continue, reef fish 
resources may become depleted to the extent that an economic 
collapse of the industry occurs. The anticipated consequences
of each proposed and alternative option on the user groups is 
described in the appropriate section of this document. 

About 100 people currently are engaged in the marine 
aquarium trade in Puerto Rico and a much smaller number in the 
U.S. Virgin Islands. Most collectors are exporters; however, 
some collectors sell to exporters or to local pet shops.
Currently, there are about six export businesses in Puerto Rico 
with a similar number involved in intra-island trade. 

Major collectors have their own equipment, and collect from 
3 to 7 days a week depending on weather and demand. Collectors 
visit specific areas and generally rotate collecting sites to 
avoid overfishing an area. Collection is col!llllonly by SCUBA down 
to 20 meters but occasionally to 40 meters for certain species;
mask and snorkel are commonly used in shallow waters. The most 
frequent collecting gears are nets (gill nets, cast nets, and dip
nets), small mesh (1/4 - 1/2 inch) fish traps, slurp guns, and 
chemicals. 

Fisbel"lllen testifying before the council have reported 
resource or habitat damage by some of the gears used in the 
marine aquarium trade. The· use of other chemical agents with a 
potential for adverse impacts, such as bleach, fol"lllalin, and 
gasoline for collecting marine aquarium fishes has been reported
from various areas, and all are prohibited because of reports of 
their toxicity on marine organisms, including corals. The use of 
explosives and chemical substances is currently prohibited by the 
shallow-water reef fish regulations that would likewise apply to 
this fishery by amendment. 

Drop nets, gill nets, and small mesh fish traps are other 
gears traditionally in use to harvest marine aquarium fishes. 
Additional scientific studies are needed to analyze the impacts 
of these gears; nonetheless, public testimony indicates that 
these gears all have a potential for damaging reefs or reef 
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resources. Sma11· mesh fish traps are already prohibited under 
existing minimum mesh-size regulations, and further restrictions 
of the other gears are supported by available scientific 
information. Hence, the need to protect the reef fish 
environment by expansion of the FMP is demonstrated. 

, 
• 

7,3. Effect on the coaatal Ion• 

Section 307 (c) of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 
requires that all Federal activities that directly affect the 
coastal zone be consistent with approved state coastal zone 
management programs to the maximum extent practicable. The 
Council has submitted this amendmant to the appropriate state 
agencies of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands to determine 
if it is consistent to the maximum extent practicable with their 
approved coastal zone management programs. 

t 

, 
1 

7. �• Zffecta on Plood Plain• and Wetlands 

The management measures will not adversely affect flood 
plains or wetlands. However, continuation of status quo would 
affect the fishery resourcea in wetland habitats adjacent to the 
man~gement area. 

' •
G. ENVIRONMENTALCONSEQUENCESOP ACTIONS 

G.1. Long-term Productivity of Stocks 

Many of the species targeted in the deep-water, shallow
~ater, and marine aquarium trade fisheries appear overfished, and 
action is necessary to replenish the res9urce by protecting 
spawning stocks. In particular, the spawning aggregation area 
closures are essential to ensure sustained productivity. These 
closures should help the stock recover, or at least slow the rate 
of resource decline. Accordingly, the spawning season area 
closure should lead to benefits, even though fishermen fish 
adjacent areas and the overall level of fishing effort does not 
change. However, one possible adverse consequence of this shift 
of effort is that the decreased juvenile mortality (within the 
aggregation) may be offset by similar harvest outside the 
spawning aggregation. 

Thia document and Amendment 2 contain descriptions, to the 
extent possible, of the status and management needs of the marine 
aquarium fish, deep-water, and shallow-water reef fish stocks. 
The marine aquarium industry takes a large number of juvenile red 
hind and other small reef-associated species, and a decline in 
local abundance has been noted for some of the more desirable 
species. The effects of their removal on the long-range status 
of the stocks.cannot be quantified, but are expected to be 
negative. Furthermore, bleach, quinaldine and other collecting 
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methods used in the marine aquarium fish industry may damage the 
reef habitat and inflict mortality upon associated fishes and 
invertebrates. These impacts may, over time, degrade the long
term productivity of the resource. 

G,2, Ocean and Coastal Babitata 

The potential of certain gear types for habitat damage is 
referenced in Amendment 2, and briefly described under Section 
F.2.C of this document. In particular, the unregulated use of 
chemical agents and certain nets could adversely impact the 
habitat, especially reef areas, and the resources utilizing these 
areas. Amendment 2 would benefit ocean and near-shore habitats 
given the potential gear damage associated with continuation of 
unregulated fishing practices. 

G.3. Public Health and Safety 

Safety of the fishing fleet is not expected to be affected 
by continuation of the fishery or the management measures being 
considered for Amendment 2. Accordingly, there will be no direct 
effect on public health and safety resulting from the proposed 
management measures. 

G.4. Effects on Endangered or Threatened Species and Marin• 
Mammal Populations 

Gill nets, hook and line, fish traps, and chemicals are used 
for harvest in the marine aquarium fish trade, or in the deep
water and shallow-water fisheries. Buoy or vertical lines 
associated with these gear have the greatest potential for 
interaction with marine mammals or protected species. Alllendment 
2, by expanding the management unit and specifying trap designs 
in the shallow-water and deep-water reef fish fisheries and 
allowable gear in the marine aquarium trade, should reduce the 
potential (if any) for impacts on endangered or threatened 
species and marine mammal populations. Accordingly, a biological 
assessment and Section 7 consultation under the Endangered
Species Act (ESA) indicated that neither the directed fisheries 
nor Amendment 2 would jeopardize marine mammals, the recovery of 
endangered or threatened species, or adversely impact their 
critical habitat. Additional details are available in the 
consultation and supporting documents. 

a.s. cumulative Adverse !ffecta and Substantial Impact• on stocks 

The ecology and life history characteristics of many reef 
fishes, such as slow growth rates, late maturity, spawning
aggregation behavior, and sex reversal, make them particularly
vulnerable to overfishing. Moreover, the fisheries primarily 
rely on fish traps which remove large numbers of juveniles, and 
may capture significant amounts of other species as incidental 
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catch. Ghost fishing by lost or abandoned.traps, if occurring in 
large enough nwnbers, may threaten fishery resources. As a 
result, continuation of the rapidly expanding fishery may
adversely impact the stock, and in turn, the human environment . 

. Amendment 2 offers a variety of management proposals designed to 
prevent overfishing and implements rebuilding programs: which 
when considered in combination, the actions should substantially
benefit the stocks, with virtually no adverse effects. 
Conversely, to allow spawning populations to be overexploited 
during periods of unusual vulnerability is not biologically 
sound. Therefore, continuation of excessive fishing mortality
when species are aggregated for spawning could compound impacts 
on already impoverished resources. 

~ 
• 

Many of the public comments on the DSEIS noted that coastal 
development, sedimentation, and other activities have negatively
impacted the fishery resource. Amendment 2 is expected to help 
reverse this trend over time, thereby providing benefits to some 
degree. No mitigation measures related to the proposed actions 
are recommended at this time but may become necessary as 
additional data are acquired. There will be no irreversible and 
irretrievable commitment of financial and personnel resources. 

G.6. Economic Effect � 

The proposed actions will necessitate a degree of adjustment
by the user groups in order to achieve the goals of the FMP. 
About 1,882 fishermen in Puerto Rico and 425 in the U.S. Virgin 
Islands reported reef fish. landings in 1989. While an unknown 
portion of the fishery will be economically impacted by Amendment 
2, the entire fishery ultimately will gain from the conservation 
measures. 

•
Adding the marine aquarium fishes to the shallow-water 

management unit will cause significant short-term effects on the 
aquarium trade, primarily in Puerto Rico where more people are 
involved, Species in short supply are usually those in greatest
demand: therefore, conservation measures are needed to guard
against further declines and to protect the interests of the 
industry dependent upon these resources for their livelihood. In 
the absence of Council development of a limited access program,
effort will continue to increase in the marine aquarium trade due 
to a com.bination of increased demand, improved air transport
facilities, and increased restrictions on activities in other 
countries. Additional information can be found in Amendment 2, 
particularly the RIR which analyzes the economic effects of the 
proposed and alternative actions. 

•

•
G.7. 7ederal Agencies That Hay Be Affected 

-

• 

U.S. Department of Commerce 
Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management 
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U.S. Department of the Interior 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
National Park Service 

U.S. Department of Transportation
U.S. Coast Guard 

U.S. Department of Energy 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Caribbean Fishery Mana9ement Counci~ 

H, LIST OF PREPARERS 

Amendment 2 and the Final Environmental Impact Statement were 
prepared by the Caribbean Fishery Management Council, with 
assistance from NMFS Southeast Regional Office. · 

I. LIST OF AGENCIES, ORGANIZATIONS AND PERSONS TO WHOM COPIES 
OF THE FSEIS WERE SENT 

U.S. Department of Commerce 
Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management

U.S. Department of State 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
U.S. Department of Interior 

Fish and Wildlife Service 
National Park Service 

U.S. Department of Transportation
U.S. Coast Guard 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region II 
Caribbean Fishery Management Council 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 
Government of U.S. Virgin Islands 
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J. SUMMARY07 PUBLIC COMMENTS R.ECEIVED ON TRB ORA.PT SUPPLE.MENTAL 
ENVIRONMENTALIMPACT STATEMENT -- AMENDMENT2 TO THl! FISHERY 
MANAGEMENTPLAN 70R TRB SHALLOW-WATER REEF 7ISR 7ISBERY OF PUERTO 
RICO AND THB U.S. VIRGIN ISLA.NOS 

List of individual• that provided written 
comment� on Amendment 2 and DSEIS 

l. Edwin A. Hernandez (Delgado)
Apt. 633 
Juncos, PR 00777 

2. Leonor Alicea Rodriguez
Recinto Universitario de Humacao 
Departmento de Biologia
Estacion Postal c.u.H. 
Humacao, P.R. 00791 

3. Jaime Gonzalez Azar 
Executive Director 
Fishery Development and Administration Progra~ 
Department of Agriculture 
San Juan, P.R. 00908 

4. Elizabeth H. Gladfelter, Ph.D. 
Jose Alberto Sanchez 
Kings Hill 457 
St. Croix, USVI 00851 

5. Fernando Correa Romero 
Calle Cambinbora #78 
Playa de Naguabo 
Naguabo, PR 00718 

· • 

6. Mary Ann Pickard 
Legislature of the u.s. Virgin Islands 
3000 Contentment Road, Suite A 
Christiansted, st. Croix 
u.s. Virgin Islands 00820 

7. Jens P. Skov 
P.O. Box 24634 
Gallows Bay 
christiansted 
St. Croix, USVI 00824 

a. Thomas H. Daley
P.O. Box 1382 
Kingshill
U.S. Virgin Islands 00851-1382 
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9. Diego Mitchell Rivera 
President, Fajardo Fishermen Association 
Box 515 Puerto Real 
Fajardo, PR 00740 

10, Kathleen Sullivan 
The Nature Conservancy 
Latin American Program 
1815 North Lynn Street 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

11, Robert Hargrove 
Chief, Environmental Impacts Branch 
u.s. Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Building
20 Federal Plaza 
New York, N.Y. 

12. Senator Holland L. Redfield III 
Legislature of the U.S. Virgin Islands 
1000 Contentment Road, Suite 2 
Christiansted, St. Croix 
U.S. Virgin Islands 00820 

13. Senator Gerald Luz James, II 
Legislature of the U.S. Virgin Islands 
3000 Contentment Road, Suite A 
Christiansted, St. Croix· 
u.s. Virgin Islands 00820 

14. William Tobias 
Government of the U.S. Virgin Islands 
Department of Planning and Natural Resources 
Lagoon Street Complex, Room 203 
Frederiksted, St. Croix 
U.S. Virgin Islands 00840 

15, Mario Tacher 
Department of Natural Resources 
Fishery Research Laboratory
P.O. Box 3665 
Marina Station 
Mayaguez, P.R .. 00681 

16. Gary Rogers 
P.O. Box 496 
Rincon, P.R. 00677 

17. Longin Kaczmarsky 
P.O. 5134 
Sunny Isle 
St. Croix, USVI 00823 
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List of individual• that apoke at the Council'• 
pul:>lie hearing• on Amendment 2 and DSEIS 

• 
Laias, pµerto Rico 
December 21, 1993 

1. Froilan Lopez 
HC-O1 4513 
La Parguera 
Lajas, PR 00667 

•
Ivan Lopez Irizarry
HC-Ol Box 4009 
La Parguera
Lajas, #R 00667 • 

3 • Gary Rogers 
P.O. Box 496 
Rincon, PR 00677 

Caho Rojo, Puerto Rico 
December 22, 1992 

• 
1. Emiliano Vargas Irizarry 

H. Dias Navarro 55 
Bo, El Seco 
Mayaguez, PR 00680 

2. Hector Delgado
Labiosa Num l 
Mayaguez, PR 00680 

3. Jaime Braulio 
Box 3441 
Mayaguez, PR 00680 

Fajardo, pµerto Rico 
December 23. 1992 t 

1. lCendrick Bragg 
P.O. Box 4 
Puerto Real 
Fajardo, PR 00740 

2. Fernando Correa Romero 
Calle Cambinbora #78 
Playa de Naguabo 
Naguabo, PR 00718 
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3. Jose M, Cartagena 
HC-01 Box 6513 
Las Piedras, PR 00771 

4. Jose A, Oquendo Russi 
HC-04 Box 4417 
Pasto Viejo
Humacao, PR 00791 

5, Ernesto La Fontaine 
RR-849 Buzon 22849 
Las Croabas 
Fajardo, PR 00738 

6, Luis Figueroa 
Buzon 154 
Playa Hucares 
Naguabo, PR 00718 

7. Julio Ortiz 
Calle 33, Casa NO, 9-10 
Verde Mar 
Humacao, PR 

8, Jose A, Santiago de Jesus 
Apartado 155 
Punta Santiago
Humacao, PR 00741 

9, Julio C, Amara Serva 
Entrega General 
Punta Santiago 
Humacao, PR 00741 

10. Eduardo Puez Tapia 
Box 139 
Barrio Mediania Alta 
Loiza, PR 00772 

11, Jose Luis Monzon Diaz 
Calle 6A, E.20 
Rio Grande Estate 
Rio Grande, Puerto Rico 00745 

st. Thomas. USVI 
December 29, 1993 

1. David F. Berry 
3 F-2 Lerkenhund 
st. Thomas, USVI 00802 
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St. Croix. USVI 
December 30, 1993 

l. Longin Kaczmarsky
P.O. 5134 
sunny Isle 
St. Croix, USVI 00823 

2. Jens P. Skov 
P.O. Box 24634 
Gallows Bay 
Christiansted 
St. Croix, USVI 00824 

3. Theodore Skov 

4. Jose Alberto Sanchez 
Kings Hill 457 
St. Croix, USVI 00851 

The draft SEIS was released for public review and comment 
from December 11, 1992 through January 25, 1993. Commenters 
included: (1) local and Federal agencies; (2) commercial 
fishermen; (3) fish dealers and processors; and 4) individuals or 
organizations representing diverse fishery interests including
the commercial sector, fish processing, environmental 
conservation, and scientific research community. The Council 
also provided an additional 15-day period for public comments on 
an expanded list of species for which a harvest prohibition is 
proposed for the marine aquarium trade (Measure 7). 

J.l. Summary of Major comments and NMFS Responses 

The Environmental Protection Agency, local agencies (U.S. 
Virgin Islands Department of Planning and Natural Resources; 
Puerto Rico Fishery Development and Administration Program), the 
Puerto Rico Fisheries Research Laboratory, a conservation 
organization (Nature Conservancy) and several individuals sent 
comments on the various management measures. Two u.s. Virgin
Islands legislators posed procedural questions, and suggested 
delays in implementation to allow additional public hearings, 
However, the required hearings and opportunities for public 
comment comply with the National Standards of the Magnuson Act, 
which also requires appropriate action be taken as soon as 
possible based on the best available scientific information. 

Remarks by organizations and agencies (Environmental
Protection Agency, Nature Conservancy, and U.S. Virgin Islands 
Department of Planning and Natural Resources), generally 
supported the proposed actions, but noted the urgent need for 
additional studies and implementation of reef fish management 
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measures. However, several of the comments included criticism 
and suggestions for specific measures proposed under Amendment 2. 
All such comments and NMFS responses, are attached (with each 
response number referring to one or more comments). Some written 
comments also suggested additional changes in other fishery 
management plans; these were outside of the scope of the shallow
water reef fish FMP and are not included here. Letters received 
during the colnl!lent period are contained _in Appendix II. 

Comment (1)1 The Puerto Rico Fishery Development & 
Administration Program (PRFDAP) commented that inclusion of the 
deep-water fishery in the management unit, while more cost 
effective than developing a separate plan, also extends the FMP's 
objectives and management authority into an excessively wide 
variety of habitat. A fishery research laboratory biologist
voiced similar concerns. 

Response (1)1 The Council considered the environmental, 
biological, social, and economic consequences of various 
combinations of the two interrelated reef fish fisheries and 
coral habitat and resources. Since the deep-water reef fish 
fishery and the shallow-water complex overlap in terms of habitat 
and species, the Council chose to take appropriate action and 
incorporate the two fisheries into a single reef fish FMP:by
adding to the existing management unit fourteen species caught in 
the deep-water fishery. Amendment 2, while extending the FMP's 
jurisdiction over a wider range of habitat, allows the Council to 
take appropriate action as necessary to conserve or restore the 
fourteen species considered to be important components of the 
deep-water ree~ fish fishery and recommended for inclusion in the 
management unit. Conversely, development of a separate FMP for 
the deep-water complex would be time-consuming, costly, and could 
prevent corrective action as needed to address overfishing or 
other problems in the fishery. 

Comment (2)1 The St. Croix Fisheries Advisory Committee 
suggested modification of the proposed annual December through
February seasonal closure of a red hind spawning aggregation area 
in the EEZ east of st. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands. This would 
exclude fishing for: (l) the major components of the deep-water
fishery; and (2) certain fishing for migratory pelagic species
within the SO-fathom contour (considered economically important
and located adjacent to the shallower aggregation area). 

Comment (3)1 A member of the Council's advisory panel suggested
allowing all fishing outside 50 fathoms during the proposed
seasonal closure of the red hind spawning aggregation area, as 
referenced in the previous comment. 

Comment (4)1 A commercial fisherman objected to any closure of 
the red hind spawning aggregation site specified in the previous 
two co=ents, stating that only three individuals target red hind 
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(due to bad local weather} during the spawning ~eason. The 
fisherman stressed the need to avoid impacts to these individuals 
and others who harvest lobster in the area, and suggested delay
of a complete closure until further studies indicate that the red 
hind aggregation is overfished. A U.S. Virgin Island's 
legislator lended support to the objections. 

Comment (5)s The PRFDAP opposed t~e proposed closure of either 
the red hind or mutton snapper spawning aggregation areas, 
stating that insufficient data exists to prove that the resource 
is being affected. The commenter noted that since catches are 
abundant in the aggregation areas during the spawning season, 
~any families would be adversely affected. 

Response (2,3,4,5)1 Mutton snapper already has been exploited 
to the extent that commercial ·landings are declining. The 
Council's Stock Assessment Group concluded that the number of 
young red hind in the population is decreasing (recruitment
overfishing}, which may be due to intensive fishing in the 
aggregations, In response, Amendment 2 establishes a rebuilding
plan providing total protection of young of the species
considered in a rebuilding mode (including mutton snapper and red 
hind). ThP rebuilding plan includes aggregation site closures 
during spawning seasons, which already has been shown to enhance 
reproductive capacity in other areas and fisheries. 

A red hind spawning aggregation area off St. Thomas has been 
closed during the spawning season (December-February) each year
starting in 1989-1990, Two additional red hind spawning areas, 
recently identified, warrant protection and are being considered 
for closure under Amendment 2. Based on comments received from 
industry representatives and members of the St. Croix Fisheries 
Advisory committee (Comments 2 and 3), this area is now delimited 
to waters less than 50 fathoms in depth, The area formerly
extended to the 100 fm. contour but was reduced because of 
collllllents that indicated unnecessary impacts to the fisheries for 
large pelagics (tuna, dolphin, wahoo, and marlin) and deep-water 
snapper. 

t 

Amendment 2 also proposes protection of an area identified 
in the EEZ off the southwest coast of st. Croix, where mutton 
snapper aggregates for spawning from March through June of each 
year. As proposed by the U.S. Virgin Islands Division of Fish 
and Wildlife, the area closure would extend to all fishing, since 
the species is especially vulnerable to either directed or 
incidental harvest. 

t 

t 

Several colDl!lentors suggested status quo, whereby the 
specified areas would be unprotected from intensive fishing
effort that could lead to the demise of the spawning
aggregations, and declines in local abundance. Moreover, both 
red hind and mutton snapper may be caught while fishing in the t 
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aggregation for other species (including the deep-water complex
listed in comment number 2), The suggested exemption of other 
fisheries within the aggregation boundaries specified in 
Amendment 2 would create an enforcement loophole whereby
harvesters may fish the reef fish aggregation while claiming to 
be targeting the exempted species. The resulting fishing
mortality could impede the rebuilding program. The Council's 
proposal of a total closure within each identified aggregation 
area, while objected to by some commenters, is based on the best 
available scientific information and is supported by NMFS, 

comm•nt (6): The president of a Puerto Rican fishermens' 
organization stressed the need for additional studies on tiger 
grouper and expressed socioeconomic concerns about the Council's 
previous recommendation to the local government for total closure 
of a tiger grouper spawning aggregation area near Vieques, Puerto 
Rico from February l - April 30 of each year (subsequently
deleted from Amendment 2 following public hearings}. 

comment (7): The PRFDAP stated that tiger grouper aggregate for 
spawning and require regulation, but that public hearings first 
should be held in Vieques. 

comment (&): Two individuals affiliated with the University of 
Puerto Rico (UPR) supported a complete harvest prohibition for 
tiger grouper throughout the management area, and also suggested
additional studies of that species as well as Nassau grouper. 

Response (6,7,B): Fishing pressure reaching excessive levels was 
documented on the Vieques tiger grouper spawning grounds located 
in waters under the jurisdiction of Puerto Rico. Other grouper
spawning populations have proven to be extremely vulnerable to 
exploitation, and no tiger grouper spawning has been reported
outside of the Vieques aggregation. The Council in July 1991 
recommended that the government of Puerto Rico take steps to 
protect the aggregation. At that time, NMFS added its support to 
the proposed closure. 

The Council subsequently determined, based on guidance from 
its Advisory Panel (AP), that insufficient information existed to 
recommend a total harvest prohibition on tiger grouper as 
supported by two of the commenters. The council, however, 
recognized that additional data was needed on the management
needs of the spawning population. Accordingly, Amendment 2 
includes a recommendation that the local government monitor the 
aggregation area to obtain biological and socioeconomic 
information over a two-year period through its comprehensive
permitting and reporting program. This addresses the concerns 
raised under Comment 6. 

Amendment 2 also proposes inclusion of tiger grouper in the 
management unit, as suggested by the Council's Scientific and 
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Statistical Committee (SSC) and AP and is supported by several of 
the commenters.. This paves the way for further ·protection of the 
species when warranted in waters under federal jurisdiction. 

The Council has not scheduled a public hearing in Vieq'Ues
(Comment 7), but has conducted other hearings and provided ample
opportunity for public co=ents, which comply with NEPA and 
Magnuson Act requirements. As a result, NMFS does not agree that 
management be delayed unti.l an 11dditional hearing on Amendment 2 
can be scheduled and held in the requested area. 

Comment (t)l One individual offered various collll!lents supporting 
the marine reserve concept and An:endment 2. It was suggested
that tiger grouper was a deep-water species rarely taken by
fishermen, and therefore does not warrant protection under the 
marine reserve concept. 

Comment (10): Two individuals affiliated with UPR suggested a 
possible modification of the reserve concept whereby zones, once 
established, would be opened to fishing on a rotational basis. 

Response (t,10): Recognizing that the marine reserve concept
offers numerous conservation benefits, the Council is · 
recommending under Amendment 2 that local governments, in 
cooperation with other agencies, work to establish marine coral 
reef reserves in strategic locations throughout the management 
area. Due to the time and public input needed to develop an 
effective and,equitable reserve management program, the specific 
locations and 0 restrictions were not included in Amendment 2. 
Such actions will be the subject of future council deliberations, 
environmental analysis and amendment process (upon Council 
approval), The Council may then choose to incorporate some fonn 
of zone rotation into the reserve management system. 

Comment (11): The two individuals associated with UPR supported, 
in general, no action (status) for fish trap regulations.
However, the commenters suggested a number of new management 
measures, including several to be designed to avoid loss during 
hurricanes and other severe storms (such as mandatory removal of 
all traps from the water). 

Comment (12)1 A commercial fish hpuse owner (a member of the 
Council's AP), and the PRFDAP suggested replacing the existing
fish trap construction requirement of two escape panels with only 
a funnel and access door (already used in most of the fishery),
stating that it was highly unlikely that a lost trap would be 
positioned so as to prevent escape of fish. 

Response (11,12)1 The recent stock assessment and other 
scientific information supports continuation of the management 
measures to ensure escapement of juvenile fishes from fish traps
{the dominant gear), to maximize optimum size and prevent 
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overfishing in the fishery, one of the FMP'• objectives.
Currently the regulations require two escape panel• (one on each 
of two opposite sides) covered by a panel ot a mesh aize no 
smaller than that of which the trap is constructed and fastened 
with untreated jute twine up to 1/8 inch in diameter. The access 
door, under certain conditions, may serve as one of the two 
escape panels, if certain conditions are met ao that the door 
will fall open when the twine degrades. 

Following extensive discussion and public hearings, the 
Council revised Amendment 2 to limit allowable construction 
materials to 1.5-inch hexagonal mesh wire. The council also 
voted to recommend that 2.0-inch square mesh wire and escape
openings of at least 8 x 8 inches be located on any two sides 
(except top, bottom, or side containing the funnel). Under the 
revised proposal, the panels covering the escape openings must be 
fastened with untreated jute twine (up to 1/8 inches in diameter)
when traps are fitted with zinc anodes, or with either 18-gauge
ungalvanized wire or 1/8-inch untreated jute twine if anodes are 
not used. These requirements provide greater assurance of 
adequate escapement from fish traps compared to status quo (which
several of the commenters supported). Available scientific 
information indicates these action should help prevent continued 
fishing and subsequent mortality by lost or abandoned traps
(ghost fishing). 

Several other fish trap management measures were suggested,
including an additional requirement that fish traps be removed 
and secured during catastrophic weather events (to reduce ghost
fishing). These actions were not taken to public hearings for 
Amendment 2 and therefore could only be implemented by an 
additional amendment, subject to Council action and Secretarial 
approval. 

Comment (13): The PRFDAP suggested that: (1) laboratory or 
scientific aquaculture projects be excluded from any marine 
aquarium fishery harvest restrictions, and (2) authority to issue 
such exemptions be given either to their agency or the Puerto 
Rico Department of Natural Resources. 

Response (13): The FHP already contains a clause whereby the 
Regional Director can, under certain conditions, exempt other 
prohibited activities for the purpose of research or data 
collection. This currently cannot cover other types of 
aquaculture facilities, such as private fish farms that culture 
marine aquarium fish for profit. Furthermore, any such exemption
from the regulations should contain sufficient safeguards and 
conditions to prevent abuse and prevent the deliberate or 
accidental release of exotic species, which could displace or 
modify the genetic composition of more desirable species. 
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Comment (10 I The two UPR affiliates also suggested: (1)
incorporation of invertebrates into the FMP already implemented
for reef fish: and (2) changes to the local permit system,
including a requirement of monthly landing reports and release 
mortality data. 

Responae (14)1 The Council, while deliberating options for 
regulation resources in need of management, determined that 
marine aquarium invertebrate species should be separately managed
from the deep-water and shallow-water reef fish fisheries. The 
Council is recol'lllllending, under Amendment 2, that the local 
agencies administering the permit program require periodic
reporting to more accurately determine actual participation as 
~ell as the catch and the amount of effort expended in the reef 
fish fishery. The details of the local permitting and reporting 
system is at the discretion of the local agencies; however, NMFS 
suggests that reporting intervals and other requirements be 
patterned after systems already tested and proven successful in 
other fisheries (i.e, monthly, or upon completion of a fishing
trip). 

• 

Comment (15)1 A member of the St. Croix Fisheries Advisory 
Committee objected to prohibiting harvest of several of the 
species proposed for protection under Measure 7, and stated that 
careful self-management on st. Croix has allowed us to fish the 
same areas for the past seven years without an observed decrease 
in target species. 

t 

•Response (15):: . Although there is currently only one collector of 
aquarium fishes operating out of st. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, 
there are a few that operate out of St. Thomas. The Council is 
concerned that effort may increase because of added restrictions 
in the Florida fishery, improved export facilities, and increased 
demand for the product. Increased effort and harvest could occur 
at such a rate that further damage would be inflicted upon
diminishing coral reef habitat, and its fragile aquarium fish 
community. 

•

comment (11): One of the individuals affiliated with UPR stated 
that only about one-half of the species harvested in the aquarium
trade that deserve protection are included in the proposed 
amendment. The col!ll!lentor felt that many other groups of fishes 
are exploited and should be included, such as those with special
ecological niches and feeding habits (cleaning species) whose 
removal would be detrimental to the integrity of the reef. 

I

' 

Response (11)1 Species initially included in the amendment were 
extracted from the exportation list compiled from trade lists and 
shipping lists for 1990-1991 submitted to the Department of 
Natural Resources personnel at the Luis Munoz Marin Airport in
San Juan, Puerto Rico. Completeness was never intended, but 
rather a preliminary listing was generated that would include 
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those species in high demand so that protection could be afforded 
_as nece~sary. The list or management unit may be expanded, as 
appropr1ate to incorporate additional species that deserve 
protection by future amendment. To attempt to add to the . 
management unit at this time would only frustrate management of 
the marine aquarium trade as further public comment would have to 
be invited through the hearing process. The document supplied by
the commenter contains a considerable amount of useful 
information on symbiotic relationships of reef-dwelling species
and may serve as a point of departure for expanding the 
management unit. Besides, very little information is presently
available on these other species. 

Collllllent (17)1 A marine life collector made severai co111J11ents 
about Measure 7, and supported the harvest prohibitions proposed
for the six listed species, except for the longsnout
butterflyfish. 

Response (17)1 This species was listed for protection because of 
its reportedly low rate of survival in captivity. Should 
evidence become available that this information is incorrect, the 
management unit can be adjusted accordingly. 

Collllllent (18): The marine life collector also stated that the 
laws governing the aquarium trade in Florida would adapt well in 
Puerto Rican waters. 

Response (18): Florida Marine Life laws are largely based upon
size limits and bag limits or quotas. These types of 
restrictions do not blend well with the current management style
in the Caribbean as they are too labor intensive for the 
available monitoring and enforcement capabilities. As a result, 
this suggestion was rejected by the council, which in all 
likelihood will continue to rely upon spawning season closures 
and harvest prohibitions as with other species of reef fishes. 

Evaluation of the Public Collllllents--specific Issues and Concerns 

Numerous issues and concerns were raised by members of the 
public who commented at the public hearings and in most cases, 
submitted written remarks (all addressed in the previous 
section). Other speakers offered general remarks, including
catch data and landing trends, and made suggestions for managing
other fisheries; these topics are outside the scope of Amendment 
2 and the EIS and therefore are excluded from this discussion. 
Comments addressing Amendment 2 at the public hearings
overwhelmingly supported most of the management measures. 
However, most co111J11entson fish trap management objected to the 
regulations subsequently rejected by the council. 
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Verbal comments regarding Amendment 2 and the EIS and not 

duplicated by written remarks are addressed in this section by
category. 

o One commenter at the public hearings stated that the 
aquarium fishery should be managed.separately from the reef 
fish FMP. 

Many of the species overlap both fisheries as adults and 
juveniles, and species desirable in the aquarium trade 
are juveniles of reef fishes that are utilized for 
other purposes as adults. Accordingly, establishing a 
separate management regime for the aquarium trade may 
contravene selected management measures designed to 
rebuild resources in the reef fish fishery. As a 
result, the rebuilding programs (and subsequent
amendments) would have to be compatible, and amendment 
of one FMP may require amendment of the other, thereby
increasing associated costs substantially. The concept
of separate plans not only would be costly, but could 
prevent proper management of the resource, and 
therefore was rejected by the council. 

o Another commenter suggested allowing a 3/4-inch mesh barrier 
net in the marine aquarium fishery. 

This comment is not supported by the available 
information which indicates that barrier nets 
(including the specified mesh size) have the potential
of causing damage to the resource or its habitat, or 
both, and therefore was rejected by the Council. 
Following extensive deliberations, the Council adopted
Measure 4, which restricts the gear allowed in the 
marine aquarium fishery to hand-held dip nets and slurp 
guns. 

o An individual cited socioeconomic concerns in opposition to 
the marine reserve concept. 

Amendment 2 recommends that local governments, in 
cooperation with other agencies, work to establish 
marine coral reef reserves in strategic locations 
throughout the management area. The Council recognized
that additional public input was needed to develop an 
effective and equitable reserve management program that 
maximizes benefits while reducing unnecessary economic 
disruption of the fishery. Accordingly, the specific
locations and restrictions were not included in 
Amendment 2 but will be subjected to Council action and 
the amendment process. Socioeconomic issues such as 
those raised by the speaker may be addressed at that 
time. 

• 

•

• 
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o Another commenter stated that fishing for tiger grouper is 
feasible only when the species is aggregated for spawning,
and suggested that protective action be delayed until 
additional studies are completed. 

These concerns, similar to those responded to under 
Comments 6, 7 and a, were addressed by the council's 
determination that insufficient information existed to 
recommend a total harvest prohibition on tiger grouper. 
The council, however, recorn.mended that the local 
government monitor the aggregation area to obtain data 
over a two-year period through its comprehensive
permitting and reporting program. 

o Three of the public speakers supported a prohibition on the 
unauthorized introduction of exotic species. 

Most states, including Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin 
Islands, regulate the introduction of exotic species, 
and the council agrees with the corn.menters that 
extending the prohibition into federal waters would 
enhance enforcement. However, NOAA legal counsel has 
advi~ed that such action must exclude exotic species 
not managed under the Magnuson Act. Accordingly,
Amendment 2 does not propose federal action but 
recorn.mends that the local governments implement such a 
prohibition. 
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T.able lA, Species in the Expanded Management Unit for Shallow-Water and 
Deep-Water Components of the Reef Fish Fishery. (Species with 
asterisk occur in both fisheries; doub~e asterisk• 
predominantly deep water.) 

scientific 1
Ha.aa C:Oaaoo lfa.aa 1 Spaoiah Haae(a) 2 

Holocentridae Squirrel! iehea 

•fiolcce~trug 11een&ionia Squirr1t lf iah Gallo, candi.l 

• l:l . 1:.l.lW Longapine � quirrelfiah Candilero 

sarranidae Sea baaaea 

Epinephelut adsceosioni• Rock hind Cabra mora 

I,. cruentatul!I Grayaby Mantequilla 

••t. flavolimbatue Yellowedge grouper Mero aleta ar..a::.1:a 

•t. fulvus Coney Mantequilla 

•;;. guttatus Red hind Mero cherna 

E. i ta i ara Jewfish Mero gra.nde 

•E. .mg_;:i,g Red grouper Mero guaaa 

•• ,. rny� tacinua Misty grouper Guaaa 

•,. etriatus Nauau grouper Cherna 

•ttycteroperca venenoea Yellowfin grouper Moro pinto, Gua::.: 

•l:1· tigris Tiger grouper Diente � de eac:e 

Malacanthidae Tilefishes 

••caulolatilua cyanops Blackline Tilefieh Domingo 

••Malacanthu• plumieri Sand tilefiah Jolocho 

Carangidae Jacka 

Caranx bartholomaei Yellow jack Guaymen amarillo 

£. ;[:ll!i?I Blue runner Cojinua 

£. m.Y.! Horae-eye jack Jurel ojon 

•,1;. ll!gubrh Black jack Jurel negron 

£ . I.ll.!l.e.r Bar jack Cojinua 

.. 
1 Names are from the American Fisheries Society List of 

Fishes, 1991. 
2 .

From Erdman, 1983, and FAD, 1978. 



Table lA {Continued} 

••Seriola dumerili Greater amberjaek Medregal 
••~. rivoliana Almaeo jaek Eacolar, Medrega: 

Lut;lanidae Snapper � 
••~psilul dentatue Black � napper Chopa negra 

••Eteli• oeulatue Queen � napper Cartueho 

.l.!J.!.l..u 

...
• l.JlljA!l!J..l 

..
Mutton snapper Sama 

I.. 112QdU! Schoolmaater Par;o arnarillo 
t2ueej![l"!ll,& Blackfin •~app9: Ne;ra 

I.. ,u:is@u1 Gray •napper Pargo prieto 

*I,. .io£.u Dog � napper Pargo eolorado 
l.. mahogani Mahogany � napper Rayado de yert:a 

•le· axoaoris Lane snapper Rayado 
••I,_. ViV&QUS Silk snapper Chillo 

Qeyurue chrvsurus Yellowtail anapFer Colirrub~a 
••pristipornoides a~~ilonaria Wenehrnan Muniama de a!"era 

•Bho~boplites aurorubens Vermilion enapper Beaugo 

liaemulidae Grunts 

•Haemulon album Margate Viuda 

•H· aurolineatum Tomtate Mulita, mula 
H, flavolioeaturn French grunt Condenado 

*H· plumieri White grunt cachieata 

H· eeiurus Bluestriped grunt Renee amar ill o 

Sparidae Porgies 

Arehoaargue rhomboidali• Sea bream Chopa 
Calamua !2ajooado Jolthead porgy Bajonado 

c. peon• Sheepahead porgy Pluma 

~- peonatula Pluma Pluma 

Hullidae Goatfiahe � 

Hulloidiehthya martinieu1 Yellow goatfiah Salmonete amarillo 

•p9eudµpeneu9 maculatu� Spotted goatfhh Salmonete colorado 
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Table lA (Continued) 

Chaetodontidae Butterf lyf i � hea 

Chaetodon caoiatratus Foureye butterflyfieh Maripo � a 

!.• oeellatue Spotfin butterflyfi � h Maripoaa 

s.. 1.t ri atu • Banded butterflyfi � h Maripoaa 

.Pomacanthidae Angelfi � hea 

Holaca½thua eiliari � Queen angelf hh Iaabelita 

H· trieolor Rock beauty Iaabelita mediol~~o 
pomacanthu1 arcuatua Gray angelfish cacha.ma blanc:a 

French angelfi �h Cachama negra 

Labridae Wra!laes 

Bodianus rufue Spanish hogfiah Loro capitAn 

Halichoeree radiatua Pudding- .. ife CapitAn de piedras 
Hemipteronotua povacula Pearly raiorfieh Doncella c:uchi:la 
Laehnolaimue maximus Hogfish CapitAn 

Scaridae Parrot fl.shes 

scarua eoelestinue Midnight parrotfish Judie 

i• coeruleua Blue parrotfieh Brindao 
i• croieen9is Striped parrotfieh Lore 
i• guacamaia Rainbow parrotfieh Guaca.mayo 

i• taeniopteru• Princess parrotfi � h Lero 

~- vetula Queen parrotfiah Lore 

5parieoma aurofrenatum Redband parrotfiah Lero 

~- chryaopterum Redtail parrotfiah Lero 

i• rubripinne Redfin parrotfiah Lore 

i• viride Stopl,ght parrotfiah Chaporra 

l.c&nthuridae Surgeonfiahea 

Acanthuru• bahianua Ocean aurgeon Medico 

A· chirurgu� Doctorf,ah Medico 

li• coeruleue Blue tang Medico 

J 



Table lA (Continued) 

Baliatidae Leatherjacketa 

Qalietes vetulo Queen triggerfiah Puerco 

Canthidermis 1ufflamen Ocean triggerfiah Turco 

Melichthye D.i.Slltt Black durgon Japonesa 

Xanthiehthya ringene Sarga �� um triggerfi•h Puerquito 

01traciidae Boxfhhe � 

~tophrya bieaudali• Spotted trunkfi•h Chapin 

•· :R2.1Y.gonia Honeycomb cowfish Chapin 

•· auadrieornie Scrawled cowfish Chapin 

•· trigonus Trunkfilh Chapin 

••· triqueter Smooth trunkfilh Chapin 

+not listed by AFS. 

4 



Table 2A. Specie• or apecie• group• of aquarium fi � hee on trade li � t � and � hipping 
li.: � for export from Puerto Rico 1990/91, (Specie � noted by an asterisk 
are taken at larger � i:ea •• food fi � h,) Modified from Sadovy, 1991. 

Sc ient i fie Name CommonName llurr.ber 

Ela � mobranc:h• 
Gvmnothorax miliari � 
Gy,nnothorax funebrit 
Hvriehthv1 oeulatu, 
icbidnt catrnttt 
.l!uraenic! � 
Pleetrypcpa retroepinia

•Holocentrus 11cen1ioni1 
HyripriSj, jaeobu•
Holocentrida 
hP999D maeulatue 
Attrapoaon 1tellatu1 
Priacanthue arenatu1 
Priacanthua cruentatut 
Chromie evanea 

Shark �, akate � , raya
Goldentail moray
Green moray 
Goldapotted anake eel 
Chain moray 
Moray •eel � " 
cardinal aoldier 
Longjaw equirrelfiah 
Blacltbar aoldierfi � h 
Squirrelfi � h 
Flame/cardinalfi � h 
conchfi � h 
Bigeye
Glaaaeye 
Blue chromi � 

44 

4 

8 
183 

s 
242 

3 
98 

l 
24 
26 

439 
Chromit insolatue Sunshine Oamaelfiah 20 
Abudefduf aaxatili• 
Stecastee partitua
Steoaetea leueostictus 
Stegaetea planifron1 
Stegaetea doraopunieane 
Hic:roapathodon chryaurus
Pomacentrids 

sergeant major
Sicolor damselfiah 
Beaugragory 
Yellow damselfi � h 
Ouaky damaelfi � h 
Yellowtail/jewel 
Oameelfish 

12 

49 
2J 

299 
8 

Thalassoma bifasciatum Bluehead wraaae 612 
ClePticus Parrae 
Haliehoerea cyanoeephalys

•ija}iehoerea radiatue 
ttaliehoeres maeuliPinna 

Creole wraaae 
Lightning wraa �e 
Puddingwife 
Clown wraaae 

43 

sc-:-
34 

Halic:hoeres garnoti
Xyrichtys aplendepe 

•Sodianu1 .t.!ll.!!..I 
L&brid � 

Yellowhead/neon wrasse 
Razorfiah/green wraaae 
Spaniah hogfi � h 
Wraaaea 

122 
26 

462 

•Sparieoma chrysopterum
•searua taen1opteruu
•Scaride 

Redtail parrotfiah 
Princes � parrotfiah 
Parrotfiah 2C 

centropyge llgj. 
•Pomac:anthu � :12!..D! 
•Pomacanthua 1rcuatu1 
•Holacanthua ciliaria 
•Holaeantbue tricolor 
•Pomacanthid � 
•chaetodon capi1tratu1
•chaetodon oeellatu � 
•cnaetodon 1triatu1 

Caetodon 1culeatu1 
•Chaetodontida 
Gnrnrnoloreto 
serranu• tabacar1u1 

.serranu• tigrinue 
serranu1 annulari• 
serranue baldwini 

Pygmy angelfiah 
French engelfi � h 
Gray angelfi �h 
Queen angelfiah 
Rock beauty 
Angelfi � h 
4-eye butterflyfiah 
Spotfiah butterflyfiah 
Banded butterflyfi � h 
Long � nout/no � e butterfly
Butterflyfiah 
Royal gramma 
Tobacco Heh 
Harlequin baa � 
Orangeback ban 
Latern baa � 

345 
882 

7 
114 

1552 
7 

133 

338 
lll 

98 
11124 

S7 
76 

l 
13 

Serranu, tortuoarum 
Serranida 

Chalk ban 
Baaaea 

S4 
14 

Liopropoma ~ 
Hypoplectrus nigricao, 

Swiaaguard ba1 � let 
Black hamlet 

6 



Table 2A (Continued): 

Hypopleetru• indigo
Hvooolectrue unicolor 
ttypopleetrue puello
HYP9Plectrua quttavariue
Hvooolectruagummiautta
Hvooolectru1 oberrana 

Indigo hAml� t 
Butt � r hAml� t 
Barred hAmlet 
Shy hAml� t 
Golden hAmlet 
rellowbellied hamlet 

l 

serranida Hamleta 12 
Paranthia1 furcifer 

•£pinephelue fulvua 
•£pinepbe1u1 auttatue 
•Sarranida 
BvPticu� 1aoonaceu1 
!guetu9 punctatu9 
EgJJetu, lanceolltia
Pareauee1euminatu1 
Chaetodipteru• .f.lll.!u. 
Amblycirrhitu• ~ 
Ani,otremu• v1rainicu1 
OPhiob\enniue atlanticue 
Blenniida 
Gobio �oma •PP· 
QuiPC'\liliuahipoliti
Gobiida 

creole fiah/anthia• 
Coney/gold coney 
R� d hind 
Grouper 
Soapfiah 
Spotted drum 
.1ackknife fiah 
Cubbyu/high-hat 
Spad� hah 
Redapotted hawkfi � h 
Porkfiah 
Radlip blenny 
Blenniee 
Neon goby 
Ruaty goby
Gobiea 

135 
53 
12 
47 

l 
21 
22 

205 
6 

31 
17 

451 
948 

Opiatognathus ourifrona 
Opiatognathus whitehurstii 
Scorpaenids
Bothus lunatus 
Syrnphurua arawak 
pactylopterue volitane 
Hippoca;np!/§ app.
Sygnathida

•Aeanthuruf coeruleua 
•AeanthurY.J.chirurcu•
•aali•tee vetula 
•Xanthiehthya ringen•
•canthidermee suftl,~en 
•ttelichthye n.i.g,e_r
Aluterua 1criptue
Cantherbines macroceru~ 
Monacanthida 

Yellowhead jawtiah 
Dusky jawfiah 
Scorpionti•h (Stonefiah) 
Peacock flounder/flounder 
Caribbean tonguefieh 
Flying gurnard/aea robin 
Sea horse 
Pipe fish 
Blue/yellow tang 
Surgeon tang/doctorfiah 
Queen triggertiah 
Sargaasum/re~tail/triggertiah 
Ocean triggerfiah
Black triggertiah 
Scrawled filefiah 
Whiteapotted filefiah 
Filef ieh 

2631 
125 

e 

437 
24 

3 
367 

50 
92C 

74 

76 

22 
25 

•La·ctophrv•, .t,canthostracion 
Canthigaster rostrata 
Diodon hyetrix
Antennariu• app. 
Ogcocephalua •PP• 
Synodue intermediu � 

•Mullida 
Aulo � tomida 

Trunkfieh, 
Sharpnoee 
Porcupine! 
Frogfiah 
Battiah 
Liurdfiah 
Goatfiah 
Trumpetfiah 

cowfiah 
puffer 
ieh 

36 
2 

70 
6 
l 
9 

60 

2 
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M. APPENDIX II -- LETTERS RECEIVED DORING COMMENT PERIOD 
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JAN 2 2 1993 
Mr. William w. Fox, Jr. Class: LO 
Assistant Administrator for Fisheries 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
Silver Spring Metro.center #1 
1335 East West Highway 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 

Dear Mr. Fox: 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the draft 
supplemental environmental impact statement (EIS) for Amendment 2 
to the fishery Management Plan (FMP) for the Shallow-water Reef 
Fish Fishery of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. This 
review was conducted in accordance with Section 309 of the Clean 
Air Act, as amended (42 u.s.c. 7609 l2[a) 84 Stat. 1709), and the 
National Environmental Policy Act. 

EPA commented on the project's final EIS on August 19, 1985. 
Since that time, the Caribbean fishery Management council (CFMCJ
has determined that various shallow-water species should be 
protected from over exploitation when they aggregate for 
spawning, and that the protection should be extended to the deep
~ater reef fish fishery. With this in mind, the National Marine 
Fisheries Service (NMFS) has prepared the draft supplemental EIS 
to address this project's modifications. Specifically, the 
proposed Amendment 2 to the FMP adds approximately 120 species to 
the management unit, and implements a variety of other management 
~easures. Based on our review, we offer the following comments. 

overall, we believe the FMP will provide environmental benefits 
to aquatic resources. In particular, the ban on chemicals such 
as chlorine, formaldehyde, gasoline, and quinaldine for capturing
marine aquarium fish will reduce mortality rates of target
species and reduce impacts to reef resources. Moreover, the 
prohibition of collecting gears such as barrier, gill, drop, or 
cast nets reduces the potential for damaging reef habitat. In a 
related matter, we concur with the establishment of marine coral 
reserves_ft strategic locations within the management area. We 
believe~his measure would help maintain biodiversity by ensuring 
recruitment into the surrounding sea. . 
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· Reef closures should be emphasized as an imponant pan' of the amendment even 
though specific reef sites are not named. in addition.to their clear importance in stock 
maintenance, fishery reserves provide anatural system. which docs not otherwise exist, 

· for the 5tuoyof population dynamics or snapper-grouper spedes. Reef clooires should 
be an imponant i:omponent.in·accomplishingthe original plan objec:tivcof ohraioing tbe 

. necessary data for stcx:lc~ment and for monitoringthe fishery. ln a,ddition. a study 
~nducted by the South Atlantic Fishery Management Council shows that non• · 
consumptiveuses·(i.e., .diving opportunities) can be an ec:onomically competitive benefit 
that is enhancedby reserves. We suongly endorse Option 13 to ~tablisb a.strategic 
5)'3temof coral reef reservesin the managementarea. · · · .' · · .... · . 

Thank you for considering our views . . · . . . . '

Sincerely,· . . 

-
David Allison · · 
Director, Fis\;erie,s Conservation Program 
Center for ~arine CcinseTVatiori 

. . ·; . 
• . "!- : • 

. ·. · ' ·1eathi~n . stillivati' . 
·. .:. , The Nature ~ · :: 
.·... · .. : :,-..~/:~:.~• ... ·'; ·-·.. :.~-
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25 de enero de 1993 .. 

Sr. Mlguel Rol6n, Olrector EJecutlvo 
ConseJo d• le Admlnl1tr1cl6n ' 

Pesquere dtl Cert be , 
Benco de Ponce, Suite 1108 
Meto Rey, PR 00918 

£stimedo senor Rolon: 

Luego de eslstlr e dos vistas publlces, leery enellzer el docum,nto 1obre el 
Plen de MeneJo Pesquero tenemos los slgulentes comenterloa: 

1. Entre los c11mblos que lncluye este documento est6 111 prohlblc16n pare 111 
capture de peces mer I nos de 11cu11r lo o de Import enc I e comerc I e I, 
espec I e I mente en su etepe Juven I I. Estemos deecuerdo con Ie med I de, -
slempr• y cuendo el lengueJe utl llzedo see m6s especlflco pero no empl ic y 
vego, lo cuel puede treer metes consecuencles pere el deserrol lo de 111 
ec:u11cultur11, 

EI uso de ticnlc:es ec:uTcolu puede mejorer les pobleclones netureles y ... 
1ervlr pere produclr pec:es de ecuerlo, Sin embargo, estos dos usos podrTen 
verse efec:tedos por le reglementec:l6n propueste, al se 1prueb11 tel y como 
est6 redec:tede, 

Por lo tento recomlendo que 1e modlflque el lengueJe utlllzedo pere que 1e 
permlte capturer espec:les merln111 pere utl I lz11rle1 como pedrotes en un 
leboretorlo o pere prop6slto1 de lnve1tlg11ct6n clentTflce, Le 1utorlzecl6n 
de estos p1rml101 deb• receer sobre el D1pert11ment0 de Recuraoa Netureles 
y/o el ,Progreme. 

2. S1 d1be limiter le capture o eoleccl6n de 1specl1s merlnea de ecuerlo e 111s 
rides de meno (beleyo) y e le platole di 1uccl6n. Le utl I lzecl6n de 
eg1ntes qufmlcos, como le qulneldln11, pare le cepture de orgenlsmos 
ecu6tlcos es prohlblde en Puerto Rico, 

SE:R\,cto DEL ACIUCULT'Ol{ PARA U llRABlUTACJON DE LI ACIUCl.,.n'lU DE Pl"£B.10 JUCO' )' 



SR, MIGUEL ROLON 
25 dt tnero de 1993 
P6glne 2 

.3. El Progreme •• opone e qua los pescedoru c01nerclel11 tengen que construlr 
dos oscepes e sus neses, Con le que construyen pere despeseer au nese es 
su1lelonte. Pero los emerres de ese puerta dtbtn dt str dt un materiel que 
au vlde Otll no ••a m6s oxtense quo led• le nesa pera que di osta 1ormesl 
•• oxtrevfe no destruya l01 poets y marlseos qut capture, 

"• Ho •• deb• corr-er pera Ia pesca I11 6rtes de egrupee 16n d• desove dt I os 
peen, propuesto por el plan sin toner su11clentu detos pera consteter que 
•• lo ost6 heclondo deno al rocurso. Hey qua tener an cuente que an este 
epoee es cuando unlco las cepturen on ebu~dan:le y al clerrt totel ve e ser 
en detrlmento pera muches padres dt 1amllle. 

£1 Programa no rtcomltnde ti cJerrt de estes 6rees haste tento no•• tengen
detos qua prueben qut esta ecclon de los pescedores est6, o es la que este 
afectendo ostes especles, Adem6s, no creemos que estos elerres deben ser 
por un perlodo ten 1xt1nso de tlempo COll'iO lo propuesto per 11 plan. 

Une de las espeeles quo ·reellze estes agrupaclon,s y r1qul1r1 ser 
reglementede, es ti mero dl1nt1 de utile o tlgrt (Myet1r0p1rce tlgrls>. 
Esto ocurre on las agues de la Isle Nene. Los p1seed0r11 que cepturan tfte 
mero en este ipoee son los dt Vfeques, Le unlce vista publlce celebrede en 
le coste Est, de le Isle fue en Fejerdo e !es 7;00 p.m. Esto lmposlblllto 
e los pescedorts vlequenses a eslstlr e le ml1m11. Lo mlis prudente que 
puede hecer el Consejo de Pesce ts eelebrar vistas publleas •~ le Isle de 
Vi•Guts ye que ven a ser los m6s efectedos por este mtdlde, 

5. Le prohiblclon de le pesce del mero sepo (Eplnephelus ltejerel no ve e 
treer un meyor lmpeeto en la pesce o e los pesc11d0res c01T11reieles. Esta es 
une espeele cuye ceptura es mTnlme. Por lo tanto, ti Progreme est6 a 1evor 
de le mlsme, 

6. Le I ntroducc I on de es pee Ies ox6t Ices debt de ser reg! ementede por • I 
Depertemento de Recursos Neturales. Hoy en dTe no exist• r1glem1nteeion y 
I e vente • I ntroduc:c I on de ,,.pee I es mer Ines exot I cas a nuutra II I e se 
encuentra sin nlngun tlpo d• control • 

• 
••• 
j 

£1 Programe entlendt qut le lmplenteclon de la·reglamentaelon en la tntrede 
de lstas •species ox6tlcas tltnt que lleverst a cebo por ti Depertemento de 
Reeur.so.s Netur1l11 lo antes poslble. 

~ 

l 
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Pliglne 3 

7. En-tendemos que le exten1l6n que 1uglere el Consejc de le Admln1atre°1:16
Pesquere del Carib• en empl ler el Plen de Menejc de Peets de erreclhs 
aomero heste les de egue1 profunde1 (300 brezesl ve a ampller demesledo lcs 
obJetlvcs del mlamo. Reconoc:emos que emptier este Plan de Menejo 
dlsmlnulre los castes lncurrldos por el ConnJo. Pero nos preocupe le 
plenlflcec16n • ·. lncorporecl6n del meneJo de 101 hebltliculos ten dlversos 
come son los de agues aomeres y profundea. 

n 

Recoinendemos el ConuJo buscer le forme de qu• mh pescedores c0111ercl1lu 
esisten e estes vlstes. En 111 celebredes en el 6ree Oest• aolemente nueve 
pescedores comercleles eslatleron, Puede aer el loc:el donde ae reellzen, el 
lree, le hero, el lengueje utlllz~do en el texto o le cltecl6n e les vlstes • 

• 
Ent Iendo que se debe de exp 11cer con Iujo de dete 11 • c6mose II ever6 e cebc. 
Haste tentc estc nose lcgre el Progreme no reccmiende este empllec16n. 

Sln nede mes II que hecer referencle, quedo 

JA tE ~f'>~ GONZALEZ
Di ~ ctor Eje:u ,vo PFOAP



• .. 
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Kr, Jaime Gon1lle1 Asar 
Executive Director 
Piabery Development, Adminiatraticn Prcgrua 
Department of Agriculture 

• 

unorricial Translation 
11..tILM~.tin9 

1. Among the changes included in this docu:ment is the prohibitior. 
to harvest aquarium mari.ne fishes, or juvenile fish of 
commercial importance, We agree with the measure, as long as 
the language used is more specific, and not extensive an= 
vague, which can bring bad consequences for the development o! 
aquaculture. 

The use of aquaculture techniques can enhance natural 
population and can be used to produce aquarium fishes. 
Nonetheless, these uses can be affected by the propose:i 
regulation, if it is approved as it is. 

we recol!llllend modifying the language used, to allow for tte 
capture of marine species to be used as sires brood stock in 
a laboratory or for scientific purposes. The issuing of these 
permits should be the responsibility of ONR and or tt.e_._ 
Program. 

2. It is necessary to limit the capture or collection of aquarii.::
marine species to hand net (balayo) and slurp guns. The use 
of chemical agents, such as quinaldine, for the capture of 
aquatic organism, is prohibited in Puerto Rico. 

3. The Program opposes the use of two escape panels for the 
traps. It is enough with the door used now to unfish their 
traps. However, tl:le material used to fasten these doors 
should not last more than the trap itself to prevent that, if 
the trap is lost, it will not continue to catch fishes. 

IJ 
Fish spawning aggregation areas should not be closed to
fishing without having enough data to prove that the resources 
are being affected. Curing the spawning season, catches are 
abundant and a total closure could affect many families that 
depend on these resources. 

•• 

5The Program does not recommend a total closure of these areas 
until there is enough data to prove that the fishermen actions 
are, or could be, affecting these species. Also, we believe 
that these closures should not be for the lengthy period 
proposed by the Plan. 

One of the species that aggregates and which requires]
regulation is the tiger grouper. They occur in the Vieques 7 

; 
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Dr. Jai.Jlo Gon1ilo1 Asar 
~nofficial tranalation 
77th Mooting 

area. The fishermen who capture this grouper during this 
season are from Vieques. Th• only public hearing in the east 
coast was held in Fajardo at 7:00 p.m. Thia made it 
impossible for the Viequea fishermen to attend. What the 
Fishery Council should do ia hold public hearing• in Vieques
since they are the ones moat affected by the meaaure. 

!5. The prohibition to fiah the jawfish will not have major impact 
on commercial fishing or fishermen. Thia species ia one of 
the least captured. Therefore, the Program ia in favor of the 
same. 

~- The introduction of exotic species should be regulated by the 
Department of Natural Resources. Today there are no 
regulations and the sale and introduction of exotic marine 
species in our Islandia not being controlled. 

The Program believes that the implementation of regulations
for the introduction of these exotic species ahould be done as 
soon as possible by the Department of Natural Resources. 

7. We understand that the suggestion of the Caribbean Council o 
extending the Shallow Water Reef Fish Fishery Management Plan 

•to deep waters (300 fathoms) will expand too much its 
objectives. We know that expanding the Management Plan will 
reduce costs incurred by the Council. However, the management
of such different habitats as are shallow and deep waters is 
of concern to us. 

Our recoll.lllendation to the Council is to find a way to make 
possible that more commercial fishermen attend the hearings, Only
nine fishermen attended the ones held in the West Coast. There can 
be a problem with the place used, the area, the time, the language
used in the text, or th• hearings notices. 

It should be explained in detail how it will be held, Until 
these details are done, the program does not recommend this 
expansion. 

7 ··--·, 
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_______ I 8 January 1993 . . .......... _ 

Miguel Rolon, Executive Director 
Caribbean Fisheries Management Council 
Suite 1108,Banco.dePonceBullding 
HatoRey,Puerto Rico 00916 

De2r Mr. Rolon: 

on behalf of the St. Croix Fisheries Aav1sory Committee CSTX-FAC) we wish 
to thank you for the opportunity to address the proposed measuresto 
Amendment2 of the Shallow Water Reef Fish FMP at the public hearing held 
December29, 1992 on St. Croix. The STX-FAC fully supports the endeavors 
of the Caribbean Fishery Management Council CCFMC) to preserveand protect 
the re91on·s fisheries resources for continued maximum yield by 
conservation and active management of those resources within the 
managementarea. Likewise. the STX-FAC has a s1m11ar mandate for 
f1: 0 ,e,r;,;,:,,eso•Jrci?sw!tl'11n the terr1torr131 waters surrounamg 5t Croix 

• 
The 5TX-FAC would like to address additional comments to proposed 
measure 8 or Amendment 2 to the Shallow Water ReefFish FMP, which 
state:;: 

·c10'!.ureof additional red hind spawning aggregation areas during 
December througt'l February spawning season, as follows: 

Cb) Another spawning area in the EEZ, east of St. Croix, U.S. Virgin 
Islands, at the extreme eastern end of Lang Bank, which is bounded by rhumb 
lines connecting the following points: 

POINT Latitude N Longitude W 

A 17050.4' 64028.S' 
B 17050.7' 64025.8' 
C 17049_5· 64025.S' 
D 17046.3' 64026.0' 
E 17047.4' 64027.5' 
F 17050.4' 64028.5 
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. Tne srx-FAC enaorses tne proposeo closed season ano closed area ror the • 
red nmaspawning aggregation 1n the EEZ east or St. Croix, as spec Ir led In 
Amendment2 '8(b). Werecognize that continuous fishing pressure by 
traditional fish traps and hand1 lne techniques on the spawning aggregation 
or red hind will result In further population declines In the Inshore 
territorial waters. The continual harvest from the spawning aggregation by 
relatively rew fishermen will result In a great loss to many fishermen. 

I 
4 

The proposed red hind spawning area closure encompasses approximately 12 
sa ml. at tne head or Lang Bank, ~ast or St. Croix. The spawning aggregation 
occurs in waters 10-J0 rathoms'ln depth (60-160 rt.>. Waters seaward or 
the spawning aggregation area, those beyond 50 fathoms In depth (300 rt.), 
support active deepwater snapper and pelagic fisheries. In ract, the end or 
Lang Sank serves as a ·natural" fish attracting device. 

Deepwater snapper and occasionally some deep water grouper species are 
harvested by handllne and vertical set line techntaues. Trolling ror pelagic 
species Is very popular along the edgeor Lang Bank between s0-1 oo 
fathoms water depth (300-600 rt.). A substantial commercial and • . 

·recreational (char!er and sport) fishery exists ror large migratory pelagics 
(tuna, dolphin, wahoo, marlin) during the same period at whlch the red hind 
aggregate for spawning. Decemberthrough February also coincides with the 
peak tourism season, which is the mainstay orthe charter vessel fleet. The 
Inability or these commercial and recreational fisheries to continue 
seaward or the sorathom(300 rt.>contour, during the red hind closure 
per100, will pose adatttonal aaversesocio-economic Impacts aurtng existing 
austere economic times. 

•l 
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In order to allow the deepwater snapper and pelagic trolling fisheries to 
continue during the red hind closure period, the STX-F AC would like to make 
the fol)owlng recommendations: 

Cl) Thereal'llna spawning aggregation area. dellnlated by the boundar
points desclbed 1n Amendment 2 •8(b), be closed to all fishing In waters 
less than so fathoms depth (300 ft.); 

y I 
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(2) The possession of any shallow water reef rlsh species, as llste{;l 
In the Shallow Water Reef Fish FMP,within the closure area shall be 
prohibited, with the exception of the following species: 

black snapper ( A,osilus dentatuiJ 
Queensnapper ( Et ells oculatus 
blackrtn snapper CLt1t/ant1$/){/(.'canel!IJ 
silk snapper (L. vtvanus : 
wenchmanCPritipomoides ;,q1.1ilonaris 
vermiIion snapper ( l?llomt;op/t'tt>s11vrorooens; 
yellowedge grouper (EpiMpllelus flavolim!JotuSJ 
red grouper ( E.mor1°Q 
misty grouper(£ mystacin1.1iJ 
tiger grouper (MyL·ti'rop;,rca tigrtsi 
greater amber Jack CSer,ola t11.1mer111i 
almaco Jack csrtvollana 
black line tile fish ( Ca11l0/atil1.1Scyanops; 
sand ti lef ish ( Mt1lacantll11sp/11mier/J. 

The 14 species listed above are the major components or the deep water 
reerfish fishery. 

(3) Flshlng for deep water reef fish species, as listed In (2), with 
handllnes and vertical set lines and trolling for migratory pelagic species: 

1 blackfin tuna.: T/Jl/!7/X/S,1tl,1ntic1.1S 
yellowf ine tuna - T.,1/t;11C11res 
skip jack tuna -.KatSIIWMI.IS;:,etam/.r: 
Httle tunny· Evt/JyMUSalletter,1tvs 
king mackeral - ScornberomorosCilWlllil 
wahoo- Acant/JOcfbltrn solantJert · 
dolphin - Coryp/Jaenah/pl){A'7JS 
blue marlin - Makaira ni;ricans 
satIf ish - lstiop/Joros,1/t;ic,1ns 
white marl In - TetrapttlfVS,1/t;1ws 
spearfish - T.pfluegerl 

' 
I 

shall be permitted In waters seaward of the 50 fathom contour. 



------·•-· -·. 

;nen1::uou once ege1n ror tne opportunnu to 0110w us to eooress this most 
1mportenttssue eno to Jotnllu menege our velueo rtsher1es resources. 

Sincerely yours: 

CZ½~fJ-~ 
Elizebeth H. Gledfelter. Ph.D. 
C~ir, 

~~~(,-t,t? 
~t. Cro1x~;tr1es ~1SOf] Comm1ttee 

-
Jose Senchez 
Vice Che:r, St. Croix Fisheries Advisory Committee 

6o~rd Members, St. Croix Fisheries AdvisortJ Committee 

~ -:;r ~~:::::..;__ 
?>-?~-,.., 

:-/a.;;;z 

tc: Mr. Roy Adorns. Commlssloner,Depeirlmentof Plennlng end Neturel 
Resouces 

Mr. Eric Dewson, Commissioner,Oepertmentof Economic Development 
end Agrl culture 

Ms. Ann Seller, Director, V.I. Dlv1ston of Fish end Wildlife 
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'J'homll B. l)aler 
~c•t Office lox 1312 
Xin91hill, Virgin I1land1 00851-1382 

.-.: Jn• '=: , ... .' 1-. ..... 
I I 
~.. •·'IUb~ . .~"""1·--~--- .....__.................January 14, 1993 

• 
~nited States l)epartment of ~uatica 
~ational Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminiatration 
Caribbean Pi1h1rr Management Council 
Suite 1108 Banco De Ponce luildin; 
Sato iey, Puerto iico 00f18·2577 

l)ear Bir/Madam: 

~he following ccrrespondence ia being aubmitted to 7ou in response to the 
~ropoaed closure of Lon; lank, ' 

~hen closure for Long Bank was firat propo1ed, the facta 1 pr11ent1d then to 
the counsel. The7 ;ave th• a11ur1no1 that it would be taken- off their· a;enda
1.mtil they could have mad• proper 1tud7 of th• area. One• a;ain, her, are 
the .facta: 

(Plea•• cheek chart) 

tong lank 

'"'Jlolla in lad Weather• ~ 
lollin;.montha here are from October to April, lacept for the passing

cf hurricane,, the rouvbeat montba are D101mb1r to April. 
· "cheek Weather Bureau" 

'fhe.t e month• cover. th• apa~nin; month• for at,d JU.nd and Maaau Oroup1r. '
!o, beeau11 of the bad weather, diatanca out, choppy•••• and atron; currentj
fiahennen hardly 90 fiabin9 in that area during theaa montha. 
; . 

, 

-Uurr1can•• 

The natural phenomena that nature uaea •• a oardenin; for th, 11a1 or 
Clean up of our environment. 

"lluoo" 

l It must be remembered that inapit, of ilm\enae dam•;• don, to cur tr••• 
ltid many thou;ht they would have died they cam, back, lf.· we had cut tho•• 
tr,01, th17 vould have died, but, b1eauae it wa1 nature'• doing they cam• 

1t•ck. Th• v1ry trunk• and even the root, 1prin9 new leav11 and our growth 11 
.ciack even bitter than before. So, true alao, 11 the aea, The only
difference is man liv•.t on land and has· to wait to .tee what happe~s o~ the 



---------------------

• 

]'act•: 

. Many apeei•• that ••r• thou9ht to b• acaroe are now ahowin9 up in 900d 
~n.ol:>t-:--"and tho•• that w•r• here are oven in greater nurr.bara, 

~le: 

(tobator) Moro lobatora are now bain; oau;ht on It, Croia than baa been in 
• tile 111t 15 7aara. In the propoaad cJoaure area Z am av,ra;in;· 100 per vaek. 
1

(Tuna) Th• market here on It, Croia i• flooded vith Tuna. Jiahermen are 
·limitin; the &MOWltthey catch for fear of ••le, • 

j 
11• .abould eapand l,7 plantin; attractor• and education on Lon; Lina. 

·nare i• a buoy I mil•• Hortb of at: Croia, Zt i• individual lohbyin; from 
fiaharman vith the compan7 who own• th• buc7 who now not doin; bu1ine11. On 
Jt. Croix, that may make it poaaible to remain, I

I
•

Hawaii haa don• it and it worka, why can't we inataad of "Thou 1halt not 
aotbia and do that", Lat the counael be rem1mbar1d aa tho ;roup of man vho 
helped to make the indu•try what it could be • .. 

i 1 aay let ua pr11erv1 through axpanaion, plant more fiah attractor,. ;et 
re fiaharmen away from ahelf reliance and re-educate the public that lar;1r
•h can be ju1t aa ta1ty and nutritioua. 

. ' 
'r;;eationa 

.f l know that our cow,ael baa a reputation of taking· a hard atand on 
conaarving. Jt i• th � t aame hard atand :t am ••kin; the counaal to t �ka,
Olly, thia time, to aava a dying induatry, Jnatead of making tou;har and 
t~u;bar lava that would certainly kill th• induatry they con11rva through
Upansicn. They ehould table all propoaal and take a hard leek at the 
1li:!11.1tryafter Hugo. 

•• Cloaur � 
.!Should onl1 be done when ·deer•••• in atock or ai&a i � vi1ibl1 by

1rfiahin;. In th• Long Bank area, th••• are not true. ·The Hind that apawn
Lon; ~•nk haa an avara;a of ever 2 pow,da and aomatimaa aa bi; aa even 6 

imda, !h••• Bind only come to the ar,,for a;awnin; and aro n1v1r a;ain 
·,c in fi1har7 around It. Croia. 

. . ' . 
Bacauae>of cenditiona earlier atated, there are on11 3 fiabarmen, with 

· total amount of lea• than 200 trapa, !hi• i• prim• area fer leb1ter 
- •bin;, which i• all year round p � aka 'form October to April, I aver•;•
, .llter than 100 pow,da par I da1 aet, At peak•, the other fiaharman cat ch 
. ~ort can b• obtained if trua reporting baa b11n don�, You ae, thia ia a 
, 11 area and reporting like tbia could create cverfi1hin; on long bank. 

~

• a good look at •t. Croix" 
t Bu;o 

, 
,. 
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l•. Mr. Fernando Correa - Puerto Rico - (Jan 12) 

-Many of the items to be approved are not good. He has videos that 
show fishing with (taraya), with hooks~ people throwing stones to 
the fishes, and (chinchorrol killing the shrimp fishery, and of 
(chinchorro de arrastre). 

-He offered to hand the statistics to the fishermen convince them. 
Some of them do not release the information, a.nd others give
inaccurate numbers, only to be counted as fishermen in the event 
that a hurricane hits. 

-The Government gave boats to people who do not have fishing
skills, as political favors. (He mentioned some names.) 

-He has videos of fishermen killing small lobsters. He thinks the 
divers use (chinchorrol nets (in the stones}, and deplete
everything. There are persons from the Dominican Republic and 
Puerto Rico. 

-A Fishery Management Plan is needed, very soon. 

-He sent a letter to Mr. Robena, and he understands that he knew 
about this situation and did not do anything. 

- He thinks that the species in danger are: (el lore, la palometa,
el chapin, la pluma, el mero chesna, el callo, el pulpo). This 
last one needs urgent protection. 

-The (colirru.bia) is abundant, because is an elusive fish that is 
best taken with hooks, not like the (robalo, jarca) and others. 

-If a sanctuary is to be established, at least a pair of islands 
should be left, and not use il.11 of them for tourism. Everything is 
destroyed--the turtle does not have where to nest. The ecosystem 
is destroyed, like in "Caja de Muerto" and the shells in Salinas 
( Puerto Rico) • 

-To protect the fish the first thing to do is to get the divers out 
of the reefs. They fish at the reef and even doctors comes. 

-He agrees with sanctuaries to protect fish, but not tiger 9roupeJ 
or Ila quasa), because there is abundance of tiger grouper, and (la 
quasa) is not usually taken, because it is a deep-water fish. q
-Agrees that (el mere sapo) is in danger. The divers take them 
daily. (El mero es de vivienda.) 

(Mr. Correa sent copy of a letter he received from Hon. Santos 
Robena, dated October 22/92). 
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ii" 
Miguel A. Rolon 
Manger · 
Caribbean Fishery Management Council 
Suite 1108 
Banco De Ponce Building 
HalD Rey, Pueno Rico 00918-2577 

/,

. 
DearMr.Rolon: 

My office was informed of your meeting to be held on theclosing of the 
Long Bank Fi~hing site oo January 25, 1993. As a Senator, this causes me 

. great concern for the plightit will bring on my people. 11.am especially 
concern for the people who depend oo fishing for aliving on the island of St. 
Croix in the U.S. Virgin Islands. 

Oureconomywillnot permit us to findalternate work fDl'the fishermen 
should this closing take place. We have already Jost the southern grounds lD 
thelarger industries such a.~Hess and Vialco, and to Jos:this avenue of a 
livelihood for the fishermen would be disastrou.~. 

I nm requesting that you do not make any final decisions at this time which 
will allow time for my office to investigate alternative means to this 
situation. 

Sincerely, 

'J/f~4~b,L
Mary~M Pic1:cf 
Vice Pr~ideot 

cc: Hon. Alexander A.Farrelly 
Delegate to Congress/Ron De Lugo 
St. ~roix Couerc1al Fishermen 

·····•····.... 
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Mr. Miguel A, Jlo1on, !xecutive Director 
Caribbean Fishery Ma~agement Council 
Suite 1108 
268 Munoz Rivera Ave~ 
Hato Rey, P.R. 00918 
19 January 1993 

Dear Kr. Rolon, 

I am vriting to you in regards to Amendment Tvo To The 
Fishery Management Plan For Shallov Water Reer fish Of 
Puerto Rico and The V,S,Virgin Island �, Hy concern is 
with the area to be closed in the ttz ea1t of St, Croix 
at the eastern end of Lang Bank, Ammendment8b, 

I am in agreement that the spawning aggregation ot the red 
hind 1hould be closed to all fi1hing, however br clo1ing the 
entire area to tithing poae1 an economic bard1h p on our 
fisherman. Fi1herman.fiehing for pelagic• and deep Yater 
snapper vould be unable to fish thie vital tithing area due 
to 1t1 location. Thi• area ot Lang Sank 11 a natural tad 
vhich attract• th• pelagic: � and 11 fished by �port, 
commercial, and recreational fi1herman on a daily b1111. 
Fisher~an from all of theae areas vould 1utf1r economically
if thia area ver• to be closed to them, aport fi1her~an or 
charter fi1herm1n vould 1011 a prime area during the height
Qf our touriat·••aaon, com~ercial tiaherman vould a110 be 
affected when th• pelagic and �napper are moat in demand by 
our hotel and re1t1urant1, and recreational ti1h1rman vould 
not be able tiab and have their occaaional freah f1ah 
dinner. 

. C

The closing of thi1 area at this apecitic time coincide• 
vith our Tuna, nolphin and Snapper 11a1on. What J 1uggeat 
vould be to cl01e thie area only to the SO fathom drop or 
ledge vhere th• hind apavning ground• vould not be attected. 

I"",....-.. -... 
r; . .. ·1 
·- - - -· 

....,.., .......,~ 

\,,,, ...... j 
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FRESH LOCAL TRAP AND LINE FISH 
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11081 nl-4171 • 11091 ,,,., ... , 

Another 1u99e1tion vouid be that anyone caught in the area 
in possession ot a red hind would be in violation, no matter 
vhere the fish vaa caught, 

I am totally in agreement in cloaing the red hind spawning]
aggregation, but cannot Justify vhat would b• aceompliahed 
by closing ~ovn a vary lucrative tiehin; area ror other 
species of fiah vhich are not being ov1rti �h1d. 

'3
In addition, in amendment 3 the requirement that tiah traps
be constructed vith tvo eacape opening• ie completely
untounded. The door 1! fastened with th• correct ~aterial 
will open on a ghoat trap and l:>4tan ••cape panel and if the 
trap falls on ite aide the funnel vill aerve as an escape
hatch. Thia 11 knovn by all fisherman who f11h traps and 
ha& been expre1sad by myself and other• at varioua times to 
the Council, The acenario of a trap talling on it• aide and 
being wedged between coral cutting off the two mean• ot 
escape that I 1tated above i• highly unlikely. --~ 

,~
We hope that this latter i � given a good amount of 
consideration and that I compromise beneficial to all can be 
made, 

.,~..,.,,. 
;,:,~~'

C,F,H,C., A,P,Memb1r 
St. Croix Pi•heri11 Advisory Panel Member 

cc1St. Croix F,A,C, 
JPS/paa 

fP.ESH lOCAL TRAP AND LINE FISH 
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23 de d1c1embre de 1992 

on1ejo de Adm, PIIQUlrl dll Ca~ib• 
anco Popular Suite 1108 
ato Rey Puerto Rico 00918 

! 

e, Diego Mitchell Rivera 
r11idente de 11 Aaociaci6n de P11cadore1 
ajardo Inc,Playa Puerto Real 
ajardo P,R 00740 

poniencia1 de Diego Mitchell Rivera 
n vi1ta1 publicaa, el 23 de dici1111br1 de 
992, en el Mea6n Criollo 

!or P.reaidente 6~Repr11entante del Con1ejo1 

Comienzo mi exponiencia con algunaa pregunta11 
- tQue tiempo hace que 1e d11cubri6 el mero tigre 6 dient• 1able? 

,De donde viene 6 que 11ben de 6ate pez? 
~ 
ioue eatudio 1e ha hecho para tomar e11 determinaci6n tan dr, � tica? 

~,cual ea el tamaSo maxima? • 
ncu,1 •• 11 11tad{1 de 61te pez aqui? 
(Digo dr,atica porque 1• cierra el ,rea a toda pe1c1. 

) i 
''; ' 

I I .
\Porque •• cierra el ,r,a a toda p11ca, 11 no•• hizo 111 con el 
_aaro cherna? ... 

I 
I , • 

isaben u1tede1 lo que quier• decir ••t• cierre a la p11ca de 11te 
:.,pez? •• 

I_;I 
ii; ! 
.'Que Puerto Rico •• pr11ta para cuidarle 101 pec11 a 101 pe1cadore1 
3de E1tado1 Unido1 y cojer la e1c111 platatorma que tenemoa para cri
;.ldero de pece1, para 101 Nort11mericano1.M1 explico, 101 pec11 vienen 

de lo hondo hacia la plata!orma, 101 americano1 pueden bregar con eatoa 
eierrea porque tienen 1uticiente1 plata!orma1 y buena1 enbarcacionea 
~•ra peacar. Y 101 pe1cadore1 tienen buen apollo de part• del gobierno, 
no aai loa pe1cador11 puertorriqu11!01, no t.ene11101 1utici1nt• plata!or1111, 
lli ap~llo del gobierno. 



• • 
It 11 u.n-American to create hard1bip on a people where it .ta not 

~•ce11ary and to cloae down an entire fiaherr for on• apaciaa. E1peciall7,
it i• not proven that overfiahin; ia behig done. Zach ialar.d in th• 
~aribbean baa it• diatinct difference. It. Croia, beoauaa of ita Oeo;rapbic
location from.the raat of the .taland haa a amallar ahalf, r•t many apecies 
that ar,_ Ar.Ar,..• """ ft • h•,- ••• .. -•• ,_ •""•·-"·- •. • • 

l Tb• fiaharmen of It. Croix have auffered illll\1na1lr and ar• asking the 
oowual to tak• B•••a 900d look after Bu;o. Jtnovinv that 111 have lo,t th• entire 
!outb Sid• to Oil, which ia atil·l ezpandin; and W11t of Chri1tiansted to 
~avalle to recreational divera. , 

4 

J)lffare.110• 

It. Croix doe• not have the touriam that Puerto ftico and thereat of th• 
ir;in Jalanda have, but 111 have deap watera clo1• to our ahor• line. Let 
he Coun,el, to91tb1r with our Oovernor and Le;ialature petition Hes,, WAPA
tc., those a;enci•• vbo are r1apon1ibl1 for th• impact on our environment 
o help plant aoma attractor buora. Tb• people of Heaa Oil Vir;in I1l1nd1, 
c., h1v1 a1w1y1 been verr venerou.s to our com~i t7 ne1d1 and tbay wi 11 be 
peciallr now that thia .ta a part of their doing. • 

ank 7ou in advance for rour cooperation and expeditioua attention to thi1 
tter. 

••••·f,el free to contact me at th• above addres1 or tel1phon1 (809) 778-
e, jf additional information .ta needed • 

•• 

\=.•

cer1l7, 

·~~~ ·-h1rci iah1 an 

 , overnor Al 1aand1r Parrel 17
,.'fVirgin laland1 Le;ialatura 
~ tel1;ata to Con;re21 Aon ta Lu;o
--~ Virgin t1land1 Nater And Power Authorit1 

•1'~ 2111 011 Vir;in Jaland
l>epartment of Conaervation 

· ·It.Croix fiahin; Adviaor7 Panel 
· It. Croill Commercial\ Pi1h1rmen 

. 

t 

, 

t 

· • 
"

\ , 
' 
I 

..------- ·-
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December 23, 1992 : 

Caribbean Fiahery Management Council 
Banco Popular Suite 1108 
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00918 

Letter from Diego Mitchell Rivera 
President of the Fajardo Inc. Fiahermen 
Association, Playa Puorto Real · 
Fajardo, Puerto Rico 00740 

Mr. President or Council Representative: 

I will begin asking a few questions: 

1. How long has it been since the tiger grouper waa discovered? 
Where does he come from, and what do you know about him? 

2. What studies have been made to take auch a drastic 
determination? 
What is the maximum size? 
For how long does this fish stay in our water,? 
I mentioned is drastic measure because you are proposing a 
total closure to this fishery? 

3. Why are you proposing a total closure to the tiger grouper]
fishery, if it was not done that way with the red hind? 

 r 
'a 

4. Do you know what this closure means to the fishery of this 
fish? 
It means that Puerto Rico saves the fishes to the fishermen of 
the United States, and use our scarce platform as fiah nuraery
for tbe americans. Let me explain myaelf, the fiahea come 
from the depth to our platform, the americans can deal with 
these closures because they have enough platforms and qood
vessels for fishing, and they also have help from the 
government, unlike the fiahermen from Puerto JU.co, we do not 
have enouqh platform neither enough government help, 

That ia why,•• leader of the fishermen lam opposed until 
convincin; study that prove the need of an area closure for 
the tiger grouper i1 done. 

•J 
l a.m opposed because NOAA ia having no consideration with the 
.Puerto Rican fishermen, and it has a tremendoua economic 
impact on the platform fishermen. I hope that the Puerto
Rican government take into consideration the presentations of 
the Puerto Rican fishermen and ~hat they leqi1late to protect
them and not the american fishermen. That a atudy be done by 
Puerto Rican scientists together with the fiahermen, so that 
we can do whatever is convenient and reasonable, and if an 
economic impact ia necessary, then lessen it· the most 
possible. 

-



PAgir.a t 2 

or lv tanto como lider de los pescsdores me pongo haata •• haga un 
studio combincent• que pruebe la necesidad de un cierre al Area de 
.esobe del pezdiente � able 6 merotigre. 
ie opongo porque es una falta de con � ideraci6n de la N.O.A. a 10� P••
:adores puertorriqueffo � y porque produce un inplcto econ6mieo tr � mendo 
1 los pescadorea de la plataforma. ! � pero que el gob!erno·d• P,R tome · 
:onaideraci6n, las ponencias de lo � pe �cadore � puertorriqueffo � y legi �-
1e protegiendo a lo � pescadore � puertorriqueffo � y no a lo � am� rieanoa. 
Jue ae haga un eatudio por lo � eientltico � de p.R en conjunto con lo � 
rescadoresyy entre todos hagamo� lo que aea convenient• y razonable y
1i •• inevitable un inpacto econ6mico que � ea lo meno� po� ible. 

• !a
!• 

• 
• 

• 
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C1t,,,,ent,nte Aug,oto Sanchez ' .,

Luin Leb,60 I 
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181S North Lynn Street 
Arling1on, Virgini,1 22109 
(703) 841-4860 
Fax:(703) 841 -4880 
Fax:(703) &41-1283 

FACSIMILE 

This is /z£-a _Ei,.~e document,includingthis i:ovc.r sheet. 

Date: Tune;__ _ 

PLEAS£ DEI..lY.ER IMMEI>IATELYTO: 

NA.ME: f/1r4t-<d ~ 
COMPANY: 

FAX: 
..... 

COMPANY:...u,,:.._ _____________ ·-•-- _ 

FAX: ,00'3) 841-4880 

1!E.SSAOE: 

. .. . . . . 

. .-·--- ...·-'. . ..... - -.... . . ~•·..- . . .. - . 
I! tbere is a problem with the transmission, please c::al.!Susat1at ~93) ~1-4860. 
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. Mi&UelA. Rolon . 
: Ex.e~trve Director · . 

. ·_ :Qinbbean Fishery Management Council 
Banco de Ponce. Building. Suite 1108 · 

· H~to Rey, PR 00918 ·. • 
Dear Mr.Rolon: 

The Natur_e C:ODServa_.ncy and the Center for Marine. Conservation are writing 
jointly to -comment on _Amendment 2 to the Fishery Management Plan for the Sballow• 
v.·atcrReef Fi.sh Fishery of Puerto Rico and the ll.S. Virgin Wands. Our orgaoii.arit>ns 
are collceme<i that ~cot _managementmeasures are n_otsuffiacnt to halt the dec:H.nein

. ·reef fish populations .. · We haveconcluded that several of the preferred· optionsin the 
proposed amendment are essential if the originalplan's objectives are tobe achieved 

· and, ~ently; we~ongly suppon options 1, 2, 5, 15, 7, 8, l~ 11, 131 14, ;md 15 . 

 

. Based on the experienceresulting from m;uinc fisheriesr~es at several 
·• tropkal sues, we support the proposed protection of spawning aggregations a.nd the 
. es"t.ablislmnmtof a strategic $)'$\em of reef closures. The best available seie~ shows 
. that marine fisheries rucrves are an effectivetool in protecting fish si.ocksand arc · 

 - perhaps ·the only_ma.nagcmct\t measure capable of doing~: In.pan:iculai, they are 
demonstrably successful in restoring spawnmgstockbiomassof groupers and snapp_crs. 
These measures. would assure a ~teady supply of r«ruiu · to the fisherya.nd ~nsure again
_the possible failure of management.measures in consumptive zones to.prevent stock 
collapse:.The $n_appei-groupcrfishery is well suited for such managemeru beC31.ISCadult
are sedcot.ary,.tbeir. dcv¢Iopment rate is slowin manyc:ases,and their icproduc:iive ·

 · capacity~~ signifl_~tly with increased size. · 

·

st 

s 
.  
.

·~-<: ;r~ d~~-~f-addition.al sp~wningaggregationsl~- for~Jie ~· 
· :and mutton snapper)s ;ssential ·to recovery of these spccies;_lhcicf<>re, we 1trongly ..

. ·.supportoptlom 10 .and 11. The jewfisb·appearsto be the mostseriously impacted · · 
· • species. . The seyeredeclines in jewfisb abundance must be met•·with stringent · 

.. , managc:men(mea.su.resi We suongly·~rge that the total prohloitionagainst ba.i:vest _of the 
jcwfub,-alreaoy !=5tablished iD coritin_entalU.S. waters, be extended i.orothe Caribbean· 

· ma:o.ageme11t area. We_ support protection of the je•,.-fish throughout its range .

· · Th~ hlod 
. 
· 

: · .
· · 

.:...: , 

I 
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We also support the NMFS's and the CFMC's efforts to ensure the 
prohibition of unauthorized introduction of exotic species into 
marine waters. We believe this measure would reduce the 
possibility of exotic species displacing the native fauna. 

Through discussions with the NMFS, we understand that a 
coordinated enforcement approach between the U.S. Coast Guard, 
NMFS, and state unito will be used when the proposed amendment tc 
the FMP is implemented. We believe that enforcement will be an 
import~nt feature to the success of the FMP, Accordingly, we 
suggest that the final supplemental i1s identify federal and 
state ~o:rur.itrnents to enforcement of the proposed FMP amendment. 

Based on our review of the draft supplemental EIS, we believe 
that this project will result in several beneficial environmental 
impacts. Therefore, in accordance with EPA policy, we have rated 
the draft supplemental EIS as LO, indicating that we do not 
object to its implementation. 

If you have any questions or wish to discuss this letter, please 
contact Ms. Laura J. Livingston, Assistant Chief, Environmental 
Impacts Branch, at (212) 264-8428. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert w. Hargrove, Chief 
:Envirfnmental Impacts Branch 

cc: Rolon, CFMC JM.

... 
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I•TO: Mr. Miguel Rolon 
Executive Director i 
Can"bbeanFishery Maoa.ement Couneil 
Sao Juan, Puerto Rice · 

FROM: Holland L Redfield lI . 
Senator 
20th Le1islature of the Virgin Jslands 

i 

StJBJECT: Loni Bank Closure 

DATE: January21, 1993 

Enelo~d, please find a facsimile copy from Mr. Thomas H. Daley, who is a 
commercial fisherman on the island of St. Croix, Virgin Islands regarding the upcoming 
decision by the Caribbean Fishery M11n,gement Council on the closing the Long Bank areas 
.inPuerto Rico and the U.S.Virain Islands Territo')'. 

I 
J believe the correspondence is .el£ explanatory and ref en to myDaley's concern. t . . • 
A!. you are aware, we havea b~and new Legislature and I am requeslin1 that you 

delay aoy· decision you Jiave made on,the Long Bank Closure so membersof the 20th 
Leghlature can review you plan and Ihelp make a decision that will better serve the 
fishermen both on Puerto Rico and th~ U.S. Territory . 

: 

cc: Mr. Thoma.s H. Daley 
File , 

~ 

•I 
,.,.., 

•
! 



pz1islat~re of tqe ~i_rz1in ~slanhs 
Jjrnatr 1iluil.bins 

3000 l!:onltnbnlnl JjJull, 2 

Q:~rialianaW,, Ji!.Q:roi.x, ;lf.jiJ.~..J.00820,3469 
···,
:j·--·1 

~erard Luz James, II 
Senator 

I J'''"7··-~• • • '- ' • .J •

L ...--.. ' 
.. ..1 ...... _ 

January 25, 1993 

Miguel A. Rolon, Executive Dircclor 
U.S. Deparonent of Commerce . 
Nation:i.lOceanic and Aunospheric Adminisi.rati
Caribbean Fishery Management Council · 
SuiLe 1108. Banco de Ponce Bldg. 
Hato Rey. Pueno Rico 00918-3699 

on 

Dear Mr. Rolon: 

This is in response lO your notice for public comment on the proposed management measures 
which will affect the fisheries around the U.S. Virgin Islands. 

The proposed measures were brought to my attention by Mr. Thomas Daley, one of our local 
fishennen. His primary concern is the closure of Lang Bank during the December through 
February spa11,-ning sea.son of the red hind. Mr. Daley maintains that from December to April 
very little fishing occurs in that area due to weather conditions and closure is warranLed only if 
there is over fishing. Consequently, your proposed action is unnecessary. However. Mr. Daley
stated that in the proposed closure area he has caught an average of 100 lobsLers per week from 
Octoberto April. Thus, closure of Lang Bank would deprive him of income for those months. 

J 4
 

J recognize that wemust protect our environmenl and natural resources; however we must 
balance its interests with those of the fishennen. 

Based on Mr. Daley's infonnation, closure would create unnecessary hardship on him and others 
who rely on fishing for their livelihood. 

Please furnish me with the information gathered to suppon your determination thal Lang Bank 
should be closed during the spawning season of the red hind. 
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DEPARTMENT OF PUNNING AND NATURAL llESOURCIS 
DIVISION 011 l'ISH AND WILOLll'I 

UCIOON IITl'IEET COMJOLEX, lltOOM llOS, P'IU0£1tlKSTl0 
ff, Cll!OlX. U.S. VlltC11N Ill-ANDI 008AO 

30 December 1992 
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i 1 M-.Mi;uel Rolon, Execvtive Drectcr • 
Cri::ibean Fishery Management Council

1 
= 
 Suite11ca,BancoOe Ponce Buildng 
;.HatoRey. Puerto Rico 00918 
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· i O.r M'. Rolon: 
.,?jr,,- ' 
.· }.On behalf of the Division of Fishand Wilclife, I wish to thank the Cwibbean Fishery 

;ManagementCouncil fer thti' dHgent efforts in the development and refinement of the
,:.~Wat• RHf Fish FMP and th• opportunity affctdt<.I to comment on th•

Amendment 2 at tht p.iblic hewing condJcted on St Croix on 29 
- mber. I would likt to .ubmltthis letter es a means of Mitten fCll'IJmto p-ovide 
: . · ent on Amendment 2 of th• Shallow-WaterFMP. Comments made herein ereto 
··_;:F··_ ede any and all Slatements made by me on 29 December at the public hewing 
" 
l,.,• 

- _tlation to Item (9) YwtlichstatK: · 
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7i¼,~ Prohibit the harvest of muttonSl'\appel' (Lutjanusana!islin • 

::-:,.:-,:j,i. apawningaggegation areaoffSt Croix. from Marchttv'OYs.il June of
tft Heh year. The area is Inthe EEZ off the southwest coast of St. Croix, U.S. Vrgin 

t_tb'lowing 
E~~ lllands, and la bounde<j by rhumblints connecting the

pch)ta: 
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 A 
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·•~~;*v
:..;.-. on lnfcrmation obtaint<S tom commercial li5hwmen and Divisionof Filh and 
~"'.!'.;~,. • rteetds tom 1981, mutton snapper (L1rtjaou1 aoalis) have btffl hervHted fer 
;;~tian 20 yellf's by commen:ial fishermen from I spawning agg~tion off the .

coa:s1of St. Croix. This awegation is local&<:!betwHn 2.1 and 3.2 nauti~ 

-:\
,!
.. ~:~-~~~S1
r'"!.,~ .. · 



• 
miles aouthwest of long PointIn 10-27 fathomaof water(3-!50m). Moet commercial 
ti:tifr.g 0CCU"8 at nig'lt by handine fishermen In OU1boerd-f)owe,-edYH&eta leaa than 
m in length;however, fiah npe and moat recently 1111neta have betn ueed to hnut 
mutton anapptr In thia .-ea. Weather permitting, mere than 30 fishing veeaet• can be 
counted nig1tly fer one weelcafter the tunmoon clring the month, of Merch throug'l 
June·fistiing fer mutton enawer.Thia fishing effcrtla moat heavily concentrated in 10-
15 fathom• (1&-27m) of waterdepth. CatchH have bffn rtdJetd tom g-eater than 
500 Ibaof fiah per boat to Itta than 100 Ibaper hlg'llin«. Fishwelg'lta have been 
red.Iced from geater than 10 lbal!iah(4.5 kg) to 5 lbalfiah (2.3 kg). 

6 

Several anempti have bffn made to locate~ the epa'M'ling aggegation by o·ivition 
dver&'researcherad..ring the day; however, no aignifieant numbera of muttonanap«
have been observed above 15 fathom, (27m). Small goupe of muttonanswerhave
been obaerved by c:tvera in waters deeper than 15 fathoms (27m), butno attemp1a 
have bffn made to aasesa population numbera in deeper wat•. 

 
 

NOAA·NOSchart#25641(21st tdtion, December e,1990)deplcta the ~ndery line 
between the Tenitcritl Sea and Excfusive Economic Zone to be wry doee to the 
lhallow insular lhelf platferm in the .-ea of the ~wning aggegation. Aa typical of 
gouper apawning agg-&gationa (Colin et. al., 19S7;Olsen and La Place, 1978; , 
personal communication-P. Ccfin, 0. Shapro, G. Dennis and Y. Sadovy),It It believed 
that the actual mutton anapp.-epawning agg&gation/event OCCU'aIn the deeper · 
waters of the ftderal Exduaive Economic Zone immtclattly off the ineuler lhtlf edge 
at depths of upto 27 fathoms (SOm). Fishermen do not fiah fer the anapperIn waters 
off the insular ahelf edge liJe to the steepnesa of the slope and lnab4lltyto seeu-ely
anc:her ther veS&el. Due to the fishing teehni~es employed (e.g.heavy chumming
hig11iners using the m081 chum}, mutton anapper rre anracted from deeper water up
the insular ahelf OU1er slope to the lhelf edge. The steepness of the slope afferda a 
relativelyaha, ciS'!ancefer the fish to travel to the awai1ing fishermen. The federal 

 waters •~•cent to thia slope not only serve aa the potential site for the actual 
epawning event butalao the lngesa/eg-eaa caridcr used by the fishermen to attract 
the fiah fcr harvest. The steepness of the OU1e,ahe!f - slope and lhort lineer dsi.nce 
betweenthe 10 and 100 fathom contw r~r" that the cl08l.l'e •ea extend from the 
10 to 100 fathom cont011 as lndcated. 

11 
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i 
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The Division of Fish and Wilcfrfefuftyaupportathe establishment of • epav,'l'ling.-ea 
cfOSU"efer mutton enapp.-In the EEZ aa p-oposedIn Amendment 2 (9). The 
effectiveness cf thia IW'ea c!Oi!l(.J'e on the spawning aggegation of mutton anapper wm
be geatly enhanced with the Joint cfOSt.re of a~acent territcrial watn from which the 
muttonenapperIW'e harvested. Thia recommendation wiHbe forthcoming u evident 

 1trough r;resent ciscusslons on the eubject by the St. Croix Fisheries ArNiaay 
Committee. 
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IThankyou fer oppcrtuni1y to adctea:a thia moat lmpa18tlt laaue. 4 

Sincerely, I 
{;!l~~~~· 4 

WmiamTobiaa, 
Fiaheriea Biol09st 

I 
CC: Ann Setler, Or~« 

Divisionof Fiah andWDdife 

t 
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Director. 

Sr. Miguel Rolon 
Director Ejecutivo
Consejo de Ad.m1niatrac10n Pe�quera del Cariba 
Edificio Banco de Ponce 
Piao 11, Oficina 1108 
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00918-2577 

Estimado senor Rolon, 

Sirvase la present• para brindar comentarioa en torno a 
algunoa aapectoa relacionadoa a 101 pecea utilizadoa para acua
rios marines, lea cuales ae proponen proteger mediante la Segunda
Enmienda al Regla.mento del Plan de Manejo para loa Peca� de 
Arrecife de Aguas Somera�• Loa comentarioa que aqu1 ae viertan
se hacen en calidad de contribuciOn informatlva yen ningun
momento representa la poaiciOn oficial del Departamento de 
Recursos Naturales en torno a alguna medida eapecifica. , 

l 
I 
l 

I Mi primera preocupaciOn ae basa en la terminolog1a utilizada 
en el docUl'Dento que propone las medidas aobre la aegunda enmienda
al plan de manejo para pecea de arrecife de aguaa aomeraa para 
P.R. e I. V. A. A mi entender, la terminologia utilizada en el 
documento, peces para acuarioa marines y pecea de arrecifea, crea 
una diviaiOn irreal en t6rminoa de funcionalidad ecolOgica.
Esta connotaciOn podria prejuiciar la importancia ecolOgtca de 
los aqui ll4Jnadoa pecea para acuario en lea arrecifea de coral. 
El t6rmino pecea para acuario puede interpretarae como algo 
totalmente est6tico. Persona& no conocedoras podrian confundir 
estos pecea para acuario con peces meramente ornamental•• como el 
goldfish (Carassiua auratu1) u otroa qua ni aiquiera aon marines 
y esto podria afectar la evaluaciOn de medidaa como las presen
tadaa aqui. Hay que enfatizar qua el 50-60 I de loa pecea para
acuarios de agua dulce aon producidos artificialmente, mientraa 
que ca � i todoa loa pee••• invertebradoa marinoa para acuarioa 
marinos son colectado~ en au ambients natural (Ver referenciaa en 
Sadovy 1991). Todoa lo• organismoa que viven en loa arrecifea de 
coral tienen una funciOn ecolOgica aumamente importante, ya aean 
loa que �on uaadoa en acuarioa o loa de importancia para la 
pesqueria, exiata o no aolapamiento de la miama eapecie en am.baa 

l 
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indu1tria1. El manten1m1ento de part• del balance de 101 arrec1-
fea de coral viena como re1ultado de 101 d1at1ntoa role• ecol6g1-
c01 que llevan a ca.bola gran diveraidad de eapeciea preaentea.
Aunque hay aolapam1ento intraeapecifico • intere1pecifico en 
t~rmin01 de role• acol6g1coa dentro de lo• organ1amoa pre1ente1 
an 101 arrec1fea, hay muchaa grupoa qu• •• han ••pecial1zado.
Por ejamplo, lo• individuoa pertenecientea a la familia Chaeto
dontidae ( pecea maripoaaa) •• caracterizan por tener incluida en
au dieta p611poa de coralea y poliquetos (guaanoa aarinoa). La 
famil1a Pomacanthida• (peca• Angelea), entre otraa coaaa, •• 
alimentan de eaponjaa (Vicente, comunicaci6n personal). Dentro 
de la familia Baliatidae, el peje puerco, Ba111te1 vetula, muy
important• en la pesqueria comercial, ae alimenta principalmente
de eriioa de mar y otroa invertebradoa (Randall, 1983). Otro rol 
importante qua juegan algunaa de las eapeciea de lae fam111aa 
Chaetodontidae y Pomacanth1dae· (juveniles) y la fam111a Labridae 
(juveniles y adultoa) ••lade· remover ectoparAaitoa a muchaa 
otras especies tales como loa meros (fa.m1lia Serranidae), loa 
cuales aon clavea para la peaqueria comercial. En otraa palabraa,
todo1 101 organ1amoa pertenec1entea a loa arrecifes de coral 
participan de una forma u otra en la cadena de alimentoa influen
ciando de forma directa o indirecta a todoa loa utremoa de la 
pirAmide de alimento, dead• el pl!lncton hasta loa carnivoroa 
primar!os. Hay qua aclarar qua aunque no hay eatudioa de toda1 
laa diferentes especiea de invertebradoa y pecea de arrecifes de 
coral, aa puede inferir de las especiee eatudiadaa, yd• princi
pi01 ecol6gicoa general••• qua no exiate independencia entr• el 
am.biente pel6gico (plancton) y el fondo (l:)entoa), aino qu• •• 
influencian mutuamante y aparacen combinadaa en un aiatama de 
orden superior (Hargalef, 1980). 

' ' . 
f

• 

•
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Otro aspecto de preocupaciOn as lo que podria � ignificar la 
remociOn de juveniles de lo• aqui llamadoa pece � de acuario con 
respecto al balance de loa arracifaa de coral. Baaado an al 
informe escrito por la Dra. Sadovy (1991), el 701 del total de 
pecaa de acuario con mAa alta.damanda aata con1tituido por
individuoa perteneciantaa a laa familiaa Grammidaa, Opisto;
nathidae, Pomacanthidaa, Chaatodontidae (Paces Haripoaaa),
Pomacentridae (Damicalaa) Holocentridae, Slann11dae, Labridae y
~ali1tidaa. Loa individuoa capturadoa tianan un tamatlo qua varia 
de 3.5 a 13 cm ae!ifl).nla eapecie. La gran m.ayoria de lo � organ1s-
1110ason colactados en etapas juvantlaa, ya que loa coloraa aon 
1161 intense~ y por anda mAa llamativoa para al mercado de acua
%101. Ya que aa conoca poco aobre lo• tamaftoa de maduraz sexual 

¼ de lo• pece1 ut111zadoa para acuarioa marinoa, uistiria un 
~ %1eago potencial de afactar aata1 poblacione1 y el arracifa como 
· tal. Cuando •• habla an t6rmino1 de pesqueria comercial, aabemoa 

la importancia qua tia.na al evitar remover individuoa juvenile �• 
~1t01, al no reproducir �e, no aportan progenia y por lo tanto la 
••pecia podria peligrar. Esta mi1mo principio debe �er aplicado 
a 101 organiamo � aqui llamadoa invertebradoe y pecee de arrecife 
Para acuario, ya qua 101 arrecife1 de coral se caracterizan por 

I

I • 
I
I

I
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contener una gran diveraidad de especiea pero con baja denaidad. 
Esto ea clave ya que 1mpl1ca que la remociOn de pecaa de arrecife 
aunque parezca minima podria afectar el balance de loa arrecifea 
de coral. 

Otra forma an qua podria afectarae el dalicado balanced• 
los arrecifea de coral•• la aztracciOn aelactiva de algunaa 
especiea. Ya que no todaa lae eapeciea de pee•• e invertabradoa 
de arrecifes do coral tienen valor eeon6mieo, podria ocurrir 
~onopolizaciOn del_hA.bitat por parte de alguna de la• aapeciea 
con poca o ninguna demanda. Un ejemplo real que ha obaervado en 
distintos arrecifea, eapecialmenta an el 6rea de la Parguara, ha 
.sido la disminuciOn dramAtica de especios de la fe.milia Pomacan
thidae, tales como; Pemacanthus arcuatu,, P.paru y Belacanthua 
ciliaria. En el 6rea de Piftones, an Loiza y an la• playaa de al 
Condado, en San Juan, pr6ct1ca.mente no ae encuentran 5. c1liar11 
y f. paru que eran abundantea hace unoa aftoa atria. Ha notado lo 
misme en el 6raa de Bajura an laabela,· aftadiando a lea ya mencio
nados, el peja puerco, Salistes vetula. En La Parguera, a la vez 
que ae notO el decenso de laa especiea mencionadaa •• ncto al 
dramAtice awnentc de algunaa eapeciea de la fa.milia Pomacen
tridae, tales come Eupomacentrus fuscus. Las aspeciea pertene
cientes a la fa.milia Pomacentridae ae caracterizan por aer muy
agresivas y territorialea y no tienen demanda real come pecea · 
para acuario. Una posibla axplicaciOn para la alza y diaminuciOn 
m.arcada de estas eapecies pcdria aer la monopolizaciOn ccmo · 
resultade de la extracc10n aelectiva. Obviamente, la monopcliza
ciOn, no importa de que eapecie, aeria detrimental para el 
balance de loa arrecifas. 

Un planteamiento expuesto en la vista publica celabrada en 
La Parguera, fue al de colectar en ciertas 6reaa por un tiempo y
luego esperar un periodo razonabla sin colectar para que ae 
reestablezca al 6rea antes de volver a colectar. La teoria 
envuelta en est• planteamiento, a mi entender, ae queda en el 
papel. La logistica qua anvolveria dicho planteamiento as 
improbable ya que aerie muy dificll determiner cuando y donde ae 
podria colectar. PrActicamente habr1a qua pensar en divid1r loa 
arrecifes y 6reaa concernientea entre loa diferentaa colectcrea 
para evitar la aobreezplotaciOn. El entendimiento, la comunica
ciOn, la conciencia ambiental y el deaeo de compartir que ten
drian que desarrollar todaa laa peraenas envueltaa seria muy
complicado y pccc funcional. Habr1a mayores complicacicnaa,
cuando persona � y/o compaftiaa de fuera de Puerto Rice•• intera
aaran en este mercado. Esto ea muy pcaible ya qua an Florida, 
Estado en que eata 1ndustria aata avanzada, las reatriccicnea ban 
aumentado dram6ticament• (Sadcvy, 1991). Por ctrc lado, el 6rea 
donde ae han explctado m!a lea pecea e invertebradoa con propOai
tos para acuarios marines ea en las Filipinaa. Segun Ralph 
Turingham, biOlogo marino de la Universidad de laa Fillpinaa, la 
explotaciOn de loa peces para acuarioa ha sido detrimental para
lcs arrecifea locale �• En ccmparaciOn con al tamano y la diver-
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aidad marina de la• Filipina1, Puerto Rico•• mucho menor en 
am.bas. No obstante, ••toe errores ajeno1 podrian aer vivo 
ejemplo del futuro de nueatros arrecifes de coral.  l

f 
La medida nwnero do1 del docu.mento 1obre la Enmienda 2 al· 

Reglamento del Plan de Hanejo para loa Pecea de Arrecife de Agua,
Someras que propone prohibir la capture de pecea para acuarioa 
con equipo que no aea redea de mano y equipo de aucciOn, ea de 
1mportancia fundamental. Ea de conocimiento general que al uao 
de otraa artea de pesca talea como la atarralla, traamallo, 
.mallorq1n, nasaa y productoa qu1micoa causan da.t\o tanto al 
h6bitat como al recur10. Otroa tipoa de redea, como al 1101trado 
en las vistas publicaa celebradaa en La Parguera contienen 
potalas de plomo1 en la part• inferior, 1iendo esta al aztremo
que hace contacto con al aubstrato. E1ta1 potalas tienden a 
romper coralea y otroa tipoa de aubstratoa, ademaa de revolver el 
Iondo que causar1a aedimentac10n que afectaria a loa coralea 
cercanos. Estaa observacionea aon basadaa en mi uperiencia 
personal cuando utiliz6 eate tipo de redes en inveatigacione1
cientificas cua.ndo fui eatudiante del Departamento de Ciencia1 
Marinas en el Recinto Universitario de Mayaguez. La restricciOn 
de utilizer aOlo rede1 de mano y equipo de aucciOn av1tar1a eate 
tipo de problema ya la misma vez controlaria al numero de · 
1ndividuos capturadoa diariamente siendo una pelea ma, juata para
el recurso y el h6bitat. La importancia de proteger corales y 
ctros tipoa de aubstrato1 •• basa en que la mayoria de las 
especies de peces e invertebradoa marinoa utilizados para acua
rios viven asociados a eatos utiliz6ndoloa entra otraa cosaa, 
como refugios. Numeroaos estudios han demostrado qua muchas 
especies de peces de arrecife de coral tienen preferencia por
ciertos tipos de subatrat01 y otros aspectoa relacionadoa a los 
arrecifes de coral (Sale, 1969; Williams and Sale, 1981; Shulman 
et al., 1983; Sale et al, 1984; Shulman, 1984, 1985; Victor, 
1986). Por otro lado, reclutas de algunas especiaa de peces de 
arrecife, tienen preferencias por aubstratos qua contengan
individuos de au misma especie irrespectivamente del tipo de 
substrate (Sweatman, 1983, 1985, 1988; Sweatman, John, 1990; 
Tacher, 1991). Por lo tanto, la remoc10n de 1ndiv1duos de 
algunas especies marinas podria aer tan da.ftino como alterar al 
•ubatrato para otraa. 

i
' 

• 

I 

M6s contundente qua loa problemaa anteriormente ezpuestoa, 
ea la recienta avidencia cientifica de qua loa arrecifes de coral 
no aon aiste.maa eatables ni predecibles como ae creia, aino qua
•on inestablea • impredeciblea rigi6ndose por un aiatema de 
zeclutamiento de juveniles al azar Ode loteria. Eat• modelo ha 
Sido ezpuesto y defendido por autoridadea en el carnpo de laa 
C1encias en diferentea 1nveatigaciones ( Sale and Dybdahl, 1975; 
Sale, 1977, 1979, 1980; Talbot et al,1978; Williams, 1980). Este 
modelo ecolOgico concluye que •• improbable qua encontremo � laa 
~ismas especies en un mi1mo lugar aiempre. Las implicaciones de 
~ste modelo para nuestro prop6aito en el presente ea fundamental. 
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Debido a Cl\'• ••ta data ciant1f1ca reciente concluye que el 
reclutamiento de juvenile••• baaa en un patron al a1ar, no•• 
posible asegurar qua la eapec1• colectada y reemplazada aean la 
m11ma. Por lo tanto, el func1onam1ento da programaa de colecc10n 
controlada no neceearia.mente func1onar1an. 

Toda la informac10n ezpueata anteriorment• eatablece, a mi 
entender, qua ea eztremadamente important• extender el Plan de 
Manejo a las especiea envueltaa en el mercado de acuarioa aar1-
n01. Esta, debe aer comple.mentaria a la urgent• implementaciOn de 
•studios de la biolog1a de laa eapeciea utraidaa en eata indua
tria. Tamb1tn •• de ordan prioritario eatudioa que evalCen el 
efecto que t1ene la remociOn da eataa eapeciea an loa arrecif•• 
de coral como hAb1tat ecolOgico. 

La incertidu.mbra de la magnitud del efecto negative de eata 
creciente 1nduatria a nueatroa arrecifea de coral uige la 
1mplantaci0n de rafug1oa merino• (Areas eapec1alea an donde ae 
prohiba la eztracciOn de organiamoa totalmenta). La necaa1dad de 
esta.blecer arrecifea de coral como refugioa ea quizAa la 6.nica 
forma.de protegerloa. Eata medida ea quizAa la mejor alternative 
ai quere.mos proteger y conaervar un recurse tan val1oao e 1mpor
tante como lo as el arrecife de coral y loa organ1amoa aaoc1ados 
a 61. 

Espero que eatoa comentar1oa aean de ut111dad al 1mple
mentarse las determinaciones finales sobre las med1daa propues
tas. 

Atentamente, 

✓-u-"/
~ar1o Tacher 

Especialista en Recurso � Naturales I 
Laboratorio de Investigac1onea Pe� queras 

• 
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77th Council Meeting D[PARTM[hT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Fisheries Research Laboratory Unofficial Translation \

The present letter offers comments in relation to the fishes fer 
marine aquarium, proposed to be protected in the Second >.inen~~ent 
of the Shallow Water Reef Fish. The comments observed here are fer 
information purposes and not necessarily the Department of Natural 
Resources official point of view. 

1

The wording used in the document that proposes measures for the 
Second Amendment to the Shallow Water Reef Fishes Management Plan 
for Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, is the first point
that worries me. To my knowledge, the wordinq used in the 
doc 1.iment, "fishes for marine aquarium and shallow water ree! 
fishes", divides them in terms of their ecologic functions. 

This could create prejudice as to the ecological importance of the 
herewith called aquarium fishes in the coral reefs. The terr., 
aquarium fishes could be interpreted as a totally aesthetic ter~, 
and people with little or no knowledge on this could mistake 
aquarium fishes with ornamental fishes, like the gold!ish
(Carassius auratus), for example. This could affect the evaluaticn 
cf measures like the ones hereby presented. It has to be 
er..phasized that 50 to 60% of the fishes for fresh water aquari-..:.~.s 
are artificially harvested, whereas almost all marine invertebrates 
ar:d fishes used for aquariums are collected from their natural 
r.apitat. (See references from Sadovy, 1991). All organisms that 
live in the coral reefs have a very important ecological function, 
~hether they are fished for aquariums or for commercial purposes. 

All the organism that live in the coral reef have their c·~·r: 
i:-:-.pcrtant ecological functions. For example, individuals tha-:. 
belcr:g to the Chaetodontidae family (butterfly fishes), feed fro~ 
coral polyps and marine polychaetes. The Pomacanthide family
(ar:gel fishes) feed from sponges, among other things (Vicente,
Cc:::i.micacion Personal). The triggerfish, Balistes betula, that 
.belong to the Balistidae fa.i·nily, and which is of commercial 
importance, feeds from sea urchins and other invertebrates 
(Randall, 1983). Other sp~cies that belong to the Chaetodontidae, 
Pcmacanthidae (juveniles) and the Labridae (adults and juveniles)
fa~ilies, remove ectoparasites from other species like the qroupers
(Serranidae family), which a.re very important to the commercial 
fishery. In other words, all the organisms that belong to the 
coral reef are very important to the reef. 

' 

I 

AnotheI aspect of concern is the effects, caused by the removal cf 
juveniles of aquarium fishes, on the coral reef. Based on the 
written study by Dr, Sa.dovy (1991), 70% of the fishes that are 
caught for aquarium fish belong to the Gra.rnmidae, Opistoqnathidae, 
Pomacanthidae, Chaetidontitae, Pomacentridae, Holocentridae, 
Blenniidae, Labridae and Balistidae. The size of the individuals 
captured range from 3.5 to 13 cm, depending on the specie. The 
great majority of the species collected are juveniles, this is 
because at this stage their colors are more brilliant and this 
makes them more appealing to the market. Talking in terms of 
commercial fishery, it is well known the importance of not catching 
juvenile fishes in order to let the specie reproduce. I believe 

I
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this same principle should be applied to the invertebrate organis~s
and reef fishes for aquariums. Even the minimum removal ~f reef 
fishes could affect the balance of the coral reef. 

Another way in which the delicate balance of the coral reef could 
be affected is by the selective extraction of some species. Given 
that not all invertebrates and fishes in the coral reef have 
commercial value, a monopoly of the habitat by another specie cf 
little or no demand, could occur. A very good example, observe: 
in various reefs, especially in the Parguera area, .is the dramatic 
decrease of species that belong to the Pomacanthidae family, sue~ 
as: Pomacanthus arcuatus, P.paru and Holacanthus ciliaris. In the 
Pinones area, Loiza and the condado Beach area in San Juan, the H. 
ciliaris and the!.:. paru, who were abundant a few years ago, ca":=: 
not practically be found. The SAl'ne problem has been observed in 
the Bajura area, in Isabela, adding the triggerfish, Balistes 
vetula, to the fishes previously mentioned. In Parguera, c .. 

increase on some other species belonging to the Pomacentricae 
fa~ily have been observed at the sa.me time other species belongin; 
to the families previously mentioned are decreasing, 

A statement exposed at the public hearings held in La Parguera, was 
to collect in some areas for a period of time and then st:::;::
collecting for some other reasonable time to give the area t:-.e 
opportunity to recover. I believe it would be very difficult t::: 
determine when and were the collection could take place. There 
would be further complications if companies from outside the islan:: 
became interested in this market, which is very possible since in 
Florida, were this market have dramatically increased I Sad:::'>"i 
1991). 

The second measure of the document, that proposes to prohibit t~e 
harvest of aquarium fishes with any other gear but hand net an: 
slurp guns, is very important. The use of other gear such as: 
tra.mme l nets, casting nets, (jjillnets, and quimical solutions, a.~ong
others, are very harmful either to the resource as much as the 
habitat. Other types of nets with lead weights, like the ones 
shown at the public hearing, can even harm the substrate and cause 
sedimentation that would affect the coral reef. These observations 
area based on my scientific experience when I was a student of the 
Marine Sciences Department of the University of Puerto Rico, in 
Mayaguez. The gear restrictions would control the number of 
individuals captured daily makin9 it more even to the species and 
the habitat. The importance of protecting the coral reef and other 
types of substrates is because the majority of the fish species and 
marine invertebrates that are removed for aquarium are associated 
to the coral reef and use it as their shelter. In conclusion, the 
removal of individuals of other marine species could be harmful to 
the coral reef system. 

More overwhelming than the previously exposed problems, is the
recent scientific evidence that the coral reefs are not stable 
systems, but unpredictable and unstable, ruled by a system thadt 
reclute juveniles at random. This r:icdel has been exposed an 

' ' 
I 



defended by authorities in this field with a nur.-~er c: 
investigations (Sale and Dybdahl, 1975;p Sale, 1977, 1979, 198'.i, 
Talbot et al, 1978, Willia.ms, 1980). This ecological mc::!e: 
concludes that it is improvable that we find the same species a: 
the same place always. The implications of this model for c·.:r 
present purpose is fundamental. 

4 

Given that this recent scientific data concludes that t~e 
recruitment of juveniles is based on a pattern at random, it is n:: 
possible to assure that the collected and the replaced species te 
the same. That is the reason why the controlled collect:::.:-. 
programs would probably not work. 

4 

~11 the information previously exposed establishes, to . , 
knowledge, that it is extremely important to extend the Manage:r.e:-.:
Plans to the all the species involved in the marine aquar:·..:..
rnarket. · It is also of · ut.most importance to make studies t: 
evaluate the effect that the removal of these species may cause t: 
the ecological habitat of the coral reef.

•
\ 
' T-(ar ine refuges should be established due to skepticism on -:.:-.e 

reagnitudes of negative effects that this growing industry can ca~se 
to the coral reefs. The need to establish coral reefs as re!~;es
is probably the only way to protect them. This measure may be t~e
best alternative if we want to protect such a valuable an: 
important resource and the organisms associated to it. 

\ 
• 

I hcpe this comments are useful to the implementation of the f ~:-.a:
determinations of these proposed measures .

I
1 
• 

rs;cnec) Mario Tacher 
~a:ural ResourceshSoecialist F1sner1es Researc Laooratory 
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J. Trasfondo general 

E1 estado de salud de las comun1dades costaneras en Puerto 

F.:.cc. part1cularmente. los a.rrecifes de cpral. praderas de h1erbas 

=r.:.nas y humedales, al l~Jal que sus pesquer1as asociadas, se ha 

.::ll!':er1orado e:-i gran medida en aflos rec1entes De acuerdo a 

Afpeldorn et al ( 1992). en los pas ados trece aflos. lcs 

rlesenbarcos de peces de fondo de todas las especies han disminu1do 

tie 2.~:2 tc:-ieladas metr1cas (tro) en el !979 a solo 519 tm en 1998, 

__ que represen:a ur.a dra~At1ca reducc1or. de 78% Per otro lade, 

~: :::eser.::::>aroo de p1!rgos (LutJan.:.dae i :ae reduJc durar.te el m1s::.:c 

_.:er.:.cc::o c::e t.:.eopo c::e 340 a so:c ::: t:r., lo q·Je representa una 

Estc :ics sug.:.ere q·.1e el evento o coIT.b.:.nac:c:-i de 

~ventcs que ha:i causadc es:a d.:.sr.::.:.r.uc1or. sen bAs1car.::ente sim1lares 

£,. -:er=..:.nos prcporc.:.o:iales al co~p1:rar los datos de todas las 

espec.:.es cc:i lcs pargcs e:i part.:.cular 

111 re;r.:lac.:.c:i o r.iedidas de ma:ie: o e:i :a pesca de pee es de 

.iu.rec.:.:es no debe l1m.:.tarse. sin e:i:.bargo, un.:.ca:r.ente a peces de 

~~pcrtanc1a cccerc1al al1menticia TaIT.b1en debe 1nclu1r las der.::As 

espec:ies, 1ncluyendo aquellas de impcruincia para el mercado de 

J.cs acuarios El est~blecimiento de med1das regulator1as rApidas 

~s muy 1mportante tamb16n en el case de los invertebrados icarinos. 

~crales yen los arrec1fes de coral y s.:.ste~~s asociados, ya que 

-t!n a~os rec1entes se han reportado c~da vez mas y mas eventos 

::t:ia:1:1vos co:no roortandades de er1zos, peces, pel1canos, delf1nes, 

~lanquea:niento de corales, etc. Ver a ~.:.::~ar.::s y Bunkley-Williams 

" 
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(1990) para una rev1s1on detallada Estos eventos. asoc1ados er, 

.ocasiones a fenOt1enos naturales y en otras A fcctores cntropo

ge:uccs han contr1bu1do a la degradac1on de las comun1dades 

mar:.nas trop1cales Los arrec1fes de coral y otros sistemas 
. ,.., • •o-• ~· . 

asoc1ados (eJ praderas de h1erbas marinc!ls. fondos de arer,a. 

huDi.:dales. etc. reguieren una proteccicn come ecosistemas 

.:.ntegrados. donde el enfas1s no s.ea i::n1c,1mente en espec1es 

part1c1.:lares. s1 no en la protecc.1::>n de !a biodiversidad en 

general. las cadecas al1mentar1as y de :cs procesos funcionales de 

:cs eccs1ste:r.as· (eJ fluJo de energia. ::1.::0 de nutr1entes. fluJo 

genet:cc. etc) 

A cont:.r.uac1tn, so!tetemos a:g1.:~,os cc:r.entar10s especlf1ccs 

re:ac:.cnados a :as prcpuestas e:l.J:l:.en::!as .!11 ?lan de ManeJo Pesquero 

par11. ?eces de Arrec1fe de Ag,Jas So:r.er,H en Puerto Pico e Islas 

:rgenes Ar.ier.icanas V

lI. ExportaciOn de organismos en el mercado de acuarios. 

De acuerdo a Sadovy (1991). er. ?uerto Rico se colectaron 

entre 1990 y 1991 sobre 155 especies :r.ar1nas (identif.icadas) para 

el mercado de acuarios. de las cuales 104 fueron peces. Unas 83 

especies de peces y cerca de unas 25 espec:.es de invertebrados se 

exportaron. Cabe se~alar que sOlamente en este mercado el valor 

estet.ico es el 1:i:portante. Por tal ra-:cn, aquellos peces que 

sufran del rigor del estres causado por e! caneJo en peceras y 

-estanques (ej decoloraciOn, enfermedad. :.!lcerac.iones o heridas. 
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~tc : sor. descartados Basandoncs e:1 los estimados de mortai1da::! 

::uc:uan:es entre 10 y 20% del total de capturas (Sadovy, 1991) y 

e:-i }cs dates de exportaci6n a traves del aeropuerto 1nternao10nai 

Lu:.s ~J~oz Har!n durante 1990_y 1991 (160,104 organ1smos), tenemos 

que el tota1 de crgan1smos t:1ar1nos extraido~ de los arreo1fes para 

exfortac16n s6la:nente (sumando la mortalidad) totalizaron e:1:re 

176, ;-:4 a 192,645 A estas oifras hay que ai\adir aquellos 

muertos durante los prooesos de captura. 

cc:-ise:·.•adorame:1te otro 10%, lo q•Je :levaria a un est1:i.ado de ur.os 

~o: .. ?15 F.ir.al::ne:-ite. s1 se ar.ad:erar. las 01:ras de expcrta:::ior. a 

traves ::!e otrcs aerCF.tertos (e; A;-s.:a::!1lla). el correo federal y 

:as ::::r:a:-idac!es ascc:.adas, este total p·Jdo muy l:::.e:-i J-.abe: 

a:ca~:a::!c de 400,000 a 500,000 orga:11smos 

1 

~~a ::!e las espe:::1es de peces ::nas afectadas es G;a~:a ::re:; 
,~"'""-...-· ,.= _.. ....... ..;ae) cor. una e:,:portac1on est1::r.ada en 11.124 organisr.ios

!s:e pe: no sola:r.ente es herr.i:::so po.:: su oolorac1cn ar.iar:.l:c 

brilla:,te y v1cleta, s1 no que. ademas de ser planotivoro. esta 

~specie se al1menta tambien de ectoparas1tcs de otras espe:::1es de 

:pe:::es En ctras palabras, su remoci6n puede tener 1mpactos 

adverses er. la .salud general de la .1ot1ofauna arreo1fal, 

:posibleoente 9enerando un desbalanoe ecol6gico en el arrec1fe 

1'.1:picaoente, .se utiliza quinald1na para su captura, la oual 

resulta detrimental para otras espec1es en el arrec1fe. 

}:)artic:.i:larmente, para los 1nvertel::rados sesiles ( eJ corales. 

anemo~as. zoant.idos, etc.). 

r 
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Otro grupo altamente explotado son los peces Angeles 

(?crnacanth1dae), con unos 2,907 1ndividuos exportados entre 1990 y 

1991 (Sadovy, 1991) Este grupo se ha convert1do en uno muy raro 

e~ :tuchcs de nuestros arrec1fes ( observaciones personales). lei; 

:1.:ven:.les de Pornacar;thys paru se ban cbservado .. l1mp1ando .. los 

::llentes de aguJones (Belonn1dae}. los adultos de muches peces 

l!.ngeles se alirnen:an de espon;ias El remover un organismo que 

c:n:rc:e natura:mente las poblaciones de esponJas en el arrec:.!e 

pcdrla res·Jltar en un desbalance en las pcblaciones naturales de 

es:as, :o c1:al podr:a resultar er. un sobrecrecim1ento de los 

ccr!:es 

A::!1:::.cr.a:cer,te, otras espe:::.es explotadas per este merca::lc 

:.:::::1.:yen al labr1::lo ?oc:ar;ys r·Jf),:s, el cabeza azul Thalesscpa 

de v1ta: 1cportancia ecclogica para la 1ct:.ofaur.a 

arrecifa: en sus estapas ;iuven1les ya que tallll::ien se al1menta de 

ectoparasltos · de peces. l.os g6bidos se consideran unos de los 

pr1r.cipales l1rnpiadores de parasites en el arrecife. Su captura 

con qulmicos puede impl1car la de9radac1on o destruccion de 

corales masivos fDl'plorio spp ) o espon:ias donde usualmente 

hab1tan estas especies. 

... Otros grupos 1ncluyen los tiburones y mantarayas, especies 

que requ1eren grandes espac10s y movimiento constante Adems, se 

explotan grupos de importanc1a al1rnent1cia come los lores 
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(S:::11=1::lae), Cle=os (Serranidae) y peJepuercos {B111istid11e), en:re 

otros De 1gu11l forma. se expcrtan sobre 55 especies de inverte-

.b=ados incluyendo corales, anemonas, coral1morfos, espon:ias. 

gusancs, crustAceos. moluscos y equinodermos (Sadovy, 1991). al 

.:igual gue d1vers11s especies de algas IDZlrinas. 

• 
En Pue=to Rico han desaparecido muchas especies de peces e 

.:.nvertebrados de local1dades costaneras, part1cul11rmente, en aguas 

El pescador hoy dia t iene g:.ie moverse a aguas cia s 

prc!ur.das y =e:iradas de la costa para cbter.er la pesca q:.ie en e: 

=asa:o se cbtenia en la costa Es::, p:.iede ser el resultado de un 

s:r. n:.:::r.e:o de :actc=es come la ccn :ar.;1r.!I c1¢n, s edioer. tac :er .. 

::les-:r:icc:on de J-.al::1tAculos na:u:a:es. sobrepesca, factcres 

::ia-:c=a:es. e·- En muches arrec1:es deterioradcs taob:er. se 

-e.ste-:1:a:cente 1:npcrta:1tes (cbservac1::,r.es persona:es) A:'lac:1r una 

pres.:'::l Ce pes:a :en susta:-icias q,;1:1.:.cas como · la qu .. nalc::na. 

"Poter.cne ·. gasc:ina, formaldeh:i.dc y c:o=o, entre otras, sol::re 

-espec.:.es q·Je. eJercen un control eco:cgico clave en el 11rrec1fe 

(eJ. ::.1:cp1adores de parasites, espcnJ!voros o herbivores) es 

.:in.necesaria y suII:11:nente da~ina. Muchas de las espec1es exportadas 

lion etapas juveniles de especies de 1mportanc1a al1ment1c1a, 

otras. sen muy raras en el arrecife. altamente especial1zadas o 

poseen razones de crecimiento y ma:!ure:: sexual muy lentas La 

eon.servac1::in de este recurse es v1tal porque representa una 

.i~portante parte f1sica y funcior:al ::!el arrecife, cuyo valor 

~cologico. pesquero, fa.rmacologico y tur1st1co es incalculable 

• 

• 

I

I 

• 

I 

• 

• 
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En cuanto a la_s "rocas vivas" ("hve rocks"), el impacto de 

su explotac16n puede ser detrimental a la integridad arrecifal por 

d:iversas razones, algunas de ellas discut1das por el Proyecto 

Rl'efkPeper ( 1991) y enumeradas adelante con)Untamente a otras 

listadas a cont1nuac16n: 

1 Las rocas vivas son el habitaC"Ulo natural de un sin numero de 

espe::1es, :ur.c1or.ando como area de prctecc1::,n y al::.u,entac1or. 

:;..neaten. :969) 

2 Su re:r.001::ir. puecie alterar :i.a sal;ici arrec1!al (Causey, 1989) y 

su ecclog!a natura: 

, Su reooc1on alterara las cader.as al:r:ientar1as en el arrec:fe 

oed:ante :a remcc:cn de productcres pr:mar:cs y d:versos 

cc:-,sum1dores pr1:carios y secundar1os (Wheaton, 1989). Muches 

de estos ccnsum:dores son peque5os 1nvertebrados. eslabones 

1ntermed1os en la red alimentar1a entre los productores y 

oonsu:c:dores mayores como los peoes y el hombre. 

4. Las ··rooaa vivas· aostienen el crecim1ento de una alta 

cant1dad de algas filamentosas y algas endol1ticaa, los 

pr1nc1pales eontr1buyentes a la produet1vidad pr1maria 

arree1fal Su remoeiOn afeetara adversamente la produetividad 

pr1mar1a natural (Wheaton. 1989) . 

... 
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5 Lzi rei::ioo10n de "rooas v1vas" puede envolver la remoc1on 

1nadvert1da de corales (eJ S;derastrea spp. Favia ;ra;ruQ. 

D1cbccoeo1a stokes11) ode larvas rec1en establec1das Lzi 

recoc1on de corales esta proh1b1da per ley. 

•Lzis · rccas vivas·· ta:nb.:.en 1ncluyen otros invertebrados 

ies1les come anemonas, hidroides, coral1morfos y espon:ias 

la exfl~:a=ien co~ero1al para el ~ercado de acuarios de es:os 

;r~pcs debe ser prchida ' 
la depcs:c:en de carbonate de ca:c:c en el arrec.:.!e es un 

!encneno s~zanente len:o, per :c s~e su exflo:ac1on, a ::ave5 

de la recoc.:.en de ··rccas v:vas ·e: carr1coche), superara 

desprcporc.:.ona:mente su rencvac:cn natural Per tal razcn. 

es .:.naprcp1ado cons.:.derar este recurse como uno renovab:e 

•

' ~a recoc.:.~n ... d e . rocas v:vas a •. ~.. era e. .. re.1eve , vert:ca. ~ y 

cccpleJ1dad estructural del ar:ecife (Causey, 1999), as! ooze 

su cal1dad (Bohnsack, 1990) 

F.emover :fragmentos de c:orales m·Jer:os (carr1c:oche) el.:.c.:.narla 

el hab1taculo natural de un gran numero de invertebrados 

cr1pticoa {ej. equ1nodermos, g,.isancs, cruetaceos) y peces. 

' 
• 

10. l..a remociOn de ··rocas vivas·· p.;ede contribuir a aumentar las 

razones de b1oeros1on y erosion f:sica y quim1ca del 

arrec1fe. asi come la erosion ccstanera •

• i 
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11 La regeneracl6n de muchos de los invertebrados removidos es 

r:n.;y lent a en muchos tipos de "rocas v1vas", per lo que su 

explotaci6n puede 1mplicar una reducciOn o desapariciOn local 

de clerta5 espec1es. 

:2 la rer:icc1on de ··rocas vivas" equ1vale a fragmentar e~ 

eccs1stema arrec:fal, a destruir n1chos escolog1cos, en 

ccas1ones, im:y estrechos y espec1al1zados, ya reduc1r la 

hetercgene:dad espac1al (Peters, 1990) y la d1versidad de 

:1 La rencc:cn de ·rccas v:vas ccntr:b~ye a la degradac:cn de 

:cs arrec:fes N~estrcs arrecifes de coral no neces1tan de 

Esto~ 

re~~:eren acc:ones correctivas. 

la re:r.oc1or: de ··rocas vivas" equivale a re:i:oc:On pseudo-le;a: 

de ccra:es ya que estos son remov1dcs en etapas larvales o 

:~veniles de forr.ia inadvertida. 

:.s. La decision de proh1b1r la remoc1on de rocas vivas"- s6lo 

afectaria a un numero muy reduc1do de personas, mientras que 

su conservaciOn y preservaciOn s1g1n1:1carA un benef1c10 a la 

ecologia y salud arrec1fal, a la conservac10n de la 

b1od1vers1dad y al publico en general 

, .:, 
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:r1 r. a l :r.e r. t e • cabe c1tar el borradcr de las enm1endas 

profuestas al Plan de ManeJo de Peces de Arrec1fe (vers10n er. 

e.!'pa:\cl). el cual lee textualmente en la pag1na 4, parrafo Z-. 

J.inea 5 ·se desconocen lcs efectos ecolog1cos que la remoc10n de 

;,eces puedan ocas1onar E:n al ecos:.ste:na arrec1fal, ademas del 

e:e=to ncc1vo ode mor:andad que los quimicos puedan ocas:.onar a 

los peces e 1nvertebrados asoc1ados a este habitat··. Ademas. ur. 

n-.i~ero s1gn1f:.cat::.vo de las espe::-1es explotadas ha reg1stradc 

:rec:. e:: t e:i:en t e i-e d•J cc i ones pobl a c:icr.a le s De acuerdo a Wheaton 

r:;s;; ), las pol::lac::.cnes de peces de arrec1fe no p•Jeden sostene::

~na explotac:cn 1r.ter.sa deb1do en par:e a s'.ls estrateg:as y c:c:cs 

.1 e;:rc::'.; ct:. vcs • 
' 

lll. Recomeodaciones de maneJo 

• 
.A. Recomendaciones sobre la explotaciOn de especies de 

peces e invertebrados per el mercado de los acuarios 

• 
l ?rci:.b:r la explctaciOn ccmerc1al para el mercadc de acuar:cs 

:cca: y extranJero de peces e 1nvertebrados mar1nos Estc 

:.ncluye la remoc10n de "rocas v1vas" ( "l1ve rocks•·). 
I 
• 

2. Declarar del1to estatal y federal la remoc16n, poses16n y 

:c:ianejc comercial de "rocas v1vas" en Puerto Rico y las Islas 

Virgenes Norteamericanas, sus aguas territoriales y las aguas 

federales. 

• 
-

•I 

•
I 
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3 Estudlar la b1olog1a y el comportam1ento de todas las 

es?ec1es explotadas per el mercado de acuarios. incluyendo al 

mencs factores come: su func16n en los procesos del 

arrec1fe. su b1olog1a reproduct1va, madurez sexual, ecolog1a 

y al1mentac1on, prev10· a considerar el reestablecim1ento de 

cualqu1er n1vel de explotac16n comerc1al. 

4 Evaluar el estatus poblac1onal de muchas de estas espec1es, 

part:cularmente, aquellas altamente espec1al1zadas, y 

determ1nar s1 se requ1ere l1star alg\:na como espec1e rara. 

~~:nerable. amenazada o en pel1gro de ext1nc1on Creemcs 

que puede ex1st1r un numerc ccns:derab:e de espec1es 

expcrtadas en las categcr!as de raras, vulnerables c 

: ~stud:ar cual es el 1mpactc de estas act1v:dades sobre :cs 

arrec::es de coral y cc1:JUn1dades ccral1nas, prev1c a 

ccns:derar el reestablec1m1ento de cualqu1er n1vel de 

explotac1cn comerc1al M1entras se desconozca la r.ianera en 

que se afecta el arrec1fe con la remoc16n de peces, 

1nvertebrAdos o "rooAs vivas", debe restringirs11 al min1mo, o 

en lo pos1ble prohibirse. 

6. Implantar un programA de acuacultura de estas 11spec111s como 

una posibl11 medida de reintroducc16n de organismos removidos 

del arrecife, de mantenerse el mercado de forma controlada y 

l1m1tada 

..., 



i De rr~ntener un mercado reducido y controlado, debe proh1b1rse 

la explotac16n de especies de peces l1mp1adores de parasites. 

espec1alistas (niches estrechos), espec1es raras, espec1es de 

1mportanc1a alimenticia, esponJlvoros, coralivoros, espec1es 

pelag1cas o espec1es de gran tar.:iano, al 1gual que los 

.:invertebrados ses1les y las "rocas vivas" 

l I 

• 

!: De r.:iantener un mercado reduc1do y ccntrclado, deben 

reguer:.rse l:cenc1as, l1m1tando e: numero de exportadcres. 

espec:.es exp:ctadas, numero de cr;an:smcs, areas de 

exp:ctac:.cn. metodos de pesca '.prc~:b:endc las sustanc1as 

gu:.J:J:.cas), etc 

• 

• 
9 Se deben reger:.r 1nformes mensua:es scbre el mercado de 

expcrtac:.cn ye: mercado local Esta :n:crmac1on debe 

:.nc:u:.r taJ:Jb:en dates scbre mcrta;1dad • 
10 lnccrpcrar al plan de maneJc para regular la pesca de peces 

de arrec1fe el plan para regular la explotac16n de peces de 

arr_ec1fe e invertebrados en el mer ca do de los acuarios. 

Este ~lt1mo (1nvertebrados) actualmente se cons1dera per 

separado en el plan de maneJo de ccrales baJo preparac1on . 

.Ar:lbos planes conllevan, en ~lt1ma :.nstanc1a, med1das de 

pr0tecc1on de los arrec1fes come ecos1stemas. Esto 

el1m1nar1a la pos1b1lidad de con:l:ctcs. reduc~ria los 

• 



ccstcs de lrnplernentaciOn y garant1zar1a una lllllyor integrac1on 

y proteccion al ecos1stema arrec1fal. 

11 Expand1r la unldad de maneJo del plan para cubrlr aguas 

prcfundas arrec1fales (eJ. bordes de pla_taforca insular) 

:2 Establecer areas de maneJo ad1c10nales a la del Arrec1£e 

Tourmaline. al menos en los arrecifes de La Cordillera, Cayns 

:ar1be, La Parguera, Aguad1lla, Isla de Mona, V1eques y La 

B. Recomendaciones sobre la propuesta veda en la pesca 
del mere Epinephelus itajara. 

?rc~:~:r su pesca, no solarnente en las areas espec1ales de 

oa:-ie:c, s: no en todo Puerto R:co Esta espec1e esta· 

aotua:oente prcteglda en las ls.as V:rgenes Norteamericanas 

2 Eva:1.:ar su estatus poblaclcnal y determ1nar Sl se requiere 

:1star come espec1e rara, vulnerable, arnenazada o en pel:gro 

de ext1nc10:1 Creemos que su estatus podr1a estar entre 

ame:-iazada o en pel19ro de ext1nc1cn 

3. Estu::!1ar au b1olog1a reproduct1va, rnadurez sexual, ecologia 

y alimentaciOn, y posibilidad de acuacultura y reintroducc1cn 

de :uven1les al arrecife para restaurar las poblac1ones 

naturales. 
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Pea::zar el m1smo tipo de estud10 con el mero guasa 

!r:0ecr.elus mor10 y el diente de sable Myoteroperoa t1gr1s. y 

conslderar el c1erre de areas de agregac1on y desove, al 

menos durante _su_ ~poca reproductiva ·entre dic1embre y enero 

• 

C. Recomendaciones alternas relaoionadas a la propuesta 
restricci6n en el tamaao de los orificios de·las naaas 
de pesca. 

: Ne ::m:tar mas alla de las restr:cc1ones actuales la 

• 
:':::ta:::i:e=e:- un s:ste:r.a de infor:r.a'=16n sobre los dese:nbarccs de 

pe;cado:-es con nasas y de l1cenc1as para la venta de peces y 

12r1sccs de arrec1fes en general. 

... !s:atlecer c:-1ter1cs de seg~r1dad de 1dent1ficac1cn y am~:-:-e 

de n~sas a cuerdas y boyas para reduc1r la pos1b1l1dad de 

perd:da de nasas durante mareJadas. 

Remover todas las nasas del agua durante eventos meteorolo

glcos 1ntensoa como tormentas y huracanes. 
• 

5. Eva!uar la acuacultura eomo alternat1va para re1ntroduc1r 

especies de 1mportancia comerc1al al arrec1fe y reestablecer 

las poblae1ones naturales. 

• 

• 
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f lmplementar un prcgrama de arrec1fes art1f1c1ales con el 

cbJet1vo de proveer nuevos habitaculos para la recoloni2ac1on 

de peces e 1nvertebrados y rev1tal12ar la pesca ccn nasa c 

con ctras artes 

~ Establecer reservas naturales o artificiales para el descve y 

_propagac16n de espec1es de 1mportancia comerc1al 

E Desarrcllar un s1ster.ia de pesca rotando cada c1erto t1empo 

las Areas de pesca para ev1tar la scbre-explotac16n de lcs 

bancos pesqueros Esto puede 1nclu1r la rotac16n de areas de 

pesca entre arrec:fes naturales y art1£1c:a:es 

9 :cn~rolar o el1m1r.ar act1v:dades adversas a la 1r.tegr1daci de 

lcs ecos1steoas oar1ncs come la ccntam1nac16n, eutrcf1ca-

c:cn, destrucc:cn de hab1tacu:cs naturales, ccnstrucc1cn de 

mar:nas y rcmpec~as, dragados, sed:mentac:cn, maneJO 

descu1dado de embarcac1cnes, pesca recrea~1va con arpcn. us: 

recreat1vo 1ntenso, etc 

10 Ccns1derar s1empre aquellas alternat1vas menos adversas a :cs 

pescadores artesanales, espec1e en pel1gro de ext1nc16n en 

Puerto Rico De implementarse C\lalquier acc16n en detr1mer.~o 

de estos, debe proveerse una alternat1va viable para reduc1r 

c el1m1nar cualquier efecto adverse 

----··---
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Ch. Recomendacionea 11obre el establecimiento de refugios 
de arrecifea de coral. 

Establecer reservas marinas para el desove, reproducc16n y 

prcpagac16n de especies de 1mportanc1a _comercial 

2 Establecer reservas marinas para la preservac:en de los 

ecc~1~tPm~s arrec1fales. 

•I 
J Estab:ecer reservas ~~rinas para la ccnservac16n y estud10 de 

:cs eccs:steoas arrec1fales 

Ccns:derar la des19nac1cn de reservas en :cs arrec:!es La 
' 

:crd:::era, La Ccnga, Caycs Car:te, de Muertos, La 

?ar:;r-:era, Tour � a:1ne e Isla de Mona 

?e:orzar :as a!ternat1vas de rnane:c de corales y peces de 

arrec::e ~ed1ante la proteccior. :ntegral del ecos1stema y sus 

procescs. e:: � :nando as1 la pcs:b:e 1� pleoentac16n de 

a~ternat:vas mas drast1cas (eJ vedas per1od1cas, 

prch1b1c1ones de pesca, etc.). •I

fi. lncorporar los planes de maneJo de pesca de peces de 

arrec1fes y de maneJD de corales para reduc1r o elim1nar la 

pos1b1lidad de cualguier confl1cto de rnanejo Esto reduc1r:ia 

~na vez mas los gastos de imple � entac1on, esfuerzos y =neJo 

r 

i,, 
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D. Recomendaciones sobre especiea ex6tioa11. 

Si.:st:tu:r la proh1b1c1on de "la 1ntroducc16n no autor1zllda. 

e:i el mar. de espec1es ex6ticas•· por "proh1b1r la 1ntroduc

c1c:i en el mar de espec1es ex6t1cas··, el1minando el ··no 

autcr::.zada" 

E. T1tulo del plan. 

• ::-,tec;:a:- el pla~, de ma:ieJ o de ccrales y el de pesca de peces 

de ~r:ec.:ie ba; o el tltulo de .-:-. ...an de ManeJo para A:r~c:!es 

~--'o C:,:al y ?eces de Arrec:::'es de PJe:to ?::.cc e Islas V1rger.es 
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ARRECJFES ARTll-'ICIAl.t:S, 

UNA ALTERNATJVA PARA ELMEJORAMIENTO DEL 
AMBIENTE MARINO EN PUERTO RICO: 

UNA REVISION CORTA 

Edwin A. Hern,ndn l>etrado 
Dteparumtnl.o dt BloloJia, Unlveraldad de )>uen.o Klco, Kio 1-'iwdrMli 

· IAonor Alien Kodriruu 
llopanu11n1a 41 lllolo(LI. \lal•...WMI do~••,.. ICiu 

INTRODUCCJON 

Uno de los problemas 1mbientales en Puerto Rico que req\iiere mayor 
consideraci6n es el 1celerad0 deterioro de los arrecifes de cor,I. Los arrecifes pueden 
deteriorarse naturalmente mediante procesos de bioerosion {Hutchings. 1986). Estos 
procesos pueden incluir predaci6n por especies coralivoras y destruction mediante 
perioraci6n. Aunque estos procesos ocurren naturalmente en los 1rrec1fes, podrian 
verse afectados adversamente debido 11 impacto de actividades humanas. De acuerdo 
• Goen1ga (1986), e1isten diversos f1ctores 1ntropogenicos que 1fectan 
1dversamente el desarrollo yet mantenimiento de los arrecifes coralinos. Entre ellos 
se encuentran la remosi6n de la capa vegetal en las laderlS de .las montll'las y en 
colinas cerc., de la costa, lo c:ual c.,us.a un incremento en 11 sed1mentaci6n y una 
posible eutroficaci6n de l,s aguas c:ostaner,s, 1fect1ndo la transparencia del agua. 
Similar efecto tienen los drag1dos de fondos marinos. T1mb1en se observa la 
frecuente destrucci6n de corales debido 11 trinsito o ancl11e de embarcaciones y por 
prictic.,s militares, particularmente en 11 costa este de Puerto Rico. Otros f1ctores 
1dversos son las descargas de plantas de tratamiento san1tario, cont1minantes 
industriales, descargas termales t incrementos en la depos1ci6n de desperdicios 
solidos, particularmente plisticos (observac:iones personales). 

-

Sin embargo, uno de los problemas mis importantes es la sobrepesca de 
especies de imporunci1 comercial en nuestros arrecifes costaneros. Esto ha diezmado 
las poblaciones de muchas de 1st.as hasta el punto de la desaparic,on en varias
locatidades de algunas especies (observaciones personales). Ena sobrepesca, en 
ocasiones podrla causar un desbalance ecol6gico en el arrecife que podria afectar la 
tomposici6n de especies en el sistema, posiblemente teniendo tambien efectos en la 

raz6n de bioerosion. 

I 

I 
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En 11\os recientes, se ha propuesto la pesca de altura como una alternativa para 

la reduccion de la presion pesciuera sobre tos arrecifes de coral. a..reahdad es que eno 
no ha resultado. Sin embargo, el Gobierno no ha explorado 1eriamente la 
implementacion de un programa de arrecifes artificiales como una alternativa viable 
para mejorar el ambiente marino y reducir la presion de pesca sobre los arrecifes 
naturtles. De acuerdo a Stone (1982), existe evidencia que document• el uso de 
arrecifes artificiales en Jap6n de5de el siglo XVIII como una herramienta para mejorar 
el ambiente marine e incrementar la concentracion de peces, y por ende la pesca A 
partir de la dtcada de 1930, los japoneses comienzan a explotar comercialmente con 
exito los arrecifes artificiales como fue.nte _de pesca. En los Estados Unidos no es s1 no 
hasta la dtcada de 1950 que comienzan a realizarse estu~ios sobre arrecifes 
artificiales, y comienzan a explora™! otros usos, no solamente comertial. Hoy dia, en 
muchos palses en vias de desarrollos se ha comenzado a explorar el uso de arrecifes 
artificiales como alternativa para aumentar la pesca y mejorar las condiciones de 
nutricion de las personas. 

Stone (19974) define un arrecife artificial como una estructura hecha con 
cbjetos naturales o artificiales colocados intencionalmente en a!gun lugar del 
ambiente marine, aunque tambitn existen arrecifes artificiales en embalses (Moring 
et al., 1989). Esto se hace con el prop6sito de mejorar las condiciones def ambiente, 
prcpiciando un incremento en la concentraci6n de peces e invertebrados en 
ambientes desprovistos de relieve natural con fondo irregular como lo son los 
arrecifes naturales, cuevas o fondos escabrosos. Bohnsack y Sutherland (198S) 
.clasifican los arrecifes artificiales en tres amplias categorias: arrecifes de fondo, de 
.agua y superficiales. Sin embargo, las plataformas petroleras pueden considerarse 
como una cuarta utegorla, ya _que son un agregador adecuado de peces e 
lnvertebrados (Dugas et al., 1979; Mcintosh, 1981; Seaman, et al. 1989b). De acuerdo 
a Sonu y Grove (1985), para construir un arrecife artificial se requiere una certifi,ac,on 
oficial del Gobierno. Esta requiere que los arrecifes artifidales cumplan con unos 
niveles oficiales de constru"i6n divididos en-cuatro grandes categorias: durabilidad, 
seguridad, funcionamiento y economia. 

-
A continuaci6n presentamos algunas de las alternat1vas para la construcci6n de 

arrecifes artificiales y las ventajas y desventajas de cada una de ellas. Tambien, se 
discuten posibles localidades 6ptimas para este tipo de desarrolllo, asi como algunas 
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recomendaciones pa,., rH!ucir el impacto d~ 11er_os,on terrestre, cont1minaci6n y 

destrucci6n de los arrecifes de coral costaneros. 

TJPOS DE ARRECJFES ARTJFJCIALES 

A travls de los il\os se ha utilizado una gran diversidad de materiales para 
conrtruir arrecifes 1rtifici1les. Tomando en consideraci6n la enorme generacion de 
desperdicios s6lidos en Puerto Rico hoy dra, la implementaci6n de un program• de 
arredfes artificiales podr/1 contribuir, en parte, • reducir la cantidad de ciertos tipos 
de desperdicios s61idos depositados en los vertederos (ej. pedazos ,de concreto, 
plisticos, neumiticos, metales, etc.) mediante su reutilizacion. 

El modelo y materiales • implementarse dependeri del objetivo que se 
persigue. De acuerdo • Stone (1978), entre los materiales usados comunmente se 
encuentran la chatarra de autom6viles viejos y embarcaciones, sin embargo, su vida 
Litil es relativamente coru debido a la corrosion. En diversos estudios se ha evaluado 
la utilidad de otros materiales de construcci6n como tubos de cal\eria y pedazos de 
concreto de diversos tamal\as (Buckley y Hueckel, 1985; Carlisle, 1982), as, como 
bloques de concrete dada su a_ltadurabilidad en el ambiente marino y relat1vo bajo 
costo (Oavis, 1985; Randall, 1963, 1965; Risk, 1981). Carlisle (1962), Sheehy (1976), y 

2ahary y Hartman (1983) construyeron varios modelos de concrete de diversa 
geometria. Las ventajas de los modelos de concrete son su facilidad de anclaje al 
fondo debido a su peso y su superficie ispera que permite una mayor colonizaci6n de 
algas marinas e invertebrados slsiles (Bailey,Broclc, 1989; Fiuhardinge y Bailey-Brock, 
1989). 

Davis et al (1985), Feigenbarum et al. (1985), Grant et al. (19B2), Grove (1982) e 
lnversen y Bannerot (1984) conrtruyeron unidades experimentales de rocu y 
Pet\ascos, materiales naturales, mientras que Downing et al. (1985), Feigembaum et 
•I. (1985), Spanier tt al. (1985), Stone (1974, 1979) y Walton (1982) connruyeron 

diversos modelos experimentales con neumiticos de autom6viles. La ventaja 
Particular de los neumiticos H que permiten una gran diversidad de disenos y su 

duraci6n en el ambientt marino es casi incalculable. Sin embargo, sus desventajas 
tst.4n en que requieren un anclaje adecuado, ya que son muy livianos. Por otro lado, 
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de acuerdo a Fitzhardingey Baile-Brock(1989), su superficie, al igual que la de otros '~ 
plasticos, es muy suave, reduciendo ui la colonizac,on deinvertebrados usiles. -:· 

Sato (1985), y Sonu y Grove (1985) presentan una buena descripciOn de lo, 
diversos modelos de acero, cromio y concreto reforzado de diverH geometrla y 

1amal'lo utilizados exitos.amente en JapOn. Tambiln se han utilizado divet'los tipos dt 
pollmeros plisticos como el PVC, us.ando en combinaciOn con bloques de concreto por 
Alevizon et al. (1985). -Recientemente, se han utilizado blosques de ceniza 
compactada y desechos de carbon (Stone, 1982; Woodhead, et al., 1982), sin 
embargo, podrla existir un posible riesgo a la vida marina dependiendo de la 
composiciOn de las cenizas compactadas. De acuerdo a Bohnsack-" Sutherland (198S), 
tambiln se han utilizado mezclas de concrete y polietileo, pl4stico reforzado con fibra 
de vidrio y la electrodeposiciOn de elementos encontrados naturalmente en el agua. 

Por otro lade, Feigenbaun et al. (1989), Gooding y Magnuson (1967). 
Matsumoto et al. (1981), Samplesy Sproul(1985), y Workman et al. (1985), Sampltt y 
Sproul (1985), y Workman et al. (1985) estudiaron la importancia ecolOgica de los 
atractores flotantes de peces, mientras que Yam1uchi (1984) tstudiO 11 importancia 
de los atractores flotantes en la muicultura. Beets (1989), por su parte, utilizO un 

· mode lo combinado de arrecife de fondo y atractor flotante. En la ubla 1 se com·paran 
diversos materialu par1 construir arrecifes artificiales en tlrminos de durabilidad, 
disponibilidad, costos y problemas. 

PROPOSJTOS PARA EL USO DE ARRECIFES ARTIFICJALES 

Mejorar el arr.blente marlno 

Segun Stone et al. (1979), un arrecife artif1c11I podria cambiar un fondo 
desprovisto de relieve irregular (ej. fondo arenoso) a uno altamente productive. Sin 
embargo, Bohnsack (1989), y Bohnsacky Sutherland (1985) cuestionan si realmente 
ocurre un incremento en biomasa o simplemente se atraen especies de arrec,fes 
cercanos sin incrementar la biomas.a. Pero, lo que sf esti claro, es que en muches 
lugares la composiciOn de especies ha aumentado dramiticamente luego de la 
implementaciOn de los arrecifes artificiales (Stone et al. 1979). Oe acuerdo a Bohnsack 
(1989), se han sugerido varios mecanismos para esto: 1) proveer alimento adic,onal, 2) 
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lincrementar la .diciencia alimenuria, 3) proveer prot,ccion contra predadores; 4) 
proveer nuevos habiUculos para el reclutamiento de individuos; y S)un mecanismo 
indirecto, ya que los ptces al moveru al nuevo habit,culo artificial crean un nuevo 
espacio en el arrecife natural que puede ser colonizado por nuevos individuos. 

Manejo de pesquerlaa • 

Factores como el aumento poblacional, desarrollo urbano e industrial en las 
costas, asi como el aumento en el numero de complejos hoteleros han contribuido al 
aumento en la presion pesquera en arrecifes costaneros (Bhnsack y Sutherland, 1985). 

Tambien han contribufdo al aumento en la sedimentacion y desca~a de conta• 
minantes a la cost.a. Segun Mcintosh (1981), la sobrepesca, junto a otros factores, han 
aumentado la demanda por bancos pesqueros pero reducido el recurse, entonces, lo 
menos que se puede hacer es renovar el rtcurso. De acuerdo a Feigenbaun et al. 
{1989), la pesca local provee solo el 7~o de los marlscos consumidos en la Isla 
..anuafmente. La implementacion de arrecifes artificiales seria una alternat_iva 
adecuada para el manejo de pesquerias, ya que segun Stone (1978), la construcc,on y 

el uso inteligente de estos arrecifes puede ayudar a conservarya renovar los recurses 
pesqueros marinos. 

Eru claramente establecido que el prop6s1to principal en la implementacion de 
.irrecifes artificial~ es mejorar el fondo marino y fas pesquerias, mediante el aumento 
de la densidad de algas, invertebrados y sobre todo, peces. Muchos han s,do 
construfdos para atraer peces adultos, otros para incrementar el desove. 
reclutamiento y supervlvencia de juveniles. La mayoria han sido establec,dos para 
atraer especies de importancia comercial:Los arrecifes de fondo en muchas ocasiones 
·son utilizados para atraer peces de arrecife o de fondo de importancia comercial 
come los arrayaos. (Haemulidae), meros (Serranidae) y pargos (Lutjanidae), segun Risk 
(1981), Lukens (1981), y Alevizon et al (1985). Tambil!n, pueden servir como 
habiUculo a decenas de especies, tanto de peces (Stone et al, 1979) como de 
invertebrados marines (Risk, 1981), los cuales podrian servir como alimento a otras 
especies. 

La implementacion de atractores flotantes de peces. de acuerdo a Gooding y 
Magnuson (1987), Matsumoto et al. (1981), Samples y Sproul (1985), y Workman et al. 
(1985), puede ser muy util para atraer especies pelagicas de importancia comercial 
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c0m0 las sierris 0 atunes (Scombrldae). Enos 1tr1ctores flotantes han sido utilizad01 .-," 
exitoumente tn ~uerto Rico ·por Feigenbaun et 11. (1989), pua atratr dorados 
(Coryphaena hippurus), petos (Ancanthocybium sot,nd,rr, y barracudas (Sphyraen, 
barracuda). De acuerdo I Stiman et 11. (19891), los 1rrtclfts 1rtifici1les podrlan 
permitir 11 explotacion maxima de un rtcurso pe$quero. Sin embargo. It rtquitre 
determinar previamente cual es el objetivo de ,n,blecer un arrecife y cu al es o son lllS 
especies particularts que sedesean atraer. 

Jdaricultura y acuacultw-a 

Los arrtcifes artificiales de fondo generalmentes se utilizan para 1tr1er peces 
de arrtcife u organismos bentonicos. Estas son tspteies generalmente ' 1s0c1adas , 
alguna estructura como rocas, -cuevas o corales que Its brinden proteccion. Sin 
embargo, tambien pueden ser herramientas muy utiles para la 1cuacultur1. Sheeny 
(i 978) construyo arrecifes de pedazos de tubos de cal'ler/a de concreto para proveer 
un nuevo habiUculo para la langosu Homarus ameriunus con sumo exito. Por otro 
lado, ya Davis (1985) utilizo arrecifes de bloques de concreto para 11 propagacion de 
la langosta l'anullllrus 11,pus. Estc nos sugiere 11 posibilidad y adecuacidad de 

implantar un programa de arrecifts art1ficiales para prop151ar 11 poblacion de 
fangostas en Puerto Rico, uno de los mariscos mis sobrepescados en el pais. 

Los arrtcifes artificiales, tanto flotantes como de fondo, pueden ser ut1lizados 
en la acuacultura para cultivar ostras o almejas (Ardizzone et 11., 1989). Segun 
Yamauchi (1984), tambien pueden ser de gran valor en la maricultura para el 
crecimiento de algas o esponjas marinas de 1mportancia comercial, mercado no 

explotado en Puerto Rico. 

Jdhliaclon de dailos al amblenie marino 

Los arrecifes artificiales, de acuerdo a Seaman et 11. (19891), han comenzado a 
uatilizarse recientemente como mec.anismos para m1tigar el impacto de actividades 
humanas en la costa. Grove (1982) construyc. arrecifes de roe.as para propagar espec1es 
de algas marinas afectadas per la construe . .,)n de una planta de energia nuclear en 
California. Mientras tanto, Davis (1985) ut1hzO arrecifes para mitigar el impacto de la 
c:onstrucciOn de una marina en Florida enlas poblaciones de la langosta Panulirus 
•rgus. Esto ayudo a que la poblacion de lang0S1as no desapareciera del irea durante 
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la connrucci6n ya q ue se les proveyo de un habiUculo alterno co'mo rtfugio. lnvel'Sfn 
.y Bannerot (1984) hiciero_n un trabajo similar para reducir ti lmpacto dt la 
connrucci6n de otra marina sobre la ictiofauna local. 

El continuo des.arrollo ·,esidencial t indunrial tn Puerto Rico nos llevar, a un 
eventual aumento tn las desurgas san1tarias t industriales en la coSt.a Muchas de 
estas deM:argas, como las dtsc:argas U!rmales de Bthia de Jobes, en S.linas, y 11 de 11 

recidn construrda plant.i de tratamiento regional de Humac.ao, tienen los puntos de 
mezcla en medic de :ronas de importanC1a ecologica o pesquera. LI relocali:raciOn de 
estos puntos de deS<arga,junto al tS1ablecimierito de arrecifes artificiales podrian ser 
una alternativa para reducir el impacto en ti ambiente costero. Fi~almente, los 
arrecifes artificiales, dependiendo del material utilizado, pueden ser un innrumento 
de gran valor para tratar de propagar y reintroducir especies de invertebrados sfsiles 
(ej. corales) en lugares donde los habitaculos naturales han sido destruidos por 
actividades humanas. 

E1nidl01 ecol6fico1 

El valor ecol6gico de los arrecifes artificial es es indiS(Utible, no 5010 por su valor 
biol6gico, si no porque abre la posibilidad de llevar a c.abo diveMS tipos de Htud1os. 
Los habitAculos artificiales pueden ser excelentes modelos paraenudios ecolOg1cos 
poblacionales de colonizacion (Lukens, 1981; Schoener, 1974), biogeografia {Walsh, 
1985), estudios de predacion de hierbas marinas (Randall, 1965), dinam,ca 
poblacional de la ictiofauna (Randall, 1963; Stone et al. 1979), estudios comparatives 
de la morfologra de arrecifes artificiales (Risk, 1981; Walsh, 1985), asi como tstudios 
dtl impacto de las corrientes marinas tn el establecimiento dt comunidades 
bentOnicas en el arrecife artificial (Baynes y S:rmant, 1989). Beeu (1989) ut1hzO un 
modelo combinado de arrecife artificial de fondo 501amente. 

Control de erosion en la cost.I 

De acuerdo a Bohnsack y Sutherland (1985), hay arrecifes artificiales que 
funcionan come rompeolas y para el control de 11 erosi6n de las playas. Este factor 
debe considerarse seriamente en Puerto Rico, ya qu, debido a la acelerada erosion de 
arena en nuertras cortas, ciertos tipos de arrecifes artificial es podrian conv,rtirse en 
una alternativa para controlar la erosion y como un amoniguador de la energia del 
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oleaie en caso dt fuerttS marejadat. Sin embargo, para que su uso como control dtt.'
erosion costanera sea tftctivo'., titnt qut implement.arst en combinacion con otrai /
alternativas de manejo como prohlbir la extraccion de arena de las playas, dunu y 
estuaries, asf como con la construcciOn de dunas artificiales. Otras recomem:lacion11
de control de erosion que podrian combinarst con los arrecifes artifidales son 
enumeradas por Cintron (1981), Martinez tt al. (1983), y Nicholsy Cereo(1983). 

} 
 .. 

 

Otra, venl.aja1 de l01 a1'Ncl(e1 artlliciale1 

Mcintosh(1981) y Stone (1974, ~982), discutieron11imporuncia de los arrecifes 
artificiales como punto de referencia para peces y pesudores, irctuisve, tambien en 
ureas de restates. De1cuerdo I Bohnsack(1989), los arrecifes artificiales tienen otras 
ventajas como la de crear nuevas oportunidades para la pesca, reducir ti conflicto de 
uses sobre otras ireas naturales, ahorru tiempo y combustible en la navegac,on, 
reducir los esfuezos en la pesca, hacer la localizacion de peces una mis facil y 
predecible, aument.ar ti accHO publico a los bancos pe$(!ueros y seguridad mediante 
el establecimiento de arrecifes artificial es cercanos a la costa y aumentar ,la cant,dad 
de peces mediantt 11 agregacion. A estas ventajas podria ar'ladirse que el 
establecimiento de arreciftS artificiales podria proveer una nueva alternativa de 
recreacion para los amantes del deporte del buceo. A pesar de que 11mayoria de los 

, modelos artificiafes han sido construidos con propositos experimentales, otros han 
sido construldos con propositos unic.amente recreativos (Stone, 1974). 

Por otro lado, los arrecifes artificiales tamb,en pueden funcionar como un 
obstaculo contra el 1rrastrede redes de pesca en ireas donde se desee ev,tar la pesca 
de ciertos peces. Sin embargo, la ventaJa principal stria la de reducir pres,ones de 
sobrepesca en determinadas es·pecies en arrecifes naturales y mrtigar impactos 
detrimentales en el ambitnte marine (Davis, 1985; lnversen y Bannerot, 1984) 

Tambien pueden "rutilizados para restaurar la productividad de ireas cercanas a la 
1:osta que han sido destruldas por contaminac,on o por operaciones de dragados o 
rellenos. 
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EFECTOS DE LOS ARRHCIFll:S ARTJFJCIALES RN I.A DINAMICA 
POBLACIONAL DE LOS PKCES l>E ARRECIFE '!r • ,. 

•.t.i.; !~'ii· ...

u •parici6n de organiffllos merinos tn un •rrtclfe •rtificial es un tvento 
rapido. De •cuerdo • Risk (1981), luego de 24 horas de h•berse colocado una unidad 

• txperimenul de bloques·y roc.1s en D1Kovery B•y, J•m&ice, y• se encontr,1b1n dos 
e-species dt peces; I• d11misel• Eupomactntrus fuscus(Pomacentridae ) y la morena 
Gymnothorax morlnga (Mur•enidae). Resultados ~milares encontraron Stone (1978) 

y Alevizon et al. (1985) luego de 48 horas. Los primeros peces en llegar pueden ser 
juveniles o adultos, dependiendo del tamar'lo de los espacios disponibles enla 
estructura, generalmentt como refugio contra depredadorts. 

\ 

1 ,.. • 

El patr6n de reclutamiento tiene relaci6n con la fpoca del ar'lo y la localizacion 
geogrific.1. De acuerdo • Stone et •I. (1979), un nuevo arrecife artificial puede ser 
•tractivo para peces juveniles probablemente por la poca competencia de 
colonizaci6n. u tstacionalidad en la abundancia de juveniles es ev1dtnte pua 
muchas especies, as! como la variabilidad en la intensidad de reclutam1entto entre 
ar'los (Walsh, 1985). Estt encontr6 en su enudio que txistla una raz6n de camb10 entre 
c:tn5es de 37.4%, mientras que la persistencia maxima de una especie en las unidades 
experimentales fut de seismeses. Se sugiri6 que el movimiento de peces adultos 
tntre los arrecifes naturales y los artificiales fue el respons.able de es.as variaciones en 
la composici6n de especies. Usualmente, la etapa climax de la comunidad puede 
alcanzarse entre varios meses y unos dos anos, dependiendo de la complejidad del 
arrecife y de la comunidad. 

Un ,npecto muy imporunte es la colon1zaci6n de algas. Estas son la base de la 
c.adena alimenticia, por lo que su presencia es vital para atraer herviboros, que a su 
vtz atraen carn!voros de diversos niveles. La colonizaci6n de algas contribuye 
grandemente a la tstructura fisic:a del arrecife t increment• la colonizaci6n por 

pequel'los crusticeos tambifn. Esto c:au~ que las densidades de peces en las unidades 
experiment.ales o sus alrededores sean mayores a la de los ambientes aledar'los 
(Buckleyy Hueckel,1985; Walton, 1982) . 

.. 
En diversos ertudios se han comparado las comunidades entre los arrecifes 

artificiales y arrecifes naturales o areas controles cercanas como fondos deprov,stos 
de relieve irregular. En la mayoria de estos, los arrecifes artif1ciales presentan una 
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densidad y biomasa mayor-de p~es que los ambientes n~tur,les (Bohnsack y
Sutherland, 1985). Clarke et al'. (1967) encontro una biomas.a de ptces treinta y cineo
veces mayor en arrtcifes artificiales que en fondos sin relitvt. Walton (1982) 
encontr6 cerca dt cuatro veces la densidad y nueve veces la biomasa de •t1at1isht1•
(Pleuronectidae, Bothidae), y unas ocho veces la densidad y la biomasa dt todos los
peces en arrtcifes artificiales, en relacion a fondos dtsprovistos de relieve irregular.. .
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Por otro lado, estudios como los de Randall (1963) y Stone et al. (1979) 
encontraron una similaridad gtneral en la estructura de las comunidades entrt 
arrecifes artificiales y arrecifes naturales. Se ha conclulido que la habilidad de utilizar 
1anto un arrecife artificial como uno natural dtpende de las esl\ecies. Bohnsack y 
Suthtrland (1985) reportaron resultados donde tambit!n se encontro una mayor 
biomas.a y densidad de peces en arrecifes artificiales. Esto puede deberse a que los 
arrecifes artificiales tienen una estructura mas compleja que los arrecifes naturale1. 
Mientras tanto, Feigenbaun et al. (1989) reportaron incrementos en la pesca de 
especies pelllgicas al noreste de Puerto Rico, proveyendo una alternativa a la 
s.obrepesca de especies bent6nit1s. Existe evidencia contundent.e de la e1ectrv,dad de 
Jes arrecifes artificiales como agrtgadores de peces, alc.enzando niveles similares a los 
arrecifes naturales o mejorando lstos. Basllndose en estos resultados, podria 
•firmarse que la implantaci6n de arrecifes artificiales cerca de arrecifes natural~s 
afectados por cualquitra de los factores anteriormente discutidos podria ser una 
alternativa viable para renovar las poblaciones de peces. 

• 

.. 
~ 

• 
: 

LUGARES ADECUADOS PARA EL ESTABLECIMIENTO Db: ARRECIFES 
ARTJFJCIALESEN PUERTO RICO 

Te6ritamente, los lugares mas adtcuados para ubicar arrecifes artificiales 
podrian ser aguas de pota a moderada profundidad (ej. 20 a 50 pies) y de pot1s 
corrientes. En las aguascostaneras de Puerto Rico e1isten varias zonas en las cuales de 
podria implementar un program• adecuado de arrecifes artificiales. En la cona norte, 
dadas sus caracteristit1s de fuertes corrientes, aguas turbias y mayor profundidad, 
existe un desarrollo limitado de arrecifes naturales. En adicion, recientemente, la 
sedimentacion sob re arrecifes de coral ha aumentado (Goenaga, 1986; observaciones 
pet1onales). Ademas, el acelerado desarrollo urbane e industrial enla zona costanera. 
la descarga de efluentes primarios de plantu de tratamiento de aguas usadas en Palo 
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I 
Seco y Barceloneta y la descarga de c:ontaminantes indunnalH en el litorat entre 
Carolina y Arecibe posiblemente han contribuide> 1 disminuir las pobtaciones de peces 
en ·ros pocos 1rredfes bordeantes en 11 cost1. £1 establec\miento de 1rrecifes 
art1ficiales de fondo ceru de la c:ost1, en conjunto c:on atrlctores flotantes de peces 
podria resultar en una altemativa efectivl para 1ument1r 11 densidad y b10masa de 
peces. Adicionalmente, podrian representar una 1lternativ1 como control contra l1 
erosion en la c:osta, Ya que el norte se c:aracteri~• por su profund1d1d, con toda 
probabilidad fos atractores flotantes podrian ser los mas 1dec:u1dos. 

En la c:osta sur ea:isten tambien varias zonas donde se podrian enabtecer enas 
unidades artif1ciales, c:omo cerc:a de las Mareas, en Guayama, donde seo,nc:uentra una 
petroquimica. Tamb1en, podrian establecerse en el •re•de Bahia de Jobes, donde hay 
descargas termales de la planta de energia electrica de Aguirre, en Salinas, asi come 
en las 19uas costaneras frente a Ponce debido a la rapid1 sedimentation de arrecifes y 
descarga de aguas usadas. El area de Pel\uelas y Guayanilla tambien presenta un 
habiuculo ideal para est1blecer arrtcifes artificiales por la destruccion de fondos y 

· arrecifes debido a drag ados para puertos y contaminacion por descargas industriales 
y termales de petroquimica y plantas electricas. 

Una ventaja que ofrece la costa sur sobre las dem,s zonas cost1ner1K de 11 1sla 
es la menor velocidad de las c:orrientes, mayor transparenc:ia de sus aguas, menor 
profundidad promedio y mayor amplitud de la plataforma insular. Esto propicia un 
habiticulo mas 1decuado para establecer 1rrecifes 1rtific:iales de fondo. 
Adicionalmente, en la zona suroeste, en especial, entre La Parguera y Cabo Rojo, ta 
presi6n de pesca sob re fos arrecifes coralinos es 11 mayor en el pais. Posiblemenie. el 
establecimiento de arrecifes 1rtificiales, en conjunto con periodos de veda enla pesca 
de ciertas especies, el attemar los periodos de pesc:1 entrt arrecifes naturales y 
artificiales, y la implementation de leyes mas estrictas podrian Hr uni alternat111a 
para aumentar la densidad y biomasa local de peces y mariscos de importancia 
comercial. 

I 

las aguas en la cost• este tambien proveen un 1mbiente adecuado para 
establec:er arrecifes artificiales, debido a que posee grandes bancos de arena 
sumergidos entre Vieques, Cufebra y Puerto Rico. Adicionalmente, podrian ser un 
instrumento para mejorar 11 pesc:a comercial y artesanat en Vieques y Culebr1, donde 
muches arrecifes naturales han sido destruidos debido a practicas militares. Tambien 
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. pueden Hr una herramientl·util tn 11 zona norene de la 1s11, donde el desmedido 
desarrollo urbano ·y consttucciOnde marinu y complejos ·hoteleros han e1usado un 

. rapido deterioro en la con.. lgualmente, pueden establecerse modulo, 1n1f1ci1les 
frente a la con. de Yabuco1, al surene del pall, donde lu deM:1rgascont1min1ntes 
de dos petroqufmicas y la operacion del puerto de Yabucoa han 1fect1do 
adversamente 11 pesc.a local. 

RECOMENDACIONES PARA EL CONTROL DE CONTAMINACION Y 
MANEJO DE TIER RAS 

LI sedimentacion de los arrecifes de coral es tal vez la mayor ' amenaza que 
reciben los ecosistemas cost1neros en el pais. Se requiere la implementc1on de 
practicasde construcciOny pr,ctic.as agricolas mas adecuadas para asi reducir enlomas 
posible la erosion del suelo. Esto requiere una entrgica acciOn del Gob1ern0 en esa 
direction. Por otro lado, se requiere un mejor funicionamiento de las pl1'"ltas de 
tratamiento de aguas usadas, muchas de las cuales est,n actualmente sobrecargadas. 
asi como una implementacion m,s efectiv1 del programa de pretraumiento 
industrial. Ambos problemas contrlbuyen I la eutroficacion de las costas. Esto podria 
causar un aumento en la turbidez de las aguas, asiflxlfa de los pOlipos de coral. 
explosiones poblaciones de algas y sobrecrecimiento de tstas sobre los corales. 
matandolos eventualmente. 

l 

•

I.Otr1 altern1tiv1 es la reforesuci6n con espet1es n1tivas de zonu desprov1stas 
de capa vegetal y de ireas inundables de los embatses, asi como de las ireas aledanas 
a las cuenc.as hidrogrific.as pua arJ reducir las razones de erosion del suelo. Esto 
r:,uede complemenurse conun adecuado programa de educacion comunal par1 
actuar contra el r:,roblem1 de erosion de suelos y de la cont1min1ci6n del agua. • 

Es indispensable implemenur medidas que recluzcan el flujo de nutrienth 
hacia los rios. Las medidas deberin desarrollar metodos par1 reducir y tratar tos 
efluentes de zonas agrfcolas, implementation de un program1 vigoroso p1ra el 
traumiento secundario ya existente y el establecimiento de ,inemas de trltamiento 
terciario son indispensables en algunlS ocasiones. Oe no implantarse estas med1dai 
previo al desarrollo de un progr1ma de urecifes 1rtificiales en Puerto Rico, su 
utilidad, con toda probabilidad, 5e veria reducida. 

•

•
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CONCJ,USJONES 

En Puerto Rico, as/ como en otras partes del mun1o, ex,su un problema 
ambrental muy serio, en particular en la zona costanera. Los arrecifes de coral 
costaneros se est.6n viendo afectados adversamente por diversas 1ct1v1dades humanas 
como la ripida destrucci6n en la zona costanera como consecuencra del crec,ente y 
desplanificado desarrollo urbano, turistico e industrial. Por otro lado, un aumento en 
la sed1mentaci6n en los arrecifes, descargas de aguis usadas y efluentes industriales, 
asr como la sobrepesca de especies de importancia comercial han acelerado este 
deterioro. Todos estos factores han contribuido I la disminuci6n en la densrdad de 
peces yen la cantidad de especies de 1mportancia comercial en algunas·areas. 

' El establecimiento de arrecifes artificiales, en conjunto con vedas por 
temporada y de tamallo en la pesca de ciertas especies de importancia comercial, el 
alternar los periodos de pesca entre los arrecifes naturales y artificiales, y la 
implementaci6n efec:tiva de leyes que regulan la pesca y el desarrollo desplanificado 
en la costa, podrian ser una altemativa adecuada para el mejoramiento del 1mb1ente 
marino costanero. Tambien recomendamos la otorgaci6n de incentivos e:onom,cos o 
de otros tipos para el establetimiento y la pesca en arrecifes artificiales. 

El Gobierno debe considerar seriamente el implementar un programa de 
arrecifes artif1ciales para mitigar el impacto de la erosi6n costanera y descargas de 
contaminantes en la costa como complemento a otras alternativas de mane1O de 
recursos. Tambien, los arrecifes artificiales podrian ayudar a mitigar el 1mpacto de las 
practicas militares en Vieques y Culebra, asi como podrian convertirse en un medro 
adicional de recreaci6n acuatica. A pesar de que los arrecifes artificiales no son la 
solution a los problemas ambientales en la costa, su efec:tividad para me10rar el 
ambiente marino y las pesquerias ha sido demostrada, por lo que deben ser 
considerados una alternativa viable en la planificacion para el manejo de los recursos 
cost.aneros. 
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------------------
Material 

-----Our abilidad Costos 
--------

ProblemasDisponibilidad 

---------- ----------------------
Chatarra de autos Pocos anos Facil 8arato Corrosi6n y 

Anclaje 

Embarcaciones Variable Variable a Variable Corrosi6n 

hundidas Diflcil 

Tubos de cafterla lndefinida Variable Barato Transportacion 

de concreto 

Pedazos de concreto lndefinida Facil Barato Transportacion 

Bloques de concreto lndefinida Facil narato Transportacion 
y Anclaje 

Modelos prefabricados lndefinida Oiflcil Variable Transportacion 

de concreto 
• 

Rocas lndefinida Facil Bara to Transportacion 

TABLA 1 a. Comparacion de materiales de construccion de arrecifes ;1rtificiales en terminos de: 
durabilidad, disponibilidad. costos v problemas. 

..... N ... 

---------------------------------------------?----------------------



--------------------------------------------------------------------------Material Ourabilidad Oisponibilidad Costos Problem as 

---------------------------------~------------------------------------ • 
Neum~ticos lndefinida F~cil Bara to Anclaje 

Modelos de: 
concreto reforzado - lndeiinida Variable Variable Transportacion

cromio lndefinida Diflcil Variable Superficie lisa 

- acero lndefinida Variable Variable Superficie lisa

- PVC lndefinida F jcil J,uato Super fide lisa
y Anclaje 

Cenizas compactadas Variable Diflcil Costoso? Contaminaci6n? 

A tractor es flotantes Variable Variable Variable Anclaje y 
Navegacion 

Modelos combinados Variable F ~cil 
, 

Barato Anclaje

--------------------------------------------------------------------

TABLA 1b. Comparacion de materiales de construccibn de arrecifes artificiales en terminos de: 
durabilidad. disponibilidad, costos y problemas. 

.....,.. 

, • • 
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE SHALLOW WATER REEF FISH FMP AMENDMENT 2 
BY MR, EDWIN HERNANDEZ AND MS, LEONOR ALICEA, BIOLOGISTS 

JUNCOS, PUERTO RICO 

UNOFFICIAL TRANSLATION
77TH MEETING 

 

1. --- To prohibit the commercial exploitation of native and 
exotic fish species and invertebrates for the aquarium
trade, including th• removal of live rocks. 

2. To declare State and Federal felony the removal, 
possession and commercial handling of live rocks in 
Puerto Rico and the us Virgin Islands, as wall as 
territorial and Federal waters. 

3. To study the biology and behavior of all species that are 
being exploited in the aquarium trade industry, including
factors such as: its role in the reef process, its 
reproductive biology, sexual maturity, ecology and 
feeding, prior to the restoration of any commercial 
exploitation level. 

4. To evaluate the population status of these species,
particularly those that are highly specialized, and to 
determine which should be listed as uncommon species, 
V1Jlnerable, threatened or endangered. We believe a 
number of exported species could be considered among the 
uncommon, V1Jlnerable or threaten species. 

s. To study the impact of these activities on the coral 
reefs and coral communities, prior to any consideration 
of the restoration of commercial exploitation levels. As 
long as we do not know the way the reef is affected by
the removal of fish, invertebrates or live rocks, it 
sh.ould be minimized or prohibited. 

6. To introduce an aquaculture program for these species as 
a possible measure to restore reef fish populations, and 
to keep a controlled and limited market. 

,. --- If a reduced and controlled market is attained, the 
overfishing of parasite cleaner fish species, specialist
(narrow niche), uncommon species, food value species, 
sponges, corals, pelagic or big size species, as well as 
invertebrate sessile organism and live rocks, should be 
prohibited 

.. 8. --- If a reduced and controlled market is attained, there 
should be restrictions with regards to: license, the 
number of exporters, exploitable species, organisms,
fishing sites, and fishing methods, banning the use of 
chemicals. 



Mr. Edwin Hern6ndez and Ms. Leonor Alicea 
Unofficial Translation 
77th Meeting 

9. Monthly report• ·on- export· and local market• ahould 
required. This information must include mortality dat;~ / / ~..J 

10. --- To incorporate to the regulatory Shallow Water Reef Fish 
Fishery Management Plan the regulatory plan for the reef 
juveniles fish and invertebrate exploitation of the 
aquarium trade, The latter one (invertebrate) has been 
considered separately in the actual preparation of the 
coral management plan. Both plans carry with them, in 
the last instance, measures to protect the reef as 
ecosystems. This will eliminate the possibility of 
conflicts, reduce implementation cost, and guarantee a 
greater integration and protection of the reef ecosystem. 

11. Expand the management unit of the plan to include deep
reef watars (a,g. insular shelf edge), 

12. Establish additional management areas (in Puerto Rico) in 
addition to the Tourmaline Reef, to include at least, the 
reefs of La Cordillera, cayos Caribe, La Parguera,
Aguadilla, Isla de Mona, Vieques, and La Conga. 

RECOMMENDATIONSON A PROPOSEDCLOSUREFOR TIGER GROUP.ER 

Prohibit the fishery, not only in the special managementJ 
areas, but throughout Puerto Rico. This species is at 
present protected in the US Virgin Islands. 8 

--- To evaluate its population status and to determine 
-whether it may be required to list these species as rare, 
vulnerable, threatened or endangered. We believe that 
its status may be either threatened or endangered. 

--- Study ita reproductive biology, sexual maturity, ecology
and feeding habits. Also study the possibility of 
aquaculture (projects) and the reintroduction of 
juveniles to the reef in order to restore the natural 
population. 

Conduct the same type of study with the mere guasa 
(Nassau Grouper), Epiniphelus rnorio and the Sabber Tooth 
Mycteroperca tigris, and to consider the closure of 
aggregation and spa-wning sites, at 1-east during the 
reproductive season between December and January. 

• 
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ADDITIONALRECOMMENDATIONS 
RELATED TO PROPOSED MESH SIZE FOR FISH TRAPS 

--- Not to limit to the utilization of fiah traps beyond 
present restrictions. 

--- To establish a data collection system for fish trap
landings and licenses for the sale of fish and shell 
fish. II
Establish methods of fish trap identification and 
security systems tor fish trap buoya, to reduce the 
possibility of loosing them during bad weather. 

Remove all fish traps from the water during intense bad 
weather events, such as storms and hurricanes. 

--- Evaluate the possibility of using aquaculture as an 
alternative to reintroduce important commercial species 
to the reef and to restore natural populations. 

Implement a program of artificial reefs with the 
objective to provide new habitats for the recolonization 
of fishes and invertebrates, and to enhance the fishing 
with fish traps and other methods. 

--- To establish natural reserves for the spawning and 
propagation of commercially important fishes. 

--- To develop a zone system to rotate fishing areas 
periodically to prevent overexploitation of fishery 
banks, These may include rotation between natural reefs 
and artificial ones. 

/0
--- To control or eliminate negative activities which may

threaten the integrity of marine ecosystem• such as: 
pollution, eutrophication, natural habitat destruction, 
construction of marinas and breakwaters, dredging,
sedimentation, unsafe boating, recreational fishery with 
spearqun and intense recreational use. 

--- To consider the alternatives that are less adverse to the 
artisanal fishernen, who are an endangered species in 
P.R.; and to provide feasible alternatives whenever 
detrimental activities occur. 
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RECOMMENDATIONSON CORAL REEFS REFUGES 
I 

--- Establish marine reserves tor spawning, reproduction, and 
propagation of important commercial species. 

--- Establish marine reserves tor the preservation of reef 
ecosystems. I

I 
I 

Establish marine reserves for the conservation and study 
ot reef ecosystem~. 

To consider the designation of La Cordillera, La Conga,
Cayos Caribe, Caja de Huertes, La Parguera, Tourmaline 
and Isla de Mona as reserves. .

--- To reiaforce the alternatives ot coral and reef fish 
management, through the intervening integral protection
of the ecosystem and its processes thus eliminating the 
possible implementation of drastic alternatives (e.g. 
season closures, fishing prohibitions, etc.) 

,;1I
To integrate the reef fish and coral management plan to 
reduce or eliminate the possibility of any management
conflict. These will reduce, again, implementation 
costs, efforts and management. I

• 
I 

--- Substitute the wording on the prohibition of 
"introduction of non-authorized exotic species in the 
sea" with "Prohibit the introduction of exotic species in 
the sea", eliminating "Non-Authorized", I

.I 

--- To integ1:ate the coral and reef fish management'under a 
"Coral Reef and Reef Fish Management Plan of Putfrto Rico 
and the u.s. Virgin Islands". 

• Other recommendation on Live Rock not included at this time. 

• 



:o,mar, 
Sincerely,

'Ii,,
St, Croix AP 

P.O. Box S1J4 Su.nr.y Isle 
St, Croix, USVI 0022J 
r,:arch 25 , 199J · 

i,Jr, :,:iguel Rolon 

Caribbean Fishery Management Council 
Suite 1108 Banco de Ponce Bldg, 
liato Rey, P.R. 00918-2577 

Dear !liiguel, 

Thank you !or forwarding me the information on the Council 
meeting which took place at Ponce on Feb, 10-11,

PJease include the following comments in any future discussions 
regarding the harvest of l•:S.rine Aquarium Fishes. 

As the only cor.unercial fisherman of aquarium fishes in the USVI, ! 
think that it is very important to consider how limited the fishir.g 
pressure is on individual islands in assessing stock conditions. ·1,r.!.le
l agree that some general restrictions should apply, as in the case c~ 
Eutterfly fish, blanket restrictions on some other species would be 
unfair, Careful self-management here en St, Croix has allowed us to ~:s
the sa'ne areas !or the past seven years without a decrease in the 
observed target fish stocks and an actual decrease in fishing eff:,:
utilizing the same handnet-only mettods, 

~ 

If in the future you are considering mini~ut1 size restrictions f:,
certain species which are unsuitable aquarium fish at these s~all 
sizes, please include me in your discussions, As a trained biologis: 
I would also like to be included, if possible, in any evaluation of 
the importance of cleaner fishes to the reef ecosystem, as my personal 
research and daiily observations are extensive in this area and would 
certainly help your efforts. 

··---·-------



ATT. Dr. Miguel Rolon 

3/2'3/'33 

Caribbean Fishery Management Council 
Suite 1108 Banco de Ponce Buildin13 
Hato :Rey, Puerto Rico 00918-2577 

Council Members, 
The following comments are in response to tb.e rhanges proposed 

on the subject measures at the Council meeting ~elrl on February 
10-11, 1993 at Ponce. 

Discussion: 

1. The species Liopropoma rubre or the Swissgua.rd Basslet is a shy
and evasive fish found only ~n the back recess-es of caves. The 
reason for the low catch quota and subsequently bigh price is 
not because of rarity or diminishing stock ~t .because few 
collectors ar~ willing to put in the time and -patience required 
to catch this elusive prize. 

•
2. On the subject of Queen Triggers it sh=ld be noted that they are 

primarily collected only a few months of the year, and from only 
a handful of places across the island. I do no: ~eel this warrents 
closure, because they grow at a rapid pace and once they get 
4-5 inches they become extremely vicious and ll:mllllngeable and 
many imports are reluctant to deal with them. 

4. Marine Exports and Collectors are concerned vi'th the listing of 
CLEANER FISHES as they are all import.ant to the Aquarium Trade. 
With the exception of the French Angel ( PomaCaTrthus paru I none 
of the listed fishes are collected in there juv. phase when they 
are removing parasites. The French Angel as well as all members 
should be protected under the Florida Marine L.if~ Regulations, 
l have sent a copy along with this letter. 

�

(7

3. I am in favor of prohibiting harvest of all the listed species
vith the exception of the Longnose Butterfly ( Prognathodoes 
aculeatus) I have been told by my customers that it does eat 
and has good success in the marine aguariwa • 

. In closing I would like to add that with t:l2e :.removal of chemicals 
all species will have a great deal of protection, And as in the past
l would like to recommend that Export permits and Collecting permits
be put in place as soon as possible. I also feel that the laws 
governing the Aquarium trade in Florida would adapt well in Puerto 
:Rican waters. 

-

Thank you for your time, 

-~~,t) 



. 46'--42.003 Prol.iibition of Bar-,i:st: Loogspioc Urchin.• 
~c- l'Cl'><>ns~U har-,er. ~ -.·11;1•ir. or c, the ·,112tcl'l or 1~• ~•:ie, « land any 
,onrp1nc urchin, Q•ll<I<;,,>anril:•~Jm. 
Speaw A.alhority.- 3;0.c,~7('2/, F.S LN· l::,p:cmcn1cc:,~o o:z.,, 370.027, F.S. 
Hilla),.- N::-.- l .J.91. 

46-42.004 Size Limits.
Cl) Ancclfa~ca.,. 
ll) No P,:IWII iurvc::sun, !01'CQ:Dl!lcrc:•Ipurpc>IC!stu:: hirvc.t. pauc1,l while
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3 i\>·o ;::.) inchesfor rt>ek~.ry ·Hc,1c.a,thus:n,c•or). 
r>opc~n ,111a ~1nc:s1. p:,,,.-, .. ~,ic

,.,.:1 
(t) in or on the w~1cr,orrbc stare 01'

anr ,ni•l~is~ (Falll;ty Poaar:.:amhid.acor;. 1ou: 1=,1t. crea:cr1!1an 1h.a1 apcclfied
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:. Ten (10) inchc:i Cc,range.rl.\~ oocp: :-ockbquty (Hol1c.tn1~111 tricolor). .>-
:. So:i,;6) inches for roe~ buJty. 
(2\ J3,!\.!.C~sJr.~-
(1J /'.o ;,enon llarvaling for coa:me";al purposes1hlll lu"'c:11. poac!J wb~c 

,nor .:m the w1tm orthe ,u1e, or lar,:I any t,u11crll)'(ish (Fam,!)'0!1c1odall1id.tc) o( 

101a:l~r.11r lcs.s 11'.allone (l) ioc!!. ,,·, .. ,,,~. •··•, . 
~ :--o pen.on Ul&ll harvat, p0l,SCU •·b1:c 10 or oa the wucn of w: 

� 
11.11c,or 

lar.d any tuac~fish of tol.l.l lc.i&th i,-c:atcr th.an il\Chi:s.r, ,/.,; .i• .. ,""' 

(3) Ciobic:a- No pcnoo 1haUhar.1:$1.?0'-= •~ilc io or 011 the or 1he 
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w~ ,le i~ or or. 1he WltCl'5 or the s~tc, or Ian~ co~ 1han : ,n.1el!ishca (f'_1m1ly 
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23 de marzo de 1993 

Sr. Miguel Rolon 
Director Ejecutivo 
ConseJO de AdministraciOn Pesquera del Caribe 
Banco Popular, Suite 1108 
Hato Rey, P.R. 00918 

~E: Comentarios relacionados a los cambios propuestos a las 
.medidas relacionadas al comercio de peces de aC'Uario. 

Esti:oado Se~or Rolon: 

Reciba un cordial saludo. Per este medio, re:cito alg.ir.cs 

ccmentarios relacionados al comercio de peces de aC"Uarios Rec:bc 

con una mezcla de aatisfacciOn y frustraciOn parte de los ca:cb:ct 

prcpl!estos para regular la explotacion de peces de acuario. 

Satisfaccion, en primer lugar, porque se ha iniciado una acc10r. 
;. 

para eonservar algunas· especies vu lnerables. El no haber tc:r.acc 

acciOn permitir1a eontinuar la explotaciOn desmedida del recurse 

Sin embargo, bastndonos en el estudio de Sadovy (1991), en 

Puerto Rico se exportaron entre 1990 y 1991 sabre 100 especies de 

peces de arreoife. Creo que ha side un desaoierto excluir eerca 

del 95% o m6.s de las especies de las medidas de proteociOn. Has 

preocupante resulta el que nose incluyeran grupos de peces los 

euales considero come muy vulnerables a este tipo de explotaciOn 

debido a sus niches ecolOgicos y habitos alimentarios sumamente 

especialistas, euyo rol altamente espec1fieo en el arrecife podr1a 

aer detrimental a su integridad. 

• 

' 

, 



El documento acompa~ante titulado Cocentar1ps relac1onac.s a 

lcs ca;b1os procuestos a las med1das relac1onadas al cocerc10 de 

¥e,es de acuar10 tPut hacer con aqyellas especies que aun D?b~1 
s;do proteg1das? discute algunos aspectos de la ecolog1a arrecifa: 

ccn:o la lin:pieza de ectoparas::.tos en los peces, al igu11l qi;e 

presenta un listado preliminar de algunas especies y gupos de 

peces que requiern protecc16n lo antes posible Espero se.ln ce 
a:gi;na utilidad al ConseJo. 

Atentacente, 

~dwin 
JLA. 

A. Hernandez 
L-+ 

De:gadc / 

Cn::.versidad de Puerto Rico 
Departacento de Biclcgia
Aot. 23360 
Rlc Piedras. P.R. 00931-JJt: 

.. 



1 

Comentorioo relocionodos I loo eombio1 propu11t01 a loo 

1nedidocr r1loeionoda1 ·,1 oomeroio de p1011 de acuario-

10ut baoer con o;uella1 eoaecies ;uo no hon sido aun 
protesidoa? 

' 

Edwin A. HerllAndez Delgado 
Univer•idad de Puerto Rico 

Oepto. Biolog1a 
Apt. 23360 

Rio Piedra•, P.R. 00931-3360 

23 de marzo de 1993 

Recientemente, el Conaejo de Ad.m1ni1traciOn Pesquera c:e: 

Caribe aprobO unas medida• conducente a proteger varias e1pec1e1 

de pece1 de la explotaciOn del mercado de acuarios 

Espec1ficamente, •• propone prohibir la captura de 101 cal:::allitos 

de =r Hippocaopus 1pp. (Sygnathidae), mero cabrilla !pinrp;ie;,lis 

gyttatus (Serranidae), el pargo sama Lutjanus analis (Lutjanidae) 

y tre, especiea de mariposa1: Chaetodon capistratus. ~- striat)is . 

.C:,. aculeatus (Chaetodontid.ae). 

' 

' 

' 
Sin embargo, ba1Andono1 en •1 estudio de Sadovy (1991), en 

Puerto ~ico 1e exportaron entre 1990 y 1991 1obre 100 e1pecie1 de 

peee1 de arreoife. Creo que ha 1ido un de1a0ierto exeluir cerca 

del 95% o mAa de las e1pe0iea de las medida1 de protecoiOn. MAs 

preooupante reaulta el que no ae incluyeran grup01 de pece1 los 

cu.ales eonsidero come muy vulnerables a eat• tipo de explotaciOn 

' 

' 
' 
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debido a •u• niche, eoclOgicea y hAbitc, alimentarie• aul!lAmente 

espeoiali,ta,, C"Uye rel altamente espeo1fioo en el arrecife pedr1a 

•er detrilllental a au integridad. A continuaoiOn, di1C'Ute a!guno11 

aspeoto• de la eoologia arrecifal lo• cualea deben aer 

con11ideradea al preparAr una liati:. mas amplia de ••p•cies a 

protegerae, asi come un liatado pieliminar de algunas eapecies c 

grupos de pecea, loa oualea entiendo requieren medida11 de 

protecciOn similar•• lo antes posible. 

!r;;crtanc;a de las a!ociaciones bio1¢;ieaa en el arrec1f,. 

El arrecife de corl!l es uno de lea habitAoulos de cayor 

1mportanc1a biologioa en el planeta debido a au valor eoolOgico, 

poiseer una alta biod1ver11idad, su alta productividad biolOg:.ca, 

mantener complejas rede11 alimentarias y por au incalC'Ulable valor 

aocioeccnOmioo y est•tico, entre otroa. TambiAn ae ore• son l:l'JY 

importantea en el control de loa niveles de ~ atmosf•rioo. S:.n 

e:i:bargo, 1011 arreoifea ae caraoterizan por las 00mplicada1S 

1nteraoeione1 b1olOgiea1 de aua component••· 

Como ejemplo, lo• coral•• viven en una relaoiOn aimbiOtica 

con un grupo de dinoflageladoa oonooidoa come zooxantelaa, 1011 

cualea aon vitalea para la produetividad neta del arreeif• de 

coral, la dep01iciOn de carbonate de caloio (CaC03) (Odum y OdUlll, 

1955), y para el creoim.iento del coral (Simki1a, 19154). Las 

zooxantelaa tambiAn proveen muohos de 101 nutriente � eaenciales a 

loa ooralea (Muscatine y Cernichiari, 19159; Pearse y Muscatine, 
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1977) a la vez. que contribuyen a au r1npiraciOn y proclucciOn de 

:mucosa. Segun Davi•• (1994 ), el coral Pocillopora cvdou,;i. del 

Pacifico, usa s1, de la energia fijada mediante foto11nte1i1 en 

reapiraciOn, 49% en la producciOn de mucosa y 0.9% en crecillliento 

.Mientraa Muscatine et al. (19B1) observe que la• zooxantelas 

contribuyeron un 63% y 69% a la re1piraciOn def. domicorpis y 

Iungia scutaria. respectivamente. Cualquier diarupcion en ea ta 

relacion ail!lbiOtica pcdr1a aer detrimentral para 101 coral•• ye: 

arrecife come ai1tema. 

J 

De l(]ilal forma, exi1te otro gran numero de interacciones 

biol09ica1 en 101 arrecifes de coral. !1to incluye asociacionea 

entre diver101 grupo1 representadoa en la meiofauna (eJ 

prctozoarios, C]illano1 planoa, copepodos), esponjaa, aipunc:ulidos, 

poliquetoa, gaatrOpodos, pelec1podoa, cirripedioa, decapodos, 

equinodermos y peces (Patton, 1976). Por ejemplc, al(]ilno1 grupos 

de crustace01 a1oeiado1 a 09rale1 pueden aer muy illlportantea para 

estoa ultimo• ya que los eru1tace01 se alimentan del aedimento gue 

ae aeu.mula eobre la :mucosa de 101 coral•• (Patton, 1976). 

Sin embargo, una de las relacione• 1imbiOtiea1 mas 

important•• del arrecife •• la de 101 organismoa limpiadorea de 

ectopara1it01. Un ejemplo de ••to son 101 ca.mar0ne1 del g6nero 

Perielimepes 1pp., (Palaemonidae) especiea incluidaa en el liatado 

preparado por Sadovy ( 1991), aobre eapeoiea exportadaa por el 

comercio de acuaric. Est• grupo vive 11iempre en eatrecha 

~•ociaciOn con variaa eapecies de anemonas (Humann, 1992b) yea 

t 

l 

I 



uno de los limpiadores :mAe important•• del arrecife. Otroa grupoe 

.lncluyen • pecee de 101 genero1: Gobiosoma, Po;tacanthu;. 

Chaetcdcn, fa.milia Labridae, algunoe pomac6ntridoe y otro1. 

Sagun Randall (1962), eate fenOmeno fue de1c:ubierto, aun~Je 

no deecrito como tal, por Beebe y Tee Van (1928) en el labrido 

Thala:,:,oma bifa:,ciatum en Haiti y Bermuda. Eetoa aeumieron que 

aOlo ae removian particulae de alimento no ingerido por otrc! 

peces. luego, _Longley describiO en la d6cada de 1930 el lt.ie:::o 

co:tporta:nientc come la remociOn de ectcparaaitoa. Ccntraric a: 

Pacifico, donde el generc Labroide;, (Labridae) ee bAaicamente e: 

li:tpiador principal, en el .Atlanticc occiedental exiate un g::a::i 

numero de eapeciee limpiadcrae. 

De ac:uerdo a Limbaugh (fecha no preci1ada) en un artic-.1lo 

tituladc "Cleaning Symbio1i1" en la revieta "Scientific A::ericar." 

(ver apendice l), una eola "eataeion de limpieza" en un arrecife 

de coral de lae Bahama, puede eer vieitada ha1ta por 300 pecea en 

un periodo de 1ei1 horae. Segun este autor, 101 pee•• viaitaban. 

inclusive en variae ocaeionee durante el dia la miama eataciOn o 

diver1a1 e1taeione1 de limpieza, invirtiendo caei el miemo tiempo 

en est& actividad que el que invertian en IU alilDentaciOn. Eeto 

n01 1ugiere el grade de importancia que reviete la limpieza de 

eetoparaaitoe para la ictiofauna arrecifal . 

... 
Mae aun, eato nos eugiere que la preeencia de eetaeionee de 

limpieza en loa arrecifee puede tener un rol critico en determinar 



' 
la dietribuci6n y ooncentraci6n · de lae poblacionee de pece, 

.arrecifal••· De haoho, an lllUchae oca,ionae, donda hay 

.agregacionae de pace, en el arrecif• •• preci,ament• donde ,e 

encuentran la• e1taci0ne1 de lil!lpieza (obaervacion•• per,onAles) 

!:11ta1 t1picamente •• enouentran ant.re coral•• maaivoe (eJ 

Pit:lor;io app., ·Montostrea •pp., SiderostreA 1idereo y otrcs), 

entr• e1ponja1 y cerca de hendiduraa, cavernae y rocae. Eato nos 

•ugiere que tanto la de1trucci6n del h.4bitat natural de estos 

organismoa, como la remoci6n de loa organiamoe limpiadores puede 

eer detrilllental para la comp01ic16n de la ictiofauna arrecifal. 

•
I 

•
I 

•
I 

Seg-.ln Limbaugh, un pequet\o experimento de remoei6n de las 

especies limpiadoraa en dos arrecifea de parcho en lae &ha:tas 

donde los peces aran muy abundantes demoatr6 que al cabo de var1os 

rliaa el nu.mero de pecee dieminuy6 drAaticAlllente. Al cabo de des 

eemanaa, caai todaa las eepeciee habian deeaparecido A exeepcie~ 

de aquella• territorialieta1. De ••toe qu• quedaron, muches 

desarrollaron divar,01 tipoe de anfermedadea para11ticas, 

ulceracionea, laceracion•• sin 1anar y infeccionee bacterianae. 

Finalmente, ••g~n Limbaugh, dead• el punto de viata 

evolutivo; la 1imhi01i1 de lilllpieza es vital ya qua evidencia las 

adaptaoion•• morfol6gica1 y de comportamianto de muoha• ••pacies. 

Dead• el punto de vi1ta ecol6gioo, 101 li111piadore1 10n una, de las 

espeoie1 clave, en el arreoife ya que determinan en pa.rte el 

arreglo y compoeici6n de •species en h6bitat1 particularee coco 

101 arrecif•• de coral. En cuanto a la zoogeograf1a de 101 paces 

• ' 
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mar.inos, 1011 l.impiadore11 podr1an aer uno de los factores 

limitantes en la dispersion de las especies. Y mAe importante a~n 

para el humane, 1011 limpiadores de parasites tienen un 

incalculable beneficio aocioeconOmico al remover 1011 parasitos de 

espec1es de importancia cormercial para el humno, sosteniendo asl 

importantes pesquer1as. Estas especies vienen a tener el rel de: 

"doctor del arrecife". 

Todo esto ev1dencia el impacto que podr1a tener el destruir 

ur.a 111:i:ple estaciOn de li:i:p.ieza en un arrecife. Mae aun, r.cs 

suguiere la pcsibilidad de corui1derar el nu.mere de estaciones de 

11:i:p::.eza en el arrecife come uno de los posibles mon1tores de 

salud arrec.ifal. El grade en que la destrucciOn de habitat 

natural del arrec.ife y por ende, estaciones de limp1eza, ha 

afeotado las poblaciones de peces, dism.inuyendo au densidad. 

co:i:pos.iciOn o diversidad, aunque pcsible, es d1f1cil de 

establecer Sin embargo, def1nitivamente, es un factor de peso 

que debe llevarnos a considerar probib.ir la explotaciOn comerc::.al 

per el comercio de acuarios de las espacies limpiadoras. 

A continuaciOn, un listado de algun.as de aquellas espec1es y 

grupos prioritarios para aer incluidos en dicba probibiciOn: 

l. Gracrn loreto ("Fairy bass let") 

Una de las especies de peces mas afectadas es Gram., lore;c 

(Gra=.idae) con una exportac1on est1mada en 11,124 organisl:lcs 
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· (Sadovy, 1991). Eate pez, ademas de ser planct1voro, ae alimenta 

tambJ.en de ectoparAsitos de otras especies de peces TipJ.cAJDente, 

se ut.1liza quinaldina para au captura, la cual podria resultar 

detrimenta~ para otraa •species en el arrecife, particularmente, 

para los invertebradcs edsiles (aj. corales, anemonas, zoAnticios, 

etc.}. 

2. Pcoacanthusepp. y Holacanthus spp. (Pecea Angeles) 

lea peces Angeles (Pomacanth1dae), fue otro de los grupos cc~ 

:i:iayor exportacion, unos 2,907 .1nd1v1duos (Sadovy, 1991). Este 

grupc ae ha convertido en uno muy rare en muches de n1.1estros 

.arrec.ifes (obeervaciones personales) Los juveniles de Po;acar;;;r,;s 

~aru, ?. arc~atuo, Holacanthus cilia:is y H.. trieolor ae al1menta~ 

de .algae y detrito, y ocasionalmente se han observado limp.iandc 

ectoparAsitos de diversaa espec1es de peces (Randall, 198:3) Los 

.adultos de muches peces Angeles se alimentan de principalmente de 

espcnjas, aunque incluyen en au dieta tunicadoa, zoAntidos y 

alga a. El remover un organismo que oontrole naturalmente las 

_poblaoiones de esponjaa en el arreoife podria resultar en u:i 

desbalance en laa poblaoiones naturales de eataa, lo oual podria 

resultar en un aobreoreoimiento de 6staa en lea ooralea. AdemAs, 

al remover lea juveniles, ae eataria eliminando tambi•n otro 

limpiador de parAaitoa. 

, I 
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3. Bcd1i:;nusrufuo (Capit&n de piedra) 

El lAbrido Eod1i:;nus rufus e11 otra •specie frecuentemente 

capturada en etapas juveniles, en la cual tambien es un llllpiador 

de ectoparAsitoe en otros pecee (Hu?Mnn, 1992a; Randall, 1962. 

1983). Como adulto, se 11.limenta de invertebrados bent6n1cos co:o 

c:rustaceo11, erizo1, e1trell11.1 qut>bradiza1 y moluecoe. 

4. Tha1asscw b1fasciatµm (Cabt>za azul) 

El cabt'ZA azul (l.abridae). tan to en 1u etapa juvt>nil, eomo e~. 

la 11.dulta t'S uno de los princ!pa:es limpiadores de ectoparAs!tos 

de otros pt>ces (Humann. 199211.; Rclfe, 1980). Tambien se ali:enta 

de una gran variedad de invertebrados de fondo, zooplanctcn y 

ectoparasitos de otro1 peces (Randall. 1983). St>glln Ft>dder:. 

(1965), su dieta incluye crustact'os ectoparas1ticos en peces (eJ 

1s6podoe) y copepodoe de vida libre. 

5. Hal1i;hoereo 1pp. (capitanee) 

Vari11.1 e1pecies del genero ·Haliohoereo .(le.bride.it) 110:. 

t>xport11.da1 por el comercio de 11.cuario (Sadovy, 1991). !etoe peces 

son carn1voroa, alim1tntandoee m.ayormente de cangrejoe erizos, 

gusan01 poliquetoa, moluaco.e y e1trella1 quebradiza1 (Randall, 

1983}. El grupo •• uno de los predadores m!a abundante1 en el 

11.rrecife. Una reducciOn en sus poblaciones podr111. resul tar 

detrimental para e'i' 11.rrecife al per11:1t1r un posible aumento en las 
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dens1dades poblacionales de invertebradoe coral1voroe y de 

0rgan1sccs erodadores o perforadores de eorales a niveles locales 

6. Scaridae (lores) 

Varioe miembros dentro de la familia de loe loroe tAmb1en sen 

exportadoe per el eomereio de ac-urio. Loe lores aon un01 de los 

peces cae · dominnatee en los arrecifee de eeta regi6n, son 

herbivor1 y muy eficientes en la utilizaci6n de loe nutr1entes 

(:Randall, 1983). Tambien pueden raspar pedazoe de rocas y de 

corales durante su proeeso de al1zentaci6n, per lo que contr1u~yen 

a la produeci6n de eedimentos y rec1claje de nutrientee y de Ca:O:, 

en el arree1fe. 

i. Seran1dae (meroa) 

Sadovy (1991) presenta un ampl10 listado de especiee de es:a 

fam.il1a exportadoa, incluyendo especiee de importancia alimentar1a 

para el humane eomo el mero cabr1lla Epinephelus g:uttatus y l 
fulyus. Tambien variae eapeoies dentro del genero Hypoplectrus. 

ineluyendo 11, ynieolor, B.. ;uttavarius. B.- ;ummi;utta. H. 

aberrans .- 11. indigo, H.. ni;r i eans y H_. pu el la. La mayor1a de 

•staa est4n claaificada1 por :Randall (1983) come muy raras y de 

una distribuci6n muy limitada. De hecho, eegun Grana '.Raffueci 

(1992), en Puerto :Rico, basta ese memento, a6lo se babia reportado 

li- ynieolor. Esta familia eompleta debe reeibir tambien iru:oediata 

protecei6n. 

• 

t 

-

; 
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8. Gcb1osom,:t epp. (gobie limpiadoree) 

Loe g6bidos limpiadoree del genero Gobiosom,: app. (Gobi.1.dae) 

son de vital importancla ecol69.1.ca para la ictiofauna arrecifal ya 

que ta!llbi6n ae alimentan de ectoparAsitoe de pecee (Humann, 1992a. 

Randall, 1983). Los g6bidoa ae consideran unoa de lea principales 

limpiadoree de pa.rAeitos en el arrecife. Estes habitan en cabezas 

de coral (Randall, 1983) yen esponjas (Gudger, 1950). Su captura 

con quimicos ( ej. quinaldina) puede implicar la de9radac.1.6n o 

destrucc.1.6n de corales masivcs ( eJ Montastrea spp y Dip;,o;: :a 

spp.) c espon:;as dcnde usualmente hal:ntan estae especies. 

9. Astrapcgcn stellatus ("Conchfish"J 

Esta especie, perteneciente a la fam.1.lia Apcgcnidae, es:a 

ta!llbi6n incluida en el listadc preparadc per Sadovy ( 1991). la 

misma ya podria, de por a1, estar seriamente amenazada ya que 

habita ccmo comensal en la cavidad del manto del carrucho Stro;:±·Js 

gigas (Randall, 1983). Esto nos sugiere que ya eatA sujeta a la 

misma presiOn de sobrepesca a la que estA sujeta el carrucho, por 

lo que debe aer protegida lo antes posible. AdemAs, de eeta form.a 

ta!llbi6n ae protegeria al carrucho, su hcspedero natural. Existeo 

doe eapeciee baatante aimilarea I. a!'Jtus y A, punotieulatus, las 

c:uales habitan en conchaa de carruchos muertoa (Humann, 1992a) 

De igual forma, debieran aer proteg!das. 
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10. Pr1acanthµslipp. (oJones, catalufas) 

Dos eapecies de la £am.ilia Priacanthidae fueron reportadas 

per Sadovy {1991): Priacanthus ;renatus y ~- cruent;tua. A:tbas 

espP.clea tienden a aer mAa actives en horaa nocturnaa. D.irante el 

dia ae ocultan dentro de hendiduraa y cavernaa en 101 arrecifes 

(Bum:nan, 1992a). Estoa son carn1voroa, alimentAndose 

prlncipalmente de peces pequeaos, orustAceoa y gusanos poliquetos 

(Randall, 1983), pudiendo tener un poaible rol important• en 

controlar las poblacionea de especies cr1pticaa en lea arrec1fes 
i• 

11. Holocentridae (gallitos) 

Varias espeoiea dentro de esta fa.milia fueron exportados per 

el cc~ercio de aouarios en Puerto R1cc entre 1990 y 1991 (Sadovy, 

1991). Esto incluyo a Plectrypops restrospipis (tcro cardenal). 

EoJ.ocrntrµe ascensionis (gallo), y Myripriftis ;;iacobµo{torito), 

entre otroa. Eat• grupo es -de hAbitos nooturnoa y durante el d!a 

se oculta dentro de hendiduraa y oavernaa en el arrecife. Los 

holocentridoa aon carn1voroa, •• alimentan mayormente de 

cruatAoeoa (Randall, 1983) y aon uno de 101 principal•• grupos 

nocturnes del arreoife. Su oontribucion al acerreo y reciclaje de 

nutrientea en el arrecife mediante prooeaoa de excresion podr1a 

aer :muy i.mportante. 

' 

' 

f 
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12. Pomacentridae (dami11ela11, cromi11, aargentoa) 

Este grupo es uno de lo• de mayor repreaentaciOn en el 

arrecife. Incluye grupos carnivores (ej.Chromia •PP·), herbivores 

come los sargentos (ej. Abudefdµf app.) y omn1voro• come las 

damisela1 (ej. Stegastes spp.), aunque existen sus variaciones en 

este ultimo grupo (Randall, 1983). Estudios realizad011 sobre el 

contenido estomaoal de los pomac6ntridoa en el Pacifico sugieren 

observaciones aimilares (Hiatt y Strasburg, 1960). Muchas de las 

especies del gttnero Stgastel! presentan un comportamiento 111\!y 

agresivo y territorialista, lo que dificulta su mantenimiento en 

ac:uarios (Rolfe, 1980). Segun Reese (1973), algunos pomac6ntr1dos 

pueden permanecer en un mismo territorio desde algunas se:r.anas 

hasta mas de dos anos y medic. Por otro lade, segun Sale (19i3), 

una de las ventajas de ese comportamiento en los pomac6ntridos es 

el posible mantenimiento de una jerarqu1a social. Remover estas 

especies del arrecife, no aOlo podria generar problemas para otras 

especies en los acuarios, si no que podr1a alterar la estructura 

aocial de las poblaoiones naturales en el arreoife. Finalmente, 

de acuerdo a Emery ( 1973), los p0mac6ntrid01 11011 predados por 

diverse• grupos de organismoa, por lo que aon vitales en el 

proceso de importar y diatribuir energ1a en la oomunidad 

arrecifal. 
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13. Qiaetgd1pts:ru,t faber (pagualas) 

Varioa individuoa de eata especie de la familia Ephippidae 

fu•ron exportadoa (Sadovy, 1991). · la miama presenta 'divers cs 

cambios de coloraciOn entre aus etapas juveniles y adulta, 

pudiendo llegar a alcanzar un tamal\o de cerca de l metro, ll:'JY 

dificil de mantener en un acuario comun y corriente. Su dieta •s 

aumamttnt e diver 1111, inclu yendo organi smos 116ailea como es pon;ias, 

:z:o.antidos (antmonaa coloniales), gusanos poliquetoa, corales 

gorgoneos, algas y tunicados pelAgicos (Randall, 1983). Esta 

especie se ha tornado rara en algunos arrecifes de la region este 

de Puerto Rico (obaervacionea personales). 

14. AQblycirrhitua pines ( "ha1rkfish") 

Esta especie ea la unica en el Atl.antico occidental dentro de 

1a fal!l.llia Cirrhitidae y •• muy rara, segun Randall (1983). 

15. Anisctremua virginigya ( canario l 

Esta espeoie, perteneciente a la familia Haemulidae 

(boquiooloraoa), fue una de · 1111 espeoies exportadas con mayor 

!recuencia (Sadovy, 1991). En sus etapas juveniles tambi6n es un 

removedor de ectoparA1itoa de otros peces, mientraa que c omo 

adulto ae alimenta de diver1011 invertebrados (Randall, 1983). 

' 
' 
' 
' ' 
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16. Sygnathus caribbaeu!! ( "pipefieh") 

Esta especie, de 111 misma f11mili11 de 1011 c11ballit01 de mar 

Hippocan;pus spp. (Sygnathidae), debe recibir igual protecoi6n que 

estos ultimos debido a au rareza y po~ible vulnerabilidad a esta 

explotaciOn. 

17. Balistes vetula (pe:iepuerco) (Balistidae) 

Este es uno de los depredadores 11rrecifales mt1.1sexplotados 

por el cccercio de llC'\lario. Su valor ecolOgico ee vi ta l para e: 

arrecife. Segun BraYley y Adey (19B2), la aobrepesca de 

depredadores en el arrecife puede ser respons11ble del increcer.to 

en las densidades poblacionales de especies coralivoras coco e: 

molusco gastrOpodo Coralliophila abbreviata. Observ11ciones 

si~ilares fueron reportadas por HernAndez Delgado (1993), donde 

una .inusu11l alta cantidad de t:_. abbreviata predaba en el coral 

.Acropora paln;ata en Pl11ya Sardinera, Isla de Mona, coincidiei:do 

con un baJo numero y baja diversidad de predadores en el 11rrec1£e 

1B. !anthichthyg ringeng (pejepuerco del aargaao) 

Este bal1stido es bastante raro. En au etapa adulta rara vez 

se observa en aguaa menores de 100 pies de profundidad. Sin 

embargo, como juvenil, ae observa en ocasionea flotando en sargaso 

en la superficie del mar, de donde es atrapado. Esto nos sugiere 

que el remover selectivamente a los Juveniles de la especie podr!a 
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afectar a largo plazo el reclutamiento de nuevoa individuoa en los 

arrec1fes profundos, reduciendo eventualmente la poblaciOn. :

19. Monacanthidae (''Filefiahea") 

Var1as especiea de esta familia eon exportadaa. Esto.e peces 

se caracterizan per .eus hAbitos secretes, tratando de ocultarse 

entre lo.e corales gorgoneoa, plantaa, etc. Se a limentar. 

princ1palmente de esponjas, b1droides, gorgOneos, etc. (Randall. 

1983). 

' ' 

20. Mull1dae (.ealmcnetes) 

!ste grupo de peces bentOnicos se alimenta de invertebrados y 

es uno de 1011 peces de mayor valor alimentario para el hu:r.a:ic 

Debe ser excluido del comercio de acuarios. 

•I 

, 
21. Ostraciidae (chapines) • 

Los cbapines ae han tornado hoy dia bastante rares en muchas 

Jocalidades (observaoiones peraonales). tstos aon de gran valor 

Alimentario para el humane. AdemAs, de acuerdo a ·Randall (1983), 

al ser colocados en peoeras, tienden a aeoretar una sustanc1a 

venenosa que puede matar a loa demAa peces, inclusive a ellos 

:mismos. 

I • 

• I 
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22. Diodon hystti! (guanAbano) 

Este pez de la familia Diodontidae tambi6n fue exportado per 

el comercio de acuarioa. Este tiene un gran valor alimenta.tic 

para el humane y •• uno de loa depredadorea importantes del 

arrecife Se alimentan principalmente de invertebradoa bent6niccs 

protegidos por conchaa, espinas y exoesqueletos (Randall, 1983). 

E.ste listadc no agrupa todas las especies que requiere::i 

protecci6n o al menos requieren estudios lo antes posible para 

determinar si requieren proteccion. Sin embargo, nos brinda u:ia 

idea general de algunos aspectcs de su ecc.logia que deben ser 

cons1derad01 prioritariamente al preparar una liata mtis amplia 

excluyendolos del ecmereic de acuarios. !studios relaeionadcs a 

sus ciclos y 6pocas reproduetivas deben ser llevados a cabo cooo 

parte del baneo de dates evaluados. Alguna de esta infcrmac16n ya 

existe para algunas espeeies (Munro et al., 1973). 

Finalmente, eabe eitar el propio borrador no 0£1c1al 

(traducido a espaAol) dell de marzo de 1993, el i:ual res\lllle las 

medidas del Consejo. En au p6gina 4, en la 1eoci6n donde s e 

diaC'Ute el efecto de no haber tome.do ninguna aeeiOn al respecto, 

•• estableoe que "ea poaible que algunas eapeciea est6n aiendc 

aobrepe1cada1, mientra1 0tra1 pueden proveer grandee beneficics 

eomo component•• del eooaiatema ooralino en vez de ser 

eapturadaa". Es preeiaamente, 6sto lo que podr1a OC'Urrir de no 

proteger tambi6n las especies y grupoa listadoa arriba. 

-



1

Recomiendo al Consejo reconaiderar incluir la probibici6n de 

estas especiea y grupoa de paces a la1 medidaa de maneJo 

propuestaa para regular el comercio de pecea de acuario. OJalA 

esta informaci6n pudiera aer de utilidad en la evaluaci6n y 

reconsideraci0n de las miamas. 

7 

, 
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. APENDICE 1 



/ 
CLEANINGSY~IBIOSIS ' • 

( The inYasion of the oceans by skin-<liYing biologists has Jed to the 

<lisr0Ye11·that a surprisingly large nun1ber of 1narine organisn1s either 
]i'"e by cleaning other 111urine organis111s or benefit by being cleaned 

• 

by C:onra~ Limbaugh 

\~7b.ile slin dh-in.g in the cool 
water ofi th• C'Oast of southtm 
Col,/om,a in the spnng of 1949, 

l obse"·.,,l a britf and Stemingly casual 
J>ltttmg be1" ten a small golden kelp 
~rch (Br,;,:hyi.stiu.,frrn,itu:) and a 
.... 
,,o,,urn) 

ne:• SUrfpt'rth {Hyprrpro,opon ar
twict its size. The walleye had 

••;,•rated i!Jtl! from a milling school of 
iU fellows se,tral ,ards awn and v.·u 
holdmg iUe!J rigid° with 6n.s· ertendtd, 
111 bod~·poinltd 11 an unnatural angle 
to lht su.riaot of the waler. Th, throe• 
inch ielp ptrch spent several minutes 
p,rk1n& .al th• silvtr sides of th• walltye 
.,.-;tJ,1U pointed snout. Then the hip 
~•ch dantd into th• goldtn leaves of 
.a nearbi ktlp plant, and th• walltyt rt• 

turntd to loso 1ue!J in tht acbvih of the 
school. Al the time I rtC'Ordtd th.is tvtnl 
in m~ notes only as an intuesbng in• 
cidrnt.

Sinot thtn mr 1tudits and lht obstr• 
,·auons of othtrs ha"• conll'inc-ed me 
1ha1 this was not 10 isolattd episode. 
On the contra"-, it wu an instance of a
C'CMant ""d ~ital activih· that OC1:Ur
throughout the marine w~rld, cleaning 
~-mbio1is. Certain sptties of marin• ani• 
mal havt come to sptti•liu in cleaning 
poruitu and necroti.c U.nue from &shes
that visit them. This mutually bendcial 
b,ho,·ior promotes the well,being of the 
host &shes and provides food for those 
that do tht cleaning. · 

The relationship between the cleaner 
and the clraned is frequently so casual 
111to soem oe~iilental, as In the encoun• 
ter that &rst caught my olltnllon. On the 
ether hand, one finds in thr B•hamas 
the highly ors•nized rrlotionship be· 
twoen the l'•dtrson shrimp ( Pen·,11.
menu pcdcn1mi) and its numerous 
cli•nts. The tunspJrent body of this tiny 
.animal is striptd with whi:t and spotted 
"•th ,·inlet, ond its t-onspiruous onten• 
....., "'e comiiler.,bly l111,ger th•n its 

body. It establis!ies !ts station in quiet 
water where fishes C'Onsregatt or fre
qu•ntly pass, alwai·1 in associadon with 
the sea an,mone Bartholomeo onnulato, 
usually dinging to it or oceupiing lhe 
same hole. \\'hen a &sh approaches, the 
shrimp "~II whip ii.I Ions antennae and 
sway iu bod) bj1cl< and forth. tr 1e fish 
is intor,st.,,l, it " ill swim dirrctl" to the 
1hrimp and stop an inch or two away. 
The Ssh usualli prosen1s IU h•ad or a . 
gill C'OV<flor dtanmg, but if ii is both• 
ertd b~ som,thing out of the ordin11;>·, 
sueb asan injury near its tail, it prtsents 
itsel! ta.il Srst. Tht 1hrimp swim, or 
crawls forward, climbs aboard and walls 
rap1dl~· over the fish, cheddng irrrgu• 
l•rities, tusging 11 parasites with its 
claws and clearung injured areas.The 
fish remains almost motionll/Ss during 
this inspecllon and 1llow1 th• shrimp 
to mal<e minor incisions in order to Jet 
at subcutaneous parasites. As th• shrimp 
approaches the gill coven, the &sh opens 
ueh one in turn and allows the shrimp 
to enter and fora gt among th• gills.The 

s shrimp is t\tn perm1t1ed to entrr and 
leave the fish's mouth C&\'ih·. Loc-.Jfishes 
quicl.J~· learn the location of thew 
,hrimp. The)· lint up ,or crowd around 

 for their tum and often wait to be 
cleaned whrn the shrimp has rl.'lit.,,l into 
the hole beside the antmone. 

Such beha,•ior hlll been considered a 
mere eurio1ity for mJny years. The 

literature contains scallertd reports of 
cleaning symbiosis, including a few tx• 
amples among land animals: tht croco
dile and the Egypti•n plovrr. callle and 
the •gret, the rhinocero1 •nd the tick• 

 bird. Ascorlr as I b92 th• C•nn•n biol
ogi1t Frnnz von \\'ng11or had suggest• 
rd thot the psoud"" urp,on, a tinr 
r.Jative or the spider th.11 is frt•1u•ntly 
ubserv,d sr.. lin& a riJ, nn lar~er in
St!C'lS, JS .;tC1uJ11yt'n~ ,:,:,·d in rtmonng 

pansillt mites from th..., in...ns. Th• 
U.S. biologist William B<-rbein Ifr:~ 
s.aw r.,,! crabs remoH rtd titlJ ftoc: su.s• 
bathing marin• iguanas of lht C•~gos 
Island!. \\nil• dhing in tht C'Oral•attn 
ofi Ha.ill four yean later, B••b< also 
s.aw se,·erll small lislw!, of th, ,,._.,. 
ramil) tltaning panot fub. ~le:ucar; fllh• 
ermtn in the Cul! of C.abfom,a rtfer to 
a certain angtl6sh ( Holoccnr~u.1f>CJI,., 
as f./ Borbtro.Th•y upla,n that tl-.1101h 
•groom1 the othor lishes" and so d..,,,.,
its title as-n, Barber.• 

RtC<>gnition of eluning S)mbie><:sand 
its implioations bu C'Omt on!) u, r,c,nt 

yean. The gear and the trchni9u, of 
skin dhing ha~• given irw,n, b,olo£:sU 
a ntw approach 10th, diroct ob,.-,-, a::cn 
of undersea lift. Thev h.-, d;.sC<J,,rtd 
numerOUJ examples or'rl,an,ng b,~a,,or. 
tnough to embhsh alrtad) I.bat th• be· 
ha,ior rtprtStnU on• of th• pr:m .. .._ 
rrlat1onships in th• C'Ommun>I' of ~f• m 
the sea. The l'IIO"'II rleaners 1ndud• 
some l6 Spt'cies of Ssh, su 1p«1e1 of 
shrimp and Bf<be's crab. Tha number 
will undoubt.,,lh· inereast "hen th• 
man) marine organisms now 1u1pocted 
of bein& cleanen have betn stud,.d 
mo.-« closrl,·. It no .. - stems that mo>! 
other fishes' seek out and dtp•nd on 
the senice thty rtndtr. The prim•" 
nature of tht beha,ior is evidtnt in th, 
bright CQfor•lion and anatomical sr•· 
cialiution that distingw1h moni cl<,n• 
m. It appears that cleaning symb,ou, 
may help to explain the ungt of spem, 
and the malte,up or popul•tions found 
in partieular habitau, the po11ern1 nf 
local movement and migr,1t1on and the 
n,tural C'Ontrolor disease in mJn, fi1he, 

Th, importanot of eleJr.,ng· ,n th,· 
rcolo~· or th, waters of! southtrn C,1,
forni• become more ond mort appart1>I 
to me duril)g the earl~· 1950's as I .,re.,, 
mul•t.,,l obst"·"tions of eltJntrs at "orL. 
!lly notrs •re portitulorlr eonccrm•d "1th 
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FOl"II CLEAXI.SC RELATIONSHIPS ar1 dtplmd In 1h11 drew• 
Ina by II ~doll f,.und. In udl lhe clu11er r, In tolor. At top Ith 
• lt~orha •O•ri•li•r•li/orlWfll rlun, • aroop of l>brk1mhh1 
<CA,omi, P••ttipinni11.A1 top rl1h1 lrt I buntrlly fi1h 1c,....,.., •• 

,u'r,irouria) and 1-.0 Mnfnn aoatfi,h 1Puudupt"t1d d1"1M1u1: 
in uruu. t•o neon 1ohl11 1El1toti1uu OC'taftop,t and a ~.iu:iu 
arouptr 1£pintpli1lu1 ..,,iau,d; at-bouom. ;1 !p:.nith hoJfi•h I Bod,. 
••u,, ru/uaJ in lht mouth ef I !io1rncud1 ,SpAJr11ntt ~t1rtucud11,. 



1hr prrformanec of thr goldon-brown
"''"", (O,yju/i.t coli(om,co), commonlr 
,::illod 1hr k'torit•. This cigar-1h,l"d fish 
it .:abund•nl in th•se .... ,.,, and ,.,,
.1.nownto Ji1hrrm•n :u a b1il•llt•lrr. 

Ccr1•in fi1hrs, such u the opaley,
( Cirri/an,·,,,,on.i),the 1op1m•lt ( Ath,. 
Tln"f'' off,nrsl and 1hr bloelsmith
(C/iromu runclipinniJ), crowd 10 den••·
1, .,1,vu1 • •~•ionta that ii ii impomblt to

.,.,...~. the th•••cl••n1ng aetivity. Whrn I lint 

.,,..J d,nse clouds, oh•n ,..ith sev•
hundrtd fish swarming around a sin•

1:leck-oner.I thought th•)· "·•respown
ing,ggr•g•lions. As 1hr clouds disl"rstd 
.:at mr •pproaeh, howrvor, I rel"iatedly
o!,srrved a 1t~orila rrtruting into the 
CO\'<'t of the rocks and stowttd nearbv.
Oftm th• ho11 fishes. unaware of my •P
proaeh, would rush and llop in front of 
'tht rrlftoting srfiorita. l<mporarily block•
;ng its path. In less dens• schools I v.·11
.:,bl• to obs•n• th• stiionta in tht act of 
:n,bblms parmtes lr~m 1hr Sanl<.s of a 
host £sh. \\'hilt bt1ng cltan,d blacl
•imths would r,m,in mottonl•ss in thr 
,nost awl.."wa.rd pcntions-on their sides,
.hrad up. hud down or even upsid• 
~Q .. 11, 

Tht mattrial ele,ned from fishes by 
-thes,torita and othtr elunen has not 
w,o thoroughly studied. Among the or• 
gan:sms l ha\'e noted in the stomach con• 
,,nu o/ rlu.ners a.rt coptpods and iso
pods: minut• parasitic crustaecaru that 
anach thomsrlves to the scales a.nd in• 
1ei;um•nt of Sshes. I h~"• also found 
baeteria. and on sr,·eral occasions I have 
seen .. i1omas in th• act of nibbling a"'·a
& wlut•. Sully growth that streamed u 
& mill,· cloud from the gills of infected 
:!ishes £specially in th• spring and sum• 
mer months off Cau(omia and farther 
south 1n tho -.·armer ":&trrs off Me,:ic:,:
many fishes display this infection; It 
-rangos from an oceasional dot of white to 
11rgeulecratod sores rimmed with while. 
Carl H. Oppenheimer, now at the 1Jni• 
,-ersity of Mia!'"!. hu shown that this II 
.a b.icterial dise•st by ln!K'!lng hnlthy 
.individuals ,.;th malrrial t&l:en from 
dise,sed fishes. 
· Judging by the diversity ol 111 clien
-trle, the sellorita is well kn0W11 u a 
cleaner to many members of the marine 
communit),•. Among the spretes that seek 
out Its ttrvices J have counted peloglc 
(d,.p ocun) fishes as well :11 the nu• 
Tntrous species that populate the kelp 
i>eds ~•r•r shore. The block sea bass 
{Str,_toltpis grga,) and thr evrn lorger 
oc,,an •unfish (Mola molo) stem to c:,:,me
purposely to the outrr edge or the hip 
beds, where they attract l>rge numbers 
of selloritas, which Sock •round them to 
]lick ol! their par:i.i!lrs. I have also ob-

serwd 1he sr,iorita al •·ork on th, b•t 
ray (Holorl1in111colifornic111),showing 

 that thr s,·mb1osis rmbra~s the ~r1i• 
l:iginous .; well as the bony lishes. 

 Sinec first rlL'COgnlzing cleaningbehav. 
ior in thr1t southern California fishrs, 

I have studied ii In numrrow pl1ec1
 down th• Pacific Coasi of ')ltu.ic:,:,. In the 
 Cull of California. in the Bahamu and In 

the \'irgin hl•nds. Obs.rvallons svch as 
mine ha"e beon paralleled In tht littra• 

 ture b)· othrr sLin-dh'ing biologists .and 
by unde,,.·atrr photographers. From 
1952 to 1955 \'em and Hom· Pederson 

 made motion pictures in th~ Bahama, 
of de•nins behavior in a number of •pe• 

 
· cirs of fish and In the violel••pottrd 

shrimp that btors their name. ln 1953 
th• Ctrman skin di\'er Hons Hau. 1ug• 

 gettrd th,t lht pilot fish assoei;ttd with 
 manta ra)'S ate 1hr parosites ol th•ir 

hosu. lr•naus £ibl,£ibtsloldt. a CArman 
biolog11t, publuhrd notes in I 95� on 
cleaning beha\'ior ht had witnrsstd in 
lishrs In Bahamian wattrs, hr rrpressed 

 the belief that it is common in thr oceans 
of the ,..orld. In 1hr Hawaiian and So
c:'rt,· islands Joh-. £. Randall of the Uni• 
versit\' of Miami idtntilird as cleaners 
fow Sshes of the gtnus Lobroid1t1,two 
of which were new species. 

 

n

,,. 
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A few genrralizations about cleaning 
~i:nbiosis may now br attempted. In t.bt 
first plaec. the 'phenomenon appears to 
be morr highly developed in clear t:ropi• 
cal wa1ers than iD co.:,Jer regions of the 
seas. Tf• 11opical cleanrr sprc.irs are 

 morr rrymerous and includr the young 
of the gra)' angtl.6sh (Pomocon1hu1 
oureus). the butterS, Ssh (Cl111r1odDn)
gobirs (E/teatinus) ·and st\'eral wrasses 
svch u the Spanish hogfish ( Bodionu, 

,, n.,f111) a.nit th• mrmben of the gmus 
Lob1oid1t1.Evtn distantl)· related spec.its 
have analogous structures for cltonin!l, 
1uch u pointed mouts and tweezrr•llkt 
teeth: this suggests con,ergenl e,•olulion 
toward apreialization in the cleoning 
(unction, In the 11opic~l seos the clean• 
Ing lilh art generallr brigh1J,• colored 
and patterned in sh,rp controsl to their 
bacl<grounds;ii oppe•n that most lishrs 
that stond out in their environment are 
cleaners. Since cleoning Sshet mwt be 
conspicuous,it ii logicol that they should 
have evolved toward maximum eonl?ast 
wilh their 1unoundings. (The por:ulte1 
on which they feed ha, e evo!,ed toword 
a m:ulmwn of protrcli,·e coloration, 
matching the c:,:,lor or thrir hosts, ,nd ore 

 usu•lly Invisible to the humon obm·"•r 
of cleaning beha,.ior . .) In grnrr,I these 
fishes are not greg,11ou1 ,nd li"• soli• 
tarily or in poin. In Tc"'f'""'e Zone 
wuters, on the other hJnd, 1hr cl••nrrs 
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arenot so brigh1ly colored or so <'Ontr,11. 
ingly mar~rd. 1°M)' tend to be s••sar,.. 
ous, lo the point of lhing in schools. antl 
are more numerous, though the numbtr 
of sp,:ciesi1 smaller. 

he 
 T cluning behavior ol 1hr trop,col 

forms is corre,pondingli more oom
plu than lhol ol the Ttmpt"rale Zen• 
•~cits. \\'here:u tht lauer 11mrl; sur• 
round or follow I li1h in order to cit an ,1. 

the tropical cleaners put on displa;s not 
unlike those sh0\\11 in L-ouruh,p b,, sorr.e 
11111' fishes, Thn· rush fo"•ard. !arr. 
lidn•ays 3nd then ret:nt. rtp•at:cg t.~c 
ritual until a 6,h is 11tr>,1ed into pos:r,on 
lo beclunod. f'rer1u•ntl)' the) s,n1t th• 
prrsenec of • h,h btforr a hua,an ob
serverc:in, and lhn· h•sten to t•'-• uo 
thrir Jlalion belore ihe Ssh 3n,;,1 10 L~ 
cleaned. 

Some specie, clean only in thrn I""· 
nile stage. none or them •rr•ars10 de, 
pend exclush·tl)· on the h,b11 for ,., 
food. Agoin, however, tht trc;,,ca! s;,•· 
ciH come closrr to being "full time· 
cleaners. One eonsoqurnce of thw h,gh
er deg, .. or s~ctahzation IS that th,, 
tnjoy eonsidtroblt immDnn; from prtd• 

. atcrs. In an rxtrnsi\'e inHest:;at1on of t:,e 

. food habiu of Caufomia lrlp Sshts f 
ne,.erfound a sef>onta.a clos. coesi.o of 
the numerous cleaning wr,u,s o! t.h• 
tropics,in the stomach eoni.nu of othtr 
lishes.I have seen ii salt!)· tnttr th, op,,, 
mouth of the kelp bass. a Ssh 1ha: nor
mally feeds on sef>oflla•siu Sshe, On 
the other h.,nd. the kelp perch. a more 
~'Pica! Temperate Zone clr•ntr. r,.... 
qutntly turns up iD the slomaclu of Sshes 
,that II clea.ns.The im111un11\of """•in 
cleaners Is 10 well establisb.d that otlx-r 
Sshrs ha,·e come lo milnir thea, u, oolor 
and conformation and so short their ,m
munlt:,·. Some mimics,., . .,,.. the pr= 
and prt)' on the &sh that miJtal.e thrm 
for clunen! 

The lime general.ll:itions mar be 
made in contnsting thedeaning shrimps 
ol the Tropical and Temp<nt.! ZDON . 

Only onr of the six J.:no,.,, •J"«ift occurs 
outside the tropics; this Is tho c..JUomi.a 
cleaning 1hrimp (Hlppoly,fflata oo/i/or
nlco). 11 ls~ highly ;r•:•rious and ,..an, 
dering animal, at the other poleof bt,. 
havior from the tropical species u rtp• 
resented by the 10Uto.ry .u,d ...J,ni.az:· 
Pederson shrimp of the Bah..nu.u, W3• 

lers. Tht Californio cleaning shrimp does 
not ha\'e the color31ion ffld m,rl.,ng to 
m•h It Jl3nd out from Us tn\'ironmtnt. 
So for as I hove been oble to d,terminc. 
ii dors not di,pl•~· Itself lo •ttr""'lishrs. 
Th•se C•li!omia shrimps \\'~nder •broad 
In troops num~ring· in the hundrrds. 
feeding on the bouom at niyh1 and re· 



lirm~ tn C'O' C'f dmin~ thr d:,y. They :1C1 
:1, dr .. uu:rs "hr-n lht•J· tvtnc- uron :1n ani• 
n»I. .,~-o lol,,1rr;in nttd hf rh•oningor 
"hrn • fi,h. r•:rh.,p, ., mor.,) ,el. swims 
into thr cu:viC1' wht·rt tl1r, h,1vt found 
,hrlw. Thr• will cr,l\• I r,,imll)· ·o,·trth, 
C"ntur 011Uidr 111rfoc:,.• of the :inim.11, 

dr,ninG ow•) tvrryrhini; rtmo,·.,t,k, in• 
tlud,ns dtra)·in; tissue. A lnbsrrr thot 
ho, lx-rn worlrd o,·rr by• ttom of thnt 
shrimps tomes nut with • dc•n shen: a 
hum on di\ tt'• h>ndwillrttt>ivr thrum, 
trcolnitnl. Fi<hu do not l<'tm to bt 
bnthrrrd by thu, rough ottt11lion1, al• 

1hou0h _lht mor•) m•) 0<r.,oion,Jh j,·rlc 
ill hrod as i( annovtd. • 

In somt co1u ih,shrimps mo, rnrrr 
tht mn111hor tlv-moroi· to ~tt ;, p.,.,.

. 1ilfl thrrt, bul Ml \\Jlhuu1 ml. 1h, · 
11omorh1ormor•ys hovr ,.,1,J,cJ , '""· 
sidt,.,blt number of thti, slmmp, Jn 

SPOTTED COATFlSB 11',.udup,•••• lfterul,1u1I h bo11 10 1lw from B,naad• anti norlda 11 Iii• d, J.ntire. in sht CuH of Mo.iro 
•"'•UttSp,nl.b ho1fi1h. Th, ho161b lo found in the 1rorical ~,trro and aroancf Attention aetf St.Btftn.. blind, in the ~u,~ A1l1nuc. 

CAIIIBALDI Jff.'P•rf'OP• ,u&icundal 1I top hold, IINII 11an••· i• found in ttmfltr.tlt •·11tn• from Hftlra1 C:,1Uorni2to """· 
11a1uul1n1lr whllt brina clnnrd l,y I N~oth1. Tht l,ntr, • hi,h n~l Lo•tr Catilornia. rlun, mon 1h.1fta doatn •ttHitt of f;.h. 
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,,,ntr:t,t. thr tror11:.1lclt".tniu, 1humr"
;,JIor them more utlu,h'elJ· •1"'•1al,i.J 
.,, ,kan,•n. seem 10 ha,·e the same irn. 
mun1ty from prtdation. •s lht trop,c•I 
clronini: 61ht1. With their bright colors. 
their li\l'd ,ration, and their tl•boratt 

. di,pl•J· b,,hJv1or, lhty Art pl,inlJ· •d,·tr• 

lik'<l 111 th• wmmunil)' ~• cl,·ancr, and 
,1t1rort hosts ralhtr th.,n prrd,1tors. lt l> 
t.11~·10 visualiu tht rvolu•ionary p11h 
h whioh lht mort complu clunin; 
si·mbiosis m•i· ha,·• dr,·eloptd from the 
imptrftct clt>ncr•hosl ttl.11ion1hip1 such 
as that ol 1hr Californi> shrimp. 

In 1hr sumfflt'r of 19H. in the Cull uf 
California ne•r C11.1,m,11. I nutru th.11 
ck,nini: bth•vior appurtd lo br onn . 
ctnlrat..d al rocki· po1nll: uch point 
,..u manned by h,·o butterSi 6sh >nd 
on, ange16sh. f •uumtd 1h01 th, """· 
ctnlr•lion or other &shH •rost /rem 1h. 

' • 

• 

Jl"\'L'ilLE CILH A!'iCELnSB rI'•"'•"'.,,._, ..,...,,11 ri1h1 '"·· ... l••k .. HOthT ,lnu,. tba Spaal,b no1fi1h, Thi, 
clua, exttto&I paruh11 lrolD IM taU ef • hr J••k tC..,an., Motl. pl,010,rapl, aa4 tnoN 011•• 1ppo1ht plft •tr•••d• bi 1b, 1u1bor. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
•cr.tA:-.1!'iC 
.,,.,.u. 

ST.I.TIO!<.• ron1htfn1 ol 1 ,ponlf lli1A1arH 1<·irh b• • ju,·tl"lilt lrtJ an11Hhh. T1,1 111tfon. lorattd oft·~'" Pro,·i• 
iUi prou,6crollt'fl, tlU'Toundcd l,7 1vrtlt 1r11a.. b manned .d,n,, l•brul In tht Bah11n,s. •·at pf11:ito1raph.td. la,-the author•,"" ifir • 
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l 
f,1ct tho! thut poinll constitutr IM in• 
ltn,•ttion uf thr (-OmmunitiH or&shes
on r,rh siJt. In 1956 :londoll, rtpor1in&
on hi, rtucl~, ol th,, clraning \\T•urs in
tho 5 .. ,n,1~-Jsland,. obm-vtd that &shes
com, from romparativrly Ion; distanCft
tn thr 111r, ncrupitd b~ I.hr d,aners, not 
juU from thr immtclaa!f communi~-. The 
P,d.uon brothtn mod, th, s;,.nw obsn• 
•·•tion 1n tht Boh•mas. rrporting th.it 
t ht tlr•nrr, congreg•t• in tti;ular "clran
in; sr.t,ons" ,nth• ror,J rHfs •nd •!tract 
host &,hes from l•rgt area,. 

1 
l  
!  

t•.  
 

.• 

Sub1tqutnt lludies havt eonlinntd 
Lhese obst"'ations. TM •·ariou, 

Spt'ciu ol rlr•ning fish and shrimp lend 
to cluster in particular ecological situa• 
tions at ronl heads, depnssiom in lhe 

i 

J, 

! 
j 
• 

bouom. ship •Ttt~•i:• or the-.-c1,or 
l, lp t.,ds. Their present-e in thesr louli• 
tws an,ounll in ;, .. , p.:,1'1for IM large 
usemblages of other .ftshrs ·1hot •re so 
frtljlM'Dtly attn there. Even I small 
ckoni'D&st•tiun in lht tropics m~~-proc, 
rss .. l.vg• numMr ol fish in tht coune 
of a do~. I '"" up to 300 fish ,1 .. ntd 
at on• Sl•bon in thr B•ham.11 during one 
si>•hour daylii;ht period. Somt of 1hr 
&shft pus from 111tionlo llation and 
ft!ut'D ma.nJ·timts durini; thr day, those 
IN! could ~ identified bv •·isiblr m•rlts, 
such • inlrcllon spots:r•turntd day 
alter day at rri;ular timt intrn•4fs, Al• 
1ogrthn ft 1ttmrd that mony of the 
fishes ~nt :as.much lime at cleaning 
sta1io111as thry did in lttdini;. 

Al dnning Jtalion, inhabited by thou• 

,

-·• 

,..nds of dc.,nini; o·,i;•nnms . .i •. ,n,n• 
1ymb10sts must .i.ssumt ;rr;it numrr~ 
cal signilit•ncr in d•1tm,,n111c· ,;-.. 
djuribuhon :and C'OHC"tnrr.1honOtm•
rillt' porula1tons. In m, or,in,un. 
ls th• prt>rncr ol th, ,,;,,,,,. ,c,c 

11 

tht hlp prrth th>t bran;, ,,., d-.:-,. 
,. ... ., ro•U•I and f"'l>;1t l,,h,, 1r.1L.,o 
to th• •dgr o/ the L,lp b,d, o, 1,.0 

C~lifomia co.art. Most t-onttn?r.,!". s 
of rttl fishes m•J sam,IJrh b, u,.c,,. 
stood ID~ clun,ni; IU!IOM Cl,, '.o: 
S\Tnbio<isv.·ouldthtrr!o,- ocN>cn, fc·, 
the txisten~ of surh ntli-i.~,:-., ~. 
California sport•lishin~ ;rouscis ,, :c, 
roe:~--poinu o/ Sonta CJtJian, _11:.,,
the uu· around lh< sunl•n ,;. ~ 
Valiant off the shor, of Cota!ir., ,;.~ 
La Jolla kelp ~d.s and sob,:-... c:n, 

c 

BLACKS~IITHS IN CI\Ot'P -•hln1 to Ii• rluntd 
,i,,.,

li1 • 1ln1I• .auvmt •ariou, po1hion1. Thii photo1uph ~u.m:idt by fh.itl,., 
H~otila 1,l1,id,r ~,A ill n.arl, Ao,i,oNol po1ilion •' nn11r1 H Turner of th, Sute or C..JUorni~Dcpu1mcnt tiJ F11h:anJ G .. u,t-



r.nwnn onil !ht Coronado hlond,. 
Th,·-.· f.!<'llrtJlil>IIOn, or t:Our>r coll

fUl'furtlwr oh"'" olluu ,ind r><•h•p• r,. 

rr11m,·nt.1l ,t11d1. In • modr,1 lirld •~· 
p,•11m,·nlin th• BJhJmos I onct rrmo,·•t!
all rh,· lno" n dr.,n,ns ur;onirms lrnm
two •n»II. isnlot,d rrrfs -.·hrrt &s
1,..-mrJ por11t·ufJrl1 •bundont. Within a 
f,,,. ,Jan th• num!><r ol &sh wos dru, 
,,..,.,Jk;t"dm't'd."1th1ntwo wtrls ~Jmos
,11!,,..,.p1 th, trrri10t1ol fish•• hod d11,
"Pl"'•rrd. 

 

 
 
h 

: 
 

Tim .,,,,.nm,nt al,n,J,mon<fTMrd lht 
imf'U1'1•n"" or clr;,ning •~mb,om ,r. 
11101n1:unini; !ht hrolth or tht monnr
'f'Opul.,uon. ~I.in~· of tht &sh rrmain,ng 
clrwlnp<'d fuzz,,..h,tt blotches, ,,.·.Ji, 
;,,g.ul<~ra,~d so, .. ond fr•~:•d nns. A,!. 
milltdlJ· th, nr><rimtnl \l'H a ;ross ont 
.111d nol wtU 1:0r,11ollrd. but !ht o,
,cr,·td 1:0ntraS1wi1h th• _&sh populauon, 
of th• n•orb, rorol hrods was ,erv stm• 
u,~. urtain°h- it appr•rrd that tht af, 
1!'1tnU OCNntd bt-cou,r of the ~i»•n« 
of cl,~r.ing or:anisms. This imprrmor . 
.. ,., str•n~thrn·,d whrn • numbrr of h
c:ol fahtt thor had bttn mointainru in or 
.l<jUJMUffl \\Ut /ound 10 bt dt\·tlopms 
J,.cltri"1 inf~lions. I plot1!d a cluner 
~hrimp in 1hr aquarium, and It went to 
.. -o,J. 01 once 10 dun the in!~ttd !ishn. 

S~'fflbiotic cltonini; has some ia'lportant 
biological implications. From th• 

..-ie,-.'])ointof evolution it P""idrs , 
rtmaruble instance or m0rph0l0fiCL 
and be-ha,ic>ral ad•ptation. Erologicalh 
11'J>"al.ing.cleaners must bt regarded llJ 

kt~·011;•nisms in the assemblinf or tilt 
•~cits th.it compost the populations ol 
"•now m•rine h•bit•U. Cleanm~ raurs 
a great mony queslioru for students oi 
anun31 btha\'ior, ii would bt inmnunt 
10 kno\\' what mechanism prevents Ot•
'dinorih· ,•oracious &shes from devounnr 
the litil, cluntrs. In zooseogrophy th; 
dt•n.ini: rel.ttionships m•~· pro,idt tht 
limiting lac-tor in th• dispersal or,·anous 
sptties. In p•r•sitolos.,· the rrl1tionsh1p 
bttwttn thr cleaning aC'li,itiH on tht 
one h..nd and host-p.,;osfte N1!ation1 on 
1he othrr nerds inw1tig.1tfon. The bent• 
ficfal tc0nomic tS'ei:1 of cleaners on com• 
111erci.1Tiyimportont marine orgonisms 
111u11I,., conllderobl• in some ANl:U, The 
-modem morinr,.6sh,ries blolo~ist must 
now coruider dconers in an,· thoroucn 
,..ork deoling "'ith life lusto~• and S~h 
p<,;,ulation 11udit1. From the standpoin: 
cf the philosophy or l,iology, the •.•tent 
cf clralling bchJ,ior in the ~?O 
em11h.is1u. the role of co-optrotlon in 
"•lure :u opJ')osed to the tooth,and-clo,v 
.strui;gleloi r>illence. 

 

PEDE.RSO:,i CLL\:,il:,iC !BRUIP tl'tridimtu, Pff",."''1l1t1t11 .__, by •••i•1 lu 
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